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ABSTRACT
The main aim of this study is to present a description of aspects of Lewo, an Oceanic 
Austronesian language spoken on the island of Epi, Vanuatu. With this, Lewo becomes one of 
the few languages of the 40-member Central Vanuatu subgroup to be described in detail in recent 
times.
Cataloguing the structure of a previously unrecorded language always contributes to linguistic 
knowledge. The description begins by presenting background material on the geographic, social, 
and linguistic setting of the Lewo-speaking community.
The phonological inventory and structure of Lewo is given next, and then the grammar is treated. 
The approach taken is “structural-functionalist”, whereby grammatical units are described 
hierarchically, beginning with morpheme and word, then phrase, clause, sentence and discourse: a 
fairly standard morphosyntactic analysis. Traditional structural notions of constituency, contrast, 
variation, distribution and so on are consistently employed, but at each point, the functional 
significance of the linguistic units is accommodated.
Besides the presentation of the structure of the language, three particular contributions of this 
study can be mentioned.
Firstly, the analysis of the structure of Lewo has resulted in the discovery of one feature that is 
unique in the languages of the world, and is therefore an important contribution to language 
typology. It will be shown that the Lewo negative construction is a tripartite disjunctive 
structure, involving three distinct elements. Previously, only bipartite disjunctive structures were 
known, such as those found in several of the languages neighbouring Lewo.
Secondly, another contribution incorporated in this study is the use of a new word-class label, the 
Epistememe (Durie and Mushin 1992). This innovation results from the recognition that 
traditional designations of the word-class often called Interrogative Pronouns have failed to take 
account of wider generalities that apply to the members of this class and that have cross-linguistic 
validity.
Thirdly, an additional feature of Lewo that is highlighted in this study is the extremely significant 
role that verb serialisation plays at different levels of the grammar of the language. Verb
Abstract
serialisation is appealed to as an unified explanation of aspects of structure at the level of verb 
morphology, clause structure, and interclausal relations. A theoretical contribution of this study 
is the extended application of Lehmann’s generalised typology of clause linkage (Lehmann 1988) 
to the phenomenon of serialisation in Lewo.
Perhaps the major defect of the current study is that like most other grammars of languages, it 
attempts to cover a great span of material. With the usual limitations of time and space that 
apply, I have no doubt that every aspect of the language mentioned in the study could be covered 
to a much greater depth.
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in the text in appropriate places in lower case (eg. Temp).
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A B B R E ­
V IA T IO N
M E A N IN G A B B R E ­
V IA T IO N
M E A N IN G
PART partitive S syllable; subiect
pc. personal communication SIL Summer Institute of Linguistics
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In glosses in numbered examples, a full-stop between words indicates the continuation of the 
gloss of a single Lewo morpheme. Sometimes in examples, some morpheme breaks and glosses 
are omitted where they are not directly related to the discussion. Also in examples, material that 
is particularly relevant to the discussion, or to which attention is to be drawn, can appear 
underlined. The zero subject person prefix (0-) for third person singular, as well as specific 
indication of realis and irrealis mood in glosses for verb stems, are also only given where 
necessary.
For the names of protolanguages I have decided not to take up the new guidelines suggested for 
Austronesian and Oceanic languages by Reid (1992) (whereby, eg., Proto Oceanic is not POC 
but POc), and have conformed to what has been common usage up until now (giving PAN, POC
etc.).
Phonetic symbols are those recommended by the International Phonetics Association (1989:81-2). 
They have been printed using the TrueType-compatible font package prepared by SIL for the IPA 
character set. Character shapes for the Lewo characters with tildes (m, ßl, p, P, and m, M, p, P) 
were prepared using the font management tool Fontmonger™. The text of the dissertation was 
prepared using Microsoft Word for Windows version 2.0c. Towards the end, I attempted to use 
version 6.0 of the same program, but found that there were undocumented inadequacies in the
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conversion utilities that are supposed to convert version 2 files to version 6 format, and so 
reverted to using version 2.0c.
Various customisable macros prepared for Word for Windows (Chapaitis 1992) were found very 
useful. In particular an automated interlinearising macro assisted in converting plain text into the 
formatted interlinearised examples used throughout.
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION
1.1. Aims
The task of producing descriptions of languages is ancient and venerable, but in order to 
understand more about language as a general human faculty, the modem science of linguistics 
still needs to know about many more previously undocumented languages, and to know more 
about already documented languages. The observation of what happens in real languages and the 
analysis and description of how they operate continues to be a core activity as linguistic inquiry 
proceeds.
Consequently, the main aim of this study is to describe the morphosyntax of the Lewo language, 
and to do so in a way that will make its forms and structures, and their functions, transparent to 
the general descriptive linguist, as well as to the specialist phonologist, syntactician, typologist, or 
historical linguist. The study attempts to make an incremental contribution to the “ongoing 
commitment... to continue to find generalisations about language by collecting and studying more 
of the vast corpus of linguistic data which remains unknown” (Nichols and Woodbury 1985:13).
The approach throughout is synchronic, with the focus on describing the language as it is today. 
Therefore, I avoid resorting to descriptions or reconstructions by other linguists of earlier stages 
of the related languages of the area to prove a point, to solve a dilemma, or to force the analysis 
of how Lewo now operates. Also, no attempt is made in this dissertation to compare Lewo with 
its linguistic relatives in order to make even a rudimentary contribution to the typological or 
historical study of these languages, but others involved in these endeavours will welcome the 
appearance of another description of a previously little known Oceanic language.
With this disclaimer, the reader might expect that this synchronic description of Lewo will not be 
adulterated with historical asides or comparative comments. Generally that is so in what follows, 
but, it must be noted, not in a rigorously puristic way, so that such notes do occur from time to 
time. There seems little point in restricting the discussion of features to Lewo alone, when the 
Lewo data can both draw from and augment the understanding of the same features as they occur 
in other neighbouring and closely related languages. Relevant items of comparative and historical 
interest in such languages are mentioned where, in the context of the synchronic description, their
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inclusion draws attention to, or throws light on, features of Lewo.1 This is particularly so with 
regard to the description of verb stem initial consonant alternations (Chapter 7), verb serialisation 
(Chapters 13-14), and the negative construction (Chapter 15), as these are all features of 
particular interest in the languages of this region, and have previously been described for some of 
them. With regard to the description of Lewo phonology (Chapter 3) and the negative 
construction again (Chapter 15), Lewo is placed in the context of typologies (for phoneme 
inventories, and negative marking systems respectively) that have been prepared for these 
components of language structure on the basis of wide cross-linguistic comparison.
Consequently, while the format adopted for the presentation of this description of Lewo is 
constructed around the levels of the grammatical hierarchy (working from smaller to larger units), 
the approach could also be described as “topical”.2 That is, some features (especially those 
noted in the previous paragraph) are given detailed coverage, and are approached from several 
different perspectives; correspondingly, under the constraint of length, more straightforward 
aspects of the grammar are presented more tersely.
Mosel (1992) makes a useful distinction between synthetic and analytic grammars.3 The former 
begin with meaning and function (semantic categories), and map these onto the forms a language 
uses. The latter begin with linguistic forms, and relate them to their meanings and functions. 
Mosel considers that an ideal grammar of a language should provide description from both 
vantage points, but she also concedes that such a grammar has not yet been produced for any 
language. Similarly, Pawley observes that “comprehensive grammars, taking complex 
conceptual constructions (eg. types of events and situations) as the point of departure,... have not 
y e t ... been compiled” (Pawley 1986b:98 fn. 8). This description of Lewo aims for some degree 
of completeness as an analytic grammar, but the closest it comes to taking a synthetic approach4
1 If this study aims to contribute to the current state of knowledge about Oceanic languages, then it must 
interact with previous studies, and with the current domains of interest of those already working in the 
field. It is also necessary that adequate recognition be given where the insights of those working on 
other languages has assisted the understanding of Lewo presented here. Further, if there is any truth in 
what is now understood about language change, then it must be accepted that the way a language once 
was, at prior stages of its history, can provide some insight into the way it now is. Lichtenberk 
(1991:77) states that “Grammars are products of their own histories. If one’s goal is strictly language 
description, limiting oneself to synchronic facts is understandable. If, however, one seeks to understand 
why certain aspects of a language system are the way they are, considerations of diachrony may be 
crucial.”
2 And as well, the dissertation could have been entitled “Topics in the grammar of Lewo”.
3 She notes that this distinction was first made by Georg von der Gabelentz in 1891.
4 As to whether this will ever be done more completely for Lewo, one can only respond with the Lewo 
expression pog tai yo ‘maybe sometime’, or the Bislama functional equivalent bambae yumi luk ‘we 
shall see’, both of which signal the speaker’s estimation that while such an outcome is good, and to be 
desired, it is unlikely to eventuate in the near future.
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is in the section on possession (§9.3), where a number of different syntactic and morphological 
devices that express this category are discussed at the same time.
1.2. Theoretical orientation
My first linguistics courses were taken in the early seventies, a two-course menu of tagmemic 
structuralism at the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) courses, and early transformational- 
generative grammar at Victoria University in Wellington, New Zealand. In the late seventies, I 
took a course in relational grammar at Auckland University where the nearest thing to a text was 
a photocopy of a photocopy of some notes of a course by Perlmutter and Postal (Swinbum 1974). 
At the time, I was also teaching SIL introductory grammar courses, using the more highly 
developed, but still not well-known, version of tagmemics found in Pike and Pike 1977. This 
version incorporated the four-cell tagmeme (providing for fully describing grammatical units as 
form-meaning composites entailing grammatical constituency [slot], manifestation as form 
[class], semantic function [role], and being constrained by association with syntagmatically- 
related units [cohesion]); it also allowed for rules to capture structural transformations; and it 
included the notion of the referential (semantic) hierarchy. Tagmemics had been generally 
considered to be just a useful heuristic or field-work tool, but these newer developments seemed 
to advance it beyond this.
Now, at the beginning of the nineties, I have been privileged to attend seminars on advanced 
syntax and cognitive grammar from leading exponents of each (Avery Andrews and Ronald 
Langacker respectively), and it is clear that modem linguistics has considerably extended its 
range of tools for modelling various aspects of the grammar of languages. However, it is equally 
clear that a complete theory of language remains to be formulated, and that the first fully 
adequate grammar of any language has yet to be written.
Despite this, a range of motivations demand that languages continue to be described, and so this 
endeavour proceeds, if on a somewhat ad hoc basis. It is of interest to observe a developing 
tradition of language description which is not constrained by slavish conformity to any one 
particular linguistic theory, but which feels free to draw on useful insights from all.5 This trend 
seems to be resulting in a more holistic and sophisticated understanding of the phenomenon of 
human language, and can be observed in many of the grammars of Oceanic languages that have 
been presented as PhD dissertations in recent years.6 Along with those, this description of Lewo
5 At a more trivial level, this approach also disdains what are claimed to be theory-bound formulaic or 
algebraic representations, and prefers to see the same information presented in prose description.
6 Eg. Johnston (for Nakanai, 1980) describes his study as “a reference guide” (p. iii), and does not claim 
to adopt any particular theoretical orientation. Hill (for Longgu, 1992) has no statement of theoretical
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is presented as being both non-theoretical, in so far as it is not constrained by the requirements of 
any one particular theory of grammar, and eclectic, in so far as it incorporates various 
perspectives developed within different theoretical approaches.
However, while the aim is to gain insight into the structure of Lewo, and not to test a particular 
theory of grammar, it is not possible to present the grammar of a language in a complete 
theoretical vacuum. The present description will draw heavily on traditional structural 
conceptions usually invoked by classical morphosyntactic description, such as:
• the etic versus emic perspective,
• the understanding of hierarchically related levels of grammatical structure,
• the reality of linguistic units at each level of structure,
• immediate constituent relationships that pertain between units, and
• the usefulness of the concept of slot and filler classes.
Linguistic forms and structures are utilised by speakers to express different kinds of meaning, 
and to attain particular communicative goals, so this description will also attempt to evidence the 
relevance of functional and pragmatic understandings of language.
A trend that has influenced this description is the growing recognition that many descriptive and 
analytical categories have fuzzy borders, and that so-called paradigms of discrete entities are 
merely collections of points of intersection of a number of different variables.* 7 Many features of 
traditional description that were once couched as antonymic pairs, are now regarded as more 
extreme points on various scales of gradation. The very first linguistics lecture I ever attended 
presented a number of these oppositions: competence and performance; synchronic and 
diachronic linguistics; langue and parole, and so on. As time goes by, it is becoming apparent 
that instead of sets of bi-polar opposites, aspects of language and its structure can also be seen as 
being made up of a number of overlapping and intersecting continua of features.
Some of these continua are expressed as hierarchies. One of the best known is transitivity 
(Hopper and Thompson 1980). Other such continua include the continuum of synchrony and 
diachrony (Crowley 1987a:22, 206); the continuum of syntax and lexicon, whereby lexicalisation
orientation as such, other than describing the study as “a general introduction to, and description of, the
main areas of Longgu grammar” (p. 3).
7 For example, Lehmann (1993:337) notes that grammaticalization is “gradient, continuous, while 
existing theories of grammar only allow for clear boundaries”.
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is a matter of degree (Pawley 1986b:95);8 the continuum of coordination and subordination 
(Lehmann 1988); and the continuum of idiomaticity and unnaturalness (ie. natural versus 
unnatural grammatical strings). In phonology too, the question of whether distinctive features are 
binary oppositions or multi valued features with gradual oppositions is also being debated 
(Katamba 1989:41).
There are many areas of this description of Lewo where these insights are applied, albeit 
informally at times. An important example is in the area of assessing the word-class category of 
various items, such as those that appear to occupy a middle ground between what are normally 
thought of as verbs or adjectives (stative verbs), or verbs and adverbs (nuclear layer serial verbs), 
or verbs and prepositions (verbal prepositions). In these cases, I am content to observe that the 
Lewo items in question may occupy some kind of middle ground, and should not be shoe-homed 
into one category or the other.
1.3. Methodology
I first went to live in Vanuatu, with my wife and children, in April 1982. By the following month 
we were located in a village-style house in Moriu village, north-east Epi, that had been built for 
us as a community project subscribed to by the whole island. We were invited to Epi by the 
Tarpumamele Council of Chiefs (of Epi), and the Combined Epi-Lamen Session of the 
Presbyterian Church of Vanuatu, to facilitate the establishment of a language and literature 
development project.9 The aspirations and motivations that seemed to be at work in this 
community-based activity appear to be genuine and transparent. Firstly, there is a growing 
appreciation and recognition of the value of local cultures and languages throughout Vanuatu, as 
part of the post-colonial assertion of local identity. Secondly, there is concern in some villages at 
the inroads that the national language (the English-based pidgin Bislama) is observed to be 
making. Thirdly, there is a desire for vernacular language materials to be made available for the 
domain in which literateness is most highly valued at present, which is church life.10
8 “...just as there is a continuum between fully productive rules of sentence formation and rules of low 
productivity, so there is a cline between fully lexicalised formulations on the one hand and nonce forms 
on the other” (Pawley and Syder 1983:192).
9 This project, still continuing, is conducted under the auspices of the Vanuatu Christian Council, and 
my own sponsoring agency, the Summer Institute of Linguistics.
101 have discussed the development of the project, and some of the sociolinguistic parameters that are at 
work on Epi, in Early 1991. This paper notes the many factors that militate against the prospect of any 
vernacular language and literature development in Vanuatu being successful in the long term, but argues 
that there are some hopeful signs and other mitigating factors.
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So began the task of language and culture learning, and of building relationships with the Epi 
people, who were to become very dear friends. We accomplished these missions as participant 
observers, immersing ourselves in the activities and lives of those whose children’s world became 
the only world our own children knew.11
As a language learner, I attempted to use a number of structured approaches (eg. Healey 1975, 
Brewster and Brewster 1976), and found these useful to some extent. However, for whatever 
reasons of personal predilection, and despite my linguistic training, I did not find myself to be an 
immediate analyst. In retrospect, language learning was achieved in an interactional 
assimilationist mode, rather than as systematic scientific inquiry. From a very early stage, it was 
necessary to use the language in functional and relational contexts, so the focus was on acquiring 
communicative competence rather than compiling linguistic materials. However, over the years I 
have maintained a dictionary file for Lewo, and have prepared a set of language learning lessons. 
Also, a text corpus has been collected, and various linguistic jottings were recorded. As well, in 
conjunction with the local project personnel, a substantial amount of Biblical material (about 
70% of the New Testament) has been translated, and other locally authored texts have been 
prepared. Drafting, revising and editing these texts with the local mother-tongue translators that I 
have trained has provided me with a lot more exposure to the language as well.
Although it is now over ten years since we first went to Epi, the total amount of time I have been 
resident on the island is about five years. As the language project has developed, a multi­
language approach has been adopted, and I have trained and worked simultaneously with a 
number of local people from the Lewo, Lamen and Baki languages. This has meant that Bislama 
has had to function as the working language for interaction within our team, and ongoing 
development in my facility in Lewo has had to proceed concurrent with the need to attain both full 
fluency in Bislama, and a good reading knowledge of Lamen and Baki.
Nevertheless, the familiarity with Lewo that I have acquired has proven to be foundational to the 
writing of this grammar. Textual data, as described below, has demanded, and provided raw 
material for, a further depth of analysis. Also, during the course of my three years at the 
Australian National University, several private trips, and one university sponsored field trip, were 
made to Epi, providing essential contact with speakers of the language. This contact was also
11 As Newman (1992:2-3) notes, the “human dimensions of fieldwork that affect the researcher are 
seldom taken up as a point of discussion. ... To judge from the silence...you would think that all 
linguists are single people without dependents who are able to devote themselves from morning to night 
figuring out the intricacies of relative clauses or noun classifiers. ... A generally neglected problem is 
the effect of the fieldwork situation on the children themselves.” Michael Young (pc.) comments on this 
quote that “there is no longer any silence in anthropology” on such issues of the researcher’s interaction 
with the research activity.
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facilitated when, in March-April 1992, a speaker of Lewo spent seven weeks in Canberra at a 
Dictionary Workshop.12
1.4. Text corpus
The variety of Lewo data accessed in producing this description has been noted above. The 
actual text corpus contains 259 separate texts, comprising a total of 113,688 words (around 850 
kilobytes). The texts are mostly edited transcriptions of tape-recorded first-person narratives, 
factual accounts, and traditional stories, and make up about 20 hours of recorded speech.
There are only three members of the Lewo classification of oral literary genre. All “traditional” 
stories are known as suniena marua ‘old story ' (kastom stori in Bislama), and encompass all 
kinds of myth, tale, origin story and so on. Any story of known history is simply a suniena ‘a 
story'. The third category is known as pakaiwa, and refers to ‘riddles', of which only a few are 
currently recounted.13 Two sample texts are given in Appendix 1, and details of all texts (tape 
reference, orator, orator’s village, title/contents, word count) appear in Appendix 2. A summary 
of the kinds of texts in the corpus, using an English categorisation, is given in Table 1 below. All 
of the material has been produced by native speakers (ie. while many of the first person 
narratives, conversations, letters etc. are directed to me, there are none that were produced by 
me).
12 Sponsored by the Linguistics Department of the Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies of the 
Australian National University, and the Summer Institute of Linguistics.
13 Since contact times, and the introduction of written literature, the term tusi (a borrowing) has become 
used for ‘book’, and lumaki for ‘letter’.
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Table 1 : Texts in database
G E N R E T E X T S W O R D S % O F  
C O R PU S
origin  story 16 5391 5
hum orous story 4 1324 1
m orality  story 25 10697 9
traditional tale 78 30461 27
first person narrative 115 47,662 42
speech/serm on 11 6852 6
inform al/conversations 6 10569 9
letters 4 732 1
T O T A L 259 113,688 100
A variety of software tools were used in processing and analysing the lexical database and the 
text corpus. Early interlinearising and interactive dictionary file development were done with IT 
(Simons and Versaw 1988), while more recently SHOEBOX (Wimbish 1990) was used for this 
purpose. FIESTA (Alsop and Johnston 1990) was used for all concordance searches and sorted 
outputs from the text corpus.
1.5. Overview of description
Before the technical description of Lewo begins, the following chapter (Chapter 2) places the 
language in the wider context of its geographical, social, and linguistic setting. The locations and 
population of Lewo speakers are given, and all known previous description of the language is 
surveyed. Modem theories about its historical development are also mentioned.
The phonology of Lewo is covered in Chapter 3. Mainly, the segmental inventory is described, 
but other matters like stress, phonotactics, syllabification, and morphophonemics are included.
A short overview of the main typological features of Lewo is given in Chapter 4, along with a 
summary of the word class categories that will be identified as the description proceeds. 
Problems associated with the identification of these classes are also mentioned.
The two main word classes, nominals (Chapter 5) and verbs (Chapter 6), are more fully described 
in their own chapters. One particular feature of Lewo verbs, the alternation of the initial 
consonant to mark the distinction of realis-irrealis mood, is presented in Chapter 7. Another 
word class (traditionally known as the class of interrogative pronouns or adjectives) is, perhaps
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for the first time in the description of a language, given the name “epistememe”, and described in 
Chapter 8.
The next three chapters, 9 to 11, cover phrase structure: in turn, the structure and function of 
noun phrases, verb phrases, and prepositional phrases are presented.
The important topic of verb valence and transitivity is integrated into the description of clause 
structure in Chapter 12. That chapter covers the main types of verbal clauses, as well as clauses 
with nominal predicates.
Lewo speakers frequently serialise verbs into complex serial verb constructions both within the 
verb level constituent itself (ie. at the layer of the nucleus of the clause; Chapter 13), and at the 
verb phrase level (ie. at the layer of the core of the clause; Chapter 14). This is now recognised 
as a pervasive structural feature of the languages of the region, and its frequency, complexity, 
and functionality in Lewo warrant the significant amount of space accorded its description here. 
Some grammatical processes and categories (eg. aspect, interclausal logical relations, 
comparison) that surface in languages in various ways are encoded in Lewo as serial 
constructions. Another of these is complementation, and its description in Lewo is handled as 
part of the discussion of core layer serialisation in Chapter 14.
I will claim that the standard negative clause construction in Lewo contains a feature that appears 
to be unique in the known languages of the world, and to explore this fully, a single chapter is 
devoted to the description of negation (Chapter 15).
In the final chapter (Chapter 16), aspects of higher level structures are detailed. Sentences 
(including complex sentences with relative clauses) are described, as are some interclausal 
relationships that are expressed in Lewo at this level. This chapter also presents some interesting 
aspects of the structure of Lewo discourse.
The description concludes with several appendices. The first, Appendix 1, is made up of two 
sample texts, which I have interlinearised using the same morpheme glosses as found throughout 
the chapters that follow. Appendix 2 gives the details of the textual database as mentioned 
above. Appendix 3 contains copies of some early Lewo word lists, and annotations on them. 
After the Bibliography, an Index is also included, which is intended to assist the reader to locate 
various Lewo words and particles that are used throughout the text, as well as instances of 
various technical terms and topics, and also the locations at which various works by other authors 
are cited.
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CHAPTER 2 : THE LEWO LANGUAGE AND ITS SPEAKERS
This chapter describes from a number of perspectives the setting in which the Lewo language is 
found. This includes non-linguistic details relating to the community of its speakers, and 
something of the wider socio-cultural and linguistic environment in which the language operates 
(§2.1), as well as the specifically linguistic environment (§2.2). Previous studies of Lewo, or 
studies incorporating Lewo data, are detailed (§2.3), along with a presentation of approaches that 
have been taken on the question of what the language’s genetic source and relationships might be 
(§2.4). Some notes on Lewo dialectology are also included (§2.5).
2.1. General setting
I begin with non-linguistic matters, such as the geographical location, demography, and socio­
cultural and historical background of the Lewo language community.
2.1.1. Geographical setting
The Lewo language is spoken in the north, east, and south-east of the island of Epi, right at the 
geographical centre of the independent Pacific island micro-state of the Republic of Vanuatu.1 A 
century-old statement by Robert Steel, an early visitor to the missionaries of the day, still stands 
(at least as far as it describes Epi’s geographical position and features):
“The island o f Api was estimated by Captain Cook to be between fifty and sixty 
miles in circumference. It is o f a triangular shape, with the base towards the 
north-east. At the south-east point, mountains rise to the height o f 1800 feet; in 
the centre, they reach 2800feet; and to the north, about 2500feet. It lies between 
168° 7 ’ and 168° 26' east longitude, and between 16° 35’ and 16° 50’ south 
latitude. It is singularly rich and fertile, and one o f the finest islands in the group. 
It has received the praise o f all who see it. The people, however, are fierce and 
cannibal.’’ (Steel 1880:273)
1 Vanuatu is the former New Hebrides, which became independent in 1980. Except in formal citations, 
all references in earlier materials to the New Hebrides are modernised to Vanuatu. The name of the 
island of Epi has had a variety of spellings in earlier documents, including Ahpe, Apee, Appe and Api. 
The people of Ambrym and Paama call Epi Liman, while in the Shepherd’s Group to the south, 
Nakanamanga speakers call it Etasiwo, most Namakira speakers call it Ataiwo, and the Namakira 
speakers of Tongariki call it Atai.
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We could add that the topography of the island betrays its volcanic origins, with many now 
extinct craters and still dormant cones. The above estimate of the circumference of the island is 
as good as any: the island as a whole is irregularly shaped, and the coastline, jagged and rugged 
in many places, affords a very uneven perimeter. The island is on an east to west downwards tilt, 
so that the east coast (si kaawa ‘rough sea side ’) is characterised by more rocky formations, and 
cliffs rising from the sea, often without any off-shore fringing coral reef. The winds and waves of 
the east-south-easterly trades that blow for most of the year impact this shoreline directly, while 
the more sheltered west coast (si malum ‘peaceful sea side’) is much flatter, gently sloping off at 
many points into coral-sand bays with perimeter reefs. The land area of Epi has been given as 
452 km2 (Harcombe 1991:261).
The whole island is blessed with fertile volcanic soil, and while traditional subsistence gardening 
provides an abundance of food for everyone,2 most families are also able to participate in the 
cash economy with production and sale of copra,3 some cocoa and trochus shell (ultimately 
exported from Vanuatu), and kava, some garden produce, and occasionally beef cattle (shipped to 
the capital, Port Vila). Many families send food supplies to their family members working in 
town in exchange for cash contributions. Women will forage on the reef (mainly for shellfish and 
octopus), some men go spear fishing, and whole communities infrequently engage in fish drives, 
but the orientation of Epi people is to what can be produced in their gardens rather than what can 
be harvested from the sea. There are some inland forest resources which one would hope will be 
utilised and managed in an ecologically sustainable manner.
While most villages in earlier times were located inland, settlement is now almost entirely around 
the coastal perimeter, much of which is linked by a road, used by the ten or so vehicles on the 
island. There are two airstrips on Epi, one at Lamen Bay in the north, and another at Valesdir in 
the south-west, with regular flights from Port Vila, making the Lewo-speaking area, also serviced 
by a few copra and passenger service boats on an irregular basis, quite accessible. After the forty 
minute flight from Vila to Lamen Bay, one can take a taxi truck for a bumpy six kilometre ride 
across the northern top of the island to the east coast where the first of the main Lewo-speaking 
villages are found.
2 Epi is of course in the cyclone belt, so the usual abundance has turned to scarcity on several occasions 
in recent years when quite destructive cyclones have damaged gardens more than once in a season, or in 
consecutive seasons.
3 Vanuatu produces more copra per head of population than any other copra-producing country in the 
world. Within Vanuatu, Epi produces more copra per head of population than any other of the Local 
Government Council regions, making it arguably one of the most prolific coconut growing areas in the 
world (Dan Etherington, pc.).
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The location of Vanuatu in the south-west Pacific is shown in Map 1 on the next page; and 
following pages (pp. 16 and 18) show the location of Epi within Vanuatu (Map 2), and the area 
over which Lewo is spoken on Epi, along with that of the other languages on the island (Map 3).
2.1.2. Administrative setting
Soon after independence in 1980, Epi and the two smaller off-shore islands of Lamen (densely 
populated) and Namuka (no permanent residents), were constituted as the Epi Local Government 
Council Region within the Republic of Vanuatu. Many governmental administrative functions 
were decentralised to this regional entity, which had its headquarters at Rovo Bay (see Map 2). 
Epi people elected the council members, including representatives from the chiefs, women, and 
youth sectors of the community. The Epi region had its own flag. However, this council was 
disbanded in mid-1994 in a national reorganisation of local government arrangements.
After the inception of the Local Government Council, the island was further subdivided into four 
sub-regional areas, named Varsu, Varmali, Vermaul, and Yarsu (see Map 3). These names are 
modem coinages, composite words formed from the predominant language spoken in each sub- 
region. The borders of these sub-regions take cognisance of major linguistic and geographical 
boundaries on Epi (Varsu makes up almost the whole of the Lewo-speaking area), and the strong 
sense of loyalty people feel for these sub-regions probably draws on solidarities that are more 
ancient than the era of modem government.
Each clan group, often many to a village, will have its chief, and each of the above sub-regions, 
as well as the island as a whole, has its Council of Chiefs. Traditional chiefly authority had been 
undermined to quite an extent by other newer power structures, especially the church and the 
national and local layers of modem governmental administration, but is now being reasserted. 
Considerable jostling for position between these various community institutions results.
Epi has one French-medium and several English-medium primary schools, and a government 
junior secondary school at Lamen Bay. There is a Health Centre in the north at Vaemali, which 
handles inpatient and maternity cases, and several clinics and aidposts throughout the regions 
which provide for primary health care. The main health concern is malaria.
2.1.3. Demographic setting
2.1.3.1. Population
Folk-history on Epi today contains frequent references to the pre-contact times when most of the 
interior of the island was occupied, and where, in areas now reclaimed by bush, “people swarmed
13
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Map 1 : Vanuatu in the South-west Pacific
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over garden trails and paths like ants”. Some estimates place the population of Epi at contact as 
being in the vicinity of 10,000 or more.4 The effects of the various factors that resulted in 
depopulation throughout Melanesia during the later 1800s and early 1900s can be seen in 
Miller’s estimate of the 1890 population at 7000 (Miller 1987:386), and his own count of the 
population in 1946 at around 1400 (p. 420). The 1967 census gave a population of 1645 for the 
island (including 200 or so non-Epi people), and the current very high rate of growth is reflected 
in this figure having more than doubled by the last census in 1989 to 3,626 (Office of Statistics 
1991:357). At the 1990 national election, there were 2,123 registered voters on Epi (those 18 
years and older), of whom 1617 (76.16%) exercised their vote.
Despite this current growth, Epi is still only lightly populated. The Lewo-speaking population is 
the most scattered, and although occupying a large area of east and south Epi, village settlements 
are small and well spaced out. These people are now realising the value of the very large areas of 
land that the loss of earlier populations (including whole language groups) has left in the control 
of their small clan groups.
However, population pressure on Tongoa to the south is resulting in many people from that island 
progressively gardening, then squatting, then settling on the previously sparsely-populated large 
southern promontory of Epi. The resultant tensions that arise are exacerbated by the fact that the 
Epi people in this area were mainly Seventh Day Adventists, with some Presbyterians, while the 
incoming Tongoans are nearly all affiliated with the Revival Church (considered by other 
churches to be an unorthodox sect). The Epi people who live in these areas are so few compared 
to the Tongoan immigrants that their children are growing up knowing Nakanamanga or 
Namakira (from Tongoa), but not Lewo.
There is also population pressure on Paama to the north, and there is much advantage for 
Paamese people to forge friendships and marriage alliances with Epi individuals and 
communities. In the more northern Epi villages, all of which are Lewo-speaking, quite a few 
Paamese individuals who have married in, and in some cases whole families, can be found.5
The villages in which Lewo is spoken (see Map 3), beginning from the northern tip of Epi and 
going south along the east coast are listed, with their 1989 census populations (some are 
estimations based on knowledge of the composition of the village):
4 Hagen and Pineau (1889:304) name Epi along with Futuna, Pentecost and Santo as being the most 
densely populated islands. Miller (1987:341) records a population estimate for 1880 of between 8000 
and 10,000. It is unclear whether these earlier estimates include the population of Lamen Island or not, 
but the later population census figures do.
5 Haberkorn’s study (1989) of Paamese migration patterns, which describes the causes of Paamese 
mobility, indicates that it is likely to continue, if not intensify, in the foreseeable future.
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Map 2 : Location of Epi within Vanuatu
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Paia est.
Vaemali 10
Moriu 141
Nivenue 156
Nikaura 172
Nuvi 89
Lokopui 67
Lemam 10
Mate A 134
Lepa 34
Plate 37
Loporoga 3
Niuples 28
Nul 106
Lopalis 78
Filakara est.
(majority are Paamese) 
(includes Mapuna)
(majority are Tongoans)
The villages going south along the west coast are:
• Wenia est. 10 out o f 110 (majority are Paamese)
• Alak 72
• Malvasi est. 48 out o f 96 (rest are Bierebo speakers)
The total o f these listed populations gives 1320 speakers o f Lewo. Assuming another 70 or so 
Lewo speakers resident in V ila  or Santo, or on other islands,6 the number o f firs t language 
speakers o f Lewo could be in the vicinity o f 1400.7 There are also quite a few people from other 
areas o f Epi able to speak it as a second language.
2.1.3.2. Ethnicity
There is no conclusive evidence o f any previous settlement on Epi (or the rest o f Vanuatu) o f the 
pre-Austronesian type that has resulted in the modem Papuan (and Papuan-type language 
speaking) populations found in Papua New Guinea and scattered in various parts o f the Solomon
6 Census data records 160 residents of Vila indicating their home island as Epi, and 40 residents of 
Luganville in Santo (National Planning and Statistics Office, 1986:70-71). This total of 200 is prorated 
to 70 for the number of them who are likely to be Lewo speakers.
7 The populations for the other Epi languages are estimated from the latest census data to be as follows: 
Lamen 550; Baki 220; Bierebo 500; Bieria 50; Mai-Morae 140. The bulk of the remaining 800 or so 
Epi residents is made up of the 400 or so Nakanamanga and Namakira speakers in south Epi, and the 
300 or so Paamese speakers at Ngala/Maganua and Mate B. These figures generally show increases in 
line with population growth (approximately 70% over the period) over those given by Tryon in Wurm 
and Hattori 1981 (Lewo 1000, Bierebo 270, Baki 200, Maii 100, Bieria 70), bearing in mind that his 
Lewo figure includes Lamen. The exception is the falling number of Bieria speakers, and a smaller than 
expected increase in the number of Maii speakers. Both of these very small languages are struggling 
against the odds for their survival.
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Map 3 : Lewo on Epi and other language boundaries
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Islands (Pawley and Ross 1993:435).8 Like all the indigenous inhabitants of Vanuatu, the 
speakers of Lewo are Melanesian Australoids (Bellwood 1978:27), and possibly descendants of 
the presumed clan groups or small communities associated with a variant of the Lapita cultural 
complex which constituted the founding culture in Santa Cruz, Vanuatu, and New Caledonia 
from around 1200 BC (Pawley and Ross 1993:446).9
There is some degree of variation of type within the Epi and even the Lewo community, 
particularly in the amount of skin pigmentation, but no features that are atypical for the rest of 
Vanuatu. However, as for most of the larger communities or regional groupings of islands, the 
more finely-grained observations that insiders are able to make do allow for Epi people (and 
people from other islands) to claim that they can recognise with some accuracy another Epi 
person when they see one.
2.1.4. Sociocultural setting
The Lewo-speaking community of the Varsu area, and particularly Nikaura village, has in recent 
years been the subject of research by the social anthropologist Dr. Michael Young. He has 
written a paper about kava drinking in Nikaura (Young 1991), and his forthcoming monograph 
Kava Christianity will be an important contribution to the understanding of the interaction of 
traditional and modem culture on Epi, and in the wider Vanuatu and general Melanesian context.
Up until this time, no significant descriptions of Epi society, traditional or modem, or of the 
ethnography of the various language groups on the island have been produced.10 However, it is 
likely that important social and cultural features that have been identified and described for other 
Vanuatu settings will also prevail on Epi, and it is not possible to elaborate on these here, except 
to say that Lewo speakers live in residentially-localised patrilineally-recruited clan groups, and 
function as communities in groups of such clans which are led by chiefs.11 The communities are
8 However, Tryon mentions some speculation that they may have extended as far as southern Vanuatu 
and New Caledonia (Tryon 1984:152). Andrew Pawley (pc.) has pointed out two factors that have been 
taken as evidencing such settlement in Vanuatu. The first is the Australoid element in the modem 
populations, and the second is apparent ‘aberrations’ in Vanuatu languages. Certainly there is no 
archaeological evidence for such settlements, but sampling throughout Vanuatu is still weak.
9 It is not possible to be certain about the biological makeup of the first Lapita settlers, but it was 
probably Polynesian-like or variable with both Mongoloid (Polynesian-like) and Australoid elements 
(Andrew Pawley, pc.).
,0CapelFs two pages on marriage patterns in Nikaura is the sole contribution, even of a minor nature, 
for the Lewo area (Capell 1938). Earlier, some notes by Deacon on Epi social organisation, including 
evidence for the presence of the graded society system, had been published (Deacon 1929).
11 Studies that could be referred to include Haberkom (1989) for Paama and Tonkinson (1968) for 
south-east Ambrym. The key components of modem Lewo social organisation (based on material 
provided by Michael Young, pc.) are:
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managed largely by consensus, so meetings and village courts are often held in the main public 
area of each village, the kumai ‘meeting house’ (Bislama nakamal). The meeting house will 
also have its associated yo metava ‘place up/inland’, an area of open space used for functions 
and ceremonies, many of which will incorporate traditional dancing around the pia-lu ‘dragon 
plum tree buttress root (that is stamped on by the men as a sounding board)’. Interactions 
between certain kin counterparts are governed by respect and avoidance. Of all the rites of 
passage, marriage absorbs a great deal of community time, energy and productive capacity. 
Traditional wealth items like pigs, mats and kava are highly valued commodities. In every area 
of life, the counterplay between customary traditionalism and the influence of modernity can be 
detected.12
As elsewhere in Melanesia, the religious element is significant and pervasive, both for pre-contact 
traditional belief and practice, and since the adoption of modem Christianity. A good summary 
of many of the main features of Melanesian views relating to the natural and supernatural 
environment, especially “magical practices” and the “close interweaving of religion and magic” 
(beneficent and malevolent), and the significance of the “animistic” and “totemic” understanding
• exogamous, named, patrilineal descent groups, functioning as residentially localised and land­
owning clans, often centred on a kumai ‘meeting house’ (the patrilineal nature of these clans 
distinguishes them from the social structure found in Nguna and other islands to the south of Epi),
• patri-virilocal marriage, such that women join their husband’s group after marriage, ie. sisters 
disperse, brothers co-reside,
• lingering ideal of exchange marriage, such that if “sisters” cannot be exchanged between groups in 
the same generation, then there is an obligation to send a woman back for marriage into the group 
from whence her mother came,
• frequent adoption, possibly a response to the era of depopulation, but now maintained as a means of 
linking groups within and between villages, and
• cooperative groups within the village based as much on affinal relations as on clan membership.
12 When Larcom (1990) talks about the “power of Melanesian localism” (p. 176), the “concept of kastom 
as ‘culture’ ” (p. 186), and when she differentiates between a “consociate (cf. p.262) rather than 
individual conception of personhood” (p. 182), and describes the “link between person, identity and 
relationships” and relationships created through commensalism, contiguity and exchange (p. 183), then 
one feels that one is on Epi, not among the Mewun of Malakula that Larcom was writing about. 
Similarly, Howard (1990), writing about an even more general Oceanic identity, could also be describing 
Epi. He writes of “small communities based on kinship, intensive face-to-face relationships, and a 
strong attachment to locality” (p. 262), and notes that Oceanic identities were rooted in relational 
networks based on genealogical ties and locality (p. 273-5). His further comment on the striving for 
autonomy, self-determination, and egalitarianism (p. 274) within these cultures is also appropriate for 
Epi. Southwell (1992) has identified seven key components of modem Melanesian society, all of which 
also ring true for the Lewo area and the rest of Epi:
• relationships are the key of life, and are established through social networks,
• society is power-based, and prestige and influence are built through reciprocity,
• family and kin networks and commitments are important,
• value is placed on cultural heritage, and traditional oral media is an important part of this,
• involvement and self-management are valued, decision making and development require consensus,
• change and innovation must have a basis in precedent, and can only build gradually, and
• strong competition exists between groups; levelling is required to attain balance between them.
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of the physical environment, can be found in Mercer and Moore (1976:72ff.). This study focuses 
more on identifying the features of traditional religion, and while the more external aspects of this 
have changed greatly in the last century, it is possible to argue that the fundamental Melanesian 
world view, and therefore that of Lewo speakers, is largely unchanged.
In relation to language, ethno-linguistic identity in the Lewo community at present seems strong 
and robust, and the status of the vernacular (and the prognosis for its future) seems brighter now 
that it has for many decades. However, as for any of the vernacular languages of Vanuatu, 
significant language maintenance and language development activities will be required to ensure 
that the language can survive pressure from Bislama (via urbanisation and intermarriage with 
speakers of other vernaculars) and English (via government sponsorship in the education system, 
and its prestige as an international language) in the long term.13
2.1.4.1. Folk ontogenesis of language
Despite their rich repertoire of folk tales (suniena marua), I have not been able to elicit or 
discover any that hint of a local conception for how language in general, or the Lewo language in 
particular, came to be. The same is true for origins outside Epi of the speakers of Lewo,14 and 
there are no traditions of subsequent resettlement or intrusion by groups from other islands. The 
Malupa area is still spoken of today as being parin yo ‘head, place, original source \  suggesting 
that the Lewo-speaking areas in the north of Epi have been settled from the south.
Can any meaning be assigned to the name of the language? The dialect names Tasiko15 and 
Malupa refer to geographical areas, but there is no area named Lewo. Try on notes that the 
“word lewo, in fact, means ‘language’, and is therefore not the name of the language in 
question” (Tryon 1972:62). However, while it is true that the word could be a regular reflex of a 
POC term *leqo ‘voice’ (Wurm and Wilson 1975:232), it is also true that nobody today on Epi
13 Dixon, on advice from Crowley, suggests that “Of the 105 languages on Vanuatu it is improbable that 
more than a dozen or two will be spoken by AD 2100 (they are most likely to be replaced by the local 
creole, Bislama)” (Dixon 1991:250).
14Lamen speakers have traditions linking them to the small islands of southeast Malakula, and Baki 
speakers now talk of knowing traditions of their forebears (and the forebears of all Epi people, including 
Lewo speakers) having migrated in two canoes to Cape Foreland on west Epi, from either Tongoa or 
Efate, to the south. However, Chief Farmelso (Elder Timothy Willie) of Burumba reports (pc.) that 
these stories were previously unknown on Epi, and that he was responsible for bringing this knowledge 
to Epi in the 1930s after being on Tongoa for some time.
15 Possible etymologies and meanings of Tasiko (“The word probably means ‘the people below’ ”) are 
discussed in Ray (1926:228).
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retains knowledge of this meaning of the word, neither are any other meanings suggested, except 
as a designation of the “name” of the language.16
2.1.5. Historical setting
In this section, brief mention is made of the first settlement and modem discovery of Epi, and the 
subsequent impact is described of another three overlapping eras that mark the modem period for 
Lewo speakers. This modem period spans the lifetime of older people still alive today, and the 
generation that bore them.
2.1.5.1. First settlement and modern discovery
The above-mentioned date of 1200 BC (§2.1.3.2) may well represent a point in time after which 
Epi (as part of the rest of Vanuatu) was settled by its first Oceanic explorers. However, this is an 
argument from silence, as little reconstruction of the pre-contact history of the area has been 
accomplished, and the earliest settlement of Epi and the other islands in the area may yet be 
shown to have occurred well before this time.
In the modem Age of Discovery, Epi was kept hidden from the more northerly explorations of 
Mendana in the 16th century, and from the more southern and eastern voyages of Tasman (1642- 
3).17 It was sighted (from Malakula) for the first time by Captain James Cook on Friday 22nd 
July 1774. William Wales (Cook’s navigator) reports that “the Natives [of the Maskelynes, 
Malakula] told us ... the large Island which first opened off the south-west End [of Ambrym] is 
called Ahpe” (Beaglehole 1969:851). Cook writes the name of the island as Apee, while the chart 
from this voyage has Ahpee. Two days later Cook sailed down towards Epi, and “fetched in with 
the West side of this last isle by Midnight where we made Short boards till day-break” 
(Beaglehole 1969:469). No landfall is recorded, and after sailing further south, rounding the 
southern Vanuatu islands, Cook returned north, but skirted well outside Epi heading up the west 
coast of Malakula.
Epi is not known to have figured significantly in the early sandalwood, trepang, or whaling trades 
that quickly followed modem discovery elsewhere in Vanuatu (although it is mentioned by some
16 The people of Lamen Island, speaking what is called here the Lamen language, also know of lewo as 
a name for their language as well.
17 De Quiros discovered some of the northernmost islands in modem Vanuatu (the Banks group, 
Maewo, and Santo) in April 1606. His two other captains, de Prado and de Torres, after he became 
separated from them, possibly discovered Malakula in June 1606. Bougainville gave the first firm 
record of Pentecost, Ambae and Malakula in May 1768 (Sharp 1960:65-66, 119).
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whalers [Michael Young, pc.]), but it came to prominence as an major source for the labour 
traffic.
2.1.5.2. The labour trade (1847-1940)
Some recent studies of early records have been able to provide island-by-island quantitative 
assessments of the extent to which various communities participated in the indentured labour 
trade for European-owned plantations.18 From these, it appears that Epi provided a hugely 
disproportionate number of labourers for the trade. Indeed, for the years for which information is 
available, there were more labourers who went from Epi to Queensland or Fiji than from any 
other single island in the whole of Vanuatu. A total of 5505 labour recruits are recorded from 
Epi during this time, which makes up over 10% of the total number of recruits from all locations. 
For all the islands in the Pacific, Epi is second only to the large and heavily populated Malaita in 
the Solomon Islands (for which 14299 labour recruits are recorded). One of the last surviving 
kanaka labourers in Queensland was Tom Lammon, from Lamen Island, whose story is recorded 
in Dutton (1980).
Epi was not only an important source of labour for plantations in other regions, and for 
plantations on other islands in Vanuatu, but was also the destination for many workers from other 
islands.
2.1.5.3. The plantation scene (late 1800s-mid 1900s)
From an early stage, the missionaries played an important role as defenders and spokesmen for 
the land rights of the indigenous population, but despite their protestations and efforts, a large 
proportion of Epi was claimed by French interests. These claims were often implemented by 
forceful occupation of the land, and cruel dispossession of the indigenous occupants. This 
provoked a reaction from the British and Australian side, and they began taking up claims as
18 Two writers who have analysed this material for the external labour trade are Price (1976) for the 
Melanesian labourers taken from New Caledonia, Vanuatu, Solomon Is, and Papua New Guinea to work 
in Queensland, and Siegel (1985) for those taken to Fiji. Many Melanesian people were also involved in 
moving to other islands within their home country or region, and assessments of this were given in 
Bedford 1971 and 1973. These measures have been used by eg. Sperlich 1992, but they were 
substantially revised and updated in Shlomowitz and Bedford 1988. All of these authors fully describe 
and recognise the areas of difficulty associated with attempting to reconstruct the statistics of the labour 
trade from this distance, and point out various lacunae and other areas of uncertainty in the original 
sources. They also survey slightly different time spans: Price’s data cover the period 1863-1904; Siegel 
is able to give information for 1864-1911; while Shlomowitz and Bedford cover the period 1900-1941.
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well.19 Epi’s fertility and the large flat areas which sloped down to the leeward west coast, with 
their safe anchorages, made the island particularly attractive for such developments, and many 
substantial plantations resulted. Opportunities for employment on Epi were second only to Santo 
and Efate (Shlomowitz and Bedford 1988:12), and besides ni-Vanuatu (Melanesians) from other 
islands, many Tonkinese labourers were employed. Epi people today still recall, with a mixture 
of nostalgia and repulsion, the ambience and lifestyle of what were virtually small cosmopolitan 
townships that housed the plantation community. It was even mooted at one stage that one of 
these places on Epi should be the site for the capital town of the New Hebrides Condominium.
From around the 1930s, the profitability of these ventures declined with the cotton and copra 
commodity prices on which they depended, and the few last expatriate planters hanging on into 
the 1970s beat a hasty retreat as Independence loomed. Epi people enjoy recounting how they 
encouraged these planters on their way, and made sure they took little with them. Today, large 
stands of aged and overgrown coconut palms, a few items of broken-down antique furniture, the 
thoroughbred racehorses now running wild, a roofless band rotunda, the dilapidated bungalows, 
and piles of rusting machinery, all speak of what, for some, were better times.20
Epi occupies one particularly interesting spot in the record of plantation life, in that the Lewo- 
speaking area was the setting for many of the experiences of the English planter and trader 
Robert Fletcher, whose descriptive and evocative autobiographical correspondence back to 
England was published, under the pseudonym Asterisk, as the best-selling Isles o f Illusion in 
1923. The same experiences were fictionalised the next year in Gone Native: A Tale o f the South 
Seas, in the genre of the “colonial novel” (Young 1992:205).21
Several accounts indicate the state that Epi fell into under these influences by the early decades of 
this century. Miller quotes correspondence by Thomas Smaill in 1902 in which the Lewo 
community is described as “deteriorating rapidly”, both numerically and in spirit, over previous 
decades. This was considered to result from “epidemic dysentery, the labour traffic, and disease, 
and tribal wars” (Miller 1987:386). Even the repatriation of recruits from Queensland in 1904 
had a deleterious impact, creating a sudden surplus of males (Miller 1985:94). Capell 
(1962:218) described Epi as “one of the decayed islands”, and Miller (1981:156) also used the
19 Darrell Tryon (pc.) reports that at one point, the largest landholder on Epi was the Commonwealth of 
Australia.
20 There are significant French sources and materials for this period as well, recording the activities of 
wealthy and powerful planters like Naturel.
21 The essay by Young contains many further interesting details on Fletcher, and a fascinating analysis 
of his mentality and that of his time. Young records meeting the elderly widow of Fletcher’s Epi-bom 
son in 1986. She was our neighbour on the edge of Moriu village, and the customary owners of the 
plantation that she still occupies are our adoptive clan.
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phrase “The land of the lost people” as the title of the chapter he wrote about the situation on Epi 
over this period. Young (1992:213ff. [all quotes to end of section]) records of the early 1900s 
that “the people were being decimated by dysentery and poisoned by high-proof alcohol supplied 
by land-greedy Frenchmen; the remnants were scattered by their own sorcery feuds”.22 
Depopulation meant that “many lines became extinguished, local migrations were common, and 
group identities were confused”. The effects are still evident: Young was attempting to 
investigate the culture and society of the Lewo community, but found it “disorienting” to do so 
among a people “whose roots were so shallow, tenuous and tangled”. The Epi people may now 
be “decolonized”, but are virtually, and in many ways irreparably, “decustomized”. However, 
times are changing: “the survivors of the colonial era have shrugged off the nightmare”, and Epi 
is now “an island of thriving communities with burgeoning, healthy populations fully in control of 
their own affairs”. It is hoped that a renewed sense of the value of their linguistic heritage, and 
the development of literature, and of literacy as a community value, will have a part to play in the 
ongoing process of rebuilding the Lewo community.
2.1.5.4. The missionary presence (late 1800s-1968)
The other important component of modem history as it developed on Epi is the record of 
missionary activity on the island. This has been extensively documented in Miller’s Live series of 
books (especially Book 2 (Miller 1981:156-160) and Book 5 (Miller 1987:339-441). The first 
missionaries on Epi were two Rarotongans Iro and Pipi, who were placed in the Baki area by 
Geddie and Murray in 1861 (Miller 1978:62, 101), but the first missionary to settle in the Lewo 
area was the Thomas Smaill, who visited Nikaura in 1889 and then returned to settle there in 
1890, before succumbing to blackwater fever in 1902 (Miller 1987:387ff.). He was a 
Presbyterian, and the Lewo area has continued to be predominantly of that denominational 
affiliation to this day. For some decades in the early 1900s, Epi, and particularly the Lewo area, 
was not considered populous enough to have its own missionary, and was assigned to district 
missionaries on other islands (Emae and Paama). The resultant decline in church activity was 
reversed with the appointment of Graham Horwell in 1948. He became the last expatriate 
missionary in the area, leaving in 1968.
Apart from the annual Synod reports and correspondence etc. catalogued and utilised by Miller, 
as well as a substantial volume of Bible translation and some translated stories (Riddle 1915-16), 
there is no known substantial or significant remaining record of diaries, ethnographic description,
22 Miller 1985:126ff. also records reports from Epi of the chain-gang working conditions on the 
plantations, and the even worse treatment that was shown to those who tried to escape.
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or linguistic material that has come from the pen of any of the missionaries who lived and worked 
in the Lewo speaking areas of Epi.23
Today, most Lewo speakers would consider themselves Christians and members of the 
Presbyterian church (some are members of the Seventh Day Adventist and Assemblies of God 
denominations). The church is one of the most important social institutions in the community, 
and is embraced as having an important role in all areas of life. There are several ni-Vanuatu 
pastors on Epi, and elders in most villages.
As early as the 1940’s, meetings of community leaders from all around the island were indulging 
in language planning, and confirmed that Lewo should become the “church” language for the 
island (reported in Miller 1948). This happened to some extent on Lamen Island, but not at all 
with regard to any of the other languages on the Epi mainland.
2.2. The linguistic setting
I turn now from the social and historical contexts of Lewo to more linguistic factors, and consider 
first the extent to which other languages constitute part of the world of Lewo-speakers (§2.2.1). 
Next I note the role of the national and official languages of Vanuatu (§2.2.2), and the 
significance of other nearby languages (§2.2.3). The place given to Lewo in various surveys of 
the language situation on Epi is detailed (§2.2.4), but I discuss previous linguistic studies on 
Lewo, or those that incorporate Lewo material, later, in §2.3, along with Lewo’s genetic 
relationships, in §2.4.
2.2.1. Multilingualism in Vanuatu
Vanuatu is well known for the very complex linguistic situation that is found there. It is 
recognised that there is no other highly multilingual country in the world that has the same density 
of different languages to population.24 Capell’s listing (1962:234-240) recorded 99 indigenous
23 There are some records from missionaries and missionary observers of the day (detailed by Miller 
1987:385), such as the account by Riddle of his residence on Epi from 1903-1911 (Riddle 1949, Chapter 
4), Frater’s account, and the booklet Fraser of Epi (Heyer 1921), but these are generally too brief and 
anecdotal to count. Graham Horwell has related to me how Thomas Smaill’s papers and diaries were 
carefully protected by his widow for more than sixty years, only to be taken to the dump by their children 
after she herself died in 1966.
24 This fact was noted very early, eg. Steel (1880:20): “There is no part of the world where there are so 
many languages in the same area or among so few people.” This was at a time when it was only known 
that “(t)here are at least twenty distinct languages on the thirty islands of the New Hebrides”. Steel also 
noted that many of these distinct languages also show considerable dialectal differentiation. The density 
of languages in Vanuatu is paralleled very closely by the situation in the Amazon basin, where there are 
something like 170 languages still spoken by a total Indian population of around 155,000 (Dixon 1993),
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vernacular languages for Vanuatu, and Try on’s initial checklist (Try on 1972) increased this to 
110. This was reduced slightly to 105 in the full report of his survey (Tryon 1976), where, 
amongst other changes, the previously counted Tasiko language was subsumed under Lewo. 
However, further refinement has seen the number continue to grow. More recently, Crowley 
(1991:6 fn. 5) gave a figure of 119 languages, six of which are now extinct, leaving 113 living 
languages, and Try on (1992) has drawn a further language map which lists and locates 113 
languages. Other small languages may well continue to be identified in the more complex 
linguistic areas, and of course all of this is for a total Melanesian population of around 140,000 
people.
This high degree of “linguistic speciation” (Pawley 1981:293) is very evident on Epi, as (of the 
islands with five or more languages today) it is the island with the greatest density of languages to 
population within Vanuatu.25 The islands of Malakula and Santo certainly have more languages 
than Epi, which has the next largest number (29, 35, and 6, respectively), but while the average 
number of speakers per language is 662 for Malakula, and 718 for Santo, it is just 450 for Epi.26
When the presence of the important national language Bislama27 is taken into account, as well as 
the continuing significance of the colonial metropolitan languages English and French as official 
languages, it will be seen that Vanuatu has a particularly rich linguistic repertoire. Like all 
Vanuatu citizens, Lewo speakers live in an environment of considerable language diversity, and 
are continuously confronted with the implications and demands of this.
and also by the situation in the Sepik region of Papua New Guinea. However, modem linguists 
unfamiliar with the situation in Melanesia still find it hard to accept this language density pattern: eg. 
Croft (1990:22) asks sceptically “How do we know ... that the five lects Bierebo, Baki, Mari, Bieria and 
Lewo on the small island of Epi in Vanuatu, totalling altogether 1,640 speakers, are all distinct 
languages (as claimed by Wurm and Hattori 1981)?”
25 These facts should not be taken to imply anything about possible “homelands” or centers of dispersal 
for the languages of the region. The ratio of languages to population is not the same measure as that 
used by eg. Dyen for “identifying the ... area as a possible homeland for the ... languages”. The home­
land is the “area in which the genetically most diverse members of the family are to be found” (Dyen 
197la:38), and it is clear that despite the high density of languages in Vanuatu, and on Epi in particular, 
the spread of genetic diversity is not great, indicating more recent dispersal and divergence rather than 
earlier. Pawley considers that Vanuatu material “indicates that the degree of genetic diversity is quite 
modest, and somewhat less than is found ... in the Solomon Islands” (Pawley 1981:292).
26 This figure was regularised for Epi by subtracting (from the total population of 3626) the 800 or so 
residents who do not speak Epi languages (see fn. 5). It must be recalled here that language population 
sizes today reflect the impact of variable depopulation rates. Several other islands have five languages 
each, but for them the average number of speakers per language is 2260 for Pentecost, 1434 for 
Ambrym, and 3965 for Tanna.
27 This is a variety of the English-based pidgin/creole often called Neo-Melanesian Pidgin that is spoken 
throughout Melanesia, and is known as Tok Pisin in Papua New Guinea, and Pijin in Solomon Islands.
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2.2.2. Bislama, English and French
Although I have not carried out formal surveys in this area, my assessment is that on Epi today, 
there are no men, and perhaps only a few middle-aged and older women who do not know 
Bislama. Bislama is now learnt by all children concurrently with their vernacular, and there are 
those for whom Bislama is arguably their first, and for some, their only productively active 
language. As in the rest of Vanuatu, Bislama is virtually the sole donor language (of its own 
mainly English and French sourced lexicon) for borrowings into the vernaculars. The utility of 
Bislama as a lingua franca limits the extent to which the societal multilingualism described above 
translates into multilingualism at the individual level. Many older Lewo speakers speak and use 
other Epi languages, and languages from adjacent islands, while most younger Lewo speakers 
know just Lewo and Bislama.
Lagging quite a way behind many other Vanuatu communities, Epi has yet to produce its first 
university graduate, although in 1992 Lewo-speaking Pastor Willie Oli graduated from the 
Pacific Theological College (Fiji), with the BD degree granted by that institution. Comparatively 
few Epi people have attained nationally prominent positions in government or the private sector, 
and so there are few Epi people, apart from quite a few teachers, for whom English or French 
have a significant role in their daily professional and social lives. French played an important 
part in the plantation communities along the west coast of Epi for many decades, but all the 
French colonial families have been gone for more than a decade, and some remaining half-caste 
descendants are oriented more towards Bislama than French. It has been noted that both French 
and English medium primary schools are found on Epi, and one English medium junior secondary 
school, and while all Epi children have access to the former, few of them attain access to the 
latter. In the 1992 primary school leaving exams, fewer than 10 Epi students, out of 
approximately 200 who sat the test, attained sufficiently good marks to continue on to junior 
secondary education. Overall, Epi people lack facility and confidence in either English or French.
In such a small but highly multilingual community like Epi, there are many very important but 
extremely complex sociolinguistic issues to be considered. The whole question of linguistic 
repertoires and multilingualism; communicative strategies; domains of language use; language 
status, maintenance and viability; and more practical applied linguistic matters like vernacular 
education and curriculum development; are all concerns needing to be addressed. These matters 
will be researched over the next couple of years by Jim and Janet Stahl, my SIL colleagues 
currently resident at Vaemali on Epi.
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2.2.3. Languages adjacent to Epi
The presence of Paamese and Tongoan people, on the north and south of Epi respectively, has 
been mentioned. Lewo speakers make up both the most northern and the most southern Epi 
villages, so many of them in these locations, more than other Epi people, will know Paamese 
and/or Nakanamanga and/or Namakura as additional “second” languages. As already noted, 
language shift from Lewo to these last two languages is observed in the south.
In the north, it seems clear that the Paamese people living there “need” their Epi hosts, and there 
is little reciprocal benefit that the Epi people can derive from their association with and 
sponsoring of Paamese immigrants. Under these circumstances, one would expect that Paamese 
people would learn and use Lewo in the communities they move into. Surprisingly, the opposite 
is true: few Paamese people, even long-term residents on Epi, make any attempt to speak Lewo or 
another Epi language, while many Epi people have a good knowledge of, and freely use, 
Paamese, including some who have never spent any significant amount of time on Paama. Some 
Paamese vocabulary and cultural items (eg. songs sung at weddings) are borrowed by Lewo 
speakers. Paamese people regard Lewo as “difficult” to learn, while Lewo speakers regard 
Paamese as “easy” to learn.
2.2.4. The language situation on Epi
2.2.4.1. Language surveys
Various surveys have sought to catalogue the languages spoken on Epi, and these will now be 
reviewed, in chronological order. The earlier ones of the modem era include Ray (1893 and 
1926), Miller (1948), Capell (1954, 1962), Hollyman (1960), and Dyen (1971b). In many cases, 
these surveys simply repackage the information contained in previous studies, and of course all of 
them have been superseded by Tryon’s study based on field data (Tryon 1973, 1976).
Ray (1893:107-8) listed 7 “dialects” on Epi as belonging to the Epi group within his “Central 
Division”. These were Tasiko (or Lemaroro), Maluba, Lamenu, Mari, Bieri, Baki, and Bierebo. 
Within his Efate group, he also included Livara (or Liara) spoken in two villages on Epi, which 
soon became extinct. For three of these languages (Tasiko, Bieri, and Baki), vocabularies of 122 
items were given (see Appendix 3). Thus although Lewo was not known at this time, Tasiko and 
Maluba would have been dialects of it. By the time of his 1926 study, Ray was able to take 
advantage of the local knowledge of the missionary Robert Fraser, but the only amendments to 
his earlier list were the correct spelling of Bieri as Bieria, and the equation of “Laevo or Lewo” 
with Maluba. In this work Ray went on to give grammatical sketches of Tasiko and Baki.
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Miller (1948) listed the four languages in which the earliest missionary translations had been 
undertaken, namely Lewo, Tasiko, Bieria and Baki. He recognised that Tasiko was a “dialect” of 
Lewo, and was becoming extinct. Miller also mentioned Maii, and referred to another unnamed 
language spoken in the bush area behind Revaliu on the west coast. By Miller’s time, the Livara 
( = Sesake of Emae) referred to by Ray had become extinct.
Capell’s first listing in 1950 includes Tasiko, Lamenu, Baki, Bieria and Nikaura as both 
“districts” and “dialects”, and recognises that Tasiko, Nikaura and possibly Lamenu could be 
united into one language. He also notes that there are other unnamed dialects on Epi.28 The 
revised 1962 report draws heavily on Miller’s description, and the only addition Capell makes to 
that is an erroneous one. With regard to mission publications and translation, he says that 
“nowadays most work is being done in Lamenu” as a dialect of Lewo/Tasiko, but this was not the 
case. While the mission station was located on Lamen Island, Graham Horwell worked on Bible 
translation only in Lewo. Although Capell refers to Ray 1926, he does not include the Mari, 
Bierebo, and Maluba languages mentioned there.
Hollyman (1960) compiles names from the above sources into a composite list, giving nine 
language names for Epi: Baki, Bierebo, Bieria, Epi, Lamenu, Lewo, Livara, Mari and Tasiko. 
Epi is clearly a cover term, or the name that was applied when it was thought that there might 
only be just one Epi language (Hollyman takes this name from an early bibliography by 
Klieneberger). The two names Mari and Maii are used in different lists, and seem to be equated, 
although this is not made explicit.
Dyen’s (1971b) listing has eight language varieties noted for Epi, and gives quite a number of 
alternative names for them. His Api/Epi/Ebi is again a cover term, not applicable to any one 
particular Epi language. As in previous surveys, he has Baki, Bierebo and Bieria, but includes 
alternative names Bieri and Bierian for the last. Similarly, Livara is given the alternate Liara, 
and Lamenu is given alternates North Api and Lamen. Finally, there is Lewo, for which the 
following list of alternates is given: Eastern Epi, Maluba, Laevo, Hikaura (clearly in error for 
Nikaura), Tasiko, Tasiko-Lewo, Lemaroro, and Nikaura.
28 Darrell Tryon has copies of some of Capell’s Field notes, and these contain reference to Lelewu 
(probably = Lewo), Howana (= Bieria?), and Mgir (certainly = Mae Morae, and the preferred name 
today, as Mkir, for that language) as other “dialects” found on Epi.
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Subsequently, the language situation on Epi (and for Vanuatu as a whole) was charted more 
accurately by Tryon. His initial checklist of Vanuatu languages (Tryon 1972) listed the 
following six languages for Epi, and gave some information about them:29
• Lewo Lewo and Lamenu were considered a single speech community, and Lewo’s 
function as a church language over a wider area of north Epi was noted.
• Bierebo Tryon noted that this language was originally spoken in the interior of the 
northern part of Epi, and speakers of the language moved to villages on the central western 
and eastern coast. The village on the east coast, Lokopui (also known as Tavio), is located 
right in the centre of the Lewo speaking area. Today, the children from this village attend 
the school at Nikaura, and are all bilingual in Lewo. It is possible that Lewo may 
completely displace Bierebo in this village.
• Baki This language was spoken in several small villages on the west coast of Epi.
• Maii Another small west coast language.
• Bieria Also small, found in the south-west comer of Epi.
• Tasiko Tryon noted that some writers had considered Tasiko to be a dialect of the same 
language with Lewo, but concluded that his evidence pointed to it being different enough to 
be accorded separate language status.
The only update to this presented in Tryon’s 1976 volume is that just five Epi languages are 
noted, Tasiko, extinct by this stage, having been dropped.
While this broad picture of the languages of Epi is accurate, it is probably not entirely complete. 
Within the villages currently considered to be Lewo-speaking, there are a number of older people 
or small families that still retain knowledge of, and sometimes use, language varieties that are 
considered to be different from Lewo and the other recognised “main” languages. Firstly, in the 
village of Paia, an unnamed language variety is used which shares a number of features 
diagnostic of the Lamen language (ie. not found in Lewo), such as a sound change t > s, and 
lexical items like virimi ‘to come' (cf. Lewo vimi), and some diagnostic of Lewo (ie. not found in 
Lamen), such as wa-mara-u ‘tears’ (cf. Lamen mara-lulu), pogva ‘when’ (cf. Lamen velige), 
and papel ‘shark’ (cf. Lamen pia). It also contains items different from both, eg. luwe- ‘breast’ 
(cf. Lamen and Lewo yu), sulapa ‘thumb’ (cf. Lamen merasilma-, Lewo pasu), naneva 
‘yesterday’ (cf. Lamen nereva, Lewo nakoneva) etc. Whether it can be regarded as a language
29 Tryon also notes two languages, not classified as members of the subgroup of Epi languages, spoken 
on Epi. Both of these are spoken by groups of recent immigrants in two separate communities; one is 
Laul, the dialect of Paamese from Lopevi Island, and the other is an east Malakulan language. The 
presence of the former group on the east coast, within the Lewo area, has been noted. Many of their 
younger Epi-born generation are now receptively bilingual in Lewo.
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separate from Lamen or Lewo, or a dialect of either, or as the single intermediate link in a very 
short chain between Lamenu and Lewo is still to be determined.30
A second example is the modem village of Lokopui, which is made up of remnant populations 
from three old villages, Puruvanua, Purusam, and Pumpe. Many of these people now use Lewo, 
but the people from Puruvanua still retain knowledge of their old language, called Ianigi, and 
those from Pumpe similarly; theirs was called Iakanaga (for both names, g = [rj]).31
These two cases are from within the Lewo area, but similar situations can be described from the 
other language areas. It is clear that there is still some extant knowledge of a more complex 
language situation on Epi than has been described to this point, and further work remains to be 
done in cataloguing this.
2.2.4.2. Lewo and Lamen
In some of the earlier surveys listed above, Lewo and Lamen tended to be regarded as distinct 
language communities, while in Tryon’s study, they were placed under the one language name. 
There is no doubt about their very close linguistic relatedness, and their 78% of lexical similarity 
placed them right at the threshold of Tryon’s language/dialect cut-off point of 81%. However, 
although lexical similarity is high overall, there is a significant number of the most frequent 
lexemes that are quite different (eg. Lamen vere, Lewo visa ‘say’-, Lamen sokoroga Lewo 
taaga ‘one ’), as well as a number of important categories that are marked quite differently both 
morphologically and structurally, eg. the negative construction. Most younger Lewo and Lamen 
speakers now use Bislama with each other across this language/dialect boundary, and in our 
literature production efforts in the Epi-Lamen Translation Project it has become clear that 
literature in Lewo is no longer acceptable to the modem Lamen community. There are some 
important cultural differences between the two communities, especially in regard to avoidance 
relationships (in-law taboos are more rigidly adhered to on Lamen), and in the nature of 
chieftainship (the tradition of chieftainship seems stronger on Lamen, and there is some evidence 
of graded titles there [Michael Young, pc.]). There is also continuing tension and antagonism 
over the use and ownership of the Epi mainland areas around Lamen Bay where all Lamen Island 
people have their gardens. This combination of linguistic and non-linguistic factors suggests that 
the communalects of the Lewo and Lamen communities be regarded as separate languages.
301 have done a comparison of a Paia word list with the Lewo and Lamen lists in Tryon (1976). The 
percentage of lexical similarity was 77% for both Paia and Lewo, and Paia and Lamen.
31 Further information on this is found in the text by Ben in Luwi et al. (1988).
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2.2.5. Literature in Lewo
Along with most of the languages of the wider south Pacific region, the predominant genre of 
published literature in Lewo is catechistical and biblical texts.
The first published item in Lewo was produced in the Tasiko dialect in 1888. It was a first 
catechism, translated by Rev. Oscar Michelsen, and printed on Tongoa.32 The first portion of 
the Bible to be translated appeared as Nalologena wo na Iesu Kristo home Ioane: The Gospel 
according to John in the language o f North Epi, New Hebrides. 33 This gospel was translated 
by Rev. Thomas Smaill, and printed in Dunedin in 1897. A catechism was produced the 
following year.
An early hymnal (four hymns in Tasiko, 1889; twenty hymns in Lewo, 1898) has gone through a 
number of expansions and reprintings, and is now being substantially revised. The second piece 
of literature in the Lewo dialect was an 1898 primer. Reprinted in 1909, it still remains the only 
item of pedagogical material produced in Lewo for teaching vernacular literacy.
Much later, around 60% of the New Testament was translated by Rev. Graham Horwell, who 
was the Presbyterian missionary for the area from 1948 until 1968. Although resident at the 
mission station on Lamen Island, he worked on the translation in Lewo with three of the original 
Epi church elders (Yoan Omawa, Reuben George, and Willie Kora).34 However, none of this 
material was ever published, as it was considered that the local community could not afford to see 
it through the press. The revived translation project, which first took our family to Epi in 1982, 
hopes to complete the translation of the New Testament in Lewo, Lamen, and Baki within a few 
years.
Previously, no dictionary of Lewo has ever been prepared or published, but since beginning work 
on the language I have been compiling a dictionary file, which currently has around 4500 main 
entries. This is the source of the wordlist for Lewo included in Tryon 1994.
32 The volume was entitled Tusi Posia na Nalotuana: isiena na Tasiko. Other Tasiko Bible translations 
published were New Testament selections (1890), and Matthew’s Gospel (1892) (Ferguson 1943:23ff.).
33 Note Ferguson (1943:25) has it as Nalologena wa ... . Other Lewo Bible translations published were 
Acts (1902), Mark, Acts and Epistles of John (1909), and Galatians (1910) (Ferguson 1943:25-6). It is 
clear that Tasiko and Lewo came to be regarded as one language, as two other translated items were 
published as being in the ‘Tasiko-Lewo” language: Luke’s Gospel (1906), and Mark, Acts and I John 
(1910).
34 During fieldwork in 1992 I attended the official retirement from church elder duties, after 41 years in 
that role, of these three elderly gentlemen. Yoan Omawa has subsequently died, but the other two are 
still alive.
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An early collection of 21 traditional stories from the Lewo-speaking village of Nikaura was 
translated by Rev. Riddle and published in the Journal o f the Polynesian Society (Riddle 1915- 
lb). Despite appearing in English translation only, they do contain a few snippets of linguistic 
interest, although much of the quoted language of songs and the numeral system of the spirits (as 
in Story 13: The origin o f counting) was already archaic when published.35 Over the last ten 
years, our Epi-Lamen Translation and Language Project has also produced locally a variety of 
literacy aids and other traditional and locally-authored story booklets. Young added other stories 
from his own language informants to some of these and compiled them into Suniena lala ne 
Lewo36 (Luwi 1988). It is also hoped that many of the 259 texts used as the textual corpus for 
this description of Lewo grammar will ultimately become available as locally-authored vernacular 
literature for Lewo speakers.
2.3. Lewo in previous linguistic studies
There are a number of early works which contain or draw on Lewo language data, and I now 
survey some of these. Not all of them are mentioned in Lynch’s recent bibliography of Vanuatu 
languages (Lynch 1994).
2.3.1. Steel 1880
An appendix to this work is entitled “Notes of a cruise through the New Hebrides in the mission 
vessel in 1874”, and contains a section “Specimens of languages in the New Hebrides”. This 
section contains the Lord’s prayer in nine languages, a brief extract from Mark chapter 1 in 
another, and then three sets of the numerals from 1-10 from Epi. Also included are the same 
numerals for Paamese and Raga (Pentecost), and some sentences in Mae and Namakura from 
Emae. The Epi numerals given are as follows, and are noted to be the work of Patteson, given to 
Steel by Codrington.
35 The editors of the Journal of the Polynesian Society (JPS) were apologetic about publishing such 
stories in their journal. They felt obliged to comment on the “childish and inconsequent matter” in 
them, taking them to be indicative of their Melanesian authors being “many degrees inferior in culture 
to the Polynesians” (editorial footnote, JPS 25:30).
36 Unfortunately the title contains a misprint: it should have been Suniena lala nae Lewo.
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Table 2 : Numeral lists in Steel 1880
Apee: Western 
side of Tasiwo
Apee: North- 
Western part of 
Tasiwo
Apee: Northern 
part of Tasiwo
1 ta tai peni
2 chua lua viago
3 tolu seiu pun sulu
4 veri vari pun vire
5 chima lima pun lima
6 ora oraga po(a) raka
7 olua o lua o lua
8 o rolu o relu o rolu
9 o veri avari ka vari
10 lualima lualima lua lima
Speakers today identify the first column as being the dialect of Bierebo that is spoken in 
Bonkovia village. From the geographical locations given, we would expect the third, and 
possibly the second lists to be Lewo, but this is not confirmed. For the second column, the selu 
‘three’ is diagnostic of Lamen, and nowhere else on Epi, but other forms make it look like the 
dialect of Lewo spoken in Visina village. The forms in the third column are more problematic. 
Some speakers identify some of them as being old forms of the dialect of Bierebo from Yopuna, 
while others see them as reflecting the speech of the old village of Fae, from which the current 
community of Revaliu derives, whose modem language is regarded to be a dialect of Baki. In 
both cases, it is thought that the forms are not the regular counting system, but that of spirit- 
creatures (see §9.9.2 fn. 27 for the Lewo version). The forms given for 1-5 are not actually 
numerals, but the words for ‘tomorrow’, ‘day after tomorrow’, ‘third day’, fourth day’, and 
‘fifth day’ respectively (pun/pun would be bog ‘day’ in Baki).
2.3.2. Codrington 1885
This early and classic work includes material from many different languages from the south-west 
Pacific, nearly all of which was obtained by Codrington himself from speakers of the languages 
at the Melanesian Mission school on Norfolk Island. However, Epi never came within the sphere 
of influence of the Melanesian Mission, and it would appear that Codrington did not have access 
to speakers of any of the languages of Epi. There is no mention of Epi, or its languages, in the 
list that Codrington gives (p. 6) of those 34 languages which he “brought into comparison ... and 
of which Grammars, or outlines of Grammars, are subjoined”.
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However, in the seventy-word vocabularies given later (pp. 39-52), lists are given for 43 
languages. Codrington notes that lists for “non-Melanesian” Malay, Malagasy, and Maori, and 
for further removed “Melanesian” Murray Island and Motu, were added for comparative interest, 
but we find no comment on the inclusion as well of lists for “Api” (Epi), Anaiteum (Aneityum) 
and Eromanga. There are 19 lacunae in the Epi list, suggesting that the data in it was taken from 
a secondary source, rather than a speaker of the language (see Appendix 3 for the list, with 
notes).
Although some forms are difficult to interpret, and quite a few are identified by Lewo speakers as 
Nakanamanga rather than Lewo, the list is clearly identifiable as substantially Lewo. In 
particular, speakers recognise many items as belonging specifically to the Pulkalie dialect of 
Lewo, which is regarded as the original source of all the modem dialects.
It is not until we turn to the short grammars that a clue is found for the source of the Api wordlist 
above. One of the languages for which a fuller description is given is Sesake (now known as 
Nakanamanga; spoken on Emae Island and the Shepherds Group), and as an addition to this 
Codrington includes some notes on the language spoken on “the West and North-west” of Epi, 
and on that spoken on the “South-east”. The former is Bierebo, and the latter is called Lemaroro, 
clearly Lewo. The source for the former is Bishop Patteson’s notes, and for the latter, the notes 
of the Rev. R. B. Comins of the Melanesian Mission.
2.3.3. Hagen and Pineau 1889
This early description of Vanuatu ethnography contains a 245-item word list in eight Vanuatu 
languages,37 one of which is labelled as being from south-east Epi. The Lewo list has 198 
entries, and Ray (1926:231) identifies it, despite it being “defective...with misprints”, as Tasiko, 
ie. Lewo. The list is reproduced in Appendix 3, where items are given in the original French- 
inspired orthography, then adjusted to modem orthography, and then the equivalents from modem 
Lewo are also given. When this is done, and when apparently obscure or mistaken glosses are 
unravelled, there are not many items in the list that are completely unknown as Lewo.
2.3.4. MacDonald 1889,1891,1907
These publications relate to the “Efate” language, and include a dictionary of that, incorporating 
a lot of material from other Oceanic languages known at the time. It was the author’s thesis and
37 The list quite carefully covers a number of basic semantic domains (body parts etc.), but there is no 
statement as to how the material for each language was collected, or its original source.
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intention to prove the genetic relatedness and dependence of the ‘Oceanic’ (used for what we now 
describe as the whole Austronesian family) languages on the Semitic languages.
MacDonald draws the northern boundary line for Efatese on the south of Epi, although he states 
this is “not an exact boundary” (p. viii). MacDonald had earlier prepared notes on Baki and 
Bieria, so knew of these languages, and in his text there are very occasional references to items 
from them. These forms are always assigned simply to “Epi” rather than a particular language, 
except for the form ndae (dai) for ‘sun ’, which is regarded as Epi (South-East), presumably 
Lewo. It is possible that MacDonald took some of these forms from Codrington 1885.
2.3.5. Ray 1893
This work includes a “Comparative vocabulary of thirty-three dialects of the New Hebrides”. 
One of these was for Tasiko, and the 122 items given for it are listed in Appendix 3, with modem 
equivalents. (Another of Ray’s early contributions is his 1888-9 “Sketch of Api Grammar”, but 
this is a description of Baki, not Lewo.)
2.3.6. Ray 1926
This important work contains twenty-eight grammatical sketches of various Oceanic languages, 
two of which are from Epi, namely Tasiko and Baki. The data presented there for these two 
languages were still the most up-to-date, comprehensive and accessible right up until the present, 
being used, eg. by Pawley (1972) and Bowden (1992) as their single sources for them.
For Tasiko (Lewo), one is surprised at the accuracy and completeness of the picture of the 
language that Ray was able to obtain from his study of the early Bible translations, supplemented 
by correspondence with the missionaries themselves, and then presented as a ten-page sketch 
grammar. One problem in reading it today is that where the information presented differs from 
modem Lewo, it is not possible to say whether this is because of error (in analysis, or in the 
translated source from which the data were obtained), or whether this is the way it really was at 
that time in Tasiko. At various points in the following description of Lewo, reference will be 
made to Ray’s analysis of this now extinct dialect.
2.3.7. Capell 1938
In the course of describing the marriage system for Nikaura, Capell lists fourteen Lewo kinship 
terms (obtained by correspondence with Rev. Thomas Smaill).
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2.3.8. Capell 1959
In Capell 1962:217, mention is made of comparative vocabularies gathered by Capell himself in 
1959. These were never published, but I have obtained a copy from Darrell Tryon of a 
typescript, with many handwritten entries, of a “Tasiko vocabulary” by Capell, containing around 
620 entries. However, it looks as if this list was at least partly compiled from a reading of 
Matthew’s Gospel in Tasiko (for many of the words in the list, the only gloss that is given is a 
reference to a location in that text), so it may or may not be the vocabulary “gathered” by Capell.
2.3.9. Gowers 1976
The listing of Vanuatu plant and tree names in this volume includes vernacular names from many 
different languages. As well as two other Epi languages (Baki and Bieria), Lewo is stated to be 
among these, but an inspection of the listings indicates that they are Lamen rather than Lewo 
forms. This is corroborated by the fact that the location from which the material was gathered is 
given as Lamen Bay.
2.3.10. Tryon, various
Tryon’s initial survey (Tryon 1972), his 292-item wordlists for Visina, Mapremo, Nikaura, Nuvi, 
Mate, Nul and Filakara (Tryon 1976), and a paper on stem-initial alternations (Tryon 1986), 
comprise the totality of more recent primary descriptive work incorporating Lewo data. Lewo is 
also among the 80 Austronesian languages represented in the Comparative Austronesian 
Dictionary (Tryon 1994).
2.3.11. Early, various
The same dictionary as just mentioned contains an introduction to Lewo (Early 1994b). Also, as 
a result of the current study, papers on serialisation and negativisation in Lewo have been 
published (Early 1993, 1994a).
2.4. Studies of Lewo’s genetic affiliation
The above items are those which record data from Lewo and other Epi languages. Other 
linguistic writings that mention these languages deal primarily with the question of their linguistic 
subgrouping. Some of these are now surveyed.
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2.4.1. External relationships
In this section, we review the more important classifications of the external genetic relationships 
of Lewo and the other Epi languages.38 All of these classifications accept that all of the 
languages of Vanuatu are Austronesian languages, and they generally agree39 that together with 
all the other Austronesian languages of the region, they are members of the Oceanic subgroup of 
Austronesian. The daughter languages of Oceanic are understood to have derived from an 
original speech community which began to disperse in the region of New Ireland and the Bismark 
Archipelago from around 3600 years ago (Ross 1988). The early foundations of this position 
were laid by Dempwolff, who also incorporated material from Lewo (as “Tasiko”) in his work.
In all the classifications, it is recognised that the three Polynesian Outlier languages found in 
Vanuatu (Emae, Mele-Fila, and Futuna-Aniwa) affiliate within Polynesian, and are not to be 
included in statements that refer to the languages of (north, or north and central) Vanuatu (as a 
genetic grouping).
2.4.1.1. Grace 1955
Grace’s classification was prepared before the term ‘Oceanic’ gained currency: the label he used 
for the same subgroup was ‘Eastern Malayo-Polynesian’. This subgroup comprised a collection 
of nineteen discrete first order groupings, some of which had just one member (eg. Nengone, Iai), 
and some of which contained many (eg. New Caledonia, South-east Solomonic). Of all these 
groupings, however, Grace’s data allowed for internal constituency to be assigned to only two of 
them, one being what is now known as Papuan Tip, the other the Vanuatu-Banks group. 
Although it is not certain if Grace’s 250 languages included any Epi data, Lewo would be 
assigned to his Northern Vanuatu group, defined as Efate north, excepting Pentecost and others 
which were considered to make up a separate higher grouping.
2.4.1.2. Dyen 1965
Although Dyen used 371 word lists in his study, his requirement that a list contain at least 150 
items to be included in his sample precluded any of the above-mentioned wordlists for Lewo from
38 A survey of the development and refinement of subgrouping hypotheses for the Austronesian 
languages of the Pacific area (ie. the Oceanic languages) up until the early 1980s can be found in Pawley 
and Green (1984). The major modification to this picture since that time results from the researches of 
Ross on the Western Oceanic languages (Ross 1988), and the refinements he proposes are incorporated 
into studies that deal with Oceanic language and culture history such as Ross (1989), Bowden (1992), 
and Pawley and Ross (1993).
39 The only exception is Dyen 1965. Dyen did not recognise the Oceanic subgroup of Austronesian.
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consideration. The somewhat unpredictable results that his lexicostatistical method produced do 
not allow us to say where Lewo might have fitted in the set of language relationships he 
identified.
2.4.1.3. Pawley 1972
This study focussed on establishing the North and Central Vanuatu subgroup, to which Lewo 
was assigned. Less weight was attached by Pawley to the putative Eastern Oceanic (Central 
Pacific plus North and Central Vanuatu, plus perhaps South-east Solomonic) subgroup of 
Oceanic languages, and in recent years, support for Eastern Oceanic as a higher order subgroup 
of Oceanic has diminished: “the evidence for such a group is so far unconvincing” (Pawley and 
Ross 1993:440).
2.4.1.4. Tryon 1976
Try on’s study was the first to indicate that all the languages of Epi (excluding recently intrusive 
Paamese) probably formed a small closed subgroup, on the basis of the lexicostatistical evidence. 
This Epi subgroup was one of five members of the North and Central Vanuatu group of 
languages.
2.4.1.5. Lynch and Tryon 1985
This study floated the idea that it might be possible to identify a Central and Eastern Oceanic 
higher order subgrouping of Oceanic. Lewo would be included in such a group, but support for 
this hypothesis is not strong.
2.4.1.6. Clark 1985
Clark’s study accepts an Epi grouping of languages, but gives internal structure to the North and 
Central Vanuatu group by noting that Epi and Efate languages share a few innovations, enough 
to give “some support to the hypothesis of an Epi-Efate subgroup” (p. 216), and that this Epi- 
Efate grouping appears to represent a major split from all the other languages within the Central 
Vanuatu division of North and Central Vanuatu (p. 221).
2.4.1.7. Ruhlen 1987
This work is regarded by some as a standard reference work for language classification, and so it 
is mentioned here. However, the material it contains is not based on new or original research, but 
is something of a compilation of earlier work, including the published studies listed thus far, and
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earlier editions of the Ethnologue. All of the languages of Vanuatu are classified as Austronesian 
/ Malayo-Polynesian / Central-Eastern Malayo-Polynesian / Eastern Malayo-Polynesian / 
Oceanic (Ruhlen 1987:167). In this classification, one of the higher order subgroups of Oceanic 
is Southern Vanuatu, another is Remote Oceanic. Within Remote Oceanic can be found the 
Central and Northern Vanuatu subgroup, to which Lewo belongs.
2.4.1.8. Pawley and Ross 1993
Pawley and Ross present a “summary of important Oceanic subgroups that have some degree of 
general acceptance” (p. 440), which is reproduced in chart form below (Figure 1). 
[Unfortunately, the Southern Vanuatu subgroup was inexplicably omitted in the published 
version of this tree.]
Figure 1 : A current model of the Oceanic language family 
Proto O ceanic
Admiralties
I
Southeast Solomonic Central/North Vanuatu
Western Oceanic Nuclear Micronesian
New Caledonia- 
Loyalties
Central Pacific
Papuan Tip
In that above-mentioned subgroups like Remote Oceanic and Central Eastern Oceanic still lack 
definitive validation, North and Central Vanuatu is again shown as a first order subgroup of 
Oceanic in this diagram.
While there is considerable uncertainty about relationships at the higher levels of Oceanic, it is 
widely accepted that Lewo and the other Epi languages constitute a small closed subgroup of 
languages within a Central group of the North and Central Vanuatu language subgroup (Tryon 
1976, Clark 1985). Clark’s suggestion, already mentioned, that the Epi languages and the 
languages spoken on the islands of the Shepherds group and Efate to the south (Namakira, 
Nakanamanga/North Efate, South Efate) may group together indicates where the closest 
linguistic relatives of the Epi languages can be found. Paamese to the north belongs to a different 
lower level subgroup of NCV, and its closest linguistic relative is the language of south-east 
Ambrym.
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2.4.1.9. Grimes et al. 1994
The classification of Grimes et al. (1994) supersedes Ruhlen 1987 above, but is not quite as 
conservative in its assessments of the status of various subgroups as Pawley and Ross 1993. 
With respect to Lewo’s position in Oceanic, it advances beyond Ruhlen 1987 at two points. 
Firstly, Lewo is assigned to an Epi subgroup of NCV, and secondly, an additional node (Central 
Eastern Oceanic) is inserted as a first order subgroup of Oceanic, and Remote Oceanic is then a 
subgroup of this. Lewo is classified in this same way in the latest Ethnologue (Grimes 1992).
2.4.2. Internal relationships of Lewo with other Epi languages
The internal relationships of the Epi languages have been analysed by Tryon, who provided a 
family-tree representation, based on percentages of lexical similarity (1986:241). I have adopted 
this here, with the addition of Lamen, and a node linking it with Lewo.
Figure 2 : Internal relationships of the Epi languages
LEWO LAMEN BIEREBO BIERIA
2.5. Dialectology
We have already noted that Vanuatu is well-known for the extreme degree of linguistic diversity 
to be found there, and we can now also note that besides the large number of distinct languages, 
most of which just have between 500-1000 speakers, it is often possible to recognise significant 
dialectal variation within each.40 For the Epi languages, Tryon (1976:92) observes that Baki, 
Bieria and Maii are either single speech communities or show negligible dialectal variation, while 
Bierebo and Lewo are multi-dialectal.
40 Of Tryon’s 102 languages, the dialect situation was unknown for 21. Of the remaining 81, about a 
third (28) do not show dialectal variation, another third (28) show either some variation or have two
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Within Lewo, a significant range of dialectal variation can be observed. Much of this remains to 
be catalogued, and a full presentation is outside the scope of this description. It seems clear that 
one major dialect division can be established, of which the first sound change in the section below 
is diagnostic. Map 3 above indicates these as the Malupa dialect, and the Varsu dialect. The 
first name is an older designation accepted for the geographical area in which that dialect is 
spoken, while the second is a modem name for an administrative sub-region. Within these 
dialects, the large number of intersecting isoglosses that can be found indicate that dialect 
chaining is quite prevalent. All that is given here are some examples of the different kinds of 
dialectal variation that can be encountered.
The description of Lewo in this dissertation focuses on the Varsu dialect, with data being drawn 
mainly from the villages of Moriu, Nivenue, and Nikaura.
2.5.1. Phonological variation
One regular sound change distinguishes the two main dialects of Lewo. Where the Varsu dialect 
has v (eg. vano ‘to go', visa ‘to say’), the Malupa dialect shows 0  or y (ano/yano ‘to go', isa 
‘to say’).
Other phonological processes can be observed that apply subdialectally. For example, both
within the Varsu dialect, the sequence uLu (L is the liquids I and r) in Moriu or Nivenue will be
iLu in Nikaura, with the first high vowel dissimulating at tongue position:
Moriu suru = Nikaura siru ‘defecate’
Moriu a-m-yal-lulu = Nikaura a-m-yal-lilu 3pS-R-walk-along ‘they walk along’
Similarly, the Moriu/Nivenue -sia construct ending on a subgroup of nouns, and -ne, the 
possessive marker associated with this, are in the process of being reduced in Nikaura to -sa and 
-e respectively, but not in other villages.
Other phonological rules seem to apply idiolectally. Vowel initial lexemes are uncommon in 
Lewo, and while some speakers will pronounce words like erau ‘friend’, eveklavi ‘evening’, and 
eririna ‘person’ as written here, for other speakers they will occur with an epenthesised semi­
vowel onset, giving yerau, yeveklavi, and yeririna.
main dialects, and another third (25) are highly multi-dialectal or evidence significant dialect chaining 
(Tryon 1976:87-93).
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2.5.2. Lexical variation
For some items, a number of different forms can be found as one moves from village to village. 
For ‘pawpaw', Moriu has mra-peletu, the next village Nivenue has mra-supa, the next, 
Nikaura, has mra-kapisu, and the next in line along the coast, Nuvi, has mra-kan-mrae. These 
forms all seem to reflect different strategies for incorporating an introduced item. However, 
many variations in older inherited vocabulary can also be found, not just between villages, but 
between the small separate clan groups, remnants of earlier separate villages, that make up many 
modem villages. For example, within Moriu village, the descendants from the earlier Reg village 
use the word aya for ‘mother . The people from the earlier Mapuna village use ana, and the 
descendants of the original Moriu use awia.
In other cases, there will be common agreement, only deviated from by one village. For example, 
a form like pa-ne or pa-n-ga ‘today' is widespread, but in Nuvi village alone, the form is found
to be nawen-ga.
Some basic grammatical functors also show dialectal variation. One of the clan groups in the 
modem village of Nuvi speaks a dialect known by the name of the earlier village Puluvar, and 
their dialect preserves a historical initial k- in three members of the main pronoun paradigm: kinu 
‘first person singular', kita first person plural inclusive’, and kamiu ‘second person plural 
while the rest of Lewo has these forms as inu, ita, and amiu respectively. For another of the clan 
groups in Nuvi, the kita form is kisa. Similarly, the same dialect has -kinu (= first person 
singular independent pronoun), as against -u elsewhere in Lewo, for the first person singular 
inalienable possessor form.
Further, possessive class markers vary within Lewo. The general class marker kia- in Nikaura is 
se- in Nivenue, and sa- in Moriu, Paia and Visina. The fact that it is ka- in the Baki language, 
and sa- in Lamenu, shows that some different dialect variants of Lewo belong to different 
isogloss sets with other different Epi languages. This would indicate a chaining relationship at a 
higher level between Lewo and these other Epi languages.
Some forms that belong to Tasiko, the extinct dialect of Lewo, are found in early translations and 
in the hymnal still in limited use, and are still known today as archaic forms: eg. nala for iala 
‘third person plural pronoun ’ and nagepa for napa ‘relative pronoun
2.5.3. Structural variation
Some variation accross dialect boundaries can be found for syntactic structures in Lewo. The 
most notable example of this is with the negative constmction, where different dialects can use 
one, two, or three separate particles to construct their regular clausal negation pattern. This
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situation is described further in the chapter that deals specifically with the Lewo negative 
construction (§15).
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CHAPTER 3 : PHONOLOGY
3.1. Introduction
In this chapter an overview of Lewo phonology is presented. The phonological segments 
identified for the language are described in terms of classical structural phonemics, while aspects 
of more recent phonological theories are utilised in other sections. In particular, the approach of 
non-linear phonology is used, firstly, in the description of the structure of syllables and the way in 
which segments are distributed within them, and secondly, with regard to stress. Further, some 
morphophonological variation in the form of certain morphemes appears to genuinely reflect 
manipulation of the distinctive features of Lewo phonemes, and these are better described from 
the perspective of Item-and-Process rather than Item-and-Arrangement (Pike and Pike 1977:184- 
5), so some rules, reflecting the approach of earliest generative phonology, are also given.1
In the presentation of Lewo segmental phonology in the following section, the size, structure, and 
composition of the Lewo segmental inventory is related to the interesting findings of Maddieson’s 
(1984) survey of these features across a sample of languages.2 Frequent but brief reference is 
made to this work, helping to place Lewo in a wider typological context, but rather than having 
these comments interrupt the progression of the description, they are mostly relegated to 
footnotes.
1 These frameworks are applied where they seem descriptively useful and insightful. I do not trace here 
the history of the development of these theories, or refer to any of their original sources, but this can all 
be found in Katamba (1989), which I have used in preparing this chapter.
2 This sample is know as the UCLA Phonological Segment Inventory Database. It contains information 
from “a properly constructed quota sample on a genetic basis of the world’s extant languages” 
(Maddieson 1984:5). At that time, the number of languages in the sample was 317. For the rest of this 
chapter, references such as “Maddieson p. 7” are to that page of this work. Also, when it is reported that 
a feature occurs in “70% of languages”, it will be understood that this means “in 70% of the languages 
in the sample that Maddieson was working with”.
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3.2. Segmental phonology
Lewo has a total of nineteen segmental phonemes, comprising five vowels and fourteen 
consonants.3 In alphabetical order, using the orthographic representation adopted throughout 
this description, the vowels are a, e, i, o, u, and the consonants are g, k, I, m, m, n, p, p, r, s, t, 
v, w, y. In that the Lewo orthography is genuinely phonemic, these same orthographic symbols 
as used throughout this study are also taken in this chapter to stand for the phonemes they 
represent, eg. a = /a/ etc. While the phonetic values of these segments are reasonably transparent, 
and are all discussed later, the reader’s attention is drawn to the following chart which indicates 
that orthographic g is [g], and m and p are labio-velar4 nasal and plosive respectively.
3.2.1. Consonant inventory
The fourteen Lewo consonants are given in the following chart (Table 3).
Table 3 : Lewo consonant inventory
L abio-velar5 Labial A lveolar V elar
Plosive P P t k
Nasal m m n 9
Lateral 1
T rill r
Continuant V s
Sem i-vow el w y
The phonetic forms by which these Lewo consonant phonemes are manifested are now described. 
These phonemes derive from earlier stages in the development of Lewo, and correspondences
3 The known range for total inventories in the languages of the world is 11-141, with an average of 31 
(Maddieson p. 7). Lewo is just outside what Maddieson considers the “typical” size of inventories (20- 
37), which accounts for 70% of languages. Lewo’s 14 consonants are much fewer than the average of 
23, and the five vowels less than the average of nine. However, the ratio of vowels to consonants in 
Lewo (0.37) is very close to the average of 0.4 (Maddieson p. 9).
4 Maddieson uses the term “labial-velar”, but I use “labio-velar”, the term more commonly used in 
Oceanic studies.
5 It is well-established convention now to “treat doubly-articulated stops as having a place of articulation 
distinct from that of either of their components” (Maddieson p. 18).
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between them and the reconstructed POC phonemes they reflect are charted in Clark (1985:223- 
5), which updates the first major systematic listing of correspondences by Try on (1976:11-50).
3.2.1.1. Plosives: p, p, t, k
On the basis of their phonetic salience, stops are considered to be the “optimal consonants” 
(Maddieson p. 25), and some variety of them is found in every known language.6 The most 
common stops are plosives, formed with egressive pulmonary (lung) air, and these are the ones 
found in Lewo. The four Lewo plosives, all taking voiceless phonation, are arranged at labio- 
velar, labial, alveolar, and velar positions on the chart of consonant phonemes.7
p, the labio-velar plosive, is phonetically a voiceless unaspirated labialised plosive with 
simultaneous release at bilabial and velar points of articulation, [£pw]. The phoneme has this 
manifestation before e and i, but before a, it has a very slightly implosive variant [£[>], and word 
finally, it occurs as [Icp]-8 It does not occur before o and u.
pa [® a | ‘emphatic evidential’
pig [ßpwirj] ‘sheath o f coconut flower’
loperu [lo£pweru] ‘white fruit bat ’
kapkap [kafcpkalcp] ‘bent’
This sound in Lewo is used for borrowings that contain ba or pa sequences, eg. ‘bar’ is [Icjra:].
p, the labial plosive, has a primary phonetic manifestation9 as [p], a voiceless unaspirated 
bilabial plosive. It can occur as an unreleased variant [p1] word finally.
piga [piga] ‘cicada ’
lepepe [lepepe] ‘butterfly’
nop [nopn] ‘lizard’
6 “Stops are the only kind of consonants that occur in all languages” (Henton et al. 1992:65).
7 While only 16% of languages have just a single stop series like Lewo, the plain voiceless series as 
Lewo has (with more or less members) is found in 92% of languages (Maddieson pp. 26-27).
8 Note that here, and also for r?i, the allophone that is chosen to represent the phoneme is actually more 
complex phonetically than other allophones that occur. This is done on the basis of relative frequencies, 
but note that there is also historical evidence that the labio-velars have developed from labialised 
consonants.
9 In this and the following descriptions of phonetic manifestations, it is recognised that there will be a 
range of variation, occupying a certain region in articulatory space, of which the chosen primary 
phonetic manifestation is a convenient representative.
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Although Lewo does have a bilabial fricative, which might be thought to be closer to English f 
and v than is this stop, p is used in Lewo for many borrowed words that contain f or v (as well as 
those with p and b of course).
t, the alveolar plosive. If it were not for Hawaiian, it could be said that every known language in 
the world has this sound (or a dental variety of it),10 and in Lewo it has a primary phonetic 
manifestation as [t], a voiceless unaspirated alveolar plosive. It occurs as an unreleased variant 
[ f]  word finally, but is only found in this position in borrowed words.
towa [towa] 'domestic fow l’
kututusia [kututusia] ‘egg’
panet [panef] ‘ship’s tender, barge (<BIS panitj’
k, the velar plosive, has a primary phonetic manifestation as [k], a voiceless unaspirated velar 
plosive. It occurs as an unreleased variant [\C] word finally.
kavika [kaßika] ‘Malay apple (BIS nakavika)’
kurki [kurki] ‘k. bush nut (BIS navel) ’
mak [rjmak'1] ‘lea f
3.2.1.2. Nasals: m, m, n, g
Lewo has four nasals, arranged at labio-velar, labial, alveolar, and velar positions on the chart of 
consonant phonemes.11
m, the labio-velar nasal, has a primary phonetic manifestation as [qmw], a voiced labialised nasal 
simultaneously articulated at bilabial and velar points of articulation. This allophone occurs 
before e and i, while before a, the phoneme occurs as the unlabialised variant [rjm]. Like p, it 
does not occur before o and u. m can be found word initially, medially and finally.
menta [rjmwenta] ‘k. termite’
ma [qma] ‘continuous aspect’
purmewa [punjm wewa] ‘k. coral trout (BIS los)’
mom [morjm] ‘your’
10Henton et al. (1992:79) state, with regard to stops, that “languages always have a voiceless 
dental/alveolar segment..., then /k/ appears in 89% of ...languages, and /p/ in 82%”. Hawaiian as an 
exception is noted in Maddieson (p. 35).
11 The three nasal system ([m, n, q]) is classic and common, but if a language is to add a fourth nasal to 
its inventory, this is nearly always the palatal nasal |ji]. In a few other cases, the fourth nasal is 
retroflexed [q], but the labio-velar nasal as in Lewo otherwise only occurs in systems with five or more 
nasals (Maddieson p. 64).
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m, the labial nasal, has a primary phonetic manifestation as [m], a voiced bilabial nasal, which 
can occur in all positions in the word.
mene [mene] ‘red’
memaena [memasena] ‘green-blue’
mam [msem] ‘sweet’
n, the alveolar nasal, has a primary phonetic manifestation as [n], a voiced alveolar nasal, and is 
found in all positions in words.
ninlaia [ninlaia] ‘yellow or grey white-eye (bird) (BIS nalaklak) ’
kona [kona] ‘rotten ’
sirun [sirun] ‘brown wood borer'
g, the velar nasal, has a primary phonetic manifestation as [g], a voiced velar nasal, and can also 
be found in all positions in words.
ga [pa] ‘chew’
uga [uga] ‘gable o f roof
kolag [kolag] ‘k. food baked as individual serves’
3.2.1.3. Lateral: I
I, the lateral, has a primary phonetic manifestation as [1], a voiced alveolar lateral. It can occur 
in all positions in words.12
levir [levir] ‘k. parrot (BIS nasiviru)’
kila [kila] ‘do’
mol [mol] ‘orange, citrus’
3.2.1.4. Trill: r
r, the trill, has a primary phonetic manifestation as [r], a voiced alveolar trill. The actual number 
of tongue taps that can be detected in the trill would best be subject to instrumental verification, 
but impressionistically varies between two to perhaps five for different speakers and in different 
environments.
roro [roro] ‘yellow fever’
12 Nearly all languages (96%) have one or more liquids, the most common arrangement (41%) being to 
have two such sounds. Of these languages that have two, 83% of them have one lateral, and one “r- 
sound”. The most frequent types of these two sounds are the alveolar lateral and trill (or its equivalent 
tap/flap; Maddieson pp. 80-84), which Lewo has, making it a fully typical language at this point of its 
phonology.
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kulmaro [kulgmaro] ‘rabbit fish (BIS piko)’
mar [masr] ‘dry coconut; copra ’
A variant pronunciation of this consonant, [dr], can be set up to accommodate the situation where 
r occurs following n. This could be described as a process of phonological consonant epenthesis, 
but because of its very limited distribution and occurrence, it is described here. It could also be 
described as an alternate of n preceding r, but it is considered that the allophone is a genuine 
phonetic variant of r, in the particular context provided by contiguity with n, rather than vice 
versa.13 Another reason for doing it this way is that under syllabification, speakers vacillate 
between breaking the sequence as Vn.drV or V.ndrV, but never consider Vnd.rV.
ve a-tol inu re [ßeatolindre]
NEG1 3pS-touch 1s NEG2
‘Don’t touch me! ’
3.2.1.5. Continuants: v, s
v, the labial continuant, has a primary phonetic manifestation as [ß], a voiced bilabial fricative.14 
Note that when it occurs word finally, it is devoiced. In other words, the sound is manifested as a 
rounded off-glide of preceding unrounded vowels (eg. maniniv ‘thin’ ends as [...niy]), or a more 
rounded off-glide of preceding rounded vowels (eg. ponov ‘nest ’ ends as [...no?]).
vio [ßio] 'Fijian asparagus (BIS naviso)’
vava [ßaeßae] ‘pandanus ’
purtev [purte0] ‘sugarcane ’
s, the alveolar continuant, has a primary phonetic manifestation as [s], a voiceless alveolar 
grooved fricative.15
suwe [suwe] ‘bivalve species ’
kumasua [kuqmasua] ‘triton shellfish ’
vis [ßis] ‘dig with fingers'
13 cf. Schütz (1985:552), describing the Fijian cluster phoneme dr, which sounds the same as the Lewo 
nr sequence, says: “the [d] is unusual phonetically in that we hear it ‘automatically’ when [r] is begun 
from closed position”. Ross (1988:31) also states that “[nr]...naturally becomes [ndr]”.
14 If a language has a fricative at this point of articulation, it is mostly voiced, rather than voiceless. The 
tendency that presence of a voiced fricative implies presence of its voiceless counterpart is well- 
supported, but the observation that bilabials are an exception is borne out in Lewo (Maddieson pp. 46- 
47).
15 This is the most frequent fricative in the world’s languages, occurring in 83% of them (Maddieson 
p. 44). Languages with just two fricatives, like Lewo, will nearly always have [s] as one of them, but the 
pairing of [s] with [ß] is unusual (Maddieson p. 53).
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3.2.1.6. Semi-vowels: w, y
These two approximants16 are called “semi-vowels” because of their vocoid characteristics.17
w, the labial semi-vowel, has a primary phonetic manifestation as [w], a voiced labio-velar 
approximant. This phoneme does not occur word finally.
wato [wato] ‘barracuda (BIS longmaot)’
kawe [kawe] ‘rat'
y, the velar semi-vowel, has a primary phonetic manifestation as [j], a voiced palatal 
approximant. It also does not occur word finally.18
yavia [jaeßia] ‘turtle’
ninuyu [ninuju] ‘orphan
3.2.1.7. Alternate structuring of consonant phoneme chart
In the chart of consonants above, conventional practice has been followed in assigning separate 
rows to continuants and semi-vowels. However, in that both of the semi-vowels are phonetically 
continuants, and in that there are only two cells filled for each of the semi-vowels and the 
continuants in the four-column matrix, it would be possible to conflate the last two rows of the 
consonant system and represent it as follows.
Labio-
velar19
Labial Alveolar Velar
Continuant w V s y
However, there are no phonological processes for which this particular grouping of continuants 
represents a clear class of associated phonemes.
16“...consonantal sounds produced with relatively unimpeded flow of air through the mouth” 
(Maddieson p. 91).
17 These phonemes are frequently analytically problematic, but are nevertheless common, occurring in 
86% and 76% of languages respectively.
18 This is the one Lewo phoneme that does not appear to reflect any reconstructed POC phoneme. Note 
however that reference is made later in this chapter to a sound change of v to y in some Lewo dialects. 
It is not likely however that this is the source for all occurrences of y in Lewo. In other instances, it has 
probably developed from intervocalic transition or prevocalic ongliding.
19 The w is formed from degrees of closure both at the front and rear of the mouth, and “falls into a clear 
class with other labial-velar consonants” (Maddieson p. 95). Maddieson also shows that there appears to 
be a dependence relationship between labio-velar sounds and [w]: if a language has some of the former, 
it is more likely to have the latter also.
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3.2.1.8. More on the phonetics of the labio-velars
As noted, stops are the most frequently occurring kind of consonant in the world’s languages 
(Henton et al., 1992:65), but it is clear that labio-velar stops are rare. In Maddieson’s hierarchy 
of preference of place of articulation for stops (Maddieson 1984:32), labio-velars are near the end 
of the list.20 They appear to be an areal feature of just two regions in the world, West Africa and 
Oceania.21 Ladefoged (1964:5-13) discovered that labio-velar stops such as [£p] were actually 
of three instrumentally-distinguishable sub-types, being produced by three different articulatory 
gestures. The first involved simultaneous articulation superimposed on an egressive pulmonic 
airstream, the second added a component of ingressive velaric air movement (as there is 
backward movement at the point of velar contact), while the third also involved downwards 
movement at the glottis, resulting in an ingressive glottalic air movement (and hence the 
production of a sound that involves all three air stream mechanisms simultaneously). He 
associates each of these with particular languages, but also shows that combinations of them do 
occur in the same language, and variation between them can be detected for different speakers. 
However, Ladefoged could only speculate whether this variation was responding to phonetic 
environment or not.22
The nasal labio-velar [qm] is not described in the same detail by Ladefoged, but he indicates that 
this coarticulation usually incorporates a velaric airstream component as well as the pulmonic air 
flow. The Lewo data is of interest firstly, because there is a close match between the variants of
20 Labio-velars of any kind are found in just 6% of languages (Maddieson p. 32), occurring less 
frequently than, in order, dental/alveolar, velar, bilabial, palatal/palatal-alveolar, uvular, and retroflex, 
and more frequently than very rare types of stops like pharyngeal, labio-dental, and linguo-labial.
21 The extent of their distribution in Oceanic languages can be seen in the data presented by Blust 
(1981). In that article, Blust gives Grace’s view that the labio-velars in Proto Oceanic “probably 
developed from simple labials next to a rounded vowel in Proto-Austronesian” (p. 232), but 
demonstrates the extremely difficult nature of historical reconstruction relating to the posited Proto 
Oceanic labio-velar protophonemes and their reflexes: “the great majority of labio-velar correspondences 
in Oceanic languages are contradictory” (p. 244).
22 Such instrumental measurement techniques have not been applied to Lewo labio-velars. Nor, one 
might add, have they been applied to the phonetics of hardly any feature of any language in the region. 
Over thirty years ago, Capell lamented that “Phonetics is another neglected branch of Pacific studies. In 
very few instances is there any satisfactory account of the phonetics of a language. No instruments for 
measuring any aspects of sound-formation have been used, and consequently all available descriptions 
are purely subjective. Until such instruments are available for field use they must remain so.” (Capell 
1951:2). The CECIL speech analysis tool developed by SIL is now available, and I hope to carry out 
instrumental acoustic study of Lewo labio-velars at a later stage (CECIL does not deal with the 
articulatory components of speech production). Harrison (1981:191) has admitted that it has been his 
experience “in working with languages that have contrastive labialvelar consonants that the contrast is 
often difficult to hear before /a/”, and notes that Blust also acknowledges this. One of my own lingering 
doubts over some of the data presented in this description of Lewo is the status of some sounds as labio- 
velars or not, paticularly when these doubts are shared at times by native speakers.
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the labio-velar stop [1$] and the labio-velar nasal [rjm], in that both have labialised 
manifestations ([£pw] and [gmw]) before the front vowels i and e, and secondly because this 
allophony parallels that reported for some West African languages.23 A further parallel between 
the phonetics of the West African and the Lewo labio-velars is that of implosion. While Lewo 
does not have implosives as such, it was noted above that very slight implosion of the labio-velar 
stop has been detected before a.24 This was based simply on observing speakers’ lips, but 
Ladefoged demonstrates instrumentally that this is true of some West African labio-velars, and 
gives an articulatory rationale for it.25
Note also that the restriction stated for Lewo, that labio-velars do not occur before the (back) 
rounded vowels o and u, is also observed for other Oceanic languages like Longgu (Hill 1992) 
and Namakir26 (Sperlich 1993).
3.2.2. Vowel inventory
The Lewo vowel inventory presents the usual problem for five-vowel systems:27 how to 
demonstrate their relationship in a systematic way. The classic representation of five vowel 
systems is to arrange them in a two-way opposition with respect to the parameter of tongue 
position, and in a three-way opposition with respect to the parameter of tongue height, with the 
exception that at low tongue height, front and back are not distinguished. This “triangular” 
system (configured like that for three vowel inventories; Disner 1984:136) is an adequate 
representation for Lewo.28
23 Ladefoged (1964) notes “the well-known auditory resemblance between (labial-velars) and the 
corresponding velarized labials”, and notes that Araham’s description of the Tiv language has “kpw 
before e in complementary distribution with kp before all other vowels”.
24 Note that Schütz (1969:15) also detected implosion as a correlate of the articulation of these sounds in 
Ngunese.
25 Air pressures were measured in the mouth, behind the labial closure, and in the pharynx, behind the 
velar closure, as the labial-velar was articulated. Because the sound involves ingressive velaric air, it 
only takes a very slight delay in the release of labial closure, after velar release, for a negative pressure to 
result in the oral cavity. Ladefoged notes Siertsema’s description of this action as resulting in a sound 
that is “implosive at the lips and explosive at the back”.
26 Note that the name of this language is given by other scholars as Namakura or Namakira.
27 In terms of the number of segments found in vowel inventories, the five-vowel system represents the 
mode, occurring in 31% of languages (Maddieson p.126).
28 This representation is said to be “adequate” mainly because it has become the accepted way of 
representing five-vowel systems, and no-one has made any alternate suggestion that solves the problem 
of overspecification: there is a bi-dimensional matrix, with two values in one parameter, and three in 
another, giving a total of six cells, but only five are filled.
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Table 4 : Lewo vowel inventory
Front Back
High i u
Mid e o
Low a
This representation does however run contrary to the well-established principle that vowel 
systems tend to develop and maintain configurations which reflect maximal dispersion in 
available phonetic (ie. acoustic) space,29 not to mention the somewhat counter-intuitive nature of 
the usual representation of the oral cavity as a box with lots of right-angled comers. An 
alternative schematic arrangement is given in Figure 3, where oral space is represented as an 
oval, and the five Lewo vowels are placed within it. Note that only two values are required for 
each of the parameters of tongue height and tongue position. In this system, a is simply specified 
as a low vowel, e is a front vowel, o is a back vowel, i is a high front vowel, and u is a high back 
vowel.
Figure 3 : Alternative representation of the five Lewo vowels in phonetic space
HIGH
BACKFRONT
Maddieson (p. 124-5) gives information on vowel frequencies in the world’s languages, and from 
that I have extracted the following chart, which ranks the occurrence of particular vowel 
segments as a percentage of the total number of vowel segment occurrences in the database.
29Disner (1984:154) shows that there is strong evidence that “a vowel dispersion theory correctly 
captures a principle governing the distribution of vowels in natural languages”.
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This table shows clearly that vowels fall into two well-differentiated classes, those which are 
common (the first five), and those which are not (the rest). Lewo draws all of its vowels from the 
first grouping.
Table 5 : Vowel frequencies in Maddieson 1984
SEGMENT % SEGMENT %
high front unrounded [>] 17.7 mid front rounded [0] 1.3
mid back rounded [o] 17.6 high back unrounded [HI] 1.2
mid front unrounded [e] 16.7 high front rounded [y] 1.1
high back rounded [U] 16.4 mid back unrounded M 0.7
low central unrounded [a] 15.4 low back unrounded [a] 0.5
mid central unrounded [9] 3.9 high central rounded M 0.4
low front unrounded [as] 3.1 mid central rounded [e] 0.3
high central unrounded [•] 2.2 low central rounded M 0.1
low back rounded M 1.4 low front rounded [ce] 0.0
3.2.2.1. Vowel descriptions
All the Lewo vowels are manifested with the phonetic qualities that would be anticipated in the 
kind of five-vowel system outlined above, and which is common in Oceanic languages. The only 
significant allophony is for a.
i, the high front vowel, occurs as the close front unrounded vocoid [i].
inu [inu] T
kilisia [kilisia] ‘vine species’
vi [vi:] ‘banana species ’
It might be noted that there is no phonemic representation of vowel length for vi [vi:] here. We 
do see later (cf. §3.2.4) that vowel length can be phonemic in Lewo, but not in this particular 
context. In single syllable CV lexemes the vowel is always longer than usual vowel length (see 
§3.5.14).
e, the mid front vowel, occurs as the close-mid front unrounded vocoid [e]. Slight lowering of 
this vocoid to [e] can be heard when e occurs as the peak of a closed syllable.
e [e] ‘in, on, a t’
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menol
tep
malele
[menol] ‘windfalls (fruit) ’
[tep1] ‘k. nut’
[maslele] ‘k. banana
a, the low vowel, occurs as the front central unrounded vocoid [a]. It has a variant, the 
open/open-mid front unrounded vocoid [ae]. This variant is found to be influenced by proximity 
to the bilabial sounds p, m, and v, and so the enunciation of these sounds forward in the mouth is 
taken to pull the central vocoid sound forward. This occurs for instances of a following p, m and 
v, which can be described as regressive assimilation with respect to the feature of fronted tongue 
position, and for instances of a preceding v, which is progressive assimilation. It is interesting to 
note that the labio-velar sounds m and p, both involving labial closure, do not group with this 
class of sounds with regard to the conditioning environment for the allophony of a.30
a [a] ‘and’
lago [lago] fly  (insect) ’
kumasua [kuqmasua] ‘triton shellfish ’
mare [maere] ‘die ’
lima [limas] ‘five ’
eveklavi [eßeklaeß] ‘afternoon ’
o, the mid back vowel, occurs as the close-mid back rounded vocoid [o]. Slight lowering of this 
vocoid to [o] can be heard when o occurs as the peak of a closed syllable.
orai [orai] ‘six’
korsu [korsu] ‘coconut crab ’
lo [lo:] ‘k.food dish (BIS laplapj’
u, the high back vowel, occurs as the close back unrounded vocoid [u]. Slight centring of this 
vocoid to [u] can be heard when u occurs as the peak of a closed syllable.
ura [ura] ‘shore’
lesumsum [lesumsum] ‘whale’
su [su:] ‘hit, punch ’
3.2.3. Phonemic contrasts
Just a few sets of words are required to establish the phonemic status of the Lewo phonemes 
which have suspiciously similar allophonic manifestations.
30 It is this distinction that rescues the non-native learner of Lewo, enabling them to distinguish the 
labial sounds and their labio-velar counterparts in the environment preceding a. While it is very 
difficult for the English ear to hear the difference between p and p, it is well-attuned to distinguishing 
[a] and [ae].
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3.2.3.1. Consonant phoneme contrasts
Contrast in identical and analogous environment can be established for p, p, v, and w; for m, m, 
and w; for r and I; and for s and t.
p pa R g o ’ pe ‘R.be’ Pi ‘R.tie’
p pa ‘evidential ’ pe ‘slit drum ’ Pi ‘flower sheath
V va ‘Ig o ’ ve ‘weave ’ vi ‘banana ’
w wa ‘boat’ we ‘hit’ wi ‘water’
m ma ‘up’ me- ‘we exclpi’ -mi ‘overnight’
m ma ‘continuous ’ me ‘R.hit’ mi ‘eye secretion
w wa ‘ship ’ we ‘I.hit’ wi ‘water’
r Rara ‘(name)’ re ‘negative ’ -aria ‘duration ’
I lala ‘plural ’ le­ ‘group prefix ’ -walia fin d ’
s sa ‘be like ’ se ‘be a t’ sina ‘again ’
t ta- ‘blood’ te ‘cut’ tina ‘dinner (bor) ’
3.2.3.2. Vowel phoneme contrasts
Contrast in identical environment can be established for all vowels.
pa ‘R g o ’ man ‘bird’
pe ‘R.be’ men ‘k. tree’
Pi ‘R.tie’ min ‘mean (bor.)’
po ‘R.good’ mon ‘not want'
pu ‘R.hold’ mun ‘drink’
3.2.4. Interpretation of suspicious segments and sequences
One of the earliest steps in phonemic analysis is to decide how certain segments and sequences 
are to be interpreted in terms of their patterning within the CV structure of the language. By 
now, some of the decisions that have been taken in this regard will have become obvious, but they 
are detailed here for completeness.
Doubly-articulated consonants (the labio-velars) have been interpreted as unit segments. 
Sequences of stop and liquid, or nasal and liquid, or nasal and nasal, do occur in Lewo, and all 
are regarded as complex CC syllable onsets.
The semi-vowels [w] and [j] and their vocalic counterparts [u] and [i] have been interpreted as 
consonants in onset position in the syllable, and as vowels in the nucleus. We will see that 
sometimes a segment in a morpheme changes its association as C or V, depending particularly on 
stress patterns and syllabification.
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Vowel length, not mentioned up until this point (except in relation to vi in §3.2.2.1), has been 
regarded as a sequence of two separate syllable nuclei. No suprasegmental of length is required, 
and, as the section on syllable structure will show, neither have complex W  syllable peaks been 
established.
This decision is perhaps contrary to conventional practice, whereby if length applies to certain 
vowel qualities in the inventory only, as in Lewo, then “it should be regarded as being inherent in 
the phoneme” (Maddieson p. 129), and additional long vowel phonemes should then be set up for 
Lewo. However, it will be seen that vowel length is predictable in some circumstances, and 
where it is unpredictable (and therefore phonemic), it carries a very low functional load, 
inadequate to warrant setting up additional vowel phonemes or syllable types.
3.2.5. Phoneme frequencies
Phoneme frequencies in a language can be expressed in two ways: the first takes as its domain the 
unique words of the language, the second is determined over a corpus of text. The second is 
adopted here, and the following chart indicates the raw frequencies of the various Lewo phonemes 
found over the whole of the text data-base, in terms of absolute occurrences.
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For the vowels, a is clearly of very high frequency, occurring twice as often as e and i. The back 
vowels o and u occur only as half as often again. For the consonants, the very high frequency of 
n can be accounted for by the fact that it is found in a number of very high frequency 
morphemes, like the deictics nene, nini, and nena, and in the main conjunction ana, the 
nominaliser na-...-ena and other functors. With the high frequencies of n, I, r and s it seems that
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the alveolar/an tenor place of articulation gets a heavy workout in Lewo, although the stop at this 
position is less frequent than p and k.
3.2.6. Borrowed phonem es
Some words that are borrowed into Lewo retain the phonetics of the donor language. With the 
great variation in range of educational background, in terms of both the amount of education and 
the language of education (predominantly English, some French), Lewo speakers exhibit widely 
varying abilities to borrow forms directly from these donor languages, or via Bislama, with their 
native phonetic shape. Some common intrusions from English phonology found in borrowings 
into Lewo include the voiced stops [b,d,g], the epiglottal fricative [h ], and fricatives like [j] and
m-
3.2.7. Non-speech sounds
Some exclamations and other vocative sounds use speech sounds that are not otherwise described 
as part of the Lewo phonemic inventory. These have not been fully catalogued, but include a 
syllabic breathy voiced bilabial nasal [mm], onomatopoeic for the grunting of pigs, used to call 
pigs to come for food, and a syllabic “suck” at tightly rounded lips to call a dog. “Cooee” shouts 
in the bush have developed into a simple call system {‘Come down here!’-, ‘Go along the ridge!' 
etc.), expressed using exaggerated intonation and a yodel-like falsetto. Also, while the Lewo 
word peraga ‘no’ is a phonologically well-formed and morphemically decomposable item, there 
is no affirmative counterpart. Where a ‘yes' answer is expected, Lewo typically prefers to use an 
ellipsed clause {‘Has the nurse come yet?' ‘She came!’), but when a simple ‘yes’ is required, the 
vocalisation [aa] is used.31
3.2.8. Practical orthography
The current practical orthography for Lewo, as used above, is readily derived from the phonemic 
inventory of the language. The only segments for which alternatives might be considered are g, 
m, and p.
The velar nasal g could readily be represented as the digraph ng. This would accord with the 
conventions already used in English and Bislama, and from pedagogical considerations would 
probably be the preferred solution. Many younger people who have become literate more recently 
via English or Bislama tend to used the digraph, as do older folk too in some conventionalised
31 More recently, the form io ‘yes', borrowed from the languages to the south (Polynesian Emae and 
Mele-Fila), has become popular.
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spellings, such as for place names. However, there is a strong sense that the use of g, as in the 
original missionary orthography, is something that sets Lewo apart as special in some way, and 
there is strong sentiment for its retention amongst the adult population who learnt to read with 
this symbol in the mission schools. It will probably be necessary to review this again before the 
Lewo New Testament is printed in a couple of years.
The tradition of using the tilde diacritic for labio-velar stops, nasals, and fricatives, has been well 
established in Vanuatu languages since Codrington. At times I have discussed with Epi people 
other alternatives, such as using pw and mw digraphs for p and m, but there is no sense of 
dissatisfaction with the existing form, nor is there any evidence that it is inadequate in any way. 
In fact, the digraphs seem particularly confusing where the labio-velar is followed by a , as there 
is no clear labialisation of the labio-velar in this environment as there is when it is followed by e 
and i. So the tilde diacritic seems destined to continue to be used here, at least perhaps until such 
time as these complex phonemes become more neutralised to their non-modified counterparts, 
which is a direction in which they seem to be heading at the present.
3.3. Syllables
In this section a description is given of the way in which the various segments identified above 
can be distributed into the next level of the phonological hierarchy, the syllable. The canonical 
shapes that syllables can take are described, along with the sets of phonemes that can occur at 
each position (onset, peak, coda) in these syllables. This includes mention of consonant and 
vowel clusters, both within syllables and at syllable boundaries.
The canonical shape of Lewo syllables can be described as ((C)C)V(C). This allows for the 
following types: V, CV, CCV, VC, CVC, CCVC.
V a ‘and’’, a.ne-.na ‘her mother'
e.le ‘banana’; na-.ki.la.-e.na ‘deed, work’ 
i.ta ‘we incp i’; pi.a-.i.la ‘crayfish’ 
o.lu.a ‘seven’’, o-.na ‘his/her spouse’ 
u.ga ‘gable’’, go-.u ‘my mouth’
CV lu ‘dragon plum fru it’; ka.ro ‘basket’’, na-.ta.pa.-li.-e.na ‘temptation’ 
CCV m-ne.ne ‘he stuttered’’, pla-.mo.me ‘naked’’, kra.si.a ‘stem’
VC pu.ru.ol ‘boar’-, am.lu.a ‘you two’
CVC lo.kop ‘rounded end o f house’’, kor.su ‘hermit crab’
CCVC mras.ne.la ‘theirfruit’; pran.kol.kol ‘attach to st. ’
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Various phonotactic constraints limit the particular vowel and consonant combinations of these 
shapes that may occur. We can note first of all that the V and CV syllable types are relatively 
unconstrained. All vowels can occur as the peak of V syllables, and the only restriction for the 
CV syllable type results from the neutralisation of velarisation in labio-velar sounds before back 
vowels (§3.2.1.1, §3.2.1.2, and §3.2.1.8), whereby the combinations mo, mu, po, pu do not 
occur. Of the combinations that occur, some are extremely frequent (eg. na), while others are 
quite uncommon (eg. so). The V and CV syllable types are the most common in Lewo, and the 
majority of words are made up of combinations of them. They could be considered “original” or 
“basic” in some way, with all the other syllable types that are now current in the language 
resulting from modifications to consonant and vowel distribution patterns in combinations of 
them. For example, closed syllables can be considered to result from the loss at an earlier stage 
of word final vowels (so CV.CV becomes CVC), and complex onsets similarly arise from the loss 
of certain unstressed vowels when the surrounding consonants fit a certain cluster formation 
requirement (so mV.ra... becomes mra...).
What are the combinations of consonants that are permitted in the complex onsets of C jC2V and 
CiC2VC syllables? These can be listed as pi, pr, py, kl, kr, ml, mr, mn, my.32 Cj is clearly 
restricted to the bilabial and velar plosives, and the bilabial nasal, which is not syllabic in these 
NC (nasal-consonant) clusters. C2 can be the lateral or the trill continuant, as well as the semi­
vowel y (when C j is bilabial), and also the alveolar nasal, but only when is the bilabial nasal. 
On the basis of these patterns we might have expected tl and tr clusters to occur also, but there 
could be articulatory pressure against them resulting from inadequate dissimilation between the 
alveolar plosive at Cj position and the alveolar I or r at C2. In reality, tr occurs in loans (eg. trak 
‘v e h ic le trapol ‘trouble') and as an alternate pronunciation of just one word, terasia ~ trasia 
‘shoot, generation’, but tl is never found (however, neither does it occur in Bislama, English, or 
French, the possible donor languages for a loan).
With regard to the codas for closed syllables (VC, CVC, CCVC), all consonants except the semi­
vowels can occur in this position.
These clusters of homorganic and heterorganic consonants are those that occur as complex onsets 
of particular syllables. Additional clusters across syllable boundaries (such as n.k, r.s etc.) can
32 The sequence mn only occurs for the realis morpheme m- prefixed to a verb beginning with n. It is 
listed here because there are several verbs like this, and all speakers regularly form the realis with mn- 
for them. However, not listed here are the initial clusters gk, ns, and nt, which arise in the same way, 
but only for a small minority of speakers in one village. There is one situation where the cluster nt has 
some degree of currency, and that is for the name of the Deity, which older speakers are saying is nte 
wa. However, very few speakers include the initial n, except when wanting to demonstrate its presence, 
and for most speakers it is just te wa.
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occur as the juxtaposition of the coda of a closed syllable followed by the onset of another 
syllable.33 Similarly, the permissible sequences of syllable types do allow for the occurrence of 
unambiguous V.V sequences across syllable boundaries, for the same or different vowels. For 
this reason, it is not necessary to set up any syllable types with complex W  peaks, and so all 
vowel sequences in Lewo can be regarded as V.V sequences, rather than diphthongs, in 
underlying phonological structure (although a very specific instance of diphthongisation at the 
surface level, of just the ae vowel sequence, resulting from stress shift under nominalisation, is 
noted in §3.5.5). We have noted (§3.2.4) that long vowels are accounted for in this description in 
this way, as sequences of like vowels across syllable boundaries (rather than positing a separate 
class of long vowel phonemes, or a suprasegmental feature of vowel length). The following chart 
indicates the status of the possible vowel combinations within words in Lewo, as occurring 
regularly (S ), never (*), rarely (few), or only across morpheme boundaries (morph).
Table 7 : Vowel combinations
a e i o ii
a S S ✓ few
e few few few X few
i few few morph ✓
0 ✓ morph few X few
u ✓ few X
This table indicates that V.V sequences of the same vowel within morphemes are not common, 
o.o and u.u are not found, and i.i occurs in a few cases where the realis marker mi- precedes a 
verb beginning in i. Only two words have been found with e.e: mee ‘young’ and takee 
‘driftwood’, and just a few more with a.a, such as laa ‘too, much’, maaga ‘gape’ and taaga 
‘one ’.
Just as borrowed words employ sounds not otherwise found in Lewo, we also find that the range 
of Lewo syllable shapes and the distribution of phonemes within them can be extended to 
accommodate borrowed items. For example, borrowings from Bislama like spet ‘spade’, stoa 
‘store’, skel ‘scale, to weigh’, and strigpan ‘string band’ all involve initial consonant cluster 
types or shapes not permitted in Lewo words.
33 Some such clusters in Lewo reflect old prenasalised phonemes, although these are analysed 
synchronically as sequences of nasal plus homorganic stop, eg. nompui ‘pig’, inta ‘Ipi', wonta ‘altar’.
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The syllabification of Lewo words follows established sonority principles. By the Onset First 
Principle (Katamba 1989:161), consonants are maximally assigned to the onset position of 
syllables first, within the constraints of language-specific consonant cluster formation principles, 
and then to codas.
Hence:
mnene is syllabified as mne.ne
amnene a.mne.ne
kursi kur.si
kururu ku.ru.ru
tampona tam.po.na
manka man.ka
The syllabification of amnene with the CCV syllable mne occurs because, firstly, this is the way 
I believe that speakers do it, and secondly, it follows the statement above, whereby the m is 
assigned to the permissible Ci position of an allowable CCV syllable, before the possible 
assignment of it to the coda in an initial VC syllable is considered.
One complication in the syllabification of Lewo words is the role of the high vowels i and u and 
their semi-vowel counterparts y and w. In many cases, these segments can be unambiguously 
assigned to C or V elements in the syllable tier, but in some cases, they are ambivalent.
For example, Lewo speakers will vary in their perceptions as to how the following examples are 
syllabified:
yui-a is syllabified as yu.i.a or yu.ya
narui na.ru.i nar.wi
m-li-lua-pla-ni-a mli.lu.a.pla.ni.a mlil.wa.plan.ya
The first pattern is characteristic of careful speech, and is how words are syllabified by citation, 
while the second pattern is found in normal speech. A syllabification rule seems to be operative 
in normal speech such that where a potential single V syllable is preceded by another high vowel, 
that high vowel will be reanalysed as a semi-vowel onset for a CV syllable, as long as the onset of 
the high vowel’s earlier syllable, if there is one, can be reanalysed as a consonant coda of a 
previous syllable, ie.:
...V.(C)“ .V -> ...V (C ).yV
Formulating the rule this way correctly inhibits, eg., nompui from becoming **nomp.wi or 
**no.mpwi, but remaining syllabified as nom.pu.i.
This situation results in variation in the way Lewo speakers choose to spell words, depending on 
which of the syllabification options they adopt.
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3.4. Stress
Lewo is a “word stress language”,34 where each phonological word contains one peak of greater 
auditory prominence. The two primary rules of stress application in Lewo are firstly, that stress 
is counted backwards from the end of the word (the language favours the latter part of the word 
as the location of primary stress), and secondly, that the final syllable is extrametrical. This is 
stating in the language of metrical phonology the same rule that has been recognised for so many 
other Oceanic languages: the stress peak occurs predictably on the penultimate syllable of the 
word. Secondary stres 
penultimate.35
in polysyllabic words occur every second
. C)
ma ra ‘war, fig h t’
w„ n 
su  pe ‘ch ie f
w
• n
no a ‘dry’
’ C) 
ne a ‘greatly'
There are a number of additional complications beyond this basic rule. First, it is noted that 
Lewo stress assignment is sensitive to syllable quantity or weight. In particular, syllables of the
form (C)i are defined as “weak 
allocating stress.
syllables”, ie. they are extrametrical, and do not count in
n n
ka vi ka ‘Malay apple ’
” w C) C)
si na vi ta f a t ’
34 Contrasted with “tone languages” (eg. Luganda) and “pitch accent languages” (eg. Japanese) 
(Katamba 1989:210, 221).
35 Stress diagrams (“metrical grids”) are presented using notational conventions from metrical 
phonology: “one asterisk is assigned to each syllable at the syllable tier, an additional asterisk is 
assigned to the stronger syllable in each foot” (Katamba 1989:228). Further, by the End Rule 
Convention, extra salience (a further asterisk) is assigned “to the most-prominent left-hand or right- 
hand column of a word, depending on whether the language favours the beginning or the end of the 
word as the location of primary stress” (p. 230). Extrametrical syllables have a bracketed asterisk.
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Secondly, the application of the stress placement rules to the outputs of the alternate 
syllabification strategies noted above will result in stress falling on different syllabic peaks in the 
same word.
w
w  «
W W W  ( W )
ku ma su  a ‘triton ’
JC
K W | W |
ku m as wa ‘triton’
A third additional factor to be noted with regard to the placement of the stress is the situation of 
monosyllabic lexemes. These forms obviously have just one vowel peak, yet carry stress 
equivalent to that found in the main stress of multi-syllabic words (the fact that they are also 
compensatorily lengthened is described in §3.5.14).
'gi [r)i:] ‘bush almond’ 'ki [ki:] ‘name’
'se [se:] ‘cut’ *yu [yu:] ‘breast’
A fourth factor in relation to stress is that it is necessary to set up some word structure 
constraints on its application, and to note that there are some morpheme boundaries which stress 
rules do not cross over. One consequence of this is that there are certain morpheme classes which 
never carry stress, particularly the subject person prefixes.36 Applying stress to the first form 
below, we see that it occurs on the penultimate of the bi-syllabic lexeme. For the second word, 
stress cannot cross over the boundary between the lexical root and the subject person prefix, so 
the final syllable of the word has to carry the stress.
W
(■)
te te  ‘Daddy’
C)
te- te 1 piS-kick ‘we (inc) kick’
Consequently, the e  vowel in the final syllable of the second word above will then receive 
lengthening from two sources: firstly as a phonetic correlate of stress, and secondly as a mono-
36 As they are only partially integrated into the phonological verb word, it might be possible to consider 
as an alternative analysis that there is word level juncture between the subject person markers and the 
verb stem (ie. they are grammatically independent). In this case the subject markers would no longer be 
“subject person prefixes”, but, on the basis of the phonological affinity they do have with the verb, would 
have to be described as “subject person proclitics”. However, evidence supporting the grammatical 
independence of these forms is otherwise lacking, as they are completely integrated within the 
grammatical word structure of the verb.
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syllabic lexeme. It does appear to be phonetically longer than any of the other three e vowels in 
the two words.37
The constraint on stress counting across morpheme boundaries also applies with regard to 
reduplication. Stress rules do not apply to the string that results when a reduplicated verb is 
formed, but syllables are reduplicated with the stress that already applied to them before 
reduplication.
ka-
(")
ka-n i-a RED-eat-TR-3sO ‘he ate it’
This observation that stress is sensitive to morpheme boundaries also helps explain stress patterns 
in some words that might otherwise appear irregular or anomalous. For example, there is a 
variety of groper called ,lo.go.su'wo.wo. The secondary stress on the syllable lo might have 
been expected on the go syllable, counting back two syllables from the stressed penultimate. 
However, while the meaning is no longer transparent, this name presumably was formed as a 
compound noun from the construct noun logo(-sia) ‘lateral branch ’ plus the rest.
Unlike the subject person prefixes, all suffixes are metrical, ie. they participate in stress 
placement, and form phonological words with the bases to which they are attached.
-
w
. (“)
li ma -na ‘his hand’ [possessor suffix]
* w r )
ku ta -ga ‘octopus only ’ [limiter clitic]
- »
w
w
n
ma ra u -nu ‘afraid o f me ’ [object person clitic]
•m w
w
JC
w n
na- ma li -e na ‘life’ [nominaliser]
Unlike suffixes, monosyllablic post-verbal particles (like ke and ma, §10.7.1-2) generally occur 
with their own stress:
a-.ke'ka.ra + 'ke —> a-.ke'ka.ra 'ke 3pS-happy TA ‘They are happy. ’
37 Impressionistically, it is perhaps as long as the V.V vowel sequences that occur. A clear description 
of the articulatory components of stress in Lewo awaits instrumental measurement of its phonetic 
correlates. However, stress is regarded as a relational phenomenon, so that impressionistic judgements 
of relative prominence can still be made without this.
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However, following verbs which are themselves monosyllabic (not counting the person prefix), 
these particles tend to encliticise, that is, they become unstressed and participate in the 
phonological word structure of the verb.
a-'ka-n + 'ke —> a-'ka-n-.ke 3pS-eat-TRTA ‘They are eating.’
Fifthly, a final factor to be taken into account with regard to placement of stress in Lewo is that 
after all the above has been stated, there are still some residual items not yet accounted for. 
However, these several exceptions do not seem to be arbitrary, but themselves fall into a 
definable group. It appears that for three and four syllable words, where the final two syllables 
are of the form CeCe or CaCa, then stress is carried by the antepenultimate syllable.
'ma.le.le ‘k. banana’
'ma.ne.ne ‘greatly’
me'ra.ra.va ‘clear’
3.5. Phonological processes
A variety of phonological processes result in morphophonemic changes to underlying forms when 
some phonological component of their morphological environment impacts upon them. Those 
that have been identified are described. This basic description of Lewo phonological processes 
does not attempt to catalogue fully the ordering relationships that occur between them, however 
some ordering relationships, arising from more casual observation, are noted in a few instances.
3.5.1. Vowel harmony in subject person prefixes
We will see later that Lewo verbs take a subject person prefix. All three of the prefixes that mark 
first person (ne- ‘first person singular subject\  te- ‘first person inclusive plural subject’, and 
me- first person exclusive plural subject ’) are of the form Ce-, and their e vowel is found to 
harmonise with the first vowel of the verb that follows. This harmony can be described as partial 
progressive assimilation with respect to tongue position, in other words:
verb stems of the form (C(C))i... or (C(C))e... will take prefixes Ce-
verb stems of the form (C(C))a... will take prefixes Ca-
verb stems of the form (C(C))o... or (C(C))u... will take prefixes Co-
ne- + kinana —> ne-kinana
1sS eat 7 eat.'
me- + kar —» ma-kar
1peS bite ‘We(excl) bite. ’
te- + kul -» to-kul
1 piS bathe ‘We(incl) bathe. ’
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This assimilation spans consonant cluster onsets, including those across morpheme breaks, such 
as when one of them is the realis prefix m-.
te- + m-lot to-m-lot
1 piS R-pray ‘We(incl) pray.’
3.5.2. High vowel deletion
This rule describes the process whereby the high vowels i and u are lost in particular 
environments: medially in open syllables where an acceptable complex syllable onset can result, 
and morpheme-finally, where the vowel is unstressed (ie. mostly word-final). Describing this 
phonological process is somewhat problematic, in that as a diachronic change in progress it is 
evident in different idiolects to different extents.
3.5.2.1. High vowel deletion morpheme-finally
This process is particularly prevalent among younger speakers of the language, but only partially 
so for older ones. Some older speakers will use words without their final vowels in normal 
speech, but will include them in emphatic or vocatively-marked speech, as when shouting out 
public announcements or in calling out for clarification. Citation forms show that they retain 
knowledge of the vowel, even though they do not use it in normal speech. However, younger 
speakers use the vowel-deleted forms in citation, and if prompted for a possible underlying final 
vowel are unable to produce the “correct” one either confidently or at all. This variation in 
perception across age-based groupings as to what the “real” underlying form of a word is 
presents considerable orthographic, lexicographic and pedagogical problems. Examples of the 
application of this rule are presented as alternations between the form with its final vowel, and the 
form without it.
tepi ~ tep 
lokuli ~ lokul 
puru-tevi ~ purtev 
leviri ~ levir
tapuru ~ tapur 
telu ~ tel
‘k. nut’
‘dog’
‘sugarcane ’ 
‘stingray ’
‘trochus shellfish ’ 
‘three ’
This rule does not apply where the prior penultimate syllable is a closed syllable, as this would 
result in unacceptable complex syllable codas, nor does it apply where the vowel that might 
potentially be deleted is the single nucleus of a mono-syllabic lexeme, as such vowels always 
carry stress.
,ku.ru-'ki ‘k. nut ’ —> .kur-'ki is alright, but the final I cannot be deleted, so
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kur-ki -/> **kur-k
The application of this rule impacts on the definition of word stress for words of three or more 
syllables. Words like lokuli ‘dog’ are syllabified and stressed for older speakers as lo'ku.li, but 
for younger speakers as lo'kul. This means that either we have to establish a different set of 
stress assignment rules for different groups of speakers (ie. as the underlying phonological form 
of the words change, so do the stress rules), or else we have to say that words with deleted final 
vowels retain stress on the syllable that was stressed before the vowel was lost. Stress can only 
then remain non-phonemic and predictable if we attribute to younger speakers the knowledge that 
this process has taken place in respect of a particular word.
3.5.2.2. High vowel deletion medially
High vowels in morpheme medial position are also susceptible to deletion where the consonant 
cluster that results fits the cluster formation patterns outlined earlier. Note that this can occur for 
both stressed and unstressed syllables, and deletion of a stressed vowel will entail stress shift to 
another vowel.
a-'pu.re —» a-'pre ‘they ran away ’
a-'ki.ra —> a'kra ‘they glanced’
lo-si'ne.-u —> los'ne.u ‘my insides ’
'pi.las —> 'plas ‘short’
3.5.3. Other vowel deletion
Perhaps by analogy with the above fairly widespread processes of deletion of high vowels in 
certain contexts, there are occasions when unstressed non-high vowels can be deleted also, such 
as when they occur between homorganic stop and nasal. For example, the following variant 
forms occur:
lu'oka + -ga —» lu'ok-ga ~ luo'ka-ga ‘just the two o f them’
3.5.4. Semi-vowel epenthesis
There are many V.V sequences where a semi-vowel intrudes as a natural feature of the 
articulatory transition from the first vowel to the second. This occurs when high vowels precede 
other vowels, and between the front vowel e and the low vowel a.
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Table 8 : Semi-vowel epenthesis
V intrusive
sem i-vow el
V
i y
a
e
o
u
u w
a
e
i
o
e y a
3.5.5. Diphthongisation
The Lewo vowel inventory has been analysed as containing simple vowels only, and all syllables 
have just simple V peaks. However, one very specific instance of diphthongisation has been 
observed, whereby V.V sequences which each have a peak of prominence are reduced to having 
just a single peak, and functioning as a complex W  syllable nucleus. This has been observed 
only for a.e sequences, and is exemplified in §3.5.6 following.
3.5.6. Degemination of like vowels
This process is only found to occur when a verb ending in ae takes the nominalising suffix -ena. 
In this case, the first vowel in the Vj .Vj (ie. e.e) sequence is unstressed,38 and the two vowels 
will coalesce into one. The blocking of this happening by the first vowel being stressed is 
indicated in the first example below, while the other two show its application. The second step in 
these two examples shows the diphthongisation of V.V sequences just described in §3.5.5.
'si.ne-ye + -'e.na -» si.neye'e.na ‘sorrow’
yufna.e + -'e.na -> yu'ma'ena -> yu'mae.na ‘work’
kufwa.e + -'e.na —> kufwa'ena —» kufwae.na ‘a climb’
3.5.7. Degemination of like consonants
Sequences of like consonants can result when the first of two adjacent morphemes loses its final 
high vowel, and the resulting final consonant is the same as the initial consonant of the following 
morpheme. In these instances, phonetically long consonants are not heard, but the two
38 This is only found in e.e; note that a.a sequences are subject to the h-insertion rule described in 
§3.5.11.
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consonants coalesce into just one enunciation of the sound. This is what usually happens, but the 
resultant forms are not lexicalised formations, in that the unreduced forms can occur in careful or 
deliberately slower speech.
wulu + -lua —» wul + -lua —> wulua
buy out ‘pay o ff st. ’
inu + na —> in + na —> Ina
1s EMPH 7 (emphasised)’
talivi + viora —> taliv + viora -» taliviora
go.around meet ‘go right around’
suri + re —> sur + re —» sure
thing NEG2 ‘nothing ’
3.5.8. Vowel epenthesis between CC
Consonant clusters that occur as the onsets of Lewo syllables have already been described. It 
was also noted that these clusters have all probably resulted from the loss of prior intervening 
vowels. For some speakers, in some situations, a very short unstressed mid-central vowel can 
occur epenthetically between the consonants in a cluster. Such vowels do not form the peak of 
another syllable.
mras ['mras] ~ ['m9ras] fru it’
kla ['kla] ~ ['kela] ‘do, make’
3.5.9. Vowel backing before labiovelars
We have already seen that the quality of the vowel a is influenced by the environment of 
neighbouring labial sounds, in that while usually [a], it becomes [as] following p, m and v. This 
is regarded as allophonic variation, because there is no other phoneme which has either an [a] or 
an [as] manifestation. There is another morphophonemic change involving the vowel a, and it 
occurs when this vowel ends a root to which the possessive suffix -ma 2sP is attached. In this 
situation, the a vowel then changes to o. This is regarded as regressive assimilation in tongue 
position under the influence of the velar component of the labio-velar m.39 This change is 
particularly noticeable in the possessive pronoun paradigms.
39 It is interesting to wonder whether doubly-articulated consonants like the labio-velars present any 
particular complication for various phonological hierarchies that have been proposed (such as the 
Sonority Hierarchy [Katamba 1989:104]). It seems that for the phonological process being described 
here, the velar component of the labio-velar nasal is in some way more influential or salient than the
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sa POSS + -u 1sP —> sau ‘my’ general class of possessives
sa POSS + -ta 1 piP —> sata ‘our’
sa POSS + -fna 2sP -> soma ‘your(s)’
ma POSS + -na 3sP —> rhana ‘her’ drinkables class of possessives
fna POSS + -miu 2pP —» mamiu ‘your(p)’
ma POSS + -ma 2sP —» moma ‘youifs) ’
3.5.10. Merger of m and m, and p and p
It was noted earlier that the phonemes m and p do not occur before the back vowels o and u. 
This can be restated as a neutralisation phenomenon, with m and m neutralising to m in this 
environment, and p and p neutralising to p. This is presumed to have been a wider process at an 
earlier stage in the language, and as such, needs to be established by reference to Lewo’s 
linguistic forebears. However, there is one instance where it can be identified synchronically for 
m and m, and so it can be included legitimately here in the description of modem Lewo (and so p 
and p by analogy).40 In this situation, firstly, the a vowel of the possessive marker ma is backed 
to o by the process just described. Then, as a result of occurring in the specified environment, 
before o or u, the labio-velar m is neutralised to just m.
ma + -na —> ma-na
POSS 3sP ‘his, her, its’
ma + -la —» ma-la
POSS 3pP ‘their’
ma + -ma —> mo + -ma -» mo-ma
POSS 2sP ‘your’
3.5.11. h insertion
For some speakers, a morpheme initial a, particularly in the sequence of a-a (ie. a on each side of 
a morpheme boundary) will result in a voiceless glottal aspiration insertion before the vowel. In 
that we have not posited an /h/ phoneme for Lewo, this phenomenon could be regarded as a 
positionally determined feature of allophony of /a/. This is found in the speech of older speakers, 
and is widely believed to be a borrowing from the sound system of Paamese, which does have an 
/h/ phoneme.
kla + -ari —> klaari ~ klahari
do carry ‘do for sure’
labial component. This is reinforced by the fact that when the Lewo bilabials p, v and m seem to 
operate as a class, the labio-velar does not function in the same way as a member of that set.
40 The same kind of neutralisation is recorded for Paamese by Crowley (1987a: 246).
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3.5.12. Reduction of liquid + u
In several instances, a sequence of a liquid (I or r) plus u, before another vowel, can become just 
w. Hence rui ‘already’ is for many speakers, in normal speech, wi, and the same change is 
evident across morpheme boundaries, with, eg. pari ‘carry’ + -lua ‘away’ becoming par-lua 
‘carry out’ under high vowel deletion and then par-wa. Earlier, in §3.3, it was seen how the high 
vowels u and i could be reinterpreted as semi-vowels w and y under certain syllabifications, and 
part of what takes place in the reduction being described here is along the same lines. However, 
if we were to regard the change from rui to wi as a two-stage process (rui —» rwi —» wi, and 
similarly par-lua —> par-l.wa —> par-wa), we end up with the unacceptable intermediate syllable 
onset rw (and coda rl), so it seems necessary to posit the change from ru/lu to w as a single 
change.
3.5.13. Consonant coalescence
Any sequences of the bilabial nasal consonant m and the labial semi-vowel w coalesce in Lewo 
into the labio-velar nasal consonant m, and are written this way in the orthography. The second 
example below also incorporates the change just discussed above.
m- + we —» mwe —> me
R hit ‘hit’
plmi + rui —> pim rui —» plm wi —> plmi (written pim wi)
R.come already ‘already come’
3.5.14. Vowel lengthening in CV morphemes
There is a restriction in Lewo that no lexical morpheme can occur as a monosyllabic CV form 
with just a short vowel. This is a likely consequence of the fact that monosyllabic lexemes 
normally carry word stress (cf. §3.4), and one of the phonetic manifestations of the application of 
stress is lengthening of the nucleus of the syllable, ie. vowel length.
gi [gi*] ‘bush almond’ ki [kr] ‘name’
se [se’] ‘cut’ yu [yu’] ‘breast’
This results in a number of pairs of apparent lexeme (major class) - functor (minor class) 
homomorphs which are not strictly homophones. The minor class functor of the pair never takes 
stress, and so its vowel is of normal length, while the major class lexeme, being monosyllabic, 
carries stress and the compensatory length.
ke [ke] ‘continuous aspect ’ ke [ke*] ‘k. tree’
ga [ga] ‘just, only ’ ga [ga’] ‘to chew ’
si [si] ‘again ’ si [si’] ‘sea’
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In so far as it is predictable, this particular occurrence of vowel length is regarded as non- 
phonemic, and not requiring orthographic representation.41
Although the above process was limited in the first instance to mono-syllabic lexemes, its 
application can be extended beyond this. It also occurs in some functor CV morphemes, but only 
where the following word is a monosyllabic lexeme, and in this case the vowel lengthening occurs 
on the functor CV syllable, but not on the lexical one. For example, the genitive preposition in its 
usual form is just na, and there is also a locative prefix that is normally lo-. Where these forms 
are followed by single syllable lexemes, they are cliticised to them as far as stress placement is 
concerned, and their vowels are correspondingly lengthened.
(a) ponovi na lakaporo ponov na lakaporo
‘nest’ ‘GEN’ ‘fow l’ fowl's nest’
ponovi na manu —> ponov na man
‘nest’ ‘GEN’ ‘bird’
—> ponov 'naa man
‘bird's nest’
(b) namu na lagi — > nam na lag
‘mosquito ’ ‘GEN’ ‘wind’
— > nam 'naa lag
‘mosquitos that come after cyclone
(c) lo-kove —> lo-kove
‘inside-boundary ’ ‘garden ’
lo-si loo-si
‘inside-sea ’
— > 'loo-s
‘seashore ’
3.5.15. Reduction of na + na- sequences
The functions of na ‘genitive preposition ’ and na- ‘first part of nominaliser’ will be discussed 
later, but it is noted here that these two forms frequently occur together. In such cases, they 
reduce to just one instance of na. The feedback from speakers of Lewo is that the remaining na 
is still the preposition, while the first part of the nominaliser has been deleted. Observation of 
native-authored texts confirms this, mostly showing a word break after the na.
41 These non-homophonic homomorphs are therefore represented as homographs. New literates in 
Lewo have no problem with reading or writing each member of these pairs as simple CV forms, as for 
each they adjust the length of the vowel as an emic response to its word class identity.
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(1) yarn na magka
man GEN sore
‘Man of sores, ie. man with lots of sores. ’
(2) yarn na na-kla-ena yaru na kla-ena
man GEN NOM-do-NOM man GEN do-NOM
‘Man for doing (it), ie. the man for the job. ’
3.5.16. Idiosyncratic changes
Particularly as a feature of fast speech, a variety of contractions or elisions can be heard. Some 
regularities or patterns can be observed; for example, the CV sequence vi seems to be very weak, 
and is subject to deletion in many words, giving alternates like keviyu -  keyu ‘big' and visae ~ 
sae ‘i f .  In other cases, some dialectal variation is observed; for example, marera ‘strong, hard’ 
frequently alternates with mare for speakers from Nikaura, but not so much elsewhere. Other 
apparent variations can be related to syntactic context: for example, the common serial verb 
construction tapa-tete do-unable ‘cant/don't do' often occurs with the clitic -ga ‘just ’ as a 
single exclamation-like utterance. In this case, it is mostly reduced to tapete-ga. Other changes 
vary idiolectally, and represent cases of individual lexical variation. Ultimately, these situations 
are regarded as idiosyncratic change, in that they do not represent widespread or predictable 
phonological processes across the language.
3.5.17. Allography
It was seen earlier that the representation of segments in the practical orthographic representation 
of Lewo is not particularly difficult, and this orthography is well established as listed in §3.2.8 
above. However, there are many spelling and writing matters still to be standardised, and these 
problem areas cause difficulties for new literates. For example, with both verbs and nouns 
containing some degree of internal morphology, knowing where to assign word breaks is not easy 
often, and various allographemes, or writing variants, result.
Other spelling dilemmas arise from some of the phonological processes outlined above, with the 
basic issue in most cases being the question of whether underlying phonemic or surface morpho- 
phonemic representations should be adopted. For example, many new literates will write the 
subject person prefixes nE-, tE-, and mE- regularly with the vowel e, to represent the 
morphophoneme that occurs there, but will read the harmonised vowel as appropriate. Others 
prefer to write the phonemic vowel, a, e, or o that occurs.
With the vowel epenthesis in consonant clusters, local writers will often try to represent this. The 
inserted vowel is [0], and so is variously represented as a, e, or i. Thus, the word for fru it’ can 
take the allographemes mras, miras, meras, maras.
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The vowel deletion process also means that the same word root will be represented in different 
ways in different contexts. For example, the consonant cluster formation rules mean that while a 
pi cluster is permissible, a vl cluster is not. Thus, the root vilas ‘be short', when in the irrealis, 
will be written vilas, but when stem-initial consonant alternation for realis marking (§7.3.1) 
displaces the v with p, the resultant form with the vowel deleted is plas ‘R.be short'.
The status of the semi-vowels and their respective vowels, complicated by the fact that the semi­
vowel often occurs as an epenthesis adjacent to its vowel, results in many words for which a 
number of allographemes are used: luwa/lua ‘two'; te-a/te-ya ‘he hit it’; yuwi/yui ‘yam’; 
a-tag-ini-a/a-tag-ini-ya/a-tag-in-ya ‘they cried for it'; etc. etc.
Of course these problems are not confined to individual words, but the application of the above 
processes to underlying strings of forms also results in quite different-looking surface strings:
underlying morphemes
delete final high vowels
consonant degemination
resyllabify
loss of final liquid42
pe yarn re si tai poll NEG1 man NEG2 again ART NEG3 
pe yar re s ta pol 
pe yare s ta pol 
pe ya res ta pol
pe ya res ta po ‘There's noone there anymore. ’
Which of these alternatives should be used in this description of Lewo, or in the dictionary, or in 
literature prepared for a local audience? The approach taken here is for language data to be cited 
in a modified morphophonemic form. That is, citations of particular forms, and discussions 
about them, will use the underlying form, but in examples, the representation is more phonemic. 
This is not completely so, but concession is made particularly to the wide-spread process of final- 
vowel deletion, so that such vowels are likely not to be included in examples. Examples taken 
from material written or transcribed phonemically, particularly by local authors, have been 
modified more in the direction of morphophonemic representation. For the dictionary, a similar 
approach is recommended, but it is recognised that there is more scope there for variants and 
alternatives, particularly those that attain a currency of their own, to be accorded entries in their 
own right. The question of how a practical writing system should reflect these factors is left for 
the experts in that field.43
42 This phonological process has not been described above as it is not otherwise found apart from this 
instance.
43 One of whom (my SIL colleague Janet Stahl) is currently putting her mind to this question with 
regard to the Epi languages.
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AND OTHER MATTERS
4.1. Typology
In §1.1, which outlined the aims of the study, the synchronic and language-specific focus of this 
presentation of Lewo morphology and syntax was discussed. However, linguists are also 
interested in seeing how the internal workings of a particular language relate to the way that 
languages operate in general, and so cross-language comparison of Lewo with other Oceanic 
languages, and with languages from other families, is made in this description on occasion.
With regard to grammatical typology, recent decades have seen a number of important reference 
parameters established, concerning how languages vary within particular boundaries. Brief notes 
on how Lewo functions in relation to some of these are now given.
• In basic canonical clause word order, Lewo is an SVO language. Subjects are obligatorily 
cross-referenced on verbs with prefixes, and objects may appear as verbal suffixes.
• “Case-marking” alignment is nominative-accusative, and this is manifested by word order 
alone.
• There are no morphological derivational processes for rearranging grammatical roles, like 
passivisation, but there is a transitivising suffix which both rearranges and raises valency 
for different verb types.
• Features of head-marking typology can be observed in Lewo, but it is not a rigorously 
head-marking language.
• Adpositions in Lewo are prepositional.
• While some individual modifiers may occur preposed to the head noun, the normal order of 
constituent classes in the nominal phrase is head / adjective / plural / numeral / deictic / 
article / relative clause.
• A major noun class distinction can be made between nouns that are inalienably possessed 
(or “directly possessed”, by possessive suffixes), and those that are “indirectly” possessed
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by possessive adjectives. The first class includes most body parts and kin terms. Several 
different kinds of possessive relationship can be expressed, including edible, 
drinkable/domestic, general, and part-of-whole.
• There is no formal or morphological comparative construction.
• Verb serialisation is a pervasive phenomenon throughout the language, functioning to 
express categories that in other languages might be expressed by verbal modifiers, by 
subordinate clauses, or by indicators of interclausal relations.
• Causatives are periphrastic, formed from the general verb kla ‘to do, to make ’.
• In content questions, question words are found in pattern-position, while yes-no questions 
are marked by intonation.
• In contexts involving pronominalisation, the inclusive-exclusive person distinction is made 
compulsorily, while the expression of number is restricted to singular and plural.
• The language is neither predominantly isolating or agglutinative, but poly synthetic.
• The negative construction in Lewo is disjunctive, and involves three separate components.
4.2. Form Classes
A key component of traditional structural description is the concise specification of grammatical 
construction types for all levels of the grammatical hierarchy, and the rigorous identification of 
the individual items, or classes of items which can occur as constituents in these constructions 
(and which may themselves be constructions). When these items are ultimately reduced to 
paradigmatically associated sets of indivisible tokens at the lowest level of the hierarchy, then we 
have identified the morphemic form classes (or “parts of speech” or “grammatical categories”) of 
the language. Ideally, the relationship between a particular form, its form class, and its gloss 
should be unique, and be clearly identified in the grammar of a language, although there are 
situations where this ideal is not attainable.
A variety of form classes of words and affixes will be identified for Lewo in the following 
chapters. In order to provide the reader with an orientation to these they are tabulated here. The 
table below gives the name of each of the form class categories established for Lewo, with (where 
appropriate) the gloss used for them in interlinearised language data. Also noted is the number of 
the section in the description which contains the main discussion of each form class, and in some 
cases, an additional comment, frequently detailing additional sub-class and other information,
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including, for single-member classes, the actual form that occurs. (For the more open large 
lexical classes, the designation (text) in the gloss column means that these forms are usually 
glossed with a brief approximation of their lexical meaning.) Following the table, some other 
considerations related to the establishing of these classes are discussed.
Table 9 : Form classes identified for Lewo
FORM CLASS GLOSS SECTION COMMENT
absolutive suffix ABS §53.1.4.2.3 -sia
adjective (text) §9.7.3 few members
approximate time/space APPROX §11.6.1 ko-
article ART §9.11 a single indefinite article, tai
complementiser COMP §14.4.13.1 -nua
conjunction CONJ §16.2; §9.13.2 a, ana
deictic DEIC §9.10 nini, nene, nema, nena (long forms 
and cliticised forms)
distributed action DIST §10.5.4 lala
emphatic particle EMPH §10.10 na
epistememe (text) §8 forms meaning ‘what’, ‘where’, etc.
evidential (text) §12.8 po, yo, pa
excessive action too §10.5.6 liu
exclamation EXCL §16.2.5
extended action more §10.5.5 laa
female person prefix FEM §53.2.1 ,e*1
limiter just §5.4; §6.8; 
§10.11
-ga
modifier - nominal (text) §9.4; §9.7 preposed, postposed
modifier - verbal (text) §10.5; §10.12 various: quantity, manner, etc.
negative particle NEG1,2,3 §15 pe/ve, re, poll
nominaliser NOM §5.3.5 n a -... -ena
noun formative (text) §5.3.3 preformatives and postformatives
noun root (text) §5.3 various: locational, free, inalienable, 
construct, proper, etc.
numeral (text) §9.9
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Table 9 (cont.): Form classes identified for Lewo
FORM CLASS GLOSS SECTION COMMENT
numeral collective COLL §9.9.4 -ka
numeral conjoiner and §9.9.2.5 pa
numeral multiplier times §9.9.2.6 yam
numeral preformative QUIN §9.9.2.2 o-
object suffix 1sO, 2sO... §6.7 -nu, -ko...
ordinal prefix ORD §9.9.3 na-
partitive particle PART §10.6 re
person collective prefix GROUP §5.3.2.2 le-2
plural marker PL §9.8 lala
possessive classifier POSS §5.2.2; §9.3.2 sa- -  kie-, ka-, ma-
possessor person suffix 1sP, 2sP... §5.2.2 -u, -ma...
preposition LOC, GEN, 
PREP
§11 e, n a ,...
pronoun 1s, 2s... §5.2.1 inu, ko...
realis prefix R §6.3; §7.3 m- (plus consonant alternations)
reduplication - nominal RED §5.3.4
reduplication - verbal RED §6.4.1
relative pronoun REL §16.2.1 napa
subject prefixes 1sS, 2sS... §6.2 ne-, o-...
tense-aspect markers TA §10.7 pre-head, post-head
transitive suffix TR §6.6; §12.5 -ni
verb root (text) §6.4 various: intransitive, transitive, 
intradirective, copula
verb stem formatives (text) §6.4.2 preformatives and postformatives
verbal suffix/nuclear 
serial verb
(text) §6.5; §13
4.3. Other concerns
A number of factors related to the identification of form classes can be mentioned here. Some of 
these are information about particular items that it would be useful for the reader to know before 
reaching the place where the item is itself described.
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4.3.1. Word boundaries
The identification of form classes, on the basis of their contrast, variation and (paradigmatic and 
syntagmatic) distribution relationships, can proceed independently of the assignment of form 
classes to words. However, the notion of the word appears to have universal psycholinguistic 
validity, and it is not long before the question arises of how form classes appear alone, or 
combined with others, as words. I will not justify in this description the word boundary 
assignments that are applied over the various parts of speech and morpheme classes, but simply 
note that these have been arrived at on the basis of the word division criteria presented in Pike 
and Pike (1977:11 Iff.). This approach takes into account factors of isolability, mobility and 
rigidity of order, interruptibility, and the distinction between function and content words, and the 
relationship between phonological and grammatical words. The conclusions that have been 
arrived at are made explicit by the spaces and other punctuation that mark boundaries between 
words. There is considerable overlap between the word boundary assignments I make for Lewo 
from a linguistic point of view, and those which are evidenced in the writing of new literates.1
Differences in the perception of word boundary assignments can arise where phonological 
processes like assimilation and deletion fuse what are sequences of grammatical words into single 
phonological words. For example, while forms like wa ‘yet’ are incontrovertibly independent 
grammatical words, and, from a linguistic point of view, are best written as such always, there 
are contexts where some preference is shown for writing them as a single word with what 
precedes them (eg. negative constructions meaning ‘not yet' “should” be pere wa or perepoli 
wa, but they tend to be written as perewa, perepolua)
There are also several situations where mono-syllabic functor items occur as clitics. For 
example, the limiter -ga is always cliticised, and deictics like nini can occur as shortened clitic 
forms, in this case -ni. These morphemes are therefore grammatically free, but phonologically 
bound, so immediately problematic as far as word boundary assignment is concerned. They tend 
to be written as one orthographic word by speakers of Lewo, although in some cases, the 
convention of writing them as one word, but hyphenated, has proven useful.2
1 Such new literates cannot be described as “unconditioned new literates”, as they all come to 
literateness in Lewo via an earlier exposure to written material in Bislama, English and/or French, but 
without having seen too much of their own language ever written.
2 Another context where hyphens are used orthographically within words is where long words are 
broken to assist readers (eg. some long nominalisations), but in these cases the actual word boundaries 
are not particularly problematic.
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4.3.2. Relative pronoun as  a discourse deictic
The occurrence of a relative pronoun napa will have been noted in Table 10 above. This form is 
used to embed relative clauses within matrix clauses (§16.2.1), but is also widely used as a 
discourse level deictic, meaning something like ‘the aforementioned’ (§16.2.1.3). It occurs with 
this function, but still glossed as REL, in a number of examples, eg.:
(1) ne-pisa 0-pa la-napa
1sS-R.say 3sS-R.go 3p-REL
7  spoke to them/those ones. ’
4.3.3. Negative construction
The table also refers to negative particles, NEG1, NEG2, and NEG3. These are not “different” 
particles used in different situations, but, as detailed in §15, the three of them together constitute 
the standard clausal negation strategy in Lewo, eg.:
(2) pe ne-pa re uma poli
NEG1 1sS-R.go NEG2 home NEG3
7 didn ’t go home. ’
4.3.4. Clause structure
This topic is covered in §12. However, in the meantime it will be necessary at times to talk about 
aspects of clause structure and clause constituency. This description of Lewo adopts the Role 
and Reference Grammar model of clause structure (Van Valin 1993), in which the clause is seen 
as having a layered structure. Constituents that express temporal and locational setting are seen 
as part of the periphery or margin of the clause, while the clause core is made up of the predicate, 
and its attendant cluster of core arguments. In the case of Lewo, these are those nominal entities, 
usually noun phrases or pronouns, that express the grammatical subject and object of the clause. 
In this case, the verb phrase of the clause core is not the usual VP (= V + O) of generative 
grammar, but the constituent that comprises the predicate and its associated items like tense- 
aspect particles and so on. Within this, the clause nucleus is the main obligatory component, 
which in Lewo verbal clauses is the verb constituent of the verb phrase.
4.3.5. Serialisation
I attempt to cast this description of Lewo in a way that clearly indicates the extent to which verb 
serialisation is a significant and unitary strategy of clause linkage over different levels of the 
structure of the language. For this reason, discussion of serialisation at the level of the nucleus of 
the clause, which could be considered to be part of internal verb morphology, is held over until 
§13, where it is studied in tandem with serialisation at the level of the core of the clause in §14.
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Also, in keeping with the intention to highlight the significance of serialisation in Lewo, various 
functions which are expressed as serialised constructions are described within the two 
serialisation chapters. For example, complementation, which might otherwise be described as 
part of (complex) clause structure, or even given a chapter of its own, is covered in §14.4.10 and 
§ 14.4.13, along with various other functions which serial constructions are used to express.
4.3.6. Verbal prepositions
Some items which occur in serial verb constructions are described in §11.3 (in the chapter on 
prepositions), as “verbal prepositions” (along with other forms that are unambiguously 
prepositions). These are forms that are verbal in nature (either originally, or in a continuing 
sense to varying degrees), but which have preposition-like functions, such as incorporating 
oblique arguments (like direction or beneficiary) into the clause. Among the interpretational and 
descriptive ambiguities that such forms present is the simple question of how they should be 
written and glossed in interlinear examples, eg. as (3) or (4)?:
(3) ne-visa 0-va-ni-a
1sS-l.say 3sS-l.go-TR-3sO
7 will say (it) to her/tell her. ’
(4) ne-visa vani-a
1sS-l.say I.PREP-3sO 
7 will say (it) to her/tell her. ’
Although it is slightly more cumbersome, I have used the first way, which indicates the full 
internal morphology of the word, and the grammatical function of each of its morphemes, in all 
such examples in the description that follows. This representation is chosen as it highlights the 
essentially verbal nature of these forms, and thus points to the significance of serialisation as the 
strategy by which such forms begin to take on preposition-like functions.
4.3.7. Glossing conventions for portmanteau morphemes
Already in the above examples, a number of morphemes have occurred which fuse meanings from 
two or more distinct semantic or grammatical categories. By adopting some fairly standard 
conventions, we actually end up with an inconsistent way of handling these. For example, note 
that in (4) above, the prefix ne- indicates first person, singular number, and subject grammatical 
role. These three “meanings” are expressed in the abbreviated gloss 1sS. The same 
representation is used for object suffixes (eg. 1sO), and possessive suffixes (eg. 1sP). In 
contrast, the form pisa entails the dual meanings of realis mood, and the lexical meaning ‘to say’. 
The gloss represents both these meanings, and separates them with a full-stop: R.say. A further 
inconsistency, but which is continued because it is conventional, is that the full-stop is also used
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to indicate a gloss for a single morpheme that cannot conveniently be expressed by just a single 
word in English, eg. -ro in.two.
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CHAPTER 5 : NOMINALS
5.1. Introduction
The description of Lewo morphology and syntax begins with the specification of the various word 
classes that have been identified. The two large open lexical classes of nouns and verbs are 
described in this and the next chapter respectively, while the various closed classes of functors or 
grammatical particles are covered in various other places throughout the description. These 
forms are all described as words, and are defined distributionally in terms of the higher-level 
structures in which they occur. Subclasses of the main form classes are established according to 
the different internal morphologies that occur. The more general term given as the title for this 
chapter (‘nominal’ instead of ‘noun’) is provided as a cover term for pronouns (§5.2) and nouns 
(§5.3).
5.2. Pronouns
The only one-word nominal forms in Lewo besides nouns are the person and possessive 
pronouns. All such pronominal forms are related paradigmatically to a full noun phrase, or 
possessive phrase, and can stand alone in clauses as subject and object arguments, or as 
prepositional objects with other non-core roles. As objects, pronominalisations can also occur as 
cliticised, or short-form, object person and number suffixes, and these are given as part of the 
structure of the verb in §6.7. Another set of pronominal affixes that occur are the possessive 
suffixes, and because they occur as part of possessive pronoun structure, they are described in 
§5.2.2 below.
All Lewo pronominal paradigms (ie. for both pronouns and for pronominal affixes), consistently 
distinguish four person distinctions, and two number distinctions. The persons are first person 
inclusive (ie. the merger of first and second persons); first person exclusive (ie. the merger of first 
and third persons); second person, and third person. The numbers are singular and plural.1
1 Most other Oceanic languages show a dual and sometimes a trial or paucal number in personal 
pronouns, besides singular and plural. The reduction of this system to just singular and plural is 
suggested to be an innovation of Proto Epi Efate (Pawley 1973:173; Clark 1985:216).
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5.2.1. Person pronouns
The independent person pronouns are tabulated below, and then various members of the class are 
shown as subject (inu) and object (ko) (1), as prepositional object (ita) (2), and as a one word 
sentence (naga) (3).
Table 10 : Person pronouns
sg Pi
inc ita
1 inu
exc imimi
2 ko amiu
3 naga lala
(1) inu ne-kekara-n ko
1s 1sS-glad-TR 2s
7  like you. ’
(2) lala a-m-la 0-pa-n ita
3p 3pS-R-give 3sS-R.go-TR 1 pi
‘They gave (it) to us. ’
(3) a-ne 0-ka-ni-a naga
who-DEIC 3sS-eat-TR-3sO 3s
‘Who ate it? ’ He (did). ’
The table just lists singular and plural forms, as Lewo does not incorporate the common Oceanic 
category of dual person number into its pronoun paradigms to give unanalysable unique dual 
pronoun forms. However, there is a very productive association of the plural pronouns with 
numerals to give synthetically dual, trial, quadral and other pronouns.
(4) amiu lua amiu telu amiu vari
2p two 2p three 2p four
‘The two of you. ’ ‘The three of you. ’ ‘The four of you. ’
There is a tendency for these forms to be written as single words, and in the most common cases, 
some degree of phonological reduction and binding can be observed. For example, while most of 
the forms like this retain two primary word stresses, one for the pronoun and one for the numeral, 
the form am-'lua 2p-two ‘you two’ is common. For singular pronouns, number can be further 
emphasised with the numeral ‘one’ (5).
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(5) inu taaga ne-vano
1s one 1sS-l.go
‘Just I will go/I’ll go alone. ’
In almost every case, real world referent(s) can be expressed with just a single pronominal form, 
that is, there are almost no honorific registers or speech-style variants for pronominal reference in 
Lewo. One frequent departure from this norm is the use of the first person inclusive form ita, and 
also its constructed dual form italua, for second person plural reference. This is a rhetorical 
device that signals intimacy with the hearer, and is primarily used in hortatory contexts, such as 
village speech-making and sermons.
(6) Tusi Wa 0-pisa ke 0-pa-n ita-lua pae 0-pisape
book holy 3sS-R.say TA 3sS-R.go-TR 1 pi-two TA 3sS-R.say.that
‘The Bible is telling us today, saying that...’
This same first person inclusive pronoun also has a variant inta2 , which is reserved for use as a 
first person imperative, or hortative. The second person singular and plural pronouns are also 
used in this way. The translations here are purposely quite free to indicate the range of functions 
that these pronouns are used for when standing alone like this.
(7) Inta! Ko! Amiu!
1 pi 2s 2p
‘Let’s go! ’ O. K!/Do it! ’ ‘Bye for now!/Off you all go then! ’
Also to be noted is that the Nuvi dialectal variant kamiu for amiu 2p is spreading widely into the 
dialectal areas being described, and that naga 3s and lala 3p frequently occur in reduced form as 
na and la respectively.
5.2.2. Possessive suffixes and possessive pronouns
Possession as a category in Lewo is more fully described later (§5.3.1.4, §9.3), but the following 
possessive pronouns (Table 12) are included here as they are genuinely (pro-)nominal, in that 
they can stand alone with full argument status in their own right. However, these possessive 
pronouns use the same possessive affixation that appears with bound (or “directly possessed”) 
nouns (§5.3.1.4), so the paradigm of possessor person suffixes is listed separately first in Table 
11.
2 This form shows the same phonological shape reconstructed for the earlier possessive pronoun, POC 
*-nta ‘lstpers. incl. plural’ (cf. Pawley 1973:173 fn. 13).
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Table 11 : Possessor person suffixes
SINGULAR PLURAL
inc -ta
1 -u
exc -mami
2 -ma -miu
3 -na -la
The full paradigms of the various possessive pronoun sets (corresponding to English ‘mine’, 
‘your’, ‘his/her/its’ etc.) are given now, showing how they are formed from the set of possessive 
markers (or “bases”) and possessor person suffixes. Note that the last two columns are given as 
dialectal variants: different villages use the forms from one or other of these columns.3 For now, 
we note that ma- marking relates to drinkable and domestic item possession, ka- to edible item 
and part-of-whole possession, and sa- -  kle- to general possession, with fuller description of this 
system to come later in §9.3.
Table 12 : Possessive pronoun sets
ma- ka- sa- ~ kle-
Is ( -U ) ‘mine ’ ma-u ka-u sa-u kia-u
2s (-ma) ‘yours ’ mo-ma ko-ma so-ma kio-ma
3s (-na) ‘his/hers/its ’ ma-na ka-na sa-na kie-na
lp! (-ta) ‘ours (inc) ’ ma-ta ka-ta sa-ta kie-ta
lpe (-mami) ‘ours (exc)’ ma-mami ka-mami sa-mami kia-mimi
2p (-miu) ‘yours’ ma-miu ka-miu sa-miu kia-miu
3p (-la) ‘theirs’ ma-la ka-la sa-la kie-la
These possessive pronouns are used to indicate the possessor in various situations where the 
discourse context does not require any further specification of the possessed item (8-9). This 
includes interrogative contexts, for asking who an item belongs to, in which case the third person 
singular forms only appear to be used, even when it is clear that plural possessors are likely to be 
involved (10).
3 Other dialectal variation involves se- for sa- ‘possessive marker’ (some clans in Nivenue village only), 
and -mimi for -mami 1peP for villages around Nikaura.
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(8) rna-u [drinkable or domestic item]
POSS-1sP
‘That’s mine. ’
(9) ko-ma 0-keviyu ka-na 0-tomaki [edible item]
POSS-2sP 3sS-big POSS-3sP 3sS-small
‘Yours is bigger than his (lit. Yours is big, his is small). ’
(10) a-n sa-na a-n sa-na la nene [general items]
who-DEIC POSS-3sP who-DEIC POSS-3sP PL DEIC
‘ Whose is this ? ’ ‘ Whose are these ? ’
As with the non-possessive personal pronouns above, the use of the first person inclusive 
possessive forms is frequently extended beyond the basic literal sense, to refer to possession by 
first person exclusive and second person possessors. Most of the contexts in which this occurs
have to do with personal possessions, a topic that is avoided if possible in such a communal
society. The kind of scenario that leads to such use might be where you do not want me to think
you are drawing attention to your garden, or that you are proud of it, so you background it by
referring to it as ka-ta lo-kove POSS-1piP inside-boundary ‘our (inc.) garden'. The reverse 
side of this might be where I am ashamed to have to come and ask you for the loan of your axe, 
so will limit the anxiety, and make it harder for you to refuse, by asking to borrow sa-ta pla- 
kiavi POSS-1piP long-clam ‘our (inc.) axe'.
5.3. Nouns
The term ‘noun’ is used here to refer to members of the paradigmatically-related substitution 
class of forms whose main syntactic function is to appear as the heads of nominal phrases (§9.5), 
whether these nominal phrases occur themselves as arguments in clauses, as prepositional 
objects, or as constituents of possessive phrases. Nouns can also be found to occur as modifiers 
in some construction types, such as the N-N construction (§9.7.1).
In any language, most nouns represent the names of physical objects, and in Lewo, any word that 
can occur in the substitution slot in the following syntactic frame is considered to be a noun
ö d 4
4 However, as with many diagnostic frames, this one yields results which are not entirely natural for 
certain subtypes of nouns. For example, to substitute any kind of proper name, or the name of an item 
for which there is normally understood to be just one real-world referent, in the frame with the plural 
marker requires a reading like “He counted how many Peter’s there were”. Under such a construal 
however, the sentence is quite acceptable. Another situation where Lewo permits the occurrence of non­
nouns in this frame is where, as perhaps every language allows, it is possible to talk, for example, about 
“the number of ‘ofs’ in this sentence”. In this case, a form that is otherwise classified as some other part 
of speech is used metalinguistically, in a very specific naming function, as the label for itself. It is 
possible to construe every word (or every other linguistic unit) in the language in this way, but apart
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(11) naga 0-pulo _______ lala
3s 3sS-R.count _______ PL
He counted the _________________ s. ’
Some examples of words that can occur in the frame are the nouns sisi ‘child’’, uma ‘home’, 
yuma ‘house’’, yuwi ‘yam’:
(12) naga 0-pulo sisi lala
3s 3sS-R.count child PL
‘He counted the children. ’
(13) naga 0-pulo uma lala
3s 3sS-R.count home PL
‘He counted the homes. ’
(14) naga 0-pulo yuma lala
3s 3sS-R.count house PL
‘He counted the houses. ’
(15) naga 0-pulo yuwi lala
3s 3sS-R.count yam PL
‘He counted the yams. ’
The functions of this syntactically-defined class correspond to such universal definitions of the 
prototypical function of nouns as proposed in cognitive grammar (Langacker 1990), where nouns 
are symbolic structures profiling “things” , the most prototypical of which is an entity bounded in 
space, and of some perceived temporal duration, ie. a physical object. Other entities not fitting 
this frame can still be construed as nouns by metaphorical extension from the prototype. The 
function of nouns is referential, identifying the entities that occur as arguments in propositions, or 
as reference points in relation to which the proposition occurs, in terms of such features as its 
setting and manner.* 5
5.3.1. Noun subtypes
For Lewo nouns, a main division needs to be made between a small grouping of locational nouns 
and all the rest of the nouns, most readily referred to as non-locational nouns. These are 
distinguished by whether or not they occur with the general locative preposition (see next section, 
§5.3.1.1). Nouns, including locational and non-locational types, can also be subdivided
from noting this, there is little to be gained from attempting to expand the definition of noun to include
these situations.
5 Cognitive linguistics does seem to claim that the categories of noun and verb (at least) have some kind 
of universal validity in language, eg. Itkonen talks about “an ontologico-cognitive motivation for the 
word classes NOUN and VERB” (Esa Itkonen in Linguist List 4.159 5 Mar 93). However, definitions of 
form classes/word classes are presented in syntactic terms in this description.
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according to the kinds of possessive constructions in which they occur. Free nouns are those 
which are possessed by possessive adjectives at the level of noun phrase syntax, while bound 
nouns are those for which possession is marked by morphology internal to the structure of the 
word. The types that result from this classification according to the two parameters of 
locationality and possessive marking are listed in Table 13, with an example from each.
Table 13 : Lewo noun classification
TYPE EXAMPLE
LOCATIONAL FREE uma ‘home’
BOUND DIRECT POSS pu- ‘location ’
NON-
LOCATIONAL
FREE sisi ‘child’
BOUND DIRECT POSS la- 7eg’
CONSTRUCT kulu- skin ’
-ne POSS miap- ‘jaw ’
‘BROTHER’ ru-...-lai ‘brother’
These main subtypes of nouns are described, after which other minor subtypes of nouns (proper, 
interrogative, vocative, and generic) are noted.
5.3.1.1. Locational and non-locational nouns
Locational nouns, being inherently locational, can be used to express locational objects or goals 
without being marked for location by the locational relator or preposition e. All the other non- 
locational nouns can only express location when they follow e. A simple motion clause frame 
can indicate the different occurrences of these two classes, using the exemplar locational noun 
uma ‘home’ as a locational goal following the verb of motion (16), and the non-locational noun 
varavara ‘copra bed’ as a non-locational noun which can only occur as a locational goal in a 
prepositional phrase with e (17). The fact that uma ‘home’ is indeed a noun, rather than a 
loctional adverb, is shown in (18) where it occurs as the head noun of a nominal phrase.
(16) me-pa uma
1peS-R.go home
‘We went home.’
(17) me-pa [e varavara]
1peS-R.goLOC copra.bed
‘We went to the copra bed.’
(18) [fha-la uma lala]
POSS-3pP home PL
‘Their homes. ’
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Examples (19) and (20) show the ungrammaticality of reversing the syntactic environment for 
members of these noun classes.
(19) **me-pa yuma
1peS-R.go house
(20) **me-pa e um a
1peS-R.go LOC home
Thus far, the description of locational nouns has related to nouns that express spatial location, 
but there are other forms that pattem the same way which express temporal location. Temporal 
adverbs like nakoneva ‘yesterday', pane ‘today’, pen ‘tomorrow’, and vewo ‘day after 
tomorrow’ occur as temporal peripheries without any preposition (21), while non-locational 
nouns which still express some kinds of time (eg. days of the week) have to take the preposition e 
to function in this way (22).
(21) naga 0-mare nakoneva
3s 3sS-die yesterday
‘He died yesterday. ’
(22) sa-na sisi 0-paeme [e Sarere]
POSS-3sP child 3sS-R.bom LOC Saturday
‘Her baby was bom on Saturday. ’
While the temporal adverbs, by virtue of their inherent meaning, tend to be pretty much restricted 
distributionally to clause peripheries, this is not an absolute restriction. Sentences like (23) and 
(24) are acceptable, and show them functioning like nominal subject arguments.
(23) nakoneva 0-paro 0-pano
yesterday 3sS-R.pass 3sS-R.go
‘Yesterday went by. ’
(24) pen 0-im-ga na wa
tomorrow 3sS-l.come-just EMPH yet
‘Tomorrow will come yet. ’
5.3.1.2. Noun construction types
Once the two main types of locational and non-locational nouns have been established, their 
respective memberships can be distinguished in terms of the particular constructional strategies 
by which their possessives are formed. For both locational and non-locational nouns, the two 
subtypes of free and bound nouns can be identified, but while it is necessary to recognise four 
distinct subclasses of bound nouns within the non-locational type, only one of these same 
subclasses is found for locational bound nouns.
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5.3.1.3. Free nouns
The large majority of Lewo nouns can occur as free mono-morphemic uninflected forms. These 
free nouns can be drawn from all semantic domains.
5.3.1.3.1. Free locational nouns
This class comprises all proper place names, and various nouns which specify temporal and 
spatial location:
Table 14 : Free locational nouns
Epi ‘(island name)’ pameli ‘left-hand side ’
garove ‘down, northwards’ peni ‘tomorrow ’
garutena ‘fa r  out to sea ’ tano ‘underneath, downwards’
loima ‘inside ’ uma ‘home ’
mava ‘up, southwards’ ura ‘ashore ’
matena ‘deep into bush ’ vamo fro n t’
metava ‘top of, above ’ vanua ‘outside ’
nakoneva ‘yesterday ’ Vanuatu ‘(country name)’
Nikaura ‘(village name)’ varau ‘rear’
pamarua ‘right-hand side’ vewo ‘day after tomorrow’
(25) me-va Vila
2peS-go (place)
‘We’re going to Vila. ’
(26) me-va uma peni
2peS-go home tomorrow
‘We’re going home tomorrow. ’
5.3.1.3.2. Free non-locational nouns
The largest single subclass of Lewo nouns is that of the free non-locational nouns. This is the 
open class which contains all common inanimate physical objects, and the high degree of 
prototypicality represented by this class explains why it is that the names of all new borrowed 
items adopted into the Lewo lexicon are treated as members of this class.
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Table 15 : Free non-locational nouns
ama ‘hammer (bor.)’ nenono fruit-fly’
9i ‘almond’ puluk ‘cattle (bor.)’
ila ‘shrimp ’ pe ‘slit-drum ’
kes ‘case, box (bor.)’ sisi ‘child’
■ago w tog ‘mat, bed’
maru ‘dry coconut’ uga ‘roof-ridge ’
magko ‘mango’ yavia ‘turtle ’
In any language, some semantic domains are of greater cultural relevance than others. For Lewo, 
areas of vocabulary associated with fish, yams, tree names and parts are quite expanded. 
Without specialist botanical knowledge, the dictionary-maker ends up with many entries like ‘k. 
long purple yam ’.
5.3.1.4. Bound nouns
Bound noun roots are those which, in their usual form, can never occur alone as single 
morphemes with full word status. There is a single inflectional category which bound nouns must 
always take, which is possession.6 This is manifested in every case but one by the suffixation of 
a pronominal portmanteau person-number possessor marker to the noun root, with some other 
morphology related to this allowing for three subclasses to be identified. The fact that many 
nouns can only occur obligatorily-marked in this way makes the semantic category of possession 
a very important and salient feature for Lewo nominals. The set of possessor suffixes that Lewo 
bound nouns take was already given in Table 11.
5.3.1.4.1. Bound locational nouns
Only three noun roots occur in Lewo as bound locational nouns. These are the forms lele- ‘place 
at which something is located’’, pu- ‘place o f usual residence’;7 and ra- ‘behind o f something’. 
Note that prepositions of the same form as the noun roots pu- and ra- are described later (§ 11.5).
6 Unfortunately, because the encoding of possession is spread over both word-level (possessive suffixes 
on bound nouns) and phrase-level structure (possessive adjectives in noun phrases for free nouns), it is 
difficult to present the discussion of it as a single unitary category. The approach taken here is to 
present the basic structure of bound noun possession at this point now, but to leave more general matters 
of nominal possession for §9.3 in the chapter on noun phrases.
7 The distinction in meaning between the first two of these forms is difficult to define, but is more a 
matter of lexicographic than grammatical description. The first, lele-, is mostly used for physical 
objects, or for animate objects when they are considered to be at or on the specified location. The 
second, pu-, is nearly always used with animate objects only, and refers to their being in or inhabiting a
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(27) yer-marua Opea 0-kus lele-u na 0-were-lua kla-varu
man-old (name) 3sS-take place-1 sP CONJ 3sS-l.pull-out round-stone
‘Old. Opea took my place and pulled out the stone.'
(28) te-to pu-u
1piS-go.down place-1 sP
‘Let ’s go down to my place. ’
(29) lomara 0-te-ke ra-na
snake 3sS-be.at-TA behind-3sP
‘The snake was at his rear (not on his back though). ’
5.3.1.4.2. Bound non-locational nouns
We have noted in Table 13 that there are four distinct subclasses within this group of nouns. 
Three of them take the possessive suffixes as listed above, but are further distinguishable by other 
features of their morphology. The fourth subclass, with just a single member, is distinctive in 
taking a possessive infix.
5.3.1.4.2.1. Direct bound non-locational nouns
This grouping of nouns has the most members, and the most frequently occurring members of the 
bound noun subclasses. However, membership in this class is closed (borrowings cannot be 
incorporated into it) and is restricted to a certain subset of body parts and kinship terms. This 
distinctive possessive marking strategy has been called “zero-marked possession” (Pawley 
1973:154) or “direct possession” (Lynch 1993:1) in recognition of the fact that there is no overt 
lexical or morphological marking of the possessive relationship. The meaning “possession” must 
be regarded as part of the grammatical meaning of the construction, being signalled by the 
structural juxtaposition of the two constituents, the possessed and the pronominal possessor.
The body part and kinship noun roots which occur in this construction are now listed. Note that 
the designation “body part” is taken in a broad sense, as the terms that appear here include both 
human and animal items, and items of secretion, and further, that these are not all the body part 
and kinship terms in Lewo, but just those that are constructed in this way. We will see that the 
remaining terms for these categories are handled differently.
particular location. By extension, it is often used to refer to the home of the personal referent of the 
possessor person suffix, or to the person themself (like French chez).
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Table 16 : Body parts
go- ‘mouth ’ lima- ‘hand, arm ’ pere- ‘bottom, end’
ke- ‘penis ’ malue- ‘tooth, tusk’ pi- ‘vagina ’
keplamara-8 ‘lid ’ mara- fa c e ’ pipi- ‘cheek’
kesi- ‘ta il’ mape- ‘stomach ’ puriyu- ‘bone’
ki- ‘dorsal fin  ’ melki- ‘neck’ si- ‘excrement’
kiliga- ‘ear’ me- ‘urine ’ sine- ‘gu t’
kula- ‘testicle ’ masu- ‘back’ siri- ‘spittle ’
kulu- ‘comb(fowl) ’ ni- ‘pu s’ ta- ‘blood’
kunu- ‘nose ’ ninu- ‘shadow ’ vilu- ‘hair’
kupe- ‘wing ’ pari- ‘head’ yepe- ‘body’
la- ‘leg fo o t’ pasu- ‘thumb, big toe ’ yere- ‘chest’
Table 17 : Kin terms
ane- ‘mother’ merue- ‘mother’s brother’
arima- ‘fa ther’ nari- ‘child, offspring ’
arue- ‘brother o f  m ale’ o- ‘spouse ’
rhene- ‘brother o f  female ’ repi- ‘ancestor’
meari- first-born ’ tae-9 ‘owner’
lue- ‘sister o f  fem ale ’ ve- ‘husband’s sister, brother’s wife'
mapi- ‘grandchild ’ vine- ‘sister o f  male ’
Some examples of these forms with possessive suffixes are given.
(30) UHa lala 
leg-3pP PL
‘Their legs. ’
(31) vine-u
sister.of.male-1 sP
‘My sister (male speaking). ’
8 This was probably a bimorphemic form at some stage, but while mara- still occurs (see later in list), 
there is no known independent item of the form kepla(-) in the language now. Similar comment could 
probably be made for malue-, melki-, and puriyu-.
9 In some languages, the nouns that can occur in this class include a set of “treasured items”, “particular 
personal artefacts” or “items of close personal association”. This form tae- ‘owner’ is possibly better 
described as the latter, but rather than set up a third grouping to accommodate this single form, it is 
included here as a kin term. The term is mostly used for the owner of domestic animals.
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(32) lokuli nene, tae-na 0-kom pe
dog DEIC owner-3sP 3sS-pass where
‘This dog, where has its owner gone?’ (a name-avoidance strategy)
We can recall that under some of the morphophonemic processes mentioned in §3.5, the shape of 
these noun roots can be affected by a following -u 1 sP or -ma 2sP. For example, the paradigms 
for lima- ‘hand’ and narl- ‘child’ are given:
Table 18 : Possessive paradigms for lima- and nari
lima- nari-
IsP luma-u ‘my hand’ naru-u ‘my child’
2sP lumo-ma ‘your(s) hand’ naro-ma ‘your(s) child’
3sP lima-na ‘his/her/its hand’ nari-na ‘his/her/its child’
lp iP lima-ta ‘our(inc) hand’ nari-ta ‘ouri'mc) child’
IpeP lima-mim ‘ourfexcl) hand’ nari-mim ‘ouriexcl) child’
2pP lima-miu ‘your(p) hand’ nari-miu ‘your(p) child’
3pP lima-la ‘their hand’ nari-la ‘their child’
5.3.1.4.2.2. -ne possession bound non-locational nouns
This subset of bound nouns is very similar to the set above, in that its members are terms for 
another grouping of body parts, and the possessor person is marked in the same way, with the 
same possessor suffixes as seen above. However, the form of the possessive construction is 
different for these nouns, as an additional possessive particle -ne10 occurs between the noun root 
and the possessive suffix:
noun root + -ne + possessor person suffix
Here are example for the noun roots lamaliu- ‘horn’ and miap- ‘chin’.
(33) lamaliu-ne-na
horn-POSS-3sP
‘Its horn. ’
(34) miap-no-ma
chin-POSS-2sP
‘Your chin. ’
10 This form probably derives from the POC “dominant possession” marker *na-; cf. Pawley 1973:158- 
159.
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Sometimes in local writing exponents of this construction are written as two words (eg. lamaliu 
nena), but the sequence is both obligatory and uninterruptible, is regarded as a single stress 
group (ie. takes just one word-level penultimate stress), and functions in the same way as the 
other directly-possessed nouns, so is best regarded as a single word construction.
Table 19 : -ne possession bound nouns
keriowo- ‘skull’ miap- ‘jaw ’
kileleri- ‘scale o ffish ’ pigkuru- ‘nail; claw ’
komesua- ‘throat’ pilepile- ‘thigh ’
konono- ‘earwax’ popu- ‘dandruff
kowiu- ‘vein, artery’ pulukakoa- ‘gill’
kururuye-11 ‘kidney ’ puriu- ‘bone ’
lamaliu- ‘horn o f animal’ purukau- ‘shoulder’
ma- ‘ribs’ tasi- ‘body; corpse ’
miamu- ‘heel’
For both the direct bound nouns and the -ne possession bound nouns, their obligatory occurrence 
with possessive suffixes has been noted. However, we need to modify this a little, by noting that 
while this is the overwhelming case, there are just a few cases where the normal pattern does not 
obtain. In a few instances, nouns which normally occur suffixed can occur unsuffixed.
(35) kowiu
vein 
‘A vein.’
kowiu-ne-na
vein-POSS-3sP
‘Its vein. ’
(36) yu yu-na
breast(.milk) breast-3sP
Y The babies) breast-milk. ’ ‘Her breast. ’
In other cases, the same noun root can sometimes take the simple possessor suffix marking, and 
sometimes the -ne + possessor suffix construction, and, in the case of the example given here, 
also occur as a free noun.
(37) puriu
bone
‘A bone. ’
puriu-na
bone-3sP
‘Its bone. ’
puriu-ne-na
bone-POSS-3sP
‘Its bone.’
Another possibility is for the root to have a slight difference in shape depending on its occurrence 
as a free noun or with possessor suffixation.
11 This noun root, as well as pulukakoa- and purukau- in this list, look like they were probably bi- 
morphemic at an earlier stage.
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(38) sie si-na
excrement excrement-3sP
‘Excrement.' ‘Its excrement. ’
It seems that most of these variations operate on an idiosyncratic basis, and do not apply over all 
the members of the noun subclasses. It is also a somewhat arbitrary decision whether such forms 
receive one mention in the lexicon, with an explanatory note, or whether the “same” root is 
regarded as being a member of more than one subclass.
5.3.1.4.2.3. Construct bound non-locational nouns
We now look at the third class of bound noun, the construct (bound) non-locational nouns. This 
type is similar to the previous two sets in that possession is still marked by direct suffixation (of 
the same rank of suffixes), and is similar to the second set above, in that the possessive suffixes 
are not attached directly to the root, but to the added possessive marking -ne. However, 
construct bound non-locational nouns differ in that they occur very frequently without being 
inflected for possession. In this case, they may occur as the first part of compound noun 
constructions (further described in §5.3.6), or as independent nouns, but in this latter case, they 
take the absolute suffix -sia.12 All Lewo nouns which occur indepentently ending in -sia belong 
to this class.
This gives three modes in which these noun roots can occur: (a) in the construct form, as roots in 
a compound construction:
(39) mra-pipia vina-pipia
fruit-palm.sp flower-palm.sp
‘Palm nut/fruit. ’  ‘Palm flower. ’
(b) as independent nouns, with the absolute suffix -sia:
12 Borrowing terminology from Semitic language studies (eg. Weingreen 1959:43ff.), the form with -sia 
(independent noun) or -s (possessed noun) is termed the “absolute” form (and hence the gloss ABS of 
the suffix), while the form that occurs in compound noun constructions is the “construct” form of the 
noun. “When two (or more) words are so closely united that together they constitute one compound 
idea, the dependent word (or words) is (are) said to be in the Construct State” (Weingreen 1959:43). 
The distinction is somewhat artificial here, as the form of the noun root is the same in each case, but it 
does provide for some familiar terminology (also used by Codrington 1885) to describe the function of - 
sia/-s. The historical source for -sia is unknown, but possible candidates are POC *(q)i (Pawley 
1973:158; Hooper 1985) or *-(k)i (Lynch and Tryon 1985:39). Mosel (1984:40) finds the same 
construction type in Tolai, and describes its -a suffix as having a “derelationalising” function. This 
comparative evidence might suggest that the Lewo absolutive suffix is just -ia, but this would require the 
-s to be regarded as some other morpheme, of uncertain function, or to be a final consonant of each of 
the members of this class of noun roots, which is unlikely.
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(40) mra-sia vina-sia
flower-ABS
‘Flower. ’
fruit-ABS
‘Fruit. ’
(c) as possessed nouns, with a reduced form of the absolutive suffix, the possessive suffix, and a 
possessive pronoun suffix:
This class has quite a large number of members, but they are listed exhaustively in Table 20 so 
that their range of meaning can be indicated. It will be seen that nearly all of the members of this 
class are names of parts of plants and trees, and so there appears to be a strong semantic unity 
for this subset, paralleling its structural distinctiveness.13 There may be a connection between 
the way that Lewo (and other Epi languages) has permitted this semantic consideration to become 
a determinant of membership in this grammatical noun class, and the extremely significant role 
this part of the physical environment plays in the cultures of the area. Daily life in the village, in 
the garden, and in the bush, constantly throws up situations in which utilisation and precise 
specification of particular parts of particular botanical species is called for. Other noun roots in 
this list that are not parts of plants or trees can be regarded as items that are construed as parts of 
something, rather than as entities in their own right. However, note that this is not the only way 
in which part-whole relations are expressed in Lewo: another constmction type with this function 
is described later in §9.3.2.1.
13 There are only a very few part names for flora that do not belong in this class, eg. puru-kop ‘stem o f 
coconut fro n d ’.
(41) mra-s-ne-na
fruit-ABS-POSS-3sP
‘I t ’s fruit. ’
vina-s-ne-la
flower-ABS-POSS-3pP
‘Their (the trees ’ or the plants ’) flowers. ’
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Table 20 : Construct bound nouns
i- ‘edge ’ me- ‘trunk, base’
ka- ‘season, year’ neno- ‘thorn ’
kia- ‘bundle o f  fru it’ nl- ‘new fru it’
kill- ‘vine (general)’ nlnu- ‘offspring’
kla- ‘cut section o f lap lap fo o d ’ pa- ‘section, part o f
ko- ‘neck o f st.; handle’ pia- ‘shell’
kompa- ‘part; one o f  a pair, h a lf pogo- ‘time o f
kopululu- 'egg' poro- ‘seed, pip ’
koruwa- fo rk ’ pulu- ‘hole ’
kra- ‘part that holds on to st. ’ pega- ‘bundle, group’
kulu- ‘skin, bark’ peliga- ‘root, rear’
kuru- ‘spine o f  le a f sina- ‘insides o f  (general) ’
kururu- ‘seed’ siru- ‘several shoots together’
kututu- 'egg' slto- ‘shoot’
la- ‘branch o f  tree’ su- ‘runner o f  vine’
lepa- ‘fla t part of, side ’ tamo- ‘first-born in a litter o f  p ig s’
lo- ‘inside ’ tera- ‘shoot o f  tuber’
logo- ‘lateral branches o f  tree’ terawa-
14
‘resin ’
lu- ‘shoot’ vergl- ‘bundle o f fru it’
mia- ‘stump ’ vige- ‘bundle o f  coconuts’
mo- ‘trunk, torso, main section ’ vina- flow er’
mopulu- ‘embers ’ vinu- ‘length o f
mora- ‘mid-section ’ wa- ‘liquid, juice ’
mra- fru it’ wo- ‘top surface ’
ma- ‘le a f yepa- ‘side o f
Some members of this class can also occur as members of the class of directly-possessed bound 
nouns.
(42) kunu-sia
promontory-ABS
‘Point/tip/peak o f st. ’
kunu-na
promontory-3sP
‘His/her/its nose. ’
(43) la-sia la-na
branch-ABS leg-3sP
‘Branch of st. ’ ‘Its leg. ’
14 Note that this could be complex, combining tera- and wa- already in the list. However, no other 
compound nouns are found that are formed from combinations of two noun roots from this subtype.
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Although these members of this set have been described as parts of trees or plants, the terms are 
also used for body parts where appropriate. For example, kulu- means both ‘skin o f body' (and 
‘comb o f fo w l’) and ‘bark o f tree’.
(44) kulu-sia kulu-s-ne-u
skin-ABS skin-ABS-POSS-1sP
‘Skin/bark. ‘My bark (said by a tree). ’
The members of this class seem particularly amenable to metaphorical extension: the same kulu- 
just noted can also mean ‘the superficial aspect o f something’, and me- ‘trunk’ means ‘base, 
foundation, reason’ also. Similarly, lu- is both ‘shoot’ and ‘line o f descent’, and ninu- is 
‘offspring ’ and ‘interest on a deposit or loan ’, etc. Contrast (45) and (46) for a further example:
(45) yuma kompa-sia
house half-ABS
‘Half (a big part) of the house. ’
(46) Rara kompa-sia
(name) half-ABS
‘Rara ’s sibling. ’
5.3.1.4.2.4. Bound non-locational noun ru-...-lai ‘brother1
This fourth and last subclass of bound nouns, is characterised by a combination of infixation and 
suffixation. There is only one noun root member of the class, and the forms in which it appears 
are so irregular, using possessor person affixes not otherwise attested, that we could almost 
regard the whole paradigm as fully suppleted. However, the root does seem to be identifiable as 
ru-...-lai ‘brother, wife’s sister’s husband’, and its full possessed forms are given in Table 21.
Table 21 : ‘brother" bound noun
SINGULAR PLURAL
inc ru-es-lai
1 ru-o-lai
exc ru-em-la-mim
2 ru-om-lai ru-em-la-miu
3 ru-en-lai rue-la-lai
This noun is not used very often in Lewo now, and many speakers are not familiar with many of 
its forms, some only knowing the third person singular form ruenlai/wenlai. Other words for
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‘brother’ (like puru-vi ‘banana plant trunk’) and ‘brother-in-law’ (tawena; from Bislama?) are 
replacing it.15
5.3.2. Noun prefixes
There is not a great deal of word-morphology associated with Lewo nouns, but a couple of fairly 
low frequency prefixes can be noted.
5.3.2.1. Ie-1 ‘female person prefix’
Many Lewo personal names come in male and female pairs. The female member of the set is 
marked by the female person prefix le-,.16 There are also a few female names formed with le-, 
that do not have a male counterpart, but which are still listed below. Also included here are a 
couple of nouns, not proper names, that display the same male and female pairing.
Table 22 : Female names formed with le-1
NOUN MEANING MALE NAME FEMALE NAME
kawe ‘rat’ Le-kawe
Kila Le-kila
Opea L-opea
filawa Le-mawa
mome ‘male baby ’ mome lo-mome
Lu-me
mearina ‘nephew ’ mearina lo-mearina
file I Lo-mel
‘Peter’ Pita Le-pita
Sande ‘Sunday ’ Sande Le-sande
Le-tari
Wetata Letata
15 John Lynch (pc.) cites a Sie (Erromango) apparent cognate form: av- ‘friend’, av-...-hai ‘brother’ (hai 
is ‘one’).
16 Clark (1985:212) reconstructs a feminine personal article’ *-ro- for PNCV. This was also previously 
mentioned in Pawley 1972.
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5.3.2.2. le-2 ‘personal collective prefix’
Another prefix, of the same form as the above, but with a quite different meaning, can be 
observed. This prefix, which also occurs as phonologically-conditioned variants N-, lo-, and lu-, 
is used to express the place of origin or a characteristic feature of a grouping of people. Note in
(47) that the “nominal” form to which this form is prefixed is the location epistememe pe ‘where’ 
(§8.5).
Table 23 : Person group names formed with le-.
le-Lepevi ‘Lopevi people ’ li-pe? ‘people from where ? ’
lo-Moriu ‘Moriu people ’ le-viowa ‘the bad people ’
lu-Paama ‘Paamese people ’ le-Santo ‘Santo people ’
(47) ke, li-pe la nene
EXCL group-where 3p DEIC
‘Man, who are these people?’
This form is used productively for new place names, and for many different kinds of activity.
(48) le-Sapan la a-m-yumae-n fowil la nene
group-Japan PL 3pS-R-work-TRfour.wheel.drive.vehicle PL DEIC
‘The Japanese made these four wheel drive vehicles. ’
(49) li-na-mara la
group-NOM-fight PL
‘Soldiers, troops, army. ’
There are three other nouns which begin with le-, but which do not appear to have any current 
signification related to either female gender (as le-,) or plurality of number (as le-2). The prefix 
here could be another le- altogether.17 Also, for all of these nouns, the form without the prefix 
does not occur (as a noun, but note sum ‘thundering noise o f  sea, also o f  a whale when 
venting’, and kiokio ‘dolphin’ could be onomatopoeic18). In the absence of a clear indication of 
the source of this le-, the three nouns are simply recorded here for convenience:
le-pepe ‘butterfly’
le-sumsum ‘whale’
le-kiokio ‘dolphin ’
17 Darrell Tryon (pc.) suggests it might be used to refer to animals that have tails.
18 Although perhaps at an earlier stage, as it reflects PNCV *qio (Clark 1986:88).
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5.3.2.3. te- ‘female bush spirit prefix’
The male and female variants of one of the words for a leprechaun-like bush spirit/being are also 
distinguished by the occurrence of another noun prefix, this time of the form te-. This item is 
unattested elsewhere in the Lewo lexicon.19
leriko ‘male bush spirit’
te-leriko ‘female bush spirit’
5.3.3. Noun formatives
There are a number of Lewo nouns which appear to be not quite bi-morphemic synchronically, 
but in some way residually so, for which a relationship between the form of an initial 
“morpheme” (in one case final) and a semantic feature of the whole word appears to hold with 
some degree of regularity. These initial word partials are not found independently elsewhere, do 
not occur themselves as noun roots, and are no longer used productively to form new words. In 
view of their somewhat sub-morphemic status, these are described as “noun formatives”.
Since such forms apparently indicate some common semantic feature of the particular set of items 
with which they occur (in particular, some inherent aspect of physical structure), they are 
somewhat like the “pre-classifiers” or “shape markers” of other languages. In some cases, the 
noun roots with which they occur can appear independently, but in many cases, as further 
evidence of the frozen nature of these forms, the noun root only occurs prefixed by this marker. 
Where the noun root can also appear independently, there are varying degrees of semantic 
relatedness between that form, and the form with the preformative. This information is expressed 
for each item in the tables below. Several “preformatives” are described, and one 
“postformative”.
5.3.3.1. Preformatives
Four items are described as having this function. It will be seen that they may occur with both 
free and bound nouns.
5.3.3.1.1. kla- ‘round object’
Only a few of the forms that regularly occur with kla- can occur on their own, but the ones that 
do are very common.
19 As such it is a “cranberry” morpheme, which strictly belongs in the lexicon rather than in the 
morphosyntax of the languauge. Tryon (nd.:2) notes the (rare) occurrence of a personal article t- in 
Mae-Morae, and comments that it is “common in other Epi languages”; not however in Lewo.
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Table 24 : Nouns formed from kla-
ROOT MEANING COMBINED MEANING
mara- face’ kla-mara- ‘eye’
masiga kla-masiga ‘sphere, ball’
meme(go) kla-meme(go) ‘charcoal’
paravi ‘breadfruit’ kla-paravi ‘(loaf of) bread’
pla kla-pla ‘light porous stone ’
pora kla-pora food baked in pieces ’
purupur kla-purupur ‘joint in body ’
tano ‘ground, earth’ kla-tano ‘clay ’
tomape kla-tomape ‘large coral head’
varu ‘stone (substance)’ kla-varu ‘stone, coin, money
It is possible that this kla- is the same as the kla(-sia) form in Table 20, in which case these 
forms would be like compound nouns (§5.3.6), but the relationship between ‘round object' and 
‘cut section o f lap lap food' (although admittedly normally cut as “rounds” rather than “squares”) 
is not definite.
5.3.3.1.2. kra- ‘flat object’
There are just three forms found with the pre-formative kra-, which seems to be associated with a 
flat shape.
Table 25 : Nouns formed from kra-
ROOT MEANING COMBINED MEANING
kra-kupelu ‘plant with broad fla t leaves’
kulmeki- ‘neck ’ kra-kulmeki- ‘nape o f neck’
tog ‘mat’ kra-tog ‘mat made from one side o f 
coconut palm lea f
5.3.3.1.3. pla- ‘long object’
Once again, we see that for this preformative, very few of the forms with which it occurs can 
themselves occur independently. Just as in the previous list, where the common body part ‘eye' 
can be seen not to have its own monomorphemic lexeme in Lewo (occurring as kla-mara-), so too 
in the following list we find another “basic” body part term (pla-kute- ‘gum’), which is also 
directly suffixed for possession. Also included here is one instance where the item without the 
formant (valua) can still be found in the language today, but as a verb.
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Table 26 : Nouns formed from pla-
ROOT MEANING COMBINED MEANING
pla-ki ‘club ’
kiavi ‘clam ’ pla-kiavi ‘axe’
kove fence ’ pla-kove ‘boundary ’
pla-ku ‘thatch supports in roo f
kup ‘catch ’ pla-kup 'throwing stick’
pla-kute- ‘gum (in mouth)’
mara ‘fight, war (noun)’ pla-mara ‘spear’
pla-pao ‘tongs, split stick fo r  holding 
hot stones ’
purua ‘black palm ’ pla-purua ‘digging stick’
pe ‘slit-drum ’ pla-pe ‘bamboo ’
pla-sigai ‘walking stick’
(ten)kap fire ’ pla-tenkap fire-stick’
valua ‘paddle (verb)’ pla-valua ‘paddle ’
yu ‘bamboo ’ pla-yu ‘knife’
5.3.3.1.4. na-/no-‘article’
In this section we also note the occurrence of forms that appear to retain an earlier article (POC 
*na) as part of their synchronic form. This observation is of historical interest only: while this 
article is still identifiable and widespread in the languages to the south of Epi, it no longer 
functions as a full article on Epi.20 In fact, for Lewo, there are just a few forms that display this 
clearly, eg.:
nompui ~ pui ‘pig’ (< POC *pukasi)
none ‘sand’ (< PNCV *?one)
There are some other candidates, but it is possible that their na- prefix is in fact the ordinaliser 
na- as described later in §9.9.3 (although that na-, and also the nominalising na- in §5.3.5 have 
clearly developed from the earlier article). Two of these other forms are nakoneva ‘yesterday ’, 
and nakolemalo ‘last night’.
20 Although it occurs more widely than Lewo in Mae-Morae (Tryon nd.:2), where some residual article 
functions can still be observed.
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5.3.3.2. Postformative
There is only a single nominal postformative in Lewo. Historically, it was probably a full 
noun,21 and forms that included it would have been analysed as compound nouns. However, the 
form has no independent status as a noun in Lewo today.
5.3.3.2.1. -k i‘tree part’
This form occurs in just a few words, all of which relate to tree parts. Most of these are items 
that are formed from a combination of bound direct possession nouns, in particular koro-sia 
‘rubbish’, korua-sia ‘fo rk ’, la-sia ‘branch’, and ma-sia ‘leaf. A noun like this of the form 
**kupa-sia, which would correspond to another of the nouns listed below that take the 
postformative -ki has not been found. Here are the forms that have been found with -ki (note that 
the last form in the list is made up of the preformative pla- and the postformative -ki):
koroaki ‘rubbish ’
koruaki forked stick’
kupaki ‘bamboo or wood used as water pipe ’
laki ‘length or piece o f wood’
rhaki ‘lea f
plaki ‘club ’
It is not easy to pin down the difference in meaning between say ma-sia and ma-ki, but it seems 
that the form with -ki expresses a greater order of generality than the form with -sia. In 
particular, while ma-ki can be used to refer to leaves of any kind, or leaves in general, or any 
kind of unspecified leaf (ie. generic), ma-sia would be used to refer to any leaf of a particular 
anaphorically understood or contextually determined variety (ie. referential and specific).
5.3.4. Reduplication
While fairly extensive verbal reduplication will be described later (§6.4.1), it is noted here that 
Lewo has no productive nominal reduplication derivation. However, there are just a few forms 
where an apparent partial reduplication has resulted in a second noun whose meaning expresses 
the very kind of semantic relationship to the meaning of the first noun that we expect in Oceanic 
reduplication, ie. some kind of repetition, expansion or diminution of the base meaning (50-52).
(50) koro-sia koro-ro-sia
rubbish-ABS rubbish-RED-ABS
‘Piece of rubbish of st. ’ ‘Scattered rubbish, crumbs. ’
21 < PNCV (and POC) *kayu ‘tree, wood’ (Clark 1986:37).
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(51) vilu-na
hair-3sP
‘Hair, feather.'
(52) lua-sia 
end-ABS
‘End of st. ’
vilu-lu-na
hair-RED-3sP
‘Fur, fluff, body hair. ’
lua-lua-piame
end-RED-reef
‘End/edge of the reef. ’
There are several other forms which look like reduplications, but for which the putative 
unreduplicated sources are no longer extant in the language. Some of these apparently inherently 
reduplicated forms are lepepe ‘butterfly’, pilepile- ‘thigh’, and perhaps nenono ‘sandfly, 
midget’.21 Another group of apparently reduplicated nouns includes forms like na-wul-wul-ena 
NOM-buy-RED-NOM ‘sale’, but in the next section we will see that these are nominalisations of 
already reduplicated verbs.
5.3.5. Nominalisation
Rearranging category membership by morphological derivation is a strategy employed by Lewo, 
but somewhat unevenly. Such derivation is restricted to noun-formation only, and there is no 
corresponding method for deriving verbs from nouns. However, the nominalisation strategy is 
widely used, and verbal nouns make up a very significant section of the active Lewo lexicon of 
functional nominals.
5.3.5.1. Nominaliser na-...-ena
The primary productive nominaliser in the language is a disjunctive affix, a circumfix of the form 
na-...-ena. It attaches fore and aft to the unmarked form of verb roots, ie. the irrealis rather than 
the marked realis forms.
(53) ne-vian-ko ne-pian-ko na-vian-ena
1sS-l.teach-2sO 1 sS-R.teach-2sO NOM-teach-NOM
7 teach you. ’ 7 taught you. ’ ‘Teaching. ’
There are no restrictions on which verb roots can be nominalised in this way, and the device 
enables Lewo to express event concepts as “abstract” nouns.
(54) naga 0-stom sa-na sisi na-stom-ena
3s 3sS-love POSS-3s child NOM-love-NOM
‘He loves his child. ’ ‘Love. ’
22 While it is more likely that these have arisen from reduplication than as random arbitrary formations, 
clearly this can have occurred much earlier in the history of the language than at the stage immediately 
prior to modern Lewo (eg. PAN *mbember] ‘butterfly’, Wurm and Wilson 1975:28).
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The material that can be incorporated within the confines of the nominalising simulfix may 
include other elements than just verb roots. Such elements are cliticised object pronominals (55- 
56), the set of nuclear-layer serial verbs (-ar, -wal, and -pran here) (57-59), and the transitiviser 
-ni (60-62). These components, together with the verb root, constitute the verbal clause nucleus 
(§10.1), and this is the level of constituent at which the nominalisation process is understood to 
operate.
(55) naga 0-stom-ko na-stom-ko-ena
3 s  3 s S - lo v e - 2 s O N O M -lo v e -2 sO -N O M
‘He loves you. ’ ‘Your being loved/(his) loving you. ’23
(56) a-m-ila-nu na-ila-nu-ena
3 p S -R -h e lp -1 s O N O M -help -1  sO -N O M
‘They helped me. ’ ‘My being helped/the helping of me. ’
(57) ne-pisa-ari pa-n-la na-visa-ar-ena
1 s S -R . s a y -c a r ry  R .g o -T R -3 p O N O M -sa y -c a rry -N O M
7  promised (st.) to them. ’ ‘Promise. ’
(58) naga 0-stom-wal-ko na-stom-wal-ko-ena
3 s  3 s S - lo v e - f in d -2 s O N O M -lo v e -f in d -2 sO -N O M
‘He remembers you. ’ ‘Your being remembered. ’
(59) te-ure-pran-ta na-ure-pran-ta-ena
1 p iS -p u ll-jo in -1  p iO N O M -pull-jo in-1  p iO -N O M
‘We will come together. ’ ‘Our coming together. ’
(60) naga 0-su-mo-n-la na-su-mo-n-la-ena
3 s  3 s S -b e .a t - f ro n t-T R -3 p O N O M -b e .a t- f ro n t-T R -3 p O -N O M
‘He leads them. ’ ‘The leader of them. ’
(61) a-pitale na-vitale-ena
3 p S -R . la u g h N O M -lau g h -N O M
‘They laughed. ’ ‘Laughter. ’
a-pitale-ni-a na-vitale-ni-ena
3 p S -R .la u g h -T R -3 s O N O M -lau g h -T R -N O M
‘They laughed at it. ’ ‘Joke, something funny. ’
(62) o-visa-wal-malumu-ni-a na-visa-wal-malumu-ni-ena
2sS -1  .s a y - f  in d -s o f t-T R -3 s O N O M -sa y -f in d -so ft-T R -N O M
‘Tell it quietly. ’ ‘Secret. ’
23 Whether the nominalisations are given an active ( ‘your being loved’) or passive ( ‘his loving you’) 
reading is simply a matter of English glossing, rather than having anything to do with the syntax of 
Lewo.
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Verbal reduplication is described later in §6.4.1, but note that reduplications of verbs (kla ‘do, 
make’ in table below), including reduplications of verb (kla) plus nuclear layer serial verb (-li 
‘try ’) constructions, are also readily nominalised.
Table 27 : Nominalisation of reduplicated verbs
VERB MEANING DERIVED NOUN MEANING
kla ‘do, make’ na-kla-ena ‘the doing, making ’
kla-kla ‘repeat doing ’ na-kla-kla-ena ‘the doing repetitively ’
kla-li ‘try to do ’ na-kla-li-ena ‘the trying to do ’
kla-kla-li-li ‘repeat trying to do ’ na-kla-kla-IMi-ena ‘the repeating trying to do ’
The fact that there are limitations on the material that can be nominalised can be seen, eg., from 
the unacceptability of nominalisations that include a core-layer serial verb, functioning as a 
modifier of the verb phrase. The two clauses in (63), with different orders of object pronoun and 
modifier, are equivalent and acceptable. However, the only correct nominal derivation that can 
be obtained from them is the first of the three given in (64), where marera occurs outside the 
nominalisation, still as a modifier.
(63) a-we marera ita a-we ita marera
3pS-l.hit strong 1pe 3pS-l.hit 1pe strong
‘They’ll hit us hard. ’
(64) na-we-ita-ena marera **na-we-marera-ita-ena **na-we-ita-marera-ena
NOM-hit-1pe-NOM strong NOM-hit-strong-1pe-NOM NOM-hit-1pe-strong-NOM
‘Our being hit hard. ’
It will be seen later (§12.5.6.3) that verbs borrowed into Lewo are incorporated via a periphrastic 
construction with ve ‘to be’. Such combinations can also be nominalised.
(65) na-ve-pentem-ena [pentem < BIS] 
NOM-be-paint-NOM
‘It’s being painted/the painting of it. ’
(66) na-ve-taepem-ena [taepem < BIS] 
NOM-be-type-NOM
‘It’s being typed/typing. ’
Also later (§6.4.3), another verbal construction type will be described whereby some highly 
generic objects are incorporated into verb phrase structure. Such incorporated objects can also 
occur within nominalisations (ie. the transitive verb + object is nominalised as a single 
intransitive verb).
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(67) na-mu-n-ti-ena na-mu-n-en ti
NOM-drink-TR-tea-NOM NOM-drink-TR-NOM tea
‘Tea-drinking. ’ ‘Drinking o f tea. ’
However, in some cases their status in this regard is somewhat ambivalent, as some can occur 
either within or without the nominalisation. This is not entirely arbitrarily though, as a slight 
difference in meaning can sometimes result.
(68) na-si-kap-ena na-si-en kap
NOM-create-fire-NOM NOM-create-NOM fire
‘Roasting st. ’ ‘Fire-setting. ’
Although there do not appear to be levels of speech register that are highly salient in Lewo,24 it is 
possible to detect some features of a more formal kind of speech, and one of these is the use of 
these nominalised forms. One of the main contexts in which this “high” speech is found is in 
prayers.
(69) potenae-a na-manmarua-ena na-sitom-ena na-puriu-kawa-ena
thanks LOC-3sO NOM-wise-NOM NOM-love-NOM NOM-bone-strong-NOM
so-ma a-mio rhena na-ki-vian-mami-ena
POSS-2sP 3pS-with too NOM-point-teach-1peO-NOM
napa o-kla 0-pa-n omam
REL 2sS-do 3sS-R.go-TR 1pe
‘Thank you for your wisdom, love, (and) power, and for the guidance which you give us. ’
There is a special case of nominalisation that needs to be mentioned here. The verb in this case is 
the one that results from the somewhat unusual occurrence of the body part noun sine- ‘gut’ with 
the transitive marker -ni. This important construction is discussed in §12.5.8.2, but for now we 
note only the verbal noun that results:
(70) na-sine-na-ni-ena
NOM-gut-3sP-TR-NOM
‘Desire, will, wish. ’
Note that this structure only occurs with the third person singular possessor suffix. To express 
the meaning ‘my wish’, the possessed noun phrase na-sine-na-ni-ena sa-u NOM-gut-3sP-TR- 
NOM PO SS-1sP must be used, not the form *na-sine-u-ni-ena NOM-gut-1sP-TR-NOM.
24 Perhaps this reflects the general egalitarian tendencies of Melanesian society. One speech style 
evident in Lewo however is the use of “children’s speech”, where some common nouns and verbs have 
particular forms (which may or not show phonological similarity to the normal speech forms) used in 
adult-child interaction. These are all of the form CV.CV and include mamu ‘drink, breast-feed’, nana 
‘eat, food’, popo ‘sleep, lie down’, piti ‘finish, stop it’, and tutu ‘insect, bug’.
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5.3.5.2. Nominalisation with na- or -ena
The nominaliser na-...-ena was described as a simulfix, and all the examples so far show 
nominalisation with both na- and -ena. There are also some cases where bases can be 
nominalised with just na- alone (mainly the ordinalising function of na-), and other cases where 
just -ena occurs. There are also a few instances where double derivations result, one from both 
na- and -ena, and the other from just one of them, and there does not appear to be any regular or 
predictable semantic distinctiveness between these different strategies.
Generally, the forms that undergo derivation by -ena are clearly verbs.
Table 28 : Nouns derived bv -ena
VERB MEANING DERIVED NOUN MEANING
kal-ena ‘cow, sow ’
kinana ‘eat food ' kinan-ena ‘food, meal'
kot ‘hold court (bor.) ’ kot-ena ‘court’
kup ‘throw with arm ’ kup-ena ‘w ing’
ye-lagi ‘be daylight’ legi-ena ‘day’
low-ena food  dish ’
me ‘chew food  fo r ' me-ena ‘masticated food  ’
papaga ‘gather fo r  feast ’ papag-ena feast, celebration’
suni ‘tell a story ’ suni-ena ‘story ’
tew-ena ‘layabout, ruffian’
va ‘g o ’ va-ena ‘going (noun)’
yumae ‘work’ yumae-na ‘work’
(71) a-memawa-n si va-en 0-lavisi-ni-a
3pS-shy-TR again go-NOM 3sS-close-TR-3sO
‘They're too shy to go (of going) near him. ’
The form kotena above (Table 28) is clearly a borrowing, indicating the continuing productive 
nature of this derivational process.
There are some irregularities in the forms that result from the addition of -ena to certain verbs:
kinana + -ena —» kinanena ~ kinaniena but not **kinanaena
Although there is no synchronic morphological source for the i that occurs in kinaniena, and we 
have not posited a phonological rule that would account for its displacing a, it may have come to 
occur here by analogy with the very common alternation that can be found between -ena and - 
iena endings for many other verbal nouns. With the pervasiveness of the high vowel deletion
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rule, some verb roots that originally ended in i have become reanalysed to have lost this 
underlyingly, so for some speakers, the verb ‘come’ is imi, for others it is im. One consequence 
of this is that the occurrence of such verbs with the transitive marker -ni and the object suffix -a 
can result in different underlying constituency relationships.25 For example, it is ultimately 
impossible to tell which of the two or three morpheme break strategies in (72-73) might be the 
right one.
(72) a-ka-ni-a
3pS-eat-TR-3sO
‘They ate it. ’
a-ka-n-ia
3pS-eat-TR-3sO
(73) a-pimi-ni-a a-pim-in-ia a-pim-ini-a
3pS-R.come-TR-3sO
‘They came for it. ’
3pS-R.come-TR-3sO 3pS-R.come-TR-3sO
If these different constituencies reflect different underlying forms for these morphemes for 
different speakers, then the variant nominalisations given below, all of which are found, become 
regular derivations from them:
na-ka-ni-ena -  na-ka-n-ena NOM-eat-TR-NOM ‘the eating’
na-imi-ena ~ na-im-ena NOM-come-NOM ‘the coming’
na-imi>ni-ena - na-im-in-ena -  na-im-ini-ena NOM-come-TR-NOM ‘the coming fo r st. ’
We now look at some of the nominalisations that can be formed from derivation by na- only. 
Note that while a separate ordinalising na- could be established for Lewo, the formation of 
ordinal numerals from cardinal (which function like verbs in several respects) has been included 
here. There are some forms included here that are clearly not verbs (like the noun kapi), or that 
are “less” verbal than normal verbs (like the numerals).
25 The history of the language may well be relevant here. Malcolm Ross (pc.) notes that the historic 
verb was in fact * kani, which, with the nominalising infix *<in> which was productive in POC, would 
give *kinani ‘what is eaten, ie. food’. In this case, the i found in kinanjena reflects the original i of
*kani.
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Table 29 : Nouns derived bv na-
VERB MEANING DERIVED NOUN MEANING
kapi fire(noun)’ na-kapi ‘kitchen ’
lavisi ‘nearby, close ’ na-lavisi ‘neighbour’
lua ‘two’ na-lua ‘second’
maro ‘end, finish ’ na-maro ‘last one ’
pe ‘where?’ na-pe26 ‘which?’
sine-laea ‘pain (noun)’ na-sine-laea ‘pain ’
sumo ‘before, ahead o f na-sumo first one ’
surau ‘behind, after’ na-surau following one ’
telu ‘three ’ na-telu ‘third’
visi ‘pass on message ’ na-visi ‘messenger, angel’
Another part of speech whose members can occur with just the prefix component na-27 (they 
never take -ena) is the set of deictics, giving forms that function like demonstrative pronouns. 
The three main deictics nini ‘this’, namaa ‘there near you , and nene ‘there’ occur in this way 
(74), but not the fourth deictic nena ‘the aforementioned’.
(74) na-nini na-namaa na-nene
NOM-DEIC NOM-DEIC NOM-DEIC
‘This one. ’ ‘The one there near you. ’ ‘That one. ’
5.3.5.3. Double derivations
Nominalisations entailing na-...-ena, just -ena, and just na-, have been described. However, a 
number of verb roots provide pairs of forms that have undergone two different nominalisations, 
with different meanings resulting.
26 The monosyllabic “verb” in this case results in na- taking word stress, and also lengthening (§3.5.14), 
so the form is pronounced naa-pe.
27 < POC *na ‘article’.
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Table 30 : Double derivations
VERB MEANING DERIVED NOUN MEANING
visi ‘pass a message ’ na-visi ‘messenger, angel’
na-visi-ena ‘message ’
laea ‘hurt’ na-sine-laea ‘pain at a point in time ’
na-sine-lae-ena ‘pain over a period o f tim e’
su-mo ‘be in front, lead’ na-su-mo ‘the first one ’
na-su-mo-ena ‘leader’
5.3.5.4. Nominaliser wur-
A fairly rare Lewo word for ‘thing' is wuri (the usual word is suri; see §5.3.10 below). This 
form can occur alone, but is mostly found nominalising the pair of forms viyu ‘new’ and marua 
‘old’, giving the meanings ‘the new one/the old one’.
(75) o-la wur-viyu imi
2sS-give NOM-new come
‘Pass the new one! ’
5.3.5.5. Zero-derivation
There are just a few Lewo “bases” or “precategorials”27 which are identical as nouns and verbs. 
It is possible to argue for either the noun or the verb as being the basic form, with the other being 
zero-derived from it, just as it is possible to side-step that discussion and regard the dictionary as 
containing two homophonous entries in each case, one categorised as a verb, the other as a noun. 
Either way, the number of such instances in Lewo is too small to warrant such attention at this 
point. However, for convenience, because derivation of nouns from verbs is widespread, these 
apparent zero-derivations are given here. We have not regarded the noun-formants described 
earlier as derivational affixes, so include in the list here the last form, where the nominal form of 
the base does not occur alone, but only with pla-.
27 The first term, “base”, is common in the description of Polynesian languages (although the term is not 
completely neutral there, with a distinction being made between nominal bases and verbal bases), and 
the second, “precategorial” has been used by, eg. Grimes (1991) for Bum. In each case, there are a large 
number of basic lexical forms that are neither underlyingly nouns or verbs (etc.), but which can become 
either via the appropriate syntagmatic and paradigmatic associations.
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Table 31 : Zero-derivations
“BASE” NOUN MEANING VERB MEANING
kekalulu ‘a swing ’ ‘to swing on a vine ’
kevinun ‘baked food’ ‘to bake food’
kolag ‘individually wrapped serve ’ ‘to bake as individual serves ’
valua ‘apaddle’ (as pla-valua) ‘to paddle ’
(76) a-kolag-in maniok
3pS-bake.as.individual.serve-TR cassava 
‘They baked the cassava as individual serves of lap lap. ’
a-ka-n kolag lala
3pS-eat-TR individual.servePL
‘They ate the individual serves oflaplap.’
( 77)  naga 0-palua-n tawagka 0-pano-o 0-kila-lu pla-valua
3s 3sS-R.paddle-TR canoe 3sS-R.go-DUR3sS-do-lose straight-paddle
‘He was paddling along in the canoe, when he dropped the paddle. ’
5.3.6. Compound nouns
Lewo forms compound nouns mainly by combining two noun bases (eg. [[yuma] [ma-yero]] 
house leaf-sago ‘thatch-roofed house’), although some compounds formed from a noun plus a 
verbal or other modifier are given (eg. §5.3.6.3.). Compounding is a productive process in the 
language (eg. [[yuma] [kapa]] house iron (bor. from ‘copper’) ‘iron-roofed house’), and the 
single grammatical word status of these compound nouns can be established on three criteria.28
The first is the important phonological consideration that the compounds take just a single peak 
of word-level stress. The second criterion is a morphophonological one, that sometimes one of 
the components of the combination will undergo some kind of modification or reduction in its 
form when it occurs in a compound.29 The final factor is one that is not easy to ascertain, 
describe, or defend, but it is iconically plausible, and this is that in many cases there is closer 
semantic binding in compound noun situations. These factors mould the combination into what is 
grammatically and perceptually (compound nouns tend to be written as single words) a conjoined 
unit at the level of the word.
28 These are just three among the “not exhaustive” constellation of 27 factors that Pawley (1986b) 
presents as being “criteria indicative of lexical status”.
29 Although this second criterion may not be independent, but a consequence of the first.
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These factors distinguish compound nouns from other similar constructions involving a head 
noun occurring with say a closely-knit modifier noun, as constituents of noun phrase structure. 
The compound nouns that Lewo allows to be formed can be constructed from combinations of 
various different subtypes of nouns.
5.3.6.1. Construct noun + bound noun
We describe first compound nouns which combine a construct noun with a bound direct 
possession noun. It will be seen that many basic vocabulary items, including body parts that 
often occur in languages as single mono-morphemic lexemes, are expressed here as compounds. 
Note that while all of these are clearly formed as compounds, there are some for which the bound 
noun component no longer occurs alone in the language (eg. kuru-pite-na ‘his n a v e l and there 
is no form **pite-na). Compounds formed by this strategy are probably the most common kind 
of compound nouns in the language.
Table 32 : Construct + bound noun compounds
COMPOUND COMPONENTS MEANING
ko-melki- handle + neck ‘shaft o f  neck’
kulu-go- skin + mouth ‘lip ’
kulu-kila-mara- skin + eye ‘eyelid’
kulu-melki- skin + neck ‘front o f  neck, throat’
kuru-pite- seed + ?30 ‘navel’
lo-la- inside + leg ‘sole o f  fo o t’
lo-lima- inside + hand ‘palm o f hand’
mia-melki- base + neck ‘nape o f  neck’
mia-mu- base + ?31 ‘heel’
mra-lue- fruit32 + ?33 ‘tooth ’
mra-na- fruit + ? forehead’
30 This form has no independent meaning in Lewo, but its historical source is clearly the simple form 
PNCV (and POC) *buto ‘navel’ (Clark 1986:16). Note other Epi languages also included the construct 
form in the compound: LAM kuru-piso- and BAK buru-bito-.
31 This form has no independent meaning in Lewo, but clearly derives from POC *muRi- ‘back, behind’.
32 The gloss ‘fru it’ is given here because this seems to be the most basic current meaning of the form 
mra-sia Lewo. It is probably derived from an earlier Oceanic form *mata. meaning face, front’. (This 
meaning is now expressed in Lewo with the body part kunu- ‘nose’.) The occurrence in this list of both 
mra- and mras- as construct components for compound nouns from mra-sia is unexplained.
33 This form has no independent meaning in Lewo, but probably derives from POC *lipo- ‘tooth’.
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Table 32 (cont)
COMPOUND COMPONENTS MEANING
mra-pu- fruit + corner ‘hip’
mra-yu- fruit + breast ‘breast’
mras-la- fruit + foot ‘toe’
mras-lima- fruit + hand finger’
pia-mena- shell + temple forehead’
pulu-ga- hole + ? ‘armpit’
pulu-go- hole + mouth ‘voice ’
pulu-kunu- hole + nose ‘nostril’
pulu-kuru-ne- hole + ? ‘indentation at back o f neck’
pulu-mara- hole + face ‘core o f sore, boil; nipple’
puru-mene- trunk + ? ‘tongue ’
vilu-go- hair + mouth ‘moustache; facial hair’
vilu-kuku-mara- hair + ? + face ‘eyebrow’
vilu-lu-kla-mara- hair + RED + eye 
(= round + face)
‘eyelash ’
wa-mara- liquid + face ‘tear’
wa-siri- liquid + spit ‘spittle ’
wa-yu- liquid + breast ‘breast-milk ’
5.3.6.2. Construct noun + free noun
The next kind of compound nouns is those formed from the combination of a construct noun (the 
noun root only, without the absolutive suffix -sia or the possessive marker -ne) plus free noun. 
This compounding can result in non-locational free nouns like kove fence’ and si ‘sea’ 
becoming locational compounds.
(78) me-pa e si me-pito lo-sl
1peS-R.go LOC sea 1peS-R.go.down inside-sea
‘We went out to sea. ’ ‘We went down to the sea-shore. ’
A particularly common usage of this construction type is to combine one of the construct nouns 
with the name of a plant or tree, as in many of the examples below. The use and utility of such 
forms is extensive.
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Table 33 : Construct + free noun compounds
COMPOUND COMPONENTS MEANING
kuru-yero spine + sago ‘spine o f  sago palm le a f
la-pa branch + banyan ‘branch o f  banyan tree’
Lo-kopui inside + tree sp. ‘(village name)’
lo-kove inside + fence ‘garden ’
lo-maru inside + coconut ‘plantation ’
lo-si inside + sea ‘sea-shore’
mra-kiavi fruit + clam ‘axe-head’
mra-vl fruit + banana ‘a banana ’
ma-tusi leaf + book ‘page’
ma-venue leaf + tree sp. ‘leaf o f  venue tree’
me-kiavi stump + clam ‘axe’
pulu-viyu hole + bow/gun ‘bore/nozzle o f  gun ’
puru-maru trunk + coconut ‘coconut palm ’
vina-klok flower + “clock” plant ‘flowers that open late in day ’
5.3.6.3. Bound noun + modifier
Earlier, bound nouns were described as those that are obligatorily marked for possessor person 
by means of possessive suffixes. However, we modify this slightly now to accommodate 
instances where certain bound noun roots can be found in construction with other lexemes besides 
the possessive suffixes. In all these cases, the second element can be regarded as having a very 
tight kind of association with the bound noun root. The second element may be a verb or another 
noun, in each case representing some kind of modifying attribute (including possessor for proper 
nouns). This noun compounding strategy is not common, and does not appear to be productive 
beyond the expressions like those exemplified below (79-81).
(79) yepe-wo
body-good
‘Health, well-being. ’
(80) par-kawa
head-strong
‘Strong-headed person, rascal. ’
(81) arima-Pita
father-Peter
‘Peter’s father. ’
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5.3.6.4. Construct noun + modifier
Just a few compound noun forms have been found that are made from a construct noun plus a 
modifier. (In the second example, the modifier is a reduced form of the colour term yuwowo 
‘white ’):
(82) mra-mene
fruit-red
‘Any ripe fruit, in particular, a ripe eating banana. ’
(83) kulu-wo
skin-white
‘Albino. ’
5.3.6.5. Construct noun + construct noun
Just a single example of a doubly-compounded noun, with two construct noun roots appended to 
a common noun, has been found.
(84) lo-ma-mini
place-leaf-grass
‘Fallow area, old garden plot. ’
5.3.6.6. Compounds from free nouns
There are two non-locational free nouns (yaru ‘man, male’ and yo ‘place’) which have 
secondary reduced or modified variants (yer- and ye- respectively) that function like construct 
nouns, in that they are used to form compound nouns. Some of the forms with ye- participate in 
what are described later as ambience (or “meteorological”) clauses (§12.9.5).
[from ma-mini] 
leaf-grass
‘Grass leaves, ie. grass. ’
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Table 34 : Compounds from free nouns varu and yo
COMPOUND COMPONENTS MEANING
ye-malu place + shady ‘shade ’
ye-mnunu place + earthquake ‘earthquake ’
ye-sirilu place + leaking ‘leak’
yer-kawa man + strong ‘important person ’
yer-mare man + die ‘devil’
yer-maruwa man + mature ‘oldperson, elder’
yer-mene man + ?34 ‘male person ’
Sometimes a semantic distinction can be made between their occurrence in a compound, and their 
functioning as a head in a head-modifier phrase.
(85) yaru mare
man die
‘Dead person. ’
yer-mare
man-die
‘Devil. ’
(86) yaru kawa
man strong
‘Big, powerful man. ’
yer-kawa
man-strong 
‘Important man. ’
5.3.6.7. Idiosyncratic compounds
One compound noun has been found that may result from the combination of a verb root (la ‘to 
give, take ’) and a bound noun. This does not appear to be a productive process. The word is la- 
lima- take (?) + hand, which means ‘inheritance ’.
5.3.7. Proper nouns
Personal names, and names of geographical features, villages, areas, islands and countries etc. 
are all proper names. The names of ships are also treated as proper nouns, and most of the taxi- 
trucks on Epi are also accorded this privilege. The main syntactic consequence of this is that 
these forms generally occur alone as arguments, and never with the article tai ‘a, one, some ’.
(87) Tomlo 0-pan mam me-pa ma Nikaura me-su-mate Marata
(name) 3sS-R.carry 1pe 1peS-R.go up (name) 1 peS-be.at-wait (name)
‘Tomlo (truck) took us to Nikaura (village) to wait for (the) Marata (ship). ’
34This form has no independent meaning in Lewo, but clearly derives from POC ‘rjmaqane ‘male’.
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As a consequence of their naming function, many phrases that were originally descriptive of 
(some feature of) the place they now name are regarded as proper nouns.
In stories, the names of animals (especially birds), and trees (less often), are often construed as 
proper nouns.
(89) Lome 0-pis 0-pa Keriko
dove 3sS-R.say 3sS-R.go kingfisher
‘Dove said to Kingfisher... ’
(90) puru-laki lala a-m-ligan vise-na 0-pato pu-n Puru-maru
trunk-tree PL 3pS-R-send say-NOM 3sS-R.go.down PREP-TR trunk-coconut
‘The (other) trees sent word down to Coconut-Palm. ’
5.3.8. Interrogative nouns
The words that are used to ask about things (ya(ra) ‘w h a t naape ‘which?’), people (ai 
‘who?’), place (pe ‘where?’) and time (pogwai ‘when?’), which could be regarded as 
interrogative nouns, are described, along with other similar forms, as epistememes in §8.
5.3.9. Vocative nouns
There are several nouns in Lewo that have both personal referent and personal address forms, the 
former being used to talk about the person, the latter being used to vocatively address them (all 
proper person names are like this also). There are also just a few address forms without a 
personal referent equivalent.
(88) Wi-Kawa
water-bitter
‘Bitter-Water’
Lowe-Keviu
passage.in. reef-big 
‘Main-Passage ’
Pulu-lka
hole-fish 
‘Fish-Hole ’
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Table 35 : Vocative nouns
REFERENT
FORM
MEANING VOCATIVE
FORM
MEANING
apua ‘grandparent’ apu ‘Grandma/pa ’
arima- fa ther’ ata ‘D ad’
ane- ‘mother’ auia ‘Mum
lae ‘Dear (as in letters)’
mara ‘M ate’
papo ‘avoidance relative ’
tawena ‘in-law’ tawi, wan35 ‘In-law’
In recent times, the Bislama term mama ‘mother’ has tended to displace both the referent form 
ane- and vocative form auia. The vocative form ata ‘D ad’ is also widely used as a referent 
form.
5.3.10. Generic noun suri
The generic common noun in Lewo is suri ‘thing’. It can occur with this basic sense (91), but is 
also used as a semantically empty dummy noun in various contexts, such as when a name of 
something is forgotten (92), or to express approximate or indefinite quantification (93), or to 
express the concept of ‘kind o f st. ’ (94).
(91) o-pisu, 0-m-la ke suri tai
2sS-R.see 3sS-R-carry TA thing ART 
‘Look out, he ’s got something (in his hand)! ’
(92) sa-na ki suri napa
POSS-3sP name thing DEIC
'Her name’s thingamy, oh I should know it. ’
(93) me-mapila tote suri tai
1peS-plant thirty thing ART
‘We planted thirty-something/around thirty. ’
(94) pur-suri moki
trunk-thing many
‘All kinds of trees. ’
35 This last form is considered to be borrowed from Paamese (cf. uan in Crowley 1992:168). It tends to 
be used among unmarried in-laws, while tawi is used among those already married.
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5.4. Limiter clitic -ga
The limiting clitic -ga ‘just, only’ is phonologically bound to whatever it follows by stress 
patterns and is written in the orthography hyphenated to it. Grammatically, the form is an 
independent item, and will be discussed as such when the structure of noun phrases is considered 
(§9 .6).
(95) sisi-ga lala
child-just PL
‘Just the children. ’
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CHAPTER 6 : VERBS
6.1. Introduction
None of the various word classes in Lewo are particularly complex morphologically, and in 
nearly every case, the internal morphology is purely agglutinative. The word class displaying the 
greatest amount of internal structure is the verb, which is now described.
The nuclear constituent of the verb is the stem, which can be prefixed with marking for subject 
person and number, and for mood. The stem can be followed firstly with ranks of nuclear layer 
serial verbs, indicating various semantic extensions and modifications to the meaning of the verb 
stem; then secondly a transitive marker can occur; and finally, object person and number marking 
can be found.1 This ordering of the constituent elements of the verb is summarised in Table 36.
Table 36: Lewo verb structure
Subject Person Mood VERB Nuclear Transitive Object Person
Prefixes STEM Serial Verbs Suffix Suffixes
A single syntactic fact enables a rigorous and unambiguous definition of the verb to be made: all 
verbs, and only verbs, are always marked for subject person and number with one of the subject 
person prefixes. This is then a necessary and sufficient condition for a form to be designated as a 
verb. One problem with this definition is that as will be seen, one of the subject person prefixes 
is 0 -  ‘third person singular \  and so the presence of this prefix often needs to be inferred from 
silence. However, the definition holds up in that verbs are still the only lexical bases that may 
occur with any of the prefixes, and a base that is found with a subject person prefix in any 
context is automatically designated a verb.
In terms of their participation in higher levels of structure, verbs typically function as the heads 
of predicates in verbal clauses.
1 Lewo verbal morphology cannot easily be characterised as either primarily prefixal or suffixal, 
although the theoretical tendency for the language should be for the former type (following Greenberg in 
Givön 1984:189).
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The subject person prefixes were singled out from the other verb constituents as definitive of 
verbal status because (along with the stem itself) they are the only obligatory component. All of 
the other preposed and postposed constituents are optional, and (again prefiguring later 
discussion), in some cases, never occurring at all in certain contexts or for certain verb types. As 
a consequence of this, the minimal Lewo verb can be made up of just a stem, which in its own 
minimal expression is just a verb root. Single verb roots can therefore appear as well-formed 
words, and as well-formed utterances, in certain contexts.2
(1) 0-kovio
3sS-be.lost
‘It’s lost. ’
(2) 0-mare
3sS-die
‘He/she/it has died. ’
Maximal, or near maximal, expansions of the verb construction type, with every, or most 
constituent elements manifested in some way, occur readily.
(3)
(4)
(5)
ne- pisu -veve -la
subject person mood + verb nuclear serial verb object person
1sS
7 checked them. ’
R.see check 3pO
a- m- yau -ni -ko
subject person mood verb transitive object person
3pS R sing TR 2sO
‘They sang about you. ’
te- m- loge -pali -ni -a
subject person mood verb nuclear serial verb transitive object person
1 piS R hear miss TR 3sO
‘We misheard because o f it. ’
Each of the constituent parts of verb structure will now be described.
6.2. Subject prefixes
Subject person and number prefixes take the portmanteau forms as in Table 37.
2 Single uninflected (except for 0-) verb roots can occur as citation forms of verbs as well, a fact that is 
advantageous for the making of a practical dictionary for Lewo. However, without the discourse context 
that allows for such minimal forms to occur, many speakers are uncomfortable with them as citation 
forms, and prefer to include an independent subject person pronoun (mostly third person singular, but 
not always) before the verb.
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Table 37 : Subject prefixes
sg Pi
inc te-
1 ne-
exc me-
2 o- a-
3 0- a-
This table demonstrates the point made earlier, that one of the forms in this paradigm is a zero 
morpheme, 0 -  3sS. Second and third person plural take the same form a-.3
A full listing of this paradigm with the verb su 'be a t’ and nuclear layer serial verb malu 
‘upright’ (hence the Lewo equivalent for ‘to stand’) is given.
Table 38 : Sample paradigm of subject prefixes
ne-su-malu 7 stand. ’
o-su-malu ‘You(sg.) stand. ’
0-su-malu 'He/she/it stands. ’
te-su-malu 'W e(inci) stand. ’
me-su-malu 'We(excL) stand. ’
a-su-malu 'You(pi) stand. ’
a-su-malu ‘They stand. ’
We reiterate here from §3.5.1 that a vowel harmony rule applies to the three first person subject 
prefixes, whereby the e vowel (strictly I El) in each may occur as a, e, or o, depending on features 
of the tongue position of the first vowel of the verb root.
(6) na-kale ta-kale ma-kale
1sS-look.for 1piS-look.for 1peS-look.for
7 search. ’ ‘ We(incl.) search.' ‘ We(excl.) search. ’
3 All the first person forms are of the pattern Ce-, and while it might be possible to segment these 
having internal constituency (with e [actually a morphophoneme IEI] marking first person, and the 
marking number and inclusive/exclusive for just that person distinction), this is regarded as an over­
analysis and is not adopted here.
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(7) ne-kinana te-kinana
1 piS-eat
‘We(incl.) eat. ’
me-kinana
1 peS-eat
‘We(excl.) eat.
1 sS-eat
7 eat. ’
(8) no-kusi to-kusi
1 piS-carry
‘We(incl.) carry. ’
mo-kusi
1 peS-carry
‘We(exci) carry. ’
1 sS-carry
7 carry. ’
Verbs whose first vowel is e take the ne-, te-, me- prefixes, and verbs whose first vowel is o take 
the no-, to-, mo- ones.
6.2.1 Agreement
There is normally exact agreement between the inherent person and number of the subject 
argument, and the subject prefix taken by the verb (9).
(9) ko o-ka-ni-a
you(s) 2sS-eat-TR-3sO
‘You eat it. ’
However, there is one variation from this pattern, in the third person. Third person singular 
subjects always take 0 -  (10), but only third person plural animate subjects take a- (11). Third 
person plural inanimate subjects regularly take the zero prefix 0 -  (12). This is not absolute 
however, as sometimes the plural prefix will occur with inanimate subjects, and for this reason, 
instead of identifying a pair of plural prefixes a- ‘3pS animate’ and 0 -  ‘3pS inanimate’ in the 
chart above, the absence of an overt prefix with inanimate plurals is regarded as a neutralisation 
to the third person singular prefix.
(10) Pita 0-mare
(name) 3sS-die 
‘Peter died. ’
(11) lokuli lala a-mar-mare
dog PL 3pS-RED-die
‘The dogs died. ’
(12) puru-maru lala 0-mar-mare
tree-coconut PL 3sS-RED-die
‘The coconut palms died. ’
There are few occasions where any other kind of pragmatic or illocutionary function over-rides 
the usual literal meaning of the various subject prefixes. One such situation is where several 
forms with the second person singular prefix o- (and hence probably imperatives originally), have 
come to function as exclamations or sentence level particles. An example is the form osu (= o- 
visu 2sS-look) which functions like ‘Look,...’, or the archaic English ‘Behold!’. Another
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situation is where verbs marked with the third person plural prefix a- function to express any 
generalised or defocussed agent argument in the pseudo-passive construction (§12.5.7).
6.3. Realis and irrealis
6.3.1. Realis marking
The complex of Tense-Aspect-Mood (TAM) categories frequently associated with verbal 
morphology4 is relatively unspecified in Lewo. The single component of this complex that is 
morphologically marked on Lewo verbs is a simple two-way distinction between realis and 
irrealis mood.5 Further, there are two ways in which the overt expression of this category is even 
further reduced in the language. Firstly, mood is marked for some verbs, but for others, it is 
never specified at all. Secondly, only realis mood is formally marked, with the irrealis mood 
marker either being “unmarked”, or another “0 -” morpheme.6
However, the formal specification of realis mood in Lewo is morphologically somewhat complex, 
involving a number of different phonologically conditioned variants and strategies. Significant 
among these are verb-stem initial consonant alternations, which are discussed in §7 following. 
Where this marking of realis is employed, it is being carried by the initial consonant of the verb, 
which cannot be broken from it, so the second line in examples will show a composite gloss for 
‘R ’ and the meaning of the verb root (13). It is noted for now that the most frequent marking of 
realis mood is the prefix m- (14).
(13) a-pinau-ni-a
3pS-R.steal-TR-3sO
‘They stole it. ’
4 TAM is “an obligatory component of simple sentences” and “TAM morphology tends to cluster—and 
often cliticize—around the verb” (Givön 1984:269, 271).
5 This high degree of underspecification of verbal tense, aspect and mood categories in Lewo contrasts 
with the situation in the neighbouring NCV languages Paamese and Namakir. For example, for 
Paamese, Crowley gives a total of six different mood categories (1982:131). Elsewhere, he describes the 
Paamese system as the most complex in Central Vanuatu (Crowley 1991).
6 This marked vs. unmarked strategy is quite adequate, and the most efficient, for a bi-polar parameter, 
but the practical effect of this, combined with the first factor above, is that a high proportion of verbal 
tokens show no overt marking of mood at all. The proportion would be much higher if it were not for 
the fact that realis marking is overtly marked on many of the highest frequency verbs. While the 
unmarked mood is irrealis in Lewo, other languages have it the other way around: eg. the Oceanic 
Papuan Tip language Tawala has realis as the morphologically unmarked category, and marks irrealis 
and potential “aspect” or mood with the preverbal prefixes ta- and na- respectively (Ezard 1991:236). 
Similarly, Longgu has an irrealis mood particle ho, but realis is unmarked (Hill 1992:99). See also fn. 
5, §7.2., where it is noted that the markedness of the realis category in NCV is cross-linguistically very 
unusual.
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(14) ne-m-yali
1sS-R-walk
7 walked. ’
6.3.2. Realis and irrealis mood
This two-way distinction obtaining in Lewo is similar to that found in many Austronesian 
languages.7 It is a distinction in modality, by which is meant the degree of factuality of events. 
The modal nature of realis and irrealis marking in Lewo is evident when their functions are 
characterised as distinguishing respectively between events which are perceived as actual, and 
those which are perceived as hypothetical.8 In the Lewo language data used throughout this 
description, the translation equivalents of Lewo realis mood are nearly always English simple 
past or present continuous tense. For irrealis mood, English future tense is used, as it can nearly 
always adequately capture the sense of hypotheticality.
The following examples demonstrate some of the range of function of verbs marked with realis 
and irrealis. Recall that for the verbs which can be marked for realis-irrealis, such marking is 
obligatory, but there are many verbs for which the realis-irrealis distinction is never marked at 
all, and for which the same “meanings” must be expressed by alternative strategies (mostly with 
post-verbal TAM particles, temporal adverbials, or modifier-like nuclear layer serial verbs, or by 
context alone). Many of these other strategies are also simultaneously employed by mood- 
marked verbs as well.
7 Givön (1984:309) says that in many “Austronesian languages, the major morphological distinction in 
the TAM system is between realis and irrealis”. While these categories are often referred to as realis 
and irrealis “aspect” (eg. Ezard 1991:232), this is taken as being an informal usage, and these are more 
correctly considered to refer to “mood/modality”. “Tense” refers to time as points in a sequence, 
“aspect” involves the boundedness of time-spans (with tense often establishing a temporal reference 
point), and “modality” relates to entities having factual or potential existence (again often with reference 
to a location in the sequence of time) (Givön 1984:272). Attempting this distinction between tense, 
aspect and mood does involve maintaining a “pretense that each forms a separate, self-contained 
functional domain” (Givön 1984:272). The significant degree of interconnectedness of these categories 
warrants continuing to talk about the TAM complex for Lewo, referring to all the different ways in 
which tense, aspect and mood distinctions in the language are morphologically expressed, and 
functionally overlap and interrelate. Lynch (1975:97 endnote 1) notes several different pairs of terms 
that have been used, depending on whether the category is considered to be a matter of tense, aspect or 
mode: the distinction is “variously labelled future/nonfuture, past/nonpast, actual/potential and 
realis/irrealis”.
8 Realis covers “the past, present and habitual, while irrealis covers the future, together with other 
future-projecting modal categories” (Givön 1984:309). A slightly more expansive designation of realis 
is that it refers to events that are “prior to the present,...simultaneous with the present,...events that are 
intended to express general truths for which temporal specification is irrelevant” (Crowley 1982:132). 
Similarly, for defining irrealis: “irrealis...indicates that something is unreal, future, desired, 
contemplated, intended or hypothetical” (Grimes 1991:220).
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Realis mood marking occurs with verbs expressing events in the past or present, or habitual or 
frequent activity, and the expression of negatives (also marked for realis; §15.2.2).
(15) Palua 0-pa e wa [past]
(name) 3sS-R.go LOC ship
‘Palua went out to the ship. ’
(16) Palua 0-pa ke e wa
(name) 3sS-R.go TAM LOC ship
‘Palua is going out to the ship/is out at the ship. ’
(17) wa nene 0-pimi-lue-ga
ship DEIC 3sS-R.come-aiways-just
‘That ship is always coming/frequently comes. ’
(18) pe me-m-leni re poli
R.NEG1 1peS-R-pray NEG2 NEG3
‘We didn ’t pray (at a specific point in time)./We didn ’t usually pray. ’
The unmarked irrealis is used to express situations that are in the future, or that the speaker 
assumes will or should occur under certain conditions, such as in purpose clauses, and 
conditionals.
(19) Palua 0-va e wa [future]
(name) 3sS-l.go LOC ship
‘Palua will go out to the ship. ’
(20) slne-la-nl 0-sape Palua 0-va e wa [purpose in subordinate
gut-3pP-TR 3sS-say (name) 3sS-l.go LOC ship clause]
‘They want Palua to go out to the ship. ’
(21) Anti 0-pimi 0-tol-veve la-u 0-sape [conditional]
(name) 3sS-R.come 3sS-touch-check leg-1 sP 3sS-say
sae puriu 0-wu-ro-via ne a-ligan inu ne-va Vila
CONJ bone 3sS-l.break-half-TRDEIC 3pS-l.put 1s 1sS-l.go (name)
‘Andy came and held and checked my leg, saying that if a/the bone was broken (irrealis), they 
would send (irrealis) me to Vila. ’
It will be shown later that the marking of realis-irrealis plays a major role in helping to 
distinguish the two distinct layers of the clause at which serialisation occurs. Nuclear-layer serial 
verbs are not usually marked for this modal category, while core layer serial verbs are (§14.1.2).
[present/progressive]
[habitual/frequentative activity]
[negative in past or present]
6.4. Verb Stem
Most regularly, single verb roots occur as the head constituent in verbs. It is necessary to 
distinguish a number of basic verb types and subtypes in Lewo. These are intransitive verbs 
(including Stative, motion, and location sub-types), transitive verbs, and the copula verb. The
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motivation for these classes, and description of their functions, is held over until matters relating 
to transitivity and clause structure are discussed in §12.
However, there are also several contexts in which the nucleus of the verb is itself a construction, 
rather than just a single verb root. Such verb stems result from reduplication of (part of) the verb 
root (§6.4.1), or from incorporated objects (§6.4.3). Also in this section, for descriptive 
completeness, a number of submorphemic verb formatives are noted (§6.4.2), which reflect an 
earlier stage of constituency that has now been obliterated in the modem language.
6.4.1. Reduplication
There is a productive reduplication strategy for Lewo verbs, although it is not particularly 
frequently employed. Its function is discussed first, and then its formal features are described.
6.4.1.1. Functions of reduplication
The component of meaning that reduplication adds to the meaning of the root verb might be 
characterised as “intensification”, but this is a general term that has quite different application in 
particular cases.9 One application is to express “plurality in event”, but even this can be 
construed in two ways, either as plurality of actor (22),10 or plurality of action, with singular 
(23) or plural actors (24).
(22) a-m-ligan sira 0-me-ke na a-pi-vimi si ura
3pS-R-put woman 3sS-stay.at-TA EMPH 3pS-R.RED-come again shore
‘They left the woman there (on the reef) and returned back to shore. ’
(23) kei ko na o-ka-ka-n-plan ke suri ka-na
(excl) 2s EMPH 2sS-RED-eat-TR-all TA thing POSS-3sP
kia-u nompui lala
POSS-1sP pig PL
‘(She said,) Hey, i t ’s you you’ve eaten/been eating the (edible) things of my pigs. ’
(24) te-leriko kawa laia napa a-ka-ka-n yaru lala
elf strong PL REL 3pS-RED-eat-TR person PL
‘The strong elves who eat/keep eating people. ’
9 So “intensifying” something “fast” or “big” makes it “faster” or “bigger”, while “intensifying” 
something “slow” or “small” makes it “slower” or “smaller”, and so on. Applying this component of 
intensification or enhancement to a verb gives a resultant meaning that is probably dependent on both 
wider cognitive and culture-specific conceptual appreciations of the inherent semantics of verbs, or of 
semantically defined verb classes.
10 This is the expressed linguistic perception of Lewo speakers: when they are asked why the verb is 
“doubled”, in all cases their response is that it is because the action was done by many people.
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In (22) it is clear from the context of the story that there was just one trip out on to the reef, and 
one return, so the reduplication of the verb reflects that the women, plural, returned. This 
occurrence of reduplication expresses number concord between subjects and verbs, in that where 
such reduplication occurs, the actor subject is plural. In (23) and (24), there is no such concord 
between subject and verb; the action is simply carried out a number of times.
The combination in (24) of past tense (from context), plural actor and plural activity sets the 
scene for a frequentative, habitual or repetitive aspectual reading, as suggested in the gloss. Thus 
reduplication is the route by which Lewo can effectively, and iconically, modify verbs for this 
aspect of “intensification” of the meaning of the verb root.11
Note, however, that none of the above situations obligatorily require reduplication: plural subject 
verbs are much more often unreduplicated than reduplicated, and where other contextual clues or 
aspect marking points to habitual aspect, further verbal reduplication to express this is not 
necessary. The basic meanings expressed by reduplication can all be expressed in other ways, 
and reduplication is an additional resource available to the speaker for these meanings to be 
highlighted or reinforced.
6.4.1.2. Form of reduplication
Reduplication is essentially a predictable phonological operation that takes place at the level of 
word structure, with syllables (S) being the units that are involved. A number of formal sub- 
types can be identified, depending on the number and shape of the syllables of the verb roots, 
although some unpredictable irregular formations are also encountered.
6.4.1.2.1. Reduplication of S-| in Si verbs
Verbs that comprise a single open or closed syllable are fully reduplicated. This specification 
includes those cases where high vowel deletion has left syllables with complex onsets, as in kla.
RED.ka ‘to f l y ’ —> ka.ka
RED.su ‘to be a t ’ —> su.su
RED.wo ‘to rain ’ wo.wo
RED.kla ‘to do  ’ -> kla.kla
RED.kor ‘to d ig  o u t’ —> kor.kor
RED.yal ‘to w a lk ’ —» yal.yal
11 Tryon has reported some verbs for Mae where the plural subject stem is suppleted, ie. of a form not 
clearly related to the stem used with singular subjects (Tryon nd.). Such stems are not found in Lewo.
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6.4.1.2.2. Reduplication of S-j in Si S2 verbs
Two syllable verbs typically reduplicate the first syllable of the root. This partial reduplication is 
the most common formation for reduplication. Included here are those cases where a sequence of 
two vowels, the first of which is a high vowel, are resyllabified as CV syllable, as with mol.ue 
(from mo.lu.e).
RED.ka.te ‘to appear ’ —> ka.ka.te
RED.ko.vio ‘to be lost ’ —> ko.ko.vio
RED.kra.e ‘to play ’ —> kra.kra.e
RED.mol.ue ‘to depart’ —» mol.mol.ue
RED.va.no ‘to go’ —> va.va.no
6.4.1.2.3. Reduplication of S2 in S-| S2 verbs
There are a few bisyllabic verbs which do not reduplicate the first syllable, as in the usual pattern 
just listed above, but reduplicate the second syllable. In each case, the first syllable of these 
verbs is of the form vi, which we have seen earlier is a phonologically “weak” sequence in Lewo, 
often susceptible to deletion.
RED.vi.su ‘to see’ -> vi.su.su12
RED.vi.sa ‘to say’ —> vi.sa.sa
6.4.1.2.4. Reduplication of S-jC in S-|S2(=C...) verbs
Where the first syllable of a word is an open syllable, and where the second syllable begins with a 
consonant which is able to function as the coda of a closed syllable, then the reduplicated element 
will be a new syllable made up of the first syllable, and this consonant.
RED.ma.re ‘to die ’ —» mar.ma.re
RED.ku.lu ‘to bathe ’ —» kul.ku.lu
RED.wo.ru ‘to arrive ’ —> wor.wo.ru
6.4.1.2.5. Reduplication of V.S verbs
Two syllable verbs that are made up of a single vowel as the first syllable, fully reduplicate.
RED.u.re ‘to flee’ -> u.re.u.re
RED.u.la ‘to jump’ —> u.la.u.la
12 Lewo and closely-related Lamen differ at this point, eg. while Lewo has this form visu-su, Lamen 
reduplicates the first syllable to give vi-visu.
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6.4.1.2.6. Reduplication of verbs of three of more syllables
For multi-syllabic verbs, the first syllable is the one that is usually reduplicated.
RED.ki.na.na ‘to eat’ 
RED.ta.ma.Ie.le ‘to hang’ 
RED.ta.po.lo.u ‘to hide’
- >
— > ki.ki.na.na
ta.ta.ma.le.le
ta.ta.po.lo.u
However, where the first syllable of the word is of the form wu or vi (syllables that were seen to 
be “weak” and susceptible to deletion), then it is the second syllable that is reduplicated.
6.4.1.3. Irregularly reduplicated forms
Some irregularity arises from verb roots which contribute two, or sometimes three, reduplicated 
forms, adopting more than one of the above strategies. For example, kulu ‘to swim’ occurs 
regularly reduplicated as kul-kulu ‘to swim around’. However, the forms ku-kulu and kulu-lu 
are also sometimes found (but never kulu-kulu).
Those bi-syllabic roots which usually reduplicate the final syllable can also be found with the 
first syllable reduplicated, so from visu ‘to see ’, both visu-su and vi-visu can be found.
Some reduplications involve a change in the consonants of the root. For example, siga ‘to 
knock’ is reduplicated as siga-riga, while tapena ‘be different’ is reduplicated to tape-tapena. 
If we assume that it is the first part that is the reduplicated element, then in the first case, the 
consonant of the root is affected by reduplication, while in the second, it is the consonant within 
the reduplication itself that changes.
Sometimes, the reduplicative process appears to iterate. For example, the verb root kiri ‘to run ’, 
can occur reduplicated as either kir-kiri, or kiri-rl, or (as a combination of the two) kir-kiri-ri, 
where some way of describing extra fast motion is called for.
In a few other cases, the intrusion of the string r(e/o) can be noted. This is only found with the 
reduplication of the word for ‘to be big’, and for the several words for ‘to be small’, so its 
presence would appear to be determined by the semantic relatedness of these words.
RED.kev.yu ‘to be big’ -> ker.kev.yu13
RED.te.kak ‘to be small’ -> te.re.kak
13 In Lamen, this intrusive element appears infixed within the root: RED.keviyu -* ke-kereviyu.
RED.wu.va.ga ‘to shine’ -» wu.va.va.ga
RED.vi.ya.vi ‘to be long’ —» vi.ya.ya.vi
RED.vi.ya.pa ‘to dismiss’ —» vi.ya.ya.pa
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RED.to.mak ‘to be sm all’ —» to.rp.mak
RED.vi.to.kak ‘to be sm all’ —» vi.to.ro.kak
(25) lala telu napa na lua a-ker-kevyu a tai na 0-tomak-ga
3p three REL DEIC two 3pS-RED-big CONJ one EMPH 3sS-small-just
‘These three, two of them were big and one was just small. ’
(26) 0-mal yarn lua na yarn ne la a-vitorokak-ga
3sS-R.see person two CONJ person DEIC PL 3pS-small-just
‘He saw two people, and these people were only small. ’
Separate phonological motivations for the occurrence of r(e/o) in these words could be given 
(involving v —» r in the first case, and t —> r in the second), but no single explanation that can 
account for them all has been found. It seems then that the intmsive element has arisen from a 
morphological source, rather than as a phonological process, but there is nothing else in Lewo 
that indicates clearly what this source might be.
6.4.1.4. Inherently reduplicated forms
There are a very few forms in Lewo that can be suspected as having arisen from reduplicative 
derivation, but for which the simple unreduplicated form is no longer synchronically present in 
the language. This hypothesis about the origin of these forms is reinforced with the observation 
that they cannot be reduplicated in Lewo today. Examples are kekea ‘to crawl’, lulu1 ‘to hold 
out hand fo r ’, and yuwawa ‘to shiver, to shake’. For the first, an unreduplicated kea is still 
found in Lamen, and for the second, there is a lulu2 ‘to singe’ which does have an unreduplicated 
source lu.
6.4.1.5. Reduplication and realis marking
The tabulation of verb structure in §6.1 indicated that realis marking precedes the verb stem in 
left-to-right order (27), and this order is maintained when the verb stem is a reduplicated form. 
Realis marking is attached to the reduplicated segment which appears as the first part of the verb 
stem (28).
(27) la-u 0-laea
leg-1 sP 3sS-l.hurt
‘My leg will hurt. ’
(28) yepe-u la 0-la-laea
body-1 sP PL 3sS-RED-hurt
‘My limbs will hurt. ’
la-u 0-m-laea
leg-1 sP 3sS-R-hurt
‘My leg was hurting. ’
yepe-u la 0-m-la-laea
body-1 sP PL 3sS-R-RED-hurt
‘My limbs were all hurting. ’
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Where the verb stem is one that undergoes consonant coalescence in the realis form (29), then 
under reduplication the initial consonant of the reduplicated segment will show the same 
consonant alternation, but not the verb root that follows, which remains unchanged (30).
(29) magko 0-vili
mango 3s-l.fall
‘A mango will fall. ’
(30) magko lala a-vi-vili
mango PL 3p-l.RED-l.fall
‘Mangos will fall. ’
magko 0-pili
mango 3s-R.fall
‘A mango fell. ’
magko lala a-pi-vili
mango PL 3p-R.RED-l.fall
‘Mangos fell. ’
The following examples show the same pattem:
(31) kie-la tag la 0-pule-ule sike-na
POSS-3pP tank PL 3sS-R.RED-full stay-EMPH
‘Their tanks are all full up. ’
(32) a-pa-va ufha la ma-la
3pS-R.RED-go home PL POSS-3pP
‘They all went to their homes. ’
(33) amiu a-par-war amiu papis
2p 2pS-R.RED-carry 2s too.much
‘You are too proud (lifting yourselves up). ’
(34) a-pio-vlo ma-la wi garo Lowi
3pS-R.RED-fetch POSS-3pP water down.at (place)
‘They used to get their water down at Lowi. ’
The way in which realis marking only occurs on the left-most part of the verb stem, leaving the 
verb root in reduplicated verbs unmarked, reinforces the status of the irrealis form of the verb as 
the unmarked variant in Lewo.
One exception to this pattem has been found, where some verb roots reduplicate with realis 
aspect marking attached to both the root and the reduplication. That is, the usual pattern is for 
verbs to reduplicate within the verb stem, as the head constituent of the verb:
RED (realis + verb) —> realis + ((verb) + (verb))
but in a few instances, realis marking is linked with the verb in such a way that under 
reduplication, both components are repeated, ie.:
RED (realis + verb) -> (realis + verb) + (realis + verb)
For example, in irrealis mood, we ‘to hit ’ reduplicates regularly we-we, but the realis form of the 
verb me (= ml- ‘realis’ + we ‘to h it’) reduplicates as me-me. This is taken to be consequence of
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the coalescence of the bilabial nasal m of the realis marker, and the initial w semi-vowel of the 
root, into the single labial-velar nasal segment m. The same situation occurs in (35), where pani 
(realis of the verb wani ‘to carry cargo’) is reduplicated with labial-velar stop p.
(35) pupia pawa wa napa 0-pa-pani ke maru lala 0-pimi
huge big ship REL 3sS-R.RED-R.carry TA copra PL 3sS-R.come
‘The big huge ship that usually carries the copra came.'
In some other cases, the linking of the realis marker as the first part of a complex CC syllable 
onset provides adequate phonological binding for it to be retained under reduplication, as in (36).
(36) a-m-la-m-la-vira-vira-ni narin miau lala a-mu-ni-a
3pS-R-RED-R-bring-RED-gather-TR small kava PL 3pS-drink-TR-3sO
‘They each brought together some small pieces of kava and (made them and) drank it. ’
While this account provides a phonologically motivated explanation for this repetition of realis 
marking, it does not explain why this happens sometimes only.
6.4.2. Verb stem formatives
There are a number of well established POC verbal affixes and particles whose history and 
development are of great interest to comparativists.14 None of those treated here continue to be 
productive, and as relics of the POC affixes are of sub-morphemic status in modem Lewo. They 
are described here as formatives, a term which is not to be interpreted as implying anything about 
the psycholinguistic reality of these elements for native speakers.
14 The inclusion of these notes about the petrified reflexes in modem Lewo of some of them is a 
concession to this interest, rather than a necessary component of the synchronic description of the 
language. Among these affixes are the POC verbal prefixes *paka- ~ pa- ‘causative’ and *paRI- 
‘reciprocal’, but while reflexes of these are common in many Oceanic languages, there is no clear trace 
of them in Lewo (but for *paka see fn. 33, §9.9.1.7). Their absence in Lewo, and some other Epi 
languages, and the restricted range of function in others, could be an innovation of Proto Epi.
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6.4.2.1. Verb stem preformatives15
ma- ‘stative preformative’: several items in the verbal lexicon, expressing states, appear with this 
initial formative:16
Table 39 : Lewo verbs with preformative ma-
malivi ‘appear’ mapoa ‘be broken ’
malumu ‘be soft’ mapulu ‘be swollen up ’
malupa ‘be loose ’ maraga ‘be raw ’
maninl ‘be cold ’ maruwa ‘be o ld ’
maninivi ‘be thin ’ masusu ‘be correct’
manoa ‘be cooked’ mavini ‘not want’
ta- ‘stative preformative': a similar list to that above can be given for ta- . 17 For most of these 
items, there are semantically unrelated unprefixed forms in the language, but only two where 
speakers make a connection between the listed verb with ta-, and the unprefixed form. These are 
the pairs mali ‘to be alive’ and tamali ‘to make alive, save’,18 and lupa ‘to become loose' and 
talupa which has the same meaning (note that this form also showed derivation with ma-, giving 
malupa ‘to be loose'.
15 Pawley (1972:45) listed pi- as ‘an indicative marker with some verbs denoting reciprocal action' for 
Lewo. This suggested the possibility of Lewo having a pi- ‘reciprocal preformative ’, reflecting the POC 
reciprocal marker * paRi- (see previous footnote). However, looking at Lewo verbs beginning with pi- 
indicated that where this occurred, it was just the realis consonant alternation on verb roots beginning 
with vi-. One verb for which the initial pi.../vi... looked as if it could have resulted from the historic 
reciprocal prefix was the verb vili/pili ‘to move back and forward by hand, to scrub, to saw’, as there is 
also a root li ‘to pluck off, to use a twisting action of hand’, which might have combined with vi-/pi- to 
give viii/pili. However, the initial plausibility of this is removed with the observation that it is possible 
to reconstruct a prior source for the verb vili/pili, POC *pili ‘twist’.
16 Reflects POC *ma- ‘stative derivative prefix’ (Pawley 1972:38; 1973:141). Some of these forms can 
be shown to reflect POC forms with the prefix (eg. maruwa < POC *matuqa ‘old’\ maninivi < POC
*manipis ‘thin’), but others are listed in the chart here simply on the basis that firstly, they begin with 
ma-, secondly, they have three syllables (allowing for prefixing of ma- to an original bisyllabic Oceanic 
root), and thirdly, they have a meaning that can be seen as stative rather than active.
17 Reflects POC *ta- ‘stative derivative prefix’ (Pawley 1973:141)
18 The occurrence of m in mali and m in tamali is unexplained, but correct.
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Table 40 : Lewo verbs with preformative ta-
tamali ‘to make alive, save ’ talulu ‘to sink ’
tamalele ‘be hanging ’ talivi ‘to go around’
talupa ‘to become loose ’ tapila ‘to jump with fr ig h t’
tamare ‘to stare ’
6.4.2.2. Verb stem postformative
A form -asu can be found suffixed to a number of motion verbs.19 There is a stronger argument 
for the morphemic status of this than for any of the preformatives above, as it occurs with three 
different verb roots. However, formations with any other root, even other motion verb roots, are 
not accepted, and so the root + -asu forms below are regarded as fused forms, and synchronically 
monomorphemic. These forms are used to indicate the location of the addressee at the referenced 
point of time, so that ‘come up to you means, when realis, ‘came to where you were at that 
time ’, or when irrealis, ‘will come to where you will be \
Table 41 : Lewo verbs with postformative -asu
vimi ‘come ’ vimasu ‘come to you ’
vato ‘go down ’ vatomasu ‘go down to you ’
vami ‘come up ’ vamasu ‘come up to y o u '
(37) sae-nua a-wal inan-ena 0-marera na naga 0-imi
CONJ-COMPL 3pS-l.find sick-NOM 3sS-strong CONJ 3s 3sS-l.come
na 0-visa-wali 0-va-ni-nu ana ne-vimasu 0-vilaga
CONJ 3sS-say-find 3sS-go-TR-1sO CONJ 1sS-l.come.to.you 3sS-quick 
‘If you see the fever getting stronger, then she (the nurse) will come and tell me and I will 
come (to where you are) quickly.’
(38) pona pe o-pisa-tame re na-siri-ena ne
CONJ R.NEG1 2sS-R.say-reply NEG2 NOM-write-NOM REL
me-siri 0 -pimasu po
1peS-write 3sS-R.come.to.you NEG3
‘Neither did you answer the letter that we wrote (coming to you). ’
19 Reflects POC *watu ‘adverbial particle, motion away from speaker or motion towards hearer’ 
(Pawley 1973:173).
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6.4.3. Object incorporation
Lewo allows some generic cognate objects to be incorporated within the structure of the verb 
itself. Such “incorporated non-specific objects” (Pawley 1973:179 fn.16) are common in 
Oceanic languages. They need to be “objects appropriate to the semantics of the verb” (Givön 
1984:214, 72, 413, 416), but while it may be expected that any language has the potential for a 
very high number of appropriate verb-object pairs, it seems that only a very limited number of 
them result in actual lexicalised object incorporations. SVO ordering predisposes Lewo to this 
construction, as it involves no violation of the normal canonical order for major clause 
constituents. The usual order is for objects to follow the verb, and thus to follow the transitive 
marker -ni and object suffixes that are regarded as part of the internal morphology of the verb, so 
if a nominal lexeme is found to occur between the verb stem and these other affixes, then it is 
regarded as an incorporated object (underlined in the following examples). In (39) the 
incorporated object is a simple free noun, while in (40) it is a verbal noun, with the nominalising 
suffix included in the incorporation.
(39) a-kla-kapi-ni-a
3p-make-fire-TR-3sO
‘They made a feast for it. ’
(40) a-m-liqan-vis-ena-n plastik na kuruta
3pS-R-send-sav-NOM-TR bottle GEN blood
‘They sent (a message) for a pack of blood (for a transfusion). ’
Although object incorporation is not frequently observed, it is still clearly a productive process, 
as it can be found to occur with a number of objects which are recent introductions, and which 
are expressed by loan terms. The first example below is a paraphrase of (39) above, using the 
loan lapet ‘celebration, feast' from Bislama.
(41) a-kla-lapet-in-la
3pS-make-feast-TR-3sO
‘They made a feast for them. ’
(42) naga 0-sape 0-kus-poto-n-ko
3s 3sS-want 3sS-take-photo-TR-2sO
‘He wants to take a photo of you. ’
(43) a-mu-n-Ü-ni-a
3p-drink-TR-tea-TR-3sO
‘They will use it to drink with their tea (ie. they will drink tea with it [bread]). ’
(43) is interesting, as it shows two occurrences of the transitive marker -ni. The verb mu ‘to 
drink’ is a verb that nearly always takes this suffix, including with objects, and the object cannot 
be incorporated within it. But the occurrence of the object does have the effect of detransitivising
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the verb, and then the second -ni raises the valence again so that the new object (the bread that 
will be eaten to accompany the tea-drinking) can appear.
Object incorporation also results in the grammaticisation of some objects, leading to 
lexicalisation of the original verb + object pair. For example, the verb sikapi would have 
originated from the combination of the verb si 'make, create’ and the object kapi ‘fire ’, but today 
this verb occurs as a transitive verb in its own right, meaning ‘to roast; to cook in embers’. In 
the following example it occurs with the object yuwi ‘yam ’, as well as the serial verb -ari ‘carry’, 
giving the expression that is used to describe the annual yam harvest ceremony.
(44) a-si-kap-ari yuwi
3pS-create-fire-carry yam
‘They roasted yams to cinders. ’
Other examples where this appears to have taken place include the following (and note that for 
some of these, the original verb, or a remnant of it, no longer has independent verbal status and 
meaning):
(45) kla-kler-ia [from kileleri-ne-na ‘scale offish’]
do-scale-3sO
‘To scale a fish ’
(46) vila-siri [from siri-na ‘spittle’]
?-spit
‘To spit’
(47) iua-mene [from puru-mene-na ‘tongue’]
eject-tongue
‘To flicker, of flames. ’
(48) lo-poni [from pono-sia ‘odour, smell’ (and loge ‘see, hear?)]
perceive?-smell
‘To smell st. ’
(49) ko-tava viye-tava [from pulu-tava ‘door-way’] mra-tava ‘door’]
?-door ?-door
‘Shut st., esp. door. ’ ‘Open st., esp. door. ’
Different degrees of incorporation can be evidenced by various examples. While some objects 
are highly incorporated, occurring closer to the verb root itself than nuclear-layer serial verbs 
(50), even becoming grammaticised as above, others are less closely linked to the verb (51).
(50) a-kus-laki-ari-a-ni karo
3pS-carry-stick-duration-3sO-TR bag
‘They carried the bag on a stick (over their shoulders). ’
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(51) a-m-ligan si vis-ena-ni la telu napa
3pS-R-put again talk-NOM-TR 3p three REL
‘They sent a message again for those three. ’
The most semantically neutral noun in Lewo is suri ‘thing’. It too can be incorporated.
(52) a-kilia a-pisu-suri-a
3pS-can 3pS-R.see-thing-3sO
‘They could see (things). ’
One environment in which the close linking of incorporated objects within verbs becomes obvious 
is under nominalisation. Normally, verb plus object sequences cannot be nominalised as a unit
(53), but this is permitted for incorporated objects (54).
(53) na-ka-ni-en yuwi **na-ka-ni-yuwi-ena
NOM-eat-TR-NOM yam NOM-eat-TR-yam-NOM
‘Eating of yams/yam-eating. ’
(54) toslaet nene na-va-si-ena ko-lemalo
torch DEIC NOM-ao-sea-NOM PREP-night
‘This torch is for going to the sea at night (lit. a sea-going at night torch). ’
6.5. Nuclear layer serial verbs
A feature that can add some degree of internal structure to Lewo verbs is the high degree of 
nuclear level verb serialisation that is permitted. This is a very important aspect of verb structure 
and besides that, is a feature that presents some analytical challenge. Lewo uses this process 
extensively to express, in conjunction with the verb stem, meanings that in many other languages 
are more usually expressed by modifiers at the level of the phrase (55), or that are more usually 
expressed by single verbal lexemes (56).
(55) o-va o-te-ro kilika
3sS-l.go 2sS-cut-half rope
‘Go and cut the rope in half/in two. ’
(56) mapi-na 0-pisa-tame-a 0-sape 0-poga-ga
grandchild-3sP 3sS-R.sav-replv-3sO 3sS-say 3sS-R.good-just
‘Her grandchild answered and said, Alright.'
The second reason why these forms are interesting is that their syntactic status is somewhat 
ambiguous, as to whether they are a class of verbal modifiers, or whether they should be regarded 
(as they ultimately are in this description) as nuclear layer serial verbs constituting part of the 
internal morphology of verbs. A second type of serialisation, at the layer of the core of the 
clause, is also widespread in Lewo, and so in order to keep the discussion of both kinds of 
serialisation together, further description of the Lewo nuclear layer serial verbs is held over until 
§13.
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6.6. Transitive suffix -/?/
Although this suffix occurs as a part of verb-internal morphology, its important function as a 
valence changing device gives it a key role in the wider matter of clause structure and transitivity. 
Note that it is not obligatorily required on all transitive verbs, but occurs as a valence increasing 
suffix on both transitive and intransitive verbs. An example of -ni introducing an object 
argument with an intransitive verb is given here, but the full discussion of the functioning of this 
suffix at the level of the clause can be found throughout §12.5.1-8.
(57) Maia 0-tagi Maia 0-tagi-n-ko ke
(name) 3sS-cry (name) 3sS-cry-TR-2sO TA
‘Maia ’s crying. ’ ‘Maia ’s crying for you. ’
6.7. Object suffixes
Object person and number can be marked by a rank of portmanteau pronominal suffixes attached 
to the verb. The forms of these object suffixes are given in Table 42.
Table 42 : Object suffixes
SINGULAR PLURAL
inc -ta
1 -nu
exc -mami
2 -ko -miu
3 -(i)a -la
(58) miava 0-kar-ko
cold 3sS-bite-2sO
‘You are feeling cold. ’
(59) a-taveve-la
3pS-follow-3pO
‘They are following them. ’
Note that the object suffixes are incorporated with the verb under negativisation and 
nominalisation:
(60) pe a-taveve-nu re poll
NEG1 3pS-follow-1sO NEG2 NEG3
‘They didn 't follow me. ’
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(61) na-ligan-la-ena
NOM-leave-3pO-NOM
‘The leaving-them, ie. their being left. ’
These suffixes usually only occur when object person and number are not specified elsewhere in 
the clause, such as in an object noun phrase (including full form pronouns), although in §12.5.3 
we will see some examples where both object suffix and object nominal occur.
Except for the third person singular form, all the members of this paradigm of suffixes are almost 
identical in form to their equivalents in the independent pronoun set, and could be regarded as 
shortened or reduced variants of them that are encliticised to the verb.
The third person singular form has three variants, -ia, -a, and -via. -ia is found following verb 
stems ending in a, Co, and u, while -a follows e, i, and Vo. (Recall that a word-fmal 
orthographic sequence like ia will be interpreted as a CV sequence ya, and the word stress will 
fall on the vowel that precedes it.) -via, as we will see, has an extremely limited incidence.
(62) a-pisa vis-ena nene a-pisa-ia
3pS-R.say say-NOM DEIC 3pS-R.say-3sO
‘They said this talk. ’ ‘They said it. ’
(63) a-pe takuwe a-pe-a
3pS-R.weave mat 3pS-R.weave-3sO
‘They wove a mat.' ‘They wove it. ’
(64) a-pi viu a-pi-a
3pS-R.tie.up bow 3pS-R.tie.up-3sO
‘They tied up the bow.' ‘They tied it up. ’
(65) a-pulo tusi a-pulo-ia
3pS-R.read book 3pS-R.read-3sO
‘They were reading a book. ’ ‘They were reading it. ’
(66) a-pio Lesumare a-pio-a
3pS-R.call (name) 3pS-R.call-3sO
‘They called Lesumare. ’ ‘They called her. ’
(67) a-suiu kulu-mrae a-sulu-ia
3pS-sew skin-white.man 3pS-sew-3sO
‘They sewed a garment. ’ ‘They sewed it. ’
This results in contrast between word-final ea and ia sequences which are difficult for the non­
native speaker to distinguish:
(68) a-te-pae-a
3pS-cut-spread-3sO
‘They cut it together. ’
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(69) a-te-pa-ia
3pS-cut-split-3sO
‘They cut it and split it. ’
The third manifestation of the third person singular object suffix, -via, is only found in two 
contexts: following the verb la ‘to give, take \  and following the nuclear layer serial verb ro ‘half, 
across '.
(70) pas a-m-la-via a pas pe a-m-la re poll
some 3pS-R-take-3sO CONJ some NEG1 3pS-R-take NEG2 NEG3
‘Some took it, and some didn ’t take (it). ’
(71) 0-to-tano 0-sa-ne na la-kee napa 0-pu-ro-via
3sS-sit-down 3sS-like-DEIC CONJ limb-drift.wood REL 3sS-R.break-half-3sO
He sat down like this and the piece of driftwood broke in half. ’
This form is of some historical interest and is discussed later in §12.5.8.4.
6.8. Limiter clitic -ga
The limiting clitic -ga ‘just, only ' is phonologically bound to the verb by stress patterns and is 
written in the orthography as part of the verb. Grammatically, the form is an independent item, 
and will be discussed as such when the structure of verb phrases is considered in §10.11.
(72) suni-ena na 0-piavi ana ne-visa-ro-ga 0-ve 0-plas-ga
story-NOM 3s 3sS-R.long CONJ 1sS-l.say-half-just 3sS-l.be 3sS-short-iust
‘The story is long, but l  will only say half  just briefly. ’
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CHAPTER 7 : VERB STEM CONSONANT ALTERNATIONS
7.1. Introduction
In the previous chapter (§6.3), the realis mood verbal prefix m- was given, with an indication that 
it appears with some stems only, while other stems are marked differently for realis. We will 
proceed to describe the alternative marking, but as it is best presented in terms of the system as a 
whole, both kinds of marking (ie. including m-) are placed side by side. Several other linguists 
(eg. Crowley, Lynch, and Try on) have previously written about realis marking in the languages 
of Vanuatu, including the Epi languages and Lewo in particular, and this chapter will conclude 
with some presentation and discussion of these previous studies.
7.2. Consonant alternations
It was stated earlier that Lewo morphology is mostly agglutinative, and the discrete segmental 
prefixation on the verb stem of m- conforms to this generalisation (1). However, this is only for 
some verb stems. For others, realis mood is indicated by the replacement of the first consonant of 
the verb stem by some other consonant, giving the usual name for this process: “stem-initial 
consonant alternation” (eg. Tryon 1986) (2).1
(1) inu ne-ila ko inu ne-m-ila ko
1s 1sS-help 2s 1s 1sS-R-help 2s
7 will help you. ’ 7 helped/was helping you. ’
1 For the set of subject person prefixes, it was clear that the paradigm included a third person singular 
zero morpheme member, and this has been included in examples as 0-. By analogy, mood marking 
could also be seen as paradigm set with the two members m- ‘realis ’, and 0- ‘irrealis ’, giving another 
zero morpheme for irrealis mood (in which case the verb in the first example in (1) above would be 
given as ne-0-ila 1sS-l-help). However, this approach runs into complications when mood is marked by 
the consonant alternations being described here, and further mood marking could also be seen as a 
simple on-off setting, with the distinction being between no marking at all for irrealis, and some kind of 
marking for realis. In this description, prefixal realis markings like m- are glossed as R-; while the 
absence of any such realis marking is not glossed at all. Verbs that are marked for realis by consonant 
alternation are glossed as portmanteau morphemes, R.verb; verbs that appear in a context where realis 
marking may occur, but are in irrealis mood, may be glossed I.verb where it seems helpful, otherwise 
they are glossed as verb only.
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(2) inu ne-vano inu ne-pano
1s 1sS-R.go
7 went. ’
1s 1sS-l.go
7 will go. ’
As a morphological process, such consonant alternations are better described as “replacive” or 
“displacive”, rather than agglutinative.2 From a phonological perspective, they could be 
regarded as a process involving modification in one or more phonological features of the initial 
consonant of the verb stem.3 Consequently, grammars of languages that exhibit this feature 
could locate its description as part of the (morpho-)phonology of the language, or as part of the 
morphology. In so far as the process marks a grammatical category (realis mood), a 
morphological analysis can not be avoided, and so its description is included here as an integral 
part of the morphosyntax of Lewo.4
It is probable that at one time (see §7.3) the phonological form of the first segment of the verb 
stem in the irrealis determined whether the realis was formed by m- or by which subtype of 
consonant alternation, but such forms are no longer completely predictable. Now, realis forms 
are not always regularly derived from irrealis (eg. irrealis iml ‘to come’ gives realis p-imi, not the 
expected **m-imi), and irrealis forms are not always obvious from their realis counterpart (eg. 
realis mell ‘to roll’ should have an irrealis **weli, but it doesn’t, as meli is used in both moods; 
see §7.3.3). Admittedly, there are only a small number of verbs overall which damage the 
underlying phonological predictability of realis marking in Lewo, but to accommodate these 
irregularities it is necessary to set up morphologically-determined subclasses of verbs.
2Capell described the alternations like that found in vano/pano above as “peculiar consonantal 
mutations in the conjugation of the verb” (Capell 1962:217). Crowley also uses the term “verb initial 
mutation” (Crowley 1991:4).
3 For example, just one feature change ([-stop] [-»-stop]) would account for v —> p (all stops are 
voiceless, so the feature change [+voice] —» [-voice] does not need to be specified). However, the 
alternation of, for example, v to p, as in vano to pano in (1) above, is shown by Tryon (1986:253; 
following the same process proposed by Lynch [1975] for Ngunese) to result from the original sequence 
of realis marker m- + *p becoming mv, then mb, then mp, then finally p, under various processes of 
assimilation, devoicing and so on. In other words, the irrealis-realis pairs are not random 
“alternations”, but the realis member of each pair can be shown to arise from the regular application of 
phonological processes to the combination of the realis prefix and the initial consonant of the irrealis or 
underlying base form of the verb. This explanation is adopted in the following sections of §7.3, where 
further similar series of sequences of phonological changes are listed. An earlier theory, that the 
different irrealis-realis consonant alternation pairs developed as reflexes of earlier oral and nasal 
(prenasalised) “grades” of consonants (as expressed in, eg., Schütz 1968:43) is no longer held by 
Oceanic scholars.
4 However, as recognised by Pawley (1972:117) and Lynch (1975), the problem is classically 
morphophonological, ie. a phonologically manifested perturbation resulting from the juxtaposition of 
morphemes, so that it can be approached from either end. It is handled here as part of the description of 
the morpho-syntax of Lewo, but note Sperlich (1992) for neighbouring Namakir, who presents this same 
feature as part of his chapter on the phonology of that language.
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In all cases, the verb in the irrealis mood is regarded as the unmarked, basic form, with the realis 
form being derived from it.5
7.3. Verb Classes
Table 43 lists the different strategies for marking realis, and their associated classes. Classes 1-3 
display the displacive consonant alternation process that is the focus of this chapter. Class 4 
marks realis with the realis prefix m-, and class 5 is for the verbs that show zero marking of 
realis. Following Crowley (1991:23), who differs from Tryon (1986:242), the realis m- marking 
is not regarded as part of the root, involving displacements or alternations of an irrealis C- with a 
realis mC-, but is kept as a distinct prefixal constituent of the verb. However, realis marking 
with m- is tabulated and further described here along with the alternations, so that a complete 
overview of the mood marking system of Lewo can be presented in one place.
Table 43 : Verb class membership for realis marking for all dialects other than Nivenue
CLASS MEMBERSHIP REALIS
MARKING
1 irrealis stems beginning with v, u, wu, wo and some with i6 P-
2 irrealis stems beginning with wa, wi and some with we, 1 P-
3 some irrealis stems beginning with we m-
4 irrealis stems beginning with 1, n, y, and some with 1 m-
5 irrealis stems beginning with g, k, m, m, p, p, s  and t 0 -
5 “The base form of the consonant alternations in the languages of Epi is the irrealis, for this is the 
unmarked form” (Tryon 1986:248). Similarly, the form that appeared in “the wider range of contexts” 
was described by Walsh (1982:231) as the “dominant member of the pair...indicating the synchronically 
basic phonemic manifestation of the verb form”. This point is of considerable interest historically, as 
the unmarked status of irrealis is widely reported for other languages outside Epi as well. Tryon 
considered this to be “rather remarkable” (1986:257) and also Crowley has noted that this pattern is 
“odd” (1991:35). Malcolm Ross has commented (pc.) that the NCV languages are the only ones in 
Oceanic (and perhaps language universally) for which this is true: elsewhere, realis is the unmarked 
category. (This pattern is not absent from elsewhere in NCV though: note Crowley’s description of the 
alternations in Näti, where realis is unmarked (1991:35), and Sperlich’s analysis (1992) for Namakir 
similarly.) See also fn. 6, §6.3.1.
6 The memberships of this and the next class appear to be somewhat strange distributionally. However, 
they are a straightforward consequence of the restriction observed in §3.2.1.1 for p (and §3.2.1.2 for rfi) 
that labio-velars do not occur before back rounded vowels (ie. the sequences po/pu cannot occur).
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Note that there are no Lewo verbs beginning with r, a, e or o.
There is one dialect of Lewo, spoken in the village of Nivenue, which distributes the members of 
Class 5 above over three classes. There is a reduced number of stems in Nivenue’s Class 5 
(those that are not marked at all for realis), and stems beginning with t or s are marked for realis 
with n- (Class 6 for Nivenue), and those beginning with k are marked with g- (Class 7 for 
Nivenue).
Table 44 : Verb class membership for realis marking in Nivenue dialect only
CLASS MEMBERSHIP REALIS
MARKING
1-4 (as above)
5 irrealis stems beginning g, m, m, p and p 0-
6 irrealis stems beginning with t and s n-
7 irrealis stems beginning with k 9“
Each of the various verb classes will now be exemplified in turn.
7.3.1. Class 1 : realis p-
In this and the next two sections, the three consonant alternations that effect realis marking are 
described. Class 1 comprises verb stems that begin with v, u, wu, wo, and some with I. For the 
verbs that begin with consonants (v and wu/wo) (3-5), the realis is marked by the replacement of 
the stem-initial consonant with p. For the few verbs beginning with vowels (I and u) (6-7), the p 
is actually prefixed to the verb root. However, these are handled as a single set within the 
“alternation” type, because all of them occur with p stem initially in realis mode, and the 
alternation process is the majority case, with just a few i- or u-initial verbs included in it.
(3) ne-vagan nompui lala
1sS-l.feed pig PL
7 will feed the pigs. ’
(4) a-wuli ya
2pS-l.buy what
‘What will you buy?’
(5) 0-vera 0-wo
3sS-will.be 3sS-l.good
‘That will be good. ’
ne-pagan nompui lala
1sS-R.feed pig PL
7 fed the pigs. ’
a-puli ya
2pS-R.buy what
‘What did you buy. ’
0-po-ga
3sS-R.good-just
‘That’s good./Alright./OK. ’
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(6) 0-imasu
3sS-l.come.to.you
‘He will come to you.'
0-p-imasu
3sS-R-come.to.you
He came to you. ’
(7) o-ure
2sS-flee
‘Go away! ’
o-p-ure
2sS-R-flee
‘You fled/ran away. ’
The vowel-initial verbs in this class are imi ‘come’, imasu ‘come to you ,  u ‘hold between 
hands’, ule ‘fu ll’, ure, ‘flee ’, and ure2 ‘puli’, which have the realis forms pimi, pimasu, pu, 
pule, purer and pure2 respectively. The first two, beginning with I, do appear as vimi and 
vimasu in the dialect of Lewo spoken in Nuvi, and in this case the realis pimi and pimasu are 
regularly formed alternations.7
7.3.2. Class 2 : realis p-
The labio-velar stop p appears as the initial consonant of realis verbs whose irrealis stems begin 
with wa, and wi, and of some which begin with we, and i. Once again, this is a genuine 
alternation for the stems beginning with the consonant w, but an addition of the consonant p for 
igi ‘hold under arm’, the single instance of a verb beginning with i that is marked for realis in
this way.
(8) a-wae-ni 0 -te  ye-visun
3pS-l.spread-TR 3sS-be.at place-hot 
‘They will spread it out (to dry) in the sun. ’
(9) 0-wini maru
3sS-l.squeeze coconut.flesh
‘She will squeeze cream out of the coconut. ’
(10) a-were-a
3pS-l.pull-3sO
‘They will pull it. ’
(11) 0-igi-ari-a
3sS-l.hold.under.arm-carry-3sO
‘He will carry it under his arm. ’
a-pae-ni 0 -te  ye-visun
3pS-R.spread-TR 3sS-be.at place-hot 
‘They spread it out (to dry) in the sun. ’
0-pini maru
3sS-R.squeeze coconut.flesh 
‘She squeezed cream out of the coconut. ’
a-pere-a
3pS-R.pull-3sO
‘They pulled it. ’
0-p-igi-ari-a
3sS-R-hold.under.arm-carry-3sO 
‘He carried it under his arm. ’
7 It is reasonable to assume that this represents the earlier pattern for the whole language, and that the 
change in the irrealis form from vimi to imi in the other dialects has happened subsequently. Note that 
we have referred earlier to the inherent weakness of the vi sequence in Lewo (§3.4 and §6.4.1.2.6).
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7.3.3. Class 3 : realis m -
A single verb stem, we ‘to h it’, begins with w- and occurs in the realis with m-. The consonant 
coalescence that occurs here was already mentioned earlier in §3.5.13.
(12) no-we pui tetani no-me pui tetani
1 sS-kill pig wild 1 sS-R.kill pig wild
7 will kill a wild pig. ’ 7 killed a wild pig. ’
7.3.4. Class 4 : realis m -
The class of stems that occur with prefixal m- in realis mood are those which begin with I, n, y, 
and some of those that begin with i.
Table 45 : Verbs that take m-for realis
Verbs beginning with
I n y i
la ‘g ive’ nene ‘stutter’ yagoga ‘listen ’ ila ‘help ’
leni ‘pray’ ninu ‘sweat’ yali ‘walk’ inana ‘sick’
li ‘pluck’ ninuwe ‘not 
know’
yete ‘attach ’ ikiki ‘clean ’
ligani ‘leave ’ nunu ‘sense ’ yowo ‘lazy’
loge ‘hear’ yuri ‘stab ’
loru fa l l ’ yuwowo ‘white’
. . .
Some examples are given:
(13) manu-ka 0-ligan Vila peni [irrealis]
bird-fly 3sS-leave (place) tomorrow
‘The plane leaves Vila tomorrow. ’
manu-ka 0-m-ligan Vila nakoneva [realis]
bird-fly 3sS-R-depart (place) yesterday
‘The plane left Vila yesterday. ’
(14) a-ninu a-m-ninu [irrealis - realis]
2pS-sweat 2pS-R-sweat
‘You will sweat. ’ ‘You were sweating. ’
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(15) a-yagoga a-m-yagoga-ni-a
2pS-R-listen-TR-3sO
[irrealis - realis]
2pS-listen
‘(Be quiet and) listen!’ ‘You listened to it. ’
(16) me-inana me-m-inana
1peS-R-sick
[irrealis - realis]
1peS-sick
‘We will be sick. ’ ‘We were sick.
For many speakers, there seems to be an alternate of the realis prefix having the form mi-.8 It is 
written as such by some, but not by others, and more frequently with polysyllabic verbs, where 
the following first syllable of the verb is not stressed (so m-la is preferred to mi-la, and m-ila is 
preferred to mi-ila, but mi-ligani is common for m-ligani). The vowel is regarded as an 
epenthetic intmsion into the complex CC onset of the first syllable of these words.
7.3.5. Class 5 : realis 0 -
Class 5 stems are those which are not marked in (most dialects of) Lewo for realis, ie. they never 
occur with m-, and their initial consonants are invariant. It is convenient to divide these stems 
into two subgroups to accommodate the slightly different membership of this class for Nivenue.
The first subgroup includes verb stems in all dialects which begin with g, m, m, p and p. Only a 
very small number of verbs with these initial consonants are found, and the complete list of the 
ones that are known is given in Table 46.
8 Tryon (1986:253) reconstructs the Proto Epi form of the prefix as the particle *mV (which later became 
prefixed in all Epi languages). This in turn reflects the earlier preverbal particle *ma ‘nonfuture’ 
reconstructed by Pawley (1972:48) for Proto North Vanuatu-Central Pacific. Tryon’s data from all the 
Epi languages show that where reflexes of *mV occur with a vowel, it is always i.
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Table 46 : Verbs unmarked for realis
Verbs beginning with
m ni 8 P P
mai ‘sick’ maaga ‘gape’ ga ‘chew’ papaga ‘feast’ pisi finish ’
melala ‘light’ fneli ‘roll’ gogoru ‘snore ’ parumu ‘bald’
miava ‘cold’ mene ‘chase ’ gorua ‘argue ’ paviu ‘circum
-cised’
mimi ‘ache ’ perina fa r ’
mono ‘lie’ pope ‘burst ’
potena ‘thanks ’
pupia ‘argue ’
While mood is not indicated for these verbs, discourse context, temporal adverbials, and the 
specification of tense and aspect categories enable the appropriate mood readings (ie. +/- realis) 
to be given to utterances containing them.
(17) nakoneva a-ga puru-tevi rui [realis]
yesterday 3pS-chew sugarcane already
‘They already chewed sugarcane yesterday. ’
(18) kotapa a-kilia a-ga puru-tevi si-na [irrealis]
dusk 2pS-can 2pS-chew sugarcane again-EMPH
‘You can chew some sugarcane again later in the afternoon. ’
Similarly, the following examples show pisi ‘to finish, be finished' in contexts which for other 
verbs would clearly involve realis (19) and irrealis (20) marking, or either, depending on the 
appropriate context (21). There is no verb root **wisi ‘tofinish’ in Lewo, from which pisi would 
otherwise be regularly derived.
(19) a-pisi nakoneva [realis]
3pS-finish yesterday
‘They finished yesterday. ’
(20) naga 0-pisi-ni sa-na skul kas na 0-su-rau [irrealis]
3s 3sS-finish-TR POSS-3sP school year GEN 3sS-be.at-behind
‘She will finish her education next year. ’
(21) a-pisi pogwai? [irrealis/realis]
2pS-finish when
‘When will you be finis hed?AVhen did you finish?’
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It is possible that these are defective stems, resulting from earlier realis forms (formed from m- + 
C sequences) for which the original base irrealis form is synchronically absent, with the realis 
form being generalised to occur in both modal environments. Some of them look very much as if 
they should have an irrealis equivalent, from which they could be readily derived like the 
members of other classes below (eg. there should be an irrealis **iava from which miava ‘cold’ 
could be derived, but no such form is found). However, some of these verbs at least can be 
shown to reflect historic base forms (eg. mal < PNCV *masaki ‘be sick’\ Clark 1986:66), and a 
better explanation seems to be that these are the verbs whose initial consonants are such that they 
are ultimately unchanged by juxtaposition to the realis marker m-.9 We have already observed a 
consonant degemination rule in Lewo (§3.5.7), and the expansions to this that are required to give 
the following contractions from these m- + C sequences (along with other processes of 
assimilation etc.) are quite plausible:10
m- + m... —> mm... —» m,
m- + m... —> mm... —» m
m- + g... —> mg... -» gg... —» 9-
m- + p... —> mp... - 4 P.
m- + p... -> mp... —» P-
The second subgroup of verb stems in class 5 are those which begin with k, s, and t. Like the 
first subgroup, they do not occur with realis marking of any kind in most dialects, except in the 
dialect of Lewo spoken in Nivenue village (as allowed for in Classes 6 and 7 below). The pairs 
of sentences below show the absence of realis marking for the verbs kari ‘to bite', su ‘to be a t’, 
and talu ‘to dive9.
(22) pona namu la a-kari-ta yo [irrealis as future]
CONJ mosquito PL 3pS-bite-1piO perhaps
‘Perhaps the mosquitos will bite us. ’
sl-na 0-kari-a [realis as past tense narrative]
excrement-3sP 3sS-bite-3sO
‘He wanted to defecate. '
9 It can be noted that each of these consonants themselves occur as prefixal or consonant alternation 
realis marking for other verb classes.
10 It is recognised that some redundancy is being introduced into the description here. If this 
morphophonemic process has already been established, then strictly it is not necessary to establish this 
class of verb roots which “are not marked for realis”, as the realis form can be regularly derived from the 
irrealis by adding the realis prefix m- and then applying this rule. However, the focus in this section is 
on the range of surface types that can be identified, in terms of the presence and type of overt 
manifestation of realis marking.
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(23) wlk na 0-su-rau naga 0-su ma Gala [irrealis as future]
week GEN 3sS-be.at-behind 3s 3sS-be.at PREP (place)
‘Next week he will be up at Ngala. ’
o-su pe [realis as past tense narrative]
2sS-be.at where
‘Where have you been?’
(24) peni te-talu-ni ika [irrealis as future]
tomorrow 1piS-dive-TR fish
‘We ’ll go skindiving for fish tomorrow. ’
a-talu-ni ke ika wa [realis as present progressive]
3pS-dive-TR TA fish yet
‘They’re still skindiving for fish. ’
To account for the lack of realis marking on these phonologically definable subgroups of verb 
stems outside of Nivenue would require us to posit rules like those above, of the following 
form:11
m- + k... —» mk... k.
m- + s... —» ms... —» s.
m- + 1... —» mt... —> t..
In at least one context (with third person singular subject person prefix 0 -), the consonant 
sequences mk, ms and mt would have to occur as a complex CC onset of CCV(C) syllables, and 
we have seen that such clusters are not permitted in the phonotactics of the language. This is 
taken to be the explanation for the failure of realis marking to surface in these contexts.
The group of Class 4 verb stems is a large set, constituting something like 40% of verbal tokens 
in Lewo.12
7.3.6. Class 6 : realis n-
Class 6 and 7 realis marking is only found in the Nivenue dialect.13 They show a process of 
progressive assimilation with regard to point of articulation. For Class 6, the m- in m- + C
11 Expressing these phonological rules in this way makes it appear that these are being claimed as 
synchronic processes in Lewo. However, while this is possible, one should hesitate to make any such 
claim, as the scholars who have proposed or supported such explanations (eg. Lynch 1975, Tryon 1986 
and Crowley 1991) generally see these phonological processes as a putative developmental sequence, 
having taken place at “earlier” stages of the language.
12 Crowley (1991:8ff.) shows the complexity of the alternations in Paamese and Southeast Ambrym, 
where up to five different alternations can occur for a given verb in different morphosyntactic 
environments, and verbs are divided into eleven and nine classes respectively according to how they 
occur with these. However, 41% of verbs in Paamese, and 66% in Southeast Ambrym, completely 
neutralise all these distinctions and never occur overtly marked for this modal category.
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sequences becomes an alveolar nasal, homorganic with the following consonant.14 For the two 
alveolar sounds t and s, the process is:
m- + s... -» ms... —> ns...
m- + t... —» mt... —> nt...
That is, for verb stems beginning with t and s, realis is marked with n-.
(25) o-su pe [non-Nivenue; irrealis/realis]
2sS-be.at where
"Where will you be?/Where have you been?’
o-su pe o-n-su pe
2sS-be.at where 2sS-R-be.at where
‘Where will you be?’ ‘Where have you been?’
(26) ne-te yato
1sS-cut firewood
7 will cut firewood./I cut firewood. ’
ne-te yato ne-n-te yato
1sS-cut firewood 1sS-R-cut firewood
7 will cut firewood. ’ 7 cut firewood. ’
[Nivenue; irrealis - realis]
[non-Nivenue; irrealis/realis]
[Nivenue; irrealis - realis]
7.3.7. Class 7 : realis g-
Parallelling the above, Nivenue verb stems that begin with the velar stop k mark realis with the 
velar nasal g-:15
m- + k... —» mk... -> gk...
Examples with ka ‘to ea t’ and kor ‘to dig out st. ’ are given:
(27) a-ka-ni-a [non-Nivenue; irrealis/realis]
2pS-eat-TR-3sO
Y You pi) eat it!./You (pi) ate it. ’
13 There are examples from Tasiko data (much further south than Nivenue) presented by Ray (1926) 
which show the n- realis marking. He has amiyu a nsitomali ya ‘You think what?’ (p. 238) and nloge 
(R-hear) and nkusi (R-carry; p. 241) as well.
14 Similar patterns of alternation between a consonant, and a homorganic nasal + consonant sequence 
are reported for another Epi language, Bierebo, by Tryon (1986:242). In Bierebo, the consonant that 
follows the nasal also becomes voiced, so the relevant alternations are t-/nd-; c-/nj-; and k-/rjg-.
15 Crowley (1991:30) says that data from Nakanamanga and Namakir suggest the existence of an earlier 
alternation k-/qg- (from an original k-/mk- alternation). Thus, the situation in Nivenue (and Bierebo, 
see fn. 14) could also reflect a development that was common in pre-Epi-Efate, rather than (in the case 
of Nivenue) being a sporadic and isolated development within Lewo.
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a-ka-ni-a
2pS-eat-TR-3sO
YYou pi) eat it!’
a-g-ka-ni-a
2pS-eat-TR-3sO
‘You (pi) ate it. ’
[Nivenue; irrealis - realis]
(28) a-kor maru [non-Nivenue; irrealis/realis]
3pS-dig.out copra
‘They will shell out/shelled out copra. ’
a-kor maru a-g-kor maru
3pS-dig.out copra 3pS-R-dig.out copra
‘They will shell out copra. ’ ‘They shelled out copra. ’
aru [Nivenue; irrealis - realis]
7.4. Syntactic occurrence of realis marking
Three contexts are identified in which the distinction between realis and irrealis mood is regularly 
found: for main verbs, for core-layer serial verbs, and for verbal prepositions.16
7.4.1. Occurrence with main verbs
The predominant morphosyntactic environment in which realis and irrealis marking occurs is with 
the main verbs of all types of clauses. It is obligatory in this environment for all verbs which can 
be marked for mood.
Its relationship to other grammatical categories relevant to the structure of clauses is fairly 
straightforward.17 For example, negatives (as in (29), see also §15) and interrogatives (30) may 
be irrealis or realis, while imperatives (31) are always irrealis.
16Tryon has described the extension of realis marking to other environments for Mae-Morae. He gives 
five such contexts. Four of them each involve just a single form (eg. Multiplicative vaka-/mbaka-; 
others are the Inceptive, Benefactive and Accompaniment particles), while the fifth involves several 
adjectives (eg. mbuei/vuei ‘good’). However, as Tryon notes, many of these involve bases that can still 
be regarded as verbs, or serialised verbs, or as particles that have recently derived from verbs (Tryon 
1993:8-11). The Lewo data will show that the alternation pattern has potential to spread beyond this to 
a wider range of environments.
17 The writers of some of the early descriptions of consonant alternation patterns (such as those 
described by Walsh 1982) realised quite quickly that the alternations were not a matter of free variation, 
or conditioned allophony (although Sperlich [1987:2] reports that this latter explanation was adopted by 
Ivens [1937 etc.] for Raga). Much attention was then given to describing the different marking patterns 
in terms of the morphosyntactic environments in which they were found (ie. their cooccurrence with 
various ranks of other verbal affixes or particles), and in some cases it was possible to do this quite 
rigorously. The more tightly this was done, the more evident it seemed to be that alternation pairs like 
vano/pano were syntactically conditioned variants, and therefore (although I have not found a statement 
in these terms) the logical conclusion would be that they were mutually exclusive allomorphs of the one 
verb root. This conclusion would make it harder for the real meaning of the alternation phenomenon to 
be recognised. After Lynch (1975), one would not expect appeals to this explanation, but Sperlich 
(1987) appears to do so, at least he appears to equivocate between “agree(-ing) with Lynch’s analysis”
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(29) ve o-va re pe o-pa re poli
I.NEG1 2sS-l.go NEG2 R.NEG1 2sS-R.go NEG2 NEG3
‘Don’t go! ’ ‘You didn’t go. ’
(30) a-ne 0-vano a-ne 0-pano
who-DEIC 3sS-l.go who-DEIC 3sS-R.go
‘Who will go?’ ‘Who went?’
(31) o-vano **o-pano [indicative reading only is alright]
2sS-l.go 2sS-R.go
‘Go!’ **‘Go!’ ( ‘You went. ’ is alright.)
Some cooccurrence restrictions between realis or irrealis marking and other tense and aspect 
particles in the verb phrase are noted in § 10.14, but these are readily understood as resulting from 
the inherent incompatibility of the semantic categories they express (eg. the restriction that verbs 
in the irrealis mood cannot occur with rui ‘completive aspect’).
7.4.2. Occurrence with core layer serialised verbs
The form and function of serial verb constructions in Lewo is still to be described (§13-14), but 
for now it is noted that these constructions are of two types. Verbs serialised at the level of the 
core of the clause can be reduced as far as the marking of subject person and number is 
concerned, but not with regard to the marking of mood. Marking realis/irrealis mood via 
consonant alternation on core layer serialised verbs is therefore a regular feature of Lewo.
(32) a-la-la 0-vano a-m-la-la 0-pano
3pS-take-3pO 3sS-l.go 3pS-R-take-3pO 3sS-R.go
‘They will take them away. ’ ‘They took them away. ’
Where verbs are serialised at the layer of the nucleus of the clause the marking of mood, as well 
as that of subject person and number, is suspended (see later in §7.5.1 for discussion and 
examples).
7.4.3. in verbal prepositions
The Lewo prepositions are described in §11, and there the status of two of them va-ni ‘ablative, 
benefactive’ and vatani ‘allative’ is discussed. For now, it is understood that these are verbal 
prepositions, and one of the indications of their verbal origin, and continuing verbal nature is that 
they can occur marked for realis/irrealis mood. The marking that they take parallels exactly that 
found in Class 1 verbs in §7.3.1 above, ie. those that begin with (among other segments) v. The
(p. 13) and claiming that the morphological significance of the alternations is “secondary if not 
redundant”, and in places, results in “morphologically conditioned phonological variation” (p. 21).
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mood category marked for these prepositions is always the same as that carried by the main
verb.18
(33) ne-la va-ni-ko
1sS -g ive  I.P R E P -T R -2sO
7 will give it to you. ’
ne-m-la pa-ni-ko
1sS -g ive  R .P R E P -T R -2sO
7 gave it to you. ’
(34) a-kla-vani-a va-ni-a
3pS -do -c lea n -3sO  I.P R E P -T R -3sO
‘They will clean it fo r  him. ’
a-kla-vani-a pa-ni-a
3pS -do -c lean -3sO  R .P R E P -T R -3sO
‘They cleaned it fo r  him. ’
(35) yoko 0-ure vatani o-na
FU T  3 sS -l.fle e  I.P R E P  spouse-3sP
‘She will run away from  her husband. ’
0-pure patani o-na rui
3sS -R .flee  R .P R E P  spouse-3sP  a lready
‘She ran away from  her husband already. ’
7.5. Absence of realis/irrealis marking
While there are no identifiable environments in which the marking of mood is optional, there are a 
number of contexts in which verbs are found, but in which realis/irrealis mood does not occur. In 
these environments, verbs will occur in their basic, unmarked, or underived form, which is the 
irrealis.19
These contexts are when the verb appears as a nuclear layer serial verb, when it is nominalised, 
when it is reduplicated, when it occurs as a nominal adjunct or modifier, and when it occurs in a 
periphrastic construction, as for borrowed verbs. For each of these however, some apparent 
exceptions have been observed, where hints or traces of consonant alternation patterns can be 
detected. Apart from an instance of w-/p- alternation in §7.5.1, it is always the v-/p- alternation 
that occurs in these exceptional cases.
7.5.1. In nuclear layer serialised verbs
Whether the forms that occur as “nuclear layer serial verbs” are in fact verbs, or a class of verbal 
modifiers, is a question that is investigated later (§13.3.4). Whether or not realis mood can be 
marked on them is relevant to this question, and we note that such marking is generally suspended 
in nuclear serialisation. Thus, realis marking with m- is never found with nuclear serial verbs 
(36), while some serialised forms (eg. wanl ‘hide’, vani ‘clean’) that could show consonant
18 Or, in the case of verbs that are not marked for mood, that would be carried by the main verb if was 
marked for mood.
19 This identity of the unmarked and irrealis forms of the verb means that there is no difference between 
saying for a certain context that mood is not marked, or that the irrealis form is obligatory.
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alternation do not (37). [The last two examples are Nivenue dialect, and show realis as g- before 
verbs beginning with k.]
(36) 0-la-lae-a 0-m-la-lae-a **0m-la-m-lae-a
3sS-take-mistaken-3sO 3sS-R-take-mistaken-3sO 3sS-R-take-R-mistaken-3sO
‘She might take it by accident. ’ ‘She took it by accident. ’
(37) me-kla-wani-a
1peS-do-hide-3sO
‘We will hide it. ’
me-g-kla-wani-a
1 peS-R-do-hide-3sO
‘We hid it. ’
**me-g-kla-pani-a
1 peS-R-do-R-hide-3sO
(38) a-kar-vani-a
3pS-bite-clean-3sO
‘They will gnaw it clean. ’
a-g-kar-vani-a **a-g-kar-pani-a
3pS-R-bite-clean-3sO 3pS-R-bite-?.clean-3sO
‘They gnawed it clean. ’
However, there are some exceptions to this generalisation, where some nuclear layer serialised 
elements show the consonant alternation pattern, such as virani ‘gather (39) and wae ‘split’ 
(40). In such cases, the consonant alternation realis marking appears to be productive, in the 
sense that it retains its semantic function, and harmonises with the mood category of the main 
verb.
(39) a-were-virani yarn lala a-pere-prani-la
3pS-pull-gather person PL 3pS-R.pull-R.gather-3pS
‘They will draw the people together. ’ ‘They gathered together. ’
(40) ne-te-wae-a
1 sS-cut-split-3sO 
7 will cut and split it. ’
ne-te-pae-a
1sS-cut-R.split-3sO 
7 cut and split it. ’
While most nuclear layer serial verbs that show realis marking are also attested occurring as main 
verbs, this correlation is not absolute.
7.5.2. In nominalisations
One of the reasons given for establishing the irrealis manifestation of the verb as its basic form is 
that this is how it occurs in verbal nouns. Many other examples like (41) following were seen in 
§5.3.5.
(41) a-we pe a-me pe na-we-ena pe
3pS-l.hit slit.drum 3pS-R.hit slit.drum NOM-hit-NOM slit.drum
‘They will hit the slit drum. ’ ‘They hit the slit drum. ’ ‘Hitting of the slit drum. ’
Once again however, it can be noted that there are some cases where a verb with the realis- 
marking initial consonant appears to have been nominalised. For example, both of the derivations 
given in (42) have been observed.
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(42) na-viowa-ena na-piowa-ena
NOM-I.bad-NOM NOM-R.bad-NOM
‘Bad, evil, wrong. ’ ‘Bad, evil, wrong. ’
Once again, realis marking with m- is never found in this context, and the realis-marked form is 
not found for most of the verbs that could undergo consonant alternation. The productive nature 
of the alternation here is further called into question when its semantic function is investigated. 
While it seems that na-viowa-ena may refer to a general principle of evil, and na-piowa-ena 
refers to a specific act of wrongdoing, it is difficult to sustain a genuine semantic distinction for 
all such cases.20
7.5.3. In verbal reduplication
In §6.4.1.2 we saw that the usual pattern of reduplication is for verbs to reduplicate within the 
verb stem, with realis marking either preceding this (43) or occurring as an alternation on the first
consonant of the reduplication (44).
(43) a-m-leni a-m-le-leni
3pS-R-pray 3pS-R-RED-pray
‘They prayed. ’ ‘They were praying on. ’
(44) a-wari-la a-par-wari-la
3pS-carry-3pO 3pS-R.RED-carry-3pO
‘They were carrying them. ’ ‘They were boasting about (ie. lifting up) themselves.'
However, in a few instances, realis marking was also shown to be linked with the verb in such a 
way that it too was repeated under reduplication. This was shown for verbs which take m- realis 
marking (so me R.hit [from m- R- + we hit] was reduplicated as me-me [not me-we]), and (45) 
demonstrates that this can involve realis marking by consonant alternation also. In this example, 
the regular formation with realis marked by consonant alternation of v to p on the reduplicated 
part of the verb is given first, while the second instance, an infrequent occurrence, shows the 
alternation occurring with the initial consonants of both the reduplication and the verb root.
(45) a-pa-vano a-pa-pano
3pS-R.RED-go 3pS-R.RED-R.go
‘They all went off. ’ ‘They all went off. ’
Once again, observing that the alternation closely associates the realis marking with the verb, so 
that the two components are reduplicated as unit, provides a phonological rationale for what takes 
place in the second example here. However it does not explain why this aberrant reduplication
20 The functional load of realis marking is also reported to be diminished in certain contexts for other 
languages as well, eg. S. E. Ambrym (Crowley 1991:12).
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only occurs infrequently, and certainly not in every situation where it might. Certainly it may 
reflect different rule orderings. In one case, reduplication occurs first, then the realis marking 
applies (to the first part of the reduplicated verb stem), while in the other, realis marking is 
applied, manifested as the consonant alternation, and then this stem is reduplicated.
7.5.4. In nominal modifiers
Verbs are often used to express nominal attributes as modifiers within the noun phrase. In these 
cases, the unmarked irrealis form of verbs usually occurs (46), but realis forms can be found 
(47).
(46) suri viowa na yo-marua 0-kila-mari inu
thing l.bad GEN place-mature 3sS-do-kill 1s
‘A bad thing of the bush (spirit) has killed me. ’
(47) 0 -sa  napa te-kla suri piowa
3sS-like REL 1piS-do thing R.bad
‘I t’s as if we did a bad thing. ’
7.5.5. In borrowed verbs
Verbs that are borrowed into Lewo use a particular construction type to be described in §12.5.6.3 
Realis marking is not usually applied to these borrowings, but a couple of instances have been 
recorded where both the auxiliary verb that helps incorporate the borrowing into the language 
(ve/pe ‘to b e ’), and the borrowing itself, can be marked for realis/irrealis. This only happens 
where the initial consonant of the borrowed verb will allow for v/p alternation to occur.
(48) te-ve viranem-ini-a
1piS-l.be l.fry-TR-3sO
‘Let’s fry it. ’
te-pe pranem-ini-a [Iranern ‘to fry’
1piS-R.be R.fry-TR-3sO BIS]
‘We fried it. ’
(49) a-ve vaet
3pS-l.be l.fight
‘They will fight. ’
a-pe paet [faet(em) ‘to hit’ BIS]
3pS-R.be R.fight 
‘They had a fight. ’
7.6. Apparent irregular occurrence of alternations
There are two contexts in which consonant alternation (always v/p) appears to be evident, but 
where its function cannot be clearly identified. In the first case, there is some kind of association 
with realis/irrealis mood marking, but in the second it is not possible to ascertain any similar 
semantic function for the alternation in the second.
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7.6.1. In non-initial position in verbs
Some verbs in their basic irrealis form begin with v, and also include another instance of this 
same segment later in the verb. Alternation of the first v to p to mark realis mood may trigger the 
same change in the second v, as a kind of harmonisation.
(50) yo-vavae
place-l.steep
‘A cliff.’
yo-pavae yo-papae *yo-vapae
place-R.steep place-R.steep place-steep
‘A cliff. ’ ‘A cliff. ’
(51) 0-visave
3sS-l.say.that
‘He will say that... ’
0-pisape
3sS-R.say.that
‘He said that... ’
7.6.2. As neutralisation of contrast
There are some words which can occur with either v or p in various positions. The first example 
below shows this with a body part noun, while the others are temporal nouns, or in the last case, 
a common noun with one subsense that includes the notion of temporality ( ‘month’).
(52) yeve-na yepe-na
body-3sP body-3sP
‘His/her/its body. ’ ‘His/her/its body. ’
(53) evekilavi epeklavi
evening evening
‘Evening. ’ ‘Evening. ’
(54) ko-livae ko-lipae
time-midday time-midday
‘Midday. ’ ‘Midday. ’
(55) kupario kuvario
moon moon
‘Moon, month. ’ ‘Moon, month. ’
(56) pamarua vamarua
right.side right.side
‘Right hand side. ’ ‘Right hand side. ’21
Where we cannot assign the function of mood marking to the apparent v/p alternations in these 
words, there is little choice but to regard the occurrence of v and p in them as synchronic 
neutralisation of the contrast between these two phonemes in certain morphologically defined (ie. 
word-specific) contexts. It is a matter of speculation as to whether or not this neutralisation has
21 But note that paffieli ‘left hand side’ does not have the alternate form **vaffieli.
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arisen as a genuine spreading of the alternation process being described in this chapter, or at least 
by analogy to it.
7.7. Previous studies
Consonant alternations marking a distinction of tense/aspect/mood were noted from an early point 
in the description of Vanuatu languages, and have continued to interest comparativists ever since, 
even though much of the earlier work had to rely on very slim descriptions of the process. The 
progressive development of studies of the phenomenon tends to be referred to in each subsequent 
contribution, and can be traced through the sources usually referred to, as in the landmark article 
by Lynch (1975:187). While the process had earlier been characterised by other scholars (eg. 
Pawley 1972:11722) as “morphophonological alternation”, it was the article by Lynch that firmly 
established that the function of the alternations related to the marking of realis/irrealis mood 23
The occurrence of the alternations on Epi was discussed by Dempwolff in 1927, and noted in 
Capell’s survey (1962:217), and this early data, from Baki in particular, has made the Epi 
languages more widely known than the status of their formal description might have warranted. 
The lack of an in-depth analysis of the alternations on Epi was remedied by Tryon (1986), which 
is the most significant presentation of material on any aspect of the Epi languages in recent 
decades (along with the lexical material in Tryon 1976). In this paper, Tryon described 
consonant alternations in all the Epi languages, and by including data from Namakura and North 
Ambrym was able to further establish the feature as a significant trait of the languages of the 
area. Tryon applied Lynch’s “fusion hypothesis” (Tryon 1986:239) in explaining how the
22 Pawley also noted the occurrence of oral/nasal pairs of consonants in this pattern in Nguna, Baki, 
Tasiko, Sesake, and Aulua, and this was taken to evidence a shared innovation that helped establish his 
Region 7 Central Vanuatu subgroup of languages (Pawley 1973:31).
23 The previous studies referred to there are Kern 1886, Hooley 1964, Biggs 1965, Holmer 1965, and 
Milner 1965. Lynch then takes data from Schütz (1969) for Nguna, and Ray (1926) for Paamese and 
Lewo, as well as his own data for Sie (Erromango) to develop his hypothesis on the historical source for 
the alternations.
Walsh (1982) appears to be unaware of Lynch (1975), but draws on data from Codrington (1885) for 
Raga, Ambrym, Sesake, and Fate; from Ray (1926) for Nguna; from Ivens (1937 etc.) for Raga and 
Lobaha; from Schütz for Nguna; and from his own data for Raga and Apma. All these languages 
evidenced this “verb-form initial syntactically conditioned morphophonemic alternation” (Walsh 
1982:283), but apart from noting that each variant form appeared to be restricted to marked syntactic 
contexts, no real inference about the function of the marking was made. This is despite the fact that Ray 
seemed to have cracked the system pretty well many years earlier: he stated that Epi verbs had “particles 
expressing person and number as in Efate, but with prefix m (or modification of initial consonant), to 
mark actual action (present or past), the verb without a particle being future” (Ray 1893:104).
Subsequently, the complex alternations were described for Paamese (Crowley 1982), and Clark (1985) 
surveyed their occurrence as a potential subgrouping feature for Central Vanuatu.
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alternations worked, and endorsed the idea that they have arisen largely as a result of independent 
parallel innovation.
Crowley (1991) updated the overall picture by referring to descriptions of further languages 
where consonant alternations have been described.24 However, in working with the data 
presented in Tryon 1986, for the purposes of comparison with other languages, Crowley noted 
several points where further analysis was required. These included (i) the need for a clearer 
indication of which verb roots took prefixal m(i)- realis marking, and which underwent the root 
initial mutations; (ii) whether certain blanks in Tryon’s data meant that a particular segment 
never occurred at all or that it did not undergo the stem-initial alternation; and (iii) some 
description of how the realis-irrealis forms were distributed with respect to many other 
grammatical environments. I have attempted to remedy all these points, at least for Lewo, in the 
above description.
Work continues on unravelling the details of the historical origin and development of these 
alternations in the languages of Vanuatu, but a consensus seems to have emerged. Two 
important components of this consensus, as reflected in Crowley’s recent conclusions, are that 
firstly, a system of verbal prefixation of the type:
pronominal + realis m(V)- + verb
subject irrealis 0 -
“appears to be reconstructible” (1991:27) for PCV, and secondly, that while “we cannot 
reconstruct a pattern of verb initial mutation” in Proto Central Vanuatu, “we can probably 
reconstruct an original phonological asymmetry” (1991:35), and so the daughter languages of 
Proto Central Vanuatu have independently “altered the proposed original system”, each in various 
ways (1991:29).
24 Crowley presented data from Parker (1968) for South-East Ambrym, Sperlich (1987) for Namakir, 
and more of his own data for Paamese, Southeast Ambrym and, for the first time for a language from 
Malakula, Näti. (Crowley notes that Ray’s earlier treatment of Paamese contains significant errors 
[Crowley 1991:6 fn.6]) but introduces his own into his summary of Tryon (1986) by changing Tryon’s 
data for Nul, a Lewo-speaking village (Malupa dialect) on Epi, to data for Lamen, another “Epi” 
language spoken on the small offshore Lamen Island.) Crowley further investigates the question of what 
aspects of the alternations represent shared retentions of a PNCV or PCV innovation, and what aspects 
represent independent parallel development in the daughter languages.
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CHAPTER 8 : EPISTEMEMES
8.1. Introduction
The title of this chapter deserves some explanation. At the 1992 Australian Linguistics Society 
meeting, a paper was presented which gave good evidence for the recognition of a new word class 
category (Durie and Mushin 1992). This category was shown to be both analytically sound and 
descriptively useful cross-linguistically, so it has been adopted in this description of Lewo, along 
with the suggested label “epistememe” as the name of the class.1 This new part of speech 
combines into a uniform group a collection of elements that in most previous language 
descriptions have been presented as a disparate array of categorially distinct forms. For most 
languages, these are the forms that might be described as interrogative pronouns, interrogative 
adverbs and so on, or by the term derived from English grammar, “Wh- words”.2 Durie and 
Mushin show that while these forms are often labelled “interrogative”, typically they also have 
other functions where the interrogative component is reduced, or absent, and the fact that these 
same sets of forms show the same perifunctionality across languages constitutes an important 
reason for considering them to be a “universal lexical category” (Durie and Mushin p. 1) in 
language.3
1 The original paper was titled “The episteme”, but the authors have subsequently revised the name of 
the word-class category to “epistememe” (liana Mushin, pc.). References like “Durie and Mushin p. 3” 
in this chapter refer to the appropriate page in that paper.
2 In his grammar of Acehnese, Durie (1985) referred to members of this category as epistemological 
classifiers. The term epistememe has been adopted because these words appear to “have in common the 
property of categorizing knowledge” (Durie and Mushin p. 10); they constitute the class of forms that 
languages use, not to talk about “types of referents”, but to talk about “types of knowledge”; they are “a 
category for categories of knowledge, or rather for categories of lack of knowledge”. It is because of this 
relationship to categories of knowledge that I have chosen in the following description of the Lewo 
epistememes to characterise them with semantically appropriate labels (substance, place, quantity etc.) 
rather than syntactically appropriate ones (such as nominal interrogative, verbal interrogative etc.).
3 It is certainly not an innovation to locate the description of this class of forms in a single section in the 
grammar of Oceanic languages, but these sections do not usually contain information on the non- 
interrogative use of the members of this set of items. Churchward (1953), an extensive traditional 
grammar, contains a chapter labelled Interrogatives, which describes most of the Tongan epistememic 
forms in one place, but some of the forms mentioned there are elaborated on in other sections of the 
grammar (eg. p. 184), and some other similar forms are just cross-referenced from this chapter. The 
Interrogatives chapter contains only one incidental example of an epistememic form used non- 
interrogatively. Similarly, Hill (1992) finds it necessary to distinguish, on syntactic grounds,
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Epistememes are found to have a variety of functions in languages, and Durie and Mushin (p. 12- 
13) list these from the more central (and common) to the more peripheral (and uncommon). They 
occur as:
• interrogative forms
• indefinite expressions
• introducers of knowledge complements
• expressions of quantification
• heads of relative clauses
• compound expressions with deictics
• indefinites of specific reference
• relative pronouns
In the descriptions that follow, examples showing the interrogative and non-interrogative usage of 
the Lewo epistememes are given.
It will be seen that in Lewo, epistememes do not occur in a particular syntactic position (such as 
clause initially, following the predicate etc.), but they occur in “place-position”. By this is meant 
that the only restriction on their occurrence is that each of them can be found in the same range of 
syntactic environments as non-epistememic forms from the category of knowledge they 
represent.* 4 To exemplify this, the quantity epistememe via ‘how much?/how many?/however 
many/whatever number’ will be described first below, and the examples given for it will be 
expanded to include non-interrogative clauses which could stand alone as declaratives, and 
possible answers to the questions that are given. For each pair, it will be clear that the quantity 
epistememe via and the numeral lua ‘tw o’ occur in the same syntactic location.
8.2. Quantity epistememe via
In interrogative function, via asks ‘how much?/how many?'. The interrogative use can appear as 
core argument (1-2), prepositional object (3), Stative predicate (4), and nominal adjunct (5).
(1) vja 0-si-ke-na?
how.many 3sS-be.at-TA-EMPH
‘How many are left?'
interrogative verbs, interrogative pronouns, an interrogative quantifier, and an interrogative adnominal
modifier (p. 309), but locates her description of these epistememic forms in one place, in a subsection of
the chapter on Interrogative Sentences, which describes “information questions with interrogative 
words” (p. 306). There are no examples of non-interrogative usage of these forms, but reference is made 
to a non-interrogative word meaning ‘where’.
4 This means that although we establish the class epistememe, it is also valid for its members to still be 
regarded as members of other classes (eg. of the class of nouns for ‘what’, or of the class of numerals for 
‘how many’ etc.). The class of epistememe draws its members from a number of other different classes.
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lua 0-si-ke-na
two 3sS-be.at-TA-EMPH
‘Two are left. ’
(2) a-ka-n via?
3pS-eat-TR how.many
‘How many did they eat?’
a-ka-n lua
3pS-eat-TR two
‘They ate two?’
(3) a-pisa-wali 0-pa-ni via rui?
3pS-R.say-find 3sS-R.go-TR how.many already
‘How many (people) have they already told it to?’
a-pisa-wali 0-pa-ni lua rui
3pS-R.say-find 3sS-R.go-TR two already
‘They have told it to two (people) already. ’
(4) amiu via?
2p how.many
‘How many are you?’
omami lua
1 pe two
‘We are two./The re are two of us. ’
(5) naga 0-peveyu 0-pa-n-ko yam via?
3s 3sS-R.swear R.go-TR-2sO times how.many
‘How many times did he swear at you?’
naga 0-peveyu 0-pa-n-inu yam lua
3s 3sS-R.swear R.go-TR-1sO times how.many
‘He swore at me two times/twice. ’
These interrogative occurrences of the epistememe are accompanied by interrogative intonation. 
This suggests that the basic meaning of the epistememe is ‘unknown quantity’ (and similarly, 
‘unknown person’ for ‘who\ etc.), and then the meaning of interrogation is added by question 
intonation. Without such intonation, the indefinite assertion interpretation is taken.5 In such 
non-interrogative use, via can be glossed as ‘however many/whatever number’.
(6) yarn via napa a-pano
person how.many REL 3pS-R.go
‘However many people (that) went... ’
5 This came from a suggestion by Andrew Pawley (pc.) that the semantics of the question words could be 
expressed systematically as, eg., ‘how much’ =  Q (interrogation) + quantity; ‘who’ =  Q +  personal 
identity; etc.
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(7) nari-ta nene 0-pito Nivenue nakonua rui,
child-1 piP DEIC 3sS-R.go.down (place) before already
legiena via 0-paro narui
day how.many 3sS-R.pass now
‘That child of ours went down to Nivenue ages ago, however many days ago. ’
(8) sa sine-mimi-ni ma-sia 0-ve via me-visa-ga 0-va-ni-a
if gut-1 peP-TR leaf-ABS 3sS-l.be how.many 1peS-1.say-just 3sS-l.go-TR-3sO
‘However many pages you want, we can just tell it (to print them). ’
8.3. Person epistememe a#
In interrogative use, ai asks ‘who?’. Where followed by a deictic such as ne (9), or the relative 
pronoun napa (13), ai may cliticise to them giving a-ne and a-napa respectively. In fact, in 
subject position, ai always seems to occur cliticised (ie. as a-ne).
(9) a-ne 0-mare?
who-DEIC 3sS-die
‘Who died?'
(10) a-me ai?
3pS-R.hit who
‘Who did they hit?'
(11) Moluwo napa kompa-s-ne-na ai?
(name) REL part-ABS-POSS-3sP who
‘That Moluwo is the sibling of who?’
As an indefinite non-interrogative expression, ai can occur as a free form (12), perhaps with a 
relative clause attached (13), or with a generic noun (14). Appropriate English glosses in these 
three examples are ‘who’ and ‘whichever’ (or ‘whatever (kind of)’). Sometimes, ‘whoever’ is 
also appropriate.
(12) ne-m-ninuwe ai
1sS-R-not.know who
7 don’t know who (it was/did it etc.). ’
(13) naga-ga 0-visa-kilale a^napa yoko ne-vitawe-a
3s-just 3sS-say-know who-REL FUT 1sS-meet-3sO
‘He alone would determine who I would meet. ’
(14) sira ai napa 0-kla-kare sa-na sisi,
woman who REL 3sS-do-spoil POSS-3sP child
monoar supe la a-ure 0-vato kumali
must chief PL 3pS-pull 3sS-go.down court
‘Whichever woman destroys her (unborn) child, the chiefs will have to take her to village 
court. ’
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8.4. Deictic epistememe nape
nape is used to ask ‘which?’.6 In (15) it occurs firstly in the position which would be occupied 
by constituents that modify the phrase headed by lole ‘lolly’, and secondly as the head of the 
phrase itself.
(15) o-wulu lole nape? o-wulu nape?
2sS-l.buy lolly which 2sS-l.buy which
‘Which lolly do you want to buy?’ ‘Which (one) will you buy?’
(16) sa-na sisi ta-napa Taso
POSS-3sP child ART-REL (name)
‘One of her children was Taso. ’
Taso nape?
(name) which
‘Which Taso?’
napa tete ka-na Lemawa lala
REL father POSS-3sP (name) PL
YThe one) that is the father o f Lemawa and them. ’
(17) mrapa na 0-pito Plakara nape? mrapa na-ne
road GEN 3sS-R.go.down (place) which road 3s-DEIC
‘Which is the road that goes down to Filakara?’ ‘This is the road. ’
Only a couple of instances of nape occurring as an indefinite (non-interrogative) expression were 
found in the text corpus (18 and 19). Before I came across these, I had constructed (20), which 
was accepted by speakers of the language.
(18) a-wari si a-va e vior-ena keviu
3pS-l.carry again 3pS-l.go LOC meet-NOM big
a a-visu-veve-a nape na-po
CONJ 3pS-l.look-check-3sO which NOM-R.good
‘They will take it on to the big meeting, and they will investigate whichever (proposal) is 
good. ’
(19) ne-m-ninuwe o-ma ne-la kinan-ena e nape
1sS-R-not.know 2sS-R.look 1sS-l.take eat-NOM LOC which
‘Look, /  just don’t know I will get food from which (place) (ie. from where). ’
(20) naga 0-sape o-kilia o-la nape napa o-kekara-ni-a
3s 3sS-say 2sS-can 2sS-take which REL 2sS-glad-TR-3sO
‘She said you can have whichever you like. ’
6 This form would appear to be a combination of na + the location epistememe pe. The na could be 
either a relic of the pre-Epi article *na, or the genitive preposition na still found in the language. 
However, the combined form is treated as a single grammatical functor here.
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8.5. Location epistememe pe
pe is used to interrogate location, asking ‘where?’. This can include locational position (21), 
goal (22), source (23), or location as object of locational preposition (24) depending on the 
meaning implied by the main and serialised verbs with which it occurs.
(21) a-su pe?
3pS-be.at where
‘Where are they?’
(22) a-ko pe?
3pS-pass where
‘Where are you going?’
(23) a-ko-m pe ne a-pimi?
3pS-pass-come where DEIC 3pS-R.come
‘Where have you been?/Where have you come from?’
(24) yaru na-e pe ne?
man GEN-LOC where DEIC
‘This fellow belongs where?/Where’s this fellow from?’
It should be noted that the common verb roots vano ‘g o ’ and imi ‘come’ (as well as the other 
less common motion verbs like vitove ‘go down’, or manner of motion verbs like kiri ‘run’ or 
yali ‘walk’) cannot occur directly with pe. Only the verb ko ‘to pass by ’ can be used with pe 
to interrogate motion, either alone for asking about ‘motion to where’, or lexicalised with imi 
‘come’ as ko-m for asking about ‘motion from  where’. These uses can be seen in the 
conventional expressions (22) and (23), which function as greetings. Manner of motion can 
only be incorporated into such expressions by means of serial constructions, as already seen in 
(23) and in (25) as well.
(25) a-m-yali a-ko pe?
2pS-R-walk 2pS-pass where
‘Where are you walking to?’
When pe occurs without interrogative intention, it signifies the indefinite expression 
‘wherever’.
(26) 0-kla suri la nene 0-ko-m pe 0-ko-m pe
3sS-do thing PL DEIC 3sS-pass-come where 3sS-pass-come where
lomara napa 0-teke ra-na
snake REL 3sS-be.at behind-3sP
‘He did all these things (but) wherever he went, wherever he went, that snake was at his back.
(27) ne-taveve ko yo pe o-va e-a
1sS-follow 2s place where 2sS-l.go LOC-3sO
‘I ’ll follow you wherever you go. ’
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(28) 0-sa-ne vis-ena na lepas pe, pe ne-kilia re po
3sS-like-DEIC say-NOM GEN side where NEG1 1sS-know NEG2 NEG3
‘Well (it’s) language from wherever, I don’t know. ’
8.6. Time epistememe pogwae
pogwae7 is used to interrogate time, asking ‘when?’. It is usually found in the clause periphery, 
where temporal setting for clauses is established. The temporal periphery is manifested in the 
first part of (29) by a prepositional phrase, which is fully replaced by pogwae in the second part.
(29) la-lua Talmakura na a-pe aot e Sarere
3p-two (name) EMPH 3pS-R.be out LOC (day)
‘He and Talmakura, the two of them will leave on Saturday. ’
a-pe aot na poawae
3pS-R.be out EMPH when
‘When (did you say) they will leave?’
(30) yumae-ena 0-si-arl pogwae?
work-NOM 3sS-create-carry when
‘When will the work be starting?’
The only function that has been found for this epistememe is the interrogative one. To indicate 
indefinite expressions referring to time, pog napa time REL ‘time that; time when’ appears to be 
the preferred construction type.
(31) a-pisa-yu ke pog napa yoko a-te yato e-a
3pS-R.talk-about TA time REL FUT 3pS-cut firewood LOC-3sO
‘They are talking about the time that they will cut the firewood (at) (ie. when they should cut 
the firewood). ’
Other expressions for time use two of the other epistememes described for Lewo, via ‘how many ’ 
and ya ‘what’. To specifically refer to days, the expression pog ya ‘which day’ is used, and to 
refer to clock time, we find the expression (maran) mrae via ‘how many (sections of) sun ’.
(32) so-ma mrae via?
POSS-2sP sun how.many
‘What’s your time?’
(33) pog ya ne? 
time what DEIC
‘What day is it today?’
7 This form clearly contains the noun pogi ‘time, period, era, day’, but -wae is otherwise unknown so 
pogwae is regarded as a single indivisible word. There is a noun lagiwae ‘hurricane ’ which combines - 
wae with lagi ‘wind’, and also an archaic form of the relative pronoun nawae (usually napa), but it is 
difficult to relate these different occurrences of -wae.
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(34) a-sape
3sS-say
a-sape
3sS-say
a-im
3sS-l.come
a-imi
3sS-l.come
poawae?
when
pog ya
time what
a-sape a-imi maran mrae via?
3sS-say 3sS-l.come section sun how.many
‘They said they would come when ? /  what day ? /  what time ? ’
8.7. Manner epistememe sanape
sanape. as an interrogative, expresses ‘how?’ (35-37). It appears to be an originally tri- 
morphemic formation. The -nape is the same nape (from na-pe) ‘which’ as above, and the sa- 
would come from the manner verb sa ‘to be like’. Combining ‘to be like’ + ‘which’ to give 
‘how’ is a transparently logical derivation. For many speakers, the form is pronounced and 
written as senape.
(35) 0-sape am-lua na a-pimi e nini sanape
3sS-say 2p-two EMPH 2pS-R.come LOC DEIC how
He said, You two, how did you come here?’
(36) mapu-u o-m-loge ke sanape o-m-loge 0-po-ga-ga
grandchild-1 sP 2sS-R-perceive TA how 2sS-R-perceive 3sS-R.good-just-just
‘My grandchild, how are you feeling, are you feeling alright?’
(37) ne-piuni ta-ni-a ne-pe ko-na sanape lumo-ma sanape
1sS-R.ask PREP-TR-3sO 1sS-R.say 2S-EMPH how arm-2sP how
7 asked her, l  said, What about you, how is your arm?’
Non-interrogative uses of sanape are readily found, and a couple of examples with the basic 
meaning of ‘how’ can be given (38-39).
(38) ne-m-ninuwe o-rha mrapa 0-pa sanape
1sS-R-not.know 2sS-R.see road 3sS-R.go how
‘You see, I had no idea how that road went. ’
(39) a-sape kastom sif na naga na ka-na yumae-na sanape
3pS-say custom chief EMPH 3s EMPH POSS-3sP work-NOM how
‘They talked about “custom chief”, how he works/what his work is like. ’
As with the other epistememes, the uses of sanape extend beyond its primary occurrence as an 
indefinite manner particle. For example, sanape commonly functions as the head of a phrase 
(presumably nominal) consisting of sanape plus a relative clause. In (40) this stands alone as 
the introduction to a story, or like a story title, while in (41) the same construction occurs as a 
complement.
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(40) senape napa yeririna lala a-pimi a-piora e lele taaga
[NP ]
[HEAD [MOD ]]
[REL CL ]
[REL [CL ]]
how REL people PL 3pS-R.come 3pS-R.gather LOC place one
‘How (ie. the way in which) the people came and gathered in one place (village). ’
(41) me-pisa-yu pan-la senape napa sa-mam tawa 0-talilu
1peS-R.say-expand PREP-3pO how REL POSS-1piP canoe 3sS-drown
‘We explained to them how it was that our canoe sunk. ’
In another similar case, the clause following sanape is not a relative clause, but an independent 
clause, with the whole expression meaning something like ‘how about X ’ (42).8 Sometimes 
sanape follows the conjunction sa ‘i f ,  and the whole construction will then mean something like 
‘if  that’s the case, then how about X ’ (43-44)
(42) supe la a-piun ta-ni-la a-sape
chief PL 3pS-ask PREP-TR-3pO 3pS-say
sanape na a-visa sa-la sitom-ena
how EMPH 3pS-l.say POSS-3pP think-NOM
‘The chiefs asked them, saying, then how about they (the people) say what their thoughts are. ’
(43) la nene a-sape-nua 0-sa  sanape na te-kuan-vira-virani
3p DEIC 3pS-say-that 3sS-be.like how EMPH 1peS-throw-RED-gather
narin klavaru tal
small stone ART
‘Those ones said, If that’s the case, then let’s (or, how about we) all throw together (donate) a 
small amount of money. ’
(44) Ales 0-pisa 0-sape sa sanape na a-kusi waia na kumall tai
(name) 3sS-say 3sS-say if how EMPH 3pS-take wire GEN village ART
Alice said, saying, If that was the case, how about they take one of the village’s rolls of wire.
Some instances of sanape have been noted where the quantity epistememe via is also acceptable, 
and might have been expected to be more appropriate. This is the case in interrogative use:
(45) ne-vio mo-rha suka supun senape?
1sS-pour POSS-2sP sugar spoon how
ne-vio mo-ma suka supun ve via?
1sS-pour POSS-2sP sugar spoon 3sS-l.be how.many
‘I ’ll put in your sugar spoons like what/how many? (ie. How many spoons of sugar shall I put 
in for you?)’
It is also the case with the indefinite (non-interrogative) function:
8 Although na sometimes occurs as a reduction of napa, there is intonation and pause (as frequently 
found with the emphatic particle na) that rules out that possibility in this example.
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(46) 0-sape supe la a-we nompui senaoe
3sS-say chief PL 3pS-l.kill pig how
He said the chiefs will kill however many pigs (ie. as many as they decide, but /  don’t know 
what the number will be). ’
The same is true for speech complements, which are normally interrogated with sanape rather 
than ya ‘what’.
(47) naga 0-sape 0-po-ga-ga po sanape
3s 3sS-say 3sS-R.good-just-just or how
‘Did he say alright or what?’
(48) 0-pa 0-pisa-wali na Sae 0-pisa sanape
3sS-R.go 3sS-R.say-find CONJ (name) 3sS-R.say how
He went and told him (Sae), and how did Sae respond (or, what did Sae say)?’
“Manner” as a category may entail a range of different parameters that are appropriate to 
particular actions, and so at times there may be ambiguity as to which is being interrogated by 
sanape. For example, in (49), “manner” could refer to instrument, or to characteristic of 
product of action.9
(49) ne-te-ro kulutaki senape?
1sS-cut-off plank how
'What shall I cut the plank off with?/How long shall I cut the plank?’
8.8. Entity epistememe ya(ra)
The interrogative reading of the epistememe ya -  yara is ‘what?’, yara tends to occur utterance 
finally, a situation that often arises when direct or prepositional objects are being asked about 
(50-52).
(50) a-ka-n vara?
3pS-eat-TR what
‘What did they eat?’
(51) sae 0-mono-malio a 0-pisi-na 0-mono e vara
if 3sS-lie-sleep CONJ 3sS-finish-EMPH 3sS-lie LOC what
‘If he (decides to) sleep, then he will lie on what?’
(52) a-kla vara e taem nene
3pS-do what LOC time DEIC
‘What will they do at that time?’
9 This double function may be semantically inherent in ‘how’: note that it is also true of English.
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ya is found elsewhere (53-56), although the positional distribution of these two variants is not 
absolute.10
(53) a-pisape e a-kla ke va-ne
3pS-R.say.that hey 2pS-do TA what-DEIC
‘They said, Hey, what are you doing there?’
(54) ya-ne 0-mo-malio ke-ne
what-DEIC 3sS-lie-sleep TA-DEIC
‘What’s that sleeping there?’
(55) o-tagi-n ke ya na pa
2sS-cry-TR TA what EMPH EVID
‘Ah, what (on earth) are you crying for?’
(56) 0-kiani 0-pa-ni-nu ne-pe mane ya
3sS-hold.out 3sS-R.go-TR-1sO 1sS-R.say money what
‘He held it out to me, l  said, How much money (does it cost)?’
Speakers use ya ~ yara where they are searching for a forgotten word. In (57) the speaker wants 
the word lusia ‘generation ’, but can’t think of it, and uses the Bislama loan laen ‘line ’ instead.
(57) a-taveve sa-la vara 0-sape sa-la laen la 0-sa-ne
3pS-follow POSS-3pP what 3sS-say POSS-3pP line PL 3sS-be.like-DEIC
‘They follow their what-is-it, it says... their lines like that. ’
In one very specific context, ya -  yara appears as ye. This is when it occurs alone in subject 
position before the verb kla. Usually kla means ‘to do, make’, but in this situation it expresses 
‘to happen (to)’ (58-59).
(58) ye 0-kla?
what 3sS-do
‘What did that/happened?’
(59) 0-sape ye 0-kla yaru nene
3sS-say what 3sS-do person DEIC
‘He said, What happened to that person?’
10 Some speakers consider yara more polite than ya, although this might be another way of saying that 
the shorter form is just a contraction of the other (cf. English ‘will not’ and ‘won’t ’), ie. yara may reflect 
an earlier form of the entity epistememe that has become reduced to just ya in most situations. Longgu 
(Hill 1992) has the form ata, and we have seen that Lewo r does reflect POC *t. The Lewo y could be an 
example of the sporadic prothetic y before word-initial vowel (especially a) described as occurring 
throughout Austronesia by Blust (1990:10). The reconstructed forms for ‘what?’ are POC *nsapa and 
PNCV *sava respectively (Clark 1986). On the other hand, there is the slightest hint elsewhere in Lewo 
of a form -ra, attached to the verb ve ‘to be ’, but it is not possible to identify a clear function for it that 
accounts for these two instances.
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Without interrogative intonation and reading, ya ~ yara means ‘what, whatever’. The examples 
show ya occurring in a number of syntactic contexts, such as nominal head in a compound 
object noun phrase (60), constituent of adnominal construction in compound subject noun 
phrase (61), object in nominalised clause (62), and head of a topicalised object phrase (63).
(60) amiu napa a-m-loge pe po vara napa ne-pio-ni-a
2p REL 2pS-R.hear slit.drum or what REL 1sS-R.call-TR-3sO
‘Those of you who heard the bell, or what /  shouted out. ’
(61) nari-na lakaporo po-na nari-na ya 0-te-ke e-a
child-3sP fowl or-EMPH child-3sP what 3sS-be.at-TA LOC-3sO
‘A small chicken or a small whatever was there inside it. ’
(62) Talmakura, ki tai ne 0-pe mini-a yarn keviu
(name) name ART DEIC 3sS-R.be mean-3sO man big
na-kale-ena ya ne 0-po
NOM-search-NOM what DEIC 3sS-R.good
‘Talmakura, this is a name that means, Big man for finding whatever is good. ’
(63) ya napa te-kla ke 0-piowa 0-mono-ari te-sitomali-a
what REL 1piS-do TA 3sS-R.bad 3sS-lie-carry 1piS-think.find-3sO
‘Whatever we are doing wrong, we must think about it. ’
The reading ‘kind o f  something’11 may be appropriate for almost any occurrence of ya, such as 
in (64). This distinguishing function can be differentiated from the identifying function of (65) 
which uses the epistememe nape.
(64) naga 0-pari ya?
she 3sS-R.bear what
‘What (kind of baby) did she have (ie. boy or girl)?’
(65) naga 0-pari nape?
she 3sS-R.bear which
‘Which (baby) did she have (ie. the boy or the girl/this one or that one)?’
This reading ( ‘kind o f  X ’) is certainly more or less obligatory when ya occurs with a generic 
noun. This is actually the most common way of expressing this concept in Lewo (66-68).
(66) a-m-yete ika ya?
3pS-R-fasten fish what
‘What kind offish did they catch?’
(67) naga pe 0-stomi re yarn ya poll
3s NEG1 3sS-think NEG2 man what NEG3
‘He doesn ’t care about any kind of person. ’
11 This concept is regarded as a semantic primitive in Wierzbickian Natural Semantic Metalanguage.
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(68) ita puru-laki ya na 0-vito 0-visa 0-va-n 0-va-m
1 pi base-tree what EMPH 3sS-l.go.down 3sS-l.say 3sS-l.go-TR 3sS-l.go-come
'All of us, which (kind of) tree will go down and tell him (the coconut palm) to come up here?’
8.9. Condition epistememe awa
This form has a much more restricted range of uses than the other epistememes discussed above. 
It always occurs utterance initially, followed by a nominal expression, and is always 
interrogative, asking about the condition of the nominal expression referent, like English ‘What 
about N ?’.12 The condition that is interrogated can be drawn from a wide range of semantic 
space, including physical location. This form is usually used when the interrogator perceives that 
things are not as they should be, often with scolding or rebuking intent.
(69) awa ka-u?
what.about POSS-1sP
‘What about mine? (ie. Where’s my share of the food?/Is there any for me?)’
(70) awa Lopaga?
what.about Lopaga
‘(All the rest of us are here as we should be, but) what about Lopaga?’
8.10. Epistememes standing alone
The examples given so far show epistememes functioning in full clauses. However, all of them 
can, and very frequently do, occur alone under ellipsis, standing for a wide range of culturally 
and contextually determined communicative events.13 In some of these instances, the 
interpretation of the epistememe is highly dependent on the prior discourse setting (eg. when they 
entail requests for repetition or clarification of information just given), but at other times the 
epistememe can occur as the first element in an interchange, or indeed be the only speech 
component (frequently alongside other non-verbal communication), in a communicative exchange 
(eg. such as when pe is used to ask someone passing by where they are going, with the answer 
given as a gesture).
Via? ‘How many o f you are there ?/How many o f them do you want? etc. ’
Ya? ‘What did you say?/What’s that? etc. ’
Pe? ‘Where are you going?/Where did you say he’s been?/Where is it? etc. ’
Pogwae? ‘When?/When will we see each other again? etc. ’
12 As this form does not occur non-interrogatively, its identification as a member of the class of 
epistememes is suspect. An exclamation of the same form is listed in §16.2.4, and it is possible that 
what we have here is a special interrogative use of that, rather than a genuine epistememe.
13 awa however is an exception. When it stands alone, it cannot take interrogative intonation, but is 
used to express surprise or shock; see previous footnote.
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Ai? ‘Who?/Who ’s that walking down there on the beach? etc. ’
Senape? ‘How ’s things going ?/How do you want me to do it again ? etc. ’
Nape? ‘Which one was that?/Which one would you like? etc. ’
8.11. Responses to epistememes
We have noted that epistememes have to do with knowledge, and where the epistememe has an 
interrogative reading it is taken to be requesting information of the appropriate epistemological 
category. Appropriate responses to such questions typically contain information of the required 
knowledge type. However, it is also possible in Lewo for such an information-seeking question to 
be answered with one of the responses normally reserved for yes/no questions, namely the 
independent negative peraga ‘no’.
(71) sa-na sisi 0-tagi-n ya? peraga
POSS-3sP baby 3sS-cry-TR what no
' What ’s her baby crying for?’ ‘No. ’
In these cases, it is understood that some kind of counterexpectation is at work. The question is 
taken to contain the implication that the baby shouldn’t be crying, so that something out of the 
ordinary is causing it to do so. The negative response is to counter this implication: there is 
nothing unusual making the baby cry, but it is just ‘crying for nothing’, as babies are wont to 
do.14
8.12. Rhetorical questions
Lewo allows for interrogative constructions using epistememes to carry rhetorical rather than 
epistememic function. In these situations, no logical response to the content of the question is 
expected from the interlocutor, but the speaker uses the question form to highlight and emphasise 
in some way the point that is intended to be conveyed.
(72) ye-psusunu ye-psusunu o-loge 0-wo 0-ve sanaoe
place-R.RED.humid place-R.RED.humid 2sS-feel 3sS-l.good 3sS-l.be how
‘It was humid, (so) humid, how could you feel comfortable ?/you just couldn ’t get 
comfortable. ’
14 This situation is probably not uncommon. Egner describes the same phenomenon for Wee in Cote 
d’Ivoire, and says that the “Wh- question...is to be interpreted as a request for information if the 
contextual assumption warranting the utterance is validated, and as a request for an explanation if the 
cultural assumption is invalidated in the speech situation” (Egner 1993:18).
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CHAPTER 9 : NOUN PHRASE
9.1. Introduction
The description of Lewo thus far has dealt with the sub-types, functions, and internal 
morphological structures of the main word classes, particularly nouns and verbs. Beginning with 
this chapter, we now look at the distribution of these word classes into the phrase types with 
which they are associated, and the functions of these phrases. The main phrase types are noun 
phrase (this chapter), verb phrase (§10), and prepositional phrase (§11). The Lewo noun phrase 
is a generic name for all the phrase-level constructions that have the same main function that was 
described in §5.3 for nouns: they identify and elucidate the referential nature of entities that occur 
as clausal arguments. In more precise structural terms, noun phrases are regarded as those 
constructions which usually occur as core argument constituents of the clause, and which have 
nominals as their heads.
In the course of describing the noun phrase, certain subtypes of noun phrases (eg. the associative 
construction; §9.5.4), or other phrases which occur as constituents of the noun phrase (eg. 
numeral phrases; §9.9.2), will also be identified. As well, other minor form class types that it is 
necessary to establish (eg. numerals) are described in the context of their phrase level functions.
9.2. The structure of the noun phrase
Canonical clause constituent order in Lewo is SVO (§12.4), so following well-established 
implicational un iversa l1 we would expect the language to evidence noun-modifier constituent 
order in its noun phrase. This is largely so, although it is necessary to establish slots preposed to 
the head for a small subset of modifiers and for possessive pronouns.2 The Lewo noun phrase is 
constructed from the following ordered constituents:
1 As detailed in Givön 1984:199ff., but deriving ultimately from Greenberg 1963.
2 This is probably the major inconsistency of Lewo’s word order typology. In Givön’s implicational 
hierarchy of conformity to basic word order (Givön 1984:202), genitive/possessive modifiers are second 
only to nominal compounding modifiers in being most likely to conform to basic word order. Similarly, 
“the position of genitive/possessive modifiers vis-ä-vis the head noun is the most consistent correlation 
between VP and NP word order” (p. 221).
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(Possessive) (Modifierl)...
...(HEAD)...
...(Clitic) (Modifier2) (Plural) (Quantity) (Deictic) (Article) (GenitiveP) (RelCl)
The large majority of noun phrases only realise the potential of this formula in a very limited 
way. Many consist of only a head, and many others of just a head and one or two other items. 
None of the slots are obligatory, and for Lewo this applies to the head as well (examples of 
headless noun phrases, consisting of just a relative clause, will be given). This chapter will take 
each of these slots in turn and look at the kinds of elements that can occur as fillers of them, and 
their functions, with the exception of the Genitive Phrase, which, as a prepositional phrase, has 
its form and functions described in §11.2.2. Note that in the context of the first of the NP slots 
(which marks possession), opportunity is taken to discuss the category of possession in Lewo 
from a wider perspective (§9.3).
Before investigating the noun phrase constituents one by one, several noun phrases exemplifying 
the combination of them, and their constituent ordering, are given (relative clause fillers of the 
clause-final slot are abbreviated to the relative pronoun only). All of the fillers in these examples 
are simple forms, but more complex fillers for nearly every slot are possible, and are described 
later.
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Table 47 : Example noun phrases
Poss M odi HEAD Clitic Mod2 Plural Quant Deic Art GenP RelCl
yuwi
yam
‘A/some yam(s). ’
lak na pe
stick GEN drum
‘Wood fo r  beating slit-drum. ’
kie-la wi
their water
‘Their water(-hole). ’
sisi -ga lala
child just PL
‘Just the children. ’
sa-u pawa pla-yu napa...
my big knife that....
‘ilAy big knife that (you gave me). ’
lokuli kokan telu nene tai
dog small three this one
‘One o f  these three small dogs. '
sira fnee la lima nini napa...
female young PL five this that...
‘These five  teenage girls that (the chiefs reprimanded). ’
The following clauses exemplify the primary functions of noun phrases as clause arguments: pre­
verbal clause subject (1); post-verbal clause object (2); non-verbal clause arguments (3); object 
of preposition (4); and extra-clausal topic (5). The noun phrases are enclosed in square brackets 
[...], with the head noun of each underlined.
(1) [sa-la suBe pinuga] a-pimi
POSS-3pP chief all 3pS-R.come
YAll their chiefs] came. ’
(2) a-kira a-pisu [pupia si mema] na we
3pS-look 3pS-R.see big sea dry EMPH EMPH
‘They looked and saw [a really low sea (tide)]. ’
(3) [sa-na kf] rLo-kupal
POSS-3sP name FEM-pigeon
YHer name] is [Lo-kupa] (lit. Miss Pigeon). ’
(4) 0-palua-n 0-pimi e [narin puru-vanua napa]
3sS-R.paddle-TR 3sS-R.come LOC small island REL
‘He paddled over to [that small island].
(5) [ika nene,] kunu-na 0-pe pupus-ga
fish DEIC nose-3sP 3sS-R.be round-just
‘[That fish,] its nose is rounded. ’
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Clearly, these clause internal-functions of noun phrases are critical and pervasive, but it is still 
possible to have long stretches of connected discourse with only minimal amounts (in terms of 
frequency and quantity) of noun phrase material involved. Lewo’s referent-tracking strategies, 
mainly via the use of subject and object cross-referencing on the verb, make overt specification of 
arguments as noun phrases unnecessary in many places.
One important function has been identified for noun phrases at the discourse level, rather than as 
clause constituents. This is where a noun phrase is given, as a separate intonational paragraph, 
as the title of the story that is about to be related.
(6) na-suni-ena tai na kumali sa-u
NOM-tell.story-NOM ART GEN meeting.house POSS-1sP
YHere is) a story from/about my village. ’
9.3. Possessives
As the above formula listing the structure of the noun phrase indicates, constituents which have to 
do with the expression of possession and genitive relationships can be found at both the beginning 
and near the end of the phrase, and in fact they can also occur in the post-head modifier slot as 
well. As indicated in §1.1, we now attempt to treat the category of possession synthetically, by 
bringing the description of the various structures and components that express it together in one 
place.
In §9.3.1-2 we look first at the form and function of the Lewo possessive pronouns as preposed 
nominal modifiers. This will require some discussion of the nature of the system in which the 
different possessive markers operate, and in view of the extensive previous studies of this 
category in Oceanic languages, it is best done with some reference to them. An alternate ordering 
of possessive pronouns with respect to the noun phrase head is described in §9.3.3. In §9.3.4, we 
describe the possessive phrase structure which handles the situation where the possessor is 
expressed as a full nominal, rather than pronominally as in the previous sections. Where the 
possessed entity is either a nominalised form, or a bound noun, then possession is marked by a 
different strategy, and the resultant construction, called the associative construction here, is 
described in §9.3.5. In §9.3.6 we describe a further construction type that occurs in the 
expression of possession, and then finally, the functions of genitive phrases in the preposition na 
are discussed in §9.3.7.
9.3.1. Possessive pronouns
Possessive pronouns, when they function as preposed noun head modifiers or determiners 
(identifying the possessor of the head noun), might well be described as possessive adjectives.
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However, their form is identical to the possessive pronoun sets given in §5.2.2, which can stand 
alone with meanings like ‘mine’, ‘yours’, etc. In this case, we regard these as one and the same 
word class category, being able to function syntactically as either nominal head or adnominal 
modifer. The examples given below remind us immediately of the internal structure of these 
forms, comprising one of the three different possessive markers or bases ka-, ma-, and sa-, and a 
possessor person suffix.
(7) [ka-la kinan-enal
POSS-3pP eat-NOM
‘Their food. ’
(8) [ma-na lo-vumal
POSS-3sP inside-house 
‘The inside of her house. ’
(9) [sa-u sjsi la lua]
POSS-1sP child PL two 
‘My two children. ’
These possession-marked noun phrases readily occur in all clause level argument slots.
(10) me-pio [ma-la wi], [sa-la ata] 0-prani [ka-mami kaoil
1peS-R.fetch POSS-3pP water POSS-3pP father 3sS-R.join POSS-1peP fire 
Y While) we fetched their water, their father cooked our food (lit. made our fire for food). ’
9.3.2. Function of possessor markers
The three possessive markers parallel both in form and function types that are found in many 
other Oceanic languages.3 We will now examine the particular role each has in Lewo.
9.3.2.1. ka-possession
Possessives occurring with ka- arise in two distinct contexts. The first is when the meaning of 
the item that is possessed relates in some way to food and its preparation.
3 For indirect possession, Pawley (1973:158ff.) reconstructed three markers as POC or early OC: * na-, 
for “dominant possession”; *ka- for three separate categories of possession: “subordinate or 
uncontrolled”, “edible”, and “intimate property”; and *ma- for “drinkable” possession. (This 
distribution of possession types has been slightly revised recently by Lynch 1993.) The markers *ka- and
*ma- have clearly been reflected as ka- and ffia- respectively (although the change from m to fii is 
irregular), and the *na- form could be the source of the postposed possessive particle -ne found in one 
type of direct possession in Lewo. Including this means that the original three way system in POC has 
split into a four way system in Lewo. However, the role of marking general possession originally carried 
by *na- is now carried in Lewo by sa- or (dialectally) kie-. (The pre-Epi form was probably kia- [cf. Baki 
kia-1, and a k>s sound change is evident in a number of cases).
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(11) ka-ta kinan-ena
POSS-1piP eat-NOM
‘Our food.'
(12) ka-la piaki
POSS-3pP pot
‘Their pot. ’
(13) awe, ka-u tai
oh, POSS-1sP ART
4
‘Pie-ease, can l have a piece/one/some (edible item) (lit. one of mine/for me)!'
The second situation where ka- possession occurs is where the item that is possessed is 
understood to be a “part” of some larger salient “whole”. This “part-whole” label is understood 
in a generic sense, and encompasses a number of more precise semantic subtypes, as indicated in 
the examples.
(14) ka-na kausu
POSS-3sP rubber
‘It's (the tap’s) washer.’
(15) ka-na yau-ena
POSS-3sP sing-NOM
‘It's (the ritual’s) song. ’
(16) ka-na yarn
POSS-3sP man
‘It’s (the bulldozer’s) operator/driver/expert user.'
[literal/physical part-of-whole]
[characteristic counterpart]
[task-dedication]
(17) Kora 0-pimi 0-pari ka-na puluk [designated section]
(name) 3sS-R.come 3sS-R.carry POSS-3sS bullock
‘Kora came and carried his quarter of (Remo’s, ie. someone else’s) bullock. ’
(18) mrapa ka-na nompui lala [path?/product?/item of close association?]
road POSS-3sP pig PL
‘The pig ’s track. ’
A third use of the ka- marker needs to be noted for the dialect of Lewo spoken in Nikaura and 
Nuvi. Kin terms that are not directly possessed are possessed with sa- elsewhere, but with ka- in 
these two villages.
(19) ka-na tete
POSS-3sP father
‘His/her father. ’
ka-na mama
POSS-3sP mother
‘His/her mother. ’
4 See §9.11 for description of the particle tai and its occurrence as an indefinite head in NPs.
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9.3.2.2. ma- possession
This possessive marker is used where the meaning of the possessed noun relates to either of two 
important areas of living. The first is drinking, and includes those things used as implements in 
preparing drinks, in actual drinking, and things that can be drunk or sucked. As in many Oceanic 
societies, the commodities that are regarded as “drinkable” include items like juicy fruits (such as 
ripe mangoes), lollies, medicines (including those in tablet form), sugar-cane, and so on.
(20) ma-la puru-tevi
POSS-3pP trunk-sugarcane
‘Their sugarcane. ’
(21) ma-ta kopi
POSS-1piP coffee
‘Our coffee. ’
(22) ma-na yu
POSS-3sP breast
‘It’s (the baby’s) breast(-milk). ’
The second set of items includes those that are associated with aspects of domestic life, such as 
home, house, some house parts (such as door, and hence, figuratively, family), sleeping-mats and 
pillows (and hence modem beds and bedding), and some articles of clothing, particularly those 
one pulls over one’s head or puts around one’s shoulders (such as shirt, dress, jacket, but not 
trousers).
(23) ma-na sota
POSS-3sP shirt
‘His shirt. ’
(24) ma-miu yuma
POSS-2pP house
‘Your house. ’
(25) rno-fha mra-tava
POSS-2sP fruit-door
‘Your door./Your family. ’
This dual functionality of the ma- marker can result in some ambiguity for items that can occur 
plausibly with either instance. Without the descriptive designations that follow in each case, 
mala plape in the two examples below would be ambiguous for either the “drinkable” or the 
“domestic” reading.
(26) ma-la pla-pe na vio-en wi
POSS-3pP straight-bamboo GEN dip-NOM water
‘Their piece of bamboo for fetching water. ’
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(27) ma-la pla-pe na kila-en yuma
POSS-3pP straight-bamboo GEN make-NOM house
‘The bamboo for making (the walls of) their house. ’
9.3.2.3. sa- possession
sa- is the most general marker of possession, ie. it is the one that will be found where there is no 
reason to use the others. However, once again, this category of “general” possession can also 
incorporate different sub-types of genitive relationship.
(28) sa-na tawagka
POSS-3sP canoe
‘His canoe. ’
(29) sa-u sisi
POSS-1sP child
‘My child. ’
(30) sa-la yali-ena
POSS-3pP walk-NOM
‘Their walk. ’
(31) sa-mam kumal
POSS-1peP meeting.house
‘Our village. ’
[ownership]
[kinship]
[activity]
[location/residence/association?]
9.3.2.4. Category overlap5
Thus far, we have spoken as if each of the possessive markers can be assigned to a semantically 
defined set of particular possessed nouns, whereby any given noun, when possessed, will be 
uniquely associated with a particular possessive marker.
This noun-class or gender system approach associates subsets of nominal entities with a 
particular possessive category, either on the basis of semantic predictability (along the lines of the 
normally associated groupings of nouns given for the possessive markers here), or because they 
are morphologically or grammatically determined. If the latter were true, it might still be possible 
to trace the origins of the system in some degree of apparent semantic non-arbitrariness in the 
membership of the classes, somewhat like Indo-European gender. Wilson (1982) notes that this 
was the position adopted in earlier PN language studies, up to and including Hohepa’s study of 
Maori, with the terms “dominant” and “subordinate possession” characterising the semantic basis 
for the noun classes. The difficulty with this proposal is that it requires us to regard situations 
where a particular noun can occur with more than one possessive category designation as the
5 This term has been used with the meaning employed here by Lynch 1993 and Lichtenberk 1985b: 108.
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marked, non-paradigm, or exceptional case, when in fact this potentiality seems to be 
systematically available to most nouns in Oceanic languages.
It soon becomes clear that Lewo does not possess such a well-motivated noun class gender 
system, for, as just indicated, many nouns will be found to occur with more than just one of the 
possessive markers. For instance, a semantically generic noun like suri ‘thing’ can be used to 
refer to any item that is normally associated with one particular possessive marking, so one can 
say ka-u suri, ma-u suri, sa-u suri ‘my thing’, depending on the marker usually taken by the 
particular referent of suri in each case.
This flexible relationship between noun and possessive marker also holds for more specific nouns 
than suri ‘thing ’. When different kinds of possession are in view, as suggested by the area of 
meaning associated with each possessive marker, different nouns can occur with any of them.6
(32) sa-na wi
POSS-3pS water
‘Her (washing-)water. ’
(33) ma-na wi
POSS-3pS water
‘Her (drinking-)water. ’
(34) ka-na wi
POSS-3pS water
‘Its water (eg. the water for the battery). ’
(35) ka-u si
POSS-1sP sea-water
‘My sea-water (for cooking my food in). ’
(36) naga 0-kulu-n ma-na lak lala
3s 3sS-swim-TR POSS-3sP wood PL
‘He swam his pieces of wood (for building his house) (along the beach to the village). ’
This appears to be so for most nouns, but not all of them, as there are limits to this system. Lewo 
speakers will not readily accept all possible combinations (eg. **ka-u ata, **ma-u ata POSS-1sP 
father ‘my (edible, drinkable) father’), but the constraint is pragmatic, rather than morphological 
or syntactic. For example, the reason why a speaker of Lewo might reject the noun phrase ma- 
na tawagka POSS-3sP canoe ‘his (drinkable) canoe’ is because the use of the possessive 
marker ma-, which is only used with drinkables and domestic items, requires a very particular 
reading of the situation, that does not relate to the “normal circumstances” of the real world.
6 We do not entertain the possible hypothesis that Lewo nouns appear in homophonous sets, with 
meaning ‘waterfor washing’, wi2 meaning ‘waterfor drinking’ etc.
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Usually, canoes are neither drunk, worn, nor lived in. However, if the plausible scenario of a dog 
or a rat using an overturned discarded canoe hull as its sleeping place was brought to the hearer’s 
attention, then the juxtaposition of ma- with tawagka, would be immediately legitimated.7 8 Other 
far more potentially implausible pairings of possessive marker and possessed item than this 
example can arise from the productive use of the possessive markers.
9.3.2.5. The underlying system
The function of the different possessive marker categories has been an important question in 
Oceanic language studies. How can we identify and characterise the parameter controlling the 
occurrence of the various possessive forms? It is clear that they cannot be accounted for as being 
in free variation with one another, and neither can they be shown to be phonologically conditioned 
allomorphs of a single possessive marker. Other hypotheses relating to the underlying 
relationship in the functions of the possessive markers were dismissed in §9.392.4 and in footnote 
6.8
The inadequacy of these possible solutions led to the development of what Wilson (1982:15) calls 
the “Simple Control Theory’’, and Pawley and Sayaba (1990:167) describe as the “semantic 
relation principle”, whereby the different possessive markings are taken to be indicative of 
different kinds of relationship between possessor and possessed.9 This approach adequately 
explains the function of the ma-, ka-, and sa- possessive markers in Lewo, as representing 
different relationships between possessor and possessed, which have to be expressed in terms of
7 Similarly, if the canoe hull was regarded as food for wood borers, then the use of the ka- edible 
possessive marker would immediately become appropriate.
8 The same question has often been asked previously, see eg. Lynch 1978 and Johnston 1980:168-174. 
The progressive evaluation of the various hypotheses described here is modelled directly on Wilson’s 
analysis of the A and O possessive categories in PPN (Wilson 1982:13ff.), and on Pawley and Sayaba 
(1990).
9 In PN studies, this approach was taken by Clark (1976), although he still used the terms “dominant” 
and “subordinate” to distinguish what were now possessive relationships, rather than categories. This 
analysis still had problems for PN languages, so Wilson went on to enunciate the “Initial Control 
Theory” whereby the focus (ie. “grammatical meaning”) of the possessive marking is not the features of 
the possessor-possessed relationship once it is established, but the nature of the instigation and initiation 
of the relationship. However, in so far as Wilson demonstrates that this PN system represents a 
development from an earlier Oceanic system, we should not have to adopt this for non-PN Oceanic 
languages, such as Lewo. In the PN system, A-marked possession designates the controller, or the entity 
which causes or instigates the relationship, while O-marked possession is for otherwise. (This 
characterisation is very reminiscent of Churchward’s “subjective” [the possessor is “active, influential, 
formative”] and “objective” possession for Tongan [Churchward 1953:78ff.], although not mentioned by 
Wilson.) However, significant groups of exceptions occur, where A is expected but O is found, such as a 
class of personal artefact items, items intended as a possessor’s drink, or source of food or drink, and 
some kin terms (Wilson 1982:22-35).
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the function that the possessed item has for the possessor (ie. something the possessor drinks, 
eats, wears in a certain way, intends to use for a particular purpose, and so on).
9.3.2.6. Direct and indirect possession
The above discussion has covered the system of marking indirect possession (possession which is 
marked as suffixation on a possessive marker as some other element of noun phrase structure) in 
Lewo. The conclusion is that for all the free nouns, the relationship between noun and possessive 
marker and real-world context is not governed by membership of a grammatical class, but is 
semantically determined. However, Lewo also has the sets of directly possessed bound nouns, 
where possessor person and number are marked as suffixes on the noun itself, and these behave 
differently (§5.3.1.4):
• membership in the first morphologically-determined subset of bound nouns was
restricted to a closed grouping of certain body parts (eg. lima-u hand-1 sP ‘my 
hand’) and certain kinship terms (eg. vine-u sister.of.male-1sP ‘my sister’)
• membership in the second subset was for another subset of body parts (eg. miap-ne-u
jaw-POSS-1sP ‘m yjaw ’)
• membership in the third was for some parts of wholes (especially tree parts; ma-s-ne-
na leaf-ABS-POSS-3sP ‘its le a f)
• the fourth had just a single member, the noun with an obligatory possessive infix, ruo-
u-lai wife’s sister’s husband-1 sP ‘my brother-in-law’).
These sets partly correlate with semantic type, but there is clearly some degree of semantic 
arbitrariness in the way nouns are distributed among them. For example, it is difficult to 
ascertain any semantic criteria by which some body parts take the simple possessor suffix, and 
others take the possessive marker -ne with the possessor suffix. What we have described here is 
just for directly possessed body parts, but the situation is compounded when indirectly possessed 
body parts are taken into account. The distribution of body parts over all the various possessor 
marking strategies is as follows:
• Body parts that are directly possessed: arm, back, body, chest, dung, ear, gut, head,
head hair, leg, mouth, neck, nose, penis, stomach, soul, teeth, tongue, urine
• Body parts that are directly possessed with -ne: chin, ear-wax, finger-nail, horn,
jaw, kidney, ligament, rib, scale, shoulder, skin, skull, throat
• Body parts that are directly possessed as absolute nouns: body hair, egg, insides,
neck, skin
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• Body parts that are indirectly possessed with sa- or ka-: ankle, blood, bone, brain,
fat, heart, liver, sweat, sore.
Similarly, some kinship terms have exponents that are both directly possessed and indirectly 
possessed:10
• ‘father’ arima-na father-3sP sa-na ata POSS-3sP father
• ‘mother’ ane-na mother-3sP sa-na mama POSS-3sP mother
• ‘child’ nari-na child-3sP sa-na sisi POSS-3sP child
These data defy simple semantic rationale or explanation, and call into question the semantic 
categorisation of the various groups of nouns.* 11 The position taken here is that firstly, despite 
some broad semantic characterisations that can be made, whether a noun is bound or free is 
ultimately semantically unpredictable, and therefore morphologically conditioned, and thus has to 
be specified for each noun as part of its dictionary entry. Then secondly, once a noun is declared 
to be a free noun, the particular possessive marker with which it is associated is almost entirely 
semantically determined.12 Thirdly, with regard to the bound nouns, the particular possessor 
marking taken by a body part or kin term etc. cannot be predicted and will have to be specified.13 
For the few cases of apparent overlap, where one noun root can occur with two possessive 
marking strategies, double lexical entries are required.
10 The directly possessed forms are usually used referentially, although noun phrases constructed from 
them can be used as address forms where the speaker is not permitted to use the addressee’s personal 
name. The indirectly possessed forms are those usually used as address forms, but the fact that they can 
be possessed shows that they occur referentially as well.
11 For POC, Pawley (1973:154-5) was able to characterise directly possessed items as falling into three 
categories: natural part of a whole (body parts, and items like the branch of a tree); kin relations; and 
relative position. However, he notes that the semantic limits of these categories vary from daughter 
language to daughter language, particularly with regard to the treatment of body liquids and secretions, 
and to certain internal organs. Pawley also suspected that polysyllabicity may be a determining factor. 
Other Vanuatu languages distinguish internal from external organs (Darrell Tryon, pc.), but none of 
these possible factors can be demonstrated to apply rigorously for Lewo.
12 There are a few exceptions, like ma-na sota ‘his shirt’, but sa-na traoses ‘his trousers’.
13 In practice, in the Lewo dictionary in preparation I have chosen not to list just noun roots for bound 
nouns, but nouns with third person singular possessor suffixes attached. In every case, the resultant 
form makes it unambiguously clear which marking strategy the noun adopts, and additional formal 
specification of class membership is redundant. This conclusion is basically that also reached by, eg., 
Lichtenberk (1985b: 125-6), and Pawley and Sayaba (1990:167) (recently quoted in Lynch [1993:3]), 
who state that “the selection of possessive marker is not governed solely by either the semantic relation 
principle or the noun class principle”.
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9.3.3. Pre-head and post-head possessor marking
The basic possessor-possessed order described above can be seen in the following example, where 
both the possessor slot and the possessed slot are themselves manifested by noun phrases of the 
same possessor modifier-possessed head constmction type.
(37) mapi-na 0-m-loge-lu [[sa-na apua] [sa-na visena]]
grandchild-3sP 3sS-R.hear-miss POSS-3sP grandparent POSS-3sP say-NOM
[NP:Object ]
[NP: possessor ][NP: possessed ]
[PossPro ] [Noun ] [PossPro ] [Noun ]
‘(This was the point where) the (lit. her) grandchild disobeyed her grandmother’s words. ’
While this pre-head position reflects the predominant unmarked order for possessives, it is not 
uncommon at all for possessives to follow the head. This seems to be confined mostly to noun 
phrases that occur utterance finally, with the possessive occurring as the last word in the 
utterance and hence taking the major stress of the whole phonological phrase on its first syllable, 
the possessive marker. This suggests that this ordering has some kind of stylistic markedness, 
and this is reinforced with the observation that it is mostly observed in formal texts.
(38) a-n-to ma-ga e furha ma-la]
3pS-R-stay TA-just LOC home POSS-3pP
‘They just stayed on at their home. ’
(39) vena 0-la 0-va-n rveririna lala sa-na]
in.order.to 3sS-give 3sS-l.go-TR people PL POSS-3sS
‘In order to give (it) to his people. ’
(40) [[sa-na apua] h/is-ena sa-na]]
POSS-3sP grandparent say-NOM POSS-3sP
'Her grandmother’s words. ’
9.3.4. Possessive phrase modifiers
Thus far the structure of possessive constructions involving the preposing (and sometimes 
postposing) of a possessive pronoun to the head nominal in a noun phrase, and meaning ‘my/your 
(etc.) st. \  have been described. Another important possessive construction type that again uses 
the possessive pronouns occurs where both the possessor and the possessed in a noun phrase have 
full nominal status. In this case, the possessive pronoun (possessive marker plus possessor 
suffix) occurs with a nominal possessor as a possessive phrase (like English ‘[of] [the 
children]'), and this phrase follows the possessed main head of the noun phrase as a possessive 
modifier (again, like English ‘puppy [of the children]’):
Noun Phrasepossessive —> ^possessed Possessive Phrase
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Possessive Phrase -> POSS-3sP Npossessor
That is, to say in Lewo ‘X ’s d o g \  one says ‘dog o fX ’.
(41) [lokuli [sa-na Elta Toto]]
dog POSS-3sP elder (name)
‘Elder Toto ’s dog. ’
There are some important constraints or neutralisations in the form of the possessive pronoun 
when it occurs in this post-head context. Firstly, the possessor suffix that occurs is not sensitive 
to the number of the possessor, but is always singular.14 Also, the possessor noun is always 
implicitly third person, so the only possessor person-number suffix found is -na.
(42) [kumpui [ka-na [le-Nivenue lala]]]
pork POSS-3sP group-(name) PL
‘The pork o f the Nivenue people. ’
(43) [porotano [sa-na [mo-ma mratava lala]]]
ground POSS-3sP POSS-2sP door (= family) PL
‘Yourfamily’s land. ’
The second part of (44) shows what might appear to be an alternative ordering of this type as 
^possessor POSS-3sP Np0ssesse(j.
(44) yuma ma-na Sae Sae rha-na yuma
house POSS-3sP (name) (name) POSS-3sP house
‘Sae ’s house. ’
This latter construction places additional focus on the possessor, and this is taken to be the 
pragmatic function of the variant structural arrangement. However, rather than regarding it as a 
reordering of the first type (in which case its internal constituency is not clear), it is regarded as a 
manifestation of the adnominal construction yet to be described (§9.3.6), which can be used to 
express emphatic or contrastive possession (a function that in other Oceanic languages is carried 
by the possessive construction we have been describing in this section).
9.3.5. Associative construction
Some possessive and other constructions in Lewo involve the relationship between pairs of nouns, 
but the associative construction is regarded as formally and sematically distinct from the other 
situations. Formally, the associative construction can be expressed as N-n N, where the first of 
the two side-by-side nouns, the internal head of the construction, is always either a bound noun or 
a verbal noun, and ends with a morpheme -n. The meaning of the associative relationship depends
14 This is described by Lichtenberk (1985b: 100) as “partial crossreferencing” of the possessor.
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on the type of the first noun. Where the first noun is a bound noun, then the second noun is its 
possessor, and where it is a verbal noun, then the second noun is the entity that is the object of the 
nominalised verb. This pairing of relationship (nominal possessor, and grammatical object role) 
is admittedly rather unusual, but the grouping of them under the associative construction seems to 
work well otherwise.15
9.3.5.1. Bound nouns in associative construction
The description of possessive constructions so far has only dealt with the possession of free 
nouns. We now look at bound nouns, which are obligatorily marked for posession (§5.3.1), even 
when no nominal possessor is specified.
(45) o-na
spouse-3sP
‘His/her spouse. ’
When a nominal possessor is specified, we find that two forms occur:
(46) sira o-na o-n sira
woman spouse-3sP spouse-3sP woman
‘The woman ’s spouse. ’ ‘The spouse of the woman. ’
The first of these is regarded as another instance of the adnominal construction (§9.3.6), but the 
second is of interest because of the form of the possessive suffix, just -n, which can in fact be 
contrasted in this context with its regular occurrence as -na:
(47) o-n sira o-na sira
spouse-3sP woman spouse-3sP woman
‘The spouse of the woman. ’ ‘His female spouse (ie.wife). ’
The second instance in (47) is a normal instance of a Lewo bound noun (o-na) occurring as a 
head modified by another noun (sira) filling a phrasal modifier slot (§9.7.1). We will also see 
later that in some cases, two nouns can become so closely bound together that they can be 
regarded as a lexical unit, ie. a compound noun (§9.5.2). However, the first instance in (47) 
seems to realise a third kind of relationship between two nouns, in which the second noun is more 
closely bound to the first (phonologically and semantically) than in the phrase head-modifier 
construction, yet not as tightly bound as in compound nouns: this is the associative construction.
15 It may not be too unusual though: in English, nominalisations of clauses like ‘they hunt wolves’ can 
occur as ‘their hunting wolves’ or, with the genitive or purpose prepositions, ‘their hunting of/for 
wolves’.
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It is necessary to establish this construction type because pairs of noun roots that can occur as 
compound nouns can also occur in the formally distinct associative construction, with slightly 
different meanings. The most frequent instances of this are with the construct nouns 
(§5.3.1.4.2.3), which have been seen to occur in three different forms. Firstly, they can occur in 
an absolute form, without any possessive marking, functioning as free nouns. In this form they 
are identified by their -sia ending (eg. ma-sia ‘a lea f). Secondly, when possessed, they occur 
directly possessed, taking the -ne possessive marker and possessor suffixes (eg. ma-s-ne-na ‘its 
lea f). Then finally, they can occur in a reduced construct form, when forming a compound noun 
(eg. ma-X ‘leaf o f  the X tree'). Now we add a fourth subtype, a variant of the possessed form, 
which is found in the associative construction. In (48-49), the associative construction pairing of 
the two noun roots is given first, with the related compound noun second.
(48) ma-s-ne-n klata
leaf-ABS-POSS-3sP lychee
‘Leaf of the lychee tree. ’
ma-klata
leaf-lychee
‘Lychee leaf. ’
(49) la-s-ne-n puru-pa
branch-AE3S-POSS-3sP trunk-banyan
‘Branch of the banyan tree. ’
la-pa
branch-banyan
‘Banyan branch. '
Further examples of construct nouns occurring in associative constructions are given in Table 48.
Table 48 : Associative construction with construct nouns
NOUN-n NOUN GLOSS MEANING
kina-s-ne-n yau-ena f!esh-ABS-POSS-3sP sing-NOM ‘meaning o f  the song ’
kina-s-ne-n yuwi flesh-ABS-POSS-3sP yam ‘a yam tuber'
lepa-s-ne-n la-u side-ABS-POSS-3sP leg-1 sP ‘one o f  my legs (lit. one 
side o f  my legs)’
pogo-s-ne-n fhaag- 
ena16
time-ABS-POSS-3sP noisy-NOM ‘time o f  the row'
pulu-s-ne-n pla-pe hold-ABS-POSS-3sP straight- 
bamboo
‘inside hole o f  bamboo 
pole’
While it is true that nearly all examples of the associative construction link two just nouns, it is 
quite possible for the second “noun” slot to be filled by a noun phrase (usually only minimally 
expanded).
16 This example indicates that the time at which an event (expressed as a verbal noun) took place can be 
construed as a component of the event in a “part-of-whole” relationship to it.
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(50) [lua-s-ne-n [sa-u vis-ena]]
end-ABS-POSS-3sP POSS-1sP say-NOM
‘The end of my talk. ’
Along with construct nouns, other directly possessed nouns can occur as the first noun in the 
associative construction.
(51) kla-mara-n peka
round-face/eye-3sP green.snail 
‘Operculum of green snail (giant turban shell). ’
(52) la-n pla-yu
leg-3sP straight-bamboo
‘Handle of knife. ’
(53) pari-n pui pari-n yumae-na
head-3sP pig head-3sP house-NOM
‘A pig ’s head. ’ ‘Boss of the work. ’
A special figurative use of three directly possessed kin terms occurs when ane- ‘mother , arima- 
father’, and nari- ‘o ffsp r in g occur as the first element of the associative construction with the 
meanings of ‘biggest o f all', ‘big one o f ,  and ‘small one o f  respectively.
(54) ane-n lagi
mother-3sP wind
‘An immensely powerful hurricane. ’
(55) arima-n yuwi
father-3sP yam
‘A huge yam. ’
(56) nari-n sisi
offspring-3sP child
‘A little kid. ’
9.3.5.2. Verbal nouns in associative construction
As mentioned earlier, another category of nouns that enter the associative construction as its head 
(the first noun) are nominalised verbs. When they do, they also show a loss of final -a from their 
nominalising suffix -ena, and the second noun in the construction is the entity that would occur in 
a clause as the object of the verb that is nominalised.
(57) me-siar [kale-en piara]
1peS-begin search.for-NOM crab
‘We started crab-hunting. ’
(58) sine-na-n-ga [mu-n-en maki]
gut-3sS-TR-just drink-TR-NOM leaf
‘She only wants to take leaf (medicine) (ie. not hospital medicine). ’
pari-n supe
head-3sP chief 
‘High chief king. ’
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Some further examples are given:
Table 49 : Associative construction with verbal nouns
VERB-en + NOUN GLOSS MEANING
kla-lua-en mra-kiavi do-out-NOM fruit-clam ‘the removing flesh from  
clamshell ’
na-yau-ni-en pla-pe NOM-sing-TR-NOM straight-bamboo ‘the singing over bamboo, 
ie. the bamboo song ’
war-en sisi bear-NOM child ‘the child-birth ’
These examples show what happens when just a verb is nominalised, but the Lewo 
nominalisation strategy can apply to larger sections of clauses. In these cases, the nominaliser 
still only attaches to the verb, but in the form of the associative construction, so the rest of the 
clause follows it as a complex entity equivalent to the second noun of the associative 
construction.
(59) [[na-were-vira-vira-n-en] [yeririna lala a-vim veraga
NOM-pull-RED-together-TR-NOM people PL 3pS-l.come together
vena a-kla yumae-na]]
in.order.to 3pS-make work-NOM
‘ The bringing together of all the people in one place so that they can do the work. ’
The effect of this is that meanings that are often expressed in other languages as sentential 
complements in complex sentences are handled in Lewo as quite dense noun phrase objects of 
simple clauses. Note in (61) that arima-n sira is another associative construction embedded 
within the larger one.
(60) naga 0-marau-n [[na-viyu-n-en] [ta-n sira napa
3s 3sS-afraid-TR NOM-ask-TR-NOM PREP-TR girl DEIC
0-vitom ma-na]]
3sS-l.come.down POSS-3sP
‘He was frightened of asking the girl to come down to his place. ’
(61) a-m-yumae-n [[na-kla-ruru-en] [mara-na-ne [arima-n [[sira]
3pS-R-work-TR NOM-make-good-NOM face-3sP-DEIC father-3sP girl
[napa naga 0-m-la sisi 0-pa-ni-a]]]]]
REL 3s 3sS-R-give child 3sS-R.go-TR-3sO
‘The reconciliation with (lit. making good of the face of) the father of the girl that he had 
made pregnant (lit. given the child to). ’
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9.3.5.3. The associative -n
There could be some doubt about the status of the associative morpheme -n, because while it 
might be expected to be the third person singular possessor suffix -na, the low vowel a is not lost 
word-finally elsewhere. There are no other possible sources from within Lewo for this -n, but for 
many other Oceanic languages, the form found in this construction type is a special ligature, of 
the form -ni.17 We would expect such a form in Lewo to lose its final high vowel and become 
-n, so it might seem that the ultimate source of Lewo -n is not clear from internal evidence. 
However, there are some instances where some particle like a deictic clitic (62) or the limiter -ga
(63) can be interspersed between the two nouns, and in this case, the -a of the possessive suffix is 
retained, indicating that this is the true source of the associative -n.
(62) mara-na-ne arima-n sira
face-3sP-DEIC father-3sP woman
‘The face of the father of the girl. ’
(63) ane-na-ga Kalo
mother-3sP-just (name)
‘Kalo’s mother. ’
As a result, Lewo can be said to construct its “ligature” by subtracting the final -a from the third 
person possessor suffix -na and from the nominalising suffix -ena of the first noun in the 
associative construction. When they occur this way, these two forms are written -n and -en, and 
continue to be glossed as 3sP and NOM respectively.
9.3.6. Adnominal construction
The juxtaposition of noun phrases as a compound noun phrase will be described in §9.13.1. In 
that case the various noun phrases are coordinate, in relation to the predicate, but have different 
referents. We now look at another construction type in Lewo which also places noun phrases 
alongside each other without overt linkage, but where they are to some extent coreferential. This 
adnominal construction occurs where the first noun phrase is an independent personal pronoun
(64) or proper noun (65) , and the second one is a possessive noun phrase, whose possessor is 
coreferential with the person specified in the first noun phrase. This case is interesting because 
the referential content of the first noun phrase is repeated in the second, and is therefore 
redundant. The repeated specification of information is taken to be a device to give emphasis or 
focus to the person of the possessor.
17 eg. Longgu (Hill 1992:194-197), and Andrew Pawley (pc.) notes that Wayan has -nl forms for kin 
terms. See also Hooper (1985) on POC *qi and *ni.
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(64) a-pisi 0-pa inu sa-u ata
3pS-R.talk 3sS-R.go 1s POSS-1sP father
[PrepP ]
[[Prep] [NP ]]
[[NP] [NP ]]
'They reprimanded my father. ’
(65) Tatete sa-na sisi
(name) POSS-3sP child
‘Tatete ’s child. ’
Note for (65) that this is not a regular possessive construction (which would be sisi Sana 
Tatete). The distinction between these two construction types was noted earlier in §9.3.4.
In the next example, the first noun phrase is not a personal pronoun, but a possessive pronoun.
(66) ita te-vato garo ma-u ka-u kesen
1 pi 1piS-l.go.down down POSS-1sP POSS-1sP kitchen
‘Let’s go down to mine (home), to my kitchen. ’
It is important to distinguish the noun phrases that result from this adnominal construction (67) 
with those that arise from the associative construction (with the ligature-like particle -n) (68) 
discussed earlier (§9.3.5).
(67) arima-na ane-na 0-mare
father-3sP mother-3sP 3sS-die
‘Her father, his mother died (ie. the mother of her father died). ’
(68) arima-n ane-na 0-mare
father-3sP mother-3sP 3sS-die
‘The father of her mother died. ’
9.3.7. Genitive phrase modifiers
Of all the kinds of nominal modifiers that can occur, the most common is the genitive 
prepositional phrase (§11.2.2), which refines, describes or delimits a head noun, and is 
constructed with the preposition na ‘o f about, from... \ 18 (The square brackets below delimit 
the genitive phrase within the main noun phrase.)
(69) le-pia [na pari-na]
patty-water.taro GEN head-3sP
‘Its brain (lit. laplap made from water taro [tends to be grey and soft] of its head). ’
18 The sections describing possession (eg. §9.3.2.1 and §9.3.2.3) have indicated the kinds of semantic 
relationships that are encoded by possessive categories in Lewo. We use the term genitive here to 
distinguish situations where there is no possessive (eg. ownership, or kinship) relationship implied.
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(70) yer-marua [na miau]
man-old GEN kava
‘An old fellow ofkava./An old kava-drinker. ’
(71) lepas-ne-u [na marua]
side-POSS-1sP GEN right
‘My right side. ’
The prepositional object of the genitive preposition can also be a nominalised verb or clause. 
Where a nominalised form follows the genitive preposition na, the first na- of the nominalising 
construction does not occur (as noted in §3.5.15).
(72) yuma [na wul-wuli-ni-ena]
house GEN RED-buy-TR-NOM
‘A store (house of/for selling). ’
(73) yuwi [na mapla-ena]
yam GEN plant-NOM
‘Yam for planting (ie. not for eating). ’
When the prepositional object is a whole clause, just the verb is nominalised, and other clausal 
arguments (locational objects, direct objects) are embedded within the prepositional phrase with 
it.
(74) mrapa [na va-en saot]
road GEN go-NOM south
‘The road for going to south Epi. ’
(75) yaru [na kla-en maki]tai
man GEN make-NOM leaf ART
‘A healer (lit. person for making leaf medicine). ’
(76) lele [na vio-en ma-la wi]
place GEN fetch-NOM POSS-3pP water
‘The place of their water-fetching (ie. their water hole).’
(77) pogos [na lologo-n-en vis-ena kie-na-ne NteWa]
time GEN preach-TR-NOM say-NOM POSS-3sP-DEIC (name)
‘The time for the preaching of God’s Word. ’
The next example shows a double genitive phrase compounded with a under the main noun 
phrase head praes.
(78) sa-la praes lala [na wul-en sira lala]
POSS-3pP price PL GEN buy-NOM woman PL
a [na kla-en kinan-ena 0-va-n arima-n sira]
CONJ GEN make-NOM eat-NOM 3sS-l.go-TR father-3sP woman
‘Their prices for paying for women, and for making food for the father of the bride. ’
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This is the construction that is used when the proper names of geographical locations like 
villages, islands, and named landmarks are given. In this case a combination of the genitive (na) 
and locational (e) prepositions is used.
(79) [puru-vanua [na-e Iglan]]
island GEN-LOC (name)
‘The country of England. ’
(80) rveririna la punu-ga [na [pul-kumali [na-e [Moriu]]]]]
people PL all-just GEN hole-meeting.house GEN-LOC (name)
‘All the people of the village of Moriu. ’
Note that there is some flexibility in constituent ordering here: the plural marker slot has been 
specified as occurring after the modifier slot, but where the modifier slot is filled by a fairly 
“heavy” genitive phrase, there is a tendency for it to occur later.
9.4. Preposed modifier
After the above description of various ways of expressing possession in Lewo, we now resume 
looking at the various noun phrase constituents in linear order.
The class of preposed modifiers has only three members, being pawa and pupia, both of which 
mean ‘huge’, and ninl ‘tiny’. The first two often reinforce each other, occurring together as the 
fixed order preposed nominal compound pupia-pawa ‘very huge’. These expressions of gross 
physical quality/size are the very kind of semantic specification that would be predicted to occur 
in such a small closed class of prenominal modifiers (Givön 1984:). However, while pawa and 
pupia can be used freely, ninl has a very restricted usage. It only occurs with one noun, sisi, 
and only in some dialects at that, with the resulting form becoming lexicalised as the term for 
‘small child, baby \ 19 This would seem to leave a functional gap in the other dialects, and this 
has been filled by the bound nominal root nari- ‘offspring’, which we will see occurs as the first 
element in associative compounds with the meaning ‘small one o f.
(81) pawa maaka
huge sore
‘A big sore.'
(82) pupia-pawa pa pel
huge-huge shark
‘A huge shark. ’
19 Its cognate form in Lamen, nunu, has a wider distribution.
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(83) nini sisi yermene lala
small child male PL
‘The little boys. ’
and compare:
(84) narl-n papel-qa tai
offspring-3sP shark-just ART
‘Just a small shark. ’
Of the three forms in this class, only pawa can occur predicatively (§9.7.3).
(85) papel nene pawa na pawa
shark DEIC huge EMPH huge
‘The shark was as huge as huge. ’
Note that there is also a larger class of postposed modifiers, some of which have similar meanings 
to these preposed ones.
9.5. Head
Any of the words that were described in §5 as nominals, including compound nouns and 
pronouns, can occur as noun phrase heads. Other more complex heads can also be identified, 
especially those which comprise the associative construction (§9.5.4). These various fillers of the 
noun phrase head are now exemplified. One further item included at the end of this section is the 
headless noun phrase type. It was stated earlier that the head slot is not obligatory in Lewo, so 
examples of phrases without that will be given.
9.5.1. Simple noun heads, common and proper
Simple nouns occurring as noun phrase heads were already exemplified in Table 47. Here we 
will look at how proper nouns occur as fillers of the noun phrase head slot.
Like pronouns, proper nouns typically stand alone in the noun phrase, as having full and unique 
referential status without any further specification for number, specificity, etc.
(86) Vakumali 0-p-ure Makin
(name) 3sS-R-pull (name)
‘Vakumali took (ie. married) Makin. ’
However, situations do arise where proper nouns occur as phrases with fillers of other noun 
phrase slots, such as the plural marker (87), a modifier (88), a relative clause (89), and so on.
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(87) Leimas lala
(name) PL
‘Leimas and the others. ’
(88) Lusi marua Lusi kokan
(name) mature (name) small
‘Lucy the elder.' ‘Lucy the younger. ’
(89) Rara napa pu-n-ko
(name) REL PREP-TR-2sO
‘(Which Rara?) The Rara from your place. ’
On Epi, family surnames do not occur, and some name taboo practices can be observed as well. 
To accommodate this, some interesting name-calling devices are employed. The main one is that 
for most adults, some combination of proper name and modifier, or kin term and modifier, or kin 
term and name, come to function as expanded proper names, to be used in the situations where 
just a kin address term alone will not suffice, or where a personal name cannot be used. The 
kinds of descriptive designations attached to personal proper names, or to avoid using a personal 
name, are indicated in the following examples. The first set of examples comprise two personal 
names.
(90) Pilip Sos [second given name]
(name) (name)
‘Philip George. ’
(91) Lucy Tom [name of father (for unmarried boy or girl)]
(name) (name)
‘Lucy (the daughter) of Tom. ’
(92) Rara Pilip [name of husband]
(name) (name)
‘Rara (the wife) of Philip. ’
The next set are made up of the personal name of the referent, followed by a modifier of some 
kind.
(93) Will Puru [personal “physical” feature]
(name) deaf-mute
‘Willy the Deaf-mute. ’
(94) Pilip Klas [external personal characteristic]
(name) eye-glasses
‘Philip Eye-glasses. ’
In the next two, we see a personal name as the second item, with a kin term preceding it.
(95) Apopa Sae [kin relationship to speaker]
mother’s.brother (name)
‘Uncle (classificatory mother’s brother) Sae. ’
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(96) Ata Lui [kin relationship and name of child]
father (name)
‘Uncle (classificatory father) Louis.’ or ‘Uncle (c las sificatory father) who is Louis’ father. ’
The next set avoids personal names completely, and is made up of a kin or address term followed 
by a nickname-like modifier. This happens most frequently for older people.
(97) Apua Magko
grandmother mango 
‘Grandmother of the Mango Tree. ’
(98) Yer-marua Mia-mol
man-old stump-orange
‘Old man Orange tree. ’
(99) Apua Miau
grandfather kava
‘Grandfather the Kava Addict. ’
(100) Apua Laetning
grandparent lightning (bor.) 
‘Grandfather Quick-temper. ’
[tree close to house]
[personal activity]
[personal characteristic]
A predilection for the use of various common nouns as titles can also be observed.20 
Combinations of title plus name become the usual referential and address terms for those to 
whom they apply.
(101) Elta Ramol
elder (name)
‘Elder Ramol. ’
(102) Pasta Mowa
pastor (name)
‘Pastor Mowa. ’
(103) Supe Are
chief (name)
‘Chief Harry. ’
(104) Tisa Sosua
teacher (name)
‘Teacher Joshua. ’
20 It is difficult to know whether this is based on the established patterns of name avoidance and 
address/respect term use, or whether it reflects the more status-conscious mentality of modem times.
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9.5.2. Compound noun heads
Compound nouns were described in §5.3.6 and many examples of them occurring as noun phrase 
heads are found throughout this description of Lewo.
(105) fpar-kawa lala] a-te-ro four-mam tai] ma [ko-ma lo-kovel
head-strong PL 3pS-cut-half trunk-coconut ART PREP POSS-2sP inside-fence
‘The louts cut down a coconut palm up in your garden. ’
9.5.3. Pronoun heads
The above examples show a variety of simple and compound nouns occurring as the heads of 
noun phrases. Pronoun classes are normally paradigmatically equivalent to noun phrases, and the 
Lewo pronouns mostly stand alone, where full noun phrases might occur. However, personal 
pronouns can occur as noun phrase heads with a limited number of nominal modifiers.
(106) ita telu
1 pi three
‘The three of us. ’
(107) amiu lala tai
2p PL ART
‘Someone out of you all. ’
(108) lala punuga
3p all
‘All of them. ’
Possessive pronouns can also occur as genuine pronominal entities (rather than as possessive 
adjectives/modifiers) as heads of nominal phrases:
(109) Isa-nal 0-piowa
POSS-3sP 3sS-R.bad
‘His (is) bad. ’
(110) yumae-na nini 0-pe Isa-tal
work-NOM DEIC 3sS-R.be POSS-1piP
‘This work is ours. ’
(111) [mana apua Lekawe la ne]
POSS-3sP grandparent Le-kawe PL DEIC
‘(The house/home) of grandmother Lekawe and those others. ’
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Lewo does not have dual or trial etc. forms for any of the pronominal paradigms, but constructs 
their equivalents as phrases.21 The possessive pronoun phrase specifies the precise numerical 
number of the possessor, rather than just grammatical number (singular and plural).
(112) kinan-ena nini [ka-la lala lua]
eat-NOM DEIC POSS-3pP 3p two
‘This food is the two of theirs, ie. belongs to the two of them. ’
The alternate order of possessive pronoun and personal pronoun is possible.
(113) sine-la 0-poni [ita telu sa-tal
gut-3pP 3sS-forget 1 pi three POSS-1piP
‘They forgot the three of ours (ie. the one[s] belonging to the three of us). ’
9.5.4. Headless noun phrases
It was noted at the start of this chapter that none of the constituent parts of noun phrase structure 
are obligatory, including the head. Headless noun phrases are found when the item specified by 
the head is already so well-established referentially that it needs no further mention (ie. the 
identity of the referent of the head is still highly accessible to the listener), and can arise from two 
different underlying noun phrase constructions.
The first situation is when the noun phrase consists of just a relative clause, without an overt 
head under which the relative clause is embedded (relative clauses are described in §16.2.1). The 
main function of this kind of construction is to set up contrastive reference to two or more 
participants, ie. ‘the one who is/did X ’ versus 'the one who is/did Y \ Such situations are 
frequently found not only in formal narrative discourse (114), but also in everyday interlocutions 
(115). In each case, the previous discourse context focuses attention on the two people (a brother 
and sister) and the plane, respectively. (The square brackets enclose the headless noun phrases 
under discussion.)
(114) la-lua a-pis 0-pa-ni-la, [napa yermene] 0-taulu [napa slra,]
3p-two 3pS-R.say 3sS-R.go-TR-3pO REL male 3sS-win REL female
0-kla [napa sira] 0-puyu 0-pa mava
3sS-make REL female 3sS-R.climb 3sS-R.go up
‘The two of them argued at each other, (the one [sibling] who was) male defeated (the one 
[sibling] who was) female, made (the one [sibling] who was) female climb up into the tree 
(to get the nuts). ’
21 The structural type of these phrases could be as described here, but they could also be understood as 
having the same structure as the adnominal construction given later (§9.13.4).
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(115) [napa 0-ka 0-pano nenagane,]0-pato ke Santo
REL 3sS-fly 3sS-R.go now 3sS-R.go.down TA (place)
YThe one [plane]) that just flew off now, (it’s) going to Santo. ’
This last example is interesting because not only does it show a headless noun phrase, but this 
noun phrase is occupying the topic slot in the clause,22 and there is no noun phrase subject. We 
might expect at least naga ‘i t ’ here, but under the same conditions of high referentiality, this too 
can be omitted.
In each of the headless noun phrases above, the underlying construction is understood to involve 
pronouns or nouns like those given in the head slot in the table below. These are the forms that 
are presumed to be omitted to give the headless noun phrase.23
Head Relative Clause
Pronoun/Noun Relative Pronoun Clause
naga/yaru/sisi ‘3s/person/child’ 
naga/yaru/sisi ‘3s/person/child’ 
suri/manuka ‘thing/plane*
napa ‘which’
yermene ‘male’ 
sira fem ale’
ka pano nenagane flew  o ff now’
The second kind of headless noun phrase arises by the same mechanism, but involves the genitive 
preposition na rather than the relative pronoun napa.
(116) me-ka-n [na kolulag] [na eveklavi] 0-teke e mra-pili
1peS-eat-TR GEN morning GEN afternoon 3sS-be.at LOC fruit-hole
‘We ate (the food) for the morning, the evening ’s was still in the stone oven. ’
In this example, the bracketed elements are prepositional phrases, filling the noun phrase slot, and 
are presumed to be reduced from full noun phrases like the following:
Head M odifier (Genitive Prepositional Phrase)
Noun Genitive Preposition Noun Phrase
kinan-ena eat-NOM fo o d ’ na ‘o f kolulag ‘morning’ 
eveklavi ‘afternoon’
22 The comma in the example indicates the intonational features and slight pause diagnostic of topics.
23 One reader asked me to defend the headless noun phrase approach by indicating the evidence for, eg. 
in (114), the missing ‘the one’ or ‘sibling’. It is difficult to know how this could be done. Another way 
of accounting for this construction type might be to say that relative clauses can stand alone as clause 
arguments, or perhaps a way could be found to define the head of the relative clause as the new head of 
the previously headless noun phrase, or even the relative pronoun might be glossed as ‘the one that’ and 
regarded as the head. However, it is also difficult to see how any one of these analyses might be any 
better that the one chosen.
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9.6. Limiter clitic -ga
The common limiting clitic -ga ‘only, ju s t’ has already been shown to occur with verbal heads, 
restricting their reference (§6.8). It usually functions as a clause level operator, and favours 
being attached to predicates, rather than arguments. However, the semantic scope of this form 
can be restricted to nominal constituents as well, and in these cases we find the clitic occurring in 
noun phrases, and occasionally, attached to other marginal (ie. non-head) slots in the phrase. We 
will also see that Lewo allows for non-verbal predicate clauses, where the predicate is normally 
manifested by a noun phrase, and sometimes these nominal predicates can take the limiter -ga as 
well. In other words, -ga can occur with noun phrases in two “modes”, either as focussing the 
scope of the limiter to the nominal argument, or as a clause-level limiter operating on the nominal 
predicate, as will be seen in (Error! Bookmark not defined.).
(117) is a standard transitive clause with narin nompui lata ‘the small p igs’ as the object of the 
verb pisu ‘saw’.
(117) ne-pisu [narin nompui lala]
1sS-R.see small pig PL
7 saw the small pigs. ’
Applying the limiter with clausal scope places -ga on the clause nucleus (203).
(118) ne-pisu-ga [narin nompui lala]
1sS-R.see-just small pig PL
7 only saw the small pigs. ’
Next, we see -ga occurring with the head of the noun phrase. However, -ga is not found with 
nominal objects, and in this case the noun phrase is regarded as a nominal predicate, functioning 
as a sentential complement of the verb pisu.
(119) ne-pisu [narin nompui-ga lala]
1sS-R.see small pig-just lala
7 saw (that they were) only small pigs. ’
Two restrictions associated with the use of -ga can be noted. The first is that it only appears to 
occur with noun phrases which are subjects (120), or complements of ve ‘to b e ’ in copula clauses 
(121; ve never occurs with -ga).
(120) ana rane-na-aa Kalo] pe sine-na-n re poli
CONJ mother-3sP-just (name) NEG1 gut-3sP-TR NEG2 NEG3
7Only Kalo ’s mother] didn ’t want (the girl). ’
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(121) yarn napa 0-pe [mrae-ga]
man DEIC 3sS-R.be white.man-just
‘This person was [just a European]. ’24
The second factor determining the location at which -ga occurs in noun phrases is scope within 
the phrase. Where the limiter relates to some particular aspect of quantity or quality being 
expressed by one of the non-head slots in the phrase, then, in an iconically appropriate way, it 
will be attached to that slot. Such features can include quantity (122), associated entity (123), 
number (124), material quality (125), or general attribute (126).
(122) romami punu-ga] me-sape 0-toroki
1pe all-just 1peS-say 3sS-enough
‘[Just all of us] said it was enough. ’
(123) pla-pe fnaaa mena-ga] 0-urmi
straight-bamboo 3s too-just 3sS-heavy
‘The bamboo pole, [it too] was [quite] heavy. ’
(124) IsuBe la luwoka-ga napa-ne] a-kus sa-la
chief PL both-just REL-DEIC 3pS-carry POSS-3pP
‘[Only both of these chiefs] carried (took out) theirs (ceremonial stones). ’
(125) fvuma ma-yero-ga] [material quality]
house leaf-sago-just
‘It’s only a thatch-roofed house.'
(126) [lerjkQ malum-ga lala] [general attribute]
elf quiet-just PL
‘Just the friendly elves. ’
This condition on the occurrence of -ga with quantified noun phrases is not absolute however. 
An example like (127) shows the limiter still occurring with the head of the noun phrase, so it 
would seem that slightly differing specifications of scope of the limiter can be expressed.
(127) rinu-aa taaga] ne-va amio-la
1s-just one 1sS-l.go PREP-3pO
‘[I alone] will go with them. ’
Sometimes non-head slots in the noun phrase are manifested by embedded prepositional or 
possessive pronoun phrases. When -ga is applied to these embedded phrases, it will occur 
attached to whatever their heads might be: in (128) the head of the possessive phrase is the
[quantity]
[associated entity]
[number]
24 In this sentence, the function of the limiter is wider than expressing just ‘just, only’. There is an 
element of surprise that this person was not a Melanesian, but, contrary to expectation, a European 
instead. Perhaps this could be captured by an English gloss like ‘This person turned out to be no less 
than a European in fa c t’.
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possessive pronoun ka-na, and in (129) the head of the prepositional phrase is the double 
preposition na-e.
(128) ana [mama fka-na-qa Le-kawe] ne]
CONJ mother POSS-3sP-just (name) DEIC
‘And this was just the mother of Lekawe (ie. Lekawe’s very own mother). ’
(129) 0-sape [si fna-e-qa Miartalele]] 0-sum-sum ke ne
3sS-say sea GEN-LOC-just (name) 3sS-RED-boom TA DEIC
'He said, that’s only the sea at Miartalele booming away. ’
9.7. Modifiers
A variety of different word and phrase types can be included within the noun phrase to provide 
additional information about its head.
9.7.1. Modifying nominals
Other nouns may occur as modifiers of the head noun, and the range of functions that such 
modifying nominals may carry can be seen from those that are listed for each of the examples 
below.
(130) rvuma kapa] [material of composition]
house iron.sheet
‘Iron(-roofed) house. ’
(131) Tpla-vu tana] [reputed source]
knife (name)
‘Tanna knife (kind of machete with enlarged blade at end) (supposed to have first come to Epi 
from Tanna). ’
(132) ro-na sira] fpur-peletu yer-mene] [gender]
spouse-3sP female trunk-pawpaw person-male
‘Wife.’ ‘Malepawpaw tree.’
One common function of such modifiers is to form names of specific subspecies or subtypes of 
flora and fauna by specifying some distinguishing characteristic of them.
(133) rpuma puriu] [generic-specific]
mackerel bone
‘Mackerel variety with many small bones (lit. bony mackerel). ’
In the above case, the meaning and source of the modifying nominal is clear from the continued 
currency of the noun. However, as in the following cases, the modifiers no longer have 
independent existence as nouns, or if they do, it may be with a meaning that is not clearly related 
to their meaning as a modifier, and in some cases, the modifier occurs uniquely with a certain
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head noun. These considerations admittedly raise the question of whether or not some of these 
modifiers are in fact nouns.
(134) rkurkil fkurkl pog] rkurki me] fkurki karia]
bush.nut bush.nut ? bush.nut ? bush.nut ?
‘Bush nut.' ‘Three named varieties of bush nut tree (Barringtonia edulis).'
9.7.2. Verbal modifiers
Verbs can also be used to more closely identify the quality, nature, state, salient activity and so 
on of the head noun of the phrase. However, only those verbs defined as Stative verbs 
(intransitive verbs whose subjects are undergoers; §9.7.3 and §12.5.1.5) occur in this way.
(135) leriko malum
elf quiet
‘Benevolent elf ’
(136) pul-kumali tapena tai
hole-meeting.house other ART
‘Another village. ’
leriko kawa
elf strong 
‘Malevolent elf. ’
(137) karo tomaki
basket small
‘A small basket. ’
(138) lowe memaena
channel green 
‘Deep blue sea. ’
9.7.3. Adjectives
Many bases can occur in Lewo as post-nominal qualifiers restricting the meaning of nouns, but 
there are only a few of them that only ever have this function and syntactic distribution. In other 
words, there are just a few forms that are clearly and unambiguously adjectives. Those that have 
been found are:25
tanea ‘beautiful’
viu ‘new ’
wawa ‘proper, rea l’
There is sometimes categorial ambiguity between verbs and adjectives in other languages. In 
Lewo, the key criterion for distinguishing them is whether or not the base can occur with subject 
person prefixes. If it can, then it is regarded as a verb, if not, it is an adjective. For example, the
25 For the different kinds of adjectival meanings that are likely to occur either pre-nominally or post- 
nominally, see Givön 1984:224.
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form viu ‘(be) new’ is like a verb, in that it can be reduplicated and modify nouns (139), but 
unlike verbs, it cannot occur as the head of a predicate, taking subject person prefixes (140):
(139) rveririna vi-viu lala]
people RED-new PL
‘the younger generation ’
(140) **lala a-viu
3p 3pS-new
‘**They are new. ’
Consequently, viu is regarded as an adjective. Its antonym, marua ‘be mature, old’, occurs 
attributively, like viu (141), but can also take subject person prefixes (142), and is therefore 
regarded as an intransitive verb.
(141) sira maruwa lala
woman old PL
‘The old ladies. ’
(142) a-mar-maruwa lala
3pS-RED-old 3p
‘They’re old. ’
Now that this diagnostic for distinguishing verbs and adjectives is established, it can be combined 
with the diagnostic for distinguishing the two subtypes of intransitive verbs (still to be presented • 
in §12.5.1), one of which (with undergoer subject) may occur attributively, and the other of 
which (with undergoer subject) may not.
Table 50 : Intransitive verbs and adjectives
Diagnostic 1 :  Subject Diagnostic 2 : occur as
person prefixes nominal attributes
Intransitive verbs 
Active
y X
Intransitive verbs y y
Stative
Adjectives X y
9.7.4. Genitive and possessive phrase modifiers
Another set of constituents which may occur as modifiers in this position in linear order in noun 
phrase structure are genitive phrases and possessive phrases. These were described above as part 
of the discussion on possession in §9.3.
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9.8. Plural marker
The Lewo plural marker, lala, which occurs following the head and some modifiers, but before 
most other adjuncts in the noun phrase, is the same form as the third person plural independent 
pronoun.26
(143) lokuli keviyu lala
dog big PL
'big dogs'
We can note that nominal heads that are referentially plural do not obligatorily take lala. The 
plural marker can be omitted where there is some other inherent cultural or contextual clue to the 
plurality of the head.
(144) [[yeririna] moki]
people many
‘Many people. ’
(145) a-ka-n manene [ila]
3pS-eat-TR much shrimp
‘They ate lots of shrimp. ’
The plural marker is used with proper personal names to refer to a group of people associated in 
some way with the particular person named. This usage can be referred to as the “cohort plural” 
or “associative plural”.
(146) Yopa lala
Yopa PL
‘Yopa and the others./Yopa and his family. /Yopa ’s group. ’
There are many instances where lala appears as just la. Some appear to be fast speech 
reductions of lala, but some environments can be identified where la occurs with much greater 
frequency than lala, such as preceding other noun phrase internal modifiers like deictics (147), 
quantifiers (148), or the relative pronoun (149).
(147) sa-na puruvi la nene
POSS-3sP brother PL DEIC
‘Those brothers of his. ’
(148) vinaki la moki
flower PL many
‘Many flowers. ’
26 The same polyfunctionality of this morpheme can be observed in many Oceanic languages. As a 
plural marker, it probably occurred preposed to the head in POC (Pawley 1973:112).
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(149) mra-s-ne-n susuwa la napa 0-piyayavi
fruit-ABS-POSS-3sP gourd PL REL 3sS-R.RED.long
‘Fruit of the gourds that are long. ’
One environment where lala nearly always occurs rather than la is noun phrase finally, or clause 
finally.
(150) a-were-plan kla-varu lala
3pS-pull-out round-stone PL
‘(They said) they would pull out the stones. ’
9.9. Quantity
In this section we look at the elements that express concepts of quantity and arithmetical number 
in noun phrases. Expression of the category of number is considered first, and then modifiers of 
quantity are considered.
9.9.1. Number
Numerals can occur as modifiers of head nouns. These are mainly just simple numerals, but 
more complex numeral constructions can be found as well. Some of these involve suffixation to 
the numerals, and some involve structures that are themselves phrases. Other construction types 
relating to number are also discussed in this section.
9.9.2. Cardinal
The majority of numbers are expressed in Lewo by numeral phrases.27 They are constructed 
from the limited set of numerals, and a couple of numeral conjoiners. The class of numerals is 
made up of two subsets: numerals that are composed of a single morpheme, and those that are a 
construction. These latter forms arise because the Lewo counting system is morphologically 
quinary.
It is noted in §9.9.3 that numerals show verb-like features (“nominalised” with na-), but they also 
lack some key diagnostic verb features (no subject prefixes), and so rather than regard them as a 
subset of the class of verbs, they are regarded as a distinct word class category.
27 Were this description being written perhaps twenty years hence, the following paragraphs would 
probably not occur in it, except as an historical note, as knowledge and use of the Lewo numeral system, 
apart from the simple numerals one to four (and possibly five, hundred, and thousand), is fast 
disappearing. The Lewo counting system for spirit-creatures is still widely known, retained as an item 
of conscious cultural knowledge, but without any current function. The numbers, which go from 1 to 10, 
are: taka, luaka, telka, verka, limka, kona, isi, varo, siwe, kuru.
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9.9.2.1. Simple numerals
The closed set of forms constituting the class of simple numerals is:
taaga
lua
telu
vari
lima
ponotia
purpu
manu
namaka
‘one’ 
‘two’ 
‘three ’ 
fo u r ’ 
‘f iv e ’
‘hundred’
‘hundred’
‘thousand’
‘huge number, million ’
The numeral taaga ‘one ’ is clearly derived from the form tal, which now occurs as an indefinite 
article (§9.11), plus the limiter particle -ga .28 The fusion of these two elements as taaga is 
complete, as the reapplication of -ga is common, as taaga-ga ‘just/only one’. Also note that 
taaga can be used to mean ‘the same N ’.
9.9.2.2. Numeral preformative o-
Base five, or quinary, numeral systems are common in Vanuatu, along with what Tryon (1973), 
following Codrington, calls decimal and imperfect decimal systems.29
In the quinary system, the numerals from one to five are monomorphemic forms, but those from 
six to ten are a modification of the first set. The modification employed is nearly always the 
same for the numbers six to nine, while that for ten usually involves some expression of it as 
comprising ‘two fives’. The Lewo modification for six to nine is to prepose the numeral 
preformative o-. This itself is regular, but the derivation is defective in that the forms for six and 
eight incorporate irregular variants of the numerals one and three. Being completely rigorous 
here would require two variant forms of the numerals one (taaga and -ral) and three (telu and 
-relu) to be specified, with the second variant being found only in the forms for numbers eight 
and nine.30 Thus, orai ‘s ix ’ and orelu ‘eight’ are probably synchronically indivisible, so we
28 The Lamen cognate (sal) occurs as the numeral, and as sa-ga with the limiter particle.
29 A fourth type of system is the vigesimal system, which Tryon notes was only reported by Codrington 
for Aneityum, but now known to occur in the Loyalties as well (Darrell Tryon, pc.). However, it is clear 
that an imperfect vigesimal system at least can also be traced for Paamese in the data Crowley gives 
(1982:98), where the word for twenty is hanuu mau ‘whole person’. Tryon shows that quinary systems 
occur in all the languages from the south of Vanuatu up to south-east Ambrym, where the form for ‘ten 
is hexalu ‘two hands’. In the Lewo data in Tryon (1973) Table 3, iua ‘two’ is clearly a typographical 
error for lua, and lime fiv e ’ is otherwise unknown, and should be lima.
30 A change from t > r has clearly occurred in this context with tai > rai and telu > relu. The same 
change appears in veraaga ‘together’ (§10.5.1), which is ve ‘to be’ + taaga ‘one’.
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refrain from according full derivational morphemic status to o-, regarding it as a formative, and 
list all the numerals six to nine as monomorphemic forms:
9.9.2.3. Numeral reduplication
Of all the numerals, just taaga ‘one’ can be reduplicated.
(151) yam ta-taaga
time RED-one
‘Every now and then/occasionally. ’
(There is a form lualaga ‘a fe w \  but it is not possible to be sure whether this has derived by 
irregular reduplication from the numeral lua ‘two ’, or whether it is a combination of the numeral, 
the plural marker la, and the limiting clitic -ga.)
9.9.2.4. Complex numerals
The only member of this class is the number ten, which is a combination of the numerals ‘two’ 
and ‘f iv e ’:
(152) lua-lima
two-five
‘Ten. ’
9.9.2.5. Numeral conjoiner pa
This single-member class occurs as the element conjoining decimals and units in numeral phrases. 
The form is pa ‘and ':31
(153) lua-lima pa olua
two-five and seven
‘Seventeen. ’
31 There is no other conjunction or functor of this form in Lewo. Possibly this is the realis form of the 
verb va ‘go’, in which case this construction might have developed by analogy with other serial verb 
constructions in the language.
orai
olua
orelu
ovari
‘six ’
‘seven’
‘eight’
‘nine ’
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9.9.2.6. Numeral multiplier yam
This single-member class occurs as the element giving the number of decimal multiples, where 
this is two or more, in a number (ie. it is used for tens only, not hundreds or thousands). The 
form is yam ‘times’:
(154) lua-lima taaga
two-five one
'Ten. ’
(155) lua-lima vam olua
two-five times seven
‘Seventy. ’
This form also occurs as a noun, and it could still be regarded as such here, but with a very 
particular function not shared by any other member of that form class.32
(156) me-su-mate Ura vam piavl
1 peS-be.at-wait (place) time long
‘We waited at Ura for a long time. ’
(157) vam tai, ne-mio sa-u erau tai
time ART 1sS-with POSS-1sP friend ART
‘One time, I (went) with a friend of mine. ’
(158) 0-kla si vam moki
3sS-do again time many
‘He did it again many times. ’
(159) pol 0-pa 0-pe opa vam taaga, vam lua, vam telu narui
ball 3sS-R.go 3sS-R.be out time one time two time three now
‘The ball went out once, a second time, then a third time. ’
9.9.2.7. Complex numeral phrases
Now that simple and complex numerals have been described, along with the numeral conjoiner 
and multiplier, the structure of complex numeral phrases can be shown. The system is to take a 
higher decimal unit (thousand, hundred), express its multiple with a number which itself can be 
complex, repeat if necessary, then express tens as a multiple of two to nine with yam, and then 
conjoin the remaining unit with pa:
32 In other Epi languages, this multiplicative form can be shown to be a reflex of the POC causative 
prefix *paka- (eg. Mae-Morae mbaka-/vaka-; Tryon nd.:10), but we have already stated that no clear 
reflexes of this etymon are found in Lewo (fn. 15, §6.4.2). However, it has been noted that some dialects 
of Lewo have a sound change v > y (eg. Nuvi ya ‘go’ < PNCV *vano [Clark 1986]; although not in 
dialects that have yam), so if the -m of yam could be explained, it is not impossible that it too reflects 
the POC form.
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[1000/100 number]0 [10 yam unit] [pa unit]
(160) manu33 taaga, ponotia ovari, lua-lima yam ovari pa telu
thousand one hundred nine ten times nine plus three
‘1993. ’
(161) mara-n kla-varu manu ponotia lua lua-lima yam lima
face-3sP round-stone thousand hundred two ten times five
‘Amount of money o f250,000 (vatu). ’
Where there is just a single unit of “tens”, yam does not occur (162).
(162) yau-ena mara-na ponotia lua, lua-lima taaga pa taaga
sing-NOM face-3sP hundred two ten one and one
‘Hymn number two hundred and eleven. ’
The largest number form, namaka ‘million, huge amount o f ,  does not enter into such 
constructions. All the Lewo complex number phrases require more than twice the number of 
syllables than their equivalent English/Bislama expressions, and are perceived by Lewo speakers 
as difficult to produce. They are not widely used, although some speakers attempt to control the 
system for the three main contexts in which complex numbers are required: announcing hymn 
numbers in church, giving the names of years, and coping with Vanuatu’s single unit currency 
system.34
9.9.3. Ordinal prefix na-
Ordinal numbers are formed by adding the prefix na- to cardinal numerals. This may be for any 
numeral, but is most commonly observed with lower numbers. Although this prefix is given its 
own class designation here because of the very specific function it has, it could be included as a 
subsense of the na- ‘nominaliser prefix seen in §5.3.5. The semantics and function of the 
nominalising na- could be readily extended to incorporate the notion of ordinalisation. This 
alternative analysis would also have the advantage of recognising the verbal nature of numerals 
(ie. needing to undergo derivation to occur in a nominal form).
(163) na-telu
ORD-three
‘(The) third. ’
33 The word mano frequently occurs meaning ‘thousand’ in Polynesian languages, so this could easily 
be a borrowing introduced by Polynesian missionaries in the modem era, rather than an inherited form.
34 A complete or adequate algebraic metalanguage has not been developed for Lewo, and some 
expansion and “repair” of the existing system will be required if it is to be reestablished at all. An 
example of the problems inherent in the system is that the number expression in (161) is actually 
ambiguous, and can mean either (thousand x (two hundred and fifty)) = 250,000 or (thousand x  (two 
hundred)) and fifty = 200,050.
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9.9.4. Numeral collective postformative -ka
-ka is used to derive simple numerals into collective forms equivalent to English ‘pair’, ‘trio’ etc. 
Such derived forms seem to occur only for the numerals two to four. Again, the derivation of 
these forms shows irregular changes in two out of the three numeral roots, and rather than set up 
an ad hoc phonological or morphological process to account for this, the collectives themselves 
are regarded as synchronically indivisible.
Table 51 : Numeral collectives
NUMERAL MEANING COLLECTIVE MEANING
lua ‘two’ luoka ‘pair’
telu ‘three’ teluka ‘trio’
vari fo u r’ varoka ‘quartet’
(164) la teluka a-pano
3p three.COLL 3pS-R.go 
'All three of them went. ’
9.9.5. Numerals with ve as NP modifers
When numerals are found as noun phrase modifiers, they will often occur with the verb ve ‘to 
be ’ .
(165) 0-la takue 0-ve lua-lima a kla-varu 0-ve lua-lima yam lua
3sS-give mat 3sS-l.be two-five and round-stone 3sS-l.be two-five times two
He will give (pay a fine of) ten mats and two thousand vatu. ’
In this context, ve never takes subject person prefixes (or always takes third person singular 0-), 
and is always irrealis ve, never realis pe. However, we would not say that the marking of realis 
is neutralised here, as it still seems to be active. That is, ve is only found with numerals where an 
irrealis reading over the clause is appropriate, as in the first part of the next example.
(166) tokta 0-sape ne-mono ma Vaemali fwiki [ve telu]]
doctor 3sS-say 1sS-sleep up (place) week I.be three
pisi narui na ne-mono ma Vaemali 0-tol fwik telu]
finish now EMPH 1sS-sleep up (place) 3sS-reach week three
‘The doctor said I should sleep up at Vaemali (the hospital) for three weeks....After that /  
slept up at the hospital for three weeks. ’
9.9.6. Quantity modifiers
These modifiers give approximate assessments of quantity.
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lapasia ‘ some ’
lualaga fe w ’
moki ‘many ’
punuga a ll’
(167) yeririna la moki nene
people PL many DEIC
‘These many people. ’
9.10.Deictics
Lewo evidences four deictic grades for reference to spatial, temporal, or psychological location. 
The first expresses location near to the speaker, and uses the deictic particle nini. The second 
expresses location near to the hearer, and uses the deictic particle namaa.35 The third has a 
wider domain of reference, and can be characterised as representing location near speaker and 
hearer, or within the range of speaker-hearer interaction. This uses the particle nene. Finally, 
the fourth particle, nena, expresses distal or remote location, or occurs with a locationally 
unmarked use meaning something like ‘known to speaker and hearer\ 36 For each of these 
particles, various qualifications and conditions on their use and function, including particular 
discourse use, can be detailed. (We also note here that the relative pronoun napa has a special 
function as an anaphoric deictic particle, and this is detailed in §16.2.1.3.)
The first, nini, makes quite marked and explicit reference to an entity closely associated with the 
speaker in some way, eg. one in physical contact with the speaker, or situated in the same place 
where the speaker is located.
(168) kam punuga napa a-si-ke e nini
2p all REL 2pS-be.at-TA LOC DEIC
‘All o f you who are here. ’
(169) yo-marava nini
place-clear DEIC
‘The world. ’
35 The last syllable of this form, -ntaa, and that of the fourth grade deictic -na, are (nearly) the same as 
the appropriate second- and third-person singular possessive suffixes for bound nouns. The first 
syllables of some of the deictics at least could have come from an earlier article, so these are plausibly 
historical bimorphemes. However, they can no longer be segmented synchronically.
36 This four-way system of deictic relationship is different from that commonly employed for other 
Oceanic non-Polynesian (eg. Longgu [Hill 1992]) and Polynesian (eg. Tongan [Churchward 
1953:150ff.]) languages, where there are three grades: near speaker, near hearer, and elsewhere. Note 
that some Polynesian languages do employ a fourth deictic however, meaning ‘particular' or 
‘aforementioned’. Shelley Harrison (pc.) notes that many Micronesian languages have a four-way 
deictic system.
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For temporal reference, nini is used to give time words scope over the time period that is in 
focus, which is mostly present time.
(170) e kupario nini pa nini
LOC moon DEIC day DEIC
‘This month. ’ 'Today.'
The “psychological” connection is clear in the next example, where the story that the speaker 
refers to as ‘this story’ is the one that he is in the process of producing himself.
(171) ne-visa-yu suni-ena nini
1sS-say-explain story-NOM DEIC
7 will tell this story. ’
The second deictic particle, namaa, places items within the domain of location associated with 
the hearer. This is clearly seen for physical objects that the hearer is carrying.
(172) o-kus mapu-u namaa o-kom pe
2sS-carry grandchild-1 sP DEIC 2sS-pass where
‘Where are you carrying my grandchild there to?’
There is also an interesting pragmatic function carried by this particle in many instances, where it 
is used to indicate that the speaker wishes to place the item being talked about within the domain 
of location associated with the hearer. In some contexts, this becomes a way of passing the 
responsibility for taking care of something to the hearer. The following example was spoken by a 
father to a mother about their child who needed attention. Despite the fact that the father was 
physically located between the mother and the child, he used the namaa deictic.
(173) ka yarn namaa
(excl) person DEIC 
‘Look at that fellow there. ’
The third grade, with nene, appears very frequently, and is used for general unmarked deictic 
reference. Its use is so general that in many cases it seems to function as a definite article might, 
and so could be filling the functional gap that results from Lewo having just the indefinite article 
tai ‘a, one’ (see next section §9.11).37
(174) yarn nene na-e pe
man DEIC GEN-LOC where
‘Where is this/that/the guy from?’
37 It would not be unusual for a demonstrative like nene to take on this definite article role. This 
process has happened in English and French, and Givön also notes Mandarin as a language where 
“demonstratives are used to definitize, the numeral ‘one’ to indefinitize” (Givön 1984:207 fn. 31).
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(175) tawa 0-m-yave 0-pito e kunu-sia nene
canoe 3sS-R-slip 3sS-R.go.down LOC cliff-ABS DEIC
‘The canoe slipped down that/the cliff. ’
(176) lala telu nene a-puyu a-pa metava
3p three DEIC 3pS-R.climb 3pS-R.go above
‘These three/the three of them climbed up. ’
The fourth particle, nena, can be used for spatial reference, but fairly infrequently.
(177) a-kom e pulu-mara-n mrae nena a-pimi
3pS-pass LOC hole-face-3sP sun DEIC 3pS-R.come
‘They came out of the sun there. ’
Instead, in a use that seems the opposite of its role designating “distal” location, its most common 
function seems to be as a device to foreground the identified item, giving it immediacy, 
importance or some special relevance.
(178) a kolemalo nena 0-kus viyu
CONJ night DEIC 3sS-carry gun
‘That very night he took his gun.’
(179) a naga ka-na mrapa nena sa nini
CONJ 3s POSS-3sP road DEIC 3sS-be.like DEIC
‘And its proper way (the proper way of doing it) is like this. ’
(180) a-visa legiena nena
2pS-l.say day DEIC
‘You should announce the exact day. ’
9.10.1. Deictic particles as noun phrase heads
Deictic particles occur as a noun phrase constituent modifying nominal heads, but they can also 
occur themselves as the heads of noun phrases. In the following, namaa and nini appear as the 
sole manifestation of the noun phrase that occurs as the prepositional object of e.
(181) ko, o-to-tano e namaa, inu ne-to-tano e nini
2s, 2sS-sit-down LOC DEIC 1s 1sS-sit-down LOC DEIC
‘OK, you sit down there, I ’ll sit down here. ’
This is a simple locational use of the deictics, but as deictics can also be nominalised (§5.3.5), the 
more nominal use of deictics as heads can be shown:
(182) ko, o-to-tano e na-nini, inu ne-to-tano e na-namaa
2s 2sS-sit-down LOC NOM-DEIC 1s 1sS-sit.down LOC NOM-DEIC
‘OK, you sit down on this one, I ’ll sit down on that one (near you). ’
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9.10.2. Deictic clitics
The deictic particles described here, except namaa, can often occur in a monosyllabic reduced 
form which can cliticise to various other words and particles.38 For example, in the previous 
subsection, the deictic particles were shown occurring following the preposition e. In this 
context, the following cliticised forms, with stress shown, result:
e 'nene —> 'e-ne
e 'nini —> 'e-ni (but with high vowel deletion, occurs as en)
Other items that the deictic particles are frequently found cliticising to include nouns and verbs. 
For example, 'yarn ‘man’ + ‘nene can occur as 'yar-ne ‘that man’, and 'sa ‘be like’ + 'nini can 
occur as 'sa-n ‘like this’.
When the relative pronoun napa functions as a deictic particle, it can also occur with deictic 
clitics, giving the forms napa-n(i) ‘this one’\ napa-ne ‘that one (general location)’', and 
napä-na ‘that one (distant location)’.
The similarity in phonological shape between these deictic particles (either in full or reduced 
form), and other high frequency particles like the third singular pronoun naga, often reduced to 
na, the conjunction ana, also often na, and the emphatic particle na, and the extent to which they 
are often juxtaposed, results in some sequences of nasal-vowel syllables which the learner finds 
very difficult to both segment and analyse.
(183) na napa-na na na-ne
3s REL-DEIC EMPH 3S-DEIC
‘That’s the very one there. ’
(184) ana na nini na naga na 0-pa 0-sa  nini
CONJ 3s DEIC EMPH 3s EMPH 3sS-R.go 3sS-be.like DEIC
‘So this was it then, it happened like this. ’
(185) na-ne na nene na naga suni-ena nene napa 0-pisa-yu-ia...
3S-DEIC 3s DEIC EMPH 3s story-NOM DEIC REL 3sS-R.say-about-3sO
‘There it is then, this was the story about (the bamboo custom). ’
The homonymity of na, and the fairly dense juxtaposition of emphatic, deictic, and participant 
referencing particles, make these examples quite complicated, but the speaker of Bislama will 
recognise that these Lewo forms serve the same kind of discourse or interclausal relational
38 This process is presumed to be phonologically motivated, with the different phonological shape of 
narfiaa presumably being the reason why it does not participate in it.
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functions as ya and nao in that language. A translation of (185) into Bislama might be ‘Hernia 
ya nao, hernia storian ya nao we i tokbaot (kastom blong bambu)’.
One further use of the general unmarked deictic, when it occurs in the short cliticised form -ne, is 
to allow the speaker to pause for euphemistic impact, ie. to slightly delay the expression of 
something considered somewhat unmentionable.
(186) sa ne-kinana na 0-mono-ar-ne ne-lue-plani si-na
CONJ 1sS-eat EMPH 3sS-lie-dur-DEIC 1sS-vomit-out again-EMPH
‘If 1 ate, I would have to, well, vomit it out again. ’
9.11. Article
The particle tai ‘a, one, som e’ occurs with the primary function of marking indefiniteness and 
non-specificity for nominals, and it is regarded as an indefinite article. Note that it is the only 
form regarded as an article in Lewo, and that the large majority of Lewo noun phrases are 
anarthrous.39 Tal might have been included as an indefinite singular member of the class of 
quantity modifers in §9.9.5, but its ordering relative to the deictic particles precludes this 
analysis.
(187) [lokuli keviu tai]
dog big ART
‘a big dog ’
(188) a-te-ro [pur-kurki tai]
3pS-cut-in.two tree-k.nut
‘They cut down a nut tree.’
It often conveys the meaning of ‘another .
(189) te-wu si [pari-n sa-ta supe tai]
1 piS-hold again head POSS-1piP chief ART
‘We will again hold the head of (dedicate) another chief of ours/for us. ’40
39 The absence in Lewo of any other article, such as a definite article, seems to contradict the claim that 
“there are no languages that have only an indefinite article” (Polinsky 1992:242). The placement of this 
article in Lewo differs from that found in some formulations of the POC noun phrase, which give it the 
possible form Plural Marker / Article / Noun (Pawley 1973:112).
40 It is not easy to provide an English gloss that combines the sense of the indefinite article, with the 
possessive pronoun (ie. syntactically, we cannot prepose both ‘our’ and ‘a/an/another’ to a head noun). 
If we say ‘the head of another o f our chiefs’, the implication is that the person is already a chief, and if 
we say ‘the head of another chief for us’, the component of meaning of beneficiary is added. The 
meaning of the example is ‘another person to become one of our chiefs’.
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Similarly, when placed in contradistinction with a noun phrase quantified with tapena ‘different, 
other’ or with another noun phrase with tai, this article has a contrastive or distributive function, 
expressing ‘other/the other ’.
(190) pegas tai 0-to-ma lele tai, pegas tapena 0-to-ma lele tapena
group ART 3sS-sit-TA place ART, group other 3sS-sit-TA place other 
One group sat in one place, another group sat in another place. ’
Functioning as an indefinite article or determiner in NPs is the most important use of tai, but 
other extended functions can occur. Firstly, several examples following show tai as having 
formed a noun phrase argument itself (191)-(193).
(191) tai 0-ka-n tai, tai 0-ka-n tai
one 3sS-eat-TR one one 3sS-eat-TR one
‘One person/some people ate one/some, another person/other people ate one/some. (ie. 
Everyone ate one/some each.)’
Instead of using separate indefinite personal pronouns to express the meanings ‘someone, 
something’, Lewo can use generic noun phrases like yaru tai person ART ‘a/some person, 
someone’ and suri tai thing ART ‘a/some thing, something’, but more often just the article itself 
can be used in this way. In (192) we see how this contrasts with using the numeral taaga ‘one’.
(192) tai 0-pano taaga 0-pano
one 3sS-R.go one 3sS-R.go
‘Someone/some one went. ’ ‘Exactly one (person/thing) went. ’
The negative version of ‘someone/something ’ (ie. ‘noone/nothing/none ’) is expressed with tai in 
the standard negative clause construction (193).
(193) tai pe 0-pa re poll
one NEG1 3sS-R.go NEG2 NEG3
‘No-one/none went. ’
Secondly, note that the article tai can also occur with pronouns, both singular and plural.
(194) ko tai o-vano ko-ga taaga o-vano
2s ART 2sS-l.go 2s-just one 2sS-l.go
‘You are one of those who will go. ’ ‘You are the only one who will go. ’
(195) omami tai 0-mai
1 pe ART 3sS-sick
‘One of us is sick. ’
Finally, the following example is one of those given in §10.9 where the functions and use of tai as 
a verbal modifying particle are noted.
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(196) sisi malum nene 0-mai tai
child soft DEIC 3sS-sick ART
‘This delicate little baby was a bit sick (had a little sickness). ’
9.12. Relative clauses
Quite a few examples that include relative clauses have been seen thus far, but the description of 
the nature and function of these clauses is held over until §16.2.1, where various other clause 
types are discussed as well.
9.13. Complex noun phrases
A number of noun phrases of equivalent status can be combined as a single noun phrase 
construction. These complex noun phrases can occur without overt linking morphemes, or with 
one or more of several different forms that are employed with this function.
9.13.1. Non-conjoined complex noun phrases
Some complex noun phrases are formed completely asyndetically, without any linking device at 
all, except for a “listing” intonation, with slight rise and pause at the end of each item before the 
last. They are considered to form a single constructional entity because of this intonation pattern, 
and their status as objects of the verb.41
(197) a-sikap yuma lala sukul kumal
3pS-burn house PL church meeting.house
‘They (the traders) burnt down the houses, the church building, the village meeting house. ’
It is possible for the second noun phrase to comprise some kind of expansion or restatement of the 
first (198). Note here that the second noun phrase is itself a compound conjoined noun phrase.
(198) e [yo la telu nene] [Varsu, Varmali a Varmaul]
LOC area PL three DEIC (name) (name) and (name)
‘At these three areas, (namely) Varsu, Varmali and Varmaul. ’
41 By analogy with the serialised verb constructions that will be discussed later, these could be called 
“serial noun phrases”.
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9.13.2. Conjoined complex noun phrases
The basic pattern for conjoining two noun phrases is to link them with a. If there are three or 
more, the earlier ones are juxtaposed as a list, and only the last two are linked with the 
conjunction, ie. (NP)n a NP.
(199) ita lepas mava, Ura a Visina
1 pi side above (name) CONJ (name
)
‘We (have come from) the east side, Ura (area), and Visina (village). ’
This pattern can often be disturbed where, for example, an additional item is added on as an 
afterthought.
(200) 0-m-la laki 0-toli-a pui a miau yui lala
3sS-R-take stick 3sS-touch-3sO pig CONJ kava yam PL
‘He took a stick and touched (signified acceptance of) the pig, and the kava, the yams. ’
The third person pronoun lala, marked for dual with the numeral lua ‘two ’, is used to link noun 
phrases which refer to humans. In most situations, only two people are involved, but where there 
are more, this linking device can still be used.
(201) [sa-la ata la-lua sa-la mama] a-m-ila-la
POSS-3sP father 3p-two POSS-3pP mother 3pS-R-send-3pO
‘[Their father and their mother) sent them.'
(202) Ropet la-lua o-na la-lua sa-la sisi tai
Robert 3p-two spouse-3sP 3p-two POSS-3pP child ART 
‘Robert and his wife and one of their children. ’
The comitative conjunction a-mio ‘with’ is used similarly (203), but can occur with non-human 
entities as well (204).
(203) Parmasusu a-mio Talmakura a yer-marua Opea
(name) 3pS-with (name) CONJ man-old (name)
‘Parmasusu, and Talmakura, and old Opea. ’
(204) me-pari ka-mim taropit a-mio koyuia a-mio mena pia-ika
1peS-R.carry POSS-1peP taro 3pS-with wild.yam 3pS-with too container-fish
‘We took our taro and wild yam and tinned fish. ’
More complicated complex noun phrases, conjoining a number of different noun phrases, employ 
a number of these different strategies. In (206), a further conjoining strategy can be seen, using 
the verb wari-ari carry(verb)-carry(nuclear serial verb; ie. not RED).
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(205) Presiten Sokomanu a-mio o-na, nari-na lua, a Sim Ropo,
President (name) 3pS-with wife-3sP child-3sP two CONJ (name) (name)
a polis tai, a a-mio mena nari-na na yer-kawa tai
CONJ police ART CONJ 3pS-with too child-3sP GEN man-strong ART
‘President Sokomanu and his wife, two of his children, Jim Rovo, a policeman, and as well a 
child of an important man. ’
(206) a-kus [pui tai a-mio kinan-ena pasia, yui,
3pS-carry pig ART 3pS-with eat-NOM some yam
a miau napa 0-pari-ar la-sia] 0-pimi
CONJkava REL 3sS-R.carry-carry branch-ABS 3sS-R.come
‘They brought a pig, with some food, yam(s) and a kava root which was with its branches. ’
(207) ale 0-la mane tai, a metaepe ve lua,
well 3sS-give money ART CONJ mat 3sS-be two
la mes-ne-n miau tai
3sS-give root-POSS-3sP kava ART
‘So he gave some money, two mats, and a kava root. ’
9.13.3. Contrastive complex noun phrase
Noun phrases can be linked using the conjunction po ‘or\ which expresses contrast, or 
alternative.
(208) sine-ma-n [na-keviyu po na-tekaki]
gut-2sP-TR NOM-big or NOM-small
‘Do you want the big one or the small one?’
Using this conjunction to express “alternative” does not always imply an alternative referent for 
the noun phrase, as po is frequently used as well in Lewo to express an alternative way of 
referring to the same referent, or of expanding the detail provided about the referent by giving 
additional information, po frequently occurs with the emphatic particle na, and the pair of items 
may be being reanalysed as the conjunction itself in the form pona.
(209) kia-u erau lala po-na kia-u yarn la napa
POSS-1sP friend PL or-EMPH POSS-1sP person PL REL
ne-su-su a-mio la
1sS-RED-be.at 3pS-with 3p
‘My friends, or rather the people of mine that I stay with. ’
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CHAPTER 10 : VERB PHRASE
10.1. Definition
As indicated earlier (§4.3.4), we adopt as our understanding of clause grammar the “structural- 
functionalist” (Van Valin 1993:1) model underlying the theory of Role and Reference Grammar, 
where the clause is seen as having the layered structure of nucleus, core and periphery. Under 
this framework, the key clause-level constituents which we deal with are predicates (which occur 
as the clause nucleus) and arguments (usually subject and objects, which in combination with the 
nucleus, form the clause core).
There are two considerations that result from this approach. The first is that there is no need for 
a syntactic constituent that combines the predicate with object arguments as a so-called “verb 
phrase”, the “VP” of traditional generative grammar.1 The rejection of a V + O constituent also 
accords with the growing tradition of description of Oceanic languages, where, perhaps following 
a lead from Polynesian language studies,2 clauses are nearly always considered to be an 
unstructured combination of a predication, called the “verb phrase”, and its associated core and 
peripheral arguments.
The second consideration is that we therefore need to clearly indicate what is meant by the term 
“verb phrase” is its continued used here. The term is used to described the constituent of clause 
structure that most typically occurs as the clause predicate. These phrases have verbs as their 
heads, and frequently occur as just a single verb head alone, but they all have the potential to 
occur as a construction type (with the internal syntactic structure that is the main focus of this 
chapter). The term “verb phrase” is therefore adopted as the most suitable label to describe these 
multiword (or potentially multiword) verbal predication constituents.
1 “The category of VP, which plays a central role in GB (Government and Binding theory), for example, 
has no analog in the LSC (layered structure of the clause)” (Van Valin 1993:7).
2 It seems more difficult, and less intuitive, to motivate a VP (= V + O) syntactic constituent where the 
basic word order of a language is VSO, as is common throughout Polynesia. One of the earlier 
grammars of the modem period of Oceanic language description that embraced this perspective was 
Lichtenberk 1985a (Chapter 3).
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10.2. Structure
The various constituents that make up the Lewo verb phrase are presented in Table 52. It will be 
seen there that only the head of the verb phrase is obligatory, while all the other constituents are 
optional (some cohesion relationships do operate between them however; for example, the 
occurrence patterns of the three negative particles are highly interrelated). The structure of the 
verb phrase is characterised by the presence of quite a few different ordered slots, but (apart from 
the head) the paradigms of forms that can manifest each position contain just a few, and often 
just a single, member.
The head can be preceded by the first negative particle. It can be followed by various modifiers 
(we will see that there is some internal constituency within this element as well), then by the 
second negative particle, or the particle re ‘somewhat’, or a member of the small group of tense- 
aspect particles that occur in this position. A particle marking repetitive aspect can follow, as 
well as an emphatic particle. Then the limiter particle -ga can occur, always cliticised to 
whatever precedes it, and the final three slots comprise the third negative particle, a set of two 
temporal modifiers, and a marker of duration. The table shows a constituent X before these last 
two components; this is not regarded as part of the verb phrase itself, but is included to show the 
position in which objects and other oblique arguments can occur, relative to the constituents of 
the verb phrase. This means that we are actually positing a discontinuous structure for the verb 
phrase, with the final two elements occurring dislocated from the rest of it.3
Table 52 : Verb phrase structure
(Negj)
HEAD
(Mod)
(Neg2)
(Part)
(Post-TA)
(Rep)
(Art)
(Emph)
(Limiter)
[(X)]
(Neg3)
(TempMod)
(Dur)
[First negative particle pe/ve]
[Verbal modifiers: adverbs, numerals...] 
[Second negative particle re]
[Particle re]
[Post-head tense-aspect markers ke, ma] 
[Repetitive particle si] 
[Article tai] 
[Emphatic particle na] 
[Limiter particle -ga]
[Third negative particle poli] 
[Temporal modifiers rui, wa, nawa] 
[V: (vowel length)]
3 It is admitted that it is not particularly aesthetic to have to posit this disjunctive structure here. 
However, while there might be reason to place some of the items like the temporal modifiers as clause 
constituents outside of the verb phrase, it is not possible to do this with regard to the negative particle, 
which alone would still make it necessary to posit a verb phrase with two segments.
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In examining each of the verb phrase components, we will mostly follow the above sequence, 
except that the negative particles will be dispensed with as a group first, and then the remaining 
constituents will be discussed in order.
However, before doing so, it is necessary that we recall that Lewo permits the predicate slot in 
clause structure to be manifested by both verbal and nominal elements. While the various 
particles presented here are predominantly found as verbal modifiers within verb phrases, they 
can also occur as modifiers of nominals as well, when the nominals are functioning as predicate­
like constituent in non-verbal clauses. The previous chapter on the noun phrase did not include 
examples of these verbal particles occurring as modifiers of nominal predicates, but some 
examples will be included below, and also more fully in §12.9.
10.3. Negative^
The negative construction is an important part of verb phrase structure, as it involves two 
particles that surround the head of the verb phrase ve NEG1 and re NEG2, and a third particle 
that occurs later (with object arguments possibly intervening), poli NEG3. The form of these 
particles, and the way in which they function together to form negative polarity clauses in Lewo, 
are of enough complexity and interest to warrant their own chapter (§ 15).
10.4. Head
The head constituent of the verb phrase is manifested by verbs. The internal structure of Lewo 
verbs was described in §6, and verb constructions that incorporate serialised verbs within them 
are covered in §13. The following table indicates the heads of the verb phrase for several simple 
clauses.
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Table 53 : Verb phrases and their heads
Clause
Periphery
Clause
S VP O /X
Pre-
Head HEAD
Post-
Head
Post-
Head
a. yepe-na la 0-m-yuwawa ke ne
body-3pP PL 3sS-R-shake TA DEIC
b. nakonua sira tai 0-si -ke e yo tai
before woman ART 3sS-be.at TA LOC place ART
c. ve a-visa-wali re
I.NEG1 2pP-say-find NEG2
d. ita te-were-lua si-na kie-ta puluku
1 Pi 1 piS-pull-out again-EMPH POSS-1piP cow
e. ke me-kinana ke-ga wa
hey 1 peS-eat TA-just yet
Translations of above examples:
a. ‘Their bodies were shaking. ’
b. ‘Before, a woman was at a place. ’
c. ‘Don’t tell about it. ’
d. ‘Let’s go and pull out our cow (from among the others). ’
e. ‘Hey, we ’re still eating. ’
10.5. Modifier
A large number of forms that express various kinds of modifications to the meaning of the main 
verb occur as serialised elements within the verb, and therefore will be described as part of the 
internal structure of verbs in the later discussion on nuclear layer serial verbs (§13). As well, 
other verbs can appear as if their function is to “modify” main verbs, but this is regarded as core 
layer serialisation and also handled later (§14). However, a number of genuine post-verbal 
modifier items can be identified, and these are now described. These include adverbs, numerals, 
and several other particles.
10.5.1. Adverbs of manner
A number of adverbs can be identified for Lewo whose main function is to modify in some way 
the situation represented by the head constituent.
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These include: manene ‘g r e a t l y punu ‘a ll’; pisa ‘i n d e e d veraaga ‘together’;4 tane 
‘wonderfully'; wetelu ‘wholly, completely'. Note that a degree of adverb incorporation can be 
seen in (6) where the transitive marker -ni follows wetelu.
(1) 0-sape e o-su-wan manene 0-vano
3sS-say Hey 2sS-punch-hide greatly 3sS-l.go
‘He said, Hey, push it to go inside a long way. ’
(2) ana ne-ka-n punu pa rui
CONJ 1sS-eat-TR all TA already
‘But I had already eaten all of it/them. ’
(3) namu la a-kar imimi me-m-loge 0-piowa pisa
mosquito PL 3pS-bite 1pe 1peS-R-perceive 3sS-R.bad indeed
‘The mosquitos bit us, we felt terrible indeed. ’
(4) a-pulo poen la 0-pa veraaaa a-siri-plani-a
3pS-R.read/add point PL 3sS-R.go together 3pS-write-out-3sO
‘They added up the points together, (then) wrote them out. ’
(5) 0-vano-n a-stom a-sape yoko a-ka-n tane ika narui
3sS-l.go-TR 3pS-think 3pS-say FUT 3pS-eat-TR wonderfully fish now
‘Because they thought that they would now deliciously eat some fish. ’
(6) me-m-lega wetelu-ni nari-n nompui tai
1peS-R-roast whole-TR offspring-3sP pig ART
‘We roasted as a whole a small pig. ’
10.5.2. Locational modifiers
A number of forms can be identified which function to modify the situation of the main verb with 
regard to its location in space (position, orientation, or direction) or time. These might be 
regarded as locational modifiers, or temporal or directional adverbs, but in fact they can be 
identified as the same forms as the sets of spatial locational nouns (such as garove ‘down, 
northwards') and temporal locational nouns (such as pen! ‘tomorrow') identified in §5.3.1.3.1.
(7) o-na na yerumene 0-me-ke garove
spouse-3sP REL male 3sS-stay-TA northwards
‘Her husband is still staying (in the understood village to the) north. ’
10.5.3. Numerals as verbal modifiers
Numerals can have the function of modifying verbs. In this situation, the numeral expresses the 
number of distinct entities that are perceived to result from the carrying out of the action. The
4 This form has probably resulted from a fusing of ve ‘to be', and taaga ‘one’.
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use of taaga ‘one’ in this way is common, and occasionally lua ‘two’ is used, while the other 
numerals are rare in this context. Note that the numerals in these cases cannot be regarded as 
nominal objects: the verb yumae in (8) is intransitive, and ure in (9) already has an object.
(8) a-m-yumae taaga
3pS-R-work one
‘They worked at one task. ’
(9) me-m-li-ure-ure-mam lua
1peS-R-pluck-RED-apart-1peO two
‘We divided ourselves into two (groups). ’
Note that this use of the numerals can be distinguished from another construction type which also 
uses numerals, following a reduplication of the verb ve ‘to be ’, to express the idea of distributive 
action.
(10) a-m-yumae 0-ve-ve taaga
3pS-R-work 3sS-I.RED-be one
‘They worked singly/individually. ’
(11) me-m-li-ure-ure-mam 0-ve-ve lua
1peS-R-pluck-RED-apart-1peO 3sS-I.RED-be two
‘We divided ourselves into twos. ’
10.5.4. Distributed action marker /a/a
This form is homophonous with the plural noun marker (and the third person plural independent 
pronoun), and its occurrence in a verbal context is taken to be an extension of its usual nominal 
function. Rather than expressing plurality of item, lala here expresses plurality of action. 
However, this is not the kind of plurality of action expressed by verbal reduplication (plural 
actor, repeated action, or habitual action), but is the kind of plurality that involves a number of 
actors, each performing the same action severally, or separately, or in a distributed sense. Note 
that in (13) the observation is that the fruit bats were together in one place, but it is the emphasis 
that this fact applied to each one of them that calls for lala with its distributive meaning.
(12) a-su-tetai-ga lala
3pS-be.at-spread.out-just DIST
‘(The fruit bats) were all spread out (over the tree, and l couldn’t get a good shot at a group 
of them). ’
(13) ne-mali na we menki lala a-si-ke veraaga lala
1sS-R.find EMPH EXCL bat PL 3pS-be.at-TA together DIST
7  noticed that, gosh, the fruit bats, each of them were all together. ’
(14) me-pa me-mo-malio lala
1peS-R.go 1 peS-lie-sleep DIST
‘We each went off and slept in our various places. ’
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(15) me-ka-n ka-mim lala
1 peS-eat-TR POSS-1peP DIST
‘We each ate our food (that we had brought for ourselves). ’
This is a different situation from that found with the intradirective verbs (§12.5.2), as there the 
pronominal form that occurs after the verb is of the same person and number as the subject 
marker, while here, lala occurs irrespective of that. However, where a sentence is already cast in 
the third person plural, it is sometimes difficult to decide whether lala results from the possibly 
intradirective nature of the verb, or whether it is carrying the distributive function described here.
(16) la napa a-ker-kevlyu jala a-mio lapas napa 0-vitorokak-ga lala
3pO REL 3pS-RED-big ? 3pS-with PL-some REL 3sS-RED.small-just ?
‘(They killed) those (fruit bats) which were big and some which were small. ’
10.5.5. Extended action marker laa
Another verbal modifier is laa. Although it is consistently glossed in examples by “more”, the 
scope of its function and meaning is better conveyed by some of the various English meanings 
that are used to translate it below, such as ‘too’ (17), ‘more’ (18), ‘further’ (19), the English 
comparative (20), and the emphatic ‘very’ (21).
(17) kawe, ko na o-urmi jaa, tapete ne-kus ko
rat 2s EMPH 2s-heavy more can’t 1sS-carry 2s
‘Rat, you are too heavy, there ’s no way I can carry you. ’
(18) 0-pisi ne-pa jaa 0-sa-ne na
3sS-finish 1sS-R.go more 3sS-be.like-DEIC EMPH 
‘After that l  continued going on more... ’
(19) kas na-sirau a-va jaa metava
year NOM-follow 3pS-l.go more above
‘Next year they will go further south (around the island). ’
(20) 0-po-n 0-kla yuma tal 0-wo jaa 0-sa-ne wa
3sS-R.good-TR 3sS-make house ART 3sS-l.good more 3sS-be.like-DEIC yet
‘It would be good if he makes a house that is a bit better. ’
(21) peraga rui ana ne-pe 0-piowa jaa nene
not TA CONJ 1sS-R.say 3sS-R.bad more DEIC
‘(They didn ’t do it,) not at all, and I consider that is very bad indeed. ’
A favourite juxtaposition of laa is with verbs that take the serialised form -II ‘try to do st. ’/do st. 
to some extent’. In these situations, laa has scope applying as much over the meaning expressed 
by -II as it does over that of the main verb, and the combination carries the meaning ‘do st. a little 
more’.
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(22) me-pavin na me-pa me-su-li jaa yam 0-plas-ga
1peS-R.go.up EMPH 1peS-R.go 1 peS-be.at-try more time 3sS-R.short-just
‘We went up, we went and stayed a little more for a short time. ’
(23) a-kla sa-miu stomi-ena 0-viavi-towe-li Jaa-ga
3pS-make POSS-2p think-NOM 3sS-long-replace-try more-just 
‘Try and make your thinking a little bit longer instead (ie. be more patient). ’
10.5.6. Excessive action marker liu
This further verbal modifier carries the meaning of laa to another degree, expressing a situation 
that has extended beyond usual or appropriate bounds.
(24) naga na yarn na vilave-ena, 0-plave liu,
3s EMPH person GEN proud-NOM 3sS-R.proud too
0-kla kie-na kia 0-pa metava
3sS-make POSS-3sP name 3sS-R.go up
‘He was a proud person, too proud, making his name go high. ’
(25) o-kla-kan, lag 0-marera liu, yuma rhena 0-marera
2sS-make-what wind 3sS-strong too house too 3sS-strong
‘What could you do, the wind was too strong, the house too was strong... ’
10.5.7. Modifier phrases
The modifier component of the verb phrase can consist of one modifier or two. The second 
element modifies the first, so that we can speak of a modifier phrase. In the following example, 
laa is a modifier of manene, and the combination of manene laa is a modifier of 0-pito.
(26) 0-pito [manene [laa]]
3sS-R.go.down greatly more
‘It went down too far. ’
A similar analysis could be given for the combination of the two modifiers tane ‘beautifully’ and 
pisa ‘indeed’ in (27), where they occur with a nominal rather than verbal head.
(27) Ailuk napa 0-po na 0-po na 0-po, sira tanea pisa
(name) REL 3sS-R.go REL 3sS-R.go REL 3sS-R.go girl beautiful indeed
‘This Ailuk was as good as good as good, a really beautiful girl indeed. ’
The next sentence further exemplifies the kinds of combinations of modifiers that can occur, 
where the ko-ne...wa sequence (cf. §10.12.2) occurs with the article tai as a modifier.
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(28) e te-mo-malio tai wa, te-mo-malio ko-ne tai wa,
hey 1 piS-lie-sleep ART yet 1 piS-lie-sleep sometime-DEIC ART yet
yokorena sa te-tavilo na te-yali
CONJ TA 1piS-awake EMPH1piS-walk
Hey, let’s have a little sleep, let’s just have a little sleep for while first, then when we wake 
up we can walk on. ’
Some of these modifier particles in Lewo carry functions similar to comparatives and superlatives 
in other languages. There is no strict mapping between the particles and these semantic 
categories, but gradations of scale can be expressed.
(29) moki laa moki liu moki laa liu
many more many too many more too
‘Very many. ’ ‘Too many. ’ ‘Much too many. ’
10.6 . re 'somewhat’
This particle indicates that the action of the verb is only partly accomplished, or limited in 
application or effect in some way.5 This includes actions that might only have been carried out 
occasionally, as in (30), or actions whose importance or significance is de-emphasised (31).
(30) 0-vano-n 0-pisu re terasi lala a-kla kie-la maru lala
3sS-go-TR 3sS-R.see PART shoot PL 3pS-make POSS-3pP copra PL 
‘Because he had sometimes seen (happened to see) the older teenage boys making their 
copra. ’
(31) 0-piyun ko 0-sape sine-na-n 0-sape 0-visu ko re
3sS-R.ask 2s 3sS-say gut-3sP-TR 3sS-say 3sS-l.see 2s PART
‘He asked for you saying that he wants to see you (just wants to have a bit of chat with you). ’
As might be anticipated from the example just given, there is an element of politeness associated 
with the use of re. In requests and commands particularly, it has the effect of making the demand 
seem less impertinent or onerous.
(32) fhara ne-ka-n re tai 
mate 1sS-eat-TR TA ART
‘Mate, I ’ll just eat a piece/one/some (ie. Can I have a small piece please?). ’
(33) o-vietava pulu-tava na ne-vamasu re lo-yuma wa
2sS-open hole-door CONJ 1sS-l.come.to.speaker PART inside-house yet 
‘Please open the door and I ’ll just come inside to you a little. ’
5 Crowley (1982:171) uses the term “partitive” for the Paamese cognate form -tei, but this term has a 
different meaning in particularly Indo-European studies, so to avoid confusion I do not use it here.
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(34) 0-sape 0-ka-n re ka-mimi kinan-ena 0-kom-in
3sS-say 3sS-eat-TR PART POSS-1peP eat-NOM 3sS-pass-TR
0-sape imimi na kia-mimi puru-vi na naga
3sS-say 2pe EMPH POSS-1peP stump-banana EMPH 3s 
‘He said he wanted to eat (asked to eat) some of our food because he said he was a brother of 
ours. ’
As seen earlier in Table 52, there is another re particle in Lewo that is an obligatory component 
of the negative construction, which is described in § 15. It is considered there that that negative re 
particle probably derives from an extension of the use of this re. The two do not occur together.
10.7. Post-verbal TA markers
We now look at the set of four post-verbal particles that express various distinctions of verbal 
aspect. Two of these, the continuous aspect marker ke and the durative aspect marker ma, are 
certainly members of this class, but the status of two others, pa(e) and pisi, both of which mark 
completive aspect, is less clear-cut.
10.7.1. Continuous aspect marker ke
This particle is used to express continuation. This usually means situations whose duration in 
time extends beyond the boundaries of whatever time segment is in focus, so that the situation 
continues over, or is continuing at, the relevant period. In oral interaction, the relevant centre of 
temporal focus is usually the present moment of speech, and so ke occurs in interrogations and 
statements about situations that are taking place as they are being talked about.
(35) naga 0-pisa ke ai
3s 3sS-R.say TA who 
‘Who is he talking about?’
(36) a-ka-n ke yara
2pS-eat-TR TA what
‘What are you eating?’
(37) naga 0-kom pe6 ke ne
3s 3sS-pass where TA now
‘Where is he going?’
(38) e so-ma lokuli lala a-taveve ke Supapo
hey POSS-2sP dog PL 3pS-follow TA (name)
'Hey, your dogs are following Supapo. ’
6 The difference in order between the tense-aspect marker and this interrogative (pe ke, but ke ai and ke 
yara in the previous two examples) is unexplained.
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In narrative texts, the relevant centre of temporal focus is the time context (usually past) of the 
events being described. Situations that have duration within this context will be marked with ke.
(39) ana ne-m-loge 0-m-laea ke papisi napa na
CONJ 1sS-R-perceive 3sS-R-hurt TA very REL EMPH
‘Then l  felt it was really really hurting. ’
(40) 0-m-ligan nari-na 0-mono ke e-a
3sS-R-leave child-3sP 3sS-lie TA LOC-3sO
na 0-pa 0-te ke kiai
CONJ 3sS-R.go 3sS-cut TA wild.cane
‘She left her child lying there and went cutting wild cane. ’
Often, events that are cast as future events and expressed in the simple future tense under 
translation into English have been constructed with a combination of realis mood and ke in Lewo. 
The clear rationale for this can be related to the following two examples. While the relevant 
centre of temporal focus in each case is some time in the future, the situation leading up to that 
( ‘coming’ or ‘being soon’) is currently being accomplished ( ‘now in the process o f coming’), or 
is already accomplished ( ‘it is already soon that... ’), and hence calls for realis mood on the verb 
and the continuous aspect marker ke.
(41) e legiena la-ne 0-pim ke
LOC day PL-DEIC 3sS-R.come TA
‘In the days that will come (ie. the days that are now in the process of coming). ’
(42) ana ne-megke ne 0-lavisi ke ne-va si Vaemali
CONJ 1sS-stay DEIC 3sS-close TA 1sS-l.go again (place)
‘So /  am staying now but soon I will go to Vaemali again (ie. it is now soon that I will go).'
Where the period of temporal focus is the whole of time as it is known (ie. ‘always’), then ke 
serves to mark events that are frequentative or habitual (and for which verbal reduplication is 
often employed as well) (43), or are the usual state of affairs in the real world (44).
(43) ko na o-ka-ka-n-plani ke suri ka-na kia-u nompui lala
2s EMPH 2sS-RED-eat-TR-all TA thing POSS-3sP POSS-1sP pig PL
‘(Hey,) you’re the one who keeps eating my pigs’food.'
(44) omami-lua me-kom e napa mrae 0-pari-pe ke yo e-a
1pe-two 1 peS-pass LOC REL sun 3sS-R.carry-break TA place LOC-3sO
‘We have come from the place where the sun comes up (breaks through the horizon). ’
All the examples so far have shown continuous aspect combining with realis aspect, and that is 
certainly the most common occurrence. However, verbs with irrealis aspect can also occur with
ke.
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(45) sa ne-va ke e nene
if 1sS-l.go TA LOC DEIC
‘If I still will be going there.....’ or, 'If I go (and am still there),... ’
Cliticisation of particles like ke (and ma below), as described in §3.4, has allowed further 
grammaticisation to take place, with the tense-aspect marker and the verb becoming partly fused. 
Interestingly, this has only happened with verbs of posture, indicating that these are the most 
common or prototypical kinds of situation embodying inherent continuity.
to ‘be at in sitting posture' +
su ‘be at in standing posture ’ + 
mo ‘be at in lying posture ’ +
ke —> teke
ke —> sike
ke meke/megke
Reanalysis of these forms is not complete, in that we do not find the fused form occurring with ke 
again: **teke ke, **sike ke, and because the bi-morphemic structure is still visible they have 
been, and will continue to be, written and glossed here as, eg., te-ke be.at-TA.
Some instances of ke occurring in environments other than with verbal predicates are given. 
These include it occurring with nominal predicates like common nouns (46) and temporal nouns 
(47), and possessives as copula complements (48).
(46) ka-ta taata ke nene narui
POSS-1piP meat TA DEIC now
‘Here is our meat now. ’ (finding some wild pig tracks in the bush)
(47) ye-malko ke rui
place-dark TA already 
‘It was already night. ’
(48) naga 0-pe kia-u ke narui
3s 3sS-l.be POSS-1sP TA now
‘It is mine now. ’
10.7.2. Durative aspect marker ma
This particle is used to express situations which are construed as entailing temporal duration 
beyond what is expected for the situation, either on the basis or what is usually the case, or what 
might be determined from context. This usually means situations whose duration in time extends 
beyond the boundaries of whatever time segment is in focus. In the following three examples, the 
attempt is made to convey this meaning with English ‘keep on X-ing’.
(49) 0-m-loge napa 0-kiri ma 0-lavisi narui
3sS-R-hear REL 3sS-run TA 3sS-close now
‘He heard that it kept on running close now. ’
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(50) vio 0-mono ma 0-kla-yo-n ma ka-na mra-kiavi
heron 3sS-stay TA 3sS-do-place-TR TA POSS-3sP fruit-clam
‘Heron remained on, kept on trying (to break open) his clam shell. ’
(51) ko o-su-ma e nene, o-su-mate ma o-ma
2s 2sS-be.at-TA LOC DEIC 2sS-be.at-wait TA spouse-2sP
OK, you stay on here, you keep on waiting for your husband (but we are going back). ’
The use of this particle expressing duration is often found in situations that would normally be 
construed as punctiliar. In these cases, it seems that ma allows the speaker to be somewhat 
vague about the time something happened, and to avoid giving more definite time reference (52).
(52) me-mapila ma la-pasi na a-ka-n-make rui
1peS-plant TA PL-some CONJ 3pS-eat-TR-complete already
‘We planted some (at one time/some time ago, not sure when it was now), and now (people) 
have eaten them all. ’
This function can be extended to expressing vagueness about quantities as well (53).
(53) ponotia telu surf ma tai
hundred three thing TA ART
‘Three hundred and something thereabouts.
Clauses whose predicates are marked with ma have important functions in discourse. Firstly, 
they are frequently found in the repeated part of a tail-head linkage pattem (54) (this example 
provides a good contrast between the function of ke in the first sentence, and ma in the second).
(54) wa-mara-na 0-pito 0-m-yae-wo-wo ke kulali
liquid-eye-3sP 3sS-R-go.down 3sS-R-stab-RED-through TA coral.stone
0-m-yae-po ma 0-sa-ne na 0-m-loge suri tai 0-kapuru
3sS-R-stab-break TA 3sS-be.like-DEIC CONJ 3sS-R-hear thing ART 3sS-crack
‘Her tears fell down stabbing the coral stones. (They) stabbed on like this, she heard 
something crack. ’
A second important discourse function of ma is to indicate the contextual setting for the next 
main event in a story line. This is like a subordinate temporal clause in ‘when ’ in English.
(55) a-te ma lokove 0-sa-ne na Salmon 0-te la-na
3pS-cut TA garden 3sS-be.like-DEIC CONJ (name) 3sS-cut leg-3sP
‘When they were cutting the garden like this, Simon cut his leg. ’
A third important discourse function in which ma occurs is when it is found cliticised to a posture 
verb, which is the first verb in a core-layer serial construction (§14.4.11). In these situations, the 
verb + ma combination functions like an auxiliary verb indicating progressive aspect.
(56) yeririna na-e Nikaura la a-su-ma a-pisu ya napa a-kla
people GEN-LOC (place) PL 3pS-be.at-TA 3pS-R.see whatREL 3pS-do
‘The people from Nikaura were watching what they were doing. ’
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(57) 0-kla ke 0-kla ke 0-su-ma 0-kla ma 0-sa-ne na
3sS-do TA 3sS-do TA 3sS-be.at-TA 3sS-do TA 3sS-be.like-DEIC EMPH
‘Doing this, doing this, carrying on doing it like this then... ’
When ma occurs with verbs in the irrealis aspect, it tends to cast the expression in a subjunctive 
light, indicating the speaker’s desire or wish or perception.
(58) ko rhena o-vato ma-qa
2s too 2s-1.go TA-just
‘You should go too. ’
(59) 0-mono-ari Timi na 0-were ma sira tai na-e Nivenue
3sS-lie-carry (name) 3s 3sS-take TA female ART GEN-LOC (place)
‘Timi must still marry a girl from Nivenue. ’
Like ke above, ma is often found with non-verbal items. The durational reading is maintained 
with copula complements (60), but with nominal predicates, it has the function of emphasising 
the identification of the item as being the one intended, like English ‘the very X ’ (61-62).
(60) me-pe nampa sepen ma. nampa sepen ma
1peS-R.be number seven TA number seven TA
‘We were coming seventh, coming seventh, (then...). ’
(61) 0-sape na-ne yarn ma napa ne-pini na-ne
3sS-say.that NOM-DEIC person TA REL 1sS-R.shoot NOM-DEIC
yaru ma napa 0-mare ne
person TA REL 3sS-die DEIC
YThe old sorcerer) would say, That’s him, the very person I shot, that’s him, the very person 
who just died. ’
(62) na-loge-lu-ena ma napa 0-me-ke lo-yuma narui
NOM-hear-miss-NOM TA REL 3sS-stay-TA inside-house now
‘It vsas that very disobedience inside (that was the real cause of the problem). ’
The force of nominal attributes is also intensified with ma (63).
(63) 0-pe yer marua marera ma tai
3sS-R.be person old strong TA ART
‘He was a really tough old guy. ’
Note that besides the use of this marker, other devices also express duration in time. One is 
repetition, and another (to be described in §10.13) is to add additional lengthening (or, in this 
case, the vowel e) to the final syllable expressing the situation. Although these last two have not 
been detailed yet, an example is given which includes both of them, as well as ma (64).7
7 Note that verbal reduplication can also be used as a fourth device to express duration, as seen in 
§6.4.1.1.
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(64) a-polu ma a-mio la, a-polu ma a-polu ma
3pS-R.dance TA 3pS-with 3p 3pS-R.dance TA 3pS-R.dance TA
a-polu ma-e ye-m-lag
3pS-R.dance TA-DUR place-R-daylight
‘They danced on with them, they danced on, they danced on, they danced on and on (until) 
daylight. ’
10.7.3. Perfective aspect marker pisi
We now look at two apparently synonymous perfective/completive aspect markers, pisi and 
pa(e) (next section, §10.7.4). Both of these forms have verbal sources (the verb pisi ‘to 
finish/be finished' and pa ‘to go' respectively), which themselves will be shown to participate in 
core layer serialisation in §14.4.11.3. The phenomenon of serialisation, and an apparent process 
of grammaticisation, are appealed to as motivating the difficulty that exists in deciding whether 
these forms are actually tense-aspect markers within the verb phrase, or verbs with an aspectual 
function, or sometimes one and sometimes the other in different situations.
(65) me-pito a-tagi-ni-a pisi
1peS-R.go.down 3pS-cry-TR-3sO TA
Y When) we went down, they had mourned for her already. ’
(66) a-pari viyu lamias a-pini manu pisi na a-pimi
3pS-R.carry bow arrow 3pS-R.shoot bird TA EMPH 3pS-R.come
‘They took their bow and arrow(s), they shot birds then came. ’
10.7.4. Completive aspect marker pa(e)
Discussion in the previous section has indicated that this particle is related to the verb pa ‘to go’, 
but its status as a separate particle could be enhanced by its usual occurrence as pae, a slightly 
different form. However, the additional e is not always present, and could be the same vowel that 
occurs with many clauses to express duration (as with ma in (64) above). In this case (ie. with 
pa) the meaning is not so much absolute duration of activity, but more relational duration, 
expressing that there was a duration in time between the consecutive events.
(67) 0-me-mari pae yarn tai pisi narui, ana pisi na 0-kla-kokani-ga
3sS-R.hit-kill TA person ARTTA now, CONJ CONJEMPH 3sS-make-lie-just
‘He had killed someone already, then after he just lied about it.
(68) pogos na 0-pisa pae 0-sa nene 0-kineri-ari kulmeki-na
time REL 3sS-R.say TA 3sS-be.like DEIC 3sS-scratch-carry neck-3sP
‘When it (the elf) had finished saying like that, it scratched out his neck.'
It was mentioned that pisi and pae, within the context of their being possible tense-aspect 
markers, are near synonyms, both indicating completive aspect. However, one difference is that
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while pisi can occur generally, pae seems to have a more restricted distribution, pisi can stand 
in an independent single clause, indicating completive aspect for a single event (69).
(69) me-kinana pisi **me-kinana pae
1peS-eat TA 1peS-eat TA
‘We have already eaten. ’
Contrasting with this pae is used dependently, with a subsequent or resultant further activity in 
view. Further, in a large number of cases, the verb phrase with pae restates the immediately 
previously stated situation, and expresses its coming to completion.
(70) o-kla-vani-a o-kla-van pae o-si-vani kuru-sia
2sS-make-clean-3sO 2sS-make-clean TA 2sS-cut-clean skin-ABS
‘Clean it, (when) you have cleaned it, peel off its skin. ’
(71) a-kulu a-kulu pae a-m-yen ma-la suri la
3pS-bathe 3pS-bathe TA 3pS-R-wear POSS-3pP thing PL
‘They bathed, after bathing they put on their clothes. ’
10.8. Repetitive aspect marker si
The basic meaning of this form is to express a repetition of the situation expressed by the 
predicate, whether nominal (72) or verbal (73-74).
(72) lala si-na
3p again-EMPH
'They again (ie. their turn again, they’ll do it again, they again were the ones who did it etc.).'
(73) nari-n manu 0-m-yau si-na, 0-kiri si 0-pito tano
offspring-3sP bird 3sS-R-sing again-EMPH 3sS-run again 3sS-R.go.down down
‘The small bird sang again, it sang again (then) ran down again. ’
(74) 0-pisa si yam si tai napa sira 0-pisa si 0-pa-ni-a
3sS-R.say again time again ART REL woman 3sS-R.say again 3sS-R.go-TR-3s
‘She said again another time again, the (one that was the) woman said again to him... ’
There are three additional extended meanings which can be expressed by si. The first is the idea 
of taking up again a previous course of action (and note that the first part of this sentence being 
written indicates that English ‘again ’ also has this function), where there was a previous state of 
affairs, then some kind of interruption or changed circumstance interrupting its continuation. 
English phrases like ‘go home again’ are often considered to be tautologous, as they are if 
‘again’ has its basic meaning, but the function of ‘again’ in such an expression is to indicate this
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change of circumstance and the consequent progression of the narrative.7 Similarly in Lewo, one 
verb that occurs frequently with si is the verb wa-supe ‘return':
(75) me-pa-supe si uma a yarn tai 0-mali imimi
1peS-R.?-return again home CONJ person ART 3sS-R.see 1pe
‘We returned home again (ie. went home) and someone saw us.’
The “consequent progression of the narrative” can involve a return to either a continuation of the 
unfolding of the original chain of events, as in (76), or to a resumption of the previous state of 
affairs, as in (77).
(76) 0-m-ila-n 0-sa napa 0-me-ke si e yo tapena
3sS-R-surprise-TR 3sS-be.like REL 3sS-stay-TA again LOC place other
‘He was surprised that he was now at another place again. ’
(77) 0-kilia a-kla-ruru si-na
3sS-can 3pS-make-well again-EMPH
‘It’s possible they can repair it again. ’
Where the clause contains negative polarity items, such as -tete in (78) and the negative 
construction in (79-80), the inclusion of si calls for translation into English with ‘no longer'.
(78) 0-tapa-tete si a-su-su-mo-n yeririna laia
3sS-do-unable again 3pS-RED-be.at-ahead-TR people PL
‘They would no longer lead the people. ’
( 79)  0-sape-nua 0-mono-ari naga 0-were si sira napa na-e
3sS-say-COMP 3sS-lie-carry 3s 3sS-take again girl REL GEN-LOC
Nivenue ve 0-were re si napa 0-m-la sisi 0-pa-ni-a
(place) NEG13sS-take NEG2 again REL 3sS-R-give baby 3sS-R.go-TR-3sO
‘He said that he would now marry the girl from Nivenue, and no longer marry the one he had 
given the child to. ’
(80) ve yaru la a-visu ita re si-na
NEG1 person PL 3pS-l.see 1 pi NEG2 again-EMPH
a ita ve te-visu re si kie-la yo
CONJ 1 pi NEG1 1piS-l.see NEG2 again POSS-3pP place
‘(So that) other people won't see us any more, and we won't see their place any longer. ’
The second and third areas of meaning that si can convey are reflexivity and reciprocity. The 
two most common ways that languages encode this meaning are (i) to derive an intransitive 
reciprocal verb, whose S expresses underlying A and O of the equivalent transitive construction, 
and (ii) to have some kind of reflexive pronoun or element associated with the O slot. However,
7 Bislama bakegen serves the same function, and Ross McKerras (pc.) reports the same function for the 
Uripiv form which also has the basic meaning ‘again’.
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Lewo eschews either strategy, and cannot be said to have a distinct morphological or syntactic 
reflexive/reciprocal construction. Thus, the following sentence is triply ambiguous:
(81) lala a-m-we la
3p 3pS-R-hit 3p
'They hit them. ’
It allows the readings ‘theyi hit thenij’; ‘they each hit th e m se lv e sand ‘they hit each other 
(either others and self, or others only)’. However, si can help to bring some disambiguation to 
these situations. Where the participant is singular, si indicates that the reflexive reading should 
be selected (ie. A and O coreferential: ‘X hits X ’). The construction expressing this must also 
involve an independent object pronoun, and more often than not, the limiter -ga ‘ju s t’ as well.
(82) naga 0-m-we-mari-a si-na [no independent object pronoun]
3s 3sS-R-hit-kill-3sO again-EMPH
’He killed it again.'
(83) naga 0-m-we-mari naga [no si]
3s 3sS-R-hit-kill 3s
'Hei killed himj.'
(84) naga 0-m-we-mari si-na-ga naga [si + object pronoun]
3s 3sS-R-hit-kill again-EMPH-just 3s
He killed himself.'
Where plural participants are involved, si indicates that either of the reflexive or reciprocal 
readings are possible, and the choice between them is to be contextually determined.
(85) 0-pimi e nini narui na a-kla-kare s | la-lua
3sS-R.come LOC DEIC now EMPH 3pS-make-spoil again 3p-two
‘(The report) has come here (to the meeting) now, the two of them have harmed each other. ’
(86) a-piora a-mio si lala
3pS-R.gather 3pS-with again 3p
‘They met with each other. ’
(87) a-piora si a-mio-la [no reflex./recip. reading, just ‘again’]
3pS-R.gather again 3pS-with-3pO
‘They met again with them. ’
In summary, the four distinct situations that can be expressed by Lewo si are: repetition of event; 
resumption of event chain; reciprocal situations; and reflexive situations. Although these 
functions are often distributed over different morphological or syntactic strategies in other 
languages, we do not set up separate homophonous forms here (eg. s^ ‘reflexive’, si2
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‘reciprocal’ etc.), but regard them all as different subsenses or subfunctions of the one 
morpheme.8
The aspect marker si appears to be able to undergo what might be regarded as a kind of modifier- 
raising process in complex sentences. For example, the context of (88) makes it clear that the 
semantic scope of si is the verb visu ‘see’ in the complement clause, where in fact it is located 
with the higher or complementising component, sine-ma-ni ‘want’.
(88) sa sine-ma-ni si ko o-visu suri napa-ne na
if gut-2sP-TR again 2s 2sS-l.see thing REL-DEIC EMPH
‘If you want to see again that thing... ’
(89) legiena napa 0-sa-ne 0-kila si supe la-ne a-su-malu
day REL 3sS-be.like-now 3sS-make again chief PL-now 3pS-be.at-stand
‘The day when (they will) make the chiefs stand again. ’
10.9. Article fa/as verbal modifier
We have already seen the indefinite article tai occurring as an indefinite nominal, meaning ‘one’, 
and being able to occur in subject or object position (90).
(90) tai 0-m-la tai, tai 0-m-la tai
ART 3sS-R-take ART ART 3sS-R-take ART
‘One took one, the other took the other. ’
However, we also find tai occurring following intransitive verbs, where an object nominal is not 
expected, and in these cases it is taken to be functioning as a verbal modifier. The meaning 
associated with this use is the indication of a reduced instance of the situation expressed by the 
verb. In the following two examples, the subjects are not ‘fu lly sick’ or ‘asleep fo r  the night’, 
but the use of tai conveys that they ‘have a minor ailment’ or are ‘taking a short nap’ 
respectively.
8 We should consider whether there might not be an overall characterisation of the meaning of si that 
accommodates these four functions. Lichtenberk (1985b) has already considered this issue very directly. 
His claim is that where a particular linguistic construction appears to have a number of different uses, or 
at least to have multiple uses, then a consideration of the extralinguistic situations in which the 
construction is used may show up an essential similarity in the “internal structures of the types of 
situations expressed by the construction”. Expressing the “meaning” of the construction in this way 
preserves iconicity in its form-meaning relationship. (Although this perspective is only mentioned at 
this point, it has in fact influenced this description overall, as a general principle for analysing functors.) 
The four situations Lichtenberk looks at are reciprocal situations, chaining situations, reflexive 
situations, and collective situations, noting that these four situations are often encoded identically in 
languages. He invokes four parameters to characterise the similarity of the internal structures of these 
situations: non-sequentiality of the participant roles; multiplicity of their roles; identity of their roles; 
and the low degree of individuation of the participants.
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(91) sisi malum nene 0-mai tai
child soft DEIC 3sS-sick ART
‘This delicate little baby was a bit sick (had a little sickness). ’
(92) ne-m-ligan 0-me-ke 0-mo-malio ke tai ninl
1sS-R-put 3sS-stay-TA 3sS-lie-sleep TA ART DEIC
7  put the child to stay sleeping a little here (for a little sleep). ’
10.10. Emphatic particle na
Instances of this form abound in all kinds of Lewo speech, from free conversation to formal 
written texts, and at times, their precise function is difficult to pin down. This is complicated by 
the fact that the form na shows a high degree of homophony.9 The na being described here is the 
most frequent of the various particles of this form, and has the quite general function of giving 
emphasis to or highlighting the constituent with which it occurs.
When it occurs in the verb phrase, it has its own ordered structural position, as designated in 
Table 52. Depending on the occurrence of items in previous positions, it may appear following 
the head of the phrase (93), or following other verb phrase components, like ma (94).
(93) a-g-kla-lua kulu-mrae a-pisu na puriu tai 0-po-ro-via
3pS-R-do-out skin-white.man 3pS-R.see EMPH bone ART 3sS-R.break-off-3sO
‘They took off the clothing, they looked then (that) a bone was broken.'
(94) 0-sape ne-mai ma na ne-pa ne-pe pas pu-na tokta la
3sS-say 1sS-sick TA EMPH 1sS-R.go 1sS-R.be pass place-3sP doctor PL
‘He said, /  was sick for quite a while, /  went and visited at the place of the doctors. ’
This marker can have important implications with respect to how tense-aspect marking operates 
across conjoined clauses. For example, if (95) were stated without the two emphatic particles at 
the end of each of the clauses, then the sentence would mean ‘It was walking along swallowing 
(the child), then/and the child was crying. ’ The closer simultaneity of the two actions, with the 
duration of one mapped onto the other, is conveyed with the occurrences of na, as expressed in 
the translation given:
(95) 0-sinom-lilue-n ke na na sisi napa 0-tag ke na
3sS-swallow-walk-TR TA EMPH CONJ child REL 3sS-cry TA EMPH
‘A s  it was walking along swallowing (the child), the child was crying. ’
9 Besides the possessive suffix -na 3sP, seven other separate na particles can be identified: (i) a 
contraction of the third person singular pronoun naga; (ii) part of the nominalising simulfix na-...-ena; 
(iii) the ordinalising prefix for numerals; (iv) a contraction of the relative pronoun napa; (v) a 
conjunction, probably a reduced form of ana; (vi) a deictic particle; (vii) this emphatic particle. In the 
text corpus, the total numbers of occurrences of all other acceptable CV strings fall in the range 500- 
8000, but there are nearly 21,000 instances of the string na.
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na can also occur as an emphatic particle attached to nominal predicates, and also nominal 
arguments within clauses, including when they occur as topics.
(96) ko na awia na ko
2s EMPH mother EMPH 2s
[ TOP ][ SUBJ ]
‘You, you are (my) mother. ’
(97) ko o-te-ke na inu na ne-va si ma narui
2s 2sS-stay-TA EMPH 1s EMPH 1sS-l.go again up now
‘You stay, as for me, I ’m going back up (home) now. ’
The use of na is so widespread that this function of marking what it attaches to is becoming lost: 
when too many components of the clause are “emphasised” in this way, then nothing in particular 
stands out as being contrastively “marked”. As a result of this kind of bleaching, this na often 
seems to function as a lexicalised pause or a hesitation.10
(98) 0-pis na inu na ne-pe po-ga-ga
3sS-finish EMPH 1s EMPH 1sS-R.say 3sS-R.good-just-just
ana inta na ka-ta lokove la 0-su-li koperina wa
CONJ 1 pi EMPH POSS-1piP garden PL 3sS-be.at-little distant yet
‘So then myself, I said alright, but us, our gardens are quite a long way away. ’
(99) po-na yer marua na inu na ne-vitomak ke na wa na
or-EMPH person old EMPH 1s EMPH 1sS-small TA EMPH yet EMPH
ne-pisu yer marua ne
1sS-R.see person old DEIC
‘Well the old man, as for me, when I was still young I saw this old man. ’
(100) e 0-me-ke na inu na ne-tapa-li si-na
hey 3sS-stay-TA EMPH 1s EMPH 1sS-do-try again-EMPH
‘Hey, you leave it, /  will try and do it again. ’
10.11. Limiter clitic -ga
The meaning expressed by this particle, ‘just, only\ renders it semantically compatible with most 
other clause constituents. Its position reflects directly the clause constituent over which it has 
semantic scope in any instance. It has been seen to occur with nominal arguments (§9.6), and 
now we note its presence as part of the structure of verb phrases. Where the verb phrase is made 
up of just the verbal head, then -ga attaches to this (101), but its position within the verb phrase 
is fixed according to the ordering in Table 52, and so (102-103) show it following various other 
verb phrase particles, but still maintaining scope over the whole verb phrase.
10 Once again it is possible to note similarities with Bislama, in this case with the pervasive emphasising 
particle ya.
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(101) yarn na magka 0-kila-lue-qa 0-sa napa-ne
man GEN sore 3sS-make-always-just 3sS-be.like REL-DEIC
‘The man with all the sores was just behaving like that all the time. ’
(102) sira li-Lamen tai 0-mono ma-ga vanua
woman group-(place) ART 3sS-lie TA-just outside
‘A Lamen woman was just lying outside. ’
(103) sa-na stomi-ena na 0-pilo-pu si-na-ga
POSS-3sP think-NOM EMPH 3sS-R.turn-over again-EMPH-just
‘Her mind just turned over again, ie. she just changed her mind. ’
When we look at the function of -ga in sentences made up of two clauses, it can be seen that it 
highlights contrast between them.
(104) Supe Parmasusu 0-pure-lua sa-na klavaru
chief (name) 3sS-R.pull-out POSS-3sP stone
a Supe Opea naga 0-pure-pele-qa sa-na
CONJ chief (name) 3s 3sS-R.pull-unable-just PO
‘Chief Parmasusu pulled out his stone, but Chief Opea just couldn 't pull his. ’
It is noted at this point that -ga can also occur with clause peripheries, but while the translation in
(105) attempts to reflect this, the extent to which this differs in actuality from the translation 
given for (106) is difficult to ascertain. The first seems to be able to mean ‘Tomorrow is the only 
day on which they will come. ’, or ‘As expected, tomorrow is the day on which they will be 
coming. ’, while the second seems to mean ‘They were going to come sometime, and tomorrow 
now happens to be the day. *
(105) peni-ga a-imi
tomorrow-just 3pS-l.come
‘Just tomorrow they will come. ’
(106) a-imi-ga peni
3pS-l.come-just tomorrow
‘They will just come tomorrow. ’
We have seen that reflexives in Lewo can be formed with si (and often include -ga as well). 
However, si cannot be used for what is translated in English as the emphatic reflexive (eg. ‘He 
himself washed the child. This kind of meaning is not expressed in Lewo with the emphatic 
particle na either, but with -ga.
(107) naga-ga 0-kawe-ro la-na pa
3s-just 3sS-bend-in.two leg-3sP EVID
‘Don’t you know he himself broke his (own) leg. ’
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(108) naga-ga 0-stom miau sa-na Sae
3s-just 3sS-want kava POSS-3sP (name)
na naga-ga 0-pimi pu-nu
CONJ 3s-just 3sS-R.come place-1 sP
‘He himself wanted Sae’s kava, then he himself came to my place. ’
10.12. Temporal modifiers
The two main particles that occur in this position (rui and wa) present an opposition between 
events that are already accomplished and those that are not accomplished at the relevant point of 
temporal focus. Their meanings correspond very closely to the distinction made in English 
between ‘already' and ‘still/yet’, and this is how they will be designated here. There is also a 
third particle nawa, to be discussed in § 10.12.3. All of them are clearly distinct from the rank of 
tense-aspect markers by virtue of their position in the verb phrase, their combinatorial potential 
with tense-aspect particles, and their meaning.
10.12.1. rui ‘already’
The particle rui is mainly used to indicate a situation that was continuing and then ceased, 
contrary to the expectation that it might not be completed at that point. The combination of rui 
with realis mood, with which it always cooccurs (where it is marked), is generally translated in 
the English present perfect, past perfect, or simple past tense, in each case with ‘already’.
(109) 0-pato rui
3sS-R.go already 
’He has already gone. ’
(110) a-pisape e 0-pam-asu nanua rui
3pS-R.say.that hey 3sS-R.come-to.you before already
‘They said, Hey, he already came up to you before. ’
(111) 0-pam 0-mape me-mar-mare rui
3sS-R.come.up 3sS-think 1peS-RED-die already 
‘He came up, he thought that we had already died. ’
(112) e pogos nene ne-pari ninsisi ia lima rui
LOC time DEIC 1sS-R.bear child PL five already 
‘At that time I had already ‘borne’ five children. ’n
(113) te-pisa-wali 0-pa yeririna la rui nanua e Sante
1piS-R.say-find 3sS-R.go people PL already before LOC (name)
‘We already announced it to the people before on Sunday. ’
11 Male speaking here: Lewo fathers can ‘bear’ children.
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In some situations where the location in past time is established by other words, such as temporal 
nouns, rui can often be found. In these cases, its function seems to be to emphasise the distance 
in the past at which the events occurred.
(114) na-konua ru] yarn la-pasia a-sike e kie-la yo
NOM-before already person PL-some 3pS-be.at LOC POSS-3pP place
A very long time ago, some people were at their area. ’
Attention is often drawn to the certainty of an event by using rui, and of course the only events 
whose certainty needs to be highlighted are those that for some reason are unexpected. In the 
following examples, separate specification of past or completed action is actually redundant, 
being retrievable from context and from the content of what is said. In each case, the sentence 
without rui is acceptable. The main significance of its inclusion is to highlight an element of 
surprise at the unexpected turn of events.
(115) naga ru]
3s already
‘That's him for sure (so how did he come/what is he doing here?)’
(116) pe piame re si poii narui, wos-ne-n yuma-ga rui
NEG1 reef NEG2 again NEG3 now roof-POSS-3sP house-just already
‘It wasn’t the reef anymore, it was now the roof of a house!’ (elves world)
In another story, an expectant mother complains that the hospital staff never told her at her 
antenatal appointment that she was pregnant with twins. But the realisation, contrary to usual 
expecting, came to her:
(117) ne-m-loge 0-sa-ne 0-sa-ga sisi lua 0-te-ke
1sS-R-perceive 3sS-be.like-DEIC 3sS-be.like-just child two 3sS-be.at-TA
e mepe-u rui
LOC womb-1 sP already
7 then felt as if it was like there were really two babies in my womb. ’
And when she was examined by a local midwife, the midwife too expressed her surprise with rui:
(118) ke, ne-pisu 0-sa-ga sisi lua rui
EXCL 1sS-R.see 3sS-be.like-just child two already
‘Well, it looks like two babies!’
10.12.2. w a ‘still, ye t’
We have just described rui above as expressing contrary to expectation completion, wa 
complements this by expressing contrary to expectation non-completion. The temporal modifier 
wa commonly occurs with the tense-aspect marker ke, and the combination of these two markers 
gives something like the continuous tense in English, with the added sense of the prior situation
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still continuing at the current time reference, whether in the past (119)-(120), or present (121)-
(122). This can be conveyed in the translations of the examples using a ‘still -ing ye t’ 
formulation (although using both ‘still’ and ‘ye t’ seems a little heavy in some cases in English).
(119) pogos napa ne-pe sisi ke-ga wa
time REL 1sS-R.be child TA-just yet
‘When I was still (being) a child yet. ’
(120) kolulagi ke na wa na Sugana 0-kapio imimi
morning TA EMPH yet CONJ (name) 3sS-call 1pe
‘(While) it was still morning yet, Sugana called us. ’
(121) Rema naga 0-me-ke Vila wa
(name) 3s 3sS-stay-TA (place) yet
‘Rema is still staying in Vila yet. ’
(122) po-na tai 0-te-ke wa
or-EMPH one 3sS-stay-TA yet
‘There might still be one remaining yet. ’
When a situation is cast in future time, wa frequently occurs with the temporal modifier ko 
‘sometim e’ (the status of this form is discussed in §11.6.1). The combination of ko and wa 
conveys the meaning ‘just do X fir s t’.
(123) te-viuni ko ne ta Anturu wa
1piS-l.ask sometime DEIC PREP (name) yet
‘We will just ask Andrew about it first. ’
(124) ne-war ka-miu lita 0-va 0-visu yo napa-ni wa
1sS-take POSS-2pP leader 3sS-l.go 3sS-see place REL-DEIC yet
7 will just take your leader to go and see this place first. ’
wa can combine with the negative construction to express ‘not y e t’.
(125) tokta la a-sape ve ne-yumae re wa
doctor PL 3pS-say.that I.NEG1 1sS-work NEG2 yet
‘The doctors said l should not work yet. ’
(126) pe ma-ta uma re nini poll wa
NEG1 POSS-1piP home NEG2 DEIC NEG3 yet
‘This isn 't yet (a good place for us to set up) our home. ’
Other functions of wa have developed in Lewo which are difficult to reconcile with those outlined 
above, and with each other.12 These are exemplified in (127)-(138) below. In these examples,
12 The Bislama equivalent of wa is fastaem, and it is interesting to note that the additional functions of 
wa are matched closely by other uses of fastaem, ie. parallel illocutionary functions are associated with 
both of these particles in Bislama and Lewo.
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wa will still be glossed ‘yet’> but it will be seen from the translations that this is generally not 
appropriate for the additional functional range of meanings being carried by the particle. It is 
difficult to assign a single function for the way wa is used in these cases: if there is one, it may be 
that it expresses a component of emotional involvement by the speaker, but it is difficult to 
understand how such a meaning would relate to the main use of wa already described.
The first of these other functions is to make imperatives more polite, transposing them into 
requests. The translation ‘please’ is appropriate here.13 (127) and (128) are the two commands 
one is most likely to hear shouted across the village.
(127) o-imi wa
2sS-l.come yet
‘Come here (a moment) please!’
(128) o-su wa
2sS-be.at yet
‘Wait (a moment) please!’
(129) ata, ne mama 0-pisape o-vavini wa
father DEIC mother 3sS-R.say.that 2sS-l.go.up yet
‘Dad, well Mum said for you to go up (home) please. ’
There appear to be modesty conventions operating on Epi that lead speakers of Lewo to be 
reticent to make overt claims about what their plans or intentions might be, or to reveal 
knowledge of various kinds. In situations where it cannot be avoided, speakers often lighten the 
impact of their apparent impudence with wa. Although the statement retains indicative 
intonation, the fact that wa turns it into a request, as if permission is being asked for, can be seen 
from the need always felt by the interlocutor to respond (131). In this context, ‘ju s t’ seems an 
appropriate translation.
(130) ne-visa kia-u kia su-mo wa, kia-u kia Lowea
1sS-l.say POSS-1sP name 3sS-be.at-ahead yet POSS-1sP name (name)
‘I ’ll just say my name, my name is Lowea. ’
(131) ne-va ma e nari-n yuma wa 0-po-ga
1sS-l.go up LOC offspring-3sP house yet 3sS-R.good-just
‘I ’ll just go up to the toilet. ’ ‘OK./Fine./Go ahead. ’
13 Lewo does have an exclamatory ‘please’, awis, which is not widely known or used. Some say it is an 
archaic form, others consider it a borrowing. However, it is now gaining usage under the influence of 
English please and Bislama plis. The comment is sometimes made of the languages (and people) of the 
region that they are not accustomed to saying ‘please ’ and ‘thankyou ’, but it can be seen here that other 
linguistic forms like temporal modifiers are communicative and cultural equivalents, already carrying 
these functions in the language.
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We have suggested that wa involves the indication of emotion by the speaker, but this a very 
general claim. More specifically, the kinds of emotions being expressed are frequently those 
associated with thwarted expectations, unexpected outcomes, breaks with convention, and so on. 
This is true for both “negative” and “positive” emotions. On the negative side, wa can indicate 
frustration (132), anger (133), disapproval (134) (this is regarded as a slang expression), 
annoyance at forgetfulness (135), and so on.
(132) o-fha ne-kla-lua 0-ve sanape wa
2s-look 1sS-do-out 3sS-l.be how yet
'Look, how can I get (the thing) out?!’
(133) 0-pa 0-pisi wa 
3sS-R.go 3sS-finish yet
‘Gone too far!/You ’re not kidding! ’ (lady responding to another’s complaint about a theft)
(134) e o-ma na-ka-n ya ne wa
hey 2sS-look 1sS-eat-TR what DEIC yet
‘Hey, look, what (do you think) I am supposed to eat?’ (father coming home late from the 
garden, and there was no food left)
(135) peret na mane suri tai wa tiri seien taaga
bread 3s money thing ART yet three shilling one
‘Bread (was then) about something..., oh, what was it, three shillings for one (loaf). ’
“Positive” emotions that can be indicated by wa include sympathy (136).
(136) papel 0-kar-ro 0-pam 0-tol e nene a-kla-kare wa
shark 3sS-bite-off 3sS-R.come.up 3sS-reach LOC DEIC 3pS-do-damage yet
‘The shark bit off (his arm) up to here, really messed up (the poor boy)!’
Another is admiration. In (137), while comparing their relative merits, the puru-maru ‘coconut 
palm’ says to the puru-yove ‘canoe/whitewood tree’:
(137) ko na mo-s-ne-ma 0-keviu 0-po wa
2s EMPH trunk-ABS-POSS-2sP 3sS-big 3sS-R.good yet
0-merarava 0-po wa
3sS-clean 3sS-R.good yet
‘As for you, your trunk is beautifully big, nicely smooth. ’
The kind of “positive” affect expressed in (138) might be described as excitement or romance. 
The sentence is a soliloquy by a girl who the previous night had been asked to dance by the boy 
now paddling the canoe and coming to visit her. She doesn’t want to let on anything, so asks the 
mock question, ‘What does he think he’s up to?’, but the inclusion of wa indicates her own 
emotional interest in what is going on.
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(138) 0-palua-n tawa 0-pami-n ya-ne 0-sa nene wa
3sS-R.paddle-TR canoe 3sS-R.come.up-TR what-DEIC 3sS-be.like DEIC yet
‘What is he paddling his canoe and coming towards shore for like that l wonder?’
10.12.3. nawa ‘first, ju st now ’
This particle could well have been formed from a coalescence of the emphatic particle na, and the 
form wa just described above. However, the meaning that nawa expresses is somewhat removed 
from what the cooccurrence of na and wa might entail (compare (139) and (140)).
(139) naga 0-pimi 0-te-ke na wa
3s 3sS-R.come 3sS-be.at-TA EMPH yet
‘He came and is still there yet. ’
(140) naga 0-pimi 0-te-ke nawa
3s 3sS-R.come 3sS-be.at-TA first
He has just now come and is staying. ’
This particle can be found with situations which are cast in both irrealis or realis mood. In the 
former case, the translations f ir s t ’ and ‘ju st now ’ are appropriate for irrealis affirmative and 
negative contexts respectively.
(141) ne-sape po-na te-kla yumae-na nawa
1sS-say.that or-EMPH 1piS-do work-NOM first
0-pisi narui na ta-kla-wo-ia e-a leni-ena
3sS-finish now EMPH 1 piS-do-block-3sO LOC-3sO pray-NOM
7 think maybe we should do the work first, then after we will close it with prayer.'
(142) 0-tapa-tete me-wolu nawa me-su-towe laa-ga wa
3sS-do-cannot 1peS-dance first 1peS-be.at-a.little more-just yet
‘We can ’t/won’t dance (with you boys) just now, we will still wait a little more yet. ’
The translation ‘ju st now ’ is also appropriate for nawa in realis situations.
(143) lala a-pa-pa-li Santo rui ana inu na
3p 3pS-RED-R.go-try (place) already CONJ 1s EMPH
kia-u festaem-ga nawa
POSS-1sP first.time-just first
‘They had been coming to Santo already, but for me, this was just now my first time. ’
(144) naga me-su-ga gar Epi me-pimi nawa na 0-mai
3s 1peS-be.at-just PREP (place) 1peS-R.come first CONJ 3sS-sick
‘As for him, we were there on Epi, we have just now come (here) and he got sick. ’
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10.13. Duration marked by vowel length V:
In earlier sections (§10.7.1-4), verb phrase-level particles that express tense-aspect distinctions, 
such as ke ‘continuative’, have been described. Another such particle was ma ‘durative’. It was 
also noted that durative could be marked by both verbal reduplication and repetition of whole 
verb phrases. Yet another way of expressing duration is now described. This involves a 
repetition, or lengthening, of the final vowel of the clause, and is thus a very iconic representation 
of the category it is expressing.
As many clauses are made up of just a verb phrase, there are plenty of examples showing the 
extra vowel attached at the level of the phrase, such as for verbal predicates (145)-(146) or 
copula complements (147).
(145) a-ton i-a a-ton a-ton a-ton i-a-a, peraga, maraga-ga
3pS-bake-3sS 3sS-bake 3sS-bake 3sS-bake-3sO-DUR no raw-just
‘They baked and baked and baked it for a long time, (but) no, it was still just raw. ’
(146) ana Saemon na 0-mai 0-mai 0-mal-j 0-lavis 0-mare
CONJ (name) 3s 3sS-sick 3sS-sick 3sS-sick-DUR 3sS-close 3sS-die
‘Then Simon was sick on and on for a long time, he nearly died. ’
(147) ka-u apua 0-pe sira marua-a 0-pe sira marua
POSS-1sP grandparent 3sS-R.be woman old-DUR 3sS-R.be woman old
‘My grandmother was an old woman for a long time, a really old woman. ’
However, examples like ( 148)-( 149) show this marking of duration occurring on objects at the 
end of the clause as well, removed from the verb phrase, and so this raises the issue of whether 
this marking of duration belongs to the syntax of the phrase or the clause. In that it has already 
been necessary to set up a disjunctive verb phrase structure to handle the particles just described 
in §10.12, and in view of the semantic functional category being expressed by this additional 
vowel length, the description of this marking of duration is still included here at the phrase- 
level.14
(148) nompui lala a-ka-n suri la napa-ni-i yo-korena
pig PL 3pS-eat-TR thing PL REL-DEIC-DUR place-nothing
‘The pigs ate these things for a long time, (until) nothing (was left). ’
14 Malcolm Ross (pc.) compares the use of tone and pitch in English to express duration with the use of 
tone and length in Oceanic languages. Such suprasegmental features are mainly used for “info- 
structural purposes”, and as such, the scope of a feature like “duration” would be expected to be over 
units larger than the verb phrase. An additional advantage of describing this feature of length at the 
clause level in Lewo would be that more material is removed from the “post-[Xj” segment of the 
disjunctive verb phrase.
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(149) a-su-ma a-mio sa-la ata-e, sisi lua napa a-pawa
3pS-be.at-TA 3pS-with POSS-3pP father-TA child two REL 3pS-big
‘They stayed on with their father for a long time, (then) those two children became big. ’
This last example shows a vowel (e) that is different from the one it is supposed to be a repeat of 
(a), and it seems that some variation like this is permitted. Vowels i (148), e (150), o (151), and 
u (152) are nearly always found repeated with identical vowels, but a vowels can be “repeated” 
by e (149) or o (153).
(150) 0-pula-wula ma e ponovi 0-sa-ne-e pia-sia 0-mapo
3sS-R.RED-jump TA LOC nest 3sS-be.like-DEIC-DUR shell-ABS 3sS-break
‘(The egg) jumped around in the nest on and on like that, (then) the shell broke.'
(151) ne-to ma ne-mio-o 0-mare-panu
1sS-stay TA 1sS-with-DUR 3sS-die-sudden
7 stayed on and on with her until she died. ’
(152) sira la a-kulu a-kulu-u pis na a-sape a-va um a
female PL 3pS-bathe 3pS-bathe-DUR finish CONJ 3pS-say 3pS-l.go home
‘(When) these ladies had finished bathing on and on, then they said they would go home. ’
(153) me-pitale-lilue ma-o me-tol Nuvi
1peS-R.laugh-walk TA-DUR 1 peS-reach (place)
‘We kept on laughing until we reached Nuvi. ’
The verb pano R.go ‘to go ’ occurs very frequently in this kind of context,15 and appears to have 
undergone an idiosyncratic phonological modification. It would be expected that pano + 
durational lengthening would give pano-o, and certainly this is frequently the case.
(154) vis-ena 0-marera 0-pano-o a-pisa-lupari-a
say-NOM 3sS-strong 3sS-R.go-TA 3pS-R.say-block-3sO
‘The discussion continued to be contentious until they blocked it. ’
However, it seems that pano can also take e, and then the o vowel in pano can assimilate to the 
fronted tongue position of e, giving pane-e.16
(155) 0-kla suri la nene 0-pane-e lomara 0-taveve ma-ga
3sS-do thing PL DEIC 3sS-R.go-TA snake 3sS-follow TA-just
‘He did all these things for a long time, (but) the snake still followed him on. ’
15 The use of pano here will be described later in §14.4.11.2 as an instance of aspectual core layer 
serialisation.
16 Analysing pane as pa ‘to go’ + ne ‘deictic particle’ would avoid the phonological idiosyncrasy, but 
the juxtaposition of the verb and deictic is not paralleled for other verbs.
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10.14. Combinations
Generally, the examples given above have focussed on the particular item being described, and so 
mostly include just a verb-phrase head with that item. Certainly however, combinations of modal 
quality (irrealis or realis, on the verb), tense-aspect particles, and other modifiers can occur 
together in the one verb phrase in a given clause. For example, (156) combines irrealis mood, the 
particle re ‘somewhat\  the nominal article tai as a verb phrase modifier, and the temporal 
modifier wa. We have seen that all of the last three particles can have the illocutionary function 
of rendering commands or requests more polite, and so this meaning is heavily reinforced in this 
instance.
(156) 0-sape 0-visu ko re tai wa
3sS-want 3sS-l.see 2s PART ART yet
‘He says he just wants to see you for a moment please. ’
Such combinations of particles allow for finer specifications of temporal location and aspectual 
quality to be expressed. For example, the continuous marker ke can occur with each of the 
temporal modifiers rui ‘already' and wa ‘ye t\ so how does the function of the ke + wa 
combination differ from that of the pairing ke + rui? The pairs of examples (157)-( 158) and 
(159)-( 160) indicate the different implicatures that can result from the contrast between these 
different combinations of particles.
(157) 0-pa ke uma rui
3sS-R.go TA home already
‘She is already going home/already on her way home (and we don’t expect her to come 
back). ’
(158) 0-pa ke uma wa
3sS-R.go TA home yet
‘She has gone to her home and is still there yet (but we expect her to come back 
soon/sometime). ’
(159) lakaporo 0-ko-koreko ke rui
fowl 3sS-RED-crow TA already
‘The fowls have already been crowing (they started before usual expected time). ’
(160) lakaporo 0-ko-koreko ke wa
fowl 3sS-RED-crow TA yet
‘The fowls are still crowing (beyond the usual time after which they don't crow any more). ’
Note that some other modal/aspectual/temporal categories that frequently occur in different 
languages as part of verb morphology or as part of verb phrase structure (such as inchoative 
mood, continuous aspect, and causatives) are expressed in Lewo as core layer serial verb 
constructions. These will be described in §14.
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CHAPTER 11 : PREPOSITIONS AND PREPOSITIONAL
PHRASES
11.1. Introduction
Prepositions are grammatically free particles that can be preposed to some kind of nominal entity 
to form an identifiable constituent that can be incorporated into the structure of the clause. Their 
function is relational, indicating primarily the role relationship of the nominal element with 
respect to the “situation” (action/state/process) of the predicate.1 (We will also see some 
instances where a prepositional phrase occurs as a noun phrase attribute, whereby the preposition 
could still be seen as having a “relational” function, but in this case “relating” two nominals, the 
attribute to the head.) In Lewo, subjects and objects are not marked by prepositions (or by case 
marking), but by word order, so prepositions are used to identify various kinds of oblique object 
constituents (non-core arguments) of the clause, as well as various elements that express 
temporal, locational, manner and other settings peripheral to the clause (examples below 
variously show prepositional phrases occurring at either of these constituent levels). Two 
prepositions, the genitive na, and a particular kind of locational preposition re, give phrases that 
only occur as nominal attributes. Following on from Lewo’s VO typology, we can note that the 
language is entirely prepositional, with no postpositions.
11.2. Established prepositions
For many of the forms that are described as prepositions in this chapter, there are still 
uncertainties about their exact syntactic status, particularly for some that carry a low functional 
load, only occurring infrequently, and for others that show ambiguity with other word class
1 For this reason, I like Pike and Pike’s characterisation of this form class as “relators”, and the 
constructions in which they occur as “relator-related constructions”. Such constructions have “two 
immediate constituents such that one relates the other to the including construction” (Pike and Pike 
1977:241). It is this relationship that makes it a little difficult to decide whether the relator or the 
related should be regarded as the “head” or “nucleus” of the prepositional phrase. Pike and Pike 
consider that the relator is not the head or nucleus, but the margin: “One of the constituents is the 
margin which is filled most frequently by a morpheme class with few members but sometimes by a short 
phrase, whereas the nucleus is frequently a larger construction” (p. 30). However, the adpositional 
element is the head of the phrase in most other models of grammar (Nichols 1986:57). For the use of 
the term “situation” see fn. 2 in Chapter 12.
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categories such as (serialised) verbs and (locational) nouns. There are only three forms that stand 
with incontrovertible status as full-blown or “established” prepositions in their own right. While 
the two discussed first, e and na, are very frequent occurrences, the third, re, is not at all 
common.
11.2.1. Oblique preposition e
The primary function of the preposition e2 is to locate whatever event is described by the 
predicate in physical, temporal, or psychological space. This is a very general function, and 
incorporates location in, location at, location nearby, locational source and goal, and others. The 
second main function of e is to indicate “instrumental” role. These two main functions are 
considered by speakers to involve instantiations of the same e, and rather than setting up two 
different e prepositions for location and instrument we subsume these functions under the one 
label, oblique.
Whether an oblique argument in e has the semantic role of locational position, source or goal in 
physical space is largely determined by the inherent semantics of the main verb of the clause, e 
marks locational position for verbs of positional state (1) or verbs of general activity (2a), while 
for verbs of motion it marks directional goal (2b-3) or source (4).3 (In this chapter, prepositional 
phrases, and the material that translates them, are enclosed in square brackets, and the 
prepositions themselves are underlined.)
(1) a-n-to ma-ga [e uma ma-la]
3pS-R-stay TA-just LOC home POSS-3pP
‘They just stayed on [at their homes]. ’
(2) a-palua-n [e si] a-pa [e puruvanua tapena]
3pS-R.paddle-TR LOC sea 3pS-R.go LOC island other
‘They paddled [over the sea] (and) went [to another island]. ’
(3) pogosi-ne-n maaga-ena 0-pimi [e lika-n-la]
time-POSS-3sP noisy-NOM 3sS-R.come LOC middle-TR-3pO
lala pasia a-pure
3p some 3pS-R.flee
‘When the row developed [among them], some of them ran away. ’
2 This form is descended from POC *(q)i (Pawley 1973:142, 147), or as Ross reconstructs it, *i ‘locative, 
temporal, general relational’. It is the only “true” preposition reconstructible for POC (Ross 1988:118).
3 Note that goal is also expressed in Lewo with vani (see later, §11.3.1). This might appear to contradict 
Andrews (1985:97), who says, commenting on the typological variation found in systems of marking 
oblique grammatical function, that “one doesn’t seem to find one marker used for Locative and Source, 
with a second for Goal”. However, there is another Lewo source preposition matani as well, so the 
Lewo situation is not e for Location and Source and vani for Goal, but e for Location, Source, and Goal; 
vani for Goal; and matani for Source.
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(4) a-moluwe [e yuma nene]
3pS-come.out LOC house DEIC
‘They came out [ofthat house]. ’
For some verbs, it is difficult to decide whether they are expressing general activity or motion, 
and then it is difficult to decide whether the phrase with e is expressing locational position or 
goal, or in some cases, source as well. A verb like war! ‘to carry ’ seems to incorporate both the 
taking on of a load as a general activity at some location, as well as transporting it from a 
locational source to some locational goal. Perhaps in Lewo, the first component of meaning is the 
dominant one, which gives a reason why the second one is more fully explicated by including 
directional serialisation with the verb iml ‘to come'.
(5) kinan-ena la napa la-vari 0-wari
eat-NOM PL REL leg-four 3sS-l.carry
[e kumal tapena lala] 0-imi [e nini]
LOC village other PL 3sS-l.come LOC DEIC
‘...thefood which the truck will carry [from the other villages] (come) [to here]. ’
The use of e to express location in temporal space is most typically found in temporal peripheries 
and modifiers.
(6) [e Mante kolulag] me-pato Ura,
LOC Monday morning 1peS-R.go.down (place)
me-tol yo Ura [e mrae mara-na lua-lima]
1piS-reach place Ura LOC sun face-3sP two-five
‘[On Monday morning] we went down to Ura...we reached Ura [at ten o ’clock]. ’
(7) ne-n-skul ke garo Ura [e naintineitiwan]
1sS-R-school TA down (place) LOC 1981
7  was still at school at Ura [in 1981 ]. ’
If it is possible to consider that “source” is a relevant semantic role category in relation to 
location in temporal space, then (8) may exemplify it.
(8) me-su-mate Ura yam 0-piavi [e mara-na napa
1 peS-be.at-wait (place) time 3sS-R.long LOC face-3sP REL
naga 0-pisa-ari-a]
3s 3sS-R.say-carry-3sO
‘We waited at Ura for a long time [from/bevond the hour he had promised]. ’
Location in psychological space certainly can be expressed:
(9) ki napa a-m-ligan [e supe viu]
name REL 3pS-R-put LOC chief new
‘The name which they put [on the new chief]. ’
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(10) naga 0-kilia 0-su-su-mo-n-ta [e yumae-ena]
3s 3sS-can 3sS-RED-be.at-front-TR-1piO LOC work-NOM
‘He can lead us [in the work]. ’
(11) [e mali-ena sa-u] ne-pisu 0-po papisi
LOC live-NOM POSS-1sP 1sS-R.see 3sS-R.good much
‘[In my life (ie. to me)] I see it as very good indeed. ’
The instrumental function of the preposition e is now considered. (12) and (13) show 
instrumental phrases translated with ‘with’. We will see later that the Lewo comitative 
preposition amio can also be used to express instrument.
(12) a-te-ro-ga [e playu kokani]
3pS-cut-off-just LOC knife small
‘They cut it in half [with just a small knife]. ’
(13) 0-pini [e viu-lamias], 0-pini [e supapo]
3sS-R.shoot LOC bow-arrow 3sS-R.shoot LOC poison.arrow 
‘He shot it [with the bow and arrow], he shot it [with a poisoned arrow]. ’
Examples can be found where it is difficult to make a clear-cut semantic distinction between a 
locational or instrumental role for the e phrase. In these cases, either reading seems plausible 
(14-15).
(14) ita pinu-ga te-kilia te-visu-ia [e kina-mara-ta lala]
1 pi all-just 1piS-can 1piS-see-3sO LOC round-eye-1 piP PL
‘All o f us are able to see it [with/in our own eyes]. ’
(15) a-m-lu-lu-ari [e petsit]
3pS-R-RED-roll-carry LOC bedsheet
‘She rolled it up [with/in a bedsheet]. ’
One particular use of instrumental e is to express methods of transport and conveyance:
(16) Presiten 0-sape 0-kom [e waa]
President 3sS-want 3sS-pass LOC boat
‘The President wanted to travel [by boat]. ’
(17) ita-lua te-vano te-kom [e ya] pe tawagka re po
1 pi-two 1 piS-l.go 1piS-pass LOC what NEG1 canoe NEG2 NEG3
‘If the two o f us go, we will go [by what]? -  there’s no canoe. ’
Another specific use, or extension, of the instrumental function, is to express speaking in a 
particular language.
(18) naga 0-pisi 0-kom [e lepas napa na Pranis]
3s 3sS-R.speak 3sS-pass LOC side REL GEN (place)
‘He spoke [in French]. ’
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(19) ne-visi [e sa-ta] 0-wo-ga-ga ne
1sS-l.speak LOC POSS-1piP 3sS-good-just-just DEIC
‘Is it alright for me to speak [in ours (our language)]?’
The general preposition e is also used to express meanings like ‘on behalf o f , ‘in the name o f , 
and ‘with regard to ’. This could be considered a further extension of the notion of 
instrumentality. These cases are particularly common in the more formal speech of hortatory and 
religious contexts:
(20) [e sa-u]
LOC POSS-1sP
‘[As fas as lam  concerned],... ’
(21) ne-pisa [e sine-na-ni-ena ne-sitom-ia]
1sS-R.speak LOC gut-3sP-TR-NOM 1sS-think-3sO
7 am talking [according to the desire I ’m thinking of]. ’
(22) ne-por-woru-n-ta ita punuga [e kia sa-na Yesu Kristo]
1sS-R.RED-appear-TR-1piO 1 pi all LOC name POSS-3sP Jesus Christ
7 welcome all o f us [in the name of Jesus Christ]. ’
Some of these uses of e seem to involve a conflation of two semantic roles: the e phrases just 
given in (20)-(22) express both instrument and manner. A similar case is with what is sometimes 
called the “condiment” function. This is only found with verbs for eating and drinking, and 
indicates some item that is both undergoer (being consumed itself) and manner/instrument/agent 
(being consumed in association or in accompaniment with another main food item) (23-24). This 
may be expressed in Lewo with either the general preposition e, or the comitative preposition 
amio.
(23) naga 0-me ninsisi napa [e mra-yu-na napa-ni] [Custom story]
3s 3sS-feed baby REL LOC fruit-breast-3sP REL-DEIC
‘She fed that baby f with the (premasticated) breast]. ’
(24) 0-po-po-ni ta-ka-n rnerhel [e maru]
3sS-RED-R.good-TR 1piS-eat-TR hog.plum LOC dry.coconut
‘It’s good if we eat the hog plums [with coconut]. ’
In so far as an instrument operating in psychological space could be construed as a cause, there 
are examples that evidence such function.
(25) ana welelawo 0-kapuru [e nene]
CONJ dance.style 3sS-grow LOC DEIC
‘So the welelawo dancing began [in this way/as a result of this]. ’
A further use of the general preposition is to express the complements of the two Lewo forms for 
saying ‘thankyou . The first of these forms, sipa, is an exclamation, while the other, potena is a
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verb, but in both cases their complements, which again could be considered to be a kind of cause, 
take e.
(26) sipa [e kila-varu napa o-m-la 0-pa-n-mam]
thanks LOC round-stone REL 2sS-R-give 3sS-R.go-TR-1peO
‘Thanks [for the money you ’ve given to us]. ’
(27) nagane ne-pisa potena [e suni-ena nene]
now 1sS-R.say thanks LOC story-NOM DEIC
‘Now I say thankyou [for this story]. ’
Incorporating arguments into clause structure by means of e-phrases is one strategy in Lewo for 
avoiding what in other languages are double-object constructions. One verb for which this occurs 
in Lewo is ‘to teach ', either as Lewo viani or as the Bislama borrowing ve lanem (< English ‘to 
learn’).
(28) naga 0-piani ke-na yeririna la [e welelawo]
3s 3sS-R.teach POSS-3sP people PL LOC dance.style
‘He taught his people [the welelawo dancing]. ’
(29) a-ve lanem-in Valla [e la-vari]
3pS-l.be teach-TR (name) LOC leg-four
‘They will teach Valia (how to drive/repair) the truck. ’
Another example of this strategy is given in (30). In this case, there are two possible object 
arguments, the stethoscope and the sick person, although either could be considered instrument as 
well. The verb yagoga ‘to listen’ is intransitive, so it is transitivised with -ni, allowing the 
incorporation of the stethoscope as a grammatical object with the semantic role of theme. The e 
phrase for the sick person could identify that entity as an instrument (7  will stethoscope-listen by 
means o f  you. ’), but it is more likely that it is expressing the location of the listening (7  will 
listen to it on you. ’).
(30) ne-la suri tai ne-yagoga-n [e ko]
1sS-l.take thing ART 1sS-l.listen-TR LOC 2s
7 will get something (the stethoscope) and listen to you with it. ’
Most examples above show e with noun phrase prepositional objects, but others, such as (30) 
just given, show prepositions occurring with pronominal prepositional objects. Both nuclear and 
cliticised shortened forms4 of pronouns can occur. The following table gives the paradigms of 
these forms for e.
4 These are the same object pronominal suffixes as found with verbs in §6.7.
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Table 54 : Preposition e with pronominal objects
LONG FORMS SHORTFORMS
Is ‘to me ’ e inu e-nu
2s 'to you ’ e ko e-ko
3s ‘to him/her/it’ e naga e-a
lp i ‘to us (inc)’ e ita e-ta
Ipe ‘to us (exc) ’ e omami e-mam i
2p ‘to you ’ e amiu e-miu
3p ‘to them ’ e lala e-la
11.2.2. Genitive preposition na
Prepositional phrases with na can occur in clauses to express purpose (also see example (32) in 
§12.5.1.4).
(31) o-kla na ya
2sS-do GEN what
‘Why did you do that?’
However, the genitive preposition na will more frequently be used to relate nominal entities to 
each other, ie. genitive phrases are mainly used to express genitive attributes of other nominals 
that are heads of noun phrases, as already indicated in §9.7.4. It is this use of na that will be 
highlighted in the following.
The term ‘genitive’ covers the grammatical relationship of one nominal to the other, and hints at a 
variety of different semantic relationships that can occur (also see fn. 27, §9.7.4). For example, 
in (32), the relationship between pulutava ‘doorway’ and yuma ‘house’ is “part-of-whole”.5 
The genitive phrase is a modifier within the noun phrase.
(32) pulutava na yuma
doorway GEN house 
[NP ]
[Head [Mod ]
[PrepP ]
[Prep [NP ]]
‘The doorway of the house. ’
5 Note that alternative construction types for partitive genitives are firstly, for most nominal entities, 
with the possessive class marker ka-, giving yuffia nene ka-na pulutava ‘This house’s doorway.’ 
(§9.3.2.1), and secondly, for parts of trees or plants, with construct nouns ending in -sia (§5.3.1.4.2.3).
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In (33), the relationship between manu ‘bird’, and ura ‘inland’ and lo-si ‘seashore’ is 
“characteristic habitat/location”.
(33) pesa-ni-a vio na [manu [na ura]]
first-TR-3sO heron EMPH bird GEN inland
a lome na [manu [na lo-si]]
CONJ dove EMPH bird GEN seashore
‘At first, the heron was a bird of the bush, and the dove was a bird of the seashore. ’
The relationship between piala ‘cup’ and miau ‘kava’ in (34) can be described as “content”.
(34) Maltariwo naga mena 0-m-la [[piala [na miau]] taaga] a-mio-la
(name) 3s too 3sS-R-take cup GEN kava one 3pS-with-3pO
‘Maltariwo as well took (ie. had/drank) one cup of kava with them. ’
Other kinds of relationships are shown from the following examples in Table 55, where just 
whole noun phrases that include a genitive phrase are given.
Note that the genitive preposition na relates full nominals, and does not occur with pronominal 
objects at all. In particular, possessors in na constructions are nearly always inanimate nominals
(35), while all human and most non-human animate possessors (as nominals (36) or pronominals 
(37)) will utilise the sa-, ma-, or ka- possessive marking strategies.
(35) yuma na maru
house GEN copra
‘The copra warehouse. ’
(36) yuma sa-na sira la
house POSS-3sP woman PL
‘The women ’s (meeting-)house. ’
(37) yuma fha-na
house POSS-3sP
‘Her house. ’
What happens when a nominal possessor, which normally occurs with na (38), needs to be 
referred to pronominally? In this case, the equivalent phrases with pronominal possessors will 
use possessive constructions with the possessive marker ka-, in its partitive (part of whole; 
§9.3.2.1) reading (39), just mentioned above with regard to (32). The productivity of this system 
can be seen from the conformity of borrowed items to it in the examples used here.
(38) wil na trak 0-mapoa
wheel GEN truck 3sS-break
‘The truck’s wheel is broken/flat. ’
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(39) ka-na wil 0-mapoa
POSS-3sP wheel 3sS-broken
‘I t ’s wheel is broken. ’
Table 55 : Noun phrases with genitive phrase modifiers
[NP 1 Semantic Relationship
fNP fGenP 11
suni-ena nene na na manu ia-lua content
story-NOM DEIC EMPH bird PL-two ‘This story about two birds. ’
vis-ena na kinasi-ne-na yau-ena
say-NOM food-POSS-3sP sing-NOM ‘Words fo r the song's meaning. ’
plastik na kuru-ta
plastic bottle drop-blood ‘A plastic container o f  blood. ’
suni-ena tai na kumali sa-u source
story-NOM ART meeting house POSS-1sP ‘This story from my v illage .’
mrapa na kusi-ena plape manner
road hold-NOM bamboo ‘The way o f  holding bamboo.'
vis-ena na wor-woru-ena purpose
say-NOM RED-appear-NOM ‘A word o f welcome.’
maki na kuru-ta
leaf drop-blood ‘The leaf-medicine fo r anaem ia.'
pia-lu na wolu-ena
root-dragon.plum dance-NOM ‘Plum tree root dancing board. ’
kie-na yarn na mara iala
POSS-3sP person war PL ‘H is men o f  war/sold iers.'
kla-varu na miau
round-stone kava ‘The money fo r the kava.'
sa-na yat na nompui associated entity
POSS-3sP yard pig ‘H is pig yard. ’
yarn na magka characteristic/infestive
person sore ‘The man w ith a ll the sores. ’
kaset na teprikota partitive
cassette tape recorder ‘A tape recorder cassette. ’
na-su-mo-ni-ena na sumare tai
NOM-be-before-TR-NOM church ART ‘A leader o f  the church. ’
lepas na pu-ni-mimi psychological possession
side PREP-TR-1peO ‘Area o f  our concern. ’
yer-marua na konua Iala temporal location
person-old before PL ‘O ld  people o f  ea rlie r times.'
aura na yepeklavi nini
hour evening DEIC ‘This evening hour. ’
yumae-na na pa-ne
work-NOM today-DEIC ‘Today's work. ’
inana-ena na lepia location
sick-NOM brain ‘Cerebral malaria. ’
yerina na kumal tapena
people village other ‘The people o f  another v illage .'
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11.2.3. Personal origin preposition re
re occurs very infrequently, and has only been found in one very restricted context, where the 
folowing noun is sira female, woman’.6 It is used very specifically, to indicate the proper name 
location that is the place of origin of the person or people being referred to as the head of the 
noun phrase in which the re phrase occurs as a modifier.
(40) sira [re Epi] lala
girl PREP (place) PL
'The girls from Epi. ’
(41) 0-par-lua nari-na napa ne sira [re Erai] napa
3sS-R.bear-out child-3sP REL DEIC woman PREP (place) REL
‘She bore that child of hers, well she was actually a woman of Erai. ’
It is not possible to distinguish any difference in meaning or function between re and the 
combination of na and e, which is the usual way for identifying the name of a place to which 
someone belongs or from which they come, including women.7
(42) suni-ena na 0-pisa-yu sira na-e Mapuna tai
story-NOM EMPH 3sS-R.talk-about woman GEN-LOC (place) ART
‘The story talks about a woman from Mapuna. ’
11.3. Verbal prepositions
An identifiable word-class category of this description is well-established for Oceanic languages 
(see Durie 1988),8 and has been reconstructed as a feature of the parent language itself (Ross 
1988:103-119, which includes relevant references to Pawley 1972 and 1973). The way that the 
dilemma produced by this class can be expressed for Lewo is to say that we have some pairs of 
more or less homophonous forms, which on the one hand, function with most of the properties of
6re is possibly derived from POC *ta (Pawley 1973:148). Ross gives it as *ta- ‘locative, possessive’ 
(Ross 1988:118). With it never being found with nouns describing masculine persons, we might wonder 
whether it is marked for (feminine) gender. If so, this is the only place in Lewo morphology and syntax 
where the category of human gender is significant and overt. Is the language encoding the culturally 
relevant distinction whereby for men, the place in which they are bom, and the place where they live 
when married are usually the same, while women “belong” to both the place where they are bom, and 
the place that they marry into? I think that to claim this is arguing for more than the few occurrences of 
this form permit.
7 An alternative approach, of considering re to be a phonologically conditioned variant of na-e, is not 
adopted here, because not only can na-e be found in the same environment, but a change from na-e to re 
is not well-motivated in terms of the kinds of phonological adaptations that are found elsewhere in the 
language.
8 Perhaps it is not correct to describe this as a “word class category”: as Durie points out (1988:1), the 
“double-barrelled” name given such forms results from the fact that “they do not fit easily into any of the 
well-known lexical categories”.
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regular main verbs (including showing stem-initial consonant alternation where appropriate; cf. 
§7), but on the other, can also appear to operate like “traditional” or “regular” prepositions (like 
e and na). At times, in particular situations, it does not seem possible to assign the form 
precisely to either one of these two functions. The historical and systematic relationship between 
the pairs of forms seems transparent, and can be accommodated within the serialisation process 
that occurs at the level of the core of the clause (as will be described in §14). We would not want 
to ignore this relationship, and treat the pairs as unrelated members of two different word class 
categories, so in this description of the Lewo reflexes of these forms, the conventional designation 
“verbal preposition” is maintained.9
The reader will have observed in the examples in this section that the verbal prepositions 
sometimes include the transitive marker -ni. This is a recurring and problematic situation with 
some other prepositional forms to be discussed later, like pu(ni) and ra(ni). The reader should 
not hold out hope of finding a clear explanation for the occurrence or otherwise of -ni with 
prepositional forms. The only observation that can be made is that the more highly individuated, 
animate, or referential the prepositional object entity is (and hence the greater the inherent 
“transitivity” in Hopper and Thompson’s (1980) terms), the less need there seems to be for overt 
specification of transitivity with -ni. So, for example, where the prepositional object is a personal 
proper name, at the end of the high transitivity scale, the preposition is more likely to occur 
without -ni than with it.10
11.3.1. General direction and benefactive preposition va(ni)
In clauses, oblique object arguments that are formed from prepositional phrases with the 
preposition va(ni) have the main semantic roles of directional goal and beneficiary. In many 
instances, these semantic roles cover the same domain as traditional indirect objects, and va(ni) 
could be called a dative preposition. We have discussed earlier (§7.4.3) how the marking of
9 The same kind of phenomenon is found in western AN languages as well, eg. as detailed for Tukang 
Besi by Donohue 1993. Givön (1984:179) shows that in other languages, the second member of a serial 
verb construction frequently develops into a case-marker for objects. A practical issue that arises with 
verbal prepositions is the matter of how these forms should be glossed. Rather than gloss them all as 
PREP or with some designation of their semantic function, eg. BENEFACTIVE, GOAL, etc., I have 
chosen to segment and gloss these forms as verbs where possible, so that their internal structure is more 
transparent to the reader (but otherwise PREP is used).
10 Ross’ discussion of POC prepositional verbs includes a section on “The problem of prepositional 
forms with -ni.” (1988:112). He considers that this -ni could be “the same morpheme as the 
prepositional verb *ni- ‘instrumental, confective, refective'" (p. 119). As this form is the likely source of 
the Lewo transitive marker -ni, we have already been presupposing this conclusion for Lewo in glossing 
-ni, where it occurs with verbal prepositions, as TR.
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realis aspect also occurs in Lewo with verbal prepositions like va(ni), hence the form pa(ni) in 
examples below.11
Some examples where the argument included in the prepositional phrase has the semantic role of 
directional goal are given:
(43) o-la 0-va-ni-a
2sS-take 3sS-l.go-TR-3sO
‘Give it to her! ’
(44) te-va-ga te-kla na-sine-ye-ena 0-va-ni-a 0-pis 0-pis
1 piS-l.go-just 1piS-do NOM-gut-sorry-NOM 3sS-l.go-TR-3sO 3sS-finish 3sS-finish
‘We should/will go and be sorry to her then it will be finished. ’
(45) 0-ki-ani laki f0-pa-n supe na-e Nikaura] naga 0-me pui
3sS-point-TR stick 3sS-R.go-TRchief GEN-LOC (place) 3s 3sS-R.hit pig
‘Then he held out the club to the chief of Nikaura (who) killed the pig. ’
A very common kind of directional goal argument in Lewo is that of addressee:12
(46) vio na 0-pisa ke r0-pa loffie]
heron DEIC 3sS-R.say TA 3sS-R.go dove
‘The heron was saying to the dove. ’
(47) 0-p is 0-pim 10-pa-n imimi]
3sS-R.talk 3sS-R.come 3sS-R.go-TR 1pe
‘He talked to us. ’
The following examples show beneficiary role for the participant expressed as a prepositional 
phrase:
11 The historical form was *pani ‘benefactive’ (Ross 1988:118), but in keeping with Lewo markedness 
patterns, items beginning with v are irrealis and are the unmarked form of the verb, while those 
beginning in p are realis and marked. Having made this connection between POC *pani and Lewo 
va(ni), the Oceanic historical comparativist would want to point out the apparent inconsistency of 
glossing it as go-TR, as if it were derived from POC *pano ‘go’. However, the form has undergone 
some kind of reanalysis, or folk etymology, whereby Lewo speakers today do consider that one and the 
same va occurs in the verb va(no) ‘to go’ and the preposition va(ni) ‘benefactive’. The glossing used 
throughout this description reflects this synchronic perspective, and hides the historical origin of this 
form, which cannot otherwise be reconstructed from language internal evidence as a separate morpheme 
with purely benefactive meaning. Note that va ‘go’ does not occur with -ni ‘transitiviser’ in a regular 
verb context (with -ni, the verb occurs with its full form as vano-ni), and so the reanalysis of va as ‘go’ 
in the verbal preposition may be the reason why -ni (an integral part of the historical source of the 
preposition) can be omitted and may be becoming lost from it.
12 Note the absence of -ni in (46) here, with reference to the statement about its occurrence earlier. The 
participants here are anthropomorphised, and as highly animate/human as proper named humans would 
be.
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(48) o-va-m o-kla-lua ka-u naata ne 0-va-ni-nu [heron to
2sS-go-come 2sS-do-out POSS-1sS shellfishDEIC 3sS-l.go-TR-1sO dove]
‘Come and take out my shellfish meat for me.’
(49) a-taron miau 0-oa-ni-a
3pS-pour.out kava 3sS-R.go-TR-3sO
‘They poured out some kava for him. ’
(50) a-par ika lua r0-pa-n imimi]
3pS-R.carry fish two 3sS-R.go-TR 1pe
‘They brought us two fish. ’
(51) ma ne-kar-lua 0-va-n-ko
TA 1sS-bite-out 3sS-l.go-TR-2sO
‘Here I ’ll bite it off for you. ’
In many situations, the close semantic relatedness of the directional goal and beneficiary role 
makes it difficult to distinguish them.
(52) a-m-la puru-tevi 0-pa-n-la
3pS-R-give stem-sugarcane 3sS-R.go-TR-3pO
‘They gave some sugarcane to them/for them (to eat). ’
(53) 0-marera 0-va-n-ko yo
3sS-hard 3sS-l.go-TR-2sO might
‘Its hard to/for you isn ’t it? ’
This verbal preposition has as its source the verb va(no) ‘to go ’. It is clear that in the process of 
becoming a preposition, some semantic bleaching has occurred, as the preposition no longer 
incorporates the notion of motion away from deictic centre, but just of motion towards the 
directional goal, as in (47) above and the following:
(54) o-la 0-imi 0-va-nu
2sS-take 3sS-come 3sS-l.go-1sO
‘Give it to me (here). ’
(55) o-la 0-vano 0-va-ni-a
2sS-take 3sS-go 3sS-l.go-TR-3sO 
‘Give it to him (there). ’
Note that this preposition va(ni) is different from the nuclear layer serial verb -vanl ‘clear, 
clean’ (§13.3.2). The two can occur together (56), and also, while the latter can be incorporated 
in nominal derivations, the preposition can not (57).
(56) te-kla-vani (ka-na lokove) 0-va-ni-a
1piS-do-clear POSS-3sP garden 3sS-l.go-TR-3sO
‘Let’s clear her garden for her. ’
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(57a) na-la-en 0-va-n Pita
NOM-give-NOM 3sS-l.go-TR Peter
‘The giving (of it) to Peter. ’
(b) a-su-van yuma nene
3pS-be.at-clear house DEIC
“They sheltered under this house. ’
**na-la-va-ni-ena Pita
NOM-give-go-TR-NOM Peter
na-su-van-en yuma nene
NOM-be.at-clear-NOM house DEIC
‘The being sheltering under of this house. ’
11.3.2. Source preposition (va)ta(ni)
This preposition marks ablative function, indicating the source from which the object derives.
(58) o-la-lua 0-va-ta-ni-a
2sS-take-out 3sS-l.go-PREP-TR-3sO
‘Take it off her! ’
It can occur as either vatani, patani, tani, or ta. Further variation is allowed in that the first 
vowel of the two longer forms can be e, giving vetani and petani.13
(59) ne-la-lua lole 0-tva-ta-n/ve-ta-n/ta-n/ta Le-kawe
1 sS-take-out lolly 3sS-(l.go-)PREP(-TR) FEM-rat
7 will take the lolly off Miss Rat. ’
(60) ne-m-la-lua lole 0-1 pa-ta-n/pe-ta-n/ta-n/tal Le-kawe
1sS-R-take-out lolly 3sS-(R.go-)PREP(-TR) FEM-rat
7 took the lolly off Miss Rat.'
(61) naga 0-mare 0-pe-ta-n o-na
3s 3sS-die 3sS-R.go-PREP-TR spouse-3sP
‘He died on his wife. ’
This form can occur as a verb in its own right as well, but only as vatani/vetani/patani/petani.
(62) lala a-pata-n o-la [**tani/**ta here]
3p 3pS-R.leave-TR spouse-3pP
‘They left their wives. ’
(63) 0-pisi a-pata-n yo Rtesaugol na a-pimi a-su-ga Wowo
3sS-finish 3pS-R.leave-TR place (place) CONJ 3p-come 3p-live-just (place)
‘Then they left Mesaugol and came to stay at Wowo. ’
13 An alternative would be to describe this verbal preposition as ta(ni) only, and allow that it mostly 
occurs in tandem with the verb va or verbal preposition va(ni) as a serial construction. Even more 
variation in form can be found in the Lamen equivalent, which can be expressed as 
([w/v/p][o/e/a])da(na)., giving wodana, vadana, pedana, pada, voda etc. The historical source for this 
form is POC *tani- ‘ablative’ (Ross 1988:108).
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11.3.3. Source preposition matani
Attempts to track down the difference in meaning and function between this form and (va)ta(ni) 
above have been inconclusive. However, there are clearly circumstances in which one may occur, 
and the other not, such as in (59) above, which will not accept matani. matani cannot occur as a 
verb in its own right, and is only found five times in the corpus (compared to hundreds of 
instances of (va)ta(ni)).14
(64) o-visa Memeli 0-va-n kinu ne-yeli mata-n ko si-na
2sS-l.say (name) 3sS-l.go-TR 1s 1sS-l.walk PREP-TR 2s again-EMPH
‘If you say Memeli to me (call me by my name Memeli), then I will walk away from you again 
(ie. leave you).’
(65) o-ure mata-n mo-ma yuma pilaga
2s-flee PREP-TR POSS-2sP house quickly
‘Leave your house quickly! ’
11.3.4. Comitative preposition amio
It is clear that a Lewo comitative verb, of the form mio (same for realis and irrealis), can be 
identified. Besides the syntactic contexts in which it is found, the form fits our earlier single 
criterion for verb status, of occurrence with subject person prefixes, such as ne- 1 sS in (66), me- 
1 peS in (67), and t e - 1 piS in (68). Note in this last example that object suffixes can also occur.
(66) yam tai ne-mio sa-u erau tai me-pito lo-si
time ART 1sS-be.with POSS-1sP friend ART 1pe-R.go.down inside-sea
‘One time I was with a friend, the two of us went down to the beach. ’
(67) sa sine-mimi-n me-kra-krae me-mio na
if gut-1 peP-TR 1peS-RED-play 1peS-be.with EMPH
‘If we want to play with i t ... . ’
(68) te-pe taaga te-mio-a
1piS-R.be one 1piS-be.with-3sO
‘We are one with him. ’
However, examples can readily be found where, were the form to be regarded as a combination of 
a subject person prefix and the verb mio ‘be with’, there is some incongruity in the particular 
prefix that occurs. For example, in (69), we might expect either first person singular ne- or 
perhaps first person plural inclusive te-, but not second/third person plural a-. In (70), either first
14 The ma- of matani could be a relic reflex or grammaticisation of the POC directional particle *mai 
‘hither’, matani would then be the result of a fusing of this form and (va)ta(ni) just discussed (§11.3.2). 
Another possibility is that it reflects a pre-Lewo reflex of the Oceanic etymon *mata face, in front o f  (+ 
-ni) which regularly surfaces in Lewo as mara-.
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person singular ne- again, or first person plural exclusive me- would be expected, and in (71) the 
singular 0-mio 3sS-be.with would be the anticipated form.
(69) potena 0-pa-ni-ko napa ne-si-ke amio ko e nini
thanks 3sS-R.go-TR-2s REL 1sS-be.at-TA PREP/3pS-be.with 2s LOC DEIC
‘Thankyou that I (can) be with you here. ’
(70) kia-u yaru la napa ne-su-su amio la na
POSS-1sP person PL REL 1sS-RED-be.at PREP/3pS-be.with 3p EMPH
‘My people that I usually stay with. ’
(71) Maltariwo napa 0-te-ke amio ita ne
(name) REL 3sS-be.at-TA PREP/3pS-be.with 1 pi EMPH
‘Maltariwo who is here with us. ’
From this, the conclusion is drawn that the verbal prefix + verb combination a-mio 3pS-be.with 
has been reanalysed, and generalised, in Lewo to function as a comitative preposition amio, and 
hence the gloss PREP for it in the three examples immediately above.15
Where the expected subject person marker for the comitative verb would be the third person 
plural a-, then it is difficult to say whether a particular instance of amio is a-mio 3pS-be.with or
amio PREP.
(72) 0-m-yali amio na-mratava pu-na
3sS-R-walk PREP/3pS-be.with NOM-door location-3sP
‘He (got up and) walked off with all his family. ’
(73) pe yaru la a-pi-visi manene re amio poll
NEG1 person PL 3pS-R.RED-talk greatly NEG2 PREP/3pS-be.with NEG3
‘The people didn’t talk with him very much. ’
It seems that both strategies are currently available to speakers of Lewo, without meaning 
difference. With the same second person singular subject, both prepositional (74) and verbal (75) 
instances of amio/mio can be found, in more or less equivalent contexts.
(74) o-kilia o-imi o-si-ke amio mimi
2sS-can 2sS-l.come 2sS-be.at-TA PREP 1pe
‘You can come stay with us. ’
(75) ko o-mio apua a-to a-vio ka-ta si tai
2s 2sS-be.with grandma 2pS-go.down 2pS-scoop POSS-1piP saltwater ART
‘You with grandma you (pi) go down and scoop some saltwater (for our food). ’
15 There is probably a genetic connection between the Lewo comitative verb mio and the historical POC 
comitative preposition *ma- (Ross 1988:118). If there was no equivalent comitative verb, then such a 
genetic relationship would require earlier development of the POC preposition into the comitative verb, 
and then in reverse, more recent reanalysis of the comitative verb as a comitative preposition.
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Before leaving the comitative preposition amio, it is noted that very occasionally, the meaning of 
this preposition can be extended to include instrumental function.16
(76) a-te-a amio pla-kiavi
3pS-cut-3sO PREP straight-clam
‘They cut it with an axe. ’
11.4. Prepositions from other verb constituents
11.4.1. Benefactive preposition wo
We have just seen the ambiguity that can occur between the verbal and prepositional status of the 
comitative form amio. We now look at some other prepositions which also have homophonous 
forms in other word classes. These are not themselves main verbs, but are constituents of verbal 
structure, and whose syntactic status as prepositions is thereby rendered problematic.
The first of these is wo, a preposition whose syntactic status is problematic vis ä vis its 
relationship to the nuclear serial verb of the same form (§13.3.2). The form is common in this 
latter usage, where it carries the meaning ‘to cover over, to block off, or to delineate something ’ 
(77-78).
(77) a-kla-wo yum a
3pS-make-cover house
‘They blocked up (prohibited access to) the house. ’
(78) Yesu 0-mare-wo ita
(name) 3sS-die-cover 1 pi
‘Jesus died for us/on our behalf/in our place. ’
However, the wo can be peeled off from the verb and become associated with the original object 
nominal as a “relator”, defining its semantic relationship to the verb. It looks in (79) as if this 
could result from a process of object incorporation, but this explanation is not plausible for (80). 
Whatever the provenance of this development, wo is best described as having a prepositional 
function in synchronic terms. However, the two examples below are the only instances in the 
corpus where wo is found to function in this way.
(79) a-kla kove [wo [yuma]]
3pS-make fence PREP house
‘They made a fence (stood in a circle around) blocking off the house. ’
16 This may be a caique from Bislama/English instrumental wetem/with. There was one speaker, now 
deceased, in the village where we lived, who frequently used a form ame as an instrumental preposition. 
It seemed to be an idiosyncratic/idiolectal variant of amio in this context.
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(80) Yesu 0-mare e lak 0-to-ro-via [wo [ita]]
(name) 3sS-die LOC tree 3sS-lie-in.two-3sO PREP 1 pi
‘Jesus died on the cross for us/etc. ’
11.4.2. Goal preposition nini
The prepositional form nini can be set up, but once again, on the basis of just a few rare 
occurrences, such as (81).17
(81) a-pe-were-la nini kinana-ena
3pS-R.RED-pull-3pO PREP eat-NOM
‘They were fighting each other over the food. ’
The relatedness of this form to the transitive marker -ni, and how it might have developed from 
that, is covered as part of the wider description of -ni in §12.5.8.
11.5. Prepositions from locational nouns
The following two prepositions, pu(ni) ‘personal location’ and ra(ni) ‘behind’, are clearly 
related to the inalienable locational nouns pu- ‘place o f  and ra- ‘back o f  described in §5.3.1.4. 
The suffix with which they mostly occur below, -n/-ni, is regarded here as the transitivising 
suffix that mainly allows verbs to acquire a further argument in clauses (§12.5.1 etc.). It may be 
“very unlikely that a preposition which originates from a noun has a transitive suffix” (Ulrike 
Mosel, pc.), but to regard the suffix as a possessive pronoun would require us to explain why -na 
3sP has become -ni in this context alone, and as we will see in §12.5.8, there is another context in 
which -nl can be found to occur with nominal forms.
11.5.1. Personal location preposition pu(ni)
This preposition is used to identify an entity that is the location of a state, or the directional goal 
of an action entailing motion, where that entity is perceived as the place in or at which the actor is 
ultimately located. Such locations are typically inanimate (82-83).
(82) me-pa na Ipu-n [puru-pa la-pasia]]
1peS-R.go EMPH PREP-TR trunk-banyan PL-some
‘We came to some/a grove of banyan trees. ’
(83) a-m-ligan 0-me-ke lua-lua-piame rpu-n [pulu-sia]]
3pS-R-leave 3sS-stay.at-TA RED-end-reef PREP-TR hole-ABS
‘They left her at the very edge of the reef right at the hole (where the sea was boiling). ’
17 Note Longgu has a purpose preposition ni (Hill 1992:311).
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However, by figurative extension, the preposition is often used to indicate the person with which 
the particular location may be normally associated. In most cases, the location referred to is the 
house or domestic yard of the person, and so pu often has the same meaning as French chez: ‘at 
the place o f.  While this is mostly the case with humans (84-86), sometimes non-human 
animates can occur as well (87).
(84) a-si-ke feu [Pita]]
3pS-be.at-TA PREP Peter
‘They are where Peter is/at Peter's place. ’
(85) ne-pa feu [sira marua tai]] O-kus mepe-u
1sS-R.go PREP woman old ART 3sS-hold stomach-1 sP
7 went to an old woman ’s place so that she could manipulate my stomach. ’
(86) a-mo-malio feu [mama la]]
3p-lie-sleep PREP mother PL
‘They’re sleeping with Mum and the others/at Mum and the others’ place. ’
(87) 0-ka 0-pa feu [ka-na mama lala]]
3sS-fly 3sS-R.go PREP POSS-3sP mother PL
‘(The small bird) flew to its mother and the others/its mother’s and the others’ place. ’
This form can be distinguished from the locational noun pu- by the paradigm of pronominal 
person suffixes with which each is associated. The nominal pu- takes the possessor person rank 
of suffixes, while the preposition occurs with the paradigm of independent pronouns as 
prepositional objects, or takes the rank of object person suffixes. This distinction is most 
noticeable in second person singular forms, where pu-ma place-2sP ‘your place’ contrasts with 
pu-ni-ko PREP-TR-2sO ‘at the place where you are/live’. However, while separate translations 
have been given to highlight the fact that these are different morphological formations, the fact 
remains that no real difference in functional meaning can be attached to a speaker choosing to use 
one or other of these ways of describing the same real-world referent.
However, some degree of speaker choice has become entrenched to the point that the paradigm 
for this preposition when it occurs with pronominal object suffixes is defective. First and second 
person forms are found, but the expected third person singular **pu-ni-a and third person plural 
**pu-ni-la do not occur. Instead, their function is carried by the forms that derive from the 
locational bound noun form pu-: pu-na place-3sP and pu-la place-3pP.
11.5.2. ‘Behind’ preposition ra(ni)
Just as a word class distinction can be made between the clearly related preposition pu(ni) and 
the inalienable locational noun pu-, as described above, so too does the same situation apply for 
the other Lewo inalienable locational noun ra- ‘back of, behind’. A related preposition can be
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established, of the form ra(ni), which identifies the location, relative to the prepositional nominal 
object, at which the situation expressed by the verb takes place. In particular, the location is that 
which would commonly be construed as the rear, back, or behind of the object.
(88) a-sape ko o-va si ra yaru la napa a-pa ke ne
3pS-say 2s 2sS-l.go again PREP person PL REL 3pS-R.go TA DEIC
‘They said, OK, you go on behind those people who are going there. ’
(89) 0-kotava 0-kiri-ri si 0-pito ra-ni lokuli napa-ni
3sS-shut 3sS-run-RED again 3sS-R.go.down PREP-TR dog REL-DEIC
‘He shut the door and ran off after that dog. ’
(90) a-pa ma ra-la
3pS-R.go TA PREP-3pO
‘They went on after them. ’
(91) o-kilia o-visa so-ma stomi-ena ra-n wa
2sS-can 2sS-l.say POSS-2sP think-NOM PREP yet
‘You can still say your thoughts after (it) yet. ’
11.6. Prepositions from locational modifiers
11.6.1. ‘Approximate location’ preposition ko
This form indicates that the speaker is giving an approximate estimation of location or duration in 
temporal or locational space, with translations like ‘around’ (as in ‘They’ll be coming around 
two’.) (92) or ‘someplace’ (93-94) or ‘sometime ’ (95-96) being appropriate.
(92) a-plmi [ko eveklavi]
3pS-R.come PREP evening
‘They came around aftemoon/evening. ’
(93) nanua na apua lala a-si-ke 0-va [ko yo-marua ne]
before CONJ grandparent PL 3pS-be.at-TA 3sS-l.go PREP place-bush DEIC
‘Before, (our) grandparents lived someplace away in the bush there. ’
(94) la-vari na-e 0-vito [ko Ponkopio]
leg-four GEN-LOC 3sS-l.go.down PREP (name)
‘(It was) the truck from down Bonkovio someplace. ’
(95) e, yaru nene 0-pito [ko 0-pa rui]
hey person DEIC 3sS-R.go.down PREP 3sS-R.go already
‘Hey, that guy went down sometime ages ago. ’
(96) me-mali-a na [ko e ap pas paep]
1peS-R.find-3sO EMPH PREP LOC half past five
‘We found her sometime around half past five. ’
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Note in this last example that the body of the prepositional phrase is another prepositional phrase 
in e.
This preposition does not occur frequently, particularly when the body of the phrase is a full NP. 
Perhaps its most frequent usage is where the NP slot in the phrase is filled simply by the short 
deictic ne (which is then cliticised to ko), in conjunction with the temporal particle wa occurring 
clause finally. The meaning of this combination of forms is ‘just do X first’.
(97) a-su ko-ne ma ma na-wa
3pS-be.at sometime-DEIC TA above EMPH-yet
‘The two of them will be staying up there first for a while. ’
(98) te-viun ko-ne 0-ta Anturu wa
1piS-l.ask sometime-DEIC 3sS-PREP (name) yet
‘Let ’s just ask Andrew about it first. ’
(99) o-su-ma e-ne ne-va ne-vini ko-ne
2sS-be.at-TA LOC-DEIC 1sS-l.go 1sS-l.shoot sometime-DEIC
manu la garo e-ne wa
bird PL PREP LOC-DEIC yet
‘You wait, I will go and just shoot the birds down over there first. ’
This preposition also appears to have become cliticised to some temporal and spatial locational 
nouns, ultimately grammaticising to them to form single lexemes. The ko- that occurs here might 
be better described now as a word formative, with its prepositional function having been lost. 
The pairs of forms in the following two examples are equivalent.
(100) 0-po eveklavi
3sS-R.good evening
‘Good evening! ’
(101) a-si-ke perina
3pS-be.at-TA distant
‘They are away in the distance. ’
0-po ko-eveklavi
3sS-R.good ?-evening 
‘Good evening!’
a-si-ke ko-perina
3pS-be.at-TA ?-distant
‘They are away in the distance. ’
11.6.2. ‘Location above/south’ preposition ma
This preposition is clearly derived from the adverbial mava, and like it, refers to locations that 
are ‘up, above ’ in the vertical place, or ‘southwards ’ around the perimeter of the coastline of Epi 
in the horizontal plane. 18
18 With this, and the next two prepositions (which are also derived from, or the same in form as other 
adverbials), it might be argued that they are just special forms of the adverbs used when further 
specification of the location follows, ie. they occur in locational adverbial phrases. However, they are
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(102) Elta Pita [ma Nivenue]
elder Peter PREP Nivenue
‘Elder Peter up at Nivenue. ’
(103) e si kawa 0-si-ar Paia 0-tol [ma Lepa]
LOC sea strong 3sS-create-carry (place) 3sS-reach PREP (place)
‘In the Rough Sea area (ofEpi) starting from Paia reaching south to Lepa. ’
(104) o-kira 0-va e kunu-s na [ma meta [ma ne]]
2sS-look.at 3sS-l.go LOC hill-ABS EMPH PREP above PREP DEIC
‘Look at the hill up above up there!’
11.6.3. ‘Location below/north’ preposition garo
This preposition is clearly derived from the adverbial garove ‘down, below, northwards
(105) me-te la-miau la-pasi raaro ko-ma lo-kove]
1peS-cut branch-kava PL-some PREP POSS-2sP inside-fence
‘We cut some kava branches down in your garden. ’
(106) 0-melilivi 0-pito-e raaro lo-si raaro Lemarawi]]
3sS-RED.roll 3sS-R.go.down-dur PREP inside-sea PREP (place)
‘He rolled it along down to the sea down at Lemarawi. ’
11.6.4. ‘Location across sea ’ preposition garu
This preposition is used for location at, or movement to or from locations which one normally has 
to cross over the sea to get to. In particular, this means locations beyond the edge of the reef, and 
in general, any location that is perceived of as being in the far distance. Readers familiar with the 
geography of Vanuatu will recognise Vila, Paama and Ambrym in the following examples as 
meeting these descriptions.
(107) sira kawa tai 0-kom faaru Vila]
woman strong ART 3sS-pass PREP (place)
0-pim 0-tar-ar viora-ena
3sS-R.come 3sS-hold-carry meet-NOM
‘An important woman came from Vila to hold a meeting. ’
(108) Melio lala na a-kom laaru Paama] a-pimi
(name) PL EMPH 3pS-pass PREP (place) 3pS-R.come
‘Melio and the others (originally) came from Paama. ’
(109) a-sape Paia na Paiap [garu Amprim ne]
3pS-say (place) EMPH (place) PREP (place) DEIC
‘They say that this Paia is (the same name as) Baiap there in Ambrym.'
regarded as prepositions here because what follows them could not, in many cases, serve as a locational 
modifier without the presence of the preposition to serve the relator function.
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11.7. Double prepositions
In English we can say all of the following, even about the same situation: 7 went up there. 77 
went over there. 7 ‘I went up over there. ’ Combinations like ‘up over ’ can be described as 
“double prepositions”, but they more likely result from the embedding or stacking of one 
prepositional phrase within another, such as might result from a rewrite rule of the form:
PP PREP {NP/PP}
Such constructions can occur in Lewo. In nearly every case, we find e phrases occurring 
embedded as the heads of other prepositional phrases. The prepositions that occur with the 
higher prepositional phrase include, most commonly, na (110-112), and others like ma (113), 
matani (114), and garu (115). The combination of na plus e is frequent, and is always written 
together (by local authors, and here) as one word, nae (reflecting the single word stress it 
carries), while the other combinations retain independent stress peaks for each component, and 
are mostly written as two words.
(110) a-m-liga-n lala a-su-malu
3pS-R-put-TR 3p 3pS-be.at-straight
na-e Mapena, na-e Rea, na-e Moriu
GEN-LOC Mapena GEN-LOC Reg GEN-LOC Moriu
‘They instituted them (chiefs) for (of) Mapena, Reg, and Moriu. ’
(111) 0-pimi 0-pe kie-la yer-kawa
3sS-R.come 3sS-R.be POSS-3pP person-strong
na-e kie-la pulu-kumali
GEN-LOC POSS-3pP hole-meeting.house
He became the headman of their village. ’
(112) imim le-Saot na pe imim na-e re-ga Epi poll
1pe group-(place) EMPH NEG1 1pe GEN-LOC NEG2-just (place) NEG3
‘We in the South (of Epi) are not just (originally) from Epi. ’
(113) 0-m-yali 0-pitom ma e napa ket na-to-pesia
3sS-R.walk 3sS-R.come.down PREP -LOC REL gate NOM-be.at-first
‘He walked on and came down up at the first gate. ’
(114) 0-m-yali matan e napa sira 0-te-ke e-a
3sS-R-walk PREP LOC REL woman 3sS-be.at-TA LOC-3sO
‘He walked away from (the place) where the woman was staying. ’
(115) ka-na tete naga ta
POSS-3sP father 3s one
0-teke aaru e kie-na puruvanua
3sS-be.at-TA PREP LOC POSS-3sP island
‘His father alone was staying over at his island. ’
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The embedding of prepositional phrases can iterate, as indicated by the sequence of three 
prepositions in (116). This is the only case where a prepositional phrase in a preposition other 
than e is embedded in this way.
(116) sira na-e ma Mate lala
woman GEN-LOC PREP (place) PL
‘The women from/of up (south) at Mate. ’
11.8. Double specification of prepositions
Sometimes prepositions can be found to occur with negative particles, the limiter -ga, and other 
tense-aspect markers. This is the case where the scope of these items is in fact the whole 
prepositional phrase, but the preposition is the focus on which these categories are specified.19 
When this happens, the preposition is often doubly-specified, with the first occurrence taking the 
marking of the category being expressed.
(117) ko ne seves na pa-ne na e-aa e-ni napa
2s DEIC service GEN day-DEIC EMPH LOC-just LOC-DEIC REL
‘OK, well today ’s service is just here though. ’
(118) naga suni-ena na yarn na-e-qa e Nikaura tai
3s story-NOM GEN person GEN-LOC-just LOC (place) ART
‘It is a story about a person just from Nikaura. ’
(119) a-m-yumae-ni-a e ke e yuma nene
3pS-R-work-TR-3sO LOC TA LOC house DEIC
‘They are making it still at that/the same house. ’
(120) pe e re-aa e yuma nene poll
NEG1 LOC NEG2-just LOC house DEIC NEG3
‘Not just only at that house. ’
19 In view of the fact that Lewo shows head-marking tendencies elsewhere in its structure, this 
observation would be one reason for regarding the preposition as the “head” of the prepositional phrase, 
rather than its “dependent” (cf. fn. 1 earlier).
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CHAPTER 12 : CLAUSE STRUCTURE AND TRANSITIVITY
12.1. Introduction
The structure of words and phrases has been described in previous chapters, and we now look at 
how these elements combine to form clauses. Some issues in relation to the structure and 
function of clauses, including the particular perspectives on these matters adopted here, are 
presented in the next section. The clause is divided into core (described in §12.3) and peripheral 
components (§12.6). The basic order of constituents within the core is given in §12.4, and the 
various verbal clause core types identified for Lewo are presented in §12.5. Matters relating to 
modality (§12.7) and evidentially (§12.8), and the Lewo particles that mark these categories, are 
discussed, and finally, several kinds of non-verbal clauses are described (§12.9).
The Lewo text corpus could not be expected to evidence even a majority of verbs occurring to the 
full extent of their combinatorial potential within clauses, and so for this chapter, the data from 
the text material is supplemented with elicited information on case frames for Lewo verbs.
12.2. Theoretical orientation
There appears to be a fundamental divide between modem theories of grammar at the most basic 
point of answering the question, what is a clause? For some, Generative Grammar theories in 
particular, the clause is a binary syntactic structure, relating a nominal entity with an associated 
event, of the form:
CLAUSE = SUBJECT + PREDICATE1
For others, especially Role and Reference Grammar, the clause is where a number of different 
entities, or ‘arguments’, participate (each with a certain semantic ‘role’, symbolised by “ O ” in 
the diagram below) in the ‘situation’2 expressed by the predicate of the clause.
Perhaps this can be diagrammed as:
1 Note that in §4.3.4 we have already indicated that the traditional generative grammar notion of VP, as 
the usual manifestation of the PREDICATE slot, is not adopted in this description.
2 The use of the term ‘situation’ to cover the various kinds of states, processes, events etc. typically 
encoded by the predicates of propositions is well established, eg. Lichtenberk 1985b: 19-20.
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ARGUMENT
CLAUSE = 0
ARGUMENT O  PREDICATE O  ARGUMENT
It is difficult to reconcile these two approaches, but perhaps both are right. The two way division 
in the first equation does reflect the role of clauses in terms of their communicative functionality 
in language (new information versus old information; theme versus rheme), and how this is 
typically expressed syntactically, while the second provides a way of understanding the logical 
structure of the clause, that is, how clause structure reflects the deeper semantic relationship of 
the various constituents.
In this description, this second approach is adopted, and we will proceed later in this chapter to 
investigate how Lewo encodes propositions (predications about arguments) in its simple clause 
structure (and then in complex clauses and sentences in later chapters as well). This requires 
looking at the quantity and nature of arguments (the logical participants), and the situations in 
which they are involved, at one and the same time.3
Givon considers the function and case-marking of simple clauses to be the “most central 
typological parameter” for any language (1984:138), and also finds it advantageous to deal with 
the two aspects of participant and proposition at the same time. Describing “the functional 
domain(s) and syntactic structure of simple clauses” involves both the “nature of the state/event” 
and “the types of the arguments/participants” (Givon 1984:85). As Givon goes on to note, 
characterising and classifying verb types can only be done in terms of the case frames associated 
with them, and case frames are only meaningful in terms of how propositions are predicated upon 
them, mainly by verbs.
In attempting to accomplish this for Lewo, aspects of the conception of clause grammar proposed 
for Role and Reference Grammar (Foley and Van Valin 1984, Van Valin 1993) are adopted here. 
In particular, I found the concept of the layered structure of the clause most useful, whereby the 
clause is understood to be made up of an inner nucleus (the verb and associated material), which 
combines with arguments to form the core of the clause. Then, there is an outer layer to the 
clause, called the periphery. This concept is essentially that proposed by Pike and Pike, clearly 
prefigured in their presentation of the nuclearity and marginality of linguistic units, and by their
3 As Pawley (1973:140) has noted, describing clause types in Oceanic languages is primarily a matter of 
discriminating different kinds of predicates, particularly in terms of their “combinatorial privileges with 
affixes and the number and nature of the arguments” with which they can occur.
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use of the term “layer” (eg. Pike and Pike 1977:13, 27-29).4 Both verbal and non-verbal clauses, 
and clauses with complemented objects, can be understood to conform to this pattern.
This approach to understanding clauses is accepted here because of the way that it seems to 
account for both the syntactic structure and the communicative function of clauses in Lewo. 
Tagmemic linguistics is often characterised as “structuralist” , and certainly that is the strain of 
grammatical theory to which it belongs, but it is clear that its founder, K. Pike, understood 
structure as operating within a framework of functionality. His approach to the grammatical 
hierarchy began from the standpoint of human social interaction, looking at the communicative 
demands the prototypical speech-exchange event places upon speaker and addressee. While word 
and phrase are distinct hierarchical levels, they are paired in that both share the function of 
eponymy, of naming, labelling, or referring to things, or “terms”. Similarly paired are the levels 
of clause and sentence: these share the function of propositionality, of saying something about 
terms (Pike and Pike 1977:22-26).5
While the subsequent description of Lewo clauses focuses on their syntactic structure, and little 
more is said about their communicative function, the above discussion indicates that both 
concerns play an important role in the theoretical point of departure from which we now proceed.
12.3. Verbal clause core
We distinguish the combination of the predicate, as the nucleus of the clause (described as the 
verb phrase in Chapter 10), and its attendant arguments, as the core of the clause, while 
additional specifications such as time and place that have scope over the whole of the situation 
expressed by the clause core, are components of the periphery of the clause.6 The phrase 
“attendant arguments” needs definition, as the current Role and Reference Grammar position 
presented in Van Valin 1993 is somewhat different at this point from that taken in Foley and Van
4 The relationship of nuclearity/marginality between constituents is shown by Pike and Pike to be 
operative at all levels of grammatical structure, not just the clause (eg. at discourse level, p. 268).
5 Wierzbicka (1992:23) similarly describes the prototypical transitive scenario as particularly important 
to human conceptualisation and experience of the world, in that it “celebrates...purposeful human 
action, in the course of which a human being controls and affects...objects”. It is accepted that 
transitivity is essentially a semantic notion, rather than a syntactic one, and that what matters “is not just 
the number of ‘participants’ in a given situation...and not even the number of ‘core arguments’ in a 
given sentence” (p. 27), because transitivity is as much a matter of how speakers choose to conceptualise 
or construe events. However, this section of the description of Lewo grammar necessarily concentrates 
on the syntactic encodings that are typically given to various kinds of events.
6 After writing this sentence, I came across Van Valin’s own most recent statement on this: “the primary 
constituent units of the clause are the nucleus, which contains the predicate (usually a verb), the core, 
which contains the nucleus and the arguments of the predicate, and the periphery, which is an adjunct to 
the core and subsumes non-arguments of the predicate” (Van Valin 1993:5).
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Valin 1984. Core arguments are those which can be linked to argument positions in the “LS” 
(logical structure) of the verb, so that a three-place verb like English ‘give’ has three argument 
positions in its logical structure, and therefore potentially three core arguments in clause 
structure. The earlier “contrast between inner and outer periphery has been abandoned” (Van 
Valin 1993:152, endnote 5), but a distinction is now made between direct core arguments, and 
oblique core arguments.
12.3.1. Direct core arguments
This contrast between direct core arguments and oblique core arguments revolves around the way 
in which the arguments are syntactically encoded. In a language with head-marking tendencies 
like Lewo, the direct core arguments are those which are cross-referenced on the verb (Van Valin 
1993:41). In Lewo, syntactic subjects and objects meet this requirement.7
12.3.1.1. Syntactic subjects
A number of diagnostic criteria allow precise specification of the subjects of Lewo clauses. With 
regard to word order, the subject precedes the predicate, and any lexical NP or pronoun subject is 
obligatorily cross-referenced by person-number prefixes on the verb in the predicate. Such 
subjects may not have any other kind of case marking or morphological coding associated with 
them. Syntactic subjects are exemplified here in a simple frame with the full paradigm of 
independent pronouns and the subject person prefixes that coreference them, along with a third 
person singular and plural NP subject.
7 It needs to be kept in mind that in Role and Reference Grammar, for arguments that are cross- 
referenced on the verb, it is the actual “pronominal affixes on the verb (that) are the core arguments”, 
not the optional independent lexical NPs or pronouns that may occur in the clause. The function of 
these latter components is to “further specify the reference of the pronominal arguments” (Van Valin 
1993:17-18). While I can understand the motivation for this approach, it does not seem to fit so well 
where, as in Lewo, only subjects, but not objects, are obligatorily cross-referenced on the verb, and so it 
is not rigorously adopted in this description. Consequently, NPs and pronouns that stand for the referent 
of the subject and object arguments cross-referenced on the verb will themselves be loosely referred to as 
the subjects and objects of the clause. The inter-relationship of object cross-referencing and NP object 
occurrence is discussed in §12.5.3.
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Table 56 : Subject agreement
s s-v
I s
inu  n e-p im
1s 1sS-R.come
7 came. ’
2 s
ko o -p im
2s 2sS-R.come
‘You(s) came. ’
3 s
n a g a  0 -p im
3s 3sS-R.come
‘He/she/it came. ’
sa -n a  s ira  m arua 0 -p im
POSS-3sP woman old 3sS-R.come
‘His wife came. ’
l p e
ita te -p im
1 pi 1piS-R.come
‘W e(incl.) cam e . '
lp i
o m a m  m e-p im
1pe 1peS-R.come
‘We(excl.) came. ’
2 p
am iu  a -p im
2p 2pS-R.come
You(p) came. ’
3 p
lala a -p im
3p 3pS-R.come
‘They came. ’
sa -ia  s i s i  lala a-p im
POSS-3pP child PL 3pS-R.come
‘Their children came. ’
12.3.1.2. Syntactic objects
Similarly, syntactic objects in Lewo can be defined by diagnostic features. They are 
distinguished from subjects in that they follow the predicate, and are not obligatorily cross- 
referenced on the verb. They are not marked for case, and are not found as adpositional phrases. 
In fact, objects may appear in four different manifestations: as lexical NPs (1), as independent 
pronouns (2), as cliticised pronouns (3), or as a combination of cliticised pronoun (3s only) and 
lexical NP (4).
Table 57 : Syntactic objects
(S ) S -V -(O ) O
(1) n a g a
3s
0 -m - la
3sS-R-take
p ia -m a le le  tai
shell-nautilus ART
‘He took a nautilus shell. ’
(2) o m a m
1pe
m e -to l
1peS-reach
am iu
2p
‘We reached you. ’
(3) la la
3p
a -m e -n u
3pS-R. hit-1 sO
‘They hit me. ’
(4) m e-k a -n i-a
1 pe-eat-TR-3sO
k in a n -en a  la n e n e
eat-NOM PL DEIC
‘We ate that food .  ’
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12.3.2. Oblique core arguments
These are the arguments that are part of the logical structure of the verb, but which occur 
“marked by an adposition or by an oblique case” (Van Valin 1993:41). In Lewo, such oblique 
core arguments generally appear as prepositional phrases, the exception being locational nouns 
that can stand alone as the locational goal of intransitive motion and posture verbs. It needs to be 
kept in mind that not all prepositional phrases that occur in a clause express oblique core 
arguments, as many of them are non-arguments, associated with the periphery of the clause. The 
distinguishing factor is whether the entity is considered to be a part of the inherent logical 
structure of the verb or not, and this is essentially a semantic decision.8
The diagnostic features that we have used to distinguish subject, object, and oblique core 
arguments can be summarised as in Table 58:
Table 58 : Diagnostic criteria for arguments
Subject Object Oblique
Cross-referenced on verb S v ' / x X
Occurs before the verb S X X
Marked with preposition X X S
Various oblique core arguments have been exemplified in the description of prepositional phrases 
in the previous chapter. A few others are given here: the verb lulu ‘to wrap' is understood to 
include in its logical structure the concept of some entity that wraps the undergoer (ie. the 
“wrapping”), and this appears in Lewo as an instrumental/locative argument in a phrase under 
the preposition e (5); the verb visa ‘to say’ is considered to be associated with an addressee, 
being a directional goal argument that can appear with the verbal preposition vanl (6); and the 
verb la ‘take, give ’ is understood to contain inherently the concept of recipient, and such oblique 
arguments occur with van! as well (7).
8 ie. not solely determined by the number and nature of syntactic arguments that appear with a particular 
verb in a given language: “the assignment of thematic relations to verbs in RRG (Role and Reference 
Grammar) is independently motivated” (Van Valin 1993:41). Empirical observation appears to be the 
only method for determining which, and how many, argument slots should be assigned to the logical 
structure of any particular verb in a language.
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Table 59 : Oblique core objects
(S) s -v  o OBL
(5) (naga 0 -k u s lak tai) 0-m-lulu-ar e kulu-mrae
3s 3sS-carry wood ART 3sS-R-wrap-carry LOC skin-white.man
‘(S h e  g o t  a  p ie c e  o f  w o o d  a n d ) w r a p p e d  it up in /w ith  a  c lo th .
(6) p o g o s  m e-pisa yumae-na la 0-va-n-ko
time 1peS-R.say work-NOM PL 3sS-l.go-TR-2sO
‘W hen w e  to ld  a l l  th e  w o rk  ( th a t h a s to  b e  d o n e ) to  yo u . ’
(7) ne-la tai 0-va-n  apua
1sS-give one 3sS-l.go-TR grandfather
‘S h a ll I g iv e  o n e to  g r a n d fa th e r ? ’
12.4. Canonical word order
A major typological parameter in studies across languages is the order of the main constituents at 
the level of the clause. In terms of the framework usually adopted to describe this, Lewo would be 
classified as an SVO(X) “rigid-order” (Givön 1984:188) language,9 where grammatical subjects 
precede the verb (phrase) material, and direct objects follow, with other oblique objects coming 
later. These elements have already been seen making up the core of the clause, and it has been 
noted that they can be surrounded by various peripheral elements to be described later. There are 
no known syntactic or pragmatic contexts in which this order is violated in simple clauses, and 
the nearest we come to it in complex clauses is in the topic-fronting construction (next section). 
Examples of this ordering abound throughout this description, but a few others are given here:
9 We have seen that Lewo conforms to the typological dependency on VO ordering of both Modifier- 
Noun order, as well as the tendency for prepositional and suffixal order (rather than postpositional and 
prefixal order; Givön 1984:189).
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Table 60 : Basic word order
S V O X
(8) me-kilia
1 peS-know
‘We know. ’
(9) sa-na mama la a-pimi si-na
POSS-3sP mother PL 3pS-R.come again-EMPH
‘H er mum an d the o thers cam e again. ’
(10) naga 0-ka-n yaru moki
3s 3sS-eat-TR person many
‘H e h ad eaten lo t ’s o f  people. ’
(11) sira marua 0-m-la-lua pla-yu tai 0-pa-n la
woman old 3sS-R-take-out long-bamboo ART 3sS-R/go- 
TR 3p
‘The o ld  w om an took ou t a bam boo length f o r  them. ’
This basic SVO word order constraint in Lewo is maintained for other kinds of “objects”, such as 
complements of the copula verb (12), location complements (13-14), and sentential complements 
(15-16).
Table 61 : Word order with other objects
SV “O”
(12) naga 0-pe supe
3s 3sS-R.be chief
‘H e is chief. ’
(13) laia a-pitom si kumal
3p 3p-R.come.down again meeting.house
‘They cam e back dow n to the m eeting house. ’
(14) teleriko kaawa la a-su-ma Suwei
elf strong PL 3pS-be.at-TA Suwei
‘The pow erfu l e lves  lived a t Suwei.  ’
(15) 0-kila-li sape 0-ka
3s-do-try COMP 3sS-fly
'It w as trying to.fly-  ’
(16) ninsis yermen napa 0-sape o-vim
child male DEIC 3sS-say 2sS-come
‘The boy  sa id “ You c o m e ”. ’
12.4.1. Topic-fronting
Givön notes that in languages where the unmarked word order is rigid SVO, it is also common for 
there to be different marked orders in certain contexts, particularly in complex clauses. We find 
this in Lewo where arguments that are topics can be left-dislocated, or fronted, for pragmatic
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prominence. It is very common for the boundary between the fronted topic and the rest of the 
clause to be marked phonologically very explicitly, with slightly rising intonation before pause. 
This is represented orthographically by commas in the following examples, but note the first 
example here where such phonological clues are absent, and the whole clause with the topic takes 
just one intonation contour. This alone does not seem to be a good reason for setting up two 
different kinds of topics, and it is taken that the degree of phonological independence given to the 
topic is a function of the degree of prominence the speaker chooses to give to it, reflecting 
participant identification requirements and referent tracking strategies in discourse.
(17) naga 0-mono-ari a-we-a
3s 3sS-lie-carry 3p-hit-3sO
[TOP/Ou] “must” Sa-V-Ou 
‘As for him, they must hit him. ’
(18) ana yo nene, a-kila 0-pe yo-lo
CONJ place DEIC 3pS-make 3sS-R.be place-sacred
[TOP/Ou ] SA-V COMP
‘And this place, they made it a sacred place. ’
While direct objects seem to be the most commonly topicalised element, subjects can also be 
fronted in this way, leaving a pronoun in the subject slot in the core of the clause.
(19) kompyuta naga 0-pe suri tanea tai
computer 3s 3sS-R.be thing beautiful ART
[TOP/SthemeIS theme Sjheme-V Orheme
‘A computer, it is a really good thing. ’
It can also be noted that the degree of referentiality linking the topic with its source constituent 
can be reduced in various ways. In the first example we see an instance where the topic is not the 
same referent as the subject, but is the grammatical “possessor” (ie. is in the specified human kin 
relationship) of the subject (20) [compare this with the non-topicalised equivalent (21)].
(20) sira nene, ane-na 0-mare
woman DEIC mother-3sP 3sS-die 
[TOP/Sposs ]
‘This woman, her mother died. ’
(21) ane-n sira nene 0-mare
mother-3sP woman DEIC 3sS-die
‘The mother of this woman died. ’
In (22) the topic is the possessor of the object constituent.
(22) la na pe o-ma re si ka-la lokove
3p EMPH NEG1 2sS-see NEG2 again POSS-3pP garden
‘As for them, you couldn’t see their garden anymore (after the cyclone). ’
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In the next example, the topic is the “whole” of which the object is a “part” (23).
(23) praki la nene, me-ka-ni kinasia
shellfish PL DEIC 1peS-eat-TR flesh
‘These shellfish, we eat (their) flesh. ’
There can also be a distinction between how a constituent is referred to, and how it occurs as a 
topic, where the cohesion or agreement between them is reduced. In (24) the object is topicalised, 
and while the topic constituent is clearly plural, its third person pronominal trace, cliticised on the 
verb, is singular.
(24) la-ga telo-ka a-kilia a-su-po-ia e pere-na
3p-just three-group 3pS-can 3pS-be.at-break-3sO LOC bottom-3sP
‘The three of them, they can all be poked into the bottom of it. ’
Arguments can also be topicalised out of oblique prepositional phrases. In the next example, the 
preposition e is left stranded as a trace after the extraction of the locational topic.
(25) narin puruvanua napa na, pe yermen re la e po
small island DEIC EMPH NEG1 man NEG2 PL LOC NEG3
‘That small island, there were no men on (it). ’
12.5. Verbal clause types
Lewo clauses can have either nominal or verbal elements as their predicates. Nominal predicate, 
or non-verbal, clauses are discussed later in §12.9; for now we look at the clauses with verbal 
predicates. It will be shown that these can be categorised as Stative, intransitive, transitive, and 
copula clauses.
Lewo has nominative-accusative case-marking typology, with the subjects of intransitive and 
transitive verbs being identified together in distinction to the objects of transitive verbs. Neither 
subjects or objects are themselves morphologically marked for case in any way, but the 
grammatical role of participants is differentiated by the rigid word order system (described in 
§12.4), and by the cross-referencing on the verb of subject prefixes and object suffixes.
The configurational possibilities for simple clauses that can be found in Lewo, including their 
occurrence with or without the transtiviser -nl (§ 12.5.1.4), are given in Table 62 following:
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Table 62 : Core argument and verb configurations
W ithout -ni W ith -ni
^ a g e n d  ^ a c t i v e  in tra n s itiv e ^ a g e n d  ^ a c t i v e  in tra n sitiv e" 0 *
( ^ e x p e r ie n c e d  ^ S t a t iv e  in tr a n s itiv e ( ^ e x p e r ie n c e d  ^ S t a t iv e  in tr a n s itiv e" 0 * ( ^
Clause Core = ^ in tr a d ir e c t iv e ( S )  V in tr a d ire c tiv e" °*  ( ° )
(S) Vtransitive (O) (S) V tra n sitiv e" n i  < ° )
(S) v copula X
Note that unless required by considerations of referential explicitness, both S and O slots may not 
be filled, so that the minimal Lewo verbal clause can comprise just a single verb, which for 3s 
subjects are manifested as a single verb root.
(26) 0-mare
3sS-die
‘He/she/it is dead.’
The -ni transitiviser is the only verbal affix in Lewo that affects valency and transitivity, and its 
functions in relation to the different clause types will be discussed for each in turn, before being 
further discussed in §12.5.8. For now we note that this affix appears to have several allomorphs: 
mostly it occurs as -nl (a-c), but following consonant-final verbs, it takes, depending on the 
preceding vowel in the root, the form -ini or -uni (d-e), while following some verbs that end in -e 
and -i it occurs as -ani (f). Also, it can be noted that this is one of the few contexts in which 
some verb-final high vowels can be detected (g). In keeping with the high vowel deletion rule, 
these variants occur as -n, -in, -un and -an, word-finally.
(a) vano + -ni vano-ni go-TR ‘go fo r '
(b) marau + -ni —> marau-ni afraid-TR ‘be frigh tened  o f
(c) yumae + -ni —> yumae-ni work-TR ‘m ake'
(d) kom + -ni — > kom-ini pass-TR ‘be because o f
(e) kuk + -ni — > kuk-uni boil-TR ‘boil s t . '
(0 we + -ni —» we-ani hit-TR ‘hit because o f
(g) tag(i) + -ni —» tagi-ni cry-TR ‘cry f o r ’
Possible historical connections for these forms are discussed in §12.5.8.4.
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12.5.1. Intransitive clauses
Intransitive clauses are those where the verb takes a syntactic subject, but no syntactic object 
(either as an NP or as clitic object pronominal forms). Two subtypes of intransitive clauses can 
be distinguished by their syntactic privileges (in relation to occurrence with the copula, see 
§12.5.1.5), and this difference between them broadly corresponds to the fact that for verbs in the 
first subtype, the subject has the semantic role of actor (such clauses are referred to as active 
intransitive clauses, §12.5.1.1), while in the second, the subject has the semantic role of 
experiencer (these are called Stative intransitive clauses, §12.5.1.5). Two special kinds of active 
intransitive clauses are motion and posture clauses, and these are discussed in §12.5.1.2 and 
§12.5.1.3 respectively. The occurrence of the transitiviser -nl with intransitive verbs is discussed 
for active and Stative verbs as well.
12.5.1.1. Active intransitive clauses
Examples of active intransitive verbs are kate ‘appear', kinana ‘eat a meal, partake o f food', 
lau ‘flow', vano ‘go’. The active intransitive verbs used in the two examples below are su (si 
here) ‘be a t’, and ka f l y ’.
(27) nakonua rui, yarn la-pasia a-si-ke
ART-before already man PL-some 3pS-be.at-TA
e kie-la pul-kumal
LOC POSS-3pP hole-meeting.house
‘A long time ago, some people were at their village (ie. where meeting-house is located). ’
(28) megki lala a-par-wa a-g-ka-ka [Nivenue dialect so g- for realis]
flying.fox PL 3pS-R.carry-out 3pS-R-RED-fly
‘The flying foxes took off and flew away. ’
12.5.1.2. Motion active intransitive clauses
An important subset of intransitive verbs are the direction of motion verbs: va(no) ‘go ’, (v)imi 
‘come’, vavinl ‘go up/go south around coast’, vatove ‘go down/go north around coast’, 
vamasu ‘go to hearer’, vimasu ‘come to hearer’, vatomasu ‘go down to hearer’.
(29) ne-vatomasu kotapa
1sS-come.down evening
77/ come down (to you) this evening. ’
(30) yarn tal 0-pimi lo-yuma e napa
man ART 3sS-R.come inside-house LOC REL
wolu-ena 0-me-ke e-a
dance-NOM 3sS-be.at-TA LOC-3sO
‘A man came inside to where the dance was. ’
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The set of motion verbs is not a particularly significant subset of verbs, in that the existence of 
this set does not need to be appealed to elsewhere in the grammar to justify or establish a 
particular claim (in terms of typical processes like relativisation etc.). However, they are the only 
verbs that occur in core layer serialisation to express direction of action, and they are of interest 
as the only verbs that can incorporate the verbal formative -asu.
12.5.1.3. Posture active intransitive clauses
Another important subset of intransitive verbs are the verbs of posture. These are su ‘stand, be 
in an upright p o s i t i o n to ‘sit, be in a sitting p o s i t io n mo ‘lie, be in a lying position’10. 
These monosyllabic verbs can be identified as a morphosyntactic class on the basis of their 
priveleges of occurrence with the monosyllabic tense-aspect markers ma ‘continuous/duration’ 
and ke ‘continuous/still’. With the former, they cliticise to give the single word forms su-ma, 
to-fna, and mo-ma, but with ke, the incorporation process has gone beyond cliticisation to the 
point where the shape of the root itself has changed, and the resultant forms appear, and are 
perceived, as fused lexemes sike, teke and meke respectively (although their morphological 
structure continues to be made transparent as si-ke etc. in the examples in this description). 
These forms that result from the combination of posture verb + tense-aspect marker cannot 
themselves take the same tense-aspect marker again.
While the semantic distinctiveness of all of these forms can be maintained for expressing human 
and most animal posture, and while the attribution of postural position is fairly intuitive for 
objects whose shape predisposes them to being construed in this way (eg. trees either “stand”, or 
when cut down, “lie”), there are many situations for which it is difficult to predict which form a 
speaker might use, and indeed, the same speaker will sometimes use two forms, or different 
speakers will use different forms, to refer to the same real world situation. The way in which the 
class of posture verbs can function to express location, duration, and progressive aspect is 
described in §14.4.1 and §14.4.11, and also in Early 1995.
One significant use of the posture verb class is to express existentiality. We will see that the 
Lewo copula verb ve ‘to be’ is used in equational contexts (§12.5.6.1) [ ‘X is Y, X is a Y’], and 
that Lewo has a way of forming presentational clauses (§12.9.1) using nominal predicates [‘It is 
a Y’], but assertions of the existence of an item [‘There is a Y’] in Lewo use the posture verbs.
10 These verbs can not occur alone to indicate a change of posture of the kind indicated. Either they 
have to occur with a locational modifier (to tano ‘sit down’) or in a nuclear layer serial verb 
construction (su-rfialu ‘stand up’).
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(31) sisi tai 0-to
child ART 3sS-sit
‘There was a young child. ’
(32) e yuma napa yarn nene 0-mo e-a 
PREP house REL man DEIC 3sS-lie PREP-3sO
‘At the house where that man was. ’
12.5.1.4. Active intransitive clauses with -ni
Nearly all intransitive verbs in Lewo can be transitivised with the particle -ni. In terms of 
grammatical relations, the functions of -ni identify it as a “dative-shifting” device, whereby non­
patient objects can be promoted to direct object status (Givön 1984:172). Lewo uses this device 
frequently, and valence-increasing with -ni seems to be preferred to incorporating participants 
into the clause as oblique arguments.
Some of the semantic roles of participants that can be raised to object status with -ni include 
purpose, goal, locational goal, path, cause, instrument, manner complement, object of 
comparison, and location complement. For all of the examples below, related sentences can be 
given which show the argument raised with -ni as an oblique argument, and for which a semantic 
difference can be defined: with the increase in transitivity, all the components of semantic 
transitivity (Hopper and Thompson 1980) are heightened: the activity is more directed, 
purposeful, and achievement oriented. The first example, (33), is a good example of this. 
However, the second example, (34), shows that there is not always a clear single basic 
intransitive source from which the transitivized form might be thought to derive. In this and 
many other cases, the action is nearly always directed and purposeful, and so the form with -ni 
has become the conventionalised way in which it is expressed, and the alternative clauses with 
intransitive verbs and oblique objects are not heard.
(33) 0-pimi-n vior-ena
3sS-R.come-TR meet-NOM
‘He came for the meeting. '
0-pim e vior-ena
3sS-R.come LOC meet-NOM
'He came to the meeting. ’
(34) o-maa-maaga-n meresin
2sS-RED-gape-TR medicine
‘Open up (your mouth) for medicine. ’
o-maa-maaga na meresin
2sS-RED-gape GEN medicine
[purpose]
(oblique prepositional phrase with e)
[goal]
(oblique prepositional phrase with na)
Open up (your mouth) because of medicine. ’
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o-maa-maaga na mu-n-en meresln (also with na)
2sS-RED-gape GEN drink-TR-NOM medicine
‘Open up (your mouth) to drink medicine. ’
o-maa-maaga kom-in meresin
2sS-RED-gape pass-TR medicine
‘Open up (your mouth) because o f the medicine. ’
o-maa-maaga 0-vano-n meresin
2sS-RED-gape 3sS-l.go-TR medicine
‘Open up (your mouth) fo r  the medicine. ’
(35) 0-kiri-ri-n uma [locational goal]
3sS-run-RED-TR home
‘He’s running fo r home. ’
(36) 0-kiri-ri uma (non-core argument, locational periphery)
3sS-run-RED home
‘He ’s running at home. ’
0-kiri-ri 0-va uma (verbal preposition/serial verb construction)
3sS-run-RED 3sS-go home
‘He’s running home
(37) 0-m-yal-lulu-n none
3sS-R-walk-along-TR sand
‘He ’s walking along the beach. ’
0-m-yal e none
3sS-R-walk LOC sand
‘He ’s walking on the sand. ’
(38) 0-tagi-n sine-ena
3sS-cry-TR gut-NOM
‘Crying from sorrow. ’
(39) 0-m-inana-n maleria
3sS-R-ill-TR malaria
‘Sick from malaria. ’
(40) lo 0-kalu-n kapi keviu
food 3sS-crusty-TR fire big
‘The laplap food is crusty because the fire  was too big. ’
(41) Marina 0-kekara-n sisi tapena lala
(name) 3sS-glad-TR child other PL
‘Marina is glad at/because o f a ll the other children. ’
(42) a-m-yavia-n sa-la narin na-kra-krae-na lala [instrument]
3pS-R-play-TR POSS-3pP small NOM-RED-play-NOM PL
‘They’re playing with their small toys. ’
[path]
[cause]
(complex clause with ‘because’)
(complex clause with f o r ’)
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(43) lala a-polu-ni lelau
3p 3pS-dance-TR style
‘They danced lelau-style dancing. ’
(44) 0-mes-mesu-n sa-u
3sS-RED-straight-TR POSS-1sP
‘As straight as mine. ’
(45) Maseg 0-keviu-n Supapo
Maseg 3sS-big-TR Supapo
‘Maseng is bigger than Supapo. ’
(46) 0-si-ke metava-n laki
3sS-be.at-TA above-TR tree
‘I t  is above the tree. ’
0-si-ke metava e laki
3sS-be.at-TA above LOC tree 
‘I t  is up in the tree. ’
O-sike e laki metava
3sS-be.at LOC tree above 
‘I t  is in the tree up there. ’
[manner complement]
[object of comparison]
[location complement]
(oblique prepositional phrase with e)
(phrase with e; metava as attribute)
There are other arguments that can become core grammatical objects of -ni-derived intransitives 
for which it is difficult to find a standard semantic role label that seems appropriate.
(47) a-mu-n-kaapara miau kolemalo nane 0-me-malio-n ke ne [cause?]
3p-drink-TR-long time kava night so 3sS-lie-sleep-TR TA now
‘They were up late drinking kava and now he's sleeping it off. ’
(48) pialora nene 0-mi-yikiki-n kinan-ena [object of comparison?]
plate DEIC 3sS-R-clean-TR eat-NOM
‘This plate is clean enough fo r  food.’
(49) ne-pisi-n tim narui [cause?, source?, path?]
1sS-finish-TR team now
‘I've finished from/with the (football) team now (I've had enough o f them).’
(50) naga 0-pitov-ini mare-na [logical consequence?]
3s 3sS-R.go.down-TR die-NOM
‘He ’s heading fo r  death. ’
It can also be noted that there is not a one-to-one relationship between intransitive verbs and the 
kinds of roles that can be taken by objects introduced by -ni. The following two examples show 
different roles for different object arguments for the same verb.
(51) a-pisi-n porotano [goal?]
3pS-R.talk-TR land
‘They’re talking over land. ’
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a-pisi-n Pranis
3pS-talk-TR French
‘They’re talking French.'
(52) 0-kulu-n pia-praki
3sS-swim-TR shell-shellfish
‘Tie’s swimming (diving) for shells. ’
0-kulu-n wa
3sS-swim-TR boat
‘He ’s swimming for the boat. ’
0-kulu-n si keviu
3sS-swim-TR sea big
‘He’s swimming the heavy seas. ’
[path?]
[goal]
[locational goal]
[path]
However, some generalisations can be made:
• with intransitive motion verbs, the object that appears has the semantic role broadly 
labelled ‘goal’
• with verbs of emotion and psychological state (including ‘sleep’), the associated role is 
‘cause’
• for other activity verbs, the role covers ‘manner’ (including instrument).
Arguments that do not meet these semantic role conditions cannot appear as grammatical objects.
(53) shows the intransitive verb visl ‘to be stretched out (arm, leg)’, and it might have been 
thought that under transitivisation with -nl, (54) would be possible. However, this is introducing 
an undergoer argument, which is not permitted, and the sentence is not accepted.
(53) la-la la a-pisi
leg-3pP PL 3p-R.straight
‘Their legs are straight. ’
(54) **naga 0-pisi-n la-na
3s 3sS-R.straight-TR leg-3sP
**‘He straightened his leg. ’
The correct way to express the above meaning is with a periphrastic causative, in which the 
undergoer appears as an object of the transitive verb kla ‘do, make’, and as the subject of the 
intransitive vlsi (55). However, (56) shows that while patient/experiencer objects are not 
permitted for this type of verb, locational goal objects are.
(55) o-kla la-ma 0-visi
2s-make leg-2sP 3sS-straight
‘Make your leg straight. ’
(56) o-visi-ni plape
2sS-straight-TR bamboo
‘Straighten your leg out to reach the bamboo (wall). ’
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The designation of transitivity with -ni appears to operate as a global specification over the verb. 
The following examples, involving the main verb yumae ‘to work', and the serial verbs korena 
‘be worthless, nothing' and kaapara ‘do fo r  a long tim e’ (see §13.3.2), are all regarded as 
acceptable and equivalent by native speakers, it can be seen that -ni can occur following the verb 
plus serial verb complex, or following the verb itself, or in both locations.
(57) a-m-yumae-korena
3p-R-work-empty
a-m-yumae-n-korena
3p-R-work-TR-empty
a-m-yumae-korena-ni-a
3p-R-work-empty-TR-3sO
a-m-yumae-n-korena-ni-a
3p-R-work-TR-empty-TR-3sO
‘They’ve been working at it uselessly/for nothing. ’
(58) a-m-yumae-kaapara-n yuma
3p-R-work-long time-TR house
a-m-yumae-n-kaapara yuma
3p-R-work-TR-long time house
a-m-yumae-n-kaapara-n yuma
3p-R-work-TR-long time-TR house
‘They’ve been building the house for a long time. ’
12.5.1.5. Stative intransitive clauses
Stative intransitive clauses are those where the verb has a syntactic subject, but no syntactic 
object (either as an NP or as clitic object pronominal forms), and the subject takes the semantic 
role of experiencer. Examples of such Stative verbs are viowa ‘be bad’, wo ‘be good’, viavi ‘be 
long’, vilas ‘be short’.
In many ways, Stative verbs are little different from regular intransitives (and could possibly be 
regarded as a subset of them), in that they are one-place verbs, cross-referenced for subject, and 
as well, they may undergo valence raising with -ni.11 Certainly the semantic role of the subject 
argument is generally different, although not always appreciably so, and this single difference is 
not adequate in itself for us to set up a separate class of verbs and verbal clause types. However, 
one syntactic test can be applied that helps distinguish Stative and intransitive verbs, and this is
11 Also, Pawley (1973) notes that POC Stative verbs could not occur with oblique arguments. However, 
Lewo Stative verbs can occur with oblique constituents like, eg. benefactive.
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their potential for occurring as copula clause complements: Stative verbs may do so (eg. kaawa 
‘be strong') (59), intransitive verbs may not (eg. mare ‘die’) (60).
(59) a-kaawa
3pS-strong
‘They are strong/hard. ’
a-pe kaawa
3pS-R.be strong
‘They are strong/hard. ’
(60) a-mare
3pS-die
‘They are dead. ’
**a-pe mare
3pS-R.be die
**‘They are dead. ’
12.5.1.6. Stative intransitive clauses with -ni
It is clear that -ni derivation allows monovalent Stative clauses to take on an additional 
grammatical object argument. As with transitive verbs that do this, it is sometimes difficult to 
characterise the semantic role that these arguments have, as indicated by the possible labels given 
with each example following.
(61) inu ne-piowa-ga-n puru-i [agent, cause] 
1s 1sS-R.be.bad-just-TR trunk-ivy
‘I ’m bad for the poison ivy tree; ie. I ’m allergic to it. ’
(62) lele nene 0-po-n puluk lala [scope, benefactee]
place DEIC 3sS-R.good-TR cattle PL
‘This area is good for cattle. ’
(63) puru-tep 0-pe puru-la-ki tai napa 0-kaawa-n lag [influence, force]
trunk-nut 3sS-R.be trunk-wood ART REL 3sS-strong-TR wind
‘The bush nut tree is a tree that is strong against (stronger than?) the wind. ’
The role of the argument under -ni can be generalised as expressing the source or domain in 
relationship to which the situation expressed by the Stative verb arises or exists, or, in other 
words, it expresses an “entity of setting or circumstance”. This is supported by the observation 
that it would be possible to give translations for the above examples like ‘As far as poison ivy is 
concerned, I'm allergic (to it). ’ / ‘As far as cattle are concerned, this area is good (for them). ’ / 
‘As fa r as the wind is concerned, the bush nut tree is strong (against it).'
12.5.1.7. Intransitive clauses with “objects” and without -ni
A small number of occurrences have been found where an intransitive verb, which can normally 
be transitivised and take a nominal object (64), can also occur without -ni but still be followed by 
what appears to be a (pro)nominal object. The apparent object in (65) is the possessive pronoun 
soma, whose object status would appear to be established by its position and its unmarked (and
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therefore) core argument status. It might otherwise be understood to function as a benefactive, 
but benefactives only occur elsewhere with the preposition vani (§ 11.3.1).
(64) ne-m-yumae-n sa-na yumae-na
1 sS-R-work-TR POSS-3sP work-NOM
7 did his work.’
(65) ne-yumae so-ma
1 sS-work POSS-2sP
‘I'll work yours/for you. ’
12.5.1.8. Double -ni on motion verbs
In Lewo, combinations of certain motion verbs with -ni seem to have become lexicalised, so that 
when a goal argument is to be expressed as an object, a further -ni is added. Another way of 
analysing this would be to set up an allomorph of -ni of the form -nini. In either case, it is 
necessary to state that this is only so for a certain subset of motion verbs, with no ready 
explanation being available as to why this should be as it is.
Thus we find the verbs imi ‘come’, vatove ‘go down’, and vavini ‘go up’ (which may already 
end in a frozen -ni) can occur with -ni (~ -ini; see §12.5) as either imi-ni/imi-nini, vatov- 
ini/vatov-inini, and vavini-ni/vavini-nini respectively. However, the most common motion 
verb, vano ‘go ’, occurs with -ni simply as vano-ni.
12.5.1.9. Numerals as intransitive verbs
Lewo numerals can be found to function as intransitive verbs. Evidence for their verbal, or verb­
like status cannot be drawn from our original definition of verbs as taking person subject 
prefixes, as numerals are never found to occur incontrovertibly with these. The fact that the 3s 
subject prefix is 0 -, and the fact that the 3p prefix a- is often lost, means that it is indeterminate 
whether instances of numerals in verb-like contexts are or are not cross-referenced with subject 
person prefixes. However, numerals may be reduplicated (66), and may occur with nuclear-layer 
serial verbs (67).
(66) ta-taaga 
RED-one
‘One-ly, alone. ’
(67) taaga pu teke wa
one be.last stay yet
‘There ’s one sole one left. ’
Note that numerals can also be transitivised with -ni:
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(68) telu-n na nene
three-TR 3s DEIC
‘This one makes it three, ie. three with this one.'
12.5.2. Intradirective clauses
There are several verbs in Lewo whose logical structure involves just one argument, and whose 
meaning would suggest that they would be treated in the language as intransitive, but for which 
the mapping of logical argument (nominal of a particular semantic role) to syntactic argument 
may follow the pattern of transitive verbs. Pawley found there to be a larger grouping of verbs 
patterning this way in Proto Oceanic, and labels the class “intradirectives” (1973:126).12 The 
Lewo verbs like this can be found with just an agent subject (69a, 70a-b), but they commonly 
cross-reference the same single participant for both subject and object (69b-c, 70c). A reflexive 
reading (eg. 7  will return myself tomorrow. ’ for [69b]) with subject agent and object patient does 
not seem to capture what is being expressed, and so we understand the object to have an 
experiencer role here. The verbs that can occur in this way are motion verbs, and such verbs 
usually involve directed purposeful activity by an argument which itself is the entity which 
undergoes the activity. However, this is only so for these less characteristic motion verbs; the 
more typical motion verbs (vano ‘go’, imi ‘come’ etc.) never occur cross-referenced for object in 
this way.
(69a) pog tai me-wasupe si-na
time ART 1peS-return again-EMPH
‘Some time we will return again. ’
(b) ne-wasupe-nu vewo
1sS-return-1sO day.after.tomorrow
7 will return the day after tomorrow. ’
(c) me-kale piara pisi me-pasupe-mami si-na me-pami um a
1peS-search crab finish 1 peS-R.return-1 peO again-EMPH 1peS-R.come home
‘When we had finished looking for crabs, we returned home again. ’
(70a) o-ure
2sS-flee
‘Clear off!’
(b) sira nene 0-p-ure
woman DEIC 3sS-R-flee
‘The woman ran away. ’
12 The Oceanic intradirective verb class includes such verbs of movement and posture as ‘jump, go, 
walk, stand, fly, lie down, sleep’. This class of verbs can also be identified more widely than just 
Oceanic, eg. a similar class is found in Burn, a Western Austronesian language (Grimes 1991).
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(c) si 0-p-ure-a
sea 3sS-R-flee-3sO 
‘The tide went out.'
The problem that such examples raise is the question of the difference between the forms with 
just subject cross-referencing, and those which are constructed with objects as well. Apart from 
the possibility that these are simply unmotivated alternates while the language undergoes change 
from one to the other, an explanation might be found in the extent to which such alternates are 
more or less prototypically transitive. For example, the subjects of (70a) and (70c) are human 
and inanimate respectively, and this might help explain why the subject of (70a) could be 
regarded as more agentive than that of (70c), where the argument’s role as experiencer is 
highlighted by it being encoded in object position as well. However, it is hard to push this 
explanation to accommodate the distinction between (69a) and (69b-c) where all subjects are 
fully agentive humans.
Some other examples of intradirectives are given:
(71) me-m-nin-mari imimi na
1 peS-R-sweat-die 1pe EMPH
‘We really sweated, lit. sweated ourselves to death. ’
(72) pupia si tai 0-m-ligani-plani-a
huge sea ART 3sS-put-out-3sO
‘A huge sea/wave crashed itself down. ’
(73) la punu a-mar-mare-make-a
3p all 3pS-RED-die-complete-3sO 
‘They all died out completely. ’
(74) pogi napa ne-pari-nu pae na
time REL 1sS-R.bear-1sO finish EMPH
‘When I had finished giving birth. ’
12.5.3. Transitive clauses
Transitive clauses are those which combine a two-place verb with its subject and object 
arguments. Examples of such transitive verbs are kari ‘bite’, kila ‘do, make’, la ‘take, bring, 
give’, läge ‘husk’, vio ‘call’, were ‘lead, pull, marry’. The following example uses both were 
and la, in matrix and relative transitive clauses respectively:
(75) mono-ar Timi 0-were sira napa naga 0-m-la sisi 0-pa-ni-a
“must” Timmy 3sS-marry girl REL 3s 3sS-R-give child 3sS-R.go-TR-3sO
S V [ O ]
S V O X
‘Timmy must marry the girl that he gave a child to. ’
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Where there is no overt nominal filler (noun phrase or independent pronoun) of the O slot for 
transitive verbs, the appropriate object person suffix (§6.7) can appear with the verb.
Note that some verbs already end in the third person singular object suffix, but it has become 
frozen as part of the verb. In situations where the suffix might be expected to appear, it does not 
occur with these verbs.
(76) ne-kilia ko
1sS-know 2s
7 know you. ’
(77) ne-kokania ko
1 sS-lie 2s 
7 deceived you. ’
Also, many examples can be found where both object suffix and object nominal occur. These are 
nearly all restricted to contexts where just the third person singular suffix is appropriate, and 
where the speaker is oratorically constrained to give dramatic effect to speech-making or story­
telling. In some instances, there is pause between the verb (ending in the suffix) and the 
subsequent object nominal, which might suggest that the inclusion of the object nominal is an 
afterthought, but there are enough examples without pause that it seems as if this is a genuine 
discourse feature.
(78) ne-mono ne-pisu-ia yaru lala moki napa a-sape a-we-nu
-3sS O
1sS-sleep 1sS-R.see-3sO man PL many REL 3pS-want3pS-hit-1sO
‘(On Friday night) as I was sleeping, I saw (in a dream) many people who wanted to kill me.'
(79) a-kusi-a pui tai amio kinan-ena pasia 0-pa-ni-a
-3sS O
3pS-carry-3sO pig ART PREP eat-NOM some 3sS-R.go-TR-3sO
‘They carried in a pig and some food for him (as ceremonial gifts for the President). ’
(80) a-kla-ruru-ia suri lala 0-su-su-mo
-3sS O
3pS-make-do.well-3sO thing PL 3sS-RED-be.at-front
‘Get everything ready first. ’ [old man giving advice at village meeting]
One situation where other person and number categories can occur with both an object suffix and 
nominal is where the sole function of the object nominal is to expand or specify precisely the 
number of the object, as in the synthetic trial construction below.
(81) 0-mali-la la telu a-te-ke metava
3sS-see-3pO 3p three 3pS-be.at-TA above
‘She saw the three of them up the top. ’
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12.5.3.1. Specific object clauses
There are a number of transitive verbs that always and only collocate with particular objects.
Table 63 : Specific object verbs
V MEANING O MEANING COLLOCATION
viori place together kapi fire ‘set and light a fire fo r cooking ’
yagin gather ye bundle of maketa 
leaf used in 
cooking
‘the total activity o f going to the 
bush and cutting, folding, and gath­
ering cooking leaf into bundles’
(82) a-m-yagin ye 0-pisi narui
3pS-R-gather leaf-bundles 3sS-finish now 
‘(They) have finished gathering the leaf bundles now. ’
12.5.3.2. Reciprocals and reflexives
Lewo does not have a special morphological marker or syntactic construction for expressing the 
semantic categories of reciprocal or reflexive (but see §6.4.2., fn. 15). However, we might 
assume that it is a universal requirement for all languages to express these concepts, and Lewo is 
no exception.
Reciprocal meanings are expressed as regular transitive constructions with certain relations of 
identity contextually understood to exist between the (usually third person) plural subject and 
object. The multiple nature of the activity inherent in a reciprocal reading is often expressed by 
reduplication of the verb.
(83) a-pe-were-la nini kinan-ena
3pS-R.RED-pull-3pO PREP eat-NOM
‘They were fighting each other over the food. ’
Two devices Lewo employs for expressing reflexive meaning are the use of independent person 
pronouns as objects, rather than object person suffixes, combined with the use of the modifier si 
‘again’ (also see §10.8).
(84) a-me-mari-la
3pS-R.hit-die-3pO
‘Theyi killed themj. ’
(85) a-me-mari si lala
3pS-R.hit-die again 3p
‘They killed themselves. ’
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12.5.3.3. Semantic role of syntactic objects
The semantic microrole that is most prototypically associated with syntactic objecthood is that of 
patient.
(86) yaru tai na-e Lamen 0-tar-ar la-u
man one GEN-LOC (place) 3sS-pull-carry leg-1 sP
[O  ]
‘A man from Lamen pulled my leg (to fix the dislocated knee). ’
However, numerous other non-patient roles can occur, eg.:
(87) vili kapi [object of result]
do.back.and.forward fire
‘Rub sticks to make fire. ’
(88) te tawa [object of creation]
cut canoe
‘Carve a canoe. ’
12.5.3A Transitive clauses with -ni
Having described -ni earlier as a “transitiviser”, and seen it with this function on intransitive and 
Stative verbs, we might wonder if it could also occur on transitive verbs. This does prove to be 
the case, and we can extend our description of -ni to include the function of rearranging the role­
packing structure of transitive verbs.
When -ni occurs with an already inherently transitive verb, it allows some other nominal entity, 
different from whatever the language- and culture-specific “norm” for the verb might be, to 
surface as the object of the verb. Such objects can be arguments of the “logical structure” of the 
verb, and as long as they are semantically consistent with the verb, they can potentially be drawn 
from a wide variety of semantic roles. Some of the roles these new objects can take are 
exemplified:
(89) a-kove lakaporo
3pS-throw.at fowl
‘They threw at ( “stoned”) the fowl. ’
a-kove-n spet la 0-si-ke na [instrument]
3pS-throw.at-TR spade PL 3sS-be.at-TA EMPH
‘They threw down their spades and left them there.'
(90) ne-pio-ko
1sS-R.call-2sO
7  called you. ’
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kei yarn tai 0-pio-n ke 0-sape si 0-mema
(excl) man ART 3sS-R.call-TR TA 3sS-say sea 3sS-dry
‘Gosh, someone’s calling out that the sea is dry (tide is out)!’
(91) a-pini e viu nampa tweiep (prepositional phrase with e)
3pS-R.shoot LOC gun number twelve
‘They shot it with a twelve-gauge shotgun. ’
a-pi-vini-n viu nampa tweiep [instrument]
3pS-R.RED-shoot-TR gun number twelve
‘They shot it with a twelve-gauge shotgun. ’
(92) naga 0-pagani-n maru
3s 3sS-R.feed dry.coconut
‘He fed it with dry coconut. ’
Sometimes this role rearranging involves verbal reduplication as well:
(93) stoa 0-pulu si maru
store 3sS-R.buy again copra
‘The store is buying copra again. ’
stoa 0-pul-wulu-n was-ne-n laet
store 3sS-R.RED-buy-TR liquid-POSS-LIG light
‘The store is selling kerosene (lit. liquid for lights). ’
There are some transitive verbs that allow -ni like the above, but can occur with or without it for
the same object, so that it is difficult to understand what change, if any, is taking place in the role
structure:
(94) sinom puriyu na ika
swallow bone GEN fish
‘Swallow a fish bone. ’
(95) kotava yumae-na
close work-NOM
‘Close the proceedings. ’
(96) o-taro-ia
2sS-pour-3sS 
‘Pour it out! ’
Native speakers are not particularly forthcoming on whether, or how, these pairs differ. I regard 
it as a matter of focussing of intentionality or control, or perhaps accomplishment, with -ni 
highlighting this.
There are some transitive verbs that again, may or may not take -ni, but are only very rarely 
found without it. Examples of these verbs are ka ‘eat’, liga ‘leave’, mu ‘drink’, wi ‘squeeze
sinom-in puriyu na ika
swallow-TR bone GEN fish
kotava-n yumae-na
close-TR work-NOM
o-taro-ni-a
2sS-pour-TR-3sS
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juice out o f .  These verbs only occur without -ni when the nature and function of the object 
entity is highly backgrounded (97), although this does not preclude it from being expressed (98).
(98) ne-ve ne-mu re wi tai
1 sS-want 1 sS-drink PART water ART
7 want to drink some water. ’
There are some transitive verbs in Lewo that may once have been like these just discussed, but 
which now no longer ever occur without -ni, so that -ni has become frozen as an indivisible part 
of the verb.13 Examples are silin ‘scatter’, sin ‘bury’, tan ‘hit on st. ’, ton ‘bake’, viyun ‘ask’. 
In what is regarded as a somewhat marginal construction, these verbs may also take the current 
productive -ni, but only in tandem with an oblique argument under the genitive/purpose 
preposition na. This oblique argument expresses a purpose entity, which is often the role of 
object arguments incorporated via valence-raising with -ni, but it cannot be regarded as that 
object argument itself.
(99) a-sin-in magko na ka-n-ena
3pS-bury-TR mango GEN eat-TR-NOM
‘They buried mangos (to ripen) for eating. ’
(100) a-ton-in kinan-ena na pasa
3pS-bake-TR eat-NOM GEN bazaar
‘They’re baking food for the market. ’
Finally, it is noted that there are many transitive verbs that speakers do not accept as ever being 
able to occur with -ni, either with or without object suffixes or object nominals. Examples of 
these are ila ‘help’, kale ‘search fo r ’, kar ‘bite’, kawe ‘bend’, kineri ‘pinch’, kes ‘cook in stone 
oven', li ‘pluck’, lipa ‘slap’, siri ‘write’.
12.5.4. Ditransitive clauses
No genuine ditransitive (double-object, ambitransitive) constructions have been encountered in 
Lewo. At first, recalling that the nominaliser in Lewo is usually the disjunctive na-...-ena, 
examples like (99) above looked as if they could have two object nominals, but this would be a 
false analysis resulting from the homophony of na ‘genitive/purpose preposition ’ and na- ‘first 
part o f nominaliser’ (but note that we have to say that the latter is lost following former;
13 These forms are identified at this point only by the fact that they end in -ni, not through historical or 
comparative attestation of forms without -ni from which they might have been derived or to which they 
might be related.
(97) o-kinana o-ka-ni-a
2sS-eat-TR-3sO
‘Eat it! ’
o-ka
2sS-eat
‘Eat up! ’
2sS-eat
‘Have your meal! ’
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§3.5.15). This is made clear by observing that the interrogative ya ‘what?’ can substitute for the 
body of the genitive prepositional phrase:
(101) a-kom-in vilu-la na ya
3pS-comb-TR hair-3pP GEN what
‘What are they combing their hair for?’
The following two examples show another kind of construction that could be mistaken for a 
double-object clause—or perhaps we could say that this is the nearest that Lewo can come to 
having something like that. In these cases, the secondary object (goal, purpose, cause) occurs as 
a syntactic direct object (nominal or pronominal suffix), while the usual primary object (patient, 
undergoer) can only occur as an object pronominal suffix.
(102) naga 0-m-iila-nu-n platenkap naga 0-m-iila-nu-ni-a
3s 3sS-R-send-1sO-TR fire-stick 3s 3sS-R-send-1sO-TR-3sO
‘He sent me for the fire-stick. ’ ‘He sent me for it. ’
*naga 0-m-iila sisi kokan la nini platenkap
3s 3sS-R-send child small PL TR fire-stick
*‘He sent the small children for the fire-stick. ’
*naga 0-m-iila nini sisi kokan la platenkap
3s 3sS-R-send TR child small PL fire-stick
*‘He sent the small children for the fire-stick. ’
(103) la-lua a-gorua-la-nini porotano
3p-two 3pS-argue.at-3pO-TR land
‘The two o f them were arguing at each other over land. ’
Most significantly, note the position of the object suffixes here with respect to -ni. This is the 
first time we have seen object suffixes preceding the transitive suffix, and I conclude that this 
reflects a deeper level of incorporation of the object suffixes, parallelling incorporated object 
constructions seen earlier. Thus, in order to avoid genuine double object constructions, Lewo 
verbs take in the first object as an incorporated object (and are detransitivised in the process), and 
then are (re-)transitivised with -nini to allow the second object to appear as a direct object.
The functions of nini as a goal preposition were exemplified in § 11.4.2, but it is noted again here 
because it is clearly related to the verbal function of -ni as a goal derivational affix. Pursuing the 
chain of development suggested in the previous paragraph hints at how the preposition nini might 
have developed.14 Firstly, there were regular clauses whose -ni-marked predicates permitted
14 It is assumed here that this development has been in the direction from verbal affix to preposition. 
Development in the reverse direction is equally possible, via preposition incorporation, but the well- 
established function of the Oceanic transitive suffixes from which -ni has developed suggest that the 
prepositional form has come later.
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them to take goal objects. A form of this construction for double-object verbs saw the form 
change from -ni to -nini, still a verbal suffix, but after the object suffix, as outlined above. This 
-nini attracted its own word stress, and became detached from the verb, and was then free to 
associate with the nominal goal argument and float off as a preposition.
Another frequently incorporated object is the noun yo ‘place, area, location ’. The verb tol can 
mean both ‘touch ’ and ‘reach ’, but the latter meaning only can be specified by incorporating yo. 
It is then possible for a further locational object to be added, as in (104), so once again, although 
we have two nominals following the verb within the clause core, we still do not regard this as a 
double object construction.
(104) me-tol-yo uma
1 peS-reach-place home
‘We reached home. ’
12.5.5. Double-reading verbs
There are many verbs in Lewo that can be read as transitive or intransitive, without any verbal 
morphological clue (ie. no derivational affix) to indicate which is the appropriate reading. 
However, ambiguity does not occur as the number of arguments makes it clear which reading is 
the correct one. There is one complication though, in that for some of these verbs, the subject of 
the intransitive reading is the same agent entity as the subject of the transitive (105-106), while 
for others, it is the same patient or undergoer as the object of the transitive (107-109). This 
situation is the same as that described by Dixon for Fijian, where the distinction between “A-type 
verbs” and “O-type verbs” is found to be useful (Dixon 1988:45, 204ff.).
(105) yaru tai 0-pio ke
man ART 3sS-R.call TA
‘Somebody ’s calling out. ’
auia 0-pio-ko ke
mum 3sS-R.call-2sO TA
‘Mum's calling you. ’
(106) sira ia a-kevinun ke
woman PL 3pS-make.laplap TA
‘The women are making laplap (food dish). ’
sira la a-kevinun ke lo-yuwi
woman PL 3pS-make.laplap TA laplap-yam
‘The women are making yam laplap. ’
(107) la-u 0-tan e klavaru
leg-1 sP 3sS-hit LOC stone
‘My leg hit/got hit/hit itself on a stone. ’
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inu ne-tan la-u e klavaru
1s 1 sS-hit leg-1 sP LOC stone 
7 hit my leg on a stone. ’
(108) yaru nene naga 0-mi-yas-lua petan tim
man this 3s 3sS-R-slip-out PREP team
‘That fellow pulled out of the team. ’
lala a-mi-yas-lua yaru nene petan tim
3p 3p-R-slip-out man this PREP team
‘They dropped that fellow from the team. ’
(109) kapa 0-kawe-ro-via15
iron.sheet 3s-bend-in.two-3sO 
‘The iron sheet bent/got bent in half. ’
lag 0-kawe-ro kapa
wind 3sS-bend-in.two iron.sheet
‘The wind bent the iron sheet in half.’
There seems little difference as far as descriptive methodology is concerned in discussing these 
verbs as a subclass of verbs that can function in this particular way, or in having two separate 
but homophonic lexical forms, one or the other of which is regarded as basic, and from which the 
other is zero-derived.
12.5.6. Copula clauses
Lewo has a copula verb ve ‘be\ which occurs in equative, attributive, and borrowed verb 
clauses. The copula verb functions quite differently from other verb types with respect to its 
syntactic privileges. For example, it never occurs with the limiter -ga, and is never found with 
tense-aspect markers.
12.5.6.1. Equative clauses
Equative clauses are those where two nominal entities are linked by the copula verb, for the 
purposes of establishing some relationship of identity or equivalence between them. In such 
clauses, the first of the nominal elements is the pragmatic topic, or the given information, while 
the second is the pragmatic comment, or new information.
(110) naga 0-sitom sape ne-were naga 0-ve wo-u
3s 3sS-think COMP 1sS-lead 3s 3sS-l.be spouse-1 sP
‘He thought, I ’ll take her to be my wife. ’
15 This rare variant of the object marker was described earlier in §6.7; also see §12.5.8.4.
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(111) o-were inu ne-ve wo-ma
2sS- 1s 1sS-l.be spouse-2sP
‘Take me to be your wife.'
(112) Sae 0-pe seman e vior-ena nene
Sae 3sS-R.be chairman LOC meet-NOM DEIC
‘Sae was the chairman at that meeting. ’
(113) na-nini 0-pe luas-ne-n sa-u suni-ena
3S-DEIC 3sS-R.be end-POSS-LIG POSS-1sP story-NOM
‘ This is the end of my story. ’
Lewo uses this construction with the class of nouns that have absolute and construct forms to 
identify the characteristic, distinguishing or idiosyncratic quality of something.
(114) yo nene 0-pe pulu-sia
place DEIC 3sS-R.be hole-ABS
‘This area is all hole-y. ’
12.5.6.2. Attributive clauses
The copula verb is also used to associate some kind of qualitative or quantitative attribute with a 
stated nominal element.
(115) si 0-pe memaena
sea 3sS-R.be green 
‘The sea is green. ’
(116) me-pisu sa-na vis-ena 0-pe lelaga
1peS-R.see POSS-3sP say-NOM 3sS-R.be true
‘We saw that his talk was true. ’
(117) pia-yu-n kalena naga 0-pe mras-la-na
container-breast-3sP sow 3s 3sS-R.be fruit-leg-3sP
‘The sea-sponge has fingers (lit. toes). ’
(118) a-si-ke wik 0-ve lua
3pS-be.at-TA week 3sS-l.be two
‘They stayed for two weeks. ’
(119) o-siri kopi 0-ve moki
2sS-write copy 3sS-l.be many
‘Print plenty of copies. ’
[colour]
[quality]
[attribute]
[number]
[quantity]
12.5.6.3. Borrowed verb clauses
A third use of the copula verb is to provide a stratagem for the incorporation of borrowed lexical 
verbs, primarily from Bislama, into the language. None of the genuine verbs of the language 
appear in such periphrastic constructions, so we need to identify just what is the syntactic status
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of these copula + borrowed verb combinations. They do look somewhat like the attributive 
clause construction above, and there would be no problem with specifying that donated verbs are 
reanalysed as attributes in Lewo. However, the fact that the copula + borrowed verb 
combinations can take objects, while attributive constructions never do, seems to demarcate them 
as being different syntactic constructions. Such constructions are thus regarded as being of a 
special type in Lewo, and can only be labelled as above: borrowed verb clauses.16
(120) a-pe lanem-in omam [lanem < BIS]
3pS-R.be teach-TR 1pe
‘They taught us . ’
(121) sa 0-ve stat-lae si-na [stat<BIS]
if 3sS-l.be start-unexpectedly again-EMPH
‘If it suddenly starts up again.....’
(122) Moriu amio Nivenue a-ve plei-n tropi [plei < BIS]
Moriu PREP Nivenue 3pS-l.be play.football-TR trophy
‘Moriu and Nivenue will be playing football for the trophy. ’
Many of these borrowed verb forms result from expansion of the lexicon as the outside world 
makes its presence felt in traditional society, so as well as those in the examples, we also find ve 
vot ‘to vote', ve votem-ln ‘to vote fo r  so. ’, ve rikotem ‘to tape-record' and so on. However, it 
is also noted that many of the forms for which borrowed verb constmctions can be found in Lewo 
do in fact have notional equivalents within the resources of the language, eg. ve aot ‘leave, 
depart', ve stop ‘to stop \ 17
Not all borrowed verbs are incorporated into the language in this way, as some do occur as 
regular verbs, eg. kom ‘to comb’.
(123) a-kom ke vilu-la
3pS-comb TA hair-3pP
‘They’re coming their hair. ’
16 Crowley (1987a:257) presents an explanation for the identical construction type that occurs in 
Paamese. He considers that the construction developed in response to the need for the subject person 
prefixes to attach somewhere, and as they were not known to occur on the borrowed verbs in the source 
language, they had to occur with some other verb from the language, and the copula, and the attributive 
construction in which it often occurs, was chosen. Thus, “a new grammatical construction evolved” and 
“a brand new pattern emerged out of the existing resources of the language”. This is presumed to be a 
case of parallel independent innovation, and so it is interesting to consider what the (psycho-)linguistic 
mechanisms might be that have resulted in the same solution being adopted in more than one (closely 
related and geographically proximate) language (ie. Paamese and Lewo [also Lamen and Baki on Epi]).
17 Clark (1982), and following his analysis McKerras (1993), have commented on the mechanisms by 
which such apparently “unnecessary borrowings” have been incorporated into Mele-Fila and Uripiv 
respectively. It is interesting to note the extent to which the particular pattern of borrowings they 
describe is so closely paralleled in Lewo.
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It seems that as borrowed verbs become more a part of the language, they can change from being 
incorporated via periphrastic ve constructions, to becoming regular verbs. For example, in 1982, 
the borrowed verb was ‘to do the washing’ nearly always occurred as ve was for irrealis and pe 
was for realis. Ten years later, this is hardly ever heard now, with the usual expressions being 
was for irrealis and pas for realis, where the verb has become sufficiently incorporated that it 
conforms to the verb-stem initial consonant alternation pattem for marking aspect.18
(124) me-was-ga na wa
1peS-l.do.washing-just EMPH TA
‘We ’ll do the washing soon. ’
a-pas ke na
3pS-R.do.washing TA EMPH
‘They’re doing the washing. ’
12.5.6.4. Copula clauses with -n/
Copula clauses can also take -nl, not on the verb itself, but on the copula complement. This 
allows the addition of a further core direct argument. Another way to analyse what is taking 
place here is to regard the original copula complement as being incorporated into the verbal 
nucleus, just as we have seen with objects in transitive clauses.
(125) a-pe yer kawa-ni la
3pS-R.be person strong-TR 3p
‘Theyi were rulers over themj. ’
12.5.7. Defocussing agent subjects
Many languages have a passive construction which enables situations to be described without 
entailing clear specification of who or what was the volitional agency of the action. Lewo 
frequently accomplishes the same effect by leaving the subject unspecified (no nominal or 
pronominal filler of the S slot), and using the third person plural subject person prefix on the 
verb, even where the understood agent is singular (eg. God, in the next example).19
(126) pogos napa a-si yemerava nini
time REL 3pS-create world DEIC
‘When the world was created. ’
18 Darrell Tryon suggests (pc.) that this form is not a borrowing, but a regular reflex of a PNCV form 
*waza (Clark 1986). If so, both the inherited form and the borrowing from English coexist in Lewo.
19 This is like the “pseudo-passive” construction described for PEO (Clark 1973:569).
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(127) legiena tai na sisi lua, a-par la na sira-ga luo-ka
[TOPIC]
day ART CONJ child two 3pS-R.bear 3p EMPH female-just two-COLL
‘One day, then two children, they were given birth to, girls both of them.'
(128) 0-sape yer-marua 0-kla si maki 0-va-ni-a
3sS-want man-old 3sS-do again leaf 3sS-l.go-TR-3sO
a-kla si maki 0-va-ni-a
3pS-do again leaf 3sS-l.go-TR-3sO
‘He wanted the old man to give him some leaf(-medicine) again. When the leaf had been 
given to him... ’
This possibility, combined with the ready ability of objects to undergo left-shift topicalisation, is 
a scenario that could allow for the development of a genuine passive in Lewo, a construction type 
not found in the language and so not discussed elsewhere here. There may be the slightest 
suggestion of this construction developing, as in the following example, which was encountered 
very recently, and for which nothing similar had been seen in previous years:
(129) lala a-me-ani sa-la pelaga viowa
3p 3pS-hit-TR POSS-3pP manner bad
‘They were hit because of their bad behaviour. ’
Several informants agreed that the first argument in this sentence, cross-referenced on the verb as 
a normal subject, is in fact the plural undergoer. The singular actor is not mentioned at all, and 
the reason why they were hit occurs as a core direct argument, without the expected preposition e 
or a conjunction like kom-in ‘because o f.  The verb has the rare transitive suffix -ani, discussed 
later in §12.5.8.3. Attempts I made to construct similar clauses with other verbs failed, and it 
only worked this way with the verb we ‘to hit’ where the actor was not expressed, and the 
undergoer was plural, and both were in the third person. This particular set of circumstances 
seems to allow a switch in the role packaging of this highly transitive verb with an undergoer 
subject, and a causal object.
12.5.8. Other functions of -ni
We have seen that -ni has two main functions in Lewo. Firstly, as a valence raising device, it can 
derive transitive constructions from intransitive verbs. Secondly, when it occurs on a transitive 
verb, it specifies some argument other than patient, most frequently some kind of goal. There are 
several other circumstances in which the occurrence of -ni needs to be described.20
20 A label that has been applied to affixes in other languages that have a similar range of diverse 
functions, but are all associated with the repackaging of semantic roles into the available grammatical 
role slots, is “applicative” (eg. Grimes 1991:108, 351).
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12.5.8.1. -ni on verbal prepositions
In §11, we saw that Lewo has a number of forms that function like prepositions, but are formally 
very similar if not identical to verbs (from which they have no doubt developed). One of the 
features that helped define the verbal characteristics of these forms was the fact that they can 
occur with the transitive marker -ni. However, the occurrence of -ni is not obligatory with verbal 
prepositions:
(130) ne-la 0-va ko
1sS-give 3sS-l.go 2s
ne-la 0-va-n ko
1sS-give 3sS-l.go-TR 2s
‘I ’ll give it to you. ’
It is difficult to determine the conditioning for presence or absence of -ni in sentences like these. 
It is possible to observe that -ni occurs most of the time with lexical or noun phrase prepositional 
objects, frequently with pronominal suffixes, and seldom with prepositions before proper names.
(131) o-visa 0-va Neii 0-ve teiepon 0-vito 0-va Andy
2sS-say 3sS-l.go (name) 3sS-be telephone 3sS-go.down 3sS-l.go (name)
‘Say to Nelly to ring down to Andy. ’
12.5.Q.2. -ni with body part predicates
Two inalienably possessed body parts occur in verbal predicate-like slots in Lewo. The first of 
these is sine- ‘g u t\ which, as the Lewo “seat of the emotions’’, has a significant role in the 
figurative imagery associated with the expression of feelings and emotions.21 Many such 
expressions are constructed as intransitive clauses with a sine- subject, and a predicate indicating 
the state of the metaphorical gut:
(132) sine-la 0-kaawa
gut-3pP 3sS-strong
‘They are angry’.
However, there is an interesting expansion of this kind of expression, whereby Lewo allows the 
inalienably possessed sine- noun to occur with the transitive marker -ni, and a nominal or verbal 
complement. This construction allows the expression of the concept ‘to want’, with the possessor 
of the sine- subject being the person wanting, and the complement being the item or activity that 
is wanted.
21 The intestines are given this metaphorical function throughout Oceania, and also outside of 
Austronesia, eg. Vietnamese (M. Clark 1992:17). Clark was writing about the widespread pattern of 
Stative verb - body part terms throughout Austroasiatic and Tai languages.
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(133) inu sine-u-n na-tekaki
1s gut-1 sP-TR NOM-small
7 want the small one. ’
(134) sine-miu-n sur tai
gut-2pP-TR thing one
‘Do you want something?’
The second body part that is found in these kinds of constructions (ie. with -ni) is mape- ‘belly’, 
where it used to express the state of being pregnant. It is even more verb-like than sine- in that it 
takes the subject person prefixes.
(135) pogos ne-mape-u-n kaura iala
time 1 sS-belly-1 sP-TR twin PL
‘When I was pregnant with the twins. ’
From a purely syntactic perspective, these complements could be regarded as objects, as 
arguments brought in to the clause via the raising of valence indicated by the occurrence of -ni, 
while from a pragmatic perspective, they are clearly the content complement of “wanting” and 
“being pregnant with” respectively. Rather than trying to establish some kind of zero derivational 
process whereby the nouns sine- and mape- become intransitive verbs, or accrue valency (which 
does not occur in other situations, with there being no other nominal elements to which -ni may 
attach22), this construction type is given special status in Lewo.
12.5.8.3. -ani, a rare allomorph of -ni
The following natural text items have been encountered (the last of them is a repetition of (129) 
from §12.4.7. above):
(136) a-kus-laki-ari-ani-a
3pS-carry-stick-carry-TR-3sO
‘They carried it on a stick. ’
(137) kap 0-kinani-an yo-marua
fire 3sS-burn-TR place-bush
‘Fire burnt the bush. ’
(138) ne-kii-an mane 0-pa-ni-a
1sS-point-TR money 3sS-R.go-TR-3sO
7 held out the money to her. ’
(139) o-kawe-an ko ma-ga
2sS-bend-TR 2s TA-just
‘Just bend yourself ( “grit your teeth ”) a bit longer. ’
22 Apart from constructions with incorporated objects, see §6.4.3.
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(140) lala a-me-an sa-la pelaga viowa
3p 3pS-hit-TR POSS-3pP manner bad
‘They were hit because of their bad behaviour. ’
The -an suffix only occurs with just a few verbs like those in the examples above, and -ni does 
not occur with them. As well, neither does -ani occur with all the other verbs that take -ni. 
These two forms are therefore in complementary distribution, and so they can be regarded as 
allomorphs of the one verbal suffix.
What conditioning environment governs the occurrence of -ni -  -ani? We can note that in each 
case, the preceding vowel is [+front], ie. i or e. However, there are other verbs that fulfil the 
same condition that take -ni, so the conditioning is regarded as morphological rather than purely 
phonological. This is a synchronic assessment that says nothing about where the intrusive -a may 
have come from: an issue that raises questions of language history which, because of their interest 
to scholars in this field, are given a couple of paragraphs in the next section.
12.5.8.4. Notes on the history of -ni
The form and function of the “transitive suffixes” have been a major topic of interest in Oceanic 
language studies for some time. Two forms have been reconstructed, the “short” POC *-Ci and 
the “long” *-Cakini (Pawley 1973:115), and their functions have been described in terms of what 
has become known as “close” and “remote” transitivity (Pawley 1986:95).23
A first good guess would be that Lewo -ni (similarly to Fijian -Ci) reflects the short POc *-Ci. 
Pawley originally took this position (Pawley 1972:46)24, and gave just a question mark for 
reflexes of the long suffix, ie. none were found.
23 For example, while there was initially “little data on the question of the transformative power of 
reflexes of *-i and *-aki” (Pawley 1973:131), Pawley’s later study of these forms in Standard Fijian 
identifies five semantic classes of transitive verbs, on the basis of the semantic roles of the various kinds 
of objects which could be associated with them when they occurred with either of the transitive suffixes 
(-Ci [< POC *-Ci] or -Caki [< POC *-Cakini]). Intradirective verbs took objects denoting “the place to 
which the action is directed” (with -Ci) or “something taken along by the actor” (with -Caki); direct 
effect transitives took “patient” semantic objects (with -Ci) or instruments (with -Caki); verbs of 
speaking took “as semantic object the audience” (with -Ci) or “the content of...what is uttered” (with 
-Caki); bodily process verb objects had the role of the “place...affected or to which the action is 
directed” (with -Ci) or the “product of the action” (with -Caki); and finally, psychological verbs had as 
objects the “stimulus,...cause, focus or goal” (with -Ci) or “the underlying cause” (with -Caki) (Pawley 
1986, especially pp.90-91).
24This reference has POC *-(C)i > Baki -(C)i and Tasiko (Lewo) -(C)i [where C can be “I, n, p, r, s ,...”]. 
There is a footnote for the Lewo reflex indicating that it is “not a productive morpheme”.
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However, the description of the functions of -ni in Lewo paints quite a different picture than the 
description of the functions of its supposed historical source *-Ci. In fact, the functional evidence 
points to *-Cakini instead as the historical progenitor of Lewo -ni.25
Assuming this is so leaves the question of whether there is any evidence in Lewo at all of reflexes 
of the short suffix *-Ci? The only candidate that has been found for this is the occurrence of the 
form -via in two contexts where the occurrence of just -a ~ -ia ‘3sO ’ would be expected. This is 
only found following the verb root la ‘give, take and secondly with the serial verbal -ro ‘across ' 
(§6.7). These fully transitive contexts in Lewo do not call for a transitive suffix like -ni, and it is 
concluded here that the relic -vi has been reanalysed as part of the object suffix here.
(141) pasi a-m-la-via a pasi pe a-m-la re poll
some 3pS-R-take-3sO CONJ some NEG1 3pS-R-take NEG2 NEG3
‘Some (of them) took it/theirs, and some didn't.'
(142) ne-pisa-ro-ro-via
1 sS-R.say-RED-across-3sO
7 just mentioned part of it ’
12.6. Clause periphery
The periphery is regarded as an “adjunct to the core and subsumes non-arguments of the 
predicate” (Van Valin 1993:5). In other words, peripheral elements are those which do not 
participate in the logical structure of the verb, but which contain information that, most typically, 
sets the situation in temporal and physical space. This is mostly effected by means of temporal or 
locational nouns, or prepositional phrases (mostly with preposition e) situated following the core.
12.6.1. Temporal periphery
Temporal peripheries place events and participants in their time setting.
25 Clark states for Proto-Eastern Oceanic that when “a verb had a specific object, the verb bore a 
transitive suffix of the form *-Ci” (Clark 1973:564). In this case, the suffix would have moved from 
marking the occurrence of objects (in PEO), to marking the occurrence of objects other than that 
normally associated with the verb (in Lewo). While this might be plausible, this functionality of -ni in 
Lewo parallels that established by Pawley (1986) for the incontrovertible reflex of *-Cakini in Fijian 
(and elsewhere), and this is enough for Pawley to consider (pc.) that Lewo -ni also reflects ‘-Cakini, with 
loss of -Caki. This is in accord with the established sound correspondences as well, as POC *k > Lewo 
0. (Perhaps the loss was not complete however, as it could be suggested that the -a in the -ani 
allomorph of the suffix, just discussed in the previous section, is in fact a retention of the original 
historic first vowel of the suffix. It seems correct here to draw on Pawley’s insights further and concur 
with his comment in the same article that “comparative and historical evidence can provide important 
clues as to the nature of synchronic systems” (Pawley 1986:105).) Ross (1988) considers that there may 
indeed have been a POC *-ni transitiviser, and that *-Cakini was actually *-Caki + *-ni.
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(143) a-pim nakoneva
3pS-R.come yesterday 
[TEMPN ]
‘They came yesterday. ’
a-im pen
3pS-l.come tomorrow 
[TEMPN ]
‘They will come tomorrow. ’
(144) visae te-were 0-vim nenagane e legiena kie-ta
if 1 piS-pull 3sS-l.come now LOC day POSS-1piP
[TEMPN ] [TEMPP
‘If we could apply it now in our era.'
(145) pogos na me-si-ke ma Lepa ana sisi malum nene 0-mai
time REL 1peS-be.at-TA PREP (name)CONJ child soft DEIC 3sS-sick
[TEMPP [LOCP ]]
‘When we were up at Port Koimi, this young child was sick. ’
12.6.2. Locational periphery
Locational peripheries are often found at the start of stories, where they place the participants and 
events in their locational setting (146-147). However, they can occur at any point where such 
information needs to be given, in the body of a discourse (148), or even right at the end (149).
(146) nakonua ke-ga na, a-polu ke garo Mapena ne
before TA-just EMPH, 3pS-R.dance TA down.at (place) DEIC
[TEMPP ] [LOCP ]
‘A long time ago, they were dancing down there at Mapena. ’
(147) me-si-ke lo-si e yo napa a-sape Lopalis
1peS-be.at-TA down-sea LOC place REL 3pS-say (place)
‘We were living on the coast at the place they call Lopalis. ’
(148) naga 0-mare ma e ka-na iokove gar Vila
3s 3sS-die PREP LOC POSS-3sP garden PREP (place)
[LOCP ][LOCP ]
‘He died up in his garden at Vila. ’
(149) kia-u sun-ena 0-pis-ga e nene
POSS-IsP story-NOM 3sS-finish LOC DEIC
[LOCP ]
‘My story finishes here.'
12.7. Modality
It has been seen in the description of the Lewo verb that most verbs are marked for realis/irrealis 
mood. In the chapter on the verb phrase, it was shown that other tense, aspect and mood 
specifications can be made as pre- and post-verbal particles. Other modality functions such as 
imperative, causative and interrogative are now described.
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12.7.1. Imperative
There is no overt morphological marking of imperative mood in Lewo. However, imperative 
force can be pragmatically inferred for any clause with second person subject reference, and 
irrealis verbal aspect. A highly emphatic imperative is more likely to include the free subject 
person pronoun, and greater exaggeration of stress on the penultimate syllable.
(150) ftara, o-to-tano e nafna
mate 2sS-sit-down LOC DEIC
‘Friend, sit down there! ’
(151) E, a-yagogo-riru-ia
(excl) 2pP-listen-well-3sO 
‘Hey, listen to it properly!’
Imperatives can be softened by use of the tense-aspect marker wa ‘yet’ (152) (§ 10.12.2), and also 
situations involving both first and second person participants can appear as imperatives with first 
person inclusive pronouns (153).
(152) o-im wa
2sS-come yet
‘Please come here a moment! ’
(153) ita, te-vano
1 pi 1piS-go
‘Come on, let’s go!’
Imperatives in Lewo can often be heard without the initial subject person prefix:
(154) ka-ni-a
eat-TR-3sO
Eat it!
(155) liga-ni-a
leave-TR-3sO
‘Leave it alone! ’
It is not thought necessary to posit a formal null-subject construction, or to consider Lewo as a 
“pro-drop” language to accommodate these examples. Rather, this happens where the imperative 
is especially forceful, and with the very heavy stress on the penultimate syllable (ka and ga in the 
two examples above), there is a phonological erosion of any vulnerable material before this (the li 
in the second example, as part of the root, is not vulnerable, while the o- subject person prefix 
was vulnerable in both cases, and is lost).26
26 The analysis of similar phenomena in other languages as either pro-drop or erosion of vulnerable 
sentence-initial material was discussed on Linguist List, eg. Vol 4-121, 23 Feb 1993.
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Since states do not have agents, Stative verbs are not usually found in imperative constructions, 
although Lewo does not prohibit this. Situations can be construed where subjects of statives are 
accorded some kind of agency, whereby sentences like (156) are appropriate.
(156) o-mare
2sS-die
‘Die!’
Negative imperatives/prohibitions have their own syntax, and these are described in the chapter 
on the negative construction, §15.
12.7.2. Causative
The causative function in Lewo is not expressed formally by means of verbal derivation or 
affixation, but synthetically, using the verb kla ‘do, make’.21 It is difficult to decide whether 
such constructions are best regarded as core-layer serial verb constructions, or whether the 
material following the causative verb should be described as causative complements (see 
§14.4.4.2).
(157) ne-kla ko o-mai
1 sS-make 2s 2sS-sick
7 made you sick. ’
12.7.3. Interrogative
Indicative clauses can be transformed into confirmation-seeking interrogatives (“yes/no 
questions”) by manipulation of intonation patterns alone.
(158) 0-pari rui ee, 0-pari rui
3sS-R.carry already yes 3sS-R.carry already
‘Has she had (the baby) yet? ’ ‘Yes, she ’s already had it. ’
Yes/no questions are also often formed using the evidential po, described in §12.8.1.
12.8. Evidentials
There is a small class of three words which can be appended to the end of a clause giving some 
kind of comment on the truth value of the clause as whole, from the perspective of the speaker. 
Such sets of forms are considered by Van Valin (1993:9) to “indicate the epistemological basis
27 There is no traceable reflex anywhere in Lewo of the common POC causative prefix *pa(ka)-, 
although see fn. 33, §9.9.2.6 in relation to the Lewo particle yam ‘times’.
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for the state of affairs...expressed, ie. how the speaker came to have the information being 
uttered” (we might want to extend the characterisation of the epistemological function of the 
Lewo evidentials to include not just how the speaker came to have the information being uttered, 
but also the speaker’s assessment of its truth).
As clausal operators, modifying the clause as a whole, evidentials are predicted in Role and 
Reference Grammar theory to occur at the outer layer of clause structure (beyond nuclear 
operators like aspect, and core operators like modality), and this is indeed where they are found in 
Lewo.
12.8.1. po
This form has the force of expressing to the hearer that the speaker is not aware of the truth value 
of the proposition, and wants the hearer to give his view on it. Essentially, the form has the 
function of asking a yes/no question. Note that this is the same form as the conjunction po(na) 
‘o r’ (§16.2.2.4), and clearly related to it in meaning. It would be possible to consider that this 
evidential particle results from the loss of all the material in an alternative coordinate clause, 
leaving just the coordinator po standing alone.
(159) te-kla kapi pa-ne po
1piS-do fire today-DEIC...
‘Will we make the fire (ie. have the feast) today?’
12.8.2. yo
Here the speaker is again wanting some sort of feed-back from the hearer as to the hearer’s 
knowledge of the truth value of the proposition, but rather than claiming no knowledge of this 
himself, as with po, the speaker is suggesting with yo that it is his supposition that the 
proposition probably true.
(160) sine-la 0-kar-ta yo
gut-3pP 3sS-bite-1piO ...
‘(I think) they’re probably cross with us?’
12.8.3. pa
This third particle is used to indicate to the hearer that the speaker knows that the proposition 
claimed by the hearer in an earlier statement is not true, but that what the speaker then claims in 
contrast is definitely true. The particle is then giving a truth value assessment of each of two 
propositions submitted by two interlocutors.
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(161) a-sape mrae telu. varl pa!
3p-say hour three four ...
‘They said (it would be) at three o'clock. ’ ‘(No, they said) four! ’
The force here is declarative, rather than interrogative as for the previous two particles. Along 
with this, pa often has an added function, whereby the speaker can express surprise or annoyance 
at the hearer’s apparent not knowing, or having forgotten, the information content of the 
proposition under discussion (and hence its truth value).
(162) sa-na ki ai? Rina pa!
POSS-3sP name who (name) ...
‘ What ’s her name ? ’ ‘(Surely you knew it was) Rina! ’
Although we have stated that this particle has declarative force, it can be found in some 
questions. In the following, the speaker is indicating that he knows very well the answer to his 
own question, but has temporarily forgotten.
(163) sa-na ki ai pa?
POSS-3sP name who ...
‘What’s her name again?’
Another very important function of this particle is to express a kind of subjunctive or 
contraexpectation modality. This is a favourite way of expressing disapproval of a particular 
course of action or outcome of events.
(164) te-peno te-kili pou pa na
1piS-R.go 1 piS-dig (name) ... EMPH
‘We should have gone and dug pou-root after all (then this wouldn ’t have happened to us). ’
(165) 0-sape 0-vito-ga 0-kusi pia-peka 0-vami pa na
3sS-want 3sS-1.go.down-just 3sS-carry shell-green.snail 3sS-l.come.up ... EMPH
naga 0-pito na 0-pito 0-mono-luwe
3s 3sS-R.go.down EMPH 3sS-R.go.down 3sS-lie-always
‘He wanted to go (dive) down and bring up the green snail shell, but he went down and stayed 
down (anddidn’t come up again).
12.9. Non-verbal clauses
In many languages, non-verbal predicates and clauses arise in equational, identificational, and 
existential contexts, where, in the absence of a copula verb, a simple topic-comment structure 
juxtaposes the two NPs being related in this way. However, we have already seen that Lewo does 
have a copula verb, ve ‘to b e \ thus reducing the number of likely situations in which non-verbal 
clauses result.
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Clauses with nominal predicates occur readily with the particles and tense-aspect markers 
associated with the verb phrase (eg. tense-aspect marker in (166) below; evidential particle in
(167); and negative construction in (168)). In the chapter describing the verb phrase, quite a few 
examples of nominal predicate clauses were given, and so the discussion of these constructions 
here is brief.
Non-verbal clauses in Lewo can be associated with several different pragmatic functions. These 
can be distinguished by formal criteria as well, so it is appropriate to establish presentational, 
predicative modifier, possessive, and naming complement sub-types of non-verbal clauses.
12.9.1. Presentational clauses
I use the term ‘presentational clause’ to describe Lewo clauses with the key structural feature that 
they do not involve the juxtaposition of two noun phrases, but instead, they comprise just a lone 
predicate, which itself is made up of a nominal entity like a pronoun or noun phrase. That is, the 
basic constituency of such clauses is simply “NP” (or in terms of the earlier definition, we would 
say here that for this clause type, CLAUSE = PREDICATION = ITEM).
Presentational clauses are used to establish the identity or to assert the existence of the nominal 
referent.
(166) naga ke rui
3s TA already
‘That’s him./He’s the very one. ’
(167) po-na sa-ta vis-ena ma-ga yo
CONJ-EMPH POSS-1piP say-NOM TA-just might
(It) might (be) our language perhaps.
(168) pe sa-u re poll
NEG1 POSS-1sP NEG2 NEG3
(It’s) not mine.
Andrews notes that “presentational sentences...introduce a new entity into the discourse” 
(Andrews 1985:80). In Lewo, we often find that stories will commence with a presentational 
non-verbal clause as a “title” or indication of the main event or participants in the narrative.
(169) suni-ena na sira marua tai a-mio mapi-na
story-NOM GEN woman old ART 3pS-be.with grandchild-3sP
‘The/A story about the/an old woman and her grandchild. ’
Andrews also notes that sometimes presentational clauses can be used to “introduce an entity and 
comment on it with a relative-clause-like structure”. This can also be exemplified from the titles
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that are given to Lewo stories, such as (170) where the relative clause functions like a comment 
on the nominal topic:
(170) sa-u puru-vi napa a-me-mari-a
POSS-1sP brother REL 3pS-R.hit-kill-3sO
‘My brother whom they killed/who was murdered. ’
12.9.2. Predicative modifier clauses
Just a few adjectives were identified in the description of noun phrases. These adjectives usually 
occur as attributes of nominals, but can also function predicatively. Such usages strictly 
constitute neither verbal nor nominal predicates, but they are included here as non-verbal 
predicates. Note in (171) that non-verbal clauses allow for a clause topic to occur left-shifted out 
of the clause, just as their verbal counterparts do.
(171) la na-e Ponkovio la moki na
3p GEN-LOC (place) 3p many EMPH
‘The people from Ponkovio are very many. ’
12.9.3. Possessive clauses
These non-verbal clauses contain two nominals, the first having the role of possessor, and the 
second having the role of possessee, ie. item possessed. The second nominal is normally 
quantified in some way, either with the indefinite article tai ‘a, one’, or a numeral, or an adjective 
of quantity. Their function is to express the same genitive relationships that other languages use 
a ‘to have’ verb for, such as ownership of personal property (172) and kin relationships (173).
(172) ka-na tete kie-na puluk tai
POSS-3sP father POSS-3sP cattle ART
‘Her father has a/one head of cattle. ’
(173) naga sa-na sisi lua
3s POSS-3sP child two
‘He has two children. ’
Although it has just been stated that these clauses contain two nominals, their internal 
constituency is not immediately clear-cut. For example, in (173), the structural relationships 
could be represented as:
((naga o^picCC®303 s 's*)suB(*ua)pRED)) 
or, ((naga sana sisi)SUB(lua)PRED) 
or, ((naga)SUB(sana sisi lua)PRED)
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These various structures could represent, respectively, translations like ‘As fo r  him, his children 
(are) two. ‘His children (are) two. and ‘He (has) his two children. ’ In fact, the first two are 
probably both correct. Where topic intonation and pause mark it off from the rest of the clause, 
then naga is clearly a topic, as in the first instance. However, it is not always so clearly 
distinguished, and in the absence of this, naga Sana sisi is regarded as a nominal constituent (an 
instance of the adnominal construction described for noun phrases in §9.13.4), the subject of the 
numeral predicate lua.
This latter analysis should then permit the further addition of a TOPIC constituent, and this can 
certainly occur (174).
(174) yarn nene naga sa-na sisi lua
person DEIC 3s POSS-3sP child two
‘This man, his children are two. (ie. he has two children.)’
12.9.4. Naming complement clauses
When a personal or locational proper name is cited, a particular kind of non-verbal clause is 
employed. This clause juxtaposes two NPs, where the first is the noun phrase meaning 
‘his/her/its name ’, and the second is the actual proper name.
(175) naga na-e narin pulu-kumali tai kie-na kia Nuvi
3s GEN-LOC small village ART POSS-3sP name (name)
‘He (is) from a small village called (its name is) Nuvi. ’
(176) manu nene na kie-na kia pepauma
bird DEIC EMPH POSS-3sP name eagle
‘This bird, it’s name (is) eagle. ’
In the following example, the first part is a noun phrase (with embedded relative clause) topic, 
followed by a naming complement clause.
(177) sa-na ki viu napa supe la a-kla-ruru napa a-ligan e-a,
POSS-3sP name new REL chief PL 3pS-do-well REL 3sS-put LOC-3sO
sa-na ki Paratayuia
POSS-3sP name (name)
‘His name which the chiefs prepared to give him, his name (is) Paratayuia. ’
It must be noted that the first NP is becoming grammaticised as a complementising device in its 
own right. This is deduced from examples where the referential cohesion between the possessor 
person used in the phrase, and the subject person of the whole clause of which this name 
complement is a part, has been eroded.
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(178) inu na kia-u kia kie-na kia Kalo
1s EMPH POSS-1sP name POSS-3sP name (name)
‘As for me, my name is Kalo. (lit. As for me, its name is Kalo.)’
12.9.5. Ambience clauses
An additional clause type can be identified for Lewo from the expressions that are used to talk 
about the weather and the environment (and so the common designation of such clauses as 
“meteorological clauses” seems somewhat too specific).
These expressions appear to have developed from the word yo ‘place', as a subject, and a verbal 
predicate, in a standard intransitive clause configuration, but the construction has become 
lexicalised with the earlier subject appearing as ye- and becoming procliticised to the verb.28 
These clauses only occur with this third person singular subject, and as the appropriate verbal 
cross-reference for this elsewhere is 0-, it is indeterminate as to whether this also occurs or not 
for this clause type (eg. whether the first example below should be ye-visunu or ye-0-vlsunu). 
Note that these verbal predicates are able to distinguish between realis and irrealis. There is a 
direct Bislama analogue for this construction, pies I ..., so we get pies I hot, pies I kolkol, etc. 
(but not for all the following Lewo examples).
(179) ye-visunu
place-l.hot
‘It’s hot/sunny. ’
(180) ye-pisusunu
place-R.RED.hot
‘It ’s humid. ’
(181) ye-manin
place-R.cold
‘It’s cold. ’
(182) ye-pila
place-R.flash
‘It lightning-ed. ’
(183) ye-merarava
place-clean/clear
‘The weather is clear. ’
(184) ye-malko
place-dark
‘It’s dark/night. ’
(185) ye-m-lagi
place-R-be.day
‘Day dawned. ’
28 In other languages, such constructions are often described as having dummy or non-referential 
subjects, or as being of zero valence. However, while it is still possible to see the origins of ye- in the 
noun yo, occurring as a referential subject, with the more extended meaning of ‘the world, the 
atmosphere, the cosmos ’, it does not seem appropriate to state this for Lewo.
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(186) ye-m-yema ‘It’s moonlight.’
place-R-moonlight
(187) ye-mi-na ‘It’sfinished raining.’
place-R-?(be.dry?)
These forms can occur with post-verbal tense-aspect markers and modifiers:
(188) ye-pisusunu papis ke na wa
place-R.RED.hot very TA EMPH yet
‘I t’s still very humid yet. ’
The process of lexicalisation has proceeded for these forms so that now the combinations of 
subject plus predicate can be used as single complex nouns, with meanings like ‘heat, the sun ’, 
‘humidity’, ‘lightning’, ‘brightness’, and ‘daylight’, respectively, as core or peripheral 
arguments, or attributes, in other clauses.
(189) yepisunu 0-kovio
sun 3sS-disappear
‘The sun has disappeared (from view). ’
(190) wol-en ye-lagi 0-toko
dance-NOM.LIG daylight 3sS-desist
‘Don’t daylight-dance (ie. dance until the morning).'
One common meteorological event that might have been expected to occur in this pattern is rain. 
However, all expressions relating to rain involve regular intransitive clauses (note that the verb 
wowo is glossed ‘be raining ’, as it only occurs with the subject yuwa ‘rain ’):29
(191) yuwa 0-powo
rain 3sS-R.be.raining 
Rain is falling./It’s raining. ’
29 Note however that the initial y- that appears to have accreted to the Lewo form (cf. PNCV *?usa [< 
POC *qusan]) could also be a relic of ye-, that became so grammaticised that yuwa is now the fixed 
nominal lexeme for ‘rain ’.
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CHAPTER 13 : NUCLEAR LAYER SERIALISATION1
13.1. Introduction
At an early point in this description (§4.3.5) it was noted that serialisation is a significant and 
unitary strategy of clause linkage over different levels of the structure of the language. The 
concept of the layered structure of the clause was also presented in §12.2, and so we now proceed 
to looking at SVCs (serial verb constructions) at the nuclear (this chapter) and core layers (§14) 
of clauses. §13.2 draws from previous serialisation studies (§13.2.1) in helping establish a 
framework of facts and features on the nature of serialisation as a grammatical phenomenon 
(§13.2.2). In §13.2.3, the theoretical discussion is taken to a further level of analysis, where 
some perspectives on the mechanics and dynamics of the serialisation process are presented. In 
particular, the generalised typology of clause linkage developed by Lehmann (Lehmann 1988), 
which has been a very helpful framework for understanding how the serialisation process might 
develop over time in a language, is applied very specifically to nuclear-layer serialisation in Lewo 
(§13.2.3.3).
The description and analysis of the Lewo data doesn’t begin until §13.3, and so to briefly orient 
the reader at this point, one example of nuclear layer serialisation and one of core layer 
serialisation are given. In (1), the simple verbs wall ‘to f in d ’ and kra ‘to glance ’, which may 
each occur as main verbs in their own right, are found to occur together in, or as, a single verbal 
nucleus slot. This is regarded as an instance of a nuclear layer serial verb construction, with the 
second verb serialising to the first. (We will see later (§13.3.2) that most of the forms that occur 
in the second slot cannot also occur as main verbs like wali can, raising the question of whether 
we are dealing with a rank of verbal modifiers of some kind.)
1 Most of the material in this chapter was presented in a paper (prepared as part of my PhD studies) at 
the Sixth International Conference on Austronesian Linguistics in Hawaii in May 1991. (I appreciate 
the support of my home linguistics department at ANU in sponsoring my attendance at the conference.) 
The paper was published in Oceanic Linguistics as Early 1993. In the conference paper, an overview of 
serialisation was presented, then the Lewo data was described, and then a further section of theoretical 
discussion (the material now in §13.2.2) followed. In the presentation of this chapter now, all the 
theoretical discussion has been combined at the start. The recent growth of interest in serialisation in 
Oceanic languages does make it appropriate in this grammar to indicate some areas where the Lewo 
data is of wider typological interest, but the reader who wishes to move immediately to the presentation 
of the Lewo data could skip over the discussions of §13.2 and move directly to §13.3 and §14.
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(1) ne-kra-wali-a
1 sS-glance-find-3sO
7 noticed her. ’
In (2) we see that two apparently separate clause cores (one with the main verb kusi ‘to carry ’, 
the other with the main verb vano ‘to go ’) are juxtaposed, but they are more tightly linked (by 
devices discussed later) than is normal for two adjacent clauses. This is an instance of a core 
layer serial verb construction.
(2) o-kus suri la nene 0-vano
2sS-carry thing PL DEIC 3sS-l.go
‘Carry these things away. ’
13.2. Serialisation
13.2.1. Previous serialisation studies
Recent years have seen the publication of several important studies of verb serialisation in the 
South Pacific, such that investigators of languages in this area, whether Oceanic or Papuan, 
should be well alerted now to the strong likelihood of encountering this phenomenon.2 Not only 
are there dedicated descriptions for particular languages (eg. Johnston 1978 for Nakanai 
[Oceanic]; James 1983 for Siane [Papuan]) but also major surveys across languages (eg. 
Bradshaw 1982), as well as contributions establishing an explanatory and analytical framework 
(eg. Foley and Olsen 1985). These studies have often drawn on work on serialisation from 
outside the region, but they themselves are now being used by others in the ongoing study of the 
topic. For example, Baker’s account of the underlying syntax of serial verb constructions
2 However, verb serialisation should not be assumed to be automatically present in every language of the 
region. Lichtenberk was obviously on the look out for it in Manam, but, on the basis of language 
internal semantic, syntactic and phonological considerations, had to concede its absence as a synchronic 
feature of the language (Lichtenberk 1985a:560ff.). However, the structures he described as possible 
candidates for serial verb status (“sentences with bound predicators...(which) contain two nuclear 
predicators, but in some respects...behave like sentences with single predicators,” p. 97) show a lot of 
similarity to those which in other languages are regarded as serial verb constructions. Bradshaw 
(1982:79) does find “reflexes of causative serialization” in Manam.
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(SVCs) from a Government-Binding perspective (Baker 19893) uses insights from Foley and 
Olsen, and from Pawley’s analysis of Kalam (Pawley 1987).4
The introductions to many of these contributions relate how the understanding of serialisation in 
the Oceanic part of the world has followed on the heels of its description in African languages 
particularly, and all of them make reference to that literature, which will not be repeated here. 
However, Bradshaw presented a paper at the Third International Conference on Austronesian 
Linguistics (Bradshaw 1983) which not only outlines Dempwolff s early recognition of this 
phenomenon in Yabem, but also indicates the great insightfulness of his analysis and 
understanding of it. It is interesting that we have had to wait until the 70s and 80s to rediscover 
serialisation: Bradshaw suggests that the combined effects of wartime conditions and the more 
compelling significance of Dempwolff s other contributions, besides the fact that he wrote in 
German, have kept us ignorant of his discovery. Bradshaw gives translations of sections of 
Dempwolff s grammar of Yabem, and these make it very clear that Dempwolff had already gone 
a long way in developing a basic analytic framework of types of serialisation (same subject, 
different subject, ambient); one that has proven to be very useful for those who have come later.
With immediate regard to this description of Lewo however, the most important previous 
contribution is Crowley’s study of serial verbs in Paamese, in a paper which also summarises the 
development of the recent study of verb serialisation elsewhere and in Oceanic languages 
(Crowley 1987). Crowley refines the analytical framework developed by Foley and Olsen,5 and 
thoroughly applies the model to Paamese. He also takes a look at other closely-related North and 
Central Vanuatu (NCV) languages, and finds evidence that what earlier studies of these 
languages have handled in a number of different ways is probably the very same pattern of verb 
serialisation as he finds in Paamese. This feature then appears so pervasive in NCV that Crowley 
raises the likelihood of it being a feature of the language ancestral to all of them. Crowley’s 
paper is therefore very seminal for the whole NCV group of languages, and much of the Lewo 
data, paralleling closely the Paamese situation, can be handled without significant expansion or
3 Note that while I go on to point out aspects of Baker’s analysis at various points, his approach is in no 
way embraced or endorsed here. This is just as well, as more recently, Durie (1993) has shown 
comprehensively, that Baker’s account is flawed in a number of crucial ways, including theory-internal 
inconsistency.
4 Serialisation in Kalam has been further described now in Lane 1991. While Kalam is a Papuan 
language, Lane fully discusses serialisation in Oceanic, and elsewhere, as well. The thesis contains what 
is probably the most comprehensive survey of the serialisation literature to date.
5 The origins of this model are in Foley and Van Valin’s Role and Reference Grammar (Foley and Van 
Valin 1984).
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modification of the analytical framework he employs for that language.6 For this reason, readers 
who know Crowley’s paper will perceive aspects of this chapter as a Lewo clone of his analysis 
of Paamese. However, the parallels for nuclear-layer serialisation, described in this chapter, are 
somewhat less than for core-layer serialisation, described in §14.
Sperlich (1991) has also described serialisation for Namakir, so we are beginning to develop an 
understanding of serialisation processes in a good sample of the more southern North and Central 
Vanuatu subgroup. This chapter and the next presenting the Lewo data add to the corpus of 
information available on serialisation for NCV languages, and Oceanic in general.
13.2.2. Overview of the features of serialisation
This section will not attempt to discuss the various general definitions that have been developed 
for serialisation, nor will it propose a language-specific one for Lewo. However, some formal 
criteria that help identify Lewo core layer SVCs are noted in §14.1, and also §13.3.1 describes 
how negativisation and nominalisation help define nuclear SVCs. In both cases, lack of pause 
juncture within the SVC is a key criterion. The complex morphology of tense/aspect/mood 
specifications in say Paamese, that help distinguish a serialised verb from a verbal compound are 
not found in Lewo (Crowley 1987:60ff.).
There is now considerable agreement on the distinctive features of SVCs, and concerning the 
functions they perform in various languages. A list of features is given, somewhat similar to 
those listed by Durie (Durie nd: 12-13; his list distinguishes properties which contribute to the 
mono- and bi-clausal nature of the SVC):
• two or more verbs without normal coordination or subordination, or without the 
clause boundary markings associated with them, but with some formal binding 
(mostly phonological)
• sharing of core (and sometimes peripheral) arguments
• perceived functional semantic unity of the whole expression, but with the 
contribution of each element recognisable
• global application of specifications like polarity, and mood
• reductions in the specification of inflections normally found on independent verbs.
Various functions include the expression of:
6 As already noted, Lewo, like Paamese, is an SVO language. We will see that it is arguably more 
thoroughly nuclear-serialising than Paamese, and constitutes another counter (as in Crowley 1987:75ff. 
for Paamese) to the positive correlation that has been suggested between nuclear serialising and verb- 
final order.
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• aspect
• temporal, spatial, or psychological movement or distance or location
• logical relations like cause-effect, purpose
• various semantic roles, including Instrumental, Dative, Benefactive, Locative, 
Manner, Comitative, Accusative, Direction, Comparison (Lord 1973:270).7
The chapter also assumes some other parameters that have been employed in understanding 
serialisation as given. These are parameters relating to:
• verbs and their arguments (giving same-subject, switch-subject, multiple object,
ambient, and “conjoined participant”8 serialisation)
• the concept of a serialisation hierarchy, helping define the types of verbs that are 
most likely to enter into serialisation (motion verbs most likely, full transitives least 
likely)
• the clause layer at which serialisation takes place (ie. at the nuclear layer of the 
clause where operators like aspect occur, or at the clause core, where the operators 
are the main nominal arguments, or the clause periphery).9 We are therefore 
assuming the whole concept of the layered structure of the clause, as in Foley and 
van Valin, but certainly prefigured in eg. Pike and Pike (1977).
13.2.3. The serialisation life-cycle
13.2.3.1. Explanations
Nearly every analysis of SVCs referred to here has touched on the above problem of the category
identity of the word classes involved,10 and of how the process of serialisation occurs to varying
7 Baker’s description, for example, says that SVCs are “constructions in which a sequence of verbs 
appears in what seems to be a single clause. Usually there is only one tense/aspect specification for the 
whole chain of verbs; the verbs also have a single structural subject and share logical arguments” 
(1989:513). He also notes later that “true SVC structures and covert coordination structures seem to feel 
different to native speakers...the SVC is perceived as a single event” (p. 546).
8 This is a possible label for the fifth type suggested by Crowley (1987:48), for the situation where the 
subject and object of the first verb become the combined subject of the second. Lewo has this in 
examples like the following:
ne-mio-la me-pano
1sS-with-3pO 1peS-R.go
‘We went together ( ‘‘I with them we went”) ’.
9 See Crowley (1987:37-42) for fuller description of these, and for tracing their development in articles 
by Durie, Bradshaw, Foley and Olsen.
10 Eg. Johnston discusses the problem of category membership, but concludes for Nakanai serial verbs 
that “all of the serial verbs...have maintained their capacity to appear as main verbs, despite their
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extents, both within the syntax of particular languages,* 11 and across languages. There is also a 
strong strain throughout that these multi-verbal constructions are, for some reason, an inherently 
unstable configuration12 requiring some particular kind of explanation. Consequently, most 
discussions include some tentative statements or proposals concerning both the synchronic 
syntactic manipulations a language employs to effect SVCs,13 as well as the kind of diachronic 
developmental mechanisms that might have been at work to produce the varying degrees and 
shapes that occur.14 Lehmann describes this kind of situation well, as “a diachronic process and 
a synchronic continuum” (Lehmann 1988:201). This being so, the points of reference along the 
continuum can be taken to instantiate degrees of evolution resulting from the process at work: 
perhaps we can speak of a “serialisation life-cycle”.
Advances in understanding the syntactic mechanisms by which serialisation operates have been 
accompanied by recent emphasis on approaching it from a discourse perspective (discussed in the 
next section), giving it a pragmatic or psychological motivation. In the final section (§13.2.3.3), I 
will outline Lehmann’s theory of clause linkage which seems to integrate all this most helpfully.
frequent participation in verbal complexes...there is still their undeniable verbal potential to contend 
with; the fact that they still appear as main verbs, and with most of the verbal characteristics of verbs” 
(Johnston 1978:1058).
11 Eg. for Siane, James considers that lexical serialisation is a much less productive process than 
progressional (core level) serialisation and only occurs with very few verb stems. However, “almost 
every verb” (1983:28) can occur in progressional serialisation constructions.
12 Durie (nd.) describes it as the “well-known diachronic instability” of SVCs.
13 Eg. the clause-chaining hypothesis that Johnston (1978) employs. Or, for Siane, James concludes that 
it is highly probable that most if not all verb serialisation in Siane has “developed from same subject 
referent coordinate constructions which have ... more closely bound semantic relationship ... than is 
normal under coordination, and have dropped the coordinating suffix” (1978:65). She considers that 
“serialisation is a transition stage between coordinated sequencing of verbs and lexicalised 
compounding” (p. 69), suggesting a progression from normal clause coordination, which in a reduced 
form looks like verb sequencing, through serialising, to an end-point of lexicalised compounding. Bruce 
(1986) proposes similarly.
14 Lord (1973) shows how verbs in series have evolved into both prepositions and conjunctions: locative 
verbs into locative prepositions, and comitative verbs into both comitative prepositions and 
subordinating and coordinating conjunctions, and even further whereby another serialised verb may take 
over some of the functions carried by the preposition that itself developed from a serial verb. There is 
substantial evidence now of similar processes much closer to home, within Oceanic, but these refer to 
the development of (verbal) prepositions from core-layer serial verbs. For example, Bradshaw (1982) 
has serialised SVO(V) constructions leading to the development of result markers, and serialised 
SOV(V) constructions leading to compound verbs or classificatory prefixes. Other important sources 
include: Pawley 1973, Lichtenberk 1985, Crowley 1987, and Durie 1988. Pike’s wave theory also 
allows a process of development “which occurs in the sequence clause cluster formation leading to 
auxiliary element formation, leading ultimately to the development of verb-associated particles” 
(Johnston 1978:1048). And again, Lord observes that while verbs in serial constructions are typically 
reanalysed as “grammatical function words (prepositions, conjunctions), ... verbs in compounds are 
reanalysed as derivational affixes” (1977:148).
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13.2.3.2. Discourse-based explanation
An early example of this kind of approach15 is Lord’s suggestion (1973:293) concerning why it 
is that locative verbs in particular frequently undergo category change to prepositions under 
serialisation. She considers that a motivation for this is the fact that location is generally the least 
significant aspect of an event, and so the locative verb phrase is less important semantically to the 
flow of the discourse, and is thus most susceptible to “losing status syntactically ... ie. it loses its 
verbal properties”. She also accounts for the perpetuation of the process by observing that 
having become a preposition, the element is likely to be lost from the language as other 
semantically equivalent serial verb constructions take over the expression of the concept. Those 
who have understood SVCs as essentially a means of encoding a single proposition have also 
already been utilising this perspective, eg. Lord again, observes for Igbo that of the verb 
compounds that form, they “usually represent an action and result comprising a single event” 
(1977:148).
More recently, Durie has suggested that there is an inbuilt requirement in discourse that it “code 
every assertion so that it functions externally, with respect to its surrounding discourse context, 
as a single assertion” (Durie nd:5). The way that clauses are structured internally is understood 
to “facilitate the expression of fine-grained distinctions ... between sub-assertions” (p. 7). Lane 
also suggests that the way Kalam composes its SVCs is a reflection of the way the language as a 
whole manipulates its information structure, that is, SVCs are iconic with proposition 
formulation strategies. Serialisation involves “a continuum of syntactic and semantic bonding ... 
at one end stand SVCs resembling interclausal syntax, and reflecting patterns of discourse; at the 
other, co-lexicalised or grammaticised units” (Lane 1991:np).
It is possible that this discourse-based approach may also prove helpful for understanding how 
SVO languages like Paamese and Lewo ever developed the extensive nuclear serialising that they 
have. The way that preferred argument structure applies in Lewo narrative discourse results in a 
high frequency of non-lexical objects, resulting in many non-serial sequences of verbs (cf. §14.2). 
This situation allows for the V-V contiguity that must have been a precursor to nuclear SVC 
development.
15 It was also prefigured in, eg., Pike and Pike’s concept of paired levels in the grammatical hierarchy 
(Pike and Pike 1977:24-25), where levels of structure were associated with particular functions in 
discourse.
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13.2.3.3. Lehmann’s typology of clause linkage
Lehmann’s 1988 paper16 presents “generally applicable parameters of clause linkage”, and has 
provided a wider perspective on what is going on in Lewo serialisation. The approach taken in 
the paper integrates insights from the discourse-based approach just discussed, with the formal 
and functional parameters which have usually been employed to describe serialisation. While it is 
true that the paper does not give particular focus to the phenomenon of verb serialisation, it is 
valuable for this very reason, as it shows how serialisation can be placed within the total context 
of non-simple clause structures.
The parameters Lehmann gives for understanding clause linkage are themselves each presented as 
continua, allowing for an enormous range of possible types of clause linking cross-linguistically, 
from various types of simple parataxis to subordination and embedding.17
There are six parameters given. The first describes the extent of hierarchical downgrading of 
the second clause, which is a measure of the constituent relationship it has with the main clause 
(“second” here is taken to refer to the subordinate, reduced, or serialised constituent, as distinct 
from the “main”, “matrix” or “first” clause). By this Lehmann grades the degree to which the 
second clause occurs as a constituent of the first. In simple parataxis, the second clause remains 
fully independent, while at the other end of the scale, the second clause can be fully embedded as 
a dependent element of the main clause. Papuan medial verb constructions are given a place 
nearer the latter end of this continuum, but serial verbs are not mentioned in regard to this 
parameter. However, as highly reduced clauses, under strong positional constraint imposed by 
the main clause verb, and without independent status, it seems that the Lewo nuclear layer serial 
verbs would fit Lehmann’s own criteria for being assigned a place at the far end of the continuum 
that reflects maximal hierarchical downgrading.
The second parameter is the syntactic level of the main clause to which the second clause 
belongs. Lehmann relates this to Foley and Van Valin’s three levels of clause juncture
16 References to a certain page number (eg. “p. 189”) in the rest of this section will all refer to the 
appropriate page in Lehmann 1988.
171 hesitated at first to apply Lehmann’s theory to Lewo nuclear layer serialisation, as he looks at how 
two original predicates come to be associated or incorporated to various degrees within each other, ie. he 
accepts the traditional two-clause analysis of the underlying syntax of SVCs, which has been largely 
overturned by the approaches taken by Foley and Olsen (1985), and Baker (1989), who argue for an 
underlying single clause structure. Baker (1989:519) proposes a Generalized Serialization Parameter, 
by which there is a switch in universal grammar such that any particular language may or may not 
“allow double-headed VPs” (p. 522). There may still be problems with Baker’s analysis however, in that 
it seems limited to core-layer serialisation, and examples which display what looks like nuclear-layer 
serialisation are described as “compounds”, and he says that “the principles governing this type of 
combination seem to be somewhat different” (Baker, fn. 5, p. 521).
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(periphery, core and nucleus), but goes beyond this, and assumes “a multiplicity of syntactic 
levels between the morpheme and the paragraph” (p. 189). It is with regard to this parameter that 
Lehmann most discusses serialisation, which he describes as the “combinations of verbals to 
(form) complex verbals without the intervention of any connectives which might make explicit the 
relation between them” (p. 190). The discussion seems limited to the core layer sub-type of 
serialisation only, and as a consequence, the main clause syntactic level at which serialisation is 
considered to occur is restricted to the verb phrase. However, nuclear layer serialisation may be 
part of what is termed “verb composition” (p. 191), and Lehmann does allow for linkage of the 
second clause at the word (verb) level of the first.
The continuum he proposes for this parameter reflects this, with processes of auxiliary 
periphrasis and verbal derivation being placed at one end, beyond (core-layer) verb serialisation. 
Lewo nuclear layer serialisation would then belong in the area between these other two points on 
the scale, merging in to the end-point of verbal derivation as the serialised verbs increasingly lose 
their verbal nature and status.
This loss of verbal status is what is expressed by the third parameter, where Lehmann establishes 
the significance of measuring the extent of desententialisation of the subordinated clauses. The 
components whose progressive loss are regarded as important markers of desententialisation are 
the very factors most often described as marking the reduction of serialised verbs, such as 
“illocutionary force, mood, tense, aspect, actants (ie. arguments), and circumstants...polarity” 
(p. 193ff.). It is clear that as the second clause (serial verb) becomes increasingly 
desententialised (reduced) in terms of these features, as we have seen Lewo nuclear layer serial 
verbs do, “the whole sentence ceases to be genuinely complex” (p. 200). While the one end of 
this continuum is labelled “sententiality”, the opposite pole, where the most desententialised items 
are placed, is labelled “nominality”. At first glance, this might not seem to be the appropriate 
place for serial verbs to be located, but Lehmann describes the desententialisation or 
“nominalization” process as resulting in clauses becoming “nominal or adverbial constituents of a 
matrix clause” (p. 193). As we will see, it is the developing adverbial nature of some of the Lewo 
nuclear serial verbs that contributes to the ambiguity of their nature and status. The distinction 
between core layer and nuclear layer serialisation in Lewo can then be further understood as a 
difference in degree along this parameter, with nuclear serial verbs being more highly 
desententialised than core.
The fourth continuum scales the degree of grammaticalisation of the main verb. Lehmann 
motivates this with a discussion of causative and desiderative constructions, where in various 
languages, the main verb of a complex sentence loses its status as a lexical verb, “gets interpreted 
as a functive” (p. 203), and becomes a modal verb, an auxiliary, or an affix to the former 
subordinate (and now main) verb. Differing levels of development along this and the previous
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parameter are a key consideration for understanding how languages like those of the Papuan Tip 
have developed their classificatory verb sets, and could explain the different ways the serialisation 
process has gone in different languages, including accounting for Kalam having such a highly 
restricted set of main verbs.
We have noted that main verbs in Lewo SVCs do not typically undergo any significant degree of 
semantic bleaching or reduction in function, but we can note that there are some hints of this 
taking place with just a few verbs. For example, the serial verb -kol ‘jo in ’ can occur with many 
different main verbs (eg. visa-kol say-join ‘add comments to ’), one of which appears to be ya, 
as in ya-kol ‘to jo in ’. However, this form ya is not known otherwise, and cannot be given any 
meaning of its own, other than as a dummy verb that permits -kol to occur and mean simply ‘to 
jo in ’. Another example is in the combination ke-pu ?-turn ‘change, eg. time on watch’. A 
main verb ke is found elsewhere, but always with the meaning ‘sprinkle with water, wash ’ and 
it is hard to see how this could be the same ke, or to know what meaning should be assigned to 
it.
There is no particular continuum proposed for the fifth aspect, but it is also crucial to the 
discussion of serialisation, because it is here that Lehmann discusses the extent to which two 
clauses might share elements of their semantic content (mainly arguments), and the extent to 
which this is signalled syntactically (mainly by non-specification and “syntagmatic interweaving”, 
p. 204). Lehmann labels this feature interlacing, and in so far as argument sharing is by 
definition an important feature of SVCs, we can say that serialised constructions are highly 
interlaced. In fact, nuclear serial verbs are as highly interlaced within the main clause as we 
might imagine any second clause could be, both syntactically (as a word-level constituent of the 
main verb) and semantically (making no independent contribution of argument, or of tense, mood, 
aspect etc. as normally signalled on verbs). The matter of whether two consecutive verbs or 
clauses have the same or a different subject is therefore one aspect of the way in which the 
clauses may be interlaced, and so this is the place in the discussion of clause linkage where 
Lehmann discusses switch-reference (p. 205-6).
The final aspect, explicitness of linking, is again expressed in terms of a continuum, grading 
from linked clauses which have a fully explicit (often highly anaphoric) conjoining device (eg. 
tail-head linkages), through those with other lesser devices (eg. conjunctions), reducing to those 
which can be linked without any formal device other than juxtaposition or incorporation, ie. pure 
asyndesis. With respect to nuclear layer serialisation, we are clearly at this latter end of the 
continuum.
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Lehmann discusses various implicational relationships between various of these continua, and 
then concludes by grouping them all as components of a single process. He provides the 
following chart for this:
Figure 4 : Lehmann’s “parallelism of clause linkage continua” (1988:2171
elaboration <---------------------------------> com pression
weak
parataxis
Downgrading o f subordinate clause
<---------------------------------> strong
embedding
high
sentence
Syntactic level 
<---------------------------------> low
word
weak
clause
Desententialization
<---------------------------------» strong
noun
weak
lexical verb
G ram m aticalization o f m ain predicate
<---------------------------------> strong 
grammatical affix
weak
clauses disjunct
Interlacing
<---------------------------------> strong
clauses overlapping
maximal
syndesis
Explicitness o f linking
<---------------- -----------------> minimal
asyndesis
The “common functional denominator” underlying all the different continua is expressed in this 
way: all of the continua “extend from a pole of maximal elaboration to a pole of maximal 
compression...of lexical and grammatical information”. Presumably, at any point in its 
grammar, each language will find its place somewhere between these two poles, and equally 
presumably, most languages will at any time be in a process of moving towards one or the other 
of them. Or, in the way Lehmann appears to think of it, at any time a language will be subject to 
“two opposing forces”, pressuring it in both directions simultaneously. In more current terms, we 
have “competing motivations” at work.
This framework helps us understand core-layer serialisation and nuclear-layer serialisation as 
essentially the same phenomenon, and to place this phenomenon within a total understanding of 
clause linkage. Using the above terminology, core and nuclear layer serialisation differ little in 
terms of explicitness of linking, interlacing and grammaticalisation of the main verb. However, in 
terms of the other three parameters (desententialisation, syntactic level and hierarchical 
downgrading), nuclear-layer serialisation occupies a place almost as close to the “compression” 
pole as can be imagined, with core-layer serialisation further removed. Lehmann uses a sentence
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which incorporates an SVC, from the Papuan language Kobon, to exemplify the kind of clause 
linkage that occurs at this end of the continuum (p. 219).
Another way of expressing the “expansion-compression” idea is to consider that situations where 
two verbs are involved in the expression of a single proposition could involve some degree of 
inherent instability, such that whichever of the two is the least semantically salient seems destined 
to become deverbalised (desententialised or grammaticalised) in various ways. It will then be 
drawn towards, or incorporated into other constituents of the structure of what is now the main 
clause, in one of two ways: either by developing closer relationships with nominal arguments, and 
becoming a preposition, or by becoming more closely associated to the main verb as an adverbial 
adjunct or grammatical marker of some kind.
This scenario is also predictively powerful. Where the pressure towards compression persists, we 
should expect languages with core-layer serialisation only to move in the direction of nuclear- 
layer serialisation as well. Where nuclear-layer serialisation already occurs in a language, we 
should expect the process of incorporation to continue to the extent that the serialised verbs 
increasingly lose their verbal status, and become reanalysed as adverbials and verbal affixes. At 
a later stage, we should see complete delexification of the serialised elements, allowing possibly 
for the development of new verb roots.
As a final note in this discussion, it is interesting to observe that while Lewo has allowed for an 
extreme degree of compression in this particular part of its structure, many areas of maximal 
elaboration can be identified in natural discourse, such as tail-head linkages, fully-explicit 
expectancy chains, and the preferred use of temporal order.
13.3. Nuclear layer serialisation in Lewo
13.3.1. Syntactic criteria
By definition, the serialisation examples given here and later in §14 will show how a single 
propositional element may contain two or more verbs, each of which contribute their meanings to 
what is perceived in the language as some kind of unitary semantic whole. With core layer 
examples, it will be found that arguments may occur between the verbs, indicating that the locus 
of the serialisation is the core of the clause. However, with nuclear layer serialisation, the verbs 
that constitute the SVC are much more tightly bound within the nucleus of the clause.
A number of syntactic criteria are indicative of this bonding. For example, verbs that are 
serialised to another main verb within the nucleus of the clause can never take subject person 
prefixes, and they can never be separated by arguments from that main verb. Before looking at
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examples of these however, we need to look at how we can justify the concept of the clause 
nucleus for Lewo. There are three18 useful diagnostics here for assessing the degree of binding 
that exists between a main verb and the other elements within the VP, and hence for defining the 
clause nucleus: negativisation,19 nominalisation, and object marking. In each of the first two 
situations, the morphological encoding of the process comprises a bipartite shell (a disjunctive 
morpheme in the case of the nominaliser, and as two distinct particles with the negative) that 
wraps its object, the clause nucleus, at each end. Object marking entails the marking of transitive 
verbs with -a.
In (3) below we see a simple SVO kernel sentence (a), followed by its (irrealis) negative form (b) 
(the main verb muni is negativised with the preposed ve and the postposed re [many negative 
constructions also include a third element po(li) at the end of the clause]). In (c) we have a noun 
formed by the addition of na-...-ena to the verb root, and then in (d), the transitive verb takes the 
object suffix -a, in the absence of an overt lexical object.
(3a) omam me-mu-n wi
1peS 1peS-drink-TR water
‘We drank water. ’
(b) omam ve me-mu-n re wi
1peS NEG1 1peS-drink-TR NEG2 water
‘We will not drink water. ’
(c) na-mu-ni-ena
NOM-drink-TR-NOM
‘A drink, something drinkable. ’
(d) a-ne 0-mu-ni-a?
who-DEIC 3sS-drink-TR-3sO
‘Who drank it?’
To indicate one way in which these features delimit the nucleus of the verb phrase, we can 
observe, for example, that the main class of adverbials (as si ‘again’ below) cannot be 
incorporated within these structures:
18 A fourth candidate, goal marking with the transitiviser -ni, is not as clear-cut as these other three, 
with some nuclear serial verbs following it (tagi-n-kare ‘cry-TR-spoil’), and others preceding it (kila- 
lue-n ‘do-always-TR ’). There are also some unresolved features of object marking as well, for example, 
in the following case where the nuclear serial verb -lue ‘always ’ follows the object particle:
me-sitom-wali-ko lue-ga
1peS-think-find-2sO always-just
‘We remember you always. ’
19 Crowley also uses the scope of negation to help define the domain of nuclear serialisation (1987:60). 
The Paamese negative is also disjunctive, and shows cognacy with the Lewo form.
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(4) omam me-mu-n si wi
1pe 1peS-drink-TR again water
‘We drank water again. ’
(5) omam pe me-mu-n re si wi poli
1pe NEG1 1peS-drink-TR NEG2 again water NEG3
‘We didn ’t drink water again. ’
Now that we can identify the outer limits of the verb phrase nucleus in this way, we can go on to 
note that nuclear-layer serial verbs (underlined below) are always incorporated within these 
boundaries:
• within the negative construction:
(6) pe a-m-ila-ar-ta re poli
R.NEG1 3pS-R-help-carry-1 piO NEG2 NEG3
‘They didn’t encourage us. ’
(7) ve te-we-kare la re
NEG1 1 piS-hit-spoil 3p NEG2
‘Let’s not beat them up. ’
• nominalised:
(8) na-ila-ar-ta-ena
NOM-help-carry-1 piO-NOM
‘The encouraging us, ie. our being encouraged. ’
(9) na-su-mo-n-la-ena
NOM-be.at-before-TR-3pO-NOM
‘The leader of them/their leader. ’
• with object marking:
(10) vise-na napa a-pisa-ari-a
say-NOM REL 3pS-say-carry-3sO
‘The talk that they promised. ’
13.3.2. The nuclear serial verbs
Table 64 gives the current listing of the large closed class of elements that occur in the second (or 
subsequent) position serialised to a main verb:20
20 Durie gives an explanation for why (in Oceanic SVO languages at least) it is the second verb that 
undergoes serialisation, not the first (Durie nd.:25-26).
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Table 64 : Nuclear layer serial verbs
F O R M GLOSS F O R M GLOSS
-(w)ari ‘ca rry ' -kokani ‘lie  (untrue)’
-kalawa ‘go over’ -koli ‘jo in  ’
-kapara ‘excessive time ’ -kopeni ‘blame ’
-kapi ‘crooked’ -korena ‘fu tile  ’
-kare ‘sp o il’ -koskos ‘h u rry ’
-kewea ‘cheat’ -kotali ‘tr ic k ’
-kilale ‘understand’ -lae ‘unexpected’
-kilia ‘know ’ -lalae ‘careless ’
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Table & (cont.)
F O R M GLOSS F O R M GLOSS
-lani ‘single movement’ -prani ‘comitative ’
-lari ‘remove ’ -pu ‘change ’
-lawe ‘thoughtless ’ -pan ‘goad’
-leini ‘in o rd e r’ -pan(top) ‘do on the spot ’
-lelani ‘bu rn t’ -pe ‘break through, destroy ’
-lele ‘bad, to ta lly ’ -pege ‘waken ’
-lep ‘bad ’ -pele ‘unable ’
-li ‘attempt’ -pelu ‘in the da rk ’
-ligani ‘leave ’ -pesa ‘f i r s t ’
-iilu ‘casual’ -pili ‘in o rde r’
-lologi ‘c lea r’ -ra ‘together’
-loloni ‘d ra g ’ -rau ‘ behind ’
-lu ‘mistakenly ’ -ro ‘divide ’
-lua ‘separate single element’ -rol ‘wound’
-lue ‘always ’ -ruru ‘do well ’
-lupari ‘prohib itive ’ -silu ‘fast from  food ’
-make ‘to ta lly effected’ -supe ‘return ’
-male ‘slowly ’ -tame ‘answer’
-malio ‘slowly ’ -ten ‘exchange ’
-mamaga ‘f u l l ’ -terereni ‘miss ’
-mare ‘recent’ -tetae ‘spread’
-marani ‘return ’ -tete ‘unable’
-mate ‘w a it’ -toro ‘unsteady’
-meri ‘m ark ’ -vae ‘d ive rt’
-mi ‘ovem ight/w ithout eating ’ -vani ‘clean ’
-mo ‘before ’ -veve ‘evaluative ’
-moi ‘on side ’ -viani ‘show ’
-mumu ‘crush ’ -vioi ‘guard ’
-malu ‘up righ t’ -vivi ‘circle around’
-mari ‘k i l l ’ -wae ‘assist; cf. pae ’
-nene ‘destroy’ -wali f in d ’
-oro ‘s tro ll ’ -wani ‘h ide ’
-pae ‘assist; cf. wae ’ -wauni ‘above head’
-pali ‘miss ’ -wawa ‘permanently ’
-pea ‘awaken, frighten ’ -wele ‘guess ’
-perpere ‘righ t a t ’ -wo ‘cover, preventative ’
-pilo ‘join, un itive ’ -worwor ‘exposed’
-piora ‘a round ’ -wowa ‘burst’
-plani ‘do to several items ’ -wowe ‘cranky ’
-po ‘complete ’ -yau ‘above ’
-pogo ‘waken ’ -yavi ‘small actions ’
-polo ‘join, heap together’ -yoni ‘w ith e ffo rt’
-poni ‘push ’ -yoyo ‘pa rt appearing ’
-popog ‘day-dream ’ -yu ‘extend’
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The above listing (104 items)21 is reminiscent of similar lists found in Crowley (1987:69-71) for 
Paamese and in Bradshaw (1982:39, 54) for Numbani and Manam. The Paamese list gives 45 
verbs that can occur in nuclear SVCs, the Numbani list is for 13 resultative particles, and the 
Manam list is for 9 resultative verbs. In each case, most of the listed forms have semantic 
equivalents in the Lewo forms above, but the Lewo list is obviously much more extensive than 
these others.22
Several examples of common nuclear SVCs using these forms are given:
Table 65 : Examples of nuclear layer SVCs
F O R M G L O SS M E A N IN G
te-ari cut-carry ‘c u t w ith  s in g le  s w ip e ’
m are-lae die-unexpected ‘d ie  w ith o u t w a rn in g  (person , e n g in e ) ’
te-lani cut-single movement ‘lig h t (a  m a tc h ) ’
kani-lele eat-bad ‘b u rn t  to  c in d ers  ’
k us-lua carry-remove ‘c a rry  aw a y; a d o p t’
visa-lupari say-prohibit ‘f o r b i d ’
te -p e cut-break ‘s la sh  th ro u g h  ’
su-riru be at-do well ‘b e  q u ie t ’
ure-ro pull-divide ‘p u ll  a p a r t ’
si-van i cut-clean ‘p e e l  ’
v isu -v e v e look-evaluate ‘c h e c k  on  ’
v isa-w ali say-find ‘a n n o u n c e  ’
m un-w ani drink-hide ‘d r in k  s u r r e p ti t io u s l\  ’23
There is no general limitation on which verbs may occur in the first slot of these sequences (it 
also allows borrowed forms), while the second set is limited to the forms listed earlier. Apart 
from this constraint however, the formation of these constructions appears to be quite a 
productive process,24 despite the fact that some serial verbs have very limited distributions, in 
some cases occurring with just one possible main verb:
21 Some of these forms may themselves be composed of frozen serial verbs: lupari could be lupa (verb) + 
-ari and -lari could be -lua + -arl. In both cases, the meaning of the supposed combined form is a 
semantically plausible derivation from the meanings of the two separate parts.
22 Crowley (1987:79) also refers to the list of about seventy ‘post_verbal particles’ which Charpentier 
lists for the Port Sandwich language. However, it seems to me that many of those could be adverbial 
particles less close-knit to the verb than nuclear SVCs.
23 This list of compounds is again similar to those given in Crowley for Paamese, and in Bradshaw for, 
eg., Gedaged (Bradshaw 1982:58).
24 Of course, not every possible combination is found, and others have expressed this in terms of 
pragmatic constraint: “In Igbo, the main restriction on suffixation seems to be the semantic-pragmatic
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mare-pantop die + ? 'up and die on the spot’
kra-vioi glance + ? ‘guard’
For some main verbs though, the use of these nuclear serial elements is very extensive, especially 
with the most generic main verbs, like kla ‘make’, visa ‘say’, visu ‘see’, and wari ‘carry’. For 
example, the use of these forms with visa ‘say’ allows for very fine shades of meaning to be 
expressed, with virtually no reduction or change in the basic core meaning of the main verb:
Table 66 : SVCs formed from visa ‘to sav’
FORM GLOSS TRANSLATION
visa-ari say-duration ‘promise ’
visa-kare say-spoil ‘criticise ’
visa-kilia say-know ‘explain ’
visa-kokani say-lie ‘lie’
visa-koli say-join ‘make additional comments about’
visa-kopen say-excuse ‘make an excuse ’
visa-kotali say-trick ‘trick’
visa-lae say-unexpected ‘say impulsively ’
visa-lawe say-thoughtless 'say without thinking about’
visa-leini say-in order 'pass on message ’
visa-li say-try ‘attempt to say ’
visa-lologi say-clear ‘explain point by point ’
visa-lu say-mistakenly 'say wrong ’
visa-lua say-re move ‘command ’
visa-lupari say-prohibit ‘forbid’
visa-make say-totally ‘say everything ’
visa-mare say-recent ‘just said’
visa-mumu say-crush ‘grumble ’
visa-pae say-assist ‘say part o f
visa-pali say-miss ‘say off the point ’
visa-pilani say-several items ‘announce a list’
visa-pirani say-join ‘talk to a consensus ’
one of limiting compounds to representing situations or events conceivable by the speaker, given his 
intellectual and cultural experience. And ... once a compound is formed, it may take on idiosyncratic 
meaning and syntactic behaviour, becoming lexicalised” (Lord 1977:150). James expresses the 
perspective similarly: “as long as their semantic functions are compatible” (1983:33). Bruce also refers 
to SVCs as encoding “culturally determined commonly associated events” (1986:26).
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Table 66 (cont)
FORM GLOSS TRANSLATION
visa-pege say-waken ‘awaken ’
visa-pele say-unable ‘cannot say’
visa-pesa say-first ‘say first’
visa-ruru say-do well ‘speak well o f
visa-ro say-divide ‘interrupt’
visa-tame say-answer ‘answer’
visa-tete say-unable ‘shouldn ’t/can’t say ’
visa-vae say-divert ‘ramble ’
visa-wali say-find ‘announce ’
visa-wele say-guess ‘guess ’
visa-wani say-hide ‘say in secret’
visa-wo say-cover ‘prohibit’
visa-wo we say-cranky ‘speak crazily'
visa-yu say-extend ‘discuss ’
For each of these, like all the SVCs already listed, the productive nominalisation strategy allows 
for the construction of lexemes which are nominal forms of any of these:
na-visa-yu-ena NOM-say-extend-NOM ‘discussion ’
Several important points need to be made with regard to the cooccurrence of main verbs with a 
serialised verb. The first is that for some particular combinations, some degree of semantic 
bleaching has occurred, leading to some apparently idiosyncratic or idiomatic meanings:
visa-lupari say-prohibit 
kla-lupari do-prohibit 
but visu-lupari see-prohibit
kla-mumu do-crush 
but visa-mumu say-crush
‘prohibit’
‘stop something happening ’ 
‘recognise, realise’
‘crush ’
‘grumble ’
However, this may not strike the speaker as strange or inconsistent at all, and the problem is 
simply one of understanding the semantic components of meaning of the serial verb and their 
precise range.25
25 This has been expressed by others, not only with respect to different meanings of the same serial verb, 
but with regard to (apparent) differences in meaning between verbs occurring independently and in 
serial form: eg. Awobuluyi, who argued against using semantic difference as a line of evidence for 
distinguishing two different kinds of Yoruba verbs: “setting idiomatic English usage aside ... the so- 
called pairs of semantically differing plain and modifying verbs actually turn out to have the same literal 
meaning” (1973:99). Further, “the verb is not semantically and categorially ambiguous just because it 
can be glossed in two different ways in English” (1973:98).
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The second point, related to the above, is that for any given verb + serialised verb pair, there is 
likely to be a number of different semantic sums that could result from the addition of the 
meanings of the parts. It is difficult to predict for many pairs whether just one or several of these 
possibilities are correct, and if just one, which of them might in fact be “the right answer”. For 
example, the pair mon ‘stay, lie ’ + -korena ‘empty, worthless, alone ’ can be combined, and the 
meaning of the combination in different contexts can be ‘to lie alone’, ‘to be sitting empty’, ‘to 
be doing nothing’, but also, less predictably, ‘to be single, unmarried’. The pair su ‘be a t’ + - 
kokan ‘false, lie’ could perhaps mean many things, but is mainly used to describe someone 
who is trying to find a good excuse to hang around somewhere where it looks like some good 
food could be appearing.
A third consideration is that there are some serial forms with meanings so similar that they are 
hard to distinguish. In the list above, the forms -pea, -pegea, and -pogoia all occur. These are 
all used for an action that is intended to awaken someone else, so are most commonly used with 
verbs like ‘hold’, ‘shake’, ‘poke’, ‘speak’, or ‘call’. However, not every single combination is 
possible, as the following table indicates:
Table 67 : Serial verb co-occurrences
yal ‘topoke’ vio ‘to call’
-pea yal pea S viopea X
-pegea yal pegea viopegea
-pogoia yalpogoia X viopogoia
We see that for poking to awaken someone, only the first two serial forms may be used (however 
the third is possible when reduplicated, to give yal-po-pogoia). For the action of calling to 
awaken someone, the first is not accepted. While it may be possible to claim that the three 
similar forms now current originate from earlier dialectal variants, it is very difficult to know 
whether the collocational restrictions noted here reflect very fine shades of semantic 
distinctiveness between the forms, or to understand why they exist.
Another pair that seem to overlap semantically in many cases are -tete and -pele, which both 
mean something like ‘unable to do something’. These forms seem to collocate quite freely with 
different verbs, but with some they are judged to have the same meaning, while with others, the 
meanings are understood to be different. We will see how this works out with the three verbs, 
kan ‘car’ vis ‘speak’, and wula ‘jum p’.
Speakers of Lewo report that they do not see any difference in meaning between the last pair, but 
the first two pairs are felt to be different.
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kan-pele
kan-tete
‘unable to eat (because full up already)’ 
‘unable to eat (because don’t like the food)’
vis-tete
vis-pele
‘unable to speak (because bom that way)’
‘unable to speak (because o f some other hindrance)’
wula-pele
wula-tete
‘unable to jump ’ 
‘unable to jump ’
Another subset of semantically closely related forms are those associated with something being 
done in error or mistakenly, -lae covers this area of meaning with a focus on the accidental 
nature of the error, while -lu covers it with greater emphasis on the outcome being contrary to 
that intended. A third particle, -pal, difficult to distinguish from -lu, seems to draw attention to 
the error that resulted, rather than what should have taken place. All of these can occur on their 
own in certain contexts, but we often find the last two occurring with -lae:
visa-lu-lae ‘unexpectedly say the wrong thing'
visa-pal-lae ‘accidentally say A instead o f B ’
Once again the idiosyncratic nature of the meaning and function of the SVCs that the language is 
able to form is demonstrated, reinforcing our impression of the expressive richness of this feature 
of Lewo structure.
The fourth point to note is that the system is not completely productive. We have already noted 
that only culturally appropriate, conceptually possible, highly relevant and semantically salient 
SVCs would be expected to occur, but beyond this, we can also note that some combinations that 
might fit these requirements are in fact not permitted. For example, the serial verb -lolon 
‘directly’ can be found to occur readily with many verbs like ki ‘to point to ’, and kirlrl ‘to run’, 
giving, predictably, ki-lolon ‘to point directly a t’ and kiriri-lolon ‘to run straight towards’ 
respectively. We might expect then that visa ‘to say’ should also be able to combine with - 
lolon to give a combination meaning ‘to say directly to ’, but in fact this is not the case, with 
speakers not accepting the collocation of these two items. Similarly, the verb kra ‘to glance a t’ 
can happily take -wall ‘fin d ’ and -ro ‘across’, but not -lu ‘mistakenly’ or -ari ‘carry’. Perhaps 
notions of intentionality and temporality help us understand why these last two combinations 
cannot occur: if glancing is considered an involuntary or reflex kind of action, then it cannot be 
done “mistakenly”, and if it is considered to be a punctiliar kind of action, then it cannot be 
accorded duration, or to have effect over a period of time.26
26 Explanations appealing to semantic plausibility are problematic however, as foreign analysts mostly 
lack the emic perspective to make such judgements. The non-occurrence or non-acceptability of certain 
combinations that might otherwise be predicted as likely to occur or be acceptable could result from a 
clash of the analyst’s cultural grid with that of the native speaker.
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13.3.3. Multiple serialisation
Such sequences of two verbs as those above are naturally well-exemplified in the literature, but 
languages for which examples with three or more verbs are given, for either core or nuclear layer 
serialisation, are infrequent.27 However, one of the distinctive features being claimed for Lewo 
nuclear SVCs is that combinations of more than two elements are very common (we have already 
seen that some core SVCs may also entail more than two verbs):
• three elements:
(11) visa-yu-li
say-extend-try
‘Try to talk over. ’
(12) kila-pele-yoni
make-unable-with.effort
‘Struggle to do unsuccessfully. ’
•  ■ four elements:
(13) visu-veve-ruru-li
see-evaluate-do.well-try
‘Try to check it out really well. ’
• six elements(contrived, but accepted):
(14) visa-lupari-kokani-kare-ruru-li
say-prohibit-lie-spoil-do.well-try.
‘Try to pretend to prohibit someone from doing something, and really upsetting them in the 
process. ’
27 James gives an example with four (1983:33). And of course there is Kalam: Lane notes “the potential 
in Kalam for SVCs of considerable length - up to nine or ten stems long” (1991 :np.), but neither of these 
are Oceanic languages. The formation of complex serialised lexical units in Kalam is regarded by Lane 
as a natural (although not necessarily inevitable) consequence of the language having a closed verb class 
of 100 or so stems, but the ready ability of Lewo to form complex serial units of up to six stems does not 
seem to correlate with any such restriction on the number of main verb stems in the language. Similar 
multi-verb concatenations are described for Burmese, where they are regarded as “incorporated verbs” 
(Smeall 1975).
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Other non-verbal material is not found to interrupt the contiguity of these nuclear SVCs, except 
the transitive marker, -ni (here -in):
(15) 0-pa 0-pa-tetae-in-ruru ma-na togi
3sS-R.go 3sS-R.spread.flat-separate-TR-well POSS-3sPmat
‘She went and spread out properly her mat. ’
(16) a-wolu-n-li-lue-n
3pS-dance-TR-try-always-TR
‘They will always dance (a certain style). ’
This description of how the pieces of this area of Lewo syntactic structure go together has 
attempted to convey something of the heavy burden of semantic expression that this system 
carries for Lewo. To fully explore and capture the richness of this system will require a great 
deal more semantic and lexicographic effort.
13.3.4. Status of nuclear serial verbs
Up until now we have spoken unequivocally of these Lewo nuclear serial verbs as just that: verbs 
in a serial relationship with the other verbs they follow. It is clear that nuclear SVCs are in a 
paradigmatic relationship with independent verbs (ie. they occupy the same slot in the structure of 
the verb word as do regular verbs), and that the nuclear serial verbs are not paradigmatically 
associated with other demonstrably non-verbal forms. However, the status of the nuclear serial 
verbs is problematic, as we can observe that of the 104 of them listed above, only 16 of them 
have been found to occur as main verbs independently (cf. 21 out of 45 which never occur as 
independent verbs in Paamese; Crowley 1987:70-71), and in some cases, this is only with a fairly 
significant change in meaning. Both these factors are indicators of their being less than normally 
verbal.
There are strong indicators of their verbal nature however, such as the fact that they can 
reduplicate:28
stom-wele think-guess ‘suspect’
stom-wele-wele think-RED-guess ‘thinkabout in advance'
visa-ro-ro say-RED-divide ‘say in outline'
koan-vira-viran throw-RED-join ‘throw in a heap’
V-ar-ar V-RED-carry ‘do Vrepeatedly’
28 Crowley lists four considerations at this point for Paamese: reduplication; inherent transitivity or 
intransitivity; potential for taking full range of verbal inflections; and semantic resemblance to verbs 
(1987:61-62).
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Reduplication can be quite productive, and interacts with reduplication on the verb roots. For 
example, the following forms can all be found:
Further, there are some indications of a residue of realis/irrealis marking in that some forms may 
occur with either marking, although independently of the marking on the main verb it seems:
visa-prani and visa-vrani say-join ‘agree’
The categorial distinctiveness of main verbs and serialised forms is evident where one form can 
appear as both, eg. ligan. As a verb, this means ‘to depart, leave, leave alone’ while in serial 
formations it means ‘to do something incompletely, or with residue remaining’. Both occur in 
the following example:
(17) wa nene 0-pim na 0-m-ligan-ligan-lue suri la rui
boat DEIC 3sS-R.come CONJ 3sS-R-leave-residue-alwaysthing PL already
‘That boat is always coming and leaving only part of the cargo. ’
This is clearly not reduplication of ligan here, because the reduplicated form of this verb as 
found elsewhere is li-ligan. Speakers of Lewo accepted either or both of the two ligan forms 
above being reduplicated in this way for this example.
There is therefore an inherent ambiguity in the potential categorial affiliation of these forms. If 
they do constitute a subclass of verbs, then it is perhaps unusual that so many of them have lost 
the ability (by the “normal process of lexical loss and replacement”; Crowley 1982:167) to occur 
as main verbs in matrix clauses, and it is difficult to motivate the particular set of verbs for which 
this has occurred. The claim that these forms have all arisen from an earlier class of verbs can no 
longer be proven from within the language, and may be only partly answerable from comparative 
evidence. But then, if they are to be classed as verbal modifiers/adjuncts/affixes, they still 
constitute an unusually large closed class, whose semantic criteria for inclusion are difficult to 
delimit. In some ways these particles function somewhat like English verb + preposition 
constructions {‘take on’, ‘break down’, ‘carry over’, etc.), where the meaning of the whole 
construction can be ascertained from the combined meanings of the two constituent elements. 
However, this English construction also represents a whole range of English verbal idioms ( ‘take 
off (someone)’, ‘cut out (doing something)’, ‘get over (sickness)’), and some Lewo forms also 
fall into this category.
We can also note that this categorial variation is reflected across the Lewo dialects. For example, 
in Moriu, the form -kokan ‘deceive, lie ’ can occur as both a main verb, and serialised:
kla-li
kla-kla-li
kla-li-li
kla-kla-IMi
do-try
RED-do-try
do-RED-try
RED-do-RED-try
‘try and do ’
‘try and do several times ’
‘try hesitantly to do ’
‘try hesitantly several times to do ’
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(18) ne-kokani-a ko [Moriu]
1 sS-deceive-3sO 2s
7 deceived, you. ’
ne-kla-kokan 0-pa-n-ko
1sS-do-deceive 3sS-R.go-TR-2sO
7 did a trick on you. ’
while in Nikaura, the same form is not accepted as a main verb, but only in serialised 
constructions:
(19) ne-pisa-kokan 0-pa ko [Nikaura]
1sS-R.say-deceive 3sS-R.go 2s
7 told you a lie. ’
13.3.5. Further analysis
We will probably just have to live with this categorial ambiguity, but there are two key aspects of 
these nuclear SVCs in Lewo that need to be, and should be able to be, clarified further. The first 
concerns their role in valency and transitivity. In so far as most of the nuclear serial verbs have 
lost their independent status, they can no longer be spoken of as genuinely transitive and so on, 
but some observations can be made. Firstly, they can be found occurring with intransitive verbs:
(20) a-mono-mi yomarua
3pS-sleep-without.eating bush
‘They overnighted in the bush without eating. ’
Secondly, they do not seem to affect the valency of the main verbs that they occur with. This role 
seems to be reserved for the transitive suffix -nl, which often functions to increase valency:
(21) a-mono-mi-n nompui tetanl lala
3p-sleep-without.eating-TR pig wild pi
‘They overnighted without eating to get some wild pigs. ’
It is also interesting to observe the number of nuclear serial verbs that actually preserve a final 
-ni in their form. They may still occur with the transitive suffix:
(22) na-kla-viani-ena
NOM-do-show-NOM
‘Teacher. ’
(23) na-kla-viani-ni-ena 
NOM-do-show-TR-NOM
‘Teaching. ’
A second area requiring more work is the possibility of there being levels of internal structure 
within the more complex serialised clusters. If the forms are regarded as a class of post-verbal 
modifiers (mainly resultative and manner of action particles), then it would not be at all
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surprising to find some ordered subclasses among them. Already, for example, the final sequence 
-kare-ruru is very common, where the -ruru ‘do well’ functions more as an intensifier of the 
-kare ‘spoil’ than of the main verb. It appears that the way in which the sequences are ordered 
does show traces of being semantically motivated: those verbs which in some way closely detail 
or delimit the nature of the action of the main verb occur closest to it, while those most removed 
from it are those which make a more general comment about the overall effect of the total action, 
or of the actor’s or undergoer’s involvement or response to it. Between these poles are verbs 
which can give additional information about the more highly-specified action. Development of 
such semantic layering certainly betrays the developing syntactic nature of these forms as 
modifiers to a head.29 For example, taking the verb te ‘to cut’, the serial verb -wowa ‘split’, 
and the serial verb -pae ‘do together’, the following are possible:
(24) a-te-wowa-ia
3pS-cut-split-3sO
‘They cut and split it. ’
a-te-pae-a
3pS-cut-do.together-3sO
‘They cut it together. ’
a-te-wowa-pae-a
3pS-cut-split-do.together-3sO
'They cut and split it together. ’
However, reversing the order of -wowa and -pae gives the unacceptable combination **a-te- 
pae-wowa-ia (3pS-cut-do.together-split-3sO). The “split” component of meaning is clearly 
closely related to that of “cut”, while the aspect of “do.together” is something that applies to the 
unitary action of “cut and split”. This semantic layering could be represented by bracketing as 
((cut(split))do.together), and the ordered configuration Lewo adopts to express this is clearly 
iconic with it.
It would also not surprise us to see some of these forms beginning to drift away from the SVC. 
In (25) and (26) we find the two nuclear layer serial verbs -pele ‘unable’ and -li(a) ‘try’ 
occurring to the right of the object person pronoun, and thus apparently outside of the SVC. This 
is not the usual position for these forms, but if it were, they would then be better described as 
something like “less closely knit verbal adjuncts” or “modifiers”:
29 Although Baker rejects the functional explanation for word order in SVCs (ie. “that the verbs occur 
iconically in the same temporal sequence as the actions they name” (1989:526)), he does note that “the 
true order of semantic composition shows up more clearly in SVCs” (fn. 25, 545).
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(25) a-m-ligan inu pele-ga
3pS-R-leave 1s unable-just
‘They just couldn ’t leave me alone. ’
(26) o-visu-veve la lia
2sS-see-check 3p try
‘Try and check them out. ’
Another way in which these forms could drift away from the SVC would be for them to become 
prepositions of some kind. Lewo could be developing another verbal preposition from the nuclear 
serial verb wo (already described as a preposition in §11.4.1.), with such forms as:
(27) a-kla kove wo yuma
3p-do fence block.off house
‘They made a fence around the house. ’
13.3.6. Implications for NCV
In his earlier description of Paamese, Crowley (1982) described nuclear SVCs as comprising a 
verbal head and adjuncts. Having reanalysed these forms as serial constructions (1987:59), he 
compares the Paamese data with that from several other NCV languages, and concludes that what 
had been treated variously as verbal modifiers, adjuncts, manner particles (among others) for 
those languages by earlier writers would in fact be better understood as verb serialisation (pp. 79- 
81). He also considers that the nuclear serialisation process could be moving Paamese in the 
direction of verb compounding, as found in Manam (p. 78).
The claim being made for Lewo here is that it has already proceeded a long way along this 
course, and has taken nuclear serialising virtually as far as it can go, before the resulting 
constructions become indistinguishable from verbal head-modifier complexes. If the process has 
gone as far as Lewo, or even further, in some of the other NCV languages, then the original 
verbal nature of the (so-called) serial verbs would be almost totally obscured and unrecognisable. 
In this case, the earlier analyses of these other NCV languages may not be as anachronistic as 
Crowley suspects, and the synchronic description of these constructions in classic phrase head- 
modifier terms may yet prove to be adequate, or even preferable to the nuclear serial verb 
approach.
13.3.7. Practical problems
The nuclear layer SVCs in Lewo also present practical orthographic problems. There are other 
places where written word boundary assignment is difficult, but this is particularly so for these 
constructions, and some potentially very long words result from serialised sequences and their 
nominalised forms.
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The psycholinguistic preference of the speakers of the language generally seems to be for SVCs 
to be written as one word, along with the person-number and realis mood prefixes and the 
transitive and object marking suffixes. This is also the case for nominalised SVCs. However, 
there is also resistance to some of the longer forms that result. Some compromises seem to be 
well-received, in particular the use of a hyphen between the main verb and the rest of the word in 
a nominalised SVC:
(28) navitawe-amiuena from na-vitawe-amiu-ena
NOM-visit-2p-NOM
‘Your being visited. ’
A second area of difficulty arises when an attempt is made to codify the lexicon of the language. 
We have noted that the serialisation process is not fully productive, and that some of the resultant 
combinations take on meanings that are not entirely predictable (at least for speakers of other 
languages) from the meanings of their constituent parts. To include both main verbs and serial 
verbs as single separate entries will leave a very large component of the semantic structure of the 
language quite inaccessible to the reader, but to include every possible combination that can 
occur with every single main verb will introduce a lot of redundancy. In so far as most 
dictionaries written by and for linguists normally aim to be exhaustive, it is probably best to err 
in the latter direction, rather than allowing this important feature of the syntax/lexicon of the 
language to remain unrecorded.
Also, the student learning Lewo as a second language is better off regarding many of the SVCs as 
semantic units, to be learned as idiomatic speech formulae.
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14.1. Nuclear and core layer serialisation
14.1.1. Defining core layer serialisation
Various features that identify serial verb constructions were discussed in §13.2.2, and nuclear 
layer serialisation was discussed there as serialisation which occurs at the level of the nucleus of 
the clause, the predicate constituent, normally a verb phrase. We have seen that in Lewo, this is 
accomplished by the compounding of verb roots within the morphology of a single verb structure.
We will now see that core layer serial verb constructions are also very common in Lewo. Core 
layer serialisation is that which occurs between compounded clause cores, being the combination 
of predicates and core arguments (cf. §12.2). However, the resultant conjoined structures are 
quite different from other complex and compound sentences. The features most relevant to 
defining Lewo core layer seriell constructions are:
• the way in which core arguments are shared within them: while the first verb may occur 
with subject or object nominals, the second verb is expressly prohibited from evidencing 
these. In particular, generally the subject argument of the second verb is shared with the 
first verb, whether it is the same as its subject or object, but an important exception to this 
is with ambient serialisation, where the subject argument of the second verb is the whole 
situation expressed by the first verb and its arguments (eg. (65) and (66) later)1,
• the way in which specifications associated with the periphery of the clause (such as 
negation) are not specified independently for each clause core, but only once for the whole 
serial construction,
• the semantic unity of the situation described by the serial construction, and
1 The possibility of there being an ambient serialisation type that reverses this (so that the subject 
argument of the first verb is the whole situation expressed by the second verb and its arguments) is 
appealed to in fn. 10, §14.4.8.
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• the phonological bonding that links the combination of the two verbs and their arguments 
as a linked expressive entity, with just one phonological sentence-level intonation contour.
14.1.2. Distinguishing nuclear and core layer serialisation
The difference between nuclear and core layer construction types in their minimal manifestations 
is imperceptible on the surface, as indicated in (1), which compares the core layer serial 
combination of ia ‘take’ plus imi ‘come’ (giving the meaning ‘bring’), with the nuclear layer 
serial combination of visa ‘say’ and wali ‘find’ (which gives the meaning ‘announce’).
(1) o-la 0-imi o-visa-wali
2sS-take 3sS-l.come 2sS-l.say-find
‘You will bring it. ’ ‘You will announce it. ’
However, when a core object argument occurs, the difference between the two types starts to 
become apparent. In (2), the [CORE] [CORE] ordering translates into [VO][V] constituent order 
(and **[[V1V2] 0 1] is not possible). In (3), the [NUCLEUS][NUCLEUS] ordering allows for 
[[VV]0] structure to occur (and **[VO][V] is not possible).
(2) o-la playu kokani 0-imi
2sS-take knife small 3sS-l.come
**o-la 0-iml playu kokan
**2sS-take 3sS-l.come knife small
‘Bring/Give (me) the small knife. ’
(3) o-visa-wali na-visa-wali-ena la nene
2sS-l.say-find NOM-say-find-NOM PL DEIC
‘You announce these announcements. ’
**o-visa na-visa-wali-ena la nene 0-wali
**2sS-l.say NOM-say-find-NOM PL DEIC 3sS-l.find
The structure of the object argument in (3) reminds us that under nominalisation, nuclear serial 
W  constructions can occur as NOM-V-V-NOM (eg. na-visa-wali-ena NOM-say-find-NOM 
‘announcement’). This provides a second syntactic contrast between the two types of 
serialisation, as pairs or strings of verbs that participate in core serial constructions cannot be 
nominalised in the same way. The whole clause of (3) would be nominalised as in (4) [NOM-V- 
V-NOM] [O], while the nominalisation of the whole clause of (2) must occur as (5) [[[NOM-V- 
N0M][0]][V]].
(4) na-visa-wali-en na-visa-wali-ena la nene
NOM-say-find-NOM NOM-say-find-NOM PL DEIC
‘The announcing of these announcements. ’
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(5) na-la-en playu kokani 0-imi
NOM-take-NOM knife small 3sS-l.come
**na-la-imi-ena playu kokani
NOM-take-come-NOM knife small
**na-la-ena 0-lml playu kokani
NOM-take-NOM 3sS-come knife small
‘The bringing of the small knife. ’
Another important criterion distinguishing nuclear layer and core layer serialisation is the 
marking of realis mood. Nuclear layer serial verbs that would otherwise be regarded as meeting 
the phonological requirements for this category to be marked (eg. begin with v or w, and so 
should be p or p in realis, or begin with I or y, and so should take m-) do not take it (cf. 6) and 
(7)):2
(6) a-ye-vani yo
3pS-l.sweep-clean place
‘They will sweep the place clean. ’
(7) a-m-ye-vani yo **a-m-ye-pani yo
3pS-R-sweep-clean place 3pS-R-sweep-R.clean place
‘They swept the place clean. ’
In core layer constructions however, the marking of this mood distinction is carried independently 
by each separate component of the construction (cf. (8) and (9)):
(8) ne-m-la sa-na karo nene 0-pano
1sS-R-take POSS-3sP basket DEIC 3sS-R.go
7 took away this basket of hers. ’
(9) ne-la sa-na karo nene 0-vano
1sS-l.take POSS-3sP basket DEIC 3sS-l.go
7 will take away this basket of hers. ’
A significant feature of the nuclear layer serial verbs was that the majority of them can not occur 
as independent main verbs. However, all of the verbs that participate in core layer serialisations 
are able to function as normal independent verbs.
Finally, it needs to be asked whether any different grammatical or functional meaning can be 
associated with these two general construction types. This is an area that requires further study, 
but a broad generalisation may be possible. Expanding on comments already made in §13.3.5, it 
seems that the serialised component in nuclear layer constructions has the function of detailing, 
delimiting, or modifying in some way the inherent or internal nature of the situation expressed by
2 Although some evidence for a more recent spreading of realis marking to include nuclear layer serial 
verbs was given in §7.5.
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the main verb. The serialised component in core layer constructions serves more to orient the 
situation of the first component in the wider context of space and time, and to associate it with the 
logical or narrative sequence of which it is a part.
14.2. Core layer serialisation and clause chaining
It is difficult to imagine how what is being called here “core layer serialisation” might differ from 
the clausal construction types often described as “verb sequencing” or “clause chaining”. These 
may be different names for the same phenomenon, just as “deletion of coreferential NPs” (a key 
component of descriptions of clause chaining) seems to be the same kind of feature as the 
“argument-sharing” always mentioned with regard to serialisation. However, this latter 
designation is retained because it ties this construction type into the wider pattern of serialisation 
that occurs in Lewo as a unitary mechanism of clause linkage, at various levels of clause 
stmcture.
However, some ambiguity over the formal status of core layer serial constructions remains. For 
example, in action narrative in Lewo, it is common for there to be quite long strings of verbs or 
very reduced verb phrases, and it is not clear whether all such concatenations of verbs should be 
regarded as serial verb constructions, or as “false concatenations” (Tran 1975:246), where the 
verbs in the series do really belong to separate underlying clauses. The marking (or neutralisation 
of marking) of categories like mood or subject person and number are often crucial pointers of 
serial status, but as we know, many Lewo verbs are always unmarked for realis mood, and all of 
them have zero person-number referencing for the most frequent narrative participant, third 
person singular, and so these clues are often absent. In some of these cases, the assignment of 
serial status is often determined largely from semantic considerations. Also, intonation and stress 
patterns play an important part, but until further analysis of Lewo clause juncture is completed, 
including possibly precise instrumental measurement of the duration of comma and non-comma 
pause, this remains an impressionistic gauge.
For example, in (10), the whole expression seems to be a single phonological entity, and 0-pula 
0-pimi vanua 3sS-R.jump 3sS-R.come outside at least would be well motivated semantically as 
a serial construction. The status of 0-piyetava and 0-kiriri as parts of the serial construction is 
less certain.
(10) 0-piyetava 0-pula 0-pimi vanua 0-kiriri
3sS-R.open 3sS-R.jump 3sS-R.come outside 3sS-run
‘He opened the door jumped outside (and ran off). ’
In the next example (11), 0-kusi 0-pito and 0-sin-wani 0-meke are separately clearly SVCs, 
but does the lack of clear pause between them make the whole expression a single SVC?
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(11) 0-kusi 0-pito 0-sin-wani 0-me-ke e none
3sS-carry 3sS-R.go.down 3sS-bury-hide 3sS-stay-TA LOC sand
‘He carried it down and buried it in the sand. ’
In (12) phonological criteria break off the final two clauses 0-m-yali ma-ga and viso 0-kari-a, 
but the string of three verbs at the start of the sentence makes a good candidate for serial status.
(12) 0-pure 0-pa 0-mono ma yo-marua
3sS-R.flee 3sS-R.go 3sS-lie TA place-bush
0-m-yali ma-ga viso 0-kari-a
3sS-R-walk TA-just hunger 3sS-bite-3sO
‘He ran off (and) stayed in the bush walking around (until) he got hungry. ’
One frequent feature of Lewo discourse structure that might help disambiguate some of these 
situations is the sentence-initial resumptive restatement of the final elements of the preceding 
sentence (“tail-head linkage”). This resumptive structure never seems to involve more than one 
clause, and so the appearance of a potential core-layer serial construction in this situation does 
argue for its status as a single clause.
(13) a-kusi pot a-pa a-kale yuwi. A-kus pot a-pa a-kale yuw i,...
3pS-take boat 3pS-R.go 3pS-search yam (same)
‘They took a boat and went looking for yams. Having taken the boat and gone looking for  
yams... ’
14.3. Frequency
These core layer serial constructions occur frequently in narrative discourse in particular. They 
are an important feature of the way situations are construed and expressed in Lewo, and of the 
way in which event chains and narrative sequence are packaged. For example, (14) is regarded 
as having three clauses, each of which are made up of a core layer serial construction.
(14) sira 0-puyu 0-pan-e 0-tol metava
girl 3sS-R.climb 3sS-R.go-DUR 3sS-reach above
0-m-li-lua pravi 0-ka-n pae narui na
3sS-R-break-remove banana 3sS-eat-TR TA now EMPH
0-kuwani-ga kulu-s 0-pitom tano
3sS-throw-just skin-ABS 3sS-R.come.down ground
‘The girl climbed on up to the top...
...broke off and ate a banana...
...then threw the skin down to the ground. ’
In the first clause, the motion verb pa ‘go ’ indicates the path of motion of the action of the 
“main” verb puyu ‘c lim b\ while toll ‘reach’ indicates its locational goal. The second clause 
contains the description of the perceived unitary action of breaking off the banana and eating it 
(li-lua is itself a nuclear layer serial verb construction). In the third clause, the object of the main
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verb (the banana skin) is the subject of the (path of) motion verb pitomi, which indicates the 
direction in which the skin of the banana was thrown.
14.4. Functions of core layer serialisation
For the rest of this chapter, the intention is simply to catalogue and exemplify the variety of 
semantic and grammatical functions and relationships that can be conveyed in Lewo using core 
layer serial verb constructions. Some of these represent functions in speech that in many other 
languages would be conveyed within the confines of a single clause by means of adverbial and 
other modifying elements, while others of them express more complex relationships between 
events and situations that are frequently expressed in other languages as complex sentences, 
involving two clauses with some kind of conjunction or subordinating linker.
The examples are given in terms of the particular function conveyed by the serialising of the two, 
or sometimes more verbal elements. It will be seen that a wide variety of semantic relations can 
be expressed in Lewo in this way, including many kinds of temporal and spatial roles. In fact, 
one of the few oblique roles not occurring in Lewo core layer SVCs is instrumental, which can be 
expressed in simple clauses as a prepositional phrase, using the genuine preposition e. Other 
important grammatical processes are also expressed as SVCs, such as complementation 
(§14.4.13).
Note that some of the verb structures involved in core layer serial verb constructions are 
themselves nuclear level serialisations. The first two examples below show in turn same-subject 
serialisation with both verbs intransitive (15), and switch-subject serialisation with a main 
transitive verb and a serialised intransitive (16).
14.4.1. Location
Where an event or action is presented as having taken place in particular location, a serialised 
verb of posture is usually used to incorporate the prepositional phrase or locational noun 
identifying the location within the clause. Another way of saying this is that general activity 
verbs do not usually occur with non-core locational arguments, while such arguments seem 
particularly compatible with, and prefer to be associated with, verbs of posture, such as to ‘be at 
in sitting position' (te in (15)), mono ‘be at in a lying position’ (16), su ‘be at in a standing 
position ’ (si and su in (17)), and mene ‘be at by attachment to or lying on st. ’ (18).
(15) 0-pa 0-tapolou 0-te-ke e pulu-palu
3sS-go 3sS-hide 3sS-stay-TA LOC hole-creek
‘He went to hide in the creek-bed. ’
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(16) leriko 0-kla-ruru ma-la togi 0-mono-ga mratava
elf 3sS-do-do.well POSS-3pP mat 3sS-lay-just doorway
‘The elf prepared a mat for them at/across the doorway. ’
(17) a-mapila yuwi 0-si-ke e-a kla-varu telu nene
3pS-plant yam 3sS-be.at-TA LOC-3sO stone three DEIC
a-mapila 0-su-ga 0-si-ke-na
3pS-plant 3sS-be.at-just 3sS-be.at-TA-EMPH
‘They planted a yam standing at these three stones, they planted it it is still standing there. ’
(18) a-yete-ari tawa nene 0-mene e laki nene
2pS-tie-carry canoe DEIC 3sS-stay.at LOC tree DEIC
‘Tie up the canoe to this tree! ’
It is not impossible in Lewo for sentences like (15) to occur without the verb of posture, as 
something like (19), but the overwhelming tendency is for such expressions to be formulated as 
above.3
(19) 0-pa 0-tapolou e pulu-palu
3sS-go 3sS-hide LOC hole-creek 
‘He went to hide in the creek-bed. ’
This being the case, the kind of sentence gloss given for (17) is in fact something of an over- 
translation. The postural orientation of the object is not particularly in focus, and the functional 
purpose of the sentence is simply to state that ‘They planted a yam there at the three stones. '
14.4.2. Path/direction of motion
When verbs of motion are serialised, they express the path or direction of motion undertaken by 
the situation of the first verb in the series.
(20) a-pure 0-pami Mapena 0-talova
3pS-R.pull 3sS-come.up (place) 3sS-marry
‘They brought her up/south to Mapena to marry. ’
(21) o-visa-wali 0-taveve-a
2sS-say-find 3sS-follow-3sO
‘Announce it according/following it (the list). ’
When the verb of motion is imi ‘to come’, the “direction of motion” concept expresses more 
precisely the locational source of the action of the first verb.
3 This pattern is reflected in Bislama, where one might hear both Hem i go haed long krik. and Hem i 
go haed i stap long krik.
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(22) amiu-lua a-kom pe ne a-pimi?
2p-two 2pS-pass where DEIC2pS-come
‘You two have passed by where to come? (ie. Where have you two been?)’
14.4.3. Compound argument
In this situation, core serialisation with the verb war! ‘to carry’ (in conjunction with the same 
verb in its nuclear serial verb form -ari) is used to bring in another object argument as an 
undergoer of the first verb. This might be called “multiple-object” serialisation, and has the same 
function as is expressed in English by the phrase ‘as well as'.
(23) 0-sinom  sira napa 0-pari-ari laki napa
3sS-swallow girl REL4 3sS-R.carry-carry tree REL
‘(The water) swallowed up the girl as well as the tree itself. ’
(24) a-we imimi 0-wari-ari kia-mimi pe
3s-l.hit 1pe 3sS-carry-carry our drum
‘They ’ll have to hit/kill us as well as our slit-gong. ’
As serial constructions, the constituency of the above examples would be [V0][Vwar|0 ]. 
However, it is not difficult to see that war! in this context could be reanalysed as a conjunction, 
giving the constituency as [VO], ie. [V][NConjN]. Indications that this is already happening in 
Lewo were mentioned in §9.13.
14.4.4. Logical relations
A range of logical relationships can be expressed by serial constructions. For some of these, the 
meaning of the logical relationship is carried by nothing other than the construction itself, ie. the 
simple juxtaposition of the serial clause cores, such as in (25), while in others it is carried by the 
use of a morphological device, like the transitive marker -ni, as in (26)ff., or by the semantics of 
one of the verbs that is serialised, such as with causatives, as in (31)ff.
14.4.4.1. Purpose
In core serial constructions, a relationship of action-purpose can exist between the component 
clause cores. In (25), this holds for both pairs of clause cores vatove ‘go down’ and va ‘go’ (ie. 
‘going down in order to go’), and va ‘go ’ and la ‘take’ (ie. ‘going in order to get’) respectively.
4 The relative pronoun is being used here as a deictic device (§16.2.1.3). This use can also be observed 
in (28).
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(25) a-sape a-vatove a-va a-la ika
3pS-say 3pS-l.go.down 3pS-l.go 3pS-take fish
‘They said they were going down to go to get some fish. ’
We now see several examples where the transitive marker -ni is used to express purpose. Under 
high vowel deletion, the marker appears word-fmally as just -n, but its status as TR is confirmed 
by the fact that the second clause can be reduced to
(26) sira na 0-to-n 0-pisu-ari ke
woman EMPH 3sS-sit-TR 3sS-R.see-carry TA
‘The woman was sitting in order to watch/sitting watching. ’
(27) la-na 0-pisi na 0-to-n 0-pe ke vava napa-ni
leg-3sP 3sS-R.straight CONJ 3sS-sit-TR 3sS-R.weave TA pandanus REL-DEIC
‘Her legs were straight (ie. she sat straight-legged) and she sat weaving that pandanus leaf. ’
The following example is analogous to the two above, which both have singular subjects, but 
there the subject argument of the second verb (pere) is singular while that of the first verb (pito) 
is plural. The definition of serialisation requires that these arguments be shared, but this is not 
exactly the case here, even if the singular actor in the second verb is one of the two actors of the 
first. However, as the translation shows, the sentence is understood to say that both actors went 
down, and both pulled the woman off to her place. In this case, the arguments are still shared, 
and it is still a serial construction, but incorporation of the second clause core has proceeded to 
the point where subject person marking on the second is neutralised, ie. the prefix is omitted.
(28) la luwoka a-pito-n 0-pere sira napa 0-pa ma-na
3p two.both 3pS-R.go.down-TR 3sS-R.pull woman REL 3sS-R.go POSS-3sP
‘The two of them went down to pull/and pulled the woman off to her (place). ’
The omission of the prefix also indicates some degree of deverbalisation of the second verb, and 
this is not incongruous, considering one important point about this construction (using -nl) that 
has not been mentioned yet. In particular, we would expect the use of -nl to result in the 
appearance of some kind of nominal entity as an object to the valence-raised verb, but we do not 
find that here, even though such standard VO constructions (using nominalisations of the verb) 
are possible (29).
(29) a-pito-n na-were-en sira napa
3pS-R.go.down-TR NOM-pull-NOM woman REL
‘They went down to pull the woman off. ’
The same situation ensues for other serialised constructions using -ni below, and it raises the 
question of whether or not the V-n V constructions are better not regarded as a kind of 
complement construction.
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Another way of expressing purpose is where the verb ve 4be ’ often occurs as the second verb in a 
serial construction. In this context, and with this function, it does not occur alone, but always 
with the emphatic particle na. This example might also be understood to evidence the absence of 
argument sharing between the first and second verbs, but in fact this is regarded as ambient 
serialisation (§13.2.2) where the whole of the situation of the first core (7  tell the story.' [= 
“X”]) is regarded as the subject of the second ( ‘ “X” is so that you will remember.').
(30) ne-visa suni-ena nini 0-ve-na a-sitom-wali-a
1sS-l.say story-NOM DEIC 3sS-l.be-EMPH 2pS-think-find-3sO
‘I ’ll tell this story so that you will remember it. ’
14.4.4.2. Cause
In the absence of any verb-internal causative morphology, causative expressions are constructed 
by serialisation to the verb kla ‘do, make’.5 The logical decomposition of the notion of causation 
to MAKE-DO is transparently mapped into Lewo surface structure.
(31) 0-kla napa sira 0-puyu 0-pa mava
3sS-make REL girl • 3sS-R.climb 3sS-R.go above
‘He made the (one who was the girl) climb up above. ’
(32) ne-kus 0-va ne-kla 0-kinana
1sS-carry 3sS-l.go 1sS-make 3sS-eat
7 will carry (the baby) off and make her eat/feed her. ’
(33) yo nene a-kla 0-pe yo-lo
place DEIC 3pS-make 3sS-R.be place-sacred
‘This place, they made it to be a sacred place.'
(34) na 0-kla sisi 0-m-inana keviu
3s 3sS-make child 3sS-R-ill big
‘It made the child very sick. ’
(35) pogos na a-kla a-kilili-n laki la 0-sa-ne
time REL 3pS-make 3pS-RED.dig-TR wood PL 3sS-be.like-DEIC
‘The time when they made them dig holes for the wood-posts like that. ’
The causative verb can occur in a nuclear serial construction itself (36), or take verbal modifiers 
(37) etc., as measures of its own continuing status as a full verb.
(36) o-kla-riru-ga lomara 0-taveve ko ne
2sS-do-do.well-just snake follow 2s DEIC
Did you really mean to make the snake follow you?’
5 As mentioned in §6.4.2.1 and fn. 28 in §12.7.2, Lewo does not reflect the common POC prefix *paka- 
as a morphological causative.
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(37) ne-kla punu 0-merarava 0-pa-n-la 0-pa rui
1sS-make all 3sS-clear 3sS-R.go-TR-3pO 3sS-R.go already
7 made it completely clear to them already. ’
However, there are some examples in which it is difficult to identify any particular agent as the 
subject of kla (other than a vague idea of events in general), and the logical structure of the 
construction seems degraded. In this case, kla begins to look as if it is functioning like an 
auxiliary verb, or causative particle.
(38) inu na ne-kekara 0-keviu napa
1s EMPH 1sS-happy 3sS-big REL
0-kla ne-piora si ne-mio yaru la mokl
3sS-make 1sS-R.meet again 1sS-be.with person PL many
7 am very happy that it made that I (ie. /  was made/I had) to meet again with (these) many 
people. ’
(39) vis-ena na-nene narui na 0-kla
say-NOM 3S-DEIC now EMPH 3sS-make
pe ne-me re pe poll
NEG1 1sS-R.hit NEG2 drum NEG3
‘That was the message which made that l didn ’t hit the drum. ’
14.4.4.3. Reason
The most usual way of expressing the reason why something happened is to use serial 
constructions with the verb vano ‘go ’ and the transitive marker -ni.
(40) me-kapuru na 0-vano-n me-si-ke a-mio lu-Paama lala
1peS-grow EMPH 3sS-l.go-TR 1peS-be.at-TA 3pS-with group-(place) PL
‘We are growing (in population) because we are living with the Paamese people. ’
(41) a-m-yave a-pitoml tano
3pS-R-slide 3pS-R.come.down ground
0-vano-n puru-suri napa-ne 0-pesirave
3sS-go-TR base-thing REL-DEIC 3sS-R.slippery
‘They slid down to the ground because the what’s-its-name tree trunk was slippery. ’
Sometimes the clause core that expresses the “reason why” contains a nominal rather than a 
verbal predicate.
(42) ana 0-vano-n puru-pesia ne na-nene
CONJ3sS-go-TR base-first DEIC 3S-DEIC
‘But it is because of this reason now. ’
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(43) 0-sape 0-me-la 0-pano-n yermene napa
3sS-say 3sS-R.hit-3pO 3sS-R.go-TR man REL
a-kla ke vis-ena 0-va-ni-a
3pS-make TA say-NOM 3sS-R.go-TR-3sO
‘He said they hit them because of the man that they were arguing with. ’
(44) na-ne suri la napa a-pari 0-pano-n sira napa-ni
3S-DEIC thing PL REL 3pS-R.carry 3sS-R.go-TR woman REL-DEIC
‘These are the things that they carried because of/for (in order to pay for) that woman. ’
Another verb, kom ‘to pass by st. \  can also occur with -ni (in this case -In) to express reason, 
just like vano.
(45) me-sape me-kom si e nene 0-kom-in me-par
1peS-say 1peS-pass again LOC DEIC 3sS-pass-TR 1peS-R.carry
nisi-ne-n kopia la-pas 0-pami
young-POSS-3sP water.taro PL-some 3sS-R.come.up
‘We said we would pass by here again because we had brought up some water taro plantings 
(to plant there). ’
(46) o-kekara-ni-a 0-kom-in Ramoli 0-m-ligani vis-ena nakoneva
2sS-happy-TR-3sO 3sS-pass-TR (name) 3sS-R-send say-NOM yesterday
‘You should be happy about it because Ramoli sent the message yesterday. ’
(47) ne-mai 0-kom-in me-su-kaapara e wa
1sS-sick 3sS-pass-TR 1peS-be.at-long.time LOC boat
7 got sick because we were too long on the boat. ’
(48) ne-m-loge 0-piowa 0-kom-in kia-u festaem
1sS-R-feel 3sS-R.bad 3sS-pass-TR P0SS-1sP first.time
na ne-pa e taon
EMPH 1sS-R.go LOC town
7 felt bad (nervous) because it was my first time to go to the town. ’
A third device to express reason as a serial construction involves the use of the noun miasia 
‘root\ 6 This is put in a periphrastic construction with ve ‘to be’, and then the combination pe 
miasia functions just like vano-ni and kom-in above.
(49) a 0-pe miasia supe naga 0-pure 0-pa 0-me-ke Vila
CONJ 3sS-R.be root chief 3s 3sS-R.flee 3sS-go 3sS-be.at-TA (place)
‘It is because the chief has run off staying in Vila. ’
6 As with agricultural/forest/bush oriented cultures (and modem languages that have arisen from them, 
eg. English), the most salient other living objects (vegetation and botanical items) become a rich source 
of metaphorical reference in Lewo. The metaphors of ‘root’ as source or cause, ‘branch’ as extension, 
and ‘trunk’ as base or foundation or origin are common.
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(50) me-kekara keviu 0-pe miasi o-pisu-ari imimi
1peS-happy big 3sS-R.be root 2sS-R.see-carry 1pe
e legiena napa 0-paro 0-pano
LOC day REL 3sS-R.pass.over 3sS-R.go
‘We are very happy because you have cared for us over the day that has passed. ’
In the same way that we have seen other serial constructions showing evidence of becoming 
grammaticised in various ways, so too does the pe miasi combination show the same tendency. 
We find situations where the pe is dropped, and miasi functions alone as a conjunction.
(51) me-pu-ari kotena tai e kumali na-e Moriu
1peS-R.hold-carry court ART LOC village GEN-LOC (place)
miasi yarn tai 0-tapa kolau
root person ART 3sS-do adultery
‘We held a court in the village of Moriu because a person had committed adultery. ’
(52) ne-pisu 0-marera 0-pa-n inu keviu miasi ne-pa-mare-ga skulu
1sS-R.see 3sS-hard 3sS-R.go-TR 1s big root 1sS-R.go-recent-just school
7  saw it was really difficult for me (to become a teacher) because I had just recently been at 
school. ’
14.4.4.4. Result, Consequence, Terminus, Telic
A number of semantically similar logical relationships are grouped together here. There is no 
formal distinction between them, or between these and other relationships that are expressed by 
the cooccurrence of the clause cores. Because of this formal similarity, it is sometimes difficult, 
such as in (53) to know whether the logical relationship being expressed belongs with this 
grouping, or is something else, like manner.
(53) o-sinom siri-ma 0-tawa
2s-swallow spit-2sP 3sS-attach
‘Your spit catches in your throat (when you swallow, ie. to have a dry mouth from fear etc.). '
However, the semantics of some verb roots lends them readily to expressing concepts like result 
and consequence in serial constructions. This is particularly true of imi ‘to come, to become' 
(54-55) and ve ‘to be’ (56-57), which are often found where the second situation is being 
presented as a result or consequence of the first, or the end-point up until which it occurs, or as 
an inchoative expression with something becoming something else.
(54) a-par-leini sisi lala 0-pimi moki
3pS-R.carry-in.order child pi 3sS-R.come many
‘They bore children (who) became many (ie. they had many children). ’
(55) naga 0-pimi 0-pe kimi
3s 3sS-R.come 3sS-R.be devil
‘He became a devil. ’
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(56) a-pisu-ari ma ka-la sisi lala a-pe ker-keviyu
3pS-R.look-carry TA POSS-3pP child PL 3pS-R.be RED-big
‘They cared for their children until they became big. ’
(57) a-yete na a-kla 0-ve uma
3pS-tie.up EMPH 3pS-make 3sS-l.be home
‘They (said they would) bind it up to make it to be (their) home. ’
In the next example, directional core layer serialisation links ki-ani ‘to point a t’ and pito ‘to go 
down’, but the relationship of result holds between pito ‘to go down’ and plasi ‘to be short’ in 
the second part of the sentence.
(58) a-ki-ani plape 0-pito na 0-pito 0-plasi-a
3pS-point-TR bamboo 3sS-R.go.down CONJ 3sS-R.go.down 3sS-R.short-3sO 
‘They poked it down (into the water hole) but that bamboo went down short (ie. didn’t reach 
the bottom). ’
The second clause core may just be the independent negative word peraga, indicating a negative 
result or consequence to the first clause core. The fact that this construction type is regarded as 
evidencing serialisation is based largely on phonological evidence, with just one clause-type 
intonation contour being applied to the whole utterance (no pause before peraga).
(59) naga 0-kale ka-na mama peraga
3s 3sS-search.for POSS-3sP mother no
‘He searched for his mother unsuccessfully/and didn ’t/couldn ’t find her. ’
14.4.5. Goal
The independent verb toli ‘to reach ’ is widely used with a locational object to express the goal or 
endpoint of motion.
(60) 0-siari 0-kom e purupesia 0-pa 0-tol lua-sia
3sS-start 3sS-pass.by LOC trunk 3sS-go 3sS-reach end-ABS
‘Beginning from the bottom going to (reach) the top (of the tree). ’
(61) kia-u mrapa 0-vito 0-tol Filakara
POSS-1sP road 3sS-l.go.down 3sS-reach (place)
‘My road (the road for my trip) will go down to (reach) Filakara. ’
14.4.6. Comitative
The way in which the form amlo has come to function as a fixed-form preposition was described 
earlier (§11.3.4). However, as noted there, the verb mio ‘to be with’ still occurs as an 
independent verb, and participates in core layer serial constructions to incorporate a further 
participant, additional to that expressed by the actor of the first clause core.
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(62) 0-to-ma a-mio ka-na mama lala
3s-stay-TA 3pS-with POSS-3sP mother PL
‘He stayed with his mother and the others. ’
(63) na-ne 0-sa-ne te-kinana te-mio sa-ta erau ne
3S-DEIC 3sS-be.like-DEIC 1piS-eat 1piS-be.with POSS-1piP friend DEIC
‘Well that’s how we will eat (have a meal) with our friend here. ’
14.4.7. Manner
The relationship between juxtaposed serialised clause cores can also be “manner”, where the 
second clause core indicates some quality or characteristic of the way in which the activity of the 
first situation is conducted. Examples (65) and (66) show the manner relationship as ambient 
serialisation (§13.2.2), in realis and irrealis mood respectively for the verb wo ‘to be go o d ’.
Note that the function of kilia in (66) as expressing an abilitive logical relationship is about to be
discussed in §14.4.8.
(64) naga 0-to-ga 0-te-ke na pe 0-pis re si po
3s 3sS-be.at-just 3s-stay-TAEMPH NEG1 3sS-speak NEG2 again NEG3
‘She remained there silent. ’
(65) o-mu-n lole 0-po
2sS-drink-TR lolly 3sS-R.good
‘Do you like “eating ” lollies?/You eat the lolly and it is good? ie. Do you like the lolly?’
(66) 0-sape yavia 0-kilia o-wan inu 0-wo-ga?
3sS-say turtle 3sS-can 2sS-bear 1s 3sS-l.good-just
‘He said, Turtle, will you be able to carry me alright? (lit. ...is it possible (that) you will carry 
me it will be alright?)’
Most frequently however, manner clauses will be constructed specifically with the verb sa, whose 
meaning, ‘to be like ’, makes it the most semantically appropriate verb to take on this function. 
Mostly it occurs in ambient serialisation as the main verb of the second clause core, where its 
own object complement is a relative clause with the relative pronoun napa.
(67) a-kla 0-sa-ga napa a-pisa
3pS-do 3sS-be.like REL 3pS-R.say
‘They did just as they said. ’
(68) 0-kla tasi-ne-u 0-sa  napa pe 0-po re poll
3sS-do body-POSS-1sP 3sS-be.like REL NEG1 3sS-R.good NEG2 NEG3
‘It made my body like it was bad. (ie. It badly affected my body.)’
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(69) Nauli 0-mono si metava-ni-a 0-sa napa 0-kla si
(name) 3sS-lie again above-TR-3s0 3sS-be.like REL 3sS-do again
suri la-pasa
thing PL-some
‘Nauli put herself above him (overruled him) like that (in so fa r as) she did some other things 
(than what he had said).
(70) te-loge 0-wo e suri iala pinuia 0-sa napa
1 piS-feel 3sS-l.good LOC thing PL all 3sS-be.like REL
naga sine-na-ni-a po 0-sa napa
3s gut-3sP-TR-3sO CONJ 3sS-be.like REL
0-po 0-sa napa ita sine-ta-ni-a
3sS-R.good 3sS-be.like REL 1 pi gut-1 piP-TR-3sO
‘We w ill feel good about everything like he wants or as is good like we want. ’
However, the complement7 of sa may also occur not as a relative clause, but as a full clause 
itself (71), or as a nominal entity like a deictic (72).
(71) ne-m-yumae-ni-a 0-sa-ne apopa 0-pisa
1 sS-R-work-TR-3sO 3sS-be.like-DEIC uncle 3sS-R.say
7 did it like uncle said. ’
(72) suni-ena na 0-pa 0-sa nini
story-NOM EMPH 3sS-R.go 3sS-be.like DEIC
‘The story goes like this. ’
sa can also occur as the first verb of a serial construction with the copula ve ‘to be ’ (73).
(73) 0-mo-malio ke e laki tai na 0-sa-ga 0-pe tawagka
3sS-lie-sleepTA LOC wood ART EMPH 3sS-be.like-just 3sS-R.be canoe
‘I t  was sleeping in a piece o f wood that was like it was a canoe. ’
With verbs of cognition and perception, the verb sa functions in a core layer serial construction 
like a complementiser for the objects of such verbs, sometimes with the relative pronoun napa 
and sometimes with the deictic ne (but never without either of them).
(74) ne-m-loge 0-sa napa yepe-u la 0-mimi
1sS-R-perceive 3sS-be.like REL limb-1 sP PL 3sS-ache
7 fe lt like my limbs were aching (my body was aching a ll over). ’
(75) a-tol-veve a-plsu 0-sa-ne purlu 0-po-ga-ga
3pS-touch-test 3pS-R.see 3sS-be.like-DEIC bone 3sS-R.good-just-just
‘They checked it, they saw that/it was like the bone was just alright. ’
7 Further discussion of complements follows in §14.4.13.
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A final usage of sa in serial constructions occurs with resumptive sentences in tail-head linkages 
in discourse. A prior sentence says that X occurred, and then when the speaker takes up the next 
event in the narrative sequence, it is preceded with a restatement of X, frequently in the form X 
sa-ne ‘did X  like that/having done X like that’.
(76) sisi lala a-tag. A-tag ma 0-sa-ne
child PL 3pS-cry 3p-cry TA 3sS-be.like-DEIC
‘...the children were crying. They were crying like that...’
(77) ne-m-loru ne-patove. Ne-m-loru ne-patove
1 sS-R-fall 1sS-R.go.down 1 sS-R-fall 1sS-R.go.down
0-sa nene na naga 0-kawe la-u
3sS-be.like DEIC EMPH 3s 3sS-bend leg-1 sP
‘...I fell I went down. I fell l went down like this, then he bent my leg... ’
14.4.8. Abilitive
We now look at three situations (§14.4.8-§14.4.10) where the occurrence of a particular verb as 
the first verb in a core serial construction is associated with a particular semantic function 
(namely the expression of abilitive, inabilitive, and necessitive relationships). These situations 
are particularly interesting, because the categories they express are often encoded as complements 
in other languages, and the Lewo structures that manifest them could also easily, and perhaps 
more conventionally, be described as simply verb + complement clause constructions. However, 
their description is included here within the discussion of core layer serialisation, because they 
also meet the definitions of this construction equally validly, as a particular kind of ambient 
serialisation.8
The first of these three main verbs is kilia ‘to know, be able’. It can occur independently, but is 
also found as the first verb in a serial construction, always in the third person singular.
(78) sa 0-kilia o-imi
CONJ 3sS-can 2sS-l.come
‘If you can come. ’
8 In most ambient serialisations, the subject of the second verb represents the whole of the situation of 
the first verb and its arguments, as defined in §13.2.2.and §14.1.1. In this case now, the subject of the 
first verb (always third person singular) is the whole of the situation of the second verb (ie. the 
conventional complement). The intent of this point could be made more explicit by representing (78) as 
‘If [[you come] be able]. ’.
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(79) to-m-ninuwe-ga po-na 0-pisi na
1piS-R-not.know-just or-EMPH 3sS-finish EMPH
0-kilia a-kla-ruru si-na
3sS-can 3pS-do-well again-EMPH
‘And we don’t know whether after this/later they will be able to fix it up again. ’
(80) kia-u suni-ena 0-pimi 0-poro-ga e nene,
POSS-1sP story-NOM 3sS-R.come 3sS-R.end-just LOC DEIC
sipa napa 0-kilia a-yagogo-ni-a
thanks REL 3sS-can 3pS-listen-TR-3sO
‘My story comes and ends here, thanks that you could listen to it. ’
From one perspective, the reduction or neutralisation in the range of person-number subject 
categories taken by the verb kilia in this context might be thought to show the effects of a process 
of grammaticisation beginning to take place over the serial construction. For (78) we might 
otherwise have expected **sa o-kilia o-imi CONJ 2sS-can 2sS-l.come. However, as just 
mentioned in fn. 10, I take this construction to reflect the reverse of the usual kind of ambient 
serialisation (§13.2.2), whereby the first clause core makes a global statement about the situation 
of the second. In this case, the third person singular subject of kilia is like a dummy subject, 
referring to “events in general”, and so the translations given above using ‘you can’, ‘they be 
able’ and ‘you could’ could all be expressed as ‘it be possible that... ’.
14.4.9. Inabilitive
The antonym of the above abilitive logical relationship can also be expressed by a core layer 
serial construction. However, this does not use the same verb kilia in a negative construction, but 
we find a nuclear layer serial verb construction, formed from the verb tapa ‘to do, make’, and 
taking as its second element the inherently negative component -tete ‘be unable to do ’.
(81) 0-tapa-tete ne-vano
3sS-make-unable 1sS-l.go
7 can’t go. ’
(82) visae a-va ura a
if 3pS-l.go ashore CONJ
0-tapa-tete-ga a-kilia suri lala na-e ura
3sS-make-unable-just 3pS-know thing PL GEN-LOC ashore
‘If they go ashore/inland, then they will not know at all the things of the inland. ’
(83) 0-tapa-tete o-were-lua-nu ne-va e yo-mema
3sS-make-unable 2sS-pull-out-1sO 1sS-l.go LOC place-dry
‘It’s not possible/there’s no way/you can’t drag me out to go to the dry land. ’
The function of 0-tapa-tete, and in particular that of its third person singular subject, is 
understood as a kind of ambient serialisation as for 0-kilia above, with the form meaning ‘it be
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not possible that’. However, in this case, there is some evidence that the form is becoming 
lexicalised as a preverbal marker of prohibition or inability: it can be found occurring in a 
reduced form, with the two morphemes merged into one another, as tapete.
(84) e o-war-plani re, lag tapete 0-we ita napa
hey 2sS-carry-out NEG2 wind can’t 3sS-hit 1 pi REL
‘Hey, don't take down (all that iron sheeting), the wind is not going to affect us for sure. ’
(85) ana 0-sa-ne yarn la tapete yepe-la 0-mavini-n yumae-na
CONJ 3sS-be.like-DEIC man PL can’t body-3pP 3sS-not.want-TR work-NOM
‘But it’s like the men, there ’s no way that they won’t want to work. ’
14.4.10. Necessitive
Another nuclear layer serial verb construction, using the main verb mono ‘to lie on st. ’ with the 
serialised form -arl ‘carry’ is used in Lewo to express necessity. The component of meaning that 
is predominant for -ari when serialised is the idea of ‘with long term duration or effect’. 
0-mono-arl functions in an ambient serial construction just like 0-kilia and 0-tapa-tete above, 
and is also undergoing frequent phonological reduction to monari or monar.
(86) 0-mono-ari ne-vano 0-kom-in supe la
3sS-lie-carry 1sS-l.go 3sS-pass-TR chief PL
a-pe susum inu a-sape ne-vano
3pS-R.be choose 1s 3pS-say 1sS-l.go 
7 have to go because the chiefs chose me and said I (should) go. ’
(87) a-sape 0-mono-ari sira la a-wulu-marani waea na kumali
3pS-say 3sS-lie-carry woman PL 3pS-l.pay-return wire GEN village
‘They said that the women must pay back the village’s wire (that they used). ’
(88) Palua 0-sape peraga nenagane 0-mono-ari ne-ligan Makret narui
(name) 3sS-say no now 3sS-lie-carry 1sS-leave (name) now
‘Palua said, No, right now I have to leave Margaret (his wife) now. ’
In the above examples, the more natural English translations have placed the actor as the subject 
of the verbs ‘should’, ‘m ust’ or ‘have to ’. However, again, the third person singular subject of 
0-mono-ari suggests a translation with a dummy subject like ‘It is necessary that... ’.
By virtue of its meaning, monoari is frequently found in hortatory contexts like formal speeches
(89) and sermons (90).
(89) 0-mono-ari te-loge-ari kie-ta li-kawa lala
3sS-lie-carry 1piS-hear-dur POSS-1piP group-strong PL
e suri punu la napa a-pisa
LOC thing all PL REL 3pS-R.say
‘We must/should/It is necessary that we obey our elders in everything they say. ’
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(90) 0-mono-ari te-visu-veve sa-ta mali-ena lala,
3sS-lie-carry 1 piS-l.see-check POSS-1piP live-NOM PL
sa te-m-yal-pal-ga 0-mono-ari te-kla-ruru
CONJ 1piS-R-walk-wrong-just 3sS-lie-carry 1 piS-make-well
sa-ta mrapa lala 0-mesmesu
POSS-1piP road PL 3sS-straight
‘We must inspect our lives, if we have walked (lived) wrongly we must correct our paths (way 
of life) (to be) straight. ’
By now, the reader will be gaining an appreciation for the wide range of significant speech 
functions that are expressed in Lewo by means of serialisation. The final example (91) of 0-  
mono-ari now shows several of these functions in one place, indeed in one clause: the first word 
0-vano-ni expresses result (§14.4.4), the next 0-sa indicates manner (§14.4.7), the next is 0 -  
mono-ari, for the neccessitive logical relationship (§14.4.10), and then we find the main verb te- 
loge. Following on, still in the same clause, is another instance of manner serialisation, using 0 - 
viowa (§14.4.7).
(91) 0-vano-n 0-sa-ne 0-mono-ari te-loge 0-vlowa pogosi tai,
3sS-l.go-TR 3sS-be.like-DEIC 3sS-lie-carry 1 piS-feel 3sS-l.bad time ART
a te-loge 0-w o pogosi tai
CONJ 1 piS-feel 3sS-l.good time ART
‘I t’s because it’s like it is necessary that we feel bad sometimes, and we feel good other 
times. ’
14.4.11. Aspect
Verbal aspect is a category often morphologically marked on verbs, or expressed by means of 
particles in the verb phrase. We have seen that Lewo does have some tense-aspect verbal 
particles, but it needs to be recognised that a variety of aspectual meanings can also be expressed 
by means of core layer serial constructions as well. All of these are constructed using verbs of 
posture as the first verb in the serial construction, taking either the transitive marker -ni (to 
express simultaneous action) or the aspect particle ma (to express habitual, frequentative, 
continuative or progressive aspect).
14.4.11.1. Simultaneous action
There is formal similarity between this serial construction with -ni, and that discussed earlier that 
expresses purpose. Indeed, it might be argued that the following examples could be translated in 
such a way that they are indicating purpose (so the first one would give ‘The woman sat down to 
watch. ’ etc.). However, it is clear that despite this formal equivalence, this is not the meaning in 
this case. The two situations do not have equal prominence in the event sequence, as the function 
of the first is to provide a locational or positional orientation or setting in which the second, and
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more significant, event takes place, but what is being expressed is the simultaneous nature of the 
two actions, rather than one being the purpose of the other.9
(88) sira na 0-to-n 0-pisu-ari ke
woman EMPH 3sS-sit-TR 3sS-R.see-carry TA
‘The woman was sitting watching. ’
(89) la-na 0-pisi na 0-to-n 0-pe ke vava napa-ni
leg-3sP 3sS-R.straight CONJ 3sS-sit-TR 3sS-R.weave TA pandanus REL-DEIC
‘Her legs were straight (ie. she sat straight-legged) and she sat weaving that pandanus leaf. ’
(90) 0-kla-pele-yo 0-mono-n 0-m-lokai-wowe ma-ga
3sS-do-unable-place 3sS-lie-TR 3sS-R-cry-crazy TA-just
‘She couldn 't do it (so) just stayed (lay) there crying madly. ’
(91) si 0-m-yani la pisa a-su-n a-ka-ka-wowe-e na
sea 3sS-R-sweep 3p indeed 3pS-stand-TR 3pS-RED-fly-crazy-DUR EMPH
‘The sea swept them about, they were staying there flying crazily around.
14.4.11.2. Progressive aspect
This cover term is used to describe serial constructions that express situations that are habitual, 
frequentative, or continuative. In this case, the same verbs of posture that were used as the 
second elements in core serialisations to express location (in §14.4.1) now occur as the first 
clause core, along with the continuous aspect marker ma.10
(92) sira napa 0-to-ma 0-tag ma 0-sa-ne na
woman REL 3sS-be.at-TA 3sS-cry TA 3sS-be.like-DEIC EMPH
‘The woman was crying on like that. ’
(93) sisi kokan la a-su-ma a-tag ke-ga wa
child small pi 3p-be.at-TA 3p-cry CTS-justyet
‘The children are still crying. ’
(94) 0-kla ke 0-kla ke 0-su-ma 0-kla ke ma-ga
3sS-do TA 3sS-do TA 3sS-be.at-TA 3sS-do TA TA-just
‘He was doing it (stealing food), doing it, kept on doing it. ’
9The translations that are given use double verb sequences like ‘sitting watching’ and ‘sat weaving’. 
While English is not usually regarded as a serialising language, these examples display the same 
features of serialisation as we have been applying to Lewo. The gerund can be understood as a feature of 
clause linkage within the terms of the parameters of clause linkage described in §13.2.3.3 from 
Lehmann 1988.
10 This same construction type, with aspectual meaning, is also found in Lamen. However, in that 
language, the postural orientation meaning of the verbs su and mo has been lost in this context, and 
instead mo is only used for a singular agent, while su is only used for plural agents.
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(95) ana yeririna na-e Nikaura la
CONJ people GEN-LOC (place) PL
a-su-ma a-pisu ya napa a-kla
3pS-be.at-TA 3pS-R.see what REL 3pS-do
But the people of Nikaura had been watching what they (others) were doing. ’
14.4.11.3. Completive aspect
In §10.7.3 and §10.7.4, the two forms pisi and pa(e) were discussed. It was shown there that 
both could be regarded as tense-aspect particles within the verb phrase. If so, it is clear that this 
function has developed from the participation of these verbs (they still function as such 
independently in Lewo) in core layer aspectual serialisation. For examples of these, the reader is 
referred to the earlier sections just mentioned.
One interesting aspect of these completive markers not already covered is the way in which their 
reading is sensitive to the underlying semantic class of the verb with which they occur. Although 
we have not rigorously established semantic subclasses of verbs for Lewo, verbs denoting 
purposeful activity (eg. kinana ‘to eat’ (96)), verbs denoting a progressive state (eg. mal ‘to be 
sick’ (97)), and verbs denoting punctiliar events (eg. wula ‘to jum p’ (98)), seem to associate with 
distinctive components of meaning of the term “completive” when they occur with pisi.
(96) a-kinana 0-pisi [“accomplishment” reading]
3pS-eat 3sS-finish
‘They have finished eating. ’
(97) a-mai 0-pisi [“state no longer in effect” reading]
3pS-be.sick 3sS-finish
‘They aren ’t sick anymore. ’
(98) a-pula 0-pisi [“recent occurrence” reading]
3pS-R.jump 3sS-finish
‘They have just jumped. ’
14.4.11.4. Durative aspect
The identification of situations as occurring over a longer period of time than is usual can be 
accomplished in Lewo in a number of ways. These were mentioned in §10.13 as including the 
verb phrase aspect particle, verb reduplication, verb repetition, and vowel lengthening. Also 
included there was recognition of the role that the verb vano ‘to go’ also plays to express 
duration in core layer serial constructions. This is ambient serialisation again, always occurring 
in the third person singular, making a comment that has scope over the whole of the situation 
expressed by the first verb. Gradations of intensity of duration readily result from combinations
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of these different strategies for indicating this category. (99) just uses serialisation with vano,
(100) adds vowel length to this, and (101) includes a further repetition of it.
(99) a-m-yal 0-pano
3pS-R-walk 3sS-R.go
‘They walked (it went) on. ’
(100) a-m-yal 0-pano-o
3pS-R-walk 3sS-R.go-DUR
‘They walked (it went) on and on. ’
(101) a-m-yal 0-pano 0-pano-o
3pS-R-walk 3sS-R.go 3sS-R.go-DUR
‘They walked (it went) on and on and on. ’
The role of vano in the above ambient serial constructions can be compared to its function in the 
same-subject serialisation of (102). In this case, it expresses directional path.
(102) a-m-yal a-pano
3pS-R-walk 3pS-R.go
‘They walked off and went away. ’
14.4.12. Comparison
Two nearly synonymous verbs, taulu ‘exceed’ and yuve ‘win’, are used in ambient core layer 
serial constructions to express comparison.
(103) a-kiriri 0-taulu omami
3pS-run 3sS-exceed 1peO 
‘They ran faster than us/and beat us. ’
(104) naga 0-piavl 0-m-yuve ko
3s 3sS-R.long 3sS-R-win 2s 
‘He is taller than you. ’
14.4.13. Complementisation
Complementisation is yet another grammatical function that can call on the strategy of core layer 
serialisation in Lewo. Note first that nominal entities that are the object of verbs of speech, 
thought, emotion, intellection and so on occur as regular clause argument grammatical objects, as 
in (105)-(106).
(105) ne-pisu ko
1sS-R.see 2s
7 saw you. ’
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(106) naga 0-stom sa-na sisi
3s 3sS-think.about POSS-3sP child
‘She thinks about/feels affection for her child. ’
However, where the objects of such verbs are themselves clauses, these constituents can occur as 
complements. What is significant at this point is that the complementiser chosen by Lewo to 
incorporate these elements is itself a main verb, resulting in a serial construction that takes in the 
verb of speech, and the complementising verb. The latter verb is sape (save for some speakers, 
sometimes reduced to pe as well), which has a broad range of meanings, covering ‘to say, to 
think, to want’.11 Some examples showing sape as a main verb (first in serial sequence) are 
given (107-110). The “object” of sape is always an embedded sentence, nominal (107) or verbal 
(others).
(107) o-pisu inu sanape na o-sape inu ko-ma awia
2sS-R.see 1s how EMPH 2sS-say 1s POSS-2sP mother
‘You see me (then) how is it that you say I am your mother?’
(108) omami terasi lala me-sape 0-po-ga-ga
1pe shoot PL 1peS-say 3sS-R.good-just-just
‘We young people said/thought it was alright. ’ (or ‘...said, That’s OK. ’)
(109) Pero 0-save 0-we-mo-mari ninsis yerumene lala
(name) 3sS-say 3sS-l.hit-RED-kill child male PL
“Pharoah said/wanted to kill all the young males. ’
(110) me-sape me-va me-kla piknik tai ma ftesoro
1peS-say 1peS-l.go 1peS-make picnic ART PREP (place)
‘We said/wanted that we go and have a picnic up at Mesoro. ’
Having established the status of sape as a verb in its own right, we now look at some examples 
of it occurring as the second clause core in a serial sequence with the function of complementiser. 
The following examples (65-67) show it, translated by ‘saying’, occurring where the speech 
complement is direct speech.
(111) a sisi la-lua napa-ni a-pisa 0-pa arima-la a-sape ata
CONJ child PL-two REL-DEIC 3pS-R.say 3sS-R.go father-3pP 3pS-say father
‘And these two children said to their father, saying, Father... ’
(112) mapi-na 0-pisa-tame-a 0-sape inu ne-to-ma e nini
grandchild-3sP 3sS-R.say-answer-3sO 3sS-say 1s 1sS-be.at-TA LOC DEIC
‘Her grandchild answered her, saying, OK, I will stay on here. ’
11 Note that each one of these individual meanings can be more precisely expressed by other forms in 
Lewo. This range of meanings of sape, and the functions for which it is used, such as 
complementisation, are paralleled by Bislama se.
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More often however, speech complements with sape are in reported speech (113-116). In these 
cases, the appropriate translations for the combinations of “speech” verb and sape include ‘say 
tha t’, ‘know that’, ‘think that’ etc.
(113) pe a-pisa re a-sape ka-u kuru-ta 0-tapa poll
NEG1 3pS-R.say NEG2 3pS-say POSS-1sP seed-blood 3sS-empty NEG3
‘They didn ’t tell me saying that my blood was dry (that /  was anaemic). ’
(114) o-pisa-ari-a o-sape kolulagi nini o-vio-pran imim si-na
2sS-R.say-carry-3sO 2sS-say morning DEIC 2sS-l.call-together 1pe again-EMPH
‘You promised saying that this morning you would call us together again. ’
(115) naga 0-kilia 0-sape ane-na 0-mare-pan narui
3s 3sS-know 3sS-say mother-3sP 3sS-die-sudden now
‘He knew then that his mother had died all o f a sudden. ’
(116) sira marua 0-sitom ke 0-sape laki nene 0-pe na-ka-ni-ena
woman old 3sS-thing TA 3sS-say wood DEIC 3sS-R.be NOM-eat-TR-NOM
‘The old woman thought that this wood was (something) for eating. ’
In each of the above examples, the subject markings of the verb of speech and that of the 
complementising verb sape are the same. Note however the following, where this is not the case, 
again for both direct (116) and reported (118) speech.
(117) a-m-yau-ni-a na a-pisa 0-sape piko pika piko pika
3pS-R-sing-TR-3sO EMPH 3pS-R.say 3sS-R.say (words of song, unknown)
‘They sang it and said, saying, Piko pika, piko pika. ’
(118) ana te-pisa 0-sape a-la suri ia 0-va-ni-ta
CONJ 1piS-R.say 3sS-say 3pS-give thing PL 3sS-l.go-TR-1piO
‘But we had said saying that they should give the things to us. ’
What is understood to be happening here is that two serialisation options are available for the 
complementising verb. Either it can serialise as a same-subject clause core, as in the earlier 
examples, or else it can serialise as an ambient or switch-subject clause core in the third person 
singular.12 The two strategies result in options that may not be semantically equivalent in a 
precise way, but which are functionally equivalent. The following two sentences, found within a 
couple of lines of each other in a text, exemplify this.
12 It is difficult to know how to distinguish ambient or switch-subject serialisation in the second case: it 
depends on how one understands the ‘it’ in a gloss like ‘We said to them it says, Go’. If the ‘it’ is a 
dummy subject, then the serialisation is ambient, while if it refers to the content of what is spoken, then 
it is switch-subject serialisation. Distinguishing between these and the same-subject serialisation option 
provides an explanation for what might otherwise have been described as random or unmotivated 
variation between two alternative surface forms. This explanation could also indicate a mechanism 
whereby the third person singular form 0-sape could be reanalysed as a complementising particle sape, 
resulting in a situation analogous to that which has been claimed for other core layer serialised verbs 
such as mio ‘to be with’ in §14.4.6.
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(119) me-pisa 0-pa-n-la 0-sape-nua sa me-ve pie
1peS-R.say 3sS-R.go-TR-3pO 3sS-say-COMP CONJ 1peS-l.be play
‘We said to them saying/it says, If we play... ’
(120) me-pisa 0-pa-n-la me-sape-nua a-va
1peS-R.say 3sS-R.go-TR-3pO 1peS-say-COMP2pS-l.go
‘We said to them saying/we say, You go ...’
Note that for the purposes of constructing a serial sequence with sape, the idiomatic expression 
for ‘to want’ that derives from the inalienably possessed body part sine- ‘gut’ is counted as a 
verb of speech/emotion etc. In this case, the subject of sape is coreferential with the possessor of
sine.
(121) erau lata sine-u-n ne-sape ne-visa si yuma-ena
friend PL gut-1 sP-TR 1sS-say 1sS-speak again work-NOM
nanua te-m-yumae-n 0-pa Oli
before 1 piS-R-work-TR 3sS-R.go (name)
‘Friends, I want to talk/that /  talk about the work that we did (worked) before for Oli. ’
(122) ita sine-ta-n te-sape te-yumae 0-va-ni-a
1 pi gut-1 piP-TR 1piS-say 1piS-l.work 3sS-l.go-TR-3sO
‘We wanted to work/that we would work for him. ’
Finally, it is noted that the range of situations in which sape occurs with this kind of function can 
be extended to include speech act complements as in (123).
(123) naga 0-si-ki-a 0-save Tuplat
3s 3sS-create-name-3sO 3sS-say (name)
‘He named him Tuplat. ’
14.4.13.1. Speech complementiser -nua
It has been said that every language has to have its one or two “pesky particles”: grammatical 
functors, clearly emically significant, but which resist the attempts of the foreign analyst of the 
language to clearly define their function, -nua has proven to be such an intractable “pesky 
particle” in Lewo.
The distribution of -nua is very proscribed, nearly always following sape. This clearly 
associates it with speech complement contexts, and it is glossed as COMP. A tendency for -nua 
to occur with direct speech complements can be noted (124-125).
(124) naga na 0-sape-nua ne-m-ninue-ga
3s EMPH 3sS-say-COMP 1sS-R-not.know-just
‘He said, I don't know. ’
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(125) 0-pio-ia 0-sape-nua o-imi o-imi na o-wan-u
3sS-R.call-3sO 3sS-say-COMP 2sS-l.come 2sS-l.come EMPH 2sS-l.bear-1sO
‘He called him saying, You come, come and carry me. ’
However, there are enough counter-examples to this tendency that it cannot be conclusive. Many 
reported speech complements can be found with -nua (126), and equally often, direct speech 
complements occur without it (127).
(126) ana 0-sape-nua 0-la ma-la 0-ve taaga
CONJ 3sS-say-COMP 3sS-give POSS-3pP 3sS-l.be one
‘Then he (the chief) said he (the defendant) will give one (kava root) for them. ’
(127) a-pisa a-sape na-ne te-mare narui
3pS-R.say 3pS-say 3s-DEIC 1 piS-die now
‘They said, saying, There you are, we are going to die now. ’
The following two examples show the absence and occurrence of -nua in a pair of sentences that 
are closely similar, or at least that only differ in ways that are not thought to bear any relationship 
to the presence and function of the particle.
(128) 0-ma 0-te-ke na 0-pisa 0-sape o-su pe
3sS-see 3sS-be.at-TA EMPH 3sS-R.say 3sS-say 2sS-be.at where
‘She saw him there and said saying, Where have you been?’
(129) a-piuni tani-la a-pisa a-sape-nua am-lua a-kom pe
3pS-R.ask PREP-3pO 3pS-R.say 3pS-say-COMP 2p-two 2pS-pass where
‘They asked them they said saying, Where are you two going ? ’
The minority instances of -nua see it occurring in just a few cases with visa ‘to say \ and 
following the conjunction visae ‘i f .  Such cases do not show any regularity that is suggestive of 
the current function of the particle.
Perhaps -nua can be best understood as a particle that at some stage in Lewo was regularly 
(obligatorily) either a direct speech marker (ie. part of a quotation formula construction), or a 
general speech complementiser, but as it drops out of the language its occurrence and function are 
becoming more fluid.
14.4.13.2. Composite speech margin + complementiser
The concatenation in Lewo serial constructions of inflected forms of the main verb visa ‘to say ’ 
and of the complementiser verb sape ‘to say that' is very frequent. Also, of all the combinations 
that can occur, the third person singular one 0-visa 0-sape is the most common. Further, the 
last syllable of visa and the first syllable of sape are the same, so it is probably not surprising 
that the two forms tend to merge, and undergo reanalysis as a single form. Thus, it is common to 
find sentences with the form visape or visape-nua. Often, this takes the place of the earlier
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combination o f visa + sape (130-131), but sometimes it appears to have been reanalysed as 
equivalent to the original sape, and so the original combination is expanded to visa + 
visape(-nua) (132-133).
(130) 0-pito narui na 0-pisape ata,
3sS-R.go.down now EMPH 3sS-R.say.that father
ne mama 0-pisape o-vavini wa
DEIC mother 3sS-R.say.that 2sS-l.go.up yet
‘She went down (to the meeting house) and said, Father, well Mother said that you (should) 
go up home please.'
(131) 0-ka-n pae na 0-pisape netarereni netarereni
3sS-eat-TR finish EMPH 3sS-R.say.that (elves’ language)
‘It ate it then said, I  want to eat, I  want to eat. ’
(132) a-pisa 0-pa-ni-a yeririna laia a-pisape-nua ne
3pS-R.say 3sS-R.go-TR-3sO people PL 3pS-R.say.that-COMP now
omam-lua me-va-ga
1pe-two IpeS-l.go-just
‘They said to the people saying that well. We two will just go now. ’
(133) ninsisi napa 0-pisa ke 0-pisape-nua akeyo teleriko nene
child REL 3sS-R.say TA 3sS-say.that-COMP EXCL elf DEIC
0-ka-n inu narui
3sS-eat-TR 1 s now
‘The child was saying, saying that, Alas, this e lf is going to eat me now. ’
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CHAPTER 15 : NEGATION1
15.1. Introduction
One of the more interesting features of Lewo is the morphological complexity of the standard 
clausal negation strategy. The construction is presented initially from a synchronic descriptive 
perspective (§15.2), but its special character also makes it worthwhile to study it from both 
comparative typological (§15.3) and comparative historical (§15.4) perspectives as well. Some 
other aspects of negation in Lewo are also mentioned in this chapter (§15.2.9), such as 
independent negatives, and other inherently negative words.
15.2. Description of negation
15.2.1. Negative particles
There are three distinct morphological forms which may be used to construct negative 
expressions in Lewo. For now, these forms will be called “elements” or “particles”, and they will 
be written with word breaks in all the examples that follow, with their morphological and word- 
class status to be discussed later. The three forms are as follows:
• the particle ve/pe, which occurs before the item being negated. This particle varies for 
irrealis/realis mood (the only morphological tense or mood distinction made in Lewo), 
and which is marked here by stem-initial consonant alternation, giving irrealis ve and 
realis pe. The irrealis form ve is also used here as the citation form unless specific 
reference to pe is required. It will be observed that this element is identical in form to 
the copula verb.
1 Much of the material in this chapter was presented (as part of my PhD studies) at a seminar in the 
Linguistics Department of the Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies at ANU in 1991, and as a 
conference paper at the First International Conference on Oceanic Linguistics in Vanuatu in 1993 
(appreciation is expressed to the Linguistics Department and to SIL for assistance given towards 
atendance at the conference). A published form has appeared as Early 1994a. My thanks go to the 
editors of the volume which includes that paper, and to the participants at the seminar and conference, 
for their comments.
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• the particle re, which occurs following the item being negated. As with the first 
particle, this form is also homophonous with another element in Lewo structure, in this 
case, a particle meaning ‘somewhat’, described in §10.6.
• the particle poll -  po, which normally occurs right at the end of the clause core in 
which an item is negated. A major restriction on the occurrence of poll is that it only 
marks negative in expressions which are in realis mood, ie. where pe rather than ve 
occurs as the first negative particle, poll is often reduced to po.
We will see that under certain conditions, the negative particles ve and poll may be absent from a 
negative construction, but re always occurs.
In examples, and in the text, ve will normally be glossed or referred to as NEG1 (negative 
particle 1). If it seems advantageous to distinguish them at any point, ve will be glossed as 
I.NEG1 (negative particle 1 portmanteaued with irrealis marking) and the realis form pe will be 
glossed as R.NEG1 (negative particle 1 portmanteaued with realis marking), re will be glossed 
as NEG2, and poli/po as NEG3. These designations will also be used for functionally similar 
particles from other languages. Throughout this chapter, the negative particles will also be 
underlined in examples.
15.2.2. Negation in standard verbal predicate clauses
We will now see how these three forms occur in standard clauses. As Lewo is an SVO language, 
ve/pe and re cluster very tightly around the rest of the verb phrase, actually enclosing it fore and 
aft, and helping to define its boundaries, while poll may not occur until after any object or 
oblique argument has been stated, which often sets it off quite a distance from the first two 
particles. Therefore, we can characterise the standard negated SV(0)(X) clause in Lewo as being 
of the form:
S NEG1 V NEG2 (O) (X) (NEG3)
realis: S pe V re (O) (X) poll
or irrealis: S ve V re (O) (X)
These patterns are exemplified in (1-2) for a simple intransitive clause, and in (3-6) for a simple 
transitive clause. (Note that vano/va in (1) and pano/pa in (2) are simply utterance-final and 
non-final variants.)
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INTRANSITIVE IRREALIS: AFFIRMATIVE AND NEGATIVE
(1) naga 0-vano naga ve 0-va re
3s I.NEG1 3sS-l.go NEG2
‘He won’t go. ’
3s 3sS-l.go 
‘He will go. ’
INTRANSITIVE REALIS: AFFIRMATIVE AND NEGATIVE
(2) naga 0-pano naga pe 0-pa re poll
3s R.NEG1 3sS-R.go NEG2 NEG3
‘He hasn’t gone.
3s 3sS-R.go
‘He has gone. ’
TRANSITIVE IRREALIS: AFFIRMATIVE
(3) naga 0-visa sun-ena tai
3s 3sS-l.say story-NOM ART
‘He will tell a story. ’
TRANSITIVE IRREALIS: NEGATIVE
(4) naga ve 0-visa re sun-ena tai
3s I.NEG1 3sS-l.say NEG2 story-NOM ART
‘He will not tell a story. ’
TRANSITIVE REALIS: AFFIRMATIVE
(5) naga 0-pisa sun-ena tai
3s 3sS-R.say story-NOM ART
He told a story. ’
TRANSITIVE REALIS: NEGATIVE
(6) naga pe 0-pisa re sun-ena tai poli
3s R.NEG1 3sS-R.say NEG2 story-NOM ART NEG3
‘He didn’t tell a story. ’
In (6) we can see how the object sunena tai ’a story’ is inserted between re NEG2 and poli
All of (2), (5), and (6) show that the realis mood is used when indicating an event that did not 
take place in the past. This is also the case for anticipated events, which have not yet taken place, 
which are constructed with a particle wa after poli (see (9)). It might be thought that irrealis is 
more appropriate to express the notion of an event that did not occur, or of an event that has not 
yet taken place. However, Lewo assigns realis marking to both these situations, which is not 
unreasonable, as the negative is indicating the non-occurrence of events which, if they had taken 
place, would have been completed events in past time. The use of realis in these contexts requires 
that the semantic specification of realis as referring to already completed or commenced events
NEG3.
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needs some expansion, and in fact challenges the claim that Lewo marks mood, arguing perhaps 
for a future/non-future tense distinction.
In (7), another example with the irrealis pattern, just ve and re, is given, while in (8), all three 
negative elements can be found with realis mood. The clause being negated in each is enclosed in 
square brackets.
(7) O-sape-nua [in-na ve ne-visu-ar re sisi kokan la napa]
3sS-say-COMPL 1s-EMPH NEG1 1 sS-l.look-carry NEG2 child small PL REL
‘(A message reached me) saying that /  wouldn ’t look after those children. ’
(8) yarn na yo pe nene, [pe te-kilia re yarn nene polil
man GEN place where DEIC NEG1 1piS-know NEG2 man this NEG3
‘This man from where, we don’t know this man. ’
Some clauses with additional components or more complex constituents are now given. In (9), 
we see two members of the very small class of evidential particles (§ 12.8) that may follow poli at 
the end of the clause. These particles give modal and truth-value assessments of the whole 
clause, and may be regarded as clause periphery, with poli still marking the boundary of the 
clause core.2 (9) also shows that not just direct objects, but also oblique arguments occur before 
poli.
(9) naga pe 0-pisa-wal re 0-pa-n ko poll yo wa
3s NEG1 3sS-R.tell-find NEG2 3sS-R.go-TR 2s NEG3 maybe yet
‘Maybe he hasn 7 told you yet. ’
Next, we see that other constituents of more complex verb phrases can be included in the nucleus 
that is surrounded by pe and re. Examples of this are object person suffixes (10), nuclear layer 
serial verbs (or close-knit post-verbal modifiers) (11), and various other verbal modifiers (12-13). 
(11) shows how Lewo forms a ‘never’ construction: the regular negative elements, plus nuclear 
layer serial verb -li.
(10) pe ne-m-loge-miu re a-patom poli
NEG1 1sS-R-hear-2pO NEG2 2pS-R.come NEG3
7 didn 7 hear you come. ’
(11) pe ne-pisu-li re Santo poli
NEG1 1sS-see-try NEG2 Santo NEG3
‘I ’ve never seen Santo. ’
(12) pe 0-su  manene re koperinapo
NEG1 3sS-be.at greatly NEG2 distant NEG3
‘I t’s not too far away. ’
2 Definition and discussion of the clause “nucleus” and “core” were given in §12.2.
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(13) President fie 0-poru mesmesu re
President NEG1 3sS-R.arrive straight NEG2
0-sa-ne naga 0-pisa poli
3sS-like-DEIC 3s 3sS-R.say NEG3
‘The President didn ’t arrive as (at the time) he had said he would. ’
This last example is a good place to note that the Lewo negative construction does allow for a 
certain amount of focussing of the semantic scope of negation. The meaning of (13) is that the 
President did not come at the time he had said he would, but it is possible for pe and re to 
embrace just the verbal adjunct, rather than the combination of verb plus adjunct (ie. giving 
...poru pe mesmesu re...), in which case the meaning is that the President came, but not at the 
expected time. A third arrangement is also possible, where pe and re embrace just the main verb. 
When this happens, mesmesu ceases to be a closely knit verbal adjunct, and is more closely 
associated with the following adverbial phrase, and the sentence comes to mean that the President 
did not come, just as he had said he would not come, poli has no role in these various 
specifications of negative scope.
We have seen some verbal predicates in Lewo which use a periphrastic construction with the verb 
‘to b e ’ and an adjective (14), and have noted that this is also the vehicle by which most borrowed 
verbs are imported into the language (15). In each case, the negative construction retains its 
usual form, (lanem in (15) is borrowed from Bislama.)
(14) fie 0-pe 0-piavi re poli
NEG1 3sS-R.be 3sS-R.be.long NEG2 NEG3
‘It was not (a) long (time), then... ’
(15) fie a-pe lanem-in-riru-la re poll
NEG1 3pS-R.be learn-TR-well-3pO NEG2 NEG3
‘They didn’t teach them properly. ’
All the above examples show negated matrix clauses, but we can note that there is no change in 
the pattem of negative marking for clauses that are embedded in some way, such as for speech 
complements (16), perception complements (17), and various kinds of nominal adjuncts (18). 
The reader is reminded that poli does not occur in the first of these three sentences because it is 
irrealis.
(16) yarn tai 0-sape ve a-ure re la-u
man ART 3s-say I.NEG1 3pS-pull NEG2 leg-1 sP
‘A man said they shouldn ’t pull on my leg (dislocated knee). ’
(17) ne-pisu 0-sa-ne fie ne-sitom-al re suri ßoM narui
1sS-R.see 3sS-like-DEIC NEG1 1 sS-think-find NEG2 thing NEG3 now
‘Then I felt like I couldn ’t remember anything. ’
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(18) o-pisa suri tai pe 0-mesmesu re nena poli
2sS-R.say thing ART NEG1 3sS-right NEG2 DEIC NEG3
‘You said something (that) wasn ’t right at all. ’
Finally in this section, it should be noted that in Lewo some body part idioms (such as sine- po 
gut- ? ‘forget’), are constructed with a grammatical clause in the predicate nucleus slot (19). 
When this expression is negated (20), pe and re surround the whole idiom clause (delimited with 
square brackets).
(19) naga [sine-na po-n-la]
3s gut-3sP forget-TR-3pO
‘He forgot them. ’
(20) naga pe [sine-na po-n-la] re yam tai poli
3s NEG1 gut-3sP forget-TR-3pO NEG2 times ART NEG3
‘He didn 't forget them once. ’
15.2.3. Negation of nominal constituents
The three negative elements can also be found negating non-verbal or nominal constituents in 
sentences. This can be seen where the noun phrase occurs as a non-verbal predicate (21-26), and 
in verbal clauses where the scope of negation is focussed around the subject nominal (27).
Nominal predicates can be found in equational clause structures:
(21) yarn nene na pe yarn re nene poii yo
man DEIC EMPH NEG1 man NEG2 DEIC NEG3 maybe
‘This man is maybe not a man after all. ’
(22) sa-na puruvi lala pe ka-la kinan-ena re si poM
POSS-3sP brother PL NEG1 POSS-3pP eat-NOM NEG2 again NEG3
‘His brothers didn’t have any more food. ’
(23) pe supe re tai napa 0-kilia 0-su-mo-ni-la
NEG1 chief NEG2 ART REL 3sS-can 3sS-be.at-front-TR-3pO
e yumae-na ooli
LOC work-NOM NEG3
‘There’s no chief who can lead them in their work. ’
A further example following indicates that the location of NEG3 is fixed within the equational 
construction, and does not vary according to the scope of negation. Here, the man has indeed 
come, and the semantic scope of the negation is the constituent ‘yesterday  \  but the syntactic span 
of the total negative construction still takes in the non-negated constituent.
(24) naga pe nakoneva re napa yarn nene 0-pimi po
3s NEG1 yesterday NEG2 REL man DEIC 3sS-R.come NEG3
‘It wasn’t yesterday that this man came. ’
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Other nominal predicates are found in negative existential clauses:
(25) pe wi re poli
NEG1 water NEG2 NEG3
‘There’s no water. ’
(26) Sante pe legiena na-kla-en re suri la nene poli
Sunday NEG1 day NOM-do-NOM NEG2 thing PL DEIC NEG3
‘Sunday is not a day for doing those things. ’
(27) pe sur so-van-en re si poli
NEG1 thing be.at-under-NOM NEG2 again NEG3
‘There wasn ’t anything that one could live in any more (after the hurricane). ’
Where the subject of a negated clause is marked for indefinite with the normal indefinite article 
tai ‘a/one \  the nominal subject itself becomes the constituent that is negated, not the verbal 
predicate. These negative indefinite expressions are the closest Lewo comes to having something 
like a negative quantifier. (28) gives the affirmative sentence that is negated in (29).
(28) yarn tai 0-te-ke e nene
person ART 3sS-stay-TA LOC DEIC
‘There’s somebody here. ’ /  ‘Somebody is here.'
(29) pe yarn re tai 0-te-ke e nene poll
NEG1 person NEG2 ART 3sS-stay-TA LOC DEIC NEG3
‘There’s no-one here. ’ /  ‘Nobody’s here. ’
15.2.4. Negating prepositional phrases
We have seen that the Lewo negative construction retains its basic form in many different 
syntactic contexts. This is also the case where the scope of negation is focussed around a 
prepositional phrase. In these cases, we see a finely specified and semantically precise 
constituent negation, where the preposition itself, as the head of the phrase, is alone negated by 
being enclosed by pe and re, with poli occurring later. However, an added complication in Lewo 
is that when the preposition occurs with adjuncts (including negatives), it is then doubly specified, 
once with the adjunct, and again immediately following it (cf. §11.8). This pattern can be 
observed in (30-31), where the preposition e occurs twice in the negated prepositional phrase, and
(in (31) ) twice again in the following phrase where the adjunct mena ‘too’ modifies the
preposition.
(30) ana pe e re-ga e pogos nene poli.
CONJ NEG1 LOC NEG2-just LOC time DEIC NEG3
‘And not only at this time, ... ’
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(31) a-kla yumae-na piowa tai,
3pS-do work-NOM R.bad ART
ge e re-ga e sa-la vis-ena la poli.
NEG1 LOC NEG2-just LOC POSS-3pP talk-NOM PL NEG3
ana e mena-ga e sa-la pelaga la
CONJ LOC too-just LOC POSS-3pP style PL
‘They did a bad deed, not only in their words, but also in their behaviour. ’
15.2.5. More complex clauses
15.2.5.1. With complex subjects
When a clause subject itself incorporates a negated relative clause, the contiguity of the lower 
negative construction remains intact, and is not broken up by the higher clause, poli still occurs 
at the end of the clause at the syntactic level in which it is operative.
(32) teras la napa ge a-pe praktis re poll
youth PL REL NEG1 3pS-be practise NEG2 NEG3
ve a-te re pol e Sarere
NEG1 3pS-kick NEG2 ball LOC Saturday
‘The young guys who haven't practised will not play (kick ball) on Saturday. ’
The heads of some nominal phrases (bracketed below) are nouns derived from verbs, and these 
constituents may be negated, using just NEG2 and NEG3, independent of the negation of the clause 
as a whole.
(33) [kie-na na-imi-ena re go] ge po re go
POSS-3sP NOM-come-NOM NEG2 NEG3 NEG1 R.good NEG2 NEG3
‘His not coming was not good. ’
15.2.5.2. With complex objects
The more complex or expanded the object is, the further NEG3 is potentially separated from the 
other negative elements, with which it combines to express a single semantic category. This is 
further discussed in §15.2.6.5., but for now it is noted that instances can be found where mature 
speakers do equivocate on whether the NEG3 element is required, or where it should be located in 
relation to complex object noun phrases. Such cases have been encountered as I have worked 
with speakers editing their own written and translated texts. For example, the writer of (34) went 
through two changes of mind in deciding if the NEG3 element was needed, and if so, where it 
should be placed.
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(34) naga ge  sine-na pesa-n re kio-ma pelaga wo la (poin
3s NEG1 gut-3sP forget-TR NEG2 POSS-2sP behaviour good PL (NEG3)
napa ko o-kla ke 0-pa la napa lima-la korena (polh
REL 2s 2sS-make TA 3sS-R.go 3p REL hand-3pP empty (NEG3)
He has not forgotten your good behaviour which you have shown to those who are poor.'
In the first drafting of this complex clause (note the double embedding of relative clauses in the 
object), the NEG1 and NEG2 elements were inserted as in the first line, but there was no NEG3 
included at the end. However, on a second look some time later, the writer commented that “there 
needs to be a poll here somewhere to finish the sentence properly”, and inserted poll right at the 
end of the full clause (poli in parentheses in second line above). But on a subsequent third 
reading, the poli was felt to be too distant, and was moved up nearer the head of the object noun 
phrase, before the first relative clause, at the end of the first line above, thus interspersed within 
the confines of the object phrase. In so far that both of these positions are to the right of the 
object head, it does not seem possible to regard the movement of poli here as evidencing a 
difference in the scope of negation. This fine-tuning of the position of poli in complex clauses is 
taken to reflect stylistic evaluations (which may differ for oral and written language) of the 
amount of material that it is appropriate to span before it appears.
15.2.5.3. With complex predicate
It was stated earlier that no explicit regular verb compounding construction or device is found in 
Lewo (fn. 8, §13.2.2). However, there are just a very few instances where two verbs occur 
negativised as a single unit. These are not regarded as cases of nuclear serialisation (because, for 
example, they may not be nominalised as a unit, as nuclear SVCs can be), but they do show more 
than a single verb predicate being negativised conjointly.
(35) pe 0-pam 0-kate re si poli
NEG1 3sS-come.up 3sS-appear NEG2 again NEG3
‘He didn ’t come up and appear (out of the water) again. ’
15.2.5.4. Complex clause with double negation
In (16-17) it was shown that complements of verbs of speaking and perception can be negated, 
and we will now see that this is independently of the main verb, which may itself also be negated. 
In these clauses with double negation, each verb will require NEG1 and NEG2, while the 
occurrence of realis mood in either the main verb or the complement verb will require the 
presence of poli at the end of the clause.
(36) ne-sitom 0-save yoko naga 0-imi
1sS-think COMPL FUT 3s 3sS-l.come
7 think he will come. ’
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(37) ne-sitom 0-save yoko naga ye 0-imi re
1sS-think COMPL FUT 3s NEG1 3sS-l.come NEG2
7 think he won’t come. ’
(38) ne-sitom 0-save naga ge 0-pimi re poli
1sS-think COMPL 3s NEG1 3sS-R.come NEG2 NEG3
7 thought he didn ’t come. ’
(39) ge ne-sitom re 0-save yoko naga 0-imi poli
NEG1 1sS-think NEG2 COMPL FUT 3s 3sS-l.come NEG3
7 didn 't think he will come. ’
(40) ge  ne-sitom re 0-save yoko naga ye 0-imi re poii
NEG1 1sS-think NEG2 COMPL FUT 3s NEG1 3sS-l.come NEG2 NEG3
7 didn 't think that he will not come. ’
(41) ge ne-sitom re 0-save naga ge 0-pimi re poli
NEG1 1sS-think NEG2 COMPL 3s NEG1 3sS-R.come NEG2 NEG3
7 didn’t think that he did not come. ’
This sequence of examples is clearly elicited, but they do appear to indicate that the system has 
been applied quite rigorously, with both main and complement clause verbs always taking the full 
negative specification as usual. The only slight modification, not unexpected, is that the 
theoretical double NEG3 at the end of the clause in (39) has been reduced to just one instance of
poli.
A similar configuration of examples could be presented for clauses with negated main verbs and 
negated embedded relative clauses, such as (40). Note that the object here is a headless relative 
clause, and that the final vowel of poli becomes u before wa.
(42) ve a-ka-n re napa ka-na kuruta
i.NEGI 2pS-eat-TR NEG2 REL POSS-3sP blood
ge 0-m-lau-riru re polu wa
R.NEG1 3sS-R-flow-well NEG2 NEG3 yet
‘Don’t eat (the meat) whose blood hasn ’t properly run out yet. ’
15.2.6. Variations
The typological rarity of the maximal Lewo negative construction (discussed in §15.3.4.), and its 
relative complexity and inherent high redundancy, suggest that this way of expressing negation is 
at an extreme end of the range of possible negative construction types allowed for in human 
languages. We might then expect that the configuration may be highly susceptible to change 
(probably reduction of some sort), and that some variants in the basic pattern might occur as the 
language experiments with possible changes. Some ways in which the Lewo pattem has been
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observed to vary are noted. Some of these variations can be associated with minor pragmatic 
nuances, but not yet for every case.3
15.2.6.1. Loss of NEG1
Particularly in the speech of younger speakers, loss of the NEG1 element can occur. The 
bracketed pe below is what we would expect.
(43) yuwa (pe) 0-kove re po
rain NEG1 3sS-fall NEG2 NEG3
‘It didn ’t rain. ’
15.2.6.2. NEG1 occurring with verbal prefixes
The NEG1 element will sometimes occur with the same subject person and number prefix as 
required on the main verb. Speakers generally respond to this form as entailing additional 
negative force, but its use appears restricted to some older speakers, and to second person 
(imperative) forms.
(44) o-ve o-ure re vetani imimi
2sS-NEG1 2sS-flee NEG2 PREP 1pe
‘Don’t leave us. ’
15.2.6.3. NEG 1 occurring as pere
For just a few older speakers, NEG1 occurs as pere, which appears to combine both NEG1 and 
NEG2. However, NEG2 still occurs again in its usual position.
(45) pe-re a-pim re poli
NEG1-NEG2 3pS-R.come NEG2 NEG3
‘They didn’t come. ’
15.2.6.4. NEG1 before subject
The normal position of NEG1 is immediately before the verb. Examples can be found where it 
occurs before a subject pronoun (44) or subject noun phrase (45):
3 Instances of some of these variant forms can be found in Ray’s (1926) early description of Lewo 
(known then as Tasiko), as well as a variant not now seen, the omission of NEG2. Ray knows of the 
three negative particles, but only has them in two pairs: re and poli are associated with realis negative, 
and pe (not ve) and re with irrealis. Further study of his sources will indicate whether the negative with 
all three forms does occur in the early missionary Bible translations.
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(46) ge naga 0-pa-supe re si poli
NEG1 3s 3sS-R.go-return NEG2 again NEG3
‘He didn ’t come back again. ’
(47) ße yaru tai 0-te-ke re e nene poM
NEG1 person ART 3sS-stay-TA NEG2 LOC DEIC NEG3
‘There isn’t any person staying here. ’
15.2.6.5. Loss of NEG3
poli is sometimes not required where the deictic particle nena, which serves as an emphasiser, 
occurs. This particle means ‘completely’ in affirmative expressions, and ‘(not) at all' in negative 
ones. Its presence presumably signals enough negative force that poli can be omitted.
(48) ana ko pe sino-ma-n-li re nena-ga
CONJ 2s NEG1 gut-2sP-TR-try NEG2 DEIC-only
‘But you never wanted (it) at all. ’
There are some other occasions too when poli does not occur as expected. In all these cases, the 
material intervening between the negated verb and the end of the clause is heavy both in quantity 
and structural depth (an example from a written text was given in §15.2.5.2.). These are taken to 
be performance errors, resulting from some kind of information processing overload under the 
constraints of short-term memory.4
15.2.6.6. Double-negation
As we will see in §15.3.4, it is common for languages to allow negative particles to multiply, and 
we are familiar with this in some varieties of English.
(49) You don’t treat me no good no more.
(Title of a recent hit song by Sonia Dadda.)
In Labov’s analysis of negative attraction and negative concord in Black English Vernacular, he 
describes this process for that language as “the extraordinary proliferation of the negative” 
(Labov 1972:178).
(50) I ain’t never had no trouble with none of ‘em.
(Black English Vernacular; Labov 1972:179)
Lewo equivalents can be found, such as the next example, which “doubles” the negative by giving 
two instances of two of the usual negative particles. Native speakers regard such an utterance,
4 Other linguists, for example Mallinson and Blake (1981:434ff.), do allow at many points that the 
limited capacity of our short-term memory is a “physiological limitation that... affects syntax”.
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when their attention is drawn to it, as marked and non-standard, but it is clearly an acceptable 
and pragmatically-expressive variant allowing, in this case, a chief to give forceful emphasis to 
his complaint at a village meeting, called to resolve the problem which had led to this situation 
arising.
(51) pe yeririna pe a-pa re si e sumare re poli
NEG1 people NEG1 3pS-R.go NEG2 again LOC church NEG2 NEG3
‘People just aren ’t going to church anymore./Ain ’t nobody going to no church no more.’
We would not want to regard the extra instances of pe and re as being simply added in to the mix 
of clause structure in an arbitrary way, but presumably there is a “standard” way of creating 
“non-standard” utterances. In this case, it appears that the proliferation mechanism is in fact a 
genuine “doubling” process. The formation of the first negative is as expected (except that in this 
form the plural marker occurs with the subject):
(52) yeririna (lala) pe a-pa re si e sumare poii
people PL NEG1 3pS-R.go NEG2 again LOC church NEG3
‘People aren't going/didn ’t go to church anymore. ’
How would further negation of this be accomplished? Lewo regards this clause as an object X, 
and negates it again, as if to say ‘There is no X. * In other words, the form of the negative 
existential construction is adopted: pe X re poli (with the constraint that poli must still occur . 
clause finally), giving, in this case:
(53) ße [X ...] ie  [... ] poii
pe [yeririna pe a-pa re si e sumare] re poii poli
NEG1 people NEG1 3pS-R.go NEG2 again LOC church NEG2 NEG3 NEG3
“(There’s no (people not going to church)). ”
It only remains for the double clause final poli to be reduced to just a single instance, and we 
have (51).
15.2.7. Prohibition
When an irrealis verb with a second person subject is negated, this conceptually and formally 
constitutes the negative imperative.
(54) ve a-kan re
I.NEG1 2pS-eat NEG2
‘Don’t eat it! ’
However, just a few instances of what are clearly negative imperatives in the realis mood have 
also been found. Not all speakers accept the distinction, but many agree that there is a difference 
between the following two examples, with the realis negative imperative requiring the cessation of
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an activity already in progress (55), and the irrealis negative imperative requiring that the activity 
not commence (56).5 These examples show verbal prefixes with NEG1 rather than the verb, as 
earlier in §15.2.6.2.
(55) o-pe tag re
2sS-R.NEG1 cry NEG2
‘Don’t cry (ie. stop crying). ’
(56) o-ve tag re
2sS-I.NEG1 cry NEG2
‘Don’t cry (ie. don't start crying). ’
Lewo can also convey negative imperative force by expressing the prohibited activity as a 
nominalisation, as the subject of the verb toko ‘desist’.
(57) na-ka-n-ena toko
NOM-eat-TR-NOM desist
‘Don’t eat it! ’
A very recent modification has been to substitute the negative verb phrase in (54) for the 
nominalised form in (57). This gives (58):
(58) ve a-ka-n re toko
NEG1 2pS-eat-TR NEG2 desist
‘Don’t eat it! ’
This latter form, frowned upon but also increasingly used by mature speakers, is clearly a single 
phonological phrase, and can be distinguished from the double clause sequence, which has 
juncture between re and toko, and which can be glossed as ‘Don’t eat it; don’t! ’
This allows for several degrees of emphasis in the expression of negation. Speakers agree that 
the following sequence moves from lesser to more intense negative force:
(59) o-kla re
2sS-do NEG2
ve o-kla re
NEG1 2sS-do NEG2
o-kla re toko
2sS-do NEG2 desist
ve o-kla re toko
NEG1 2sS-do NEG2 desist
‘Don’t do it. ’
5 Note that closely related Lamen does have a negative imperative form (si)pa. The Lamen equivalent 
of (55) and (56) (not marked for realis/irrealis) would be sipa o-tag re don’t 2sS-cry NEG2.
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15.2.8. Independent negative
The independent negative words in Lewo are essentially maximally underspecified clausal 
negative constructions; that is, they are the remnant of the negated clause after everything else 
except the negative elements has been removed from it. They combine the negative construction 
elements into single phonological words, which are written as single grammatical words. The 
four words that may result from this combination are peraga, pere, perepo, and perepoli. 
Apart from noting that the first of these includes the limiter -ga ‘ju s t’, which changes the vowel 
in re from e to a, the internal structure of these forms will be obvious by now. The semantic 
differences between them seem to be a matter of degree, with the first of them being neutral (and 
the most common), the second somewhat more abrupt, and the third and fourth entailing heavier 
emphasis, the latter being quite uncommon.
Two of these forms will also commonly occur with wa or ke-ga wa to give ‘not yet’ answers:
pere wa, pere ke-ga wa ( ‘still not yet’), and perepolu wa.
(60) pe-re-(poli)-wa
NEG1 -NEG2-(NEG3)-yet
‘Not yet. ’
All of these independent forms so far have NEG1 as pe. The independent negative formed with 
NEG1 as ve is not common, and functions to express conditionality, mostly along with the 
conjunction visae ‘if:
(61) visae ve-re,
if NEG1-NEG2
‘I f no t,...’
There are some dialects of Lewo for which just the NEG3 element poll alone stands as the 
independent negative.
15.2.9. Other negative words
15.2.9.1. Inherently negative verbs
Two Lewo verbs can be analysed semantically as containing NEGATIVE as a component of their 
meaning. The two verbs are ninuwe ‘to not know, be ignorant’ and mon6 ‘to not want,
6 It is possible that this verb is actually a combination of the posture verb mo ‘to be at in lying posture ’ 
and the transitive marker -ni, whereby the combined meaning of ‘lying against something ’ can come to 
mean ‘resist, not want to, etc. ’. If so, this would constitute a further example of the occurrence of the 
transitiviser on intransitive verbs of posture as described in §12.5.1.3-4.
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antidesiderative’. More often than not, both verbs will occur with the delimiting post-clitic -ga, 
and both nearly always occur in the realis mood (not marked on mon in (63)).
(62) imim me-m-ninuwe 0-sape naga ne 0-kom-in naga 0-mai
1pe 1peS-R-not.know COMPL 3s DEICbecause 3s 3sS-sick
‘We didn ’t know whether it was because he was sick. ’
(63) a-mon na-kan-ena
3pS-not.want NOM-eat-NOM
‘They don’t want to eat it. ’
It is possible to negate these verbs using the normal clausal negation strategy, giving affirmative 
effect, although this is a contrived usage.
Besides mon, Lewo can also express the anti-desiderative using a body part construction: yepe- 
na mavi body-3sP not.want ‘not want’.
(64) yepe-la 0-mavi-n imi-ena
body-3pP 3sS-not.want-TR come-NOM
‘They didn’t want to come. ’
(65) yepe-u 0-mavi-ni-a
body-1 sP 3sS-not.want-TR-3sO
7 don't want it. 77 don’t want to. ’
15.2.9.2. Expressing incompetence
Two of the nuclear layer serial verbs listed in §13.3.2 express meanings that are inherently 
negative. Both of them, -tete and -pele, express incompetence, in the sense of the subject not 
being able for some reason to perform an action. The two are near synonyms, but in some cases 
are collocationally restricted to certain verbs.
(66) ne-ka-n-tete kinan-ena marera lala
1 sS-eat-TR-can’t eat-NOM hard PL
7 can’t eat strong foods. ’
(67) a-pisa-yu-pele-ga
3pS-R.say-expand-can’t-just
‘They just can’t talk about it. ’
A combination of -tete with the verb tapa ‘do/make  ’ can be made into a higher verb, to give 
incompetence clauses that may function as a prohibition, as already mentioned in §14.4.9:
(68) tapa-tete a-vano
make-can’t 3pS-go
‘They can’t go. ’ /  ‘They are not to go. ’
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15.3. Typological perspective
The Lewo negative construction, entailing a fairly high degree of apparent redundancy, is of 
obvious typological interest, particularly with respect to the provenance and evolution of the 
system as a whole.
Two very useful surveys of negation typology are Dahl 1979 and Payne 1985. Dahl surveyed 
240 languages, as widely representative as was possible, and establishes the types of clausal 
negation strategies that they employ, as well as providing counts of the relative frequencies of 
each type. He first distinguishes syntactic and morphological negation, and then subcategorises 
these according to the linear ordering of elements, particularly in relation to the negated verb, and 
relates this to word order typology. Payne gives a wider treatment of negation in general, 
including how the category appears in many different word class and syntactic contexts. 
Standard clausal negation is fully covered, and Payne says that it “may take a variety of forms, 
ranging from fully inflected ‘negative verbs’ to fully bound derivational morphemes” (p. 207). 
The actual gradation of types that he presents begins with higher negative verbs, then auxiliary 
negative verbs, then negative particles, morphological negatives, and finally negative nouns 
(pp. 207-228). Overall, Dahl’s and Payne’s typologies are very similar, and they have been 
reassessed more recently by Horn (1989:447-462), but without significant expansion or 
modification. These surveys are used here as a basis for discussing at a deeper level the status of 
the Lewo negative elements, in terms of their syntactic origins and their synchronic function.
15.3.1. What is the status of ve NEG1?
There seems little reason to analyse Lewo ve NEG1 as a higher negative verb, mainly because 
there is no formal indication that the negated verb (phrase) is a full sentential complement to it.7
We should ask next then, is it a negative auxiliary verb? Typologically, we should be very open 
to this possibility, because we have seen that ve/pe is also the verb ‘to be ’, and as Payne again 
comments (for both higher and auxiliary negative verbs), “evidence ... exists that in at least some 
cases the negative verb is simply a negative form of the verb ‘b e ’ ” (p. 222). In the prototypical 
cases, well-exemplified in the highly inflectional languages Payne cites, the auxiliary verb can be 
seen to accrue the normal verbal markings for various categories, while the verb being negated is 
reduced to an “invariant, participial form” (p. 212). This does not seem to characterise 
completely what happens in Lewo, where the negated verb still retains all its usual markings, and
7 Note too that Payne, referring to another source, indicates that higher negative verbs are not found in 
verb-medial languages (1985:207).
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where ve, besides being marked for mood as ve or pe, shows little evidence of attracting other 
verbal inflections or adjuncts.
However, Payne allows that the way in which the verbal inflectional categories are divided 
between, or shared by, the negative verb and the negated verb can vary in many ways. The range 
of possibilities that can result from this “complex distribution” (p. 221) is such that as long as the 
negative verb can be shown to retain its “independent word status” (p. 214), having not yet 
become a derivational morpheme on the negated verb, then it is best described as an “auxiliary 
negative verb”.
Various criteria suggest firstly, that Lewo ve does have independent word status (no phonological 
binding, and possibility of other words intervening between it and the main verb), and secondly, 
that it is a verb (marked for mood, and rarely, for subject person and number). Trying to 
discover from native speakers of the language whether they felt ve NEG1 to be the same as ve ‘to 
be ’ was somewhat confirmatory, and it was certainly not felt to be the same as some of the other 
homophones of ve (verbs meaning ‘to weave’ and a commonly reduced form of one of the verbs 
‘to say’).
It therefore seems best to conclude that the NEG1 element in Lewo negatives is a negative 
auxiliary or support verb, probably deriving originally from the verb ‘to be’.
15.3.2. What is the status of re NEG2?
re shows some degree of mobility, and should be accorded independent grammatical word status, 
rather than being considered a bound morpheme. However, many people do not recognise an 
orthographic word break before it; and it is probably a post-clitic. It does not display inflectional 
marking of any kind, so is certainly not a negative verb or auxiliary. We can continue to regard it 
as an invariant negative particle.
Dahl (pp. 103-104) has 115 of his 240 languages using a particle like this, found pre-verbally 
twice as often as post-verbally in SVO languages, with English not and French pas (without 
preceding ne as is common in modem colloquial French) both in the minority case here. 
However, Payne (p. 224) shows that the historical negative in both these languages was in fact 
originally a single pre-verbal negative particle. We have seen that Lewo can sometimes also 
show loss of NEG1, and just retain NEG2 and NEG3.
Payne’s description of the mechanism by which post-verbal French pas and English not have 
developed is actually instructive for the Lewo situation. He states that there is a “strong tendency
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for particle negatives to be emphasised and reinforced ... more frequently by the addition of a 
further particle elsewhere in the sentence, forming a pair of linked negatives” (p. 224).8 For 
French and English, the precursors of the now generalised negative particles were full objects, 
meaning ‘a step ’ and ‘nothing ’ respectively, so they clearly had the function of emphasising the 
negative by limiting the extent of the effect of the negated action, along the lines of modem 
English forms like 7  didn 't eat the least little bit, ’ and ‘(?)I didn ’t eat nothing For Lewo, it is 
also possible to find a similar kind of source for the NEG2 particle re. However, we do not find
it in the object position of the clause as in French and English, and fortunately, neither do we
have to look into the (unrecorded) history of the language to discover it. The source of re NEG2 
would seem to be the current particle of the same form, that has a limiting function in affirmative 
clauses, and that is one of several post-verbal modifying particles in Lewo:9
(69) ne-su-ma na sine-u-n 0-sape na-ka-n re kumpui
1 sS-stay-TA EMPH gut-1 sP-TR COMPL 1sS-eat-TR PART pork
‘After a while I wanted to eat a bit of pork/wanted to try eating some pork. ’
This re is found as either NEG1, or as the particle with the limiting function in affirmative 
statements, but not both, suggesting it is the same form occurring in two mutually exclusive 
environments. However, the fact that it is an obligatory component in negative clauses means 
that it functions as a syntactic marker of negation, and in this context, has lost the semantic 
content it seems to have in the limiting function. For this reason, the forms can be regarded as 
distinct particles in Lewo grammar.10
15.3.3. What is the status of poll NEG3?
In the previous section, we have already seen Payne’s statement about particle negatives being 
strengthened by the addition of a further particle elsewhere in the sentence. This process is taken 
to be the mechanism by which linked negative pairs are formed. In the absence of any clear
8 This is actually a restatement of jespersen's cycle (see § 15.3.4). An extensive discussion of this same 
mechanism is given in Horn 1989:452ff.
9 Crowley has already pointed out almost exactly the same situation for the Paamese partitive -tei, 
cognate with Lewo re (Crowley 1982:140-2). He also discusses the historical development of the 
function of this particle more fully (pp. 146-148), and relates it to the wider Oceanic context, including 
Lenakel data from Lynch similar to that given later here in §15.4.3. Malcolm Ross (pc.) considers that 
there may have been a POC negative *tai, of which Lewo re would be a proper reflex, and that the 
position of re also argues for it being the original inherited negative.
10 Payne also describes linked negative pairs in several African (Chadic) svo languages where the 
second negative element occurs after the object, giving negative constructions of the form S-NEGl-V-O- 
NEG2. Some of these languages have then lost the NEG1 form, so that a single final negative marker 
remains: S-V-O-NEG; this pattem is also found in German (p. 226).
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reason as to why this process could not be iterative,11 it stands as the best way of explaining how 
Lewo has come to have yet a third element in its negative construction.
Although there is no claim being made here about the relative ordering of accrual of the negative 
elements, we are still very interested to know where this third element in the linear ordering comes 
from. It appears from Payne’s discussion, reinforced by the origins of Lewo re NEG2, that 
languages prefer to draw additional negative particles from existing resources, rather than create 
new ones. Is this so for poli? A possible historical source for poli (having a range of meaning 
associated with non-existence) is mentioned later (§15.4.2), so the form may not be new in Lewo, 
but we still wonder how it might have come to have the function it has.
While there are no other morphemes with this form in Lewo, it was noted above that poli is 
indeed found as the independent negative in some dialects. It is not possible to say immediately 
that this must be the source of the NEG3 element, because the independent negative itself seems 
to be formed from a maximal reduction of the clausal negative construction.
However, there is a construction type in the language that does hint at how the NEG3 element 
may have come to occur right at the end of the clause. This is where, for both affirmative and 
negative clauses, the independent negative can be attached as a kind of tag to the whole clause, 
indicating either that the intended action was not accomplished in some way (for affirmative 
clauses), or, for clauses already in the negative, as an additional emphasis of the negative force of 
the statement.
(70) a-kla-yo-n ma 0-pano-o, peraga
3pS-do-place-TRTA 3sS-R.go-DUR no
‘They tried hard on and on, to no avail. ’
(71) pe sa-na mama re poli. peraga
NEG1 POSS-3sP mother NEG2 NEG3 no
‘(That) was not his mother, indeed no. ’
The other interesting detail about poli is the restriction of its occurrence to realis mood clauses. 
It is hard to know what kind of functional or typological explanation will satisfactorily relate the 
presence or absence of poli to the contextually-determined modal distinction made in the
11 Although there will be constraints relating to the cognitive processing of language, as well as the 
extent to which languages permit the encoding of redundancy: we should be very surprised probably to 
find a language which allows four or more elements in a linked negative construction — although Lewo 
could be regarded as having four elements in its ‘never’ construction; see (11). Dahl considers that 
negative is a “simple, un-decomposable concept” and so finds the occurrence of even double particle 
constructions “baffling” (Dahl 1979:89). Horn (1989:456ff.) asks “why does negation need to be 
strengthened or reinforced in the first place (and) what triggers each round of postverbal reescalation?”
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clause.12 Possibly it reflects the relative degrees of intensity of expression of negativity that are 
appropriate for events that incontrovertibly did not take place, as against those that it is asserted 
are not to take place.
From the start, the three negative elements have been regarded as distinct entities, all independent 
words. The discussion above on their morphological status indicates that the only modification 
that might be required is to analyse re as a clitic, with no strong motivation for trying to regard 
them as components of a single tripartite discontinuous negative morpheme. A third approach 
would be to accommodate poli dangling at the end of the clause by regarding the negative 
construction as made up of two words, one of them being poli, the other a discontinuous 
morpheme comprising a prefix ve/pe and a suffix re. Again, the separate word status of these 
elements argues against this.
15.3.4. Typological status of the tripartite construction
The three elements that constitute the Lewo negative do not individually display any particular 
typological peculiarities. Each has its formal equivalents in negative constructions in other 
languages. Firstly, with regard to NEG1, in Dahl’s survey (1979), 40 out of the 240 languages 
have negative auxiliaries, 28 of them pre-verbal, and we have seen that the occurrence of the verb 
‘to be' with this function is known elsewhere. Secondly, in relation to NEG2, about half the 
languages show some kind of post-verbal affix or particle, and we have also seen that “negative 
polarity minimizers” (Horn 1989:453) are often found in this position as negative intensifier 
particles or clitics in double particle constructions. And thirdly, as far as NEG3 is concerned, 
there are eight other SVO languages in the sample which have a negative particle in “sentence- 
final” position. Finally, we can note that using more than one negative element is uncommon, but 
not rare: Dahl (1979:102) lists 12 out of his 240 languages which have double particle negative 
constructions.
What is interesting about the Lewo pattem of course, is that it most frequently uses all three of its 
negative elements at once in a tripartite linked negative construction. This construction type is 
obviously extremely rare in the languages of the world, possibly uniquely attested in Lewo.13
12 Horn (1989:448-451) describes differences in negative marking depending on mood (various Indo- 
European languages); on identity vs. existence (Classical Chinese); on tense (Arabic); and on other 
syntactic category and semantic distinctions.
13 The data Payne (p. 231) gives from Nanai (in the Soviet Far East) come close to matching the Lewo 
situation. While Lewo has three distinct negative particles or elements, Nanai shows a negative verb 
form which occurs before the negated verb, and following the verb, the verb 'to be' occurs as an inflected 
auxiliary. What gives the third element for Nanai is the fact that the negated verb takes an invariant
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In the literature on negation, reference is often made to two early typological claims made by 
Jespersen. One of these is labelled by Horn (1989:293) as NEG FIRST, and represents “the general 
tendency for negation to be attracted leftward, and generally to precede the material over which it 
has scope” (p. 292). Horn restates it as the tendency that “negation tends to be signalled as early 
as possible in the sentence, for ease in processing” (p. 311). The other claim, Horn notes 
(p. 452), has come to be known as JESPERSEN’S CYCLE, and he describes this as the frequently 
observed “cyclical pattern wherein the negative marker is gradually weakened ... then reinforced 
by the accretion of ... minimizers or indefinites, and ultimately replaced by its reinforcement”. 
We can observe that Lewo relates to these tendencies somewhat non-typically. Firstly, the 
extreme rightwards position of poli would not be predicted by NEG FIRST14, and secondly, while 
some additional elements have been incorporated into the Lewo negative construction, the earlier 
negative form, whichever it was, has not been lost as JESPERSEN’S CYCLE would lead us to 
expect.
15.4. Comparative historical perspective
The above typological claim immediately creates interest in the negative construction types that 
might be found in related and neighbouring Oceanic languages in island Melanesia.15 We will 
briefly review negative constructions firstly in other Epi languages, and then note some details 
from some other more and less closely related languages. Although it makes the many gaps in the 
data more obvious, the information given below is also summarised in Table 68 at the end of the 
chapter.
15.4.1. Other Epi languages
None of the other Epi languages (Lamen, Baki, Bieria, Bierebo,16 Mae-Morae) display this three­
fold marking. They do show various combinations of NEG1 and/or NEG2 elements, which 
themselves occur as various different forms, but none of the languages have NEG3 elements of 
any phonological shape.
participial-like form. This construction occurs with just one form of the Nanai verb, and does not 
constitute the normal clausal negation strategy.
14 Admittedly, ve already occurs early, so there is no longer the same functional need for poli to do so. 
The typological tendency for leftwards positioning of negative elements is also contradicted by the 
process of “negative postposing” that Labov describes for Black English Vernacular (Labov 1972:143).
15 Work on the comparative syntax of these languages is progressing, and the existence of a 
phenomenon like this complex negative marking could have some potential as a diagnostic construction- 
type for subgrouping. This section is not an attempt to reconstruct the historical development of these 
negative forms or construction types, but to loosely review the range of forms and types that are found.
16 Confirmatory data for this language is still lacking.
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The language which by all measures is most closely related to Lewo is Lamen. Lamen has the 
form maa (clearly not the verb ‘to be’) for NEG1, and re (also occurs meaning ‘somewhat') for 
NEG2. For the negative imperative, NEG1 is sipa, with re still as NEG2. Like Lewo, the 
independent negative is formed of a composite of NEG1 and NEG2: maare.
Baki has a similar form to Lamen for the NEG1 element, maka. There is no re ‘somewhat’ in 
Baki, but this form is retained as NEG2. The main independent negative in Baki is derived just 
from NEG1, makan(io); but mbueli (the possible relationship of this and other forms to Lewo 
poll is mentioned in §15.4.2) and markanio have also been found.
Try on’s sketch (nd.) of Mae-Morae indicates that only one element is ever used in negative 
constructions. The future negative takes the particle avel, in the pre-verbal NEG1 position, and 
this is also used for the prohibitive. Non-future negatives take vei/voi in NEG2 position, 
following the verb. There is also an example of a negative existential expression, which uses the 
negative form mbuel.
This pattern of negative marking is also paralleled in Bieria, where the same form se  occurs pre- 
verbally for future, and post-verbally for non-future clauses. The independent negative, also used 
in negative existential clauses, is buoll.
15.4.2. Other ncv languages
None of the three Central Vanuatu languages which by Tryon’s (1976) internal classification are 
most closely related to the Epi languages are known to exhibit tripartite linked negatives. Of
these, Namakir has NEG1 te and NEG3 -Ih, but no NEG2 (Sperlich 1992). At first, Nguna
looks like having just a single pre-verbal negative particle taa (Schütz 1969:28), but Schütz also 
describes a post-verbal particle mau ‘at all’, which is described as a limiter, and all the instances 
of this form that I could find in his data were in negative constructions. Example (61), from 
Schütz (1969:40), shows this element clause finally rather than explicitly post-verbal, making it 
look very much like a NEG3 element. Another example (p. 69) has both taa and mau in a future 
tense negative.
(72) e taa pel sikai maau mau [Ngunese]
it not be one only at-all
‘It wasn ’t just one at all.’
This suggested reanalysis of Ngunese (North Efate) mau is reinforced from South Efate data 
(provided by Wilson Kaluat), where there is a NEG1 particle tu, and an incontrovertible NEG3
mau.
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(73) nanom a-tu pam nawi mau [South Efate]
yesterday 1sS-NEG1 R.eat yam NEG3
‘Yesterday I didn ’t eat yam. ’
Also, Paamese, geographically closer but in the next most closely related group (East Vanuatu), 
has a very clear linked negative pair, which Crowley (1982:140-2) describes as a “disjunctive 
morpheme”, in that the two parts form part of the internal morphology of the verb. Paamese uses 
the form ro- for NEG1, which is not related to the verb 4to be’, and -tei for NEG2, which is also 
the Paamese partitive (p. 171).
The other language most closely related to Paamese, again in East Vanuatu, is South-East 
Ambrym. This has naa-/taa- (depending on tense) for NEG1, and ti, also the partitive, for 
NEG2 (Parker 1970:vi, 33). Again, closely related to both of these, is another Ambrym 
language, Lonwolwol. Summarising some other variations, its negative occurs only preverbally, 
with the present tense form tolo, the past tolohon, and the future involving both the particle 
sinca and the prefix n- (Paton 1971:53).
Further afield within NCV, data is available for some of the Malakula Coastal languages. Atchin 
has NEG1 se(re) and NEG2 te, the latter also being the form of the limiting particle meaning 
‘somewhat’ (Capell and Layard 1980:84, 136, 144).
Close to Atchin is Uripiv (McKerras 1989), where the primary pattern seems to be a single pre­
verbal particle (s)ete. However, the dictionary also contains a form te which is simply cross- 
referenced to the NEG1 element mentioned, under which the following example is found (it is not 
clear why ete occurs rather than sete):
(74) ete nu-majing te lelingen [Uripiv]
neg  l-work “emphasis” today
‘I ’m not working today. ’
Thus, while NEG2 does not seem obligatory in Uripiv, there are hints of a linked-pair 
construction present in the language. The ‘somewhat’ form in Uripiv is ta.
In his atlas of 19 languages in south Malakula, Charpentier (1982) includes data on the verbal 
negative construction, although the relationship of the forms he gives to other grammatical 
particles like a partitive is not clear. However, 10 of the languages clearly show a linked negative 
pair, with a verbal prefix of the form sa- or se-, and a post-verbal particle of varying shapes for 
the different languages: vaj, vej, ve, re, ndeh, sege. The other nine languages only have verbal 
prefixes sa-, su-, se-, s mba-, semba-.
Two other NCV languages that have been described, regarded as more innovative (Clark 
1985:220), are Big Nambas and Sakao. Both of these show single non-discontinuous verbal
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prefixes in their negative constructions. The former has a(h)- (Fox 1979:65), and the latter ja(ß)- 
(Guy 1974:48).
Some of these negative markings, along with those from several other NCV languages, are noted 
in Try on 1973:330. The combined data leaves the impression that discontinuous marking is 
frequent in NCV, and that the most stable item across the languages is a particle of the form 
se/re/te, mostly found as either NEG2 of a linked pair, or NEG1 where there is no NEG2. 
Pawley has already reconstructed a Proto North Hebridean-Central Pacific form *teqe as a pre­
verbal negative particle (Pawley 1972:56).17 Clark (1985:209) reports finding “biposed negative 
constructions” in a number of outer NCV locations as well (Banks Islands, Aoba-Maewo, and 
Rerep - actual language names not given for the first two). He also reconstructs PNCV 
*(st)a(vb)V for NEG1 and *tea for NEG2, and considers the linkage of them in the negative 
construction to be an innovation in NCV. The first form is considered to be related to other 
Oceanic preverbal negative markers of the form *ta-, and the second is considered to recall PNCV 
*tea ‘one ’, which has come to function as an additional negative emphasiser.
Clark has also reconstructed a PNCV *bueli ‘missing, absent, non-existent, deserted, 
uninhabited ’ (Clark 1986:13). Clark’s evidence for this includes reflexes on Epi (Bald: bweli 
‘uninhabited place’), to the north (Paamese: vueli ‘lost, disappeared’), and to the south 
(Namakir: buel ‘absent, non-existent’; North Efate: pueli ‘missing’). Lewo does not retain a 
form like this with this meaning, and the semantic shift and phonological modification required to 
result in poll ‘negativeparticle’ are both highly plausible.
15.4.3. Outside ncv within Vanuatu
The other Vanuatu languages outside NCV are mainly the Southern Vanuatu languages, which 
may belong to a different first-order subgrouping of Oceanic than the NCV languages. It is 
interesting that at least a bipartite negative construction is attested among these SV languages as 
well. The data from Lynch (1978:47,64; eg. (66) below) on Lenakel of Tanna indicates that 
there is a negative verbal prefix is-, and what he calls a “negative post-clitic” of the form -aan, 
which occurs either verb finally, or following some other post-verbal adjuncts.
(75) r-is-va-aan apwa Ifila [Lenakel]
3sS-NEG1 -come-NEG2 LOC Vila
‘He didn ’t come to Vila ’
17 When evidence for a proposed Proto Eastern Oceanic subgroup was being evaluated, this pre-verbal 
negative particle was reconstructed as *ta?e ‘not’, along with *ta?eki ‘not yet’.
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What is fascinating about this morpheme is that it is the same form as the “suffixal part of the 
discontinuous general nominalizing morpheme” in the language, n-..,-aan (Lynch 1977:26), 
which has cognate forms with the same function in most if not all the NCV languages as well (eg. 
Lewo na-...-ena). So here we have another example of a language drawing on its already 
existing resources to extend its negative construction.
The use of the nominalising strategy is found in two other languages on Tanna as well, but these 
use firstly a full negative verb, which takes all the verbal affixes, and then the nominalised form 
of the negated verb. This is found in Kwamera (reported in Crowley 1982:148) and South West 
Tanna, for which an example from Lynch (1982a:52, glosses slightly modified) is given:
(76) kuli aan 1-0-am-apwah n-aan-ien nauga t+ks+n [Southwest Tanna]
dog that 3sS-TA-TA-NEG1 NOM-eat-NOM meat some
‘That dog is not eating any meat. ’
Lynch also provides information for the other SV languages. For the two languages now spoken 
on Erromango (Sie and Ura) he reconstructs an original negative construction with the single 
verbal prefix *edu- (Lynch 1983:204). For Anejom, there is a single preverbal negative particle 
itiyi (Lynch 1982b: 121).
15.4.4. Oceanic outside Vanuatu
Are there languages outside of NCV and SV with negative constructions which entail more than 
one constituent (sub-morphemic or morphemic)? Many of these languages are still undescribed, 
and only a few sources have been consulted. However, a quick survey of Fijian (declarative 
“semi-auxiliary” sega; Dixon 1988:281); Nakanai (preverbal particles kama for 
declarative/interrogative and umala for imperative; Johnston 1980:62); Manam (preverbal 
particle tago; Lichtenberk 1985a:384ff.), and Proto Eastern Oceanic (*t[a,i]ka(i); Pawley 
1972:56) shows that they all have just single modal adverbs, auxiliaries, or higher verbs for 
negatives, with the same form also often functioning as the independent negative. Separate 
negative imperative forms can be found for some of these languages, but linked negative 
constructions are not evident.18
Dahl’s survey included three Oceanic languages (Sakau ( = Sakao, above), Luangiua and Maori 
(both Polynesian) ), and five other Austronesian languages. Many of these have different 
negative forms for different clause types, but all of them form their basic indicative clausal
18 This section is looking at the occurrence of different kinds of negative construction types. With 
regard to historical sources for some of the Lewo negative particles, Darrell Tryon (pc.) has suggested 
that re could be a reflex of POC *teqe, and po(-li) could be from POC *paso. Also note fn. 9 earlier for 
Malcolm Ross’ suggestion that there was a POC negative particle *tai.
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negatives with single elements: preverbal affixes or particles (Sakau, Malagasy, Tagalog, 
Indonesian, Malay); preverbal auxiliaries (Maori, Yapese); or a post-verbal particle or affix 
(Luangiua).
However, just a single case is needed to show that linked or discontinuous negatives are not solely 
confined to Vanuatu, and for this we can turn to Takia, a Western Oceanic language spoken off 
the north coast of Papua New Guinea. Ross (1991:9) includes the following example (glosses 
slightly modified):
(77) bom tita i-puk-di-na-do-ao... [Takia]
bomb NEG1 3sS-break-already-NEG2-TA-TA
‘The bomb still hadn 't exploded... ’
Takia typically negates clauses with the pre-verbal particle tita (or ta in some dialects), and the 
post-verbal suffix -na (not always, in some dialects).19
15.4.5. Conclusion
This review indicates a wide range of negative forms and types for these languages, perhaps 
wider than might have been expected, even among the more closely related NCV and Epi 
languages in particular.
There is a high incidence of discontinuous negative marking within NCV, and this pattern is only 
sporadically attested elsewhere in Oceanic. For NCV, there is also an equally high degree of 
apparent non-cognacy in the forms that appear, which will render particularly difficult any 
attempt to reconstruct negative marking within NCV. Patterns involving NEG1 and NEG2 
elements are found on Epi and to the north, while patterns involving NEG1 and NEG3 are found 
on Epi and to the south. It appears to be a unique innovation of Lewo to have adopted all three 
elements into its negative construction.
19 After this material was presented at the First International Conference on Oceanic Linguistics in 
Vanuatu in July 1993, a number of linguists mentioned further bipartite negative constructions from 
elsewhere. From Western Austronesian, Ernie Lee reported that Chamic languages typically show pre­
verbal (NEG1) and clause-final (NEG3) particles. Gillian Sankoff gave the following example from the 
Oceanic language Buang (Headwaters dialect; Papua New Guinea), and notes further that there is also a 
particle re (same form as Buang NEG3) which can occur alone with a limiting (partitive?) function.
ke su yaqo gaqgQk re [Buang]
I NEG1 hear talk NEG3
7 hear the talk. ’
Finally, Paul Geraghty mentioned data from Rotuman, where the negative construction is made up of a 
NEG1 particle kat and a NEG2 particle ra.
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Table 68: Negative elements in languages cited
NEGl neg2 neg3 ‘tobe ’
‘some­
what''
independent
negative prohibitive
LEWO ve /p e re po (li) ve /p e re p ere (p o (li)) v e ... re
LAMEN m a re ve/p e re m aare s ip a ... re
PAKI m aka re ve /be kija m akan (io )
MAE-MORAE avei or ve i/vo i ve/m  be ndai? m buel avei
BIEREBO m arare
BIERIA se or se buo li
NAMAKIR te -ih m bu(a /e )l
NGUNA taa m au vei ee
PAAMA ro- (-te i) ve -te i to vu e li -tei
S.E. AMBRYM naa-/taa - ti he ti
LONWOLWOL to lo (h o n ); 
sinka  n-
ATCfflN se(re ) te w e te e ts ig a /tse
URIPIV se(te ) te? ivi ta e-jk i
(lOlgs)
S.MALAKULA 
(9 lgs)
s a -/se -/s -/..
s a -/su -/se -/..
v a j/v e j/
ve /re /..
BIGNAMBAS a (h )-
SAKAO (i)a (ß )-
LENAKEL s- -aan kapw a
SW TANNA ap w ah n- -ien
ERROMANGO *ed u -
TAKIA (ti)ta (-na)
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CHAPTER 16 : SENTENCE, PARAGRAPH AND DISCOURSE
16.1. Introduction
This final chapter of the present description of the Lewo language deals with features of levels of 
structure above that of the clause, namely the sentence, the paragraph, and the discourse. An 
exhaustive description of these higher levels of structure could itself warrant its own dedicated 
study, but this chapter contains little more than an inventory of some features that are of 
particular relevance or interest.
Among the features whose description might be expected to be located in this chapter are 
complementation and inter-clausal relations. There are some matters relating to these two topics 
still to be described below, but note that the main discussion of them has already occurred in the 
context of core layer serialisation, in §14.4.4 (for logical relations) and §14.4.13 (for 
complementisation).
In the sentence section (§16.2), complex sentences with relative clauses are considered. Sentence 
level adverbs and conjunctions are covered, and more information on inter-clausal relationships is 
given. Also, some important categories that have not already been discussed in the description 
thus far, by virtue of the way they are expressed in Lewo, are described here, such as the 
expression of comparatives. This section also contains a listing of some Lewo exclamations. 
The paragraph (§16.3) and discourse (§16.4) sections of this chapter enumerate various features 
of structure at these levels.
16.2. Sentence Level
Sentence and clause may be regarded as paired levels in the grammatical hierarchy, in that both 
have the communicative function of expressing propositions (Pike and Pike 1977:24). Sentences 
are defined as structures that potentially combine two or more clauses into a single propositional 
statement, and these clauses can show varying degrees of incorporation of one into the other. 
From this perspective, some clauses in sentences will be coordinate, or of equal independent 
status as the other, while in other cases they will evidence being subordinated in some way.
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16.2.1. Relative clauses
One of the more extensive kinds of subordination or of incorporation of one clause within another 
is manifested by relative clauses. The sentences within which they are found are essentially a 
single clause structure, one of whose constituents is not drawn from the next lowest level in the 
hierarchy, as is the usual constructional principle in language, but from the same level. In 
communicative terms, additional information about an item is embedded right at the point where 
that item occurs as an argument in the core or periphery of a clause. The functional role of the 
relative clause is to use this additional information to narrow in some way the reference of the 
item represented by the head noun. (Several examples of this construction type have already been 
given in §9.5.5. for relative clauses occurring in main clauses as subject or object arguments.)
In Lewo, the morphological device that is used to identify such a relative clause is the relative 
pronoun napa ‘that, who, which’.1 In (1), the subject and the object noun phrases are each 
bracketed, and within each is a further bracketed relative clause under napa.
(1) kasi tapena 0-paro-via [lala [napa a-kla ma-la uma
year other 3sS-R.pass-3sO 3p REL 3pS-make POSS-3pP home
0-to lo-si]] a-pio [lala [napa a-n-su yo mama]]
3sS-be.at inside-sea 3pS-R.call 3p REL 3pS-R-be.at place bush
‘After another year passed, those who made their home down on the coast called those who 
were living in the bush. ’
Such relative clauses can also be found to occur in noun phrases that occur as other clause 
constituents, such as oblique arguments (2) and clause peripheries (3).
(2) me-pisa potena 0-pa-n-mami lala napa me-pito
1peS-R.say thanks 3sS-R.go-TR-1 peO PL REL 1peS-R.go.down
me-kale piara
1peS-search.for crab
‘We said thanks to each of us who had gone looking for crabs. ’
(3) pogos napa yarn na-kla-vian-mami-ena 0-pisa 0-sa nene
time REL person NOM-make-teach-1peO-NOM3sS-R.say 3sS-be.like DEIC
‘At the time that ( “when ”) our teacher said this... ’
More interesting than the question of what clause constituents may contain relative clauses 
however, is the matter of which constituents are accessible to being relativised. In Lewo, both 
subjects (4-5) and objects (6-7) are readily relativised.
1 Two earlier forms that appear in some dialects as relative pronouns are nagepa and nawae.
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(4) sisi napa 0-mare-mare ne
child REL 3sS-die-recent DEIC
‘The child who just recently died. ’
(5) mrapa kie-na yaru la napa a-kla ke ponani
road POSS-3sP man PL REL 3pS-do TA New.Year.celebration
‘The road of (that had been taken by) the people who were doing the New Year celebrations. ’
(6) kinan-ena napa me-ka-ni-a
eat-NOM REL 1 peS-eat-TR-3sO
‘The food which we ate. ’
(7) nari-na napa 0-pari-pesa-ni-a yerimene
child-3sP REL 3sS-R.bear-be.first-TR-3sO male
‘The child which she bore first (was a) male. ’
Note that when objects are relativised, the object cross-reference position of the verb continues to 
be manifested by the pronominal suffix. However, it appears that this can be omitted where some 
other nominal constituent of the same clause occurs, such as an oblique benefactive/goal 
argument (cf. (8) and (9)).
(8) sa-la vis-ena napa a-pisa-wali-a
POSS-3pP say-NOM REL 3pS-R.say-find-3sO
‘Their talk which they announced. ’
(9) sa-la vis-ena napa a-pisa-wal 0-pa-n yeririna lala
POSS-3pP say-NOM REL 3pS-R.say-find 3sS-R.go-TR people PL
‘Their talk which they announced to the people. ’
Also, oblique arguments can occur as the targets of relativisation, but in this case the embedded 
clause must retain some pronominal trace of the nominal constituent that was relativised out of it 
(compare (10) with (9)). The trace occurs as an object suffix on prepositions, like the locational 
goal verbal preposition in (10-11) or the general locational preposition e in (12-13). Comparing 
these last two, note that the 3sO pronoun trace -a can often be elided when it is not occurring 
sentence finally (see another example of this with a negative particle following, in (30) below).
(10) yeririna lala napa a-pisa sa-la vis-ena 0-pa-n-la
people PL REL 3pS-R.say POSS-3pP say-NOM 3sS-R.go-TR-3pO
‘The people to whom they made their talk. ’
(11) sira kokani nene napa supe la a-pis 0-pa-ni-a
female small DEIC REL chief PL 3pS-speak 3sS-R.go-TR-3sO
‘This young girl that the chiefs reprimanded. ’
(12) 0-m-ligani e rha-na ponovi
3sS-R-put LOC POSS-3sP nest
napa na 0-te-pa 0-te e-a
REL 3s 3sS-peck-split 3sS-be.at LOC-3sO 
‘He put it in its nest that it had hatched in. ’
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(13) a-se e napa a-pure-plan
3sS-be.at LOC REL 3pS-R.pull-out
sa-la klavaru la e na a-tagi
POSS-3pP stone PL LOC EMPH 3pS-cry
‘They stood at where they had pulled out their stones from and cried. ’
Example (13) reminds us again that it is not unusual in Lewo for relative clauses to occur as 
headless noun phrases. In (14-15), the headless noun phrase is the prepositional object of e in a 
location phrase. The omitted head is presumably yo ‘place This head is an oblique argument 
in the relative clause, and so despite its absence, a pronoun trace can again be found.
(14) omam-lua me-kom e napa mrae 0-pari-pe
1pe-two 1peS-pass LOC REL sun 3sS-R.carry-break.through
ke yo e-a
TA place LOC-3sO
‘The two of us come from (the place) where the sun comes up at. ’
(15) 0-m-yali matani e napa Pita 0-teke e-a
3sS-R-walk PREP LOC REL (name) 3sS-be.at-TA LOC-3sS
‘He walked away from (the place) where Peter was at. ’
In the description of the Lewo noun phrase, we noted firstly that there are few adjectives in Lewo, 
and secondly that verbs can occur as nominal modifiers, to give noun phrases like the object in
(16).
(16) me-m-loge [suri wo la moki]
1peS-R.hear thing good PL many
‘We heard many good things. ’
Besides this attributive use of Stative verbs, they can also occur as relative clauses with the same 
function, as nominal modifiers.2
(17) 0-kla puriyu napa 0-piavi 0-m-laea
3sS-make bone REL 3sS-R.long 3sS-R-be.sore
‘It made the bone that is long/the long bone (of my leg) painful. ’
(18) ka-u mama 0-pitetali-a mene-u napa 0-vitokaki
POSS-1sP mother 3sS-R.send-3sO younger.sibling-1sP REL 3sS-be.small
‘My mother sent my younger brother that is small/my small younger brother. ’
(19) 0-m-la magko napa 0-manoa
3sS-R-give mango REL 3sS-ripe
‘He gave (her) a mango that was ripe/a ripe mango. ’
2 “The expression of adjectival meanings through verbs in languages with closed adjectival classes 
typically involves relativization to express the equivalent of a modifying adjective” (Schächter 1985:16).
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(20) 0-ve-na te-lua mali-ena napa wo
3sS-l.be-EMPH 1 piS-find live-NOM REL 3sS-l.good
‘So that we will find a life that will be good/a good life.'
As we have observed elsewhere, nominal predicate clauses can also usually be found wherever 
their more common verbal counterparts occur. We should therefore expect to find some relative 
clauses of the structure napa + NP. Such relative clauses are no different in function from the 
regular relative clauses above, as we still find a nominal argument (eg. kumali in (21)) being 
expanded with additional information embedded as a relative clause. Note that the most common 
use for nominal predicate relative clauses is to designate the proper names of entities like physical 
locations (21-22) and people (23-24), and so the nominal predicate is itself most often just a 
proper noun.
(21) a-pitom a-piora e sa-mam kumal napa Moriu
3pS-R.come.down 3pS-R.meet LOC POSS-1peS village REL (name)
‘They came and met in our village of (which is) Moriu. ’
(22) 0-kla-liluwe-n 0-pito lepasi napa Votlo
3sS-do-along-TR 3sS-R.go.down side REL (name)
‘He did this all the way down to the Votlo side (ofEpi). ’
(23) la telu napa Popa ftelagi a Elta Pita Elta Totou
3p three REL uncle (name) CONJ elder (name) elder (name)
The three of them, namely (who were) Uncle Melag, Elder Peter (and) Elder Totou. ’
(24) kia napa Supo na ka-na kina-sia na a-sape
name REL (name) EMPH POSS-3sP flesh-ABS EMPH 3pS-say
‘The name of (which is) Supo, its meaning is... ’
Proper names of days and months etc. can also be found to occur in such relative clauses (25).
(25) ne-kla-plan legiena napa twantisekes Eprel
1sS-make-out day REL twenty-six (name)
7 set aside the day of (that is) the twenty-sixth of April. ’
The above examples have highlighted the role of proper nouns in nominal predicate relative
clauses, but common nouns can also occur. The use of the relative clause structure in these cases
can be understood to be a mechanism that compensates for Lewo’s apparent preference to avoid 
complex noun + adjective/adjunct structures.
(26) lakaporo napa sira
fowl REL female
‘Female fowl/hen. ’
(27) o-na napa yerimene
spouse-3sP REL male
‘Her male spouse/her husband. ’
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As well as being formed from napa + NP constructions, relative clauses can also occur as napa 
+ PrepP.
(28) kia-u ninu-ena napa e lo-sine-u
POSS-1sP feel-NOM REL LOC inside-gut-1 sP
‘My feeling/soul which is inside me. ’
Lewo can readily iterate embeddings of relative clauses. One area of life for which these are 
particularly useful is in tracing kinship relationships.
(29) merue-na napa Mansigi napa arima-na apua napa 0-mare ne
brother-3sP REL (name) REL father-3sP grandparent REL 3sS-die DEIC
‘His brother (who was) the Mansigi who was the father of (your) grandfather who just died. ’
16.2.1.1. Relativisation without napa
It must also be noted that from time to time, sentences are encountered where the expected 
relative pronoun napa is lacking. In some cases, na occurs, and this can be regarded as an 
acceptable contracted form of napa.
(30) ne-pisu re e na la-n yarn la nene
1sS-R.see NEG2 LOC REL leg-3sP person PL DEIC
0-pito e poll
3sS-R.go.down LOC NEG3
7 didn ’t see (the place) at which the footprints of these people (their legs) went down. ’
For others, neither napa nor na can be found. It is tempting to consider these to be performance 
errors, especially when another speaker of the language says that the sentence without napa 
should have it, or at least would sound better with it. This was the case with (31), but the 
performance error explanation is suspect. Firstly, the narrative seems to proceed smoothly 
enough when it was originally spoken, and secondly, the editor did not independently suggest the 
inclusion of napa, but only after prompting.
(31) a-m-yumae-n suri la nene supe 0-pisa-ia
3pS-R-work-TR thing PL DEIC (REL) chief 3sS-R.say-3sO
‘They did these things (that) the chief said. ’
Looking at a number of instances like this, it only seems to happen where there is some other 
particle occurring adjacent to where napa would be expected, and where this other particle has 
some kind of pointing or referencing function, such as nanua ‘before’ (32) and ne ‘this’ (33). I
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conclude that under these circumstances, neutralisation of the function of napa can occur, and it 
can be omitted.3
(32) yumae-na nanua te-m-yumae-n 0-pa Oli
work-NOM before (REL) 1piS-R-work-TR 3sS-R.go (name)
‘The work that we did before for Oli. ’
(33) a-stom-wali-a e legiena la ne 0-pimi ke ne
3pS-think-find-3sO LOC day PL DEIC (REL) 3sS-.R.come TA DEIC
‘Remember this is the days (that are) now coming (in the coming days). ’
The relative pronoun napa has some other functions as well which require to be detailed. In 
particular, it can function as a complementiser, as a discourse deictic, and as a vocal hesitation or 
pause.
16.2.1.2. napa as a complementiser
Verbs of speech and thought have been shown earlier to take object complements with the 
serialisation of the verb sape (§14.4.13). There are others where the complement occurs with the 
same form and structure as a relative clause with napa, parallelling the dual functions of English 
‘tha t’. Examples given here show this occurring with sa ‘to be like’ (where the complement has 
the role of expressing the “content” of the situation, ie. what the subject is “like”) (34), and 
kekara ‘to be glad’ (where the role is more the “cause” of the situation, ie. why the subject is 
“glad”) (35).
(34) ana inu-na 0-sa napa ne-pe yowena-n-ga yali-ena
CONJ 1s-EMPH 3sS-be.like REL 1sS-R.be lazy-TR-just walk-NOM
‘And as for me, it was like (that) I was just too lazy for walking. ’
(35) ne-g-kekara 0-keviu napa Maltariwo 0-m-la
1sS-R-happy 3sS-big REL (name) 3sS-R-take
suri nini 0-pa-nu
thing DEIC 3sS-R.go-TR.1sO
7 am very happy that Maltariwo has given this thing to me. ’4
Story titles also use the relative pronoun as a complementiser to introduce the topic of the story. 
This looks something like a regular relative clause construction, except that the head noun in (36)
3 There are also some similar circumstances in Bislama in which its relativiser we may or may not 
occur.
4 Once again, the speaker of Bislama will recognise the similarity between what happens in that 
language, and what has been described here for Lewo. Bislama we occurs as the regular relativiser
(mitufala i kamaot long pies we san i stap kamantap long hem = (14)), and as a complementiser 
expressing the content or reason for the action (mi glad tumas we Maltariwo i givim samting ya long
mi = (35)).
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(suniena ‘story’) cannot be seen as being originally a constituent or argument of the embedded 
clause, and so it is regarded as a complement construction.
(36) suni-ena napa me-m-yali-ni-a na-vitawe-en yer-kawa
story-NOM REL 1peS-R-walk-TR-3sO NOM-meet-NOM person-strong
‘The story in which we walked to meet the important person (the President). ’
16.2.1.3. napa as a discourse deictic
It is common for languages to use an already existing form (especially personal pronouns, 
demonstrative pronouns, or interrogative pronouns) to function as the relative clause marker. In 
an interesting typological twist, we find in Lewo that the relative clause marker napa has itself 
taken on the additional function of being a referent-tracking device in discourse. (This deictic 
function of napa was previously mentioned in §9.10.) In this situation, it is not followed by an 
embedded clause, but occurs alone following the noun phrase head, and functions to provide 
either anaphoric reference to an entity previously introduced in the discourse (like ‘the 
aforementioned X, that X ’), or reference outside the discourse to entities that are part of the 
known real-world environment or to areas of information or (culture-specific) knowledge shared 
by the interlocutors.5
Examples (37) and (38) show napa occurring at the end of a sentence, or before the conjunction 
ana (which belongs to the following clause), so it is clearly not functioning as a marker or 
introducer of some other constituent (like an embedded clause). Its meaning in each case is to 
refer back to, or rather to bring back into the foreground, a narrative participant.
(37) 0-pisi wi naga 0-sinom sira naSa
3sS-finish water 3s 3sS-swallow girl REL
‘Then the water swallowed up that girl. ’
(38) a-me pui napa ana a-si-lua la-na kompasia
3pS-R.kill pig REL CONJ 3pS-cut-out leg-3sP side
‘They killed the/that pig, and cut off one of its legs. ’
Sometimes, the participant has barely receded from the foreground before taking napa at its next 
mention (39).
5 These functions are conveyed in Bislama by the ubiquitous particle ya. Malcolm Ross (pc.) considers 
that evidence from other Western Oceanic languages indicates that historically, the deictic function of 
“relative pronouns” like napa is probably the original one, and that the function of introducing relative 
clauses was a subsequent extension of this. John Lynch (pc.) has pointed out the possible Lenakel 
(Tanna) form apwa, which is both a locative phrase introducer (Lynch 1978:75-77) and also a locative 
anaphoric demonstrative (pp. 40-41).
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(39) a-par ka-la sisi tai,
3pS-R.carry POSS-3pP child ART
ka-la sisi naBa na 0-pe yerimene
POSS-3pP child REL EMPH 3sS-R.be male
‘They had a child, this child of theirs was a male. ’
This suggests that the function of napa may be understood as not just ‘foregrounding’ of 
participants, but as ‘participant retention’, ie., maintaining key and important participants in the 
foreground. This might help us understand better what is going on in the next two examples, 
where in each case a number of different participants are regularly referred to with napa. In 
(40), the story has reached its climax, and the old healer, the leaf he used, and the young patient 
are all significant participants at this point.
(40) a yarn napa 0-par kie-na maki napa 0-pami,
CONJ person REL 3sS-R.carry POSS-3sP leaf REL 3sS-R.come
0-m-yumae-n e kia-mara-n yarn napa,
3sS-R-work-TR LOC round-face-3sP person REL
kla-mara-n ninsisi napa-ni
round-face-3sP.LIG child REL-DEIC
‘And this man brought that leaf of his, worked it on the eye of this fellow, (on) the eye of this 
young guy. ’
In the longer example following (41), the story is just beginning, and the important participants in 
the narrative are being introduced. The first napa in the first line is functioning as a 
complementiser, but the remaining five instances show it as a deictic. The comments about the 
hypothetical child towards the end are an expansion of setting information, and the child is not an 
important participant in the whole story, not receiving any further mention. However, it is a main 
participant in the small subsidiary ‘story within a story’.
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(41) Ana yoko na 0-sa napa kie-la kumal na
CONJ FUT EMPH 3sS-be.like REL POSS-3pP village EMPH
narin kumali tai 0-te-ke si 0-lavisi-ni-a na
small village ART 3sS-be.at-TA again 3sS-close-TR-3sO EMPH
narin kumal na5a-na naga-na ne sira tai 0-te-ke e-a.
small village REL-DEIC 3S-EMPH DEIC woman ART 3sS-be.at-TA LOC-3sO
Sira napa 0-te-ke e-a na 0-m-ya-yau-n ke mai-ena laia,
woman REL 3sS-be.at-TA LOC-3sO EMPH 3sS-R-RED-sing TA sick-NOM PL
sa naru-ma tai 0-mai na
CONJ child-2sP ART 3sS-sick EMPH
o-kus 0-va pu-na sira naSa-ni na
2sS-take 3sS-l.go PREP-3sO woman REL-DEIC EMPH
sira napa 0-yau na naru-ma napa 0-loge si 0-wo.
woman REL 3sS-sing EMPH child-2sP REL 3sS-feel again 3sS-l.good
‘And it was like their village /  another small village was close to it/a n d  at this village there 
was a woman living there. /  This woman was living there and she sang over illnesses /
(so) if a child of yours was sick, /  you could take it to this woman’s place /  and this woman 
would sing and this child of yours would feel well again.
This example also highlights the interaction of napa with the main deictic system in the language.
The deictics specified in §9.10, in both their long and short forms, also have important functions 
in discourse, with, for example, the most general deictic particle (nene) frequently being used as 
an anaphoric reference marker. It is not easy to distinguish their role from that of napa, 
particularly when the two forms often occur together: the deictics frequently cliticise to napa to 
give the forms napa-ni, napa-na, and napa-ne. For example, in (41), the woman was 
introduced into the story as sira tai woman ART ‘a woman. At the next mention, she was sira 
napa woman REL ‘the woman , and then subsequently she was referred to as sira napa-ni 
woman REL-DEIC ‘this woman’. The parameter of ‘participant retention’ mentioned above 
seems to help distinguish the function of napa from the regular anaphoric function of the deictic 
particles, but the interaction of these two systems throughout discourse remains an area of 
complexity requiring further analysis.
A second main function of napa as a discourse deictic particle was mentioned above, whereby it 
can be used to refer to items that are part of shared real-world knowledge or experience. Perhaps 
such entities can be understood from the perspective of ‘participant retention’ as being those 
items that are never backgrounded in a particular context. For example, in the discourse of a 
married couple with a young baby, the baby is always centre stage, and so the following occurs 
as the first communication (from husband to wife) in an interchange:6
6This is like in English, where the husband returning from work might ask “Where’s the baby?”, using 
the definite article. This observation reminds us that Lewo does not have a definite article, and it might
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(42) ana awa ka-ta si si napa
CONJ where POSS-1piP child REL
‘And where’s that child of ours/our baby?’
The next example of this use contrasts the participant being marked with and without napa. The 
two answers are given in reply to a question asking where some people might be.
(43) a-pa ke lokove
3pS-R.go TA garden
‘They are at the garden. ’
(44) a-pa ke lokove napa
3pS-R.go TA garden REL
‘They are at the garden. ’
The translation of (43) would mean that they have gone to the garden that they are most likely to 
go to, ie. the unmarked case, usually their own garden. The use of napa in (44) suggests that 
there is some other understood garden, a garden that is the marked case, one that they would not 
normally go to work at. This would be the case where the chiefs might have announced a group 
work day in a community garden, or in some particular individual’s garden, but the precise 
garden is in the minds of speaker and hearer.
When knowledge is shared in this way, the use of a particle like napa makes it possible to 
actually avoid normal specification or direct reference to entities, napa is used this way (and not 
the other deictics) with great frequency, and this usage can be extended to accommodate a variety 
of pragmatic connotations, such as deprecating, deferential or euphemistic reference.
(45) e, ne-pimi-n narin suri napa
hey 1sS-R.come-TR small thing REL
‘Well, I ’ve come for that small thing (of yours that I mentioned earlier that I would like to 
borrow). ’
(46) suri napa yermare
thing REL devil
‘That devil thing. ’
(47) yer-kawa napa
person-strong REL
‘That important person. ’
(48) ya napa 
what REL
‘What on earth is that?’
be possible that napa is developing to fill this functional gap. It is an interesting and difficult 
typological question to consider how and when the function of expressing the retention of participant 
foregrounding might merge into the function of expressing definiteness.
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Perhaps the ultimate test of whether or not this usage of napa is significantly distinct from napa 
as a relative pronoun is whether or not the two can occur together. The following examples 
indicate that this does take place. Very slight pause between the two instances of napa can be 
detected, enough to clearly associating the first instance of it with the preceding head noun (as a 
deictic), and the second instance of it with the following verb (as a relative pronoun).
(49) a-m-yagogo-n ke suni-ena napa napa ne-pisa
3pS-R-hear-TR TA story-NOM REL REL 1sS-R.say
‘You heard that story that /  told. ’
(50) 0-pisa 0-pa-n nari-na napa napa 0-tekaki ne
3sS-R.say 3sS-R.go-TR child-3sP REL REL 3sS-small DEIC
‘She said to that child of hers, (which was small) the small one... ’
Finally, we note that this use of napa with deictic function presents a difficult constructional 
ambiguity in many situations. (51) illustrates this.
(51) 0-par nari-na napa Temara ne
3sS-R.carry child-3sP REL (name) DEIC
‘She gave birth to this child of hers (who is) Temara. ’
The object NP here could be analysed as either NP = N + [napa.+ Cl]Relcl ‘her child who is 
Temara’ or NP = [[N + napa][N]]AdnominalPhrase ‘that child o f hers, Temara’. On formal 
evidence alone, such ambiguities are irresolvable, but it seems possible to distinguish them on 
phonological evidence. In the adnominal phrase construction, the slightest hint of a pause occurs 
following napa, between the two components, but not in the relative clause construction.
Another potential formal ambiguity in relation to napa is the question of whether or not sentence 
final napa might not be a combination of the emphatic particle na and the evidential particle pa. 
This possibility is discounted by examples which show both napa and pa in tandem at the end of 
a sentence.
16.2.1.4. napa as a vocal pause/hesitation device
Speakers who are not particularly articulate, or whose speech is hesitant for whatever reason 
(forgetfulness, nervousness etc.) will lace their speech with instances of sa ‘be like’ and/or napa. 
It is difficult to assign lexical or grammatical meaning to these forms in this context, and so they 
are simply regarded as vocal pauses or as a hesitation device.
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(52) ana vis-ena napa 0-sa-napa napa napa na 0-sa-ne
CONJ say-NOM REL 3sS-be.like-REL REL REL EMPH 3sS-be.like-DEIC
napa 0-sa-ne 0-po sa a-visa
REL 3sS-be.like-DEIC 3sS-R.good CONJ 3pS-l.say
‘So the word which is like well, which is like, well which is the good one if they say it...(ie. 
The best word to use is...)’
16.2.2. Sentence adverbials
Lewo has three particles that can occur as adverbials at the level of the sentence, which all have 
to do with marking some component of futurity, hypotheticality, or sequential ordering, of the 
proposition contained in the clause they precede.
16.2.2.1. Future marker yoko(rena)
None of the pre-verbal particles are particularly common overall (although the third is common in 
specific contexts), but the one most likely to be found is yoko(rena), which expresses future 
time, or that a situation is subsequent in time.7 As the majority of examples below suggest, it is 
usually found in the abbreviated form yoko.
(53) voko 0-yumae-ni-a
FUT 3sS-work-TR-3sO
‘He will do it. ’
(54) o-su, e legiena nene ana voko me-kiri 0-toroki a-mio
2sS-look LOC day DEIC CONJ FUT 1peS-run 3sS-equal 3pS-with
keriko ana sine-u-ni 0-sape voko a-ila inu
kingfisher CONJ gut-1 sP-TR 3sS-say FUT 2p-l.help 1s
‘Look, today we will be racing with (ie. against) Kingfisher, and I want you to help me. ’
(55) a-sape voko ve-ne a-kla re lotu-ena tai
3pS-say FUT I.NEG1-now 3pS-make NEG2 pray-NOM ART
0-kom-ini 0-sa-ne voko Lora 0-vitom si-na
3sS-pass-TR 3sS-be.like-now FUT (name) 3sS-come.down again-EMPH
0-tol pogos napa voko a-talopa e sukul
3sS-reach time REL FUT 3pS-marry LOC church
‘They said they will not have a service (at the house of the boy), because Lora will come back 
down (and stay with her family), until the time when they will be married in the church. ’
More often than not in Lewo, future time is already a logical consequence of irrealis mood, and 
so situations cast in the future are more likely to occur without yoko than with it. Thus, 
designation of future time for verbs already marked for irrealis could be regarded as redundant,
7 The equivalent form in Lamen, puna, occupies the same position.
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or if not, as displaying some kind of markedness. In fact, the use of yoko often suggests a fairly 
strong degree of certainty on the part of the speaker (or awareness of some kind of compulsion 
upon the actor) that the action will be accomplished. This is conveyed in the translations of the 
following examples by ‘definitely ', for sure’, and ‘have to'.
(56) apopa napa 0-keviu 0-pisa naga voko 0-visa-wali-a
uncle REL 3sS-big 3sS-R.say 3s FUT 3sS-say-find-3sO
‘Older uncle said he will definitely announce it. ’
(57) a-sape na-ne wolowo nene voko 0-were ita ne
3pS-say 3S-DEIC landslide DEIC FUT 3sS-pull 1 pi DEIC
‘They said, That landslide will drag us away for sure now. ’
(58) ka-ta kinan-ena re poli, voko na te-yal,
POSS-1piP eat-NOM NEG2 NEG3, FUT EMPH 1piS-walk
voko naga 0-sape-nua peraga
CONJ 3s 3sS-say-COMP no
‘(I said), There ’s no food, we will have to walk (go to the garden), then he said, No. ’
Note that the second yoko in (58) does not indicate certainty or definiteness of a future situation, 
but represents another meaning that is frequently expressed by yoko, and this is the notion of a 
resultant, subsequent, or ensuing, situation in the future. An attempt to bring out the force of this 
meaning is made by using ‘will then’ in the translations of the following examples.
(59) ko-na o-kulu, inu-na voko na-ka ne, voko o-kla senape
2S-EMPH 2sS-swim Is-EMPH FUT 1 sS-fly DEIC FUT 2sS-do how
‘(If) you swim, I will then fly away, how will you then get on?’
(60) po-na ne-wali lele tai napa voko ne-su e-a
or-EMPH 1 sS-l.find place ART REL FUT 1sS-stay.at LOC-3sO
7  might find a place that I will then stay at it. ’
(61) sa te-taveve-a ana voko 0-ila ita 0-keviu papisi
CONJ 1piS-follow-3sO CONJ FUT 3sS-help 1 pi 3sS-big greatly
‘If we follow (this advice), then it will then help us greatly. ’
Again, the immediately previous example (61) raises an interesting question: what is the 
difference between the meaning ‘will then ’ expressed by yoko, and the meaning ‘then ’ expressed 
by the conjunction ana? It seems that ana is a genuine discourse-level marker of narrative 
sequence (§16.2.2.2), while yoko operates at the level of complex sentences, indicating that one 
situation is in some way contingent upon, or results from, another. In this case, its role as a 
marker of future tense gives way to a more conjunction-like function, and it can be found 
indicating sequence in descriptions of events that have already taken place, as in (62).
(62) Nikaura na-pesia, voko Burumba, voko Lamen, voko Gala,
(name) NOM-be.first FUT (name) FUT (name) FUT (name)
‘Nikaura (School) was first, then Burumba, then Lamen Island, then Ngala. ’
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If the form is a conjunction, then a protasis would normally be expected before the subordinate 
conjoined clause in yoko that follows. However, the yoko clause can occur first, and as in (63), 
it has the effect of making the indicative into something more like a request.
(63) E Avio voko na o-va o-tar-ari tawagka 0-va-n inu
hey (name) FUT EMPH 2sS-l.go 2sS-hold-carry canoe 3sS-l.go-TR 1s
‘Hey, Avio, (then) you will go and hold the canoe for me (while I dive). ’
However, there are still some instances where it is difficult to know which sub-meaning to assign
to yoko.
(64) sa 0-teke 0-sa nene na yoko 0-to-ma 0-mar-panu
CONJ 3sS-stay 3sS-be.like DEIC EMPH ? 3sS-stay-TA 3sS-die-at.once
‘If it stays like this, then it will stay on and die. ’
(65) 0-sape-nua voko o-kla sanape ne, ko na la-ma 0-piowa
3sS-say-COMP ? 2sS-do how DEIC 2s EMPH leg-3sP 3sS-R.bad
He said, What will you do (then), your leg is bad?’
(66) 0-tol pogos napa voko naga 0-la-lua kia-u mali-ena
3sS-reach time REL ? 3s 3sS-take-away POSS-1sP live-NOM
‘Until the time he (God) will take away my life. ’
There are situations where an apparent subject nominal occurs before yoko, but these are 
regarded as topics (especially when they occurs with the emphatic particle na), extracted to the 
periphery of the clause, with yoko following.
(67) ne-mu-n pae na a-sape-nua ko na voko o-me-ke na
1sS-drink-TR TA EMPH 3pS-say-COMP 2s EMPH FUT 2sS-stay-TA EMPH
I drank (the medicine), (the nurses) said, You will stay/sleep here (at hospital).
If the two main functions of yoko were to be given a unitary meaning, then the merging of 
conjunction-like function and future tense meaning could be expressed as “resultative”. This 
certainly seems appropriate for examples like (68).
(68) sur tapena la 0-kla ke na lomara na naga voko 0-ila
thing other PL 3sS-make TA CONJ snake EMPH 3s FUT 3sS-help
‘If other things did something to him, then the snake would help him. ’
A possible alternative analysis would be to describe Lewo as having both a tense-aspect marker 
yoko ‘future  ’ and a conjunction yoko(rena) ‘then  ’, and it could also be claimed that the tense- 
aspect marker had probably arisen only recently from the conjunction. One of the reasons for this 
is that the most unambiguous and most frequent uses of yoko as a tense-aspect marker are found 
in the speech of younger people.
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16.2.2.2. Immediate future marker ma
This particle is used to indicate a situation that will be undertaken in the near or immediate 
future.
(69) a-pisape 0-towa, ma 0-vam kotapa
3pS-R.say.that 3sS-rest TA 3sS-l.come.up evening
‘They said, Leave it, he ’ll come up/he ’ll be coming up this evening. ’
This particle is of very limited frequency in the text corpus, and in fact the examples given in this 
section exhaust its occurrences. Its distribution in the recorded written and oral texts is restricted 
to instances where it occurs as part of direct speech (70-72) or thought (73), rather than in the 
narrative.8
(70) mapi-na 0-pisape ko 0-poga-ga, ma ne-vis e none
grandchild-3sP 3sS-R.say.that 2s 3sS-R.good-just TA 1 sS-l.dig LOC sand
‘His grandchild said, OK, I ’ll just dig in the sand here (to make a hole for you to hide in). ’
(71) e, ma te-to-tano kumal na ta-kale-li vise-na nini
hey TA 1 piS-sit-down meeting.house CONJ 1piS-search.for-try say-NOM DEIC
‘Well let’s sit down in the meeting house and try to have a look at this talk (argument). ’
(72) 0-poga-ga, a ma na-kale-li-a wa
3sS-R.good-just CONJ TA 1sS-search.for-try-TR TA
‘Alright then, and I ’ll just try and search for it. ’
(73) stomi-ena tai 0-kate 0-sape ma te-la narin miau tai nini
think-NOM ART 3sS-appear 3sS-say FUT 1piS-take small kava ART DEIC
‘The thought came about, (saying) Let’s just take this small kava root here. ’
The particle ma is common enough in conversational speech, but in a fairly restricted range of 
contexts. It is frequently used in the following expression to allow one to intervene politely and 
assist in a state of affairs.
(74) ma ne-kla
TA 1sS-do
‘(Don’t worry about it,) I ’ll do it/I’ll look after it. ’
From these examples, it might be seen that the basic meaning of near or immediate future 
involves some element of inchoaticity, of the action about to commence. Further, the particle 
takes on a pragmatic function of marking an acceptance of responsibility by the speaker for the 
outcome of the action. In all of the examples except (69), the speaker is also the agent (ie. the
8 This may be an instance of a clear-cut grammatical particle or feature being a part of normal speech, 
but not accepted as an appropriate component of literary language or written style.
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verb is in the first person), and even in (69), it still reads as if the speaker is taking responsibility 
for the claim that the third party will return.
This particle is not to be confused with the homophonous post-verbal tense-aspect marker ma 
that expresses durative aspect and which was described in §10.7.2.
16.2.2.3. Apprehensive particle sa
This particle is used to express the speaker’s perception that some undesirable situation, 
according to the meaning of the clause it precedes, has the potential of transpiring. As the 
translations for the following examples show, the illocutionary force of this particle can be to 
express a warning, which in turn has the same function as the negative imperative construction, 
expressing a prohibition.9
(75) sa o-loru
TA 2s-fall
‘Lest you fall! (ie. Look out, you ’ll fall!/Don’t fall!) ’
(76) 0-sape e, sa o-we-lae inu
3sS-say hey TA 2sS-l.hit-by.accident 1s
‘He said, Hey, (look out) lest you hit me! (ie. Don’t do that or you ’ll hit me!). ’
Sources of misfortune with which the particle is commonly associated in stories are the feared 
and ominous (but non-poisonous) snakes, or the anger of the sea.
(77) lomara ta 0-me-ke metava a-visu-ar
snake ART 3sS-stay-TA above 2pS-l.look-carry
sa lomara narha 0-kar ita
TA snake DEIC 3sS-bite 1 pi
‘There ’s a snake up there, you look out lest that snake bites us. ’
(78) a-kom laa 0-imi ura wa sa si 0-we amiu
2pS-pass more 3sS-l.come shore yet TA sea 3sS-hit 2p
‘Come in a bit closer to shore lest the sea (waves) hit you. ’
(79) a-sape te-kus-lua yum a la te-va metava sa si 0-were ita,
3pS-say 1 piS-carry-out house PL 1 piS-l.go above TA sea 3sS-pull 1 pi
ana yarn la peraga, a-kla yuma, a-kla yuma
CONJ person PL no 3pS-make house 3pS-make house
‘They said we should pull down our houses and go higher inland lest the sea drag us, but the 
people no (didn ’t listen), they just kept on making houses, making houses (near the sea). ’
9 The equivalent category is described for Paamese by Crowley (1982:133) as the “potential mood” and 
for Uripiv by McKerras (1988:3) as the “warning mood”. In both these languages, the category is 
expressed as part of internal verbal morphology.
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(80) o-tawa 0-marera sa pisa o-tar-lu-lae-a mra-kinita
2sS-fix.to strong TA indeed 2sS-hold-miss-by.accident-3sO fruit-rail
‘Hold on strongly lest you accidentally mishold the roof rail (and fall down to the fire and it 
bums you). ’
Lewo also has a conjunction visae ‘i f  (§16.2.2.5), which is also often reduced to sa. In the 
following example, I find it difficult to decide whether the sa should be regarded as expressing 
some extension of the function of the apprehensive marker (extended because the predicate is not 
the misfortune itself), or a special case of the complex conditional sentence comprising only the 
protasis with sa ‘i f ,  and with the sentence final indicative intonation usually associated with the 
apodosis.
(81) sira maruwa na 0-sape-nua sa ne-sa-wal-ga napa mava
woman old EMPH 3sS-say-COMP ? 1 sS-say-find-just REL above
‘The old lady said if only /  had said/I should have said (I was sick) while still up (at home). ’
Similarly, when the predicate is a verb in the first person, the pragmatic warning or prohibitive 
force is lost, and the meaning is like English ‘just in case\ 10 But again, it is difficult to say 
whether this is sa ‘apprehensive aspect/mood’, or another kind of extension to the use of sa as 
the conjunction ‘if .
(82) sa ne-visokan na o-mono ma e nini ne-to garo ne
? 1 sS-lie EMPH 2sS-lie TA LOC DEIC 1sS-go.down down DEIC
ne-la suri tai 0-va-mi na ne-yago-ni e ko
1sS-take thing ART 3sS-l.go-come CONJ 1sS-listen-TR LOC 2s
'Just in case/if /  am telling a lie, you lie here and I will go and get an instrument and come 
and listen to you (your body) with it. ’
16.2.3. Conjoined sentences
In Lewo, clauses are frequently combined as coordinate sentences by simple juxtaposition, or 
parataxis. There are also just a few overt linking devices that link clauses into sentences. It 
seems that the marking of interclausal relations, as well as the indication and control (by 
grammatical particles) of connectedness and cohesion between sentences in discourse is not a 
particularly elaborated area of Lewo grammar.* 11
10 Or more expansively, for the example that follows: ‘just in case you think something about me, I will 
do something to show you that what you think about me cannot be true ’.
11 Different grammatical sub-systems are used in languages to encode or control the way in which 
discourses structure their propositional content and progression in a coherent and connected way. Givön 
(1984:270) identifies three of these, and labels them the “grammar of topic identification (‘participant 
deixis’)”; “the grammar of propositional identification (‘propositional modalities’, ‘propositional 
deixis’)”; and “the grammar of connectives (‘conjunctions, subordinators’)”. It seems that all languages 
utilise the first two to a varying, but considerable, extent, while the third may be scarcely evident at all.
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16.2.3.1. Paratactic coordination
By this is meant clauses that are juxtaposed in the same sentence asyndetically, ie. without any 
overt linking device (apart from comma pause between them). This strategy is used in Lewo to 
express various logical relationships between the clauses.12 For example, a literal translation of 
(83) might read ‘They two stay here we will stay here we will argue I will kill those two. ’ The 
translation given with the example fills out the logical relators implicit in the sentence.
(83) la-lua nene a-si-ke e nene na yoko me-si-ke
3p-two DEIC 3pS-be.at-TA LOC DEIC EMPH FUT 1peS-be.at-TA
e nene me-veveyu ne-we-mari la-lua ne
LOC DEIC 1peS-l.argue 1 sS-l.hit-kill 3p-two DEIC
‘If these two stay on here, then we will live together here and argue, so therefore I will kill 
the two of them. ’
The logical construction of this sentence is ((IF a THEN b)(THEREFORE c)), incorporating the 
relationships of cause-effect and reason-result. None of this is overtly marked in the Lewo 
configuration of the sentence (although it could be using the conjunction visae below and other 
serial constructions).
Some other logical construction types can be described. In the first, (84), the last two examples 
show another instance of the reason-result relationship. The result clause begins with a deictic 
particle that conveys the meaning ‘that’s the reason w/ry’13, but this is regarded as having an 
anaphoric function rather than being integral to the expression of the reason-result relationship. 
Note that juxtaposition cannot be used to express the reversed order of result-reason. In Lewo, 
this would be expressed as a serial construction with the verb vano-ni go-TR ‘because o f  as in 
§14.4.4.3.
(84) naga me-su-ga garu Epi me-pim nawa na
3s 1 peS-be.at-just overseas (place) 1peS-R.come just.now EMPH
0-mai e lanis na-ni me-par m e-pam ne
3sS-sick LOC launch 3S-DEIC 1peS-R.carry 1peS-R.come DEIC
‘As for him, we have just come from Epi, he was sick on the launch, this (is the reason) we 
brought him here (to the hospital). ’
Lewo, and probably the other related languages of the region, would be placed towards the lower end of 
the scale for this last parameter.
12 In other languages, the indication of such interclausal relations frequently requires logical relators 
like purpose conjunctions etc. It should be recalled here that Lewo does have devices that appear to 
work in this way, but the fact that many of them are also independent verbs meant that they have already 
been described as part of the discussion on core layer serialisation, in §14.
13 Like Bislama hernia nao.
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A literal translation for (85) might read 7 will try to go down, he went down, didn ’t get it, /  will 
go down. ’, but the translation with the example shows the relationships of event-reason, event- 
contraexpectation, and reason-result that obtain between consecutive clauses.
(85) inu ne-tapa-li si-na ne-tove, naga 0-pito na
1s 1sS-do-try again-EMPH 1sS-go.down 3s 3sS-R.go.down EMPH
0-kusi re poli, ne-tove
3sS-get NEG2 NEG3 1sS-go.down
7 will try then to go (dive) down (into the water hole), because he went down and didn’t get 
(the shell at the bottom) so /  will go down. ’
Similarly, the last part of (86) indicates that a further logical relationship, that of hypothetical 
condition-outcome/result can also be expressed in Lewo by simple juxtaposition of clauses.
(86) sa 0-visu yarn napa-ni, ana 0-ka-ni-a, 0-ka-ni-a
CONJ 3sS-l.see person REL-DEIC CONJ 3sS-eat-TR-3sO 3sS-eat-TR-3sO
0-ka-mari-a 0-ka-n-make kinan-ena la napa 0-si-ke lokove
3sS-eat-kill-3sO 3sS-eat-TR-all eat-NOM PL REL 3sS-be.at-TA garden
(He said) if he saw that man he would eat him, (if) he ate him he would eat him up, and then 
he could eat all the food that was in the (that man ’s) garden. ’
Another of the logical relations expressed by parataxis is the indication of contrast, including 
comparative (which is often expressed in other languages by morphological marking) (87), and 
distributive meanings (often expressed by special particles) (88).
(87) naga 0-keviu naga 0-tekaki
3s 3sS-big 3s 3sS-small 
‘This is bigger than that. ’
(88) tai 0-kiri 0-pa 0-pisu sa-na mama, tai 0-kiri
one 3sS-ran 3sS-R.go 3sS-R.see POSS-3sP mother one 3sS-ran
0-pa 0-pisu sa-na mama
3sS-R.go 3sS-R.see POSS-3sP mother
‘One ran to see his mother, one ran to see his mother (ie. each o f them all ran off to see their 
mothers). ’
If the Lewo comparative is expressed as above, how might the equivalent of the superlative be 
formed? We find that there is no special form for this, but the meaning can be carried either by a 
simple clause (in the appropriate context) (89), or by a serialised circumlocution like (90).
(89) naga 0-piavi
3s 3sS-R.long 
‘He is tall/he ’s the tallest. ’
(90) naga 0-piavi 0-taulu-make sisi tapena laia
3s 3sS-R.long 3sS-beat-all child other PL
‘He is tall beating all the other children/he ’s the tallest. ’
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The discussion so far in this section has dealt primarily with some of the interclausal logical 
relations that are handled in Lewo paratactically. It can also be added that many temporal 
relations can be handled in the same way. For example, the concept of one situation continuing 
over a period of time and then being terminated by the inception of another situation is often 
expressed using a subordinate clause with a temporal conjunction like ‘until’. In Lewo, this is 
handled with the first clause taking the continuous aspect marker ma, and the second clause 
containing some kind of temporal situation that can be understood as terminus. There is no 
formal linking device, and the notion of subordination of one clause to the other is irrelevant.
(91) me-mono-vani ma ye-m-lagi
1peS-!ie-shelter TA place-R-daylight
‘We were sheltering under it, it was daylight./We sheltered under it until daylight. ’
16.2.3.2. Coordinate conjunction a(na)
Earlier, we saw this conjunction linking noun phrases in complex noun phrases (§9.13.2). It can 
also link clauses in sentences, and is used to express two events that are not logically dependent 
on each other in any way, but are related in terms of temporal sequence, or in terms of their 
relevance to the unfolding of the narrative. It can also be found at the beginning of sentences, 
being used to link sentences in paragraphs. The most appropriate gloss for this form is simply 
‘and’, but there are contexts where an English translation ‘well’, ‘then’, or ‘but’ is more 
appropriate.
The form is equally prevalent as a or ana. The -na that occurs in ana is probably the emphatic 
particle na cliticised to a, although ana is regarded as a single form in this description.14
(92) pegasi tai 0-to-ma lele tai,
group ART 3sS-be.at-TA place ART
a pegasi tapena 0-to-ma lele tapena
CONJ group other 3sS-be.at-TA place other
‘One group was in one place, and the other group was in another place. ’
(93) a ne-sape naga-ga nene a ne-pisa potena
CONJ 1sS-say 3s-just DEIC CONJ 1sS-R.say thanks
‘Well l say (think) that’s all and I say thanks. ’
14 Analytically, it is difficult to know whether ana should be treated as a + na, or as a conjunction in its 
own right. There is more or less complete overlap in the environments in which each can occur (about 
the only restriction is that ana is not found conjoining nominals, as a is), and if any meaning difference 
can be sustained between them (a mostly means ‘and’, and ana mostly means ‘then’, but with a lot of 
overlap), then this is quite compatible with the extra meaning that would be introduced with the 
emphatic particle na. Throughout this description, both a and ana have been glossed as CONJ.
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(94) lala a-m-la sumare na 0-pim e puruvanua na
3p 3pS-R-take peace EMPH 3sS-R.come LOC island EMPH
sa-ta a te-stom-korena-n-ga
POSS-1piP CONJ 1piS-think-nothing-TR-just
‘They brought peace to our island, but we think nothing of it. ’
(95) ale a-m-ligan laki tai 0-pa e-a
well 3pS-R.put wood ART 3sS-R.go LOC-3sO
ana a-piari-ruru a-mio kilika tai
CONJ 3pS-R.tie-well 3pS-with rope ART
‘Well they put a piece of wood on it, and/then tied it on well with a rope. ’
(96) ana ko
CONJ 2s
‘And what about you ?'
16.2.3.3. Positive outcome conjunction pete
This conjunction is involved with expressing positive outcomes. There are just two occurrences 
of it in the corpus, and fortunately one is associated with realis mood, and the other with irrealis. 
In the first context, pete means ‘fortunately, just as well that ’ (97), while in the irrealis situation, 
it conveys the sense of ‘hopefully’ (98).
(97) 0-kawe na-e 0-la vis 0-mu-n-make-a
3sS-bend EMPH-DUR 3sS-close 3sS-drink-TR-all-3sO
pete 0-sa-ne Kora 0-pa na 0-m-la-lua
fortunately 3sS-be.like-DEIC (name) 3sS-R.go EMPH 3sS-R-take-out 
‘He bent (the tin up), he nearly drank it all, but fortunately Kora went and took it off him (the 
tin had methylated spirits in it). ’
(98) sira na-e pe lala na a-si-ke na gare
female GEN-LOC where 3p EMPH 3pS-be.at-TA EMPH there
pete a-imi a-wolu
hopefully 3pS-l.come 3pS-l.dance
‘Where are those girls over therefrom, hopefully they will come and dance. ’
16.2.3.4. Alternative conjunction po
This conjunction expresses choice or alternative between the situations expressed by each clause 
in the sentence. In positive alignment sentences, this corresponds to ‘o r’ (99-100), while in 
negative alignment sentences, it is like ‘nor, neither’ (101). As with many other monosyllabic 
grammatical particles, po seems to occur more often with the emphatic particle na that without 
it.
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(99) sa-ta mali-ena 0-po po-na 0-piowa-ga
POSS-1piS live-NOM 3sS-R.good CONJ-EMPH 3sS-R.bad-just
‘Are our live(s) good or bad?'
(100) e miau nene a-pisa-wal rui po-na pe-re-wa
hey kava DEIC 3pS-R.say-find already CONJ-EMPH NEG1-NEG2-yet
‘Hey, have they announced (said grace for) this kava already or not yet?’
(101) pe me-mali re suri tai 0-merarava 0-pim 0-pa-n
NEG1 1peS-R.find NEG2 thing ART 3sS-clear 3sS-R.come 3sS-R.go-TR
imim po po-na pe o-pisa-tame re na-siri-ena
1pe NEG3 CONJ-EMPH NEG1 2sS-R.say-answer NEG2 NOM-write-NOM
ne me-siri 0-pimasu po
DEIC 1peS-write 3sS-R.come NEG3
‘We haven'tfound any clear thing (information) coming to us, neither did you answer the 
letter which we wrote to you. ’
In some cases, the concept of uncertainly inherent in ‘o r’ has become dominant, and the meaning 
of alternative has been lost. In these cases, po expresses uncertainty on the part of the speaker, 
and means something like ‘perhaps, might’.
(102) ne-va-li e wa nene po-na lomara nene 0-ligani inu
1sS-l.go-try LOC boat DEIC CONJ-EMPH snake DEIC 3sS-leave 1s
YIf) I try and go on this boat, (then) perhaps this snake will leave me (stop following me). ’
This is the meaning found with po when it occurs at the beginning of sentences containing just a 
single clause (in (105) it occurs at the beginning of both the main sentence, and the thought 
complement clause, and in (106) it occurs as part of the complement of the counterfactuality verb
mape).
(103) po-na 0-patom ma na wa
CONJ-EMPH 3sS-R.come.down above EMPH yet
‘Perhaps he has just come down (to his place) up there. ’
(104) po-na sa-ta vis-ena ma-ga yo
CONJ-EMPH POSS-1piP say-NOM TA-just maybe
‘Perhaps (those words) might be our language. ’
(105) ale po-na mrae la na a-stom ke a-sape-nua
well CONJ-EMPH white.person PL EMPH 3pS-think TA 3pS-say-COMPL
po-na kie-na suri tai nene na-visu-ari-ena
CONJ-EMPH POSS-3sP thing ART DEIC NOM-look-carry-NOM
‘Well maybe these white people thought that this thing (the snake) was perhaps a thing for 
guarding (him)/his guard. ’
(106) a-pisu manene ma a-mape po-na 0-ka-n-ligan-ga
3pS-R.look strong TA 3pS-think.wrong CONJ-EMPH 3sS-eat-TR-leave-just
‘They were watching intently, mistakenly thinking that perhaps she might eat it and leave 
some over (for them). ’
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Sometimes po occurs alone at the end of a clause. This situation is taken to involve complete 
elision of the rest of a second clause, and then po is phonologically incorporated into the first 
clause. In this context, it functions very much like an additional member of the class of 
evidentials described earlier in §12.8.
(107) yarn napa 0-pim po
person REL 3sS-R.come CONJ
‘Has that person come or (not/has he not come)?’
An extension of the use of po occurs when speakers use it as a device for restating what they are 
saying. The listener is not expected to choose between two alternatives, but the second clause 
contains elaboration, explanation, or clarification of the first, something like ‘in other words, that 
is ’.
(108) sa 0-we yarn tai po 0-tol pa yarn tai
CONJ 3sS-l.hit person ART CONJ 3sS-touch TA person ART
‘When he would kill someone, or in other words, touched someone (with sorcery). ’
(109) ana a-pisi e vis-ena nene
CONJ3pS-R.speak LOC say-NOM DEIC
po-na e kotena nene na
CONJ-EMPH LOC court DEIC EMPH
‘Then they spoke at this discussion, or rather in this court. ’
(110) a-si pui napa po a-toni-a
3pS-cut pig REL CONJ 3pS-bake-3sO
‘They cut up the pig, that is, they baked it (in pieces). ’
16.2.3.5. Conditional conjunction visae
Of all the Lewo conjunctions, visae ‘i f  is the only one that regularly occurs in a genuine 
apodosis-protasis subordinate clause construction. The visae-clause usually occurs first, and 
cannot stand alone, but the sentence must be completed with the clause that expresses the 
outcome that will result if the condition is fulfilled. Note that visae frequently occurs in speech 
reduced to sae or sa.
The expression of conditionality is often associated with future time, or with irrealis mood, but in 
Lewo, sa is compatible with both realis (111-112) and irrealis (113-114) moods.
(111) ne-pisa-ari pa-ne, napa sa o-m-loge pe tai na
1sS-R.say-carry EVID-DEIC REL CONJ 2sS-R-hear drum ART EMPH
naga ke narui
3s TA now
‘As /  said, if you heard the slit-gong, then that was it then (and you should have come). ’
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(112) ko napa sa pe o-m-loge re vis-ena sa-na poli
2s REL CONJ NEG1 2sS-R-hear NEG2 say-NOM POSS-3sP NEG3
ana o-kilia o-lu-wali-a e nene
CONJ 2sS-can 2sS-see-find-3sO LOC DEIC
‘You who i f  you haven’t heard his speech, you can find it (the printed version) here. ’
(113) pog tapena sa a-loge si pe tai 0-sa nene
time another CONJ 2pS-hear again drum ART 3sS-be.like DEIC
ana a-yal kawa
CONJ 3pS-l.walk quickly
‘Another time, i f  you hear the slit-gong again like that, then walk quickly (for the meeting).’
(114) ita, sa te-va te-wolu na la a-imi a-wolu yo
1 pi CONJ 1 piS-l.go 1 piS-l.dance EMPH 3p 3pS-l.come 3pS-l.dance might
‘Let’s go, i f  we go and dance, then maybe (those girls) w ill come and dance. ’
visae can also occur with nominal predicate clauses.
(115) 0-sape-nua e inu-na sa inu-ga ko na ne-me-ke ne
3sS-say-COMP hey 1s-EMPH CONJ 1s-just 2s EMPH 1sS-stay-TA DEIC
‘(Another) said, Hey, as fo r  me, i f  l  were you l  would stay here. ’
Conditionality can entail both logical and/or temporal relationships. When the temporal 
component is significant, visae-clauses express the concept of ‘when (116), or when the visae- 
clause comes second, the concept of ‘u n t il’ (117).
(116) awia 0-pisape, sa so-ma kasi olua, me-ligan ko o-va sukul
mother 3sS-R.say CONJ POSS-2sP year seven 1peS-send 2s 2sS-l.go school
‘Mother said (to me), When you are seven years old, we w ill send you to school. ’
(117) ale 0-toma-ga sa kupario la 0-pisi 0-pisi
CONJ 3sS-stay-just CONJ month PL 3sS-finish 3sS-finish
‘He stayed on until the months had finished. ’
It is often possible to find visae specified more than once in a clause. In (118) and (119) it looks 
as if sa occurs with the initial topic ( f r u i t ’ in (118) and both ‘a m an’ and ‘his son’ as a double 
topic in (119)), and then again at the start of the rest of the clause. (120) however does not have 
a topic, and sa occurs at the start o f the clause and with the object constituent.
(118) o-visu-ga sa mrasi 0-sa-ne
2sS-1.see-just CONJ fruit-ABS 3sS-be.like-DEIC
sae 0-pe mrawa kupa
CONJ 3sS-R.be green.nut (name)
‘You look whether the fru it is like, well i f  it is green nut (kupa stage). ’
(119) sa yar tai sa nari-na tai sa 0-ligan 0-talopa...
CONJ person ART CONJ child-3sP ART CONJ 3sS-put 3sS-marry
‘I f  a man, i f  his son, i f  (the father) arranges fo r him to marry, (...then the father w ill pay two 
hundred dollars fo r  the bride). ’
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(120) sa a-lua-li sa li-Lamen lala
CONJ 2pS-see-try CONJ group-(name) PL
a-kla trapol 0-va-ni-ta...
3pS-make trouble 3sS-l.go-TR-1piO
‘(Then) if you see the Lamen people make trouble to us...’
The scope of visae is restricted to clauses in which it occurs, so where consecutive clauses are to 
be read as expressing conditions, then the conjunction has to be separately specified for each. 
That is, the second sa in (121) cannot be omitted, as its English counterpart can be in the 
alternative translation ‘...if we call them again and they don’t come quickly... ’.
(121) o-su sa te-vio la si-na na sa ve a-im
2sS-look CONJ 1 piS-l.call 3P again-EMPH CONJ CONJ NEG1 3pS-come
koskos re na, in-na ne-yal ta-n amiu
quickly NEG2 CONJ Is-EMPH 1sS-l.walk PREP-TR 2p
‘Look, if we call them again, and if they don’t come quickly, then l will walk away from you. ’
(122) sa ne-sun ke ne sa pe ne-sun re e mrapa poll
CONJ 1 sS-story TA DEIC CONJ NEG1 1sS-story NEG2 LOC road NEG3
kam yar tai 0-kilia 0-visa-riru-ia
2p person ART 3sS-know 3sS-l.say-well-3sO
‘If l  am telling the story, if I don’t tell the story according to the (right) way, one of you can 
speak and correct it. ’
Although visae-clauses have been described as subordinate, and generally need to occur in a 
sentence with another main clause, there is one situation where this restriction does not apply. In
(123) and (124) these clauses are found as complement objects of the verbs meaning ‘ask (that)’ 
and ‘be good (that)’, and in this case, only the visae-clause occurs (ie. the complement object is 
not made up of a full bi-clausal structure).
(123) ne-viyun-li-ga sa 0-kilia 0-war imimi me-va ma Vaemali
1 sS-l.ask-try-just CONJ 3sS-can 3sS-l.carry 1pe 1peS-l.go up (place)
7 will just try and ask if he can carry us up to Vaemali. ’
(124) 0-po-n sa ne-mu-n wi tai
3sS-R.good-TR CONJ 1sS-drink-TR water ART
It would be good if I could drink some water. ’
With visae having been defined as a conjunction, the reader might have anticipated some relief 
from the topic of verb serialisation. However, the final note with regard to visae is the 
observation that even it has been found to occur as a verb, but only a few times in the speech of 
some older people (eg. (125)). It is therefore possible that visae also has a verbal origin, but has 
become more fully lexicalised than many of the other verbs which operate with conjunction-like 
functions in core layer serial constructions.
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(125) visae sine-miu-n a-visae a-yumae 0-va-n yeririna lala
CONJ gut-2peP-TR 2pS-CONJ 2pS-l.work 3sS-l.go-TR people PL
‘If you want to work for other people. ’
16.2.4. Other semantically complex sentences
There are many situations where what would be regarded as a complex sentence with two kernels 
or two underlying predicates for other languages, is manifested in Lewo as a simple transitive 
clause. The mechanism by which this is accomplished is the nominalisation of one of the verbal 
predicates, and its incorporation into the sentence as an undergoer argument of the other. In the 
following example, the macrorole of undergoer has the semantic microrole of goal or purpose.
(126) me-m-yali-n na-vitawe-en Presiten
1peS-R-walk-TR NOM-meet-NOM.LlG (name)
‘We walked to meet (for the meeting) the President. ’
16.2.5. Exclamations
Many forms are used in regular speech as single word sentences or utterances, with a variety of 
exclamatory functions. The forms listed here are those not regarded as offensive, or as swear 
words, which can of course also be found in Lewo. Some are given with free English translations 
that attempt to express the flavour of the exclamation, while others indicate the kind of emotional 
response that the exclamation seems to be used to convey. Some of them are associated with 
particular intonational or kinesic stances, for example, ni 7 don't know' (which probably derives 
from the inherently negative verb ninue ‘to not know') requires a couple of short and sharp 
horizontal head shakes, and a combination of lip-spreading and dental closure.
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Table 69 : Exclamations
FORM MEANING/FUNCTION
airee frustration
akee surprise
ana ‘So what?’
aue sorrow, upset
aulae disappointment
awa extreme surprise at bad news
awis ‘Please. ’
‘Yes. ’
ei ‘Hey!’
ka ‘Look at that! ’ (children’s speech)
kas(is) ‘Bother! ’
ke ‘Oh no! ’
mm ‘That's it./Amen. ’
mo ‘Alright then./Goodbye. ’
na ‘Here you are! ’ (when handing over something)
ne ‘Is that right?’
ni ‘I've no idea./I don’t know. ’
oore ‘Hip hooray! ’ (borrowing)
pasa ‘Tell me! ’ (formulaic response to welu)
pintama ‘Time to go home!’ (< piga 0-tama ‘cicadas are sounding’)
potena ‘Thank you. ’
si pa ‘Thanks. ’
suala ‘Gosh. ’
sualo ‘Gosh. ’
takonaga ‘Watch what you’re doing!’
welu ‘Guess what?’ (formulaic prompt to pasa)
16.3. Paragraph Level
Paragraphs are sequences of sentences which are more closely associated with each other than 
with other sentences in other paragraphs. This association may be both semantic and formal. 
The paragraph is considered to be the level of the grammatical hierarchy at which speakers 
“develop some kind of theme or ideational sequence”, and “the ability of people to ... discuss a 
proposition is assumed to be human universal” (Pike and Pike 1977:25). The idea of the 
paragraph does seem to have some kind of psycholinguistic reality for Lewo speakers, as they 
will spontaneously use the normal literary conventions for identifying paragraphs when they 
write. The paragraphs they produce do evidence semantic coherence, by being restricted to one 
topic, or to development of one idea within the topic. However, it seems very difficult to 
associate formal criteria with these defined paragraphs.
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Speakers will often use borrowed forms (ale, oraet, and wel)15 as introducers at what seems to 
be the level of the paragraph, hinting perhaps at a lack in the resources in Lewo itself at this 
point. The Lewo expression 0-po-ga 3sS-R.good-just ‘alright, OK’ is often used in this way 
too, but it seems to signal a level higher than the paragraph, more like a marker of change of 
topic. I also note below that the device of tail-head linkage may play a role in delineating Lewo 
paragraphs.
16.4. Discourse Level
Throughout the description of Lewo thus far, reference has been made at quite a few places to 
aspects of the grammar, or to functions of lower level units, that are relevant to the structure of 
discourse (for example, in the chapter on noun phrases, it was noted that story titles, the first 
structural constituent in many Lewo discourses, are often made up of just a noun phrase, §9.2). 
That is, some aspects of discourse structure have been handled already in an incidental way. 
Despite this however, the overall coverage of this level of the grammatical hierarchy16 for Lewo 
is inadequate, and requires further analysis and description (for example, no attempt is made here 
to identify different types or genres of Lewo discourse, and the features that distinguish them). 
At this point, we simply note some of the devices that are employed in constructing Lewo 
discourse, such as the ordering of events, participant introduction and tracking, tail-head linkage, 
and oblique reference.
16.4.1. Chronological order
There is a strong preference in Lewo discourse for the narrative line to be an iconic representation 
of how events unfold, that is, for it to follow chronological order. The fact that there are not 
many devices linking clauses within sentences, and sentences within discourse, has been 
mentioned, and of course there is not so much need for them where logical and chronological 
order is followed. One device that is used to establish narrative sequence is the combination of 
the time word narul ‘now’ and the emphatic particle na. This combination is frequently reduced 
to nawina, and is pervasive in oral text, but absent from written text. It is used with a listing 
intonation (fall-rise, fall-rise, ... rise-fall), with the rise at the end of each non-final stretch 
indicating to the listener that there is more to come.
15 From French (ale) or English (oraet and wel) via Bislama.
16 Some would question whether language components beyond the sentence, having a much looser 
structure, can still be analysed as ‘grammar’ at all.
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(127) ale a-pitom ne a-tol Suwaile narui na
well 3pS-R.come.down DEIC 3pS-reach (piace) now EMPH
a-pere-lua tawa 0-pa 0-me-ke narui na
3pS-R.pull canoe 3sS-R.go 3sS-stay now EMPH
a-pa a-pa urn a, a-pan-e urn a narui na
3pS-R.go 3sS-R.go home 3sS-R.go-DUR home now EMPH
a-pa ke ura narui na
3pS-R.go TA ashore now EMPH
‘Well they came down and reached Suwaile now, they pulled up the canoe now, they went to 
go home now, they were going ashore (inland) now... ’
However, Lewo discourse is not so constrained that speakers cannot manipulate chronological 
order at all. For example, often a speaker will want to back-track to provide additional 
background information, and this can be easily accomplished (using a serial verb construction). 
In the following example, the mother and the child have reached their destination, and the mother 
has some fungus with her, and the speaker backtracks to indicate where it came from.
(128) 0-su-m o napa ia-lua a-m-lulu mrapa a-pa na
3sS-be.at-front REL 3p-two 3pS-R-follow road 3pS-R.go EMPH
a-pisu kiligape lapasi 0-su  mrapa
3pS-R.see fungus some 3sS-be.at road
ana mama ka-na sisi napa 0-pari-a
CONJ mother POSS-3sP child REL 3sS-R.carry-3sO
'Before (that/when) they were walking along the road they had seen some fungus lying on the 
road and the baby ’s mother had taken it. ’
16.4.2. Participant introduction and tracking
The main participants in Lewo narratives tend to be introduced early on, often as part of the story 
title.
(129) suni-ena nini na 0-pisa-yu sira marua tai
story-NOM DEIC EMPH 3sS-R.say-about woman old ART
a-mio mapi-na
3pS-be.with grandchild-3sP
‘This story talks about an old woman and her grandchild. ’
(130) yaru tai na, yaru tai na ne 0-pere sira tai
person ART EMPH person ART EMPH DEIC 3sS-R.take woman ART
na 0-pari sisi lua
3s 3sS-R.bear child two
‘A man, a man who married a woman who (then) bore two children. ’
Other participants can be introduced into the narrative at the point where they enter the story.
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(131) yarn tai na-e Lamen, sa-na ki Kalo, 0-tara la-u
man ART GEN-LOC (place) POSS-3sP name (name) 3sS-pull leg-1 sP
‘A guy from Lamen, his name is Kalo, pulled my leg (to straighten it).
Some stories show what might appear to be very little concern for clearly identifying participants. 
However, this only happens when the story is considered to be so well known, or where other 
clues are given, that it is not necessary to overtly establish participant identity. In the story (of 
which the following sentence is the first), the main participants (the children) were not introduced 
in any way.
(132) 0-sa-ne kolipae napa arima-n ninsisi la
3sS-be.like-DEIC midday REL father-3sP.LIG child PL
a-pa ke yomarua
3pS-R.go TA bush
‘(It was) around midday, the children 's father and the others (adults) went to the bush 
(garden). ’
The next sentence just uses the third person pronoun lala, which would usually be taken to refer 
to the adults (as the head noun of the subject of the verb of the previous clause), but in fact the 
story has already picked up the children as the main participants.
(133) lala a-pito lo-si a-pari ka-la kove
3p 3pS-R.go.down inside-sea 3pS-R.carry POSS-3pP sand.crab
‘They went down to the seashore and gathered sand crabs. ’
Perhaps two factors clue the listener in here. Firstly, if the parents have gone to the garden 
(always inland), then the only ones who could have gone down to the seashore would be the 
children. Secondly, gathering sand crabs is always children’s work/play, and with this cultural 
knowledge the listener would immediately realise that it was the children who went down to the 
beach. The story then describes how they wrapped the crabs in leaves, and then baked them, and 
the smell of the cooking crabs wafted around. (134) is the next sentence in the story.
(134) 0-pa na 0-pisape e netarereni netarereni
3sS-R.go EMPH 3sS-R.say.that hey I’ll.eat.some (elf.talk)
‘He/she/it went and said, Hey, I ’ll eat some, I ’ll eat some. ’
A new participant enters the story at this point, introduced by the third person singular subject 
prefix 0-! This must be the anticipated malevolent elf who is always on the lookout for small 
groups of young children, and this suspicion is immediately confirmed when it speaks in the 
language of elves, asking for some of the food. The elf is never referred to in the rest of the story 
by anything other than the subject prefix 0- or the object suffix -a. There are many stories where 
elves are named and tracked as other participants, so there is no particular restriction on such 
mention, and this story is obviously an extreme example. However, it demonstrates the way in
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which overt mention of participants can be suspended, with this information still being retrievable 
by the listener on the basis of familiarity with the content and cultural knowledge.
We have also earlier mentioned the role of the deictic system (§9.10), and that of the relative 
pronoun napa as a discourse deictic (§16.2.1.3), as the main referent tracking devices in Lewo 
texts.
16.4.3. Tail-head linkage
This device is widely used throughout Lewo narrative discourse. It involves the final clause of 
one sentence being repeated, often in a slightly reduced form, as the introductory preface of the 
next sentence. This resumptive restatement helps regulate the flow of information in discourse, 
and provides cohesion, tying the sequence of events together very closely. The amount of 
material that can intervene between each instance of tail-head linkage varies greatly. In (135) we 
see an example where it occurs with almost every clause in the sequence, but this is not always 
the case. Tail-head linkage could mark off what the speaker perceives as being the culturally- 
determined episodes in the narrative sequence, and may therefore provide a formal criteria for 
establishing a paragraph layer of structure between sentence and discourse.
(135) Sira napa 0-kulu 0-pa ra-na.
female REL 3sS-swim 3sS-R.go back-3sP
0-pa na 0-tar-ari na 0-pere tawa 0-pimi ura.
3sS-R.go EMPH 3sS-hold-carry EMPH 3sS-R.pull canoe 3sS-R.come ashore
0-pere tawa 0-pim ura na,
3sS-R.pull canoe 3sS-R.come ashore EMPH
yerimene napa 0-pa narui na,
male REL 3sS-R.go now EMPH
yerimene napa 0-pa na 0-pere sira napa 0-pe o-na.
male REL 3sS-R.go EMPH 3sS-pull female REL 3sS-R.be wife-3sP
‘The girl swam and went after him. /  She went and got hold of it and pulled the canoe ashore. 
/  She pulled the canoe ashore, /  then the boy went now, /  the boy went now and took the 
girl as his wife. ’
Sometimes the repeated part of the tail-head linkage can expand on the material contained in the 
first part. This is so in (136), where we also find the linkage operating over direct speech.
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(136) A-su-ma-ga-o yokorena-rui na 0-pisape
3pS-be.at-TA-just-DUR FUT-already EMPH 3sS-R.say.that
e o-tove-n arimo-ma.
hey 2sS-go.down-TR father-2sP
O-tove-n arimo-ma 0-te-ke kumal, ale 0-pitove.
2sS-go.down-TR father-2sP 3sS-be.at-TA meeting.house then 3sS-R.go.down
‘They stayed on there then she said “Go down for (and get) your father”. (She said) “Go 
down for (and get) your father in the meeting house ”, so he went down. ’
As a device for controlling information load, tail-head linkage may be just one manifestation of a 
wider pattern of repetition of speech segments in Lewo. We have already seen a number of 
places where grammatical particles are doubly specified, such as prepositions (§11.8) and the 
conjunction visae earlier in this chapter (§16.2.2.5). Public announcements and the giving of 
instmctions are also characterised by a certain amount of repetition, and of course the frequent 
retelling of stories, as an oral performance, involves the repetition of familiar material.
16.4.4. Oblique reference
In any cross-cultural encounter, there will be a mismatch between the expectations and underlying 
perspectives of the parties involved. This is particularly highlighted when language learning is 
carried out within such a cross-cultural context, as there is overlap between the way a society 
functions, and the way that members of that society choose to express themselves. Each language 
and culture places particular demands on the foreign language learner’s ability to not only 
understand the meanings of the words, but to discover the meanings of the meanings.
There are various circumstances in Lewo where speakers use different ways of making oblique 
reference to people and events, and these abound in Lewo conversation, social intercourse, and 
formal texts. For example, some avoidance relationships (particularly between in-laws) are 
strongly adhered to, and a linguistic correlate of this is the specific proscription on the use of 
personal names within these relationships, and the general tendency to avoid using personal 
names, particularly of married adults, in all situations. The way that this is compensated for in 
Lewo speech is the widespread use of teknonymy (whereby parents are referred to as the mother 
or father of their oldest child, or even by just the child’s name; (137) gives the four different ways 
I was referred to or addressed in the village), or where if a husband needs to call his wife, he will 
do so with the name of their youngest child, and in other ways of making more oblique mention of 
people, such as with kin address terms and nicknames (see examples in §9.5.1), or with deictic 
reference, particularly with napa.
(137) ata sa-na Antru Antru arima-na
father POSS-3sP (name) (name) father-3sP
‘Father of Andrew. ’ ‘Andrew ’s father. ’
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ata Antru Antru
father (name) (name)
‘Father Andrew. ’ ‘Andrew. ’
Strategies of oblique reference are also frequently employed in making requests. One way of 
doing this, using first person inclusive pronouns was mentioned in §5.2.1. Another is to shift the 
burden of request onto another person, usually a child in the family. For example, when the rice 
has run out, a request for some from someone else will be formulated as a statement like (138) 
(Maia is the youngest child in the family).
(138) Maia sine-na-n 0-sape 0-ka-n re kokulu-keru tai
(name) gut-3sP-TR 3sS-say 3sS-eat-TR PART egg-ant ART
‘Maia wants to eat some rice. ’
There is also a general tendency to avoid making definite statements about what one plans or 
intends to do. For example, with regard to hunting or fishing excursions, or even going to the 
garden to find food, Lewo speakers are fearful of being jinxed, and so direct talk about such 
activities is avoided. It is possible to say something like (139), and there may be circumstances in 
which it is appropriate, however, formulations like (140) and (141) are much more common.
(139) naga 0-talu-n ika
3s 3sS-dive-TR fish
‘He’s skindiving for fish. ’
(140) naga 0-par kalie 0-pato ke 0-sa-ne
3s 3sS-R.carry spear 3sS-R.go.down TA 3sS-like-DEIC
‘He’s taken his spear and gone down (the beach) like that. ’
(141) naga 0-m-yal-lulu-n none
3s 3sS-R-walk-along.edge sand
‘He’s walking along the shore. ’
This way of talking is referred to as visa-wani say-hide or visa-ro say-in.half in Lewo, and 
tokhaed in Bislama, and appears to be a recognised and valued speech genre. It is the way of 
being polite, of knowing how to talk properly, and of not being regarded as a loud-mouth. For 
the learner, it often seems to be an exercise in how not to say what you want to say, but is 
obviously a rich component of what it takes to be a Lewo speaker, and one that warrants much 
more detailed study and description than it has been possible to give here.
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TEXT 1 : A VILLAGE MARRIAGE DISPUTE
Told by Andrew Avio
Background
This story reports a problem that arose in Moriu village relating to marriage. Several years ago, 
a boy (Palua) from Nivenue village had married a girl (Margaret) from Moriu. As is often the 
case, part of the bride wealth negotiations involved an agreement that at some time one of Palua’s 
sisters would marry one of Margaret’s brothers: a “sister exchange” arrangement. The next one 
of Margaret’s brothers ready to be married was Timmy, but he became involved with Ailuk, a 
girl from Paama, who was soon pregnant with his child. The story relates how Timmy and Ailuk 
did want to marry each other, and the chiefs mied that they should do so, but Timmy’s family, 
especially his mother, refused to allow this. They felt that Timmy should marry a particular 
sister of Palua, in exchange for Margaret, and to honour the agreement that had been made. The 
chiefs were insistent that their ruling should be adopted, but the family refused to accept it, and 
the chiefs took an action that was previously unheard of: they ceremoniously upturned the large 
stones that had been set in place when they were ordained, effectively dethroning themselves. 
Timmy did subsequently marry Ailuk, but it was many months before the chiefs were reinstated.
Text
E-a Wetenste nampa wan Pepri ana
LOC-3sO Wednesday number wan February CONJ
On Wednesday the first 
of February, the chiefs 
investigated a problem or 
an action that was not 
going well in our village.
supe la a-pisu-veve na proplem tai
chief PL 3pS-R.see-check EMPH problem ART
po-na yumae-ena O-kiriri 0-mesmesu re
or-EMPH work-NOM 3sS-RED.run straight NEG2
e kumal sa-mam.
LOC meeting.house POSS-1peP
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Ana a-pisu 0-sa-ne a-pis 0-pa-n
CONJ 3pS-R.see 3sS-like-DEIC 3pS-R.talk 3sS-R.go-TR
yeririna la pasia na pe a-m-loge re poli.
people PL some CONJ NEG1 3pS-R-hear NEG2 NEG3
A e-a Wetenste nampa twante sikis e-a
CONJ LOC-3sO Wednesday number twenty six LOC-3sO
Pepri ana a-pu-ar-ari kot-ena,
February CONJ 3pS-R.hold-RED-carry court-NOM
kot-ena ne a-pisi 0-pa Timi a-mio Ailuk.
court-NOM DEIC 3pS-R.talk 3sS-R.go Timmy 3pS-with Ailuk
A kome Timi na 0-m-la sisi tai 0-pa
CONJ because Timmy EMPH 3sS-R-give child ART 3sS-R.go
Ailuk ale 0-pisi narui na a-pu-ar-ari
Ailuk well 3sS-finish now EMPH 3pS-R.push-RED-carry
kot-ena nene a supe na-e kumal
court-NOM DEIC CONJ chief GEN-LOC meeting.house
0-tapena lala punuga a-pitomi a-piora
3sS-different PL every 3pS-R.come.down 3pS-R.gather
e sa-mam kumal napa Moriu.
LOC POSS-1peP meeting.house REL Moriu
Ana a-pisi e visa-ena nene po-na e
CONJ 3pS-R.talk LOC say-NOM DEIC or-EMPH LOC
kot-ena nena a-pisi marera 0-pa-pisi na
court-NOM DEIC 3pS-R.talk strong 3sS-R.go-finish EMPH
mra-tava kie-na-ne Timi la na sine-la-n
fruit-door POSS-3sP-DEIC Timmy PL EMPH gut-3pP-TR
0-sape 0-po-n sa Timi naga 0-were-ga
3sS-say 3sS-R.good-TR if Timmy 3s 3sS-take-just
sira tai na-e Nivenue.
woman ART GEN-LOC Nivenue
Ana yeririna la a-mon-ga na a-sape-nua
CONJ people PL 3pS-not.want-just EMPH 3pS-say-COMPL
pe-re-ga 0-mono-ari naga 0-were sira
R.NEG1-NEG2-just 3sS-lie-carry 3s 3sS-take woman
They realised that they 
had spoken to some 
people, but they (these 
people) didn’t obey them.
So on Wednesday the 
twenty-sixth o f February 
they held a court, at this 
court they spoke to 
Timmy and Ailuk.
Now because Timmy had 
given a child to Ailuk 
(made her pregnant), so 
then they had this court, 
and all the chiefs from the 
other villages came 
together at our village of 
Moriu.
So they argued at this 
discussion, or at this 
court, they argued very 
strongly, the family of 
Timmy wanted that it 
would be good if Timmy 
just married a (different) 
girl from Nivenue.
But the people didn’t 
want this, they said no, he 
must marry the girl that 
he gave the child to.
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napa naga 0-m-la sisi 0-pa-ni-a.
REL 3s 3sS-R-give child 3sS-R.go-TR-3sO
0-pisi na visa-ena naga 0-pa 0-marera
3sS-finish EMPH say-NOM 3s 3sS-R.go 3sS-strong
0-pano-o 0-pisi narui na supe la a-piun
3sS-R.go-DUR 3sS-finish now EMPH chief PL 3pS-R.ask
ta-ni-la a-sape sanape na a-visa sa-la
PREP-TR-3pO 3pS-say how EMPH 3pS-say POSS-3pP
stom-ena 0-pisi na tai 0-pere Timi tai
think-NOM 3sS-finish DEIC one 3sS-R.take Timmy one
0-pere-a Ailuk.
3sS-R.take-3sO Ailuk
Timi na sa-na stom-ena 0-pisa-wali na
Timmy EMPH POSS-3sP think-NOM 3sS-R.say-find EMPH
0-sape-nua naga 0-mono-ari 0-were fha Ailuk.
3sS-say-COMPL 3s 3sS-lie-carry 3sS-take TA Ailuk
Ale 0-pisi narui na a-piyun ta-n-a
well 3sS-finish now EMPH 3pS-R.ask PREP-TR-3sO
Ailuk na Ailuk 0-sape naga mena 0-kekara
Ailuk CONJ Ailuk 3sS-say 3s too 3sS-happy
naga 0-mono-ari 0-were Timi.
3s 3sS-lie-carry 3sS-take Timmy
Ale a-pisa-wali 0-pa-n yeririna punu narui na
well 3pS-R.say-find 3sS-R.go-TR people all now EMPH
a-sape-nua ne nenagane na 0-pe min
3pS-say-COMPL DEIC now EMPH 3sS-R.be mean
0-sape-nua la-lua na a-kilia a-were-la narui.
3sS-say-COMPL 3p-two EMPH 3pS-can 3pS-take-3pO now
After this the discussion 
became difficult on and 
on, after the chiefs asked 
them, they said how 
about they say what is 
their thinking, after one 
took Tim m y, another took 
Ailuk.
Tim m y’s thinking, he told 
it out, saying that he must 
still marry Ailuk.
W ell then they asked 
Ailuk, and A iluk said that 
she too was happy, she 
preferred to marry 
Timmy.
W ell they announced this 
to all the people, and said 
that now this means that 
the two of them could 
marry each other now.
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Ana ane-na-ga Timi na naga pe sine-na-n
CONJ mother-3sP-just Timmy EMPH 3s NEG1 gut-3sP-TR
re poll, naga 0-sape-nua 0-mono-ari Timi
NEG2 NEG3 3s 3sS-say-COMPL 3sS-lie-carry Timmy
na 0-were fha sira tai na-e Nivenue kome
3s 3sS-take TA woman ART GEN-LOC Nivenue because
a-pisa-ari a-sape naga 0-mono-ar 0-were-a.
3pS-R.say-carry 3pS-say 3s 3sS-lie-carry 3sS-take-3sO
But only Tim m y’s 
mother, she didn’t want 
this, she wanted that 
Timmy must still marry 
the girl from Nivenue, 
because they had 
promised that he must 
marry her.
Ale 0-pisi narui naga 0-molue peta-n
well 3sS-finish now 3s 3sS-depart R.PREP-TR
kot-ena nene 0-p-ure 0-pa uma.
court-NOM DEIC 3sS-R-pull 3sS-R.go home
So after she left the 
meeting, ran off home.
Yeririna-ga la a-su-ma narui na a-m-la taem
people-just PL 3pS-be.at-TA now EMPH 3pS-R-give time
0-pa-n supe la napa la na a-kilia a-va
3sS-R.go-TR chief PL REL 3p EMPH 3pS-can 3pS-go
narui na a-kla sas narui.
now EMPH 3pS-make judgement now
The people stayed on then 
they gave time to the 
chiefs so that they could 
go and make their 
judgement.
Ale sa-la sas narui na a-sape Timi
well POSS-3pP judgement now EMPH 3pS-say Timmy
0-mono-ari 0-we nompui tai, aie 0-la mane tai
3sS-lie-carry 3sS-hit pig ART well 3sS-give money ART
a metaepe 0-ve lua a 0-la mes-ne-n
CONJ mat 3sS-be two CONJ 3sS-give root-POSS-LIG
miau tai na 0-ve-na kla-ruru-en
kava ART EMPH 3sS-be-EMPH make-good-NOM.LIG
mara-na-ne arima-n sira napa naga 0-m-la
face-3sP-DEIC father-3sP.LIG woman REL 3s 3sS-R-give
sisi 0-pa-ni-a.
child 3sS-R.go-TR-3sO
W ell their judgement was 
that Timmy must kill a 
pig, and give some money 
and two mats and give 
one kava root, in order to 
make reconciliation with 
(make good the face of) 
the father of the girl that 
he had given the child to.
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Ana 0-sape-nua 0-la male 0-ve taaga ana
CONJ 3sS-say-COMPL 3sS-give sail 3sS-be one CONJ
0-sa-na wan taosen na 0-ve-na
3sS-like-DEICone thousand EMPH 3sS-be-EMPH
kla-ruru-en mara-na-ne na-mra-tava
make-good-NOM.LIG face-3sP-DEIC NOM-fruit-door
sa-na-ne la napa ma Nivenue.
POSS-3sP-DEIC 3p REL above Nivenue
And they said he must 
give one sail, that is one 
thousand vatu, to make 
reconciliation with the 
family of those from 
Nivenue.
Ana 0-sape-nua supe la a-pisa-ari 0-sape
CONJ 3sS-say-COMPL chief PL 3pS-R.say-carry 3sS-say
ne Timi na 0-mono-ari 0-were Ailuk narui.
DEIC Timmy EMPH 3sS-lie-carry 3sS-take Ailuk now
And they said that the 
chiefs promised that 
Tim m y must marry Ailuk 
as well now.
Ale 0-pimi 0-toli kumali narui na
well 3sS-R.come 3sS-reach meeting.house now EMPH
a-pisa-wali suri la punu-ga 0-pisi narui na
3pS-R.say-find thing PL every-just 3sS-finish now EMPH
Timi 0-m-yumae-n 0-sa napa supe la
Timmy 3sS-R-work-TR 3sS-like REL chief PL
a-pisa-ia.
3pS-R.say-3sO
W ell he came back to the 
nakamal now, and they 
announced all these 
things, and Timmy did 
just like the chiefs had 
said.
Ale 0-pisi narui na kot-ena naga 0-pisi
well 3sS-finish now EMPH court-NOM 3s 3sS-finish
a-pa-va uma lala, a-pa-va uma la
3pS-R.RED-go home PL 3pS-R.RED-go home PL
ma-la narui na ane-na-ne Timi na
POSS-3pP now EMPH mother-3sP-DEIC Timmy EMPH
naga ye-m-lag ko-lulag na 0-p-ure.
3s place-R-day TIME-morning EMPH 3sS-R.flee
W ell after this the court 
was finished, they all 
went home, they all went 
back to their homes, and 
then T im m y’s mother, 
early the next morning, 
she ran away.
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0-taveve pasta Will la a-pato a-tol
3sS-follow pastor Willie PL 3pS-R.go.down 3pS-reach
Lamen Bay narui na 0-m-ligan pasta Wili la
Lamen Bay now EMPH 3sS-R-leave pastor Willie PL
a-pa Vila, na naga 0-p-ure 0-pa
3pS-R.go Vila CONJ 3s 3sS-R-flee 3sS-R.go
0-me-ke ma Wenia.
3sS-stay.at-TA above Wenia
0-me-ke na 0-tol legiena lua
3sS-stay.at-CONT EMPH 3sS-reach day two
0-pa-ro-via, ale ye-m-lagi ko-lulagi
3sS-R.pass-in.two-3sO well place-R-day TIME-morning
e legiena 0-tapena narui na Palua na
LOC day 3sS-different now EMPH Palua EMPH
naga mena 0-kla si visa-ena.
3s too 3sS-make again say-NOM
She followed (went with) 
Pastor Willie and the 
others down to Lamen 
Bay, and they sent off 
Pastor Willie and his 
family to Vila, and she 
ran off and stayed up at 
Wenia.
She stayed up there until 
two days passed, and then 
in the morning on the next 
day Palua too made 
another row.
0-sape-nua naga pe sine-na-n re
3sS-say-COMPL 3s R.NEG1 gut-3sP-TR NEG2
0-sape-nua Timi na 0-were-a Ailuk po
3sS-say-COMPL Timmy EMPH 3sS-take-3sO Ailuk NEG3
a 0-sape-nua Timi na 0-mono-ari 0-were
CONJ 3sS-say-COMPL Timmy 3s 3sS-lie-carry 3sS-take
vine-na napa na-e Nivenue
sister-3sP REL GEN-LOC Nivenue
He said that he didn’t 
want Timmy to marry 
Ailuk, and said that 
Timmy must marry his 
(Palua’s) sister from
Nivenue.
Ana 0-sape 0-pisi na nagane na sa a-kla
CONJ 3sS-say 3sS-finish EMPH now EMPH if 3pS-do
0-ve 0-sa nene na 0-mono-ari 0-ligani
3sS-be 3sS-like DEIC CONJ 3sS-lie-carry 3sS-put
Makret narui, ve 0-were re si Makret
Margaret now I.NEG1 3sS-take NEG2 again Margaret
And he said that now if 
they go ahead and do this 
(Timmy to marry Ailuk) 
then he must leave 
Margaret (his wife) now,
0-ve o-na.
3sS-be spouse-3sP
and no longer have 
Margaret as his wife.
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Visa-ena napa 0-marera 0-pisi narui na
say-NOM REL 3sS-strong 3sS-finish now EMPH
a-m-ila Parmasusu naga 0-pa 0-pisu Palua
3pS-R-send Parmasusu 3s 3sS-R.go 3sS-R.see Palua
a 0-pisa 0-pa-ni-a, Palua 0-sape
CONJ 3sS-R.say 3sS-R.go-TR-3sO Palua 3sS-say
This talk was strong, so 
after they sent Parmasusu 
to go and see Palua, and 
he talked to him, but 
Palua said no, I must
pe-re-ga nagane 0-mono-ari ne-ligan Makret
R.NEG1-NEG2-just now 3sS-lie-carry 1sS-leave Margaret
narui 0-tapa-tete ne-were naga 0-ve o-u.
now 3sS-do-cannot 1sS-take 3s 3sS-be rain-1 sP
leave Margaret now, I 
can no longer have her as 
my wife.
Pe 0-pisi re pa Makret poll na
R.NEG1 3sS-R.talk NEG2 R.go Margaret NEG3 EMPH
ye-malko teiu e legiena pe 0-pisi re
place-dark three LOC day R.NEG1 3sS-R.talk NEG2
0-pa-n poll.
3sS-R.go-TR NEG3
He didn’t talk to 
Margaret for three nights, 
during the day he didn’t 
talk to her at all.
0-pa-to 0-me-ke e stoa, pogosi napa
3sS-R.go-down 3sS-stay-TA LOC store time REL
Makret naga 0-pran kapi 0-manoa 0-kinana pae
Margaret 3s 3sS-R.join fire 3sS-cooked 3sS-eat TA
0-pa 0-me-ke lo-yuma na naga 0-pa
3sS-R.go 3sS-stay-TA area-house CONJ 3s 3sS-R.go
0-kinana pe la-iua a-pisi re po.
3sS-eat R.NEG1 3p-two 3pS-R.talk NEG2 NEG3
He just went and stayed 
down at the store, when 
Margaret had cooked the 
food ready she ate it and 
then went inside (the 
house), then he went and 
ate (in the kitchen), the 
two of them didn’t talk.
Visa-ena 0-pa 0-tol arima-na-ne Makret iala
say-NOM 3sS-R.go 3sS-reach father-3sP-DEIC Margaret PL
0-pisi na Iala mena a-m-loge 0-piowa e
3sS-finish EMPH PL too 3pS-R-perceive 3sS-R.bad LOC
lele nene.
place DEIC
Talk of this reached 
Margaret’s father and the 
others, so then they too 
were feeling really upset 
at it.
Ale 0-kla narui na Timi naga sa-na
well 3sS-do now EMPH Timmy 3s POSS-3sP
stom-ena na 0-pilo-pu si-na-ga.
think-NOM 3s 3sS-R.turn-around again-EMPH-just
Well this went on and 
then Timmy’s mind 
changed again.
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Kie-na sitom-ena 0-pilo-pu si-na
POSS-3sP think-NOM 3sS-R.turn-around again-EMPH
0-sape-nua 0-mono-ari 0-kla lu-maki tai
3sS-say-COMPL 3sS-lie-carry 3sS-make shoot-leaf ART
0-vito 0-va ane-na napa 0-me-ke garo
3sS-l.go.down 3sS-l.go mother-3sP REL 3sS-stay-TA there
Wenia 0-ve-na naga 0-va-mi si-na.
Wenia 3sS-be-EMPH 3s 3sS-go-come again-EMPH
Ana e lu-maki nene na 0-pisa
CONJ LOC shoot-leaf DEIC EMPH 3sS-R.say
0-sape-nua 0-mono-ari naga 0-were si sira
3sS-say-COMPL 3sS-lie-carry 3s 3sS-take again woman
napa na-e Nivenue ve 0-were re si
REL GEN-LOC Nivenue I.NEG1 3sS-take NEG2 again
napa 0-m-la sisi 0-pa-ni-a.
REL 3sS-R-give child 3sS-R.go-TR-3sO
E pogosi napa ane-na na 0-pisu maki nene
LOC time REL mother-3sP 3s 3sS-R.see leaf DEIC
narui na sa-na stom-ena 0-pilo-pu
now EMPH POSS-3sP think-NOM 3sS-R.turn-around
si-na na 0-pa-mi si-na.
again-EMPH CONJ 3sS-R.go-come again-EMPH
0-pa-mi si Moriu ale ye-m-lagi ko-lulagi
3sS-R.go-come again Moriu well place-R-day TIME-morning
narui na supe la na a-pa a-pisu la.
now EMPH chief PL EMPH 3pS-R.go 3pS-R.see 3p
Supe la a-m-ioge visa-ena a-pa a-kate
chief PL 3pS-R-hear say-NOM 3pS-R.go 3pS-appear
na a-sape-nua 0-pe min a-sape-nua
EMPH 3pS-say-COMPL 3sS-R.be mean 3pS-say-COMPL
nenagane na 0-mono-ari Timi na 0-were Ailuk
now EMPH 3sS-lie-carry Timmy 3s 3sS-take Ailuk
0-ve o-na.
3sS-be spouse-3sP
His mind changed again, 
and he said that he must 
send a letter to his mother 
who was staying down in 
Wenia so that she would 
come back up (home) 
again.
So in this letter he said 
that he would now marry 
the girl from Nivenue, no 
longer marry the one that 
he had given the child to.
At the time when his 
mother saw this letter, her 
thinking changed and she 
came up (home) again.
She came back up to 
Moriu, and the next 
morning the chiefs went 
and saw them.
The chiefs heard the news 
(that she had come back), 
they went and visited 
(them) and they said now 
this means that now 
Timmy must marry Ailuk 
as his wife.
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Ale la na a-sape-nua pe-re-ga,
well 3p EMPH3pS-say-C0MPL R.NEG1-NEG2-just
0-tapete-ga 0-ve 0-sa nene, a Tlmi na
3sS-can’t-just 3sS-be 3sS-like DEIC CONJ Timmy 3s
0-m-ligan visa-ena 0-patomi 0-pa-nu
3sS-R-leave say-NOM 3sS-R.come.down 3sS-R.go-1sO
na 0-sape na nagane na sa-na
CONJ 3sS-say EMPH now EMPH POSS-3sP
stom-ena naga 0-pilo-pu si rui
think-NOM 3s 3sS-R.turn-around again already
0-tapete 0-were Ailuk.
3sS-do.can’t 3sS-take Ailuk
E Wetenste narui Wetenste ko-lulagi tai e
LOC Wednesday now Wednesday TIME-morning ART LOC
nampa wan Pepri narui na supe la punu
number wan February now EMPH chief PL all
a-to tano.
3pS-be.at down
A-to tano na a-visu-veve visa-ena nene.
3pS-be.at down EMPH 3pS-see-check say-NOM DEIC
0-pano 0-pisi narui na a-m-ila supe
3sS-R.go 3sS-finish now EMPH 3pS-R-send chief
Parmasusu a-mio Talmakura a olpala Opea
Parmasusu 3pS-with Talmakura CONJ old.person Opea
lala a-pa a-pisu-ia a-pa 0-sape a-va
PL 3pS-R.go 3pS-R.see-3sO 3pS-R.go 3sS-say 3pS-go
a-visu-la narui na a-pisa-wali visa-ena la
3pS-see-3pO now EMPH 3pS-R.say-find say-NOM PL
nene 0-pa-ni-la ana la na pe
DEIC 3sS-R.go-TR-3pO CONJ 3p EMPH R.NEG1
a-m-loge-ar-la re poll.
3pS-R-hear-carry-3pO NEG2 NEG3
Then they (T im m y’s 
family) said, no way, it 
couldn’t be like that, and 
(his mother talking) 
‘T im m y had sent word 
down to me saying that 
his thinking had changed 
already, and he would no 
long marry A iluk.”
On Wednesday then, one 
Wednesday morning, on 
the first of February, all 
the chiefs sat down (met).
They sat down to 
consider this matter.
(The meeting) went on, 
then they sent Chiefs 
Parmasusu and Talm a­
kura and Old Opea, they 
went and saw them, they 
said they should go and 
see them, they (the chiefs) 
told this decision to them 
(the fam ily), but these 
ones (the family) did not 
obey them.
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Ana 0-sape 0-mono-ari Timi na 0-were fna sira
CONJ 3sS-say 3sS-lie-carry Timmy3s 3sS-take TA woman
napa na-e Nivenue a 0-tapa-tete 0-were
REL GEN-LOC Nivenue CONJ 3sS-do-can’t 3sS-take
napa 0-m-la sisi 0-pa-ni-a.
REL 3sS-R-give child 3sS-R-go-TR-3sO
And saying that Timmy 
must still marry that girl 
from Nivenue, and he 
couldn’t marry the one 
that he had given the 
child to.
Lala a-pitomi si kumal narui na
PL 3pS-R.come.down again meeting.house now EMPH
a-pisa-yu si-na ale 0-pisi narui na
3pS-R.say-about again-EMPH well 3sS-finish now EMPH
a-m-ila si lala telu a-pa si-na
3pS-R-send again PL three 3pS-R.go again-EMPH
a-pa a-pisu si-na na visa-ena na
3pS-R.go 3pS-R.see again-EMPH CONJ say-NOM 3s
mara-na taaga-ga 0-me-ke na.
face-3sP one-just 3sS-stay-TA EMPH
A-pa-supe-la si a-pitomi
3pS-R.pass-retum-3pO again 3pS-R.come.down
kumal a-pisu-veve mrapa la 0-pano-o
meeting.house 3pS-R.see-check road PL 3sS-R.go-DUR
pe-re-ga.
R.NEG1-NEG2-just
Ale a-stom a-pisa 0-sape-nua supe la napa
well 3pS-think 3pS-R.say 3sS-say-C0MPL chief PL REL
a-save-nua ko 0-po-ga pa na
3pS-say-C0MPL well 3sS-R.good-just then EMPH
sa-ta supe keviu na 0-pisa ma
POSS-1piP chief big 3s 3sS-R.say TA
mrapa tai 0-pa-ni-ta.
road ART 3sS-R.go-TR-1piO
They came back to the 
meeting house and then 
they all talked about it 
again, after they sent 
these three back again to 
go and have a look at the 
matter again (with the 
family), but the 
discussion was just the 
same.
They returned (and) came 
back down to the meeting 
house, they (all the 
chiefs) considered various 
ways for a while, to no 
Svathey thought and said, 
the chiefs said, Fair 
enough then, our big chief 
(president o f chiefs  
council) has told us 
something that we can do.
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Kome te-pisi 0-pa-n yer moki ale
because 1piS-R.say 3sS-R.go-TR person many well
te-pisa 0-pa-ni-la te-sape-nua a-la suri
1piS-R.say 3sS-R.go-TR-3pO 1piS-say-COMPL3pS-give thing
la 0-va-ni tai 0-sa napa te-kla suri piowa
PL 3sS-l.go-TR ART 3sS-like REL 1piS-make thing R.bad
ana te-pisa 0-sape a-la suri la
CONJ 1piS-R.say 3sS-say 3pS-give thing PL
0-va-ni-ta na pasi a-m-la-via
3sS-l.go-TR-1piO CONJ some 3pS-R-give-3sO
a pasi pe a-m-la re poli.
CONJ some R.NEG1 3pS-R-giveNEG2 NEG3
Because we have talked 
to many people, we say to 
them they should give 
some things (presents) to 
someone as when some­
thing wrong is done, and 
we tell them to pay fmes 
to us (chiefs), and some 
of them give it and some 
of them don’t give it.
A pasi a-kla par-marera 0-pa-pisi pe
CONJ some 3pS-do head-strong 3sS-R.go-finish R.NEG1
a-m-loge-ari-ta re poli, te-pis
3pS-R-perceive-carry-1piO NEG2 NEG3 1piS-R.say
0-pa-n-la na pe a-taman-ta re
3sS-R.go-TR-3pO CONJ R.NEG1 3pS-allow-1piO NEG2
po.
NEG3
And some of them are 
very stubborn indeed, 
they don’t obey us, we 
speak to them but they do 
not allow us (to work).
Ana a-pisa rha visa-ena tai 0-pa-ni-ta pa
CONJ 3pS-R.say TA say-NOM ART 3sS-go-TR-1piO then
0-sape sa 0-ve sanape ana te-kilia ne
3sS-say if 3sS-be how CONJ 1piS-know DEIC
te-were-plan sa-ta kla-varu na la na
1 piS-take-out POSS-1piP round-stone DEIC PL CONJ
a-kilia ne a-mapila sa-la kla-varu na
3pS-know DEIC 3pS-plant POSS-3pP round-stone CONJ
a-kilia a-visu-ari yeririna lala.
3pS-can 3pS-see-carry people PL
And they’ve been saying 
things to us too, saying 
that if  this is the case then 
we can pull out our 
ordination stones, and 
they can stand up their 
stones and they can look 
after the people.
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Supe la a-su-malu a-se e nene narui
chief PL 3pS-stand-upright 3pS-stand LOC DEIC now
a-su-malu a-se nene narui na a-sape
3pS-stand-upright 3pS-stand DEIC now EMPH 3pS-say
nagane 0-mono-ari a-were-plan sa-la
now 3sS-lie-carry 3pS-take-out POSS-3pP
kla-varu narui.
round-stone now
The chiefs stood on this 
(took this position) now, 
they stood on this and 
said now they must pull 
out their stones.
Ale supe Parmasusu a-mio supe Talmakura a-sape
well chief Parmasusu 3pS-with chief Talmakura 3pS-say
ko 0-po-ga 0-sa-ne te-were-plan sa-ta
2s 3sS-R.good-just 3sS-like-DEIC 1 piS-take-out POSS-1piP
kla-varu.
round-stone
So Chief Parmasusu and 
Chief Talmakura said 
“OK, we’ll take out our 
stones.”
Elta Loi na 0-sape-nua pe-re-ga
elder Loi 3s 3sS-say-COMPL R.NEG1-NEG2-just
0-sa-ne inu-na 0-tapa-tete ne-wur-wa ne
3sS-like-DEIC 1s-EMPH 3sS-do-can’t 1sS-pull-out DEIC
kla-varu napa 0-sa-ne kome supe Varasmaite
round-stone REL 3sS-like-DEIC because chief Varasmaite
na 0-m-la raet 0-pa-nu e-a.
3s 3sS-R-give right 3sS-R.go-1sOLOC-3sO
Ana 0-pe min 0-sape 0-mono-ari ne-visa
CONJ 3sS-R.be mean 3sS-say 3sS-lie-carry 1sS-say
0-va olpala Opea na 0-kusi lele-u na
3sS-l.go old.person Opea 3s 3sS-carry place-1 sP CONJ
0-va 0-were-lua kla-varu ana inu-na
3sS-go 3sS-take-out round-stone CONJ Is-EMPH
0-tapa-tete ne-yumae-ni-a.
3sS-do-can’t 1 sS-work-TR-3sO
Elder Loi said “No, 
because I can’t take out 
that stone, because (it is 
not actually mine, but) 
Pastor Willie (who it 
belongs to, but who is 
away) gave me the rights 
concerning it.
So this means I must tell 
Old Opea, he can take my 
place and go and pull out 
the stone, but as for me, I 
cannot do it.”
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Olpala Opea 0-sape ko sa-ne 0-ve 0-sa nene
old.person Opea 3sS-say 2s if-DEIC 3sS-be 3sS-like DEIC
na 0-po-ga-ga lala telu narui na varl
CONJ 3sS-R.good-just-just PL three now EMPH four
na a-va a-were-plan sa-la kla-varu lala.
EMPH 3pS-go 3pS-take-out POSS-3pP round-stone PL
0-pisi la telu na a-m-yali-n kuli ana
3sS-finish PL three DEIC 3pS-R-walk-TR cross CONJ
a-m-yali-n rhena sine-ye-ena sine-la 0-piowa
3pS-R-walk-TR too gut-sorry-NOM gut-3pP 3sS-R.bad
0-keviu 0-pa-pisi.
3sS-big 3sS-R.go-finish
Old Opea said “O K , if  
that’s how it is, it’s 
alright”, so the three of 
them, (rather) the four 
went to pull out their 
stones.
So these three walked 
angrily, and they walked 
sorrowfully too, their 
hearts were very sad 
(bad) indeed.
0-pisi a-pa ke narui na wa-mara-la la
3sS-finish 3pS-R.go TA now EMPH liquid-face-3pP PL
0-m-lau ke na, wa-mara-la 0-m-lau ke na
3sS-R-flow TA EMPH liquid-face-3pP 3sS-R-flow TA EMPH
a-pa narui na a-pa-lologi-a sa-la
3pS-R.go now EMPH 3pS-R.go-direct-3sO POSS-3pP
kla-varu lala.
round-stone PL
So as they went their 
tears were falling down, 
with their tears falling 
down they went on 
straight to their stones.
Ale supe Talmakura 0-pu-ari-a sa-na
well chief Talmakura 3sS-R.hold-carry-3sO POSS-3sP
kla-varu na 0-pur-wa, a supe Parmasusu
round-stone CONJ 3sS-R.pull-out CONJ chief Parmasusu
0-pu-ari-a sa-na kla-varu 0-pur-wa,
3sS-R.hold-carry-3sO POSS-3sP round-stone 3sS-R.pull-out
a supe Opea naga 0-pur-pele-ga sa-na.
CONJ chief Opea 3s 3sS-R.pull-can’t-just POSS-3sP
So Chief Talmakura  
grabbed his and pulled it 
out, and Chief Parmasusu 
grabbed his and pulled it 
out, but Oldfellow Opea 
couldn’t pull his out.
0-pisi na 0-pa-vini 0-kusi sa-na kurpa
3sS-finish EMPH 3sS-R.go-up 3sS-carry POSS-3sP crowbar
0-patomi narui na 0-kili tano
3sS-R.come.down now EMPH 3sS-dig down
is-ne-n kla-varu napa-ne 0-pisi
side-POSS-3sP.LIG round-stone REL-DEIC 3sS-finish
So he went up to his 
place and brought his 
crowbar down, and dug 
down the side o f the 
stone, and then pulled it 
out.
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narui na 0-pur-wa.
now EMPH 3sS-R.pull-out
0-pur-wa na 0-kusi-wa-pele-ga ana
3sS-R.pull-out EMPH 3sS-carry-out-can’t-just CONJ
0-m-ila supe Talmakura a-mio supe Parmasusu
3sS-R-send chief Talmakura 3pS-with chief Parmasusu
la-lua a-pimi a-m-ila na a-kusi-wa-pae-ga
3p-two 3pS-R.come 3pS-R.help CONJ 3pS-carry-out-both-just
0-pam na a-m-ligan 0-me-ke is-ne-n
3sS-R.come CONJ 3pS-R.put 3sS-lie-TA side-POSS-3sP.LIG
puru-tawo.
base-k.tree
A supe la luo-ka-ga napa-ne a-kusi fnena
CONJ chief PL two-group-just REL-DEIC 3pS-carry too
sa-la 0-pa 0-me-ke pu-na.
POSS-3pP 3sS-R.go 3sS-lie-TA PREP-3sP
Kla-varu punu-ga na 0-si-ke 0-ve-raaga.
round-stone every-just EMPH 3sS-stand-TA 3sS-be-together
0-pisi na lala punu-ga na a-su-malu
3sS-finish EMPH PL every-just EMPH 3pS-stand-upright
a-se e napa a-pur-plan sa-la kla-varu
3pS-stand LOC REL 3pS-R.pull-out POSS-3pP round-stone
la e na a-tagi.
PL LOC DEIC 3pS-cry
Sira marua o-na-ne olpala supe Opea
woman old spouse-3sP-DEIC old.person chief Opea
naga fnena 0-tag keviu 0-pa-pisi
3s too 3sS-cry big 3sS-R.go-finish
0-patom 0-pisa 0-pa-n-la 0-sape-nua,
3sS-R.come.down 3sS-R.say 3sS-R.go-TR-3p03sS-say-COMPL
e naru-u lala pe sine-u-n re
oh child-1sP PL R.NEG1 gut-1sP-TR NEG2
He pulled it out but 
couldn’t lift it up out (of 
the hole) so he asked 
(sent) Chief Talmakura 
and Chief Parmasusu, 
they came and helped him 
and they lifted it out 
together and left it lying 
at the base of the tawo 
nut tree.
And both of these two 
chiefs also carried theirs 
and left them by it.
A ll the stones were 
together.
Then all of them stayed 
standing there at the place 
where they had pulled out 
their stones, and cried.
The old lady wife of Old 
Chief Opea she too was 
crying hard, she came 
down and said to them, 
saying “Oh, my children, 
I  didn’t want you to pull 
out these stones.”
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0-sape-nua a-pur-plan kla-varu la nene poli.
3sS-say-COMPL 3pS-R.pull-out round-stone PL DEIC NEG3
0-pisi narui na la na a-pur-plan pa
3sS-finish now EMPH 3p EMPH 3pS-R.pull-out TA
kla-varu la na 0-pa rui, a-tag
round-stone PL DEIC 3sS-R.go already 3pS-cry
0-sa-ne 0-pano-o 0-pisi narui na
3sS-like-DEIC 3sS-R.go-DUR 3sS-finish now EMPH
0-pisi si-na-ga.
3sS-finish again-EMPH-just
0-pisi narui na 0-kla na supe la a-pisa
3sS-finish now EMPH 3sS-do EMPH chief PL 3pS-R.say
ke 0-sape 0-tapa-tete si a-kla yumae-ena
TA 3sS-say 3sS-do-can’t again 3pS-do work-NOM
kumal, 0-tapa-tete si a-visu-ari yerina la,
meeting.house 3sS-do-can’t again 3pS-see-carry people PL
0-tapa-tete si a-su-su-mo-n yerina lala,
3sS-do-can’t again 3pS-RED-stand-before-TR people PL
ana 0-kla narui na nenagane na yerina
CONJ 3sS-do now EMPH now EMPH people
punu-ga a-su-ma-ga 0-sa nene.
every-just 3pS-stand-TA-just 3sS-like DEIC
Pe supe re tai napa 0-sa-ne 0-kilia
R.NEG1 chief NEG2 ART REL 3sS-like-DEIC 3sS-can
0-su-mo-n-la e yumae-ena poll, a la
3sS-stand-before-TR-3pOLOC work-NOM NEG3 CONJ 3p
punu-ga a-su-ma-ga 0-sa-ne na 0-pimi
every-just 3pS-stand-TA-just 3sS-like-DEIC EMPH 3sS-R.come
0-tol nagane.
3sS-reach now
Na te-m-ninue-ga po-na 0-pisi na
CONJ 1piS-R-not.know-just or-EMPH 3sS-finish EMPH
0-kilia a-kla-ruru si-na po-na a-kla-plan-la
3sS-can 3pS-make-well again-EMPH or-EMPH 3pS-do-out-3pO
si a-su-malu.
again 3pS-stand-upright
W ell they had already 
pulled the stones out, they 
cried on like this, then 
after they finished.
So this means that the 
chiefs said that they 
couldn’t do their work in 
the village, they couldn’t 
look after the people any 
more, they couldn’t lead 
the people any more, and 
this means that now 
everyone is just staying 
like this (doing nothing).
There is no chief who can 
lead them in working, and 
all of them are just 
staying doing nothing, up 
until now.
Now we don’t know 
whether after it w ill be 
possible to fix  this up, or 
to make them (the chiefs) 
stand up again.
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Pe ne-kilia re pog po-na legiena napa
R.NEG1 1sS-know NEG2 time or-EMPH day REL
0-sa-ne 0-kla si supe la-ne a-su-malu
3sS-like-DEIC 3sS-do again chief PL-DEIC 3pS-stand-upright
0-sa napa 0-kilia a-su-mo-n si yerina
3sS-like REL 3sS-can 3pS-stand-before-TR again people
I  don’t know the time or 
the day on which (they) 
might make the chiefs 
stand so it w ill be 
possible for them to lead
lala e yumae-ena napa 0-sa-ne na
PL LOC work-NOM REL 3sS-like-DEIC GEN
kumal.
meeting.house
again the people, in their 
work such as that of the 
village.
0-pimi 0-pisi-ga e nene.
3sS-R.come 3sS-finish-just LOC DEIC
(The story) comes and 
finishes here.
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TEXT 2 : THE DOVE AND THE HERON
Told by Dolcy fäawa
Background
Like many other eponymous stories and origin myths, Lewo traditional tales are often difficult to 
interpret. Some, like this one, may contain within them some explanation of their meaning or 
significance, but attempts to go beyond or behind this seldom extract more than a retelling or 
rephrasing of the content of the story. There can be no explanation of what is in the story, but the 
existence of the story is itself adequate explanation.
The beginning point for this story is the observation that certain species of bird adopt clearly 
definable sectors of the physical environment as their habitats. How is this to be understood in 
the case of the lome ‘dove’ and the vio ‘heron’, which are prototypical land- and sea- birds 
respectively? The explanation is simply that once it was not quite like this, as their roles were 
different, in fact, exactly the reverse to what they are now (it is not valid to ask how this situation 
came to be). Some bad feelings and unneighbourliness led to a disagreement and an unfortunate 
and nearly tragic brush with fate, and this social disjunction has led to the (un-)natural order now 
prevailing.
Text
Suni-ena nene na na manu la-lua.
tell.story-NOM DEIC EMPH GEN bird PL-two
Manu la-lua napa na tai na kie-na kia
bird PL-two REL EMPH one EMPH POSS-3sP name
lome, tai na kie-na kia vio.
dove one EMPH POSS-3sP name heron.
Ana pesa-ni-a na vio na naga na manu
CONJ first-TR-3sO EMPH heron EMPH 3s EMPH bird
na ura a lome na manu na lo-si.
GEN inland CONJ dove EMPH bird GEN inside-sea
This story is about two 
birds.
These two birds, one, it’s 
name was dove, the other, 
it’s name was heron.
Now at first, Heron was a 
bird of the bush, and 
Dove was a bird of the 
seashore.
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Yoko na pog tai narui na la-lua
CONJ EMPH time one now EMPH 3p-two
a-su-ma-ga-a, ana la-lua napa na a-kla
3pS-stand-TA-just-DUR CONJ 3p-two REL EMPH 3pS-do
ka-la lo-kove la-pasia na a-mapila yuwi
POSS-3pP inside-fence PL-some EMPH 3pS-plant yam
0-sike e-a.
3sS-stand-TA LOC-3sO
Yoko na pog tai narui na, taem napa la
then EMPH time one now EMPH time REL 3p
a-si-ke e-a na naga na pog napa
3pS-stand-TA LOC-3sO EMPH 3s EMPH time REL
na si 0-mema, 0-mema 0-po na
EMPH sea 3sS-dry 3sS-dry 3sS-R.good EMPH
we-e 0-po.
EMPH-DUR 3sS-R.good
Ale a-su-ma yoko na la-lua a-pisa, a-pis
well 3pS-stand-TA then EMPH 3p-two 3pS-R.say 3pS-R.talk
kie-la, a-pis kie-la narui na
POSS-3pP 3pS-R.talk POSS-3pP now EMPH
a-sape-nua a-va a-war ka-la kinan-ena
3pS-say-COMPL 3pS-l.go 3pS-l.carry POSS-3pP eat-NOM
ma lo-kove 0-vitom a-kuwan
above inside-fence 3sS-l.come.down 3pS-throw
0-si-ke na, si 0-mema na a-va
3sS-stand-TA EMPH sea 3sS-dry EMPH 3pS-l.go
e piame.
LOC reef
Then one time the two of 
them were there, now 
they made some gardens 
of theirs and they planted 
yams in them.
Then one time, when they 
were there, it was a time 
when the tide was out, it 
(the sea/reef) was dry as 
good as good (ie. for 
getting reef foods).
W ell they were there they 
said, they talked about 
theirs (ie. their plan), they 
talked about theirs saying 
they would go and carry 
their food (from) up in 
the garden down they 
would leave it there (on 
the shore), (when) the sea 
was dry (properly) they 
would go on the reef.
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Ale a-kla 0-sa napa a-pisa, la-lua a-pane-e
well 3pS-do 3sS-like REL 3pS-R.say 3p-two 3pS-R.go-DUR
ka-la lo-kove lala a-kil ka-la yuwi la
POSS-3pP inside-fence PL 3pS-dig POSS-3pP yam PL
na, a-par 0-pitom a-kuwan
EMPH 3pS-R.carry 3sS-R.come.down 3pS-throw
0-si-ke ma-la ufha la narui na,
3sS-stand-TA POSS-3pP home PL now EMPH
a-si-kap mra-vi.
3pS-make-fire fruit-banana
A-si-kap mra-vi a-ka-ni-a a-ka-n pae
3pS-make-fire fruit-banana 3pS-eat-TR-3sO 3sS-eat-TR finish
na, si 0-mema narui na a-pa e piame.
EMPH sea 3sS-dry now EMPH 3pS-R.go LOC reef
Ale la-lua a-pane-e a-si-ke e piame narui
well 3p-two 3pS-R.go-DUR 3pS-stand-TA LOC reef now
na, lome na 0-sape “Vio, ko na o-yal
EMPH dove EMPH 3sS-say heron 2s EMPH 2sS-walk
ko-perina-n inu, ve o-yal re 0-lavisi-n
place-distant-TR 1s I.NEG1 2sS-walk NEG2 3sS-close-TR
Inu 0-toko.”
1 s 3sS-desist
Ale yoko narui na lome na 0-pitom
well then now EMPH dove EMPH 3sS-R.come.down
lepas nini a vio na 0-pa lepas na
side DEIC CONJ heron EMPH 3sS-R.go side GEN
ma ne.
above DEIC
La-lua a-m-yal ma 0-pane-e yoko na vio
3p-two 3pS-R-walk TA 3sS-R.go-DUR then EMPH heron
na taem na napa 0-mal ka-na naata
EMPH time EMPH REL 3sS-R.find P0SS-3sP shellfish
la na 0-pio ke lome, 0-sape lome
PL EMPH 3sS-R.call TA dove 3sS-say dove
0-kla-lua ka-na naata la napa.
3sS-do-out P0SS-3sP shellfish PL REL
W ell they did as they had 
said, they went way up to 
their gardens, they dug 
their yams, they carried 
them down and left them 
at their homes, then they 
roasted bananas.
They roasted bananas, ate 
them, they finished eating 
them, the sea was dry 
now they went to the reef.
They went out they 
stayed on the reef, then 
Dove said “Heron, walk 
further away from me, 
don’t walk close to me 
any more.”
W ell then Dove came 
down on this side and 
Heron went on that side 
above (seawards).
They two walked on then 
Heron, when he found his 
shellfish, called out to 
Dove, saying for Dove to 
come and take o ff (the 
reef) those shellfish of 
his.
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Yoko na taem na lome na 0-pa-m
then EMPH time EMPH dove EMPH 3sS-R.come
na lome na 0-pisa ke 0-pa vio 0-sape
CONJ dove EMPH 3sS-R.say TA 3sS-R.go heron 3sS-say
“Vlo, ina ne-mal-pesa-n ne naata nene.”
heron Is.EMPH 1sS-R.find-first-TR DEIC shellfish DEIC
Then when Dove came up 
Dove would say to 
Heron, saying “Heron, I 
found that shellfish first.”
Vio 0-sape “E ina ne-mal-pesa-ni-a, yoko
heron 3sS-say hey Is.EMPH 1sS-R.find-first-TR-3sO then
na nan o-visu ne-pio ko 0-sape o-va-m
EMPH DEIC 2sS-look 1sS-R.call 2s 3sS-say 2sS-l.go-come
o-kla-lua ka-u naata ne 0-va-ni-nu.”
2sS-do-out POSS-1sP shellfish DEIC 3sS-l.go-TR-1sO
Heron said “Hey, I  found 
it first, then that’s why 
you look, I called you 
saying for you to come 
and take this shellfish off 
for me.”
La-lua a-pupia ma naata napa 0-pane-e
3p-two 3pS-dispute TA shellfish REL 3sS-R.go-DUR
0-pane-e, ale yoko na vio 0-pe win.
3sS-R.go-DUR well after EMPH heron 3sS-R.be win
The two of them disputed 
the shellfish on and on, 
then finally Heron won.
Ale vio 0-pavin, lome 0-pitove la-lua a-kla
well heron 3sS-R.go.up dove 3sS-R.go.down 3p-two 3pS-do
ma 0-pane-e yoko na 0-pim e taem tai
TA 3sS-R.go-DUR after EMPH 3sS-R.come LOC time ART
narui na vio na 0-mal mra-kiavi tai.
now EMPH heron EMPH 3sS-R.find fruit-clam ART
W ell Heron went up 
(towards sea), Dove went 
down (towards shore), 
they two did this on and 
on, until the time when 
Heron found a clam.
0-mal mra-kiavi napa narui na 0-pio lome,
3sS-R.find fruit-clam REL now EMPH 3sS-R.call dove
0-pio lome narui na, lome na yepe-na
3sS-R.call dove now EMPH dove EMPH body-3sP
0-mavi 0-va kla-lua-en mra-kiavi napa-ni
3sS-not.want 3sS-l.go take-out-NOM.LIG fruit-clam REL-DEIC
He found the clam so 
called out to Dove, called 
Dove, but Dove didn’t 
want to go to take the 
clam off, and the sea was
ana si 0-m-yuwa ke narui.
CONJ sea 3sS-R-swell TA now
already starting to come 
in.
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Ale yoko narui na vio 0-pio lome
well then now EMPH heron 3sS-R.call dove
0-pane-e, lome yepe-na 0-mavi-ga, si
3sS-R.go-DUR dove body-3sP 3sS-not.want-just sea
0-pim 0-keviyu, lome 0-pa ura narui na,
3sS-R.come 3sS-big dove 3sS-R.go ashore now EMPH
pe 0-mon re si lo-si poli na
R.NEG1 3sS-stay NEG2 again inside-sea NEG3 CONJ
0-pa ura.
3sS-R.go inland
Well then Heron called 
Dove on and on, Dove 
didn’t want to go, the sea 
was getting bigger, (so) 
Dove went ashore then, 
didn’t stay on the shore 
area but went inland.
0-pa ura narui na ale vio naga ta
3sS-R.go inland now EMPH then heron 3s one
0-mon ma 0-kla-yo-n ma ka-na mra-kiavi
3sS-stay TA 3sS-do-place-TR TA POSS-3sP fruit-clam
napa, 0-sape “O-ma ne-kla-lua 0-ve sanape wa.”
REL 3sS-say 2sS-R.look 1sS-do-out 3sS-l.be how yet
He went inland then 
Heron alone stayed on 
trying hard with his clam, 
saying “Look, how will I 
ever get it off.”
Ale 0-su-wan la-na 0-pito e go-n
well 3sS-push-hide leg-3sP 3sS-R.go.down LOC mouth-3sP
mra-kiavi napa, taem na 0-su-wan la-na
fruit-clam REL time GEN 3sS-push-hide leg-3sP
0-pito e go-n mra-kiavi napa na,
3sS-R.go.down LOC mouth-3sP fruit-clam REL EMPH
mra-kiavi 0-pran-ari-a na 0-kar-a la-na
fruit-clam 3sS-R.join-carry-3sO CONJ 3sS-bite-carry leg-3sP
vio napa, vio 0-kla-yo-n 0-sape 0-were-lua
heron REL heron 3sS-do-place-TR 3sS-say 3sS-pull-out
si la-na 0-kla-pele-ga.
again leg-3sP 3sS-do-can’t-just
Well he pushed his leg 
into the mouth of the 
clam, (but) when he 
pushed his leg into the 
mouth of the clam the 
clam closed up, grasping 
the Heron’s leg, Heron 
tried to pull his leg out, 
but couldn’t.
Ale 0-mon ma 0-mon ma-ga si 0-m-yuwa
well 3sS-stay TA 3sS-stay TA-just sea 3sS-R-swell
0-pimi 0-keviu, 0-kalo-lo 0-pane-e la-na
3sS-R.come 3sS-big 3sS-cover-RED 3sS-R.go-DUR leg-3sP
la 0-ko-kovio-make-ga.
PL 3sS-RED-disappear-completely-just
Well he stayed on and on, 
the sea swelled up and 
became deep, was 
covering him up, his legs 
completely disappeared.
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Ale mra-kiavi napa 0-pike-pa-ia, 0-pike-pa
well fruit-clam REL 3sS-R.open-divide-3sO 3sS-R.open-divide
narui na taem na vio 0-pere la-na
now EMPH time GEN heron 3sS-R.pull leg-3sP
0-sa-n na 0-pere-lua-ga rui.
3sS-like-DEIC EMPH 3sS-R.pull-out-just already
W ell the clam opened up, 
it opened up and when 
Heron pulled its leg, it 
came right out.
Ale 0-ka-ka 0-pa ura, 0-ka-ka 0-pim
well 3sS-RED-fly 3sS-R.go ashore 3sS-RED-fly 3sS-R.come
ura 0-sa-n narui na pe 0-pa re
ashore 3sS-like-DEIC now EMPH R.NEG1 3sS-R.go NEG2
si ura poli na 0-me-ke-ga lo-si.
again ashore NEG3 CONJ 3sS-stay-TA-just inside-sea
W ell he flew away 
ashore, he flew and came 
ashore like this now but 
didn’t go right inland, he 
just stayed on the shore.
Ana sa te-visu-ia na 0-pesa-ni-a na
CONJ if 1piS-l.see-3sO EMPH 3sS-first-TR-3sO EMPH
vio na 0-mon ura napa ana lome na
heron EMPH 3sS-live inland REL CONJ dove EMPH
0-mono lo-si.
3sS-live inside-sea
And if  we see (what 
happened), at first Heron 
lived inland, and Dove 
lived on the seashore.
Yoko nagane narui na lome na 0-kus lele
then now now EMPH dove EMPH 3sS-take place
vio 0-pa ura, a vio na 0-kus
heron 3sS-R.go inland CONJ heron EMPH 3sS-take
lele lome na 0-m-lulu ke-ga lo-si, pe
place dove 3s 3sS-R-wander TA-just inside-sea R.NEG1
So then the dove took the 
place o f the heron and 
went inland, and the 
heron took the place of 
the dove and walks
0-pa re ura po.
3sS-R.go NEG2 inland NEG3
around on the beach area 
and doesn’t go inland.
Kie-ta suni-ena nan 0-pim 0-pis-ga
POSS-1piP story-NOM DEIC 3sS-R.come 3sS-finish-just
e nene, sipa napa a-m-yagogo.
LOC DEIC thanks REL 3pS-R-listen
This then is our story, it 
finishes here, thanks for 
listening.
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The following chart gives a catalogue of the 259 Lewo texts that made up the database of 
material used in the preparation of this description of the grammar of the language, and from 
which nearly all the cited language examples throughout have been drawn. In a few instances, 
not all details are able to be given, resulting from one tape getting lost in the course of field work 
(after transcriptions were completed), and because I did not have access to the original copies of 
transcriptions at the later stages of write-up. In the names of orators given in the chart, various 
titles that are used with the person’s name are given: “C.” means chief, “D .” means deacon, “E.” 
means elder, “O.” means olfala (Bislama, ‘older person’, a term of respect), “P.” means pastor, 
and “T.” means teacher.
# TAPE ORATOR VILLAGE TITLE/TOPIC WORDS
0 0 1 2A000-038 C. Parmasusu Mapena two white men at a dance 250
002 16A000-016 E. Yoan Omawa Reg kava origin story 193
003 2A380-430 E. Ora Moriu the buffoons in a canoe on the cliff 212
004 2B000-008 C. Parmasusu Mapena instituting three new chiefs 127
005 tape lost P. Mowa Epel Nopi Nivenue clan groups 163
006 2A082-209 C. Parmasusu Mapena visit of the President 349
007 16A018-034 E. Yoan Moriu planning village work 132
008 tape lost P. Mowa Epel Nivenue a broken ankle 549
009 tape lost Neti Rota Nikaura Moses 538
010 tape lost E. Loisumare Moriu Joseph 440
0 1 1 2B120-200 C. Parmasusu Mapena bamboo ritual and song 563
012 tape lost E. Kapi Nikaura hen and chicken 473
013 tape lost Rara Loi Moriu young girl from Mapena 186
014 tape lost Margaret Repeka Nivenue gathering grass 148
015 tape lost Neti Rota Nikaura using the computer 308
016 tape lost D. Kolen Nivenue how I got some ground 85
017 tape lost Mark Enale Nivenue stealing chickens 102
018 tape lost O. Kila Nikaura elf stealing food 146
019 tape lost O. Kila Nikaura stone for making rain and sun 145
020 tape lost Salome Mawa Moriu snake, woman & grand daughter 292
021 tape lost Leluwi Lepet Nivenue when I was a child 172
022 tape lost Neti Rota Nikaura man with sores who got married 253
023 tape lost Andrew Avio Moriu a village problem 1297
024 1A043-081 Alik Samuel Moriu an island with no men 442
025 1A085-109 Mareta Esau Moriu runaway wife 299
026 1A110-170 Samson Samuel Moriu water hole of the twins 887
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T e x t u a l  d a t a b a s e  d e t a i l s  ( c o n t . )
# T A P E O R A T O R V I L L A G E T I T L E / T O P I C W O R D S
0 2 7 1A 17 0 -2 6 4 Lopasis Moriu Lam en boy w ho got m arried 1168
0 2 8 1A 2 6 5 -3 3 0 Elsi Moriu an old lady 660
0 2 9 1A 3 3 0 -3 5 0 Lesante Oli Moriu w om an, husband and child 26 6
0 3 0 1 BO01-0 42 Lom asiga V aem ali w om an and grandchild 536
0 3 1 2 B 2 2 0 -2 7 7 E. Kapi Nikaura elf story 572
0 3 2 1B 0 4 4 -0 8 7 Dolcy M aw a N ikaura the dove and the heron 503
0 3 3 tap e  lost Dolcy M aw a Nikaura a lullaby song 300
0 3 4 2 B 3 2 7 /1 B Dolcy M aw a N ikaura I w as sick with an ae m ia 1012
0 3 5 tap e  lost R ara  Phillip Moriu m orning devotions 555
0 3 6 1B 10 8 -1 8 4 Dolcy M aw a Nikaura young boy at Lekina 772
0 3 7 1B 18 9 -2 3 2 Dolcy M aw a Nikaura the buffoons at sea 375
0 3 8 5A 00 0 -en d various Moriu village m eeting, Moriu 4 1 1 7
0 3 9 2 A 0 4 0 -0 8 0 C . P arm asusu M apena President’s w elcom e 2 0 7
0 4 0 tap e  lost Dolcy M aw a Nikaura hiding from rain, crab on sticks 110
0 4 1 2 A 2 0 9 -2 7 3 E. O ra Moriu chiefs regulate bride w ealth 40 0
0 4 2 2 A 2 8 6 -3 2 0 E. O ra Moriu tabu places 2 1 7
0 4 3 2 A 3 2 0 -3 6 2 E. O ra Moriu setting up the new  chiefs 192
0 4 4 tap e  lost not recorded Moriu a devil in the village 130
0 4 5 tap e  lost C . P arm asusu M apena sorcerer W illie Boot 1098
0 4 6 10B 058-O 69 O . Are Tavio m y bad eyes 82
0 4 7 7 B 1 0 7 -1 2 8 O . David Nul child’s song 98
0 4 8 7 B 1 3 0 -1 5 0 O . David Nul w hite m en in V anuatu 177
0 4 9 7 B 1 5 0 -2 6 8 O . David Nul trader M r Fraser 768
0 5 0 4 A 0 0 0 -0 3 5 E. Kapi Nikaura custom  m agic in T av io 29 5
0 5 1 1 1 B 1 1 9 -1 9 0 Jam es Lui Lepa old people in Tasiko /green  snail 77 9
0 5 2 11 B 19 2 -3 6 2 Jam es Lui Lepa sick child in hospital 98 7
0 5 3 6 B 00 0 -en d various N ikaura a conversation 22 82
0 5 4 1 1 B 058 -081 E. Totou Moriu the buffoons m ake a pig yard 26 9
0 5 5 1 1 B 0 8 2 -1 10 C . T a lm aku ra Moriu a m an and his w ife argue 4 0 0
0 5 6 11A 0 1 8 -0 6 8 O . Sone Moriu kava origin story 741
0 5 7 11A 069 -091 Lokupa Moriu tw o w hite m en at M apena 2 2 7
0 5 8 11A 0 9 7 -2 1 0 O . W illie  O ra M apena a  m an and a devil 1033
0 5 9 11A 0 0 0 -0 1 6 Tom  O ra M apena the buffoons m ake copra 46 8
0 6 0 1 1 A 2 1 1 -2 6 4 C . Jack M aw a Moriu m oving from R eg  to the coast 662
0 6 1 11A 2 6 5 -3 4 0 Lekila Moriu a lazy m an 61 3
0 6 2 9 A 0 0 0 -0 2 2 P enina Joe Nul visiting other p laces 24 0
0 6 3 9 A 0 2 3 -0 4 4 W in i Lepa elf steals baby 21 2
0 6 4 9 A 0 4 4 -0 5 8 A ndrew  Ansen Lepa parrot and flying fox 140
0 6 5 9 A 0 5 9 -1 5 7 Jam es Mariliu Lopalis m oving from Lepa to south Epi 7 9 3
0 6 6 9 A 1 5 8 -2 6 3 Dolcy M aw a N ikaura elf on the road to N ivenue 1034
0 6 7 9 A 2 6 6 -3 5 5 Dolcy M aw a N ikaura the rat and the bird 7 6 7
0 6 8 4 A 09 1 -22 1 N ow o V akum ali N ikaura the origin of w e l e l a w o  m usic 5 7 7
0 6 9 4A 22 4 -en d N ow o V akum ali N ikaura Lui w ho died from  T B 362
0 7 0 9 A 3 5 5 -4 7 9 Philip S eu le N ikaura hunting for wild pig 702
0 7 1 9 A 4 8 2 -6 7 0 E. W illie  M aki N ikaura m y trip to south Epi 1067
0 7 2 9 B 0 0 0 -0 9 3 C . P arm asusu M apena report on a village m eeting 1141
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T e x t u a l  d a t a b a s e  d e t a i l s  ( c o n t . )
# T A P E O R A T O R V I L L A G E T I T L E / T O P I C W O R D S
0 7 3 9 B 0 9 3 -1 9 6 E. Kapi N ikaura M esigyavi village 1328
0 7 4 9 B 1 9 6 -2 1 3 Esta S akaia V aem ali digging fam ine food 176
0 7 5 4 A 0 3 5 -0 5 7 E. Kapi Moriu a children’s gam e 118
0 7 6 4 A 0 6 3 -0 8 2 E. Kapi Moriu a children’s gam e 110
0 7 7 12 A 0 0 -0 9 2 Nem li V akum ali P aia elves at Paia 6 7 0
0 7 8 12A 092-201 Nem li V akum ali P aia a father goes to a  feast 831
0 7 9 12 A 2 0 2 -2 4 4 E. Melio Nikaura caught on the reef 36 2
0 8 0 12 A 2 4 5 -2 7 2 C W illiam  V akum ali N ikaura the w om an w ho ran aw ay 2 1 5
0 8 1 12 A 2 7 3 -2 9 5 L akaw e Vakum ali N ikaura seaw ater or fresh w ater 144
0 8 2 12 A 2 9 5 -3 2 5 Lakaw e Vakum ali N ikaura the first fam ily 199
0 8 3 9 B 2 1 3 -2 6 3 Leta Mores Lam en yam s 4 3 6
0 8 4 9 B 2 6 3 -2 9 4 C. M orara N ikaura a w om an w ho cam e from  the sun 35 2
0 8 5 9 B 2 9 6 -3 0 7 Leta Mores Lam en a song 46
0 8 6 5 B 0 3 0 -0 5 3 E. Reuben P aia first white m en to P a ia 2 9 8
0 8 7 5 B 0 0 0 -0 2 9 E. Reuben Paia stones at P aia 3 2 0
0 8 8 12 A 0 92-2 01 Nem li V akum ali Paia a father goes to feast 8 4 8
0 8 9 5 B 0 5 5 -0 7 8 E. Reuben Paia how devils cam e to Epi 3 0 0
0 9 0 5 B 0 7 9 -0 9 0 E. Reuben P aia how yam s cam e to Epi 156
0 9 1 12 A 3 2 5 -3 8 0 Lepita Jack N ikaura digging gourds 5 3 0
0 9 2 12 A 3 8 0 -4 2 1 Kalo Lam en hunting wild cattle 2 3 5
0 9 3 12A 421-end Lepita Jack N ikaura drinking alcohol 2 7 5
0 9 4 12 B 0 0 4 -0 2 4 John Kalo Nuvi Independence in V ila 301
0 9 5 1 2 B 0 2 5 -0 5 9 N apope Lam en having twins 4 8 6
0 9 6 12B 060-091 Leta Mores Lam en the p i o p i o  bird 3 4 6
0 9 7 1 2 B 0 9 2 -1 16 Leta Mores Lam en the w om an w ho ran aw ay 2 8 2
0 9 8 1 2 B 1 1 7 -1 8 9 Dolcy M aw a N ikaura youth conference 5 6 7
0 9 9 9 B 3 0 8 -3 5 5 E. Kapi N ikaura farew ell m eal arrangem ents 3 2 5
1 0 0 9 B 3 5 6 -4 1 4 C . Reuben N ikaura farew ell m eal 34 2
1 0 1 3 A 0 0 0 -0 3 8 Susan V arasa N ikaura w om en with flying fox husbands 3 7 5
1 0 2 3 A 0 3 9 -0 5 7 Susan V arasa N ikaura old people in bush 2 7 0
1 0 3 3 A 0 5 8 -1 8 4 Susan V arasa N ikaura a bad hurricane 1401
1 0 4 3 A 1 8 5 -3 0 6 Susan V arasa N ikaura devils 11 17
1 0 5 3 A 3 0 7 -4 3 8 Susan V arasa N ikaura the m arriage of L em ene 8 1 6
1 0 6 3 A 4 3 8 -B 0 6 3 Susan V arasa N ikaura w hen w e lived at V inapot 7 4 0
1 0 7 3 B 0 6 4 -1 2 6 Noel Paul Lokopui m an and devil at L em am p e 5 9 2
1 0 8 3B 12 8 -2 3 2 Dolcy M aw a N ikaura school sports at L am en  Bay 9 8 4
1 0 9 3 B 2 3 7 -2 4 6 M esig N ikaura rights to land 52
1 1 0 3 B 2 4 7 -2 6 7 M esig N ikaura cannibalism , m issionary m urder 189
1 1 1 3 B 2 6 8 -2 7 9 Low ea M esig N ikaura a m an died on the reef 66
1 1 2 3 B 2 7 9 -2 9 9 Low ea Mesig N ikaura strong and w eak  e lves 178
1 1 3 3 B 3 0 0 -3 4 0 M esig N ikaura tabu places 33 8
1 1 4 3 B 3 4 1 -3 9 9 Low ea M esig N ikaura devils on road to Nuvi 3 9 4
1 1 5 3 B 4 0 0 -4 1 7 Low ea Mesig N ikaura custom  song 76
1 1 6 10 A 0 0 0 -0 2 5 Low ea M esig N ikaura planting p a r p a r i o 291
1 1 7 10 A 0 2 6 -0 5 7 Leluwo V aras a N ikaura girl devils 4 4 5
1 1 8 1 0 A 0 5 8 -1 16 Leluwo V aras a N ikaura wife follows husband to Ponari 6 7 6
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Textual database details (cont.)
# TAPE ORATOR VILLAGE TITLE/TOPIC WORDS
119 1 0 A 1 1 7 -17 7 S ek A nterea Lokopui digging gourds 50 4
120 10A 178-191 S ek A nterea Lokopui w hen w e lived at Arim paka 117
121 10A 19 2 -2 2 4 S ek A nterea Lokopui resting in the garden 2 8 0
122 10 A 2 2 4 -2 4 5 R em o Jack Lokopui visit to Em au 183
123 10A 24 8 -2 7 6 R em o Jack Lokopui hunting with dogs 2 1 8
124 1 0 A 2 7 8 -3 7 0 R em o Jack Lokopui 8th Independence anniversary 77 9
125 1 0 A 3 71 -B 57 Leah W illiam Moriu story of elf 1222
126 handwritten A ndrew  Avio Moriu a letter 108
127 10 B 0 7 0 -0 8 0 A ndrew  Avio Moriu a visitor to the village 134
128 1 0 B 0 8 1-095 Kila Nuvi m en becam e devils 127
129 1 0 B 0 9 6 -1 13 Kila Nuvi elf stealing food 159
130 1 0 B 1 1 4 -12 7 Anderea Lokopui rain and sun 173
131 6A 000-021 Leta N ikaura a  m an becam e stone 179
132 6 A 0 2 1 -0 3 3 Esau M aw a Moriu the dog and the cat 125
133 6 A 0 3 4 -0 5 4 Leim as P eter Nivenue goat at the w ater 2 4 9
134 6 A 0 5 5 -0 7 8 Esau M aw a Moriu big bird and fish 30 8
135 6 A 0 7 9 -0 9 5 Leta M ores N ikaura song about rainbow 126
136 6 A 0 9 6 -1 12 Leta M ores N ikaura chestnut tree 168
137 6 A 1 1 3 -14 0 M ow a M aw a Nuvi Tom  from  P N G 2 8 5
138 6 A 1 4 1 -1 5 8 M ow a M aw a Nuvi R a m a the show off 189
139 6 A 1 5 9 -1 8 0 M ow a M aw a Nuvi Kiripi from  Africa 2 2 8
140 6 A 1 8 1 -2 0 0 Esau Moriu two boys hunting 160
141 6 A 2 0 0 -2 2 7 Deni M aw a N ikaura village school in 1951 2 8 6
142 6 A 2 2 8 -2 5 6 Leia M aw a N ikaura turtle 193
143 handwritten P eter M elio N ikaura rat and cat 8 4 8
144 handwritten P eter Melio N ikaura O bed  diving on the reef 5 4 7
145 handwritten 0 .  Kila Nuvi getting seaw ate r for cooking 3 7 5
146 handwritten P eter M elio N ikaura m y first tim e to town 1391
147 handwritten Deni M aw a N ikaura the big hurricane of 1951 8 6 2
148 handw ritten W illie  Y osef Nuvi boy feeding bird in bush 5 1 2
149 handwritten W illie  Y osef Nuvi turtle 3 2 8
150 handwritten A ndrew  Avio Moriu letter 195
151 handwritten C . P arm asusu M ap en a letter 196
152 handwritten Elder O ra Moriu life of o lder tim es 56
153 handwritten M argaret R epeka Moriu first day at school 142
154 handwritten M areta  and Lopaga Moriu thankyou speech to youth leaders 135
155 handwritten V akum ali U gai Nivenue catching octopus 39
156 handwritten not recorded Nivenue disobedience 74
157 handwritten E. Peter Nivenue knowledge 3 3
158 handwritten Jack Kiki N ivenue wild pig 52
159 handwritten Jack Kiki N ivenue older tim es without church 50
160 15 B 2 4 5 -3 2 0 Dolcy M aw a N ikaura a  chief and his son 5 0 4
161 15 B 3 2 8 -3 6 0 Dolcy M aw a N ikaura O live  from Uripiv 3 3 8
162 2 3 B 0 1 0 -02 3 Dolcy M aw a Nikaura N am puai from T an n a 2 9 7
163 2 3 B 0 2 4 -0 4 9 Dolcy M aw a Nikaura M aseg  and copra 5 1 9
164 2 3 B 0 4 9 -0 6 5 Dolcy M aw a Nikaura K arae  from Santo 2 9 9
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Textual database details (cont.)
# TAPE ORATOR VILLAGE TITLE/TOPIC WORDS
165 2 3 B 0 6 6 -0 8 3 Dolcy M aw a Nikaura Letok from Aulua 35 7
166 2 3 B 0 8 8 -1 15 Dolcy M aw a Nikaura P aleau  and Lincoln 4 9 5
167 2 3 B 1 1 5 -13 6 Dolcy M aw a Nikaura Joe from P aa m a 40 6
168 2 3 B 1 3 7 -1 5 7 Dolcy M aw a Nikaura new  chiefs for Varsu 318
169 not recorded C. Harry Nuvi baby child and baby snake 105
170 10 B 2 4 6 -2 9 9 Dick Isaak Nuvi grandparent and child to feast 1156
171 10 B 3 0 0 -3 7 5 Nakaliyu Sam Nuvi child forgotten at feast 1139
172 8 B 0 0 8 -0 2 2 Lesig M ale Nuvi our old village Erai 175
173 8 B 0 2 3 -0 5 0 Tom  Harry Nuvi m an-eate r on the hill 311
174 8B 05 0 -10 1 G eorge Tagat Nuvi four boys to bush 47 9
17 5 8 B 1 0 2 -1 4 3 E. Topi Nuvi ow ner of the spring 371
176 8 A 0 0 0 -0 6 4 C. Are G eorge Nuvi dog and cat 42 8
177 8 A 0 6 4 -0 8 6 Kalo Frank Nuvi to creek with Anderson 173
178 8 A 0 8 6 -1 13 Jim m y S am Nuvi two boys Lom älm al and Leitap 23 2
17 9 8 A 1 14 -1 2 8 Jonas Nuvi w hen I w as young 117
180 8 A 1 2 8 -2 1 5 C. Are G eorge Nuvi W illie and banyan tree 51 4
181 8 A 2 16-321 C. Are G eorge Nuvi w hen I becam e a Christian 4 2 4
182 8 A 3 2 1-3 98 Lernen Tag at Nuvi cutting Dick Isak's garden 193
183 poor quality C. Are G eorge Nuvi child and baby snake 57 2
184 poor quality Kora Topi Nuvi taking boys to bush 25 6
185 poor quality Dick Isak Nuvi elf and rat 23 6
186 poor quality Kora Topi Nuvi youth fund-raising 4 0 3
187 2 3 A 0 0 0 -0 3 5 Nawili M elio N ikaura blocking of the reef 34 5
188 handw ritten Dolcy M aw a Nikaura work after the cyclone 36 6
189 2 3 A 2 3 6 -2 4 8 Sim polo P eter Nikaura m y fam ily 85
190 2 3 A 0 3 5 -2 3 5 T. Pita M elio Nikaura hurricane in January 1759
191 handw ritten C. P arm asusu M apena letter 2 3 3
192 handw ritten M atona M elio Nikaura fight betw een cat and snake 30 4
193 handw ritten John A nderea Nuvi hunting flying fox 196
194 handw ritten E. Kapi Nikaura hurricane Bola 4 1 3
195 handw ritten not recorded Nikaura boy and m other, obedience 30 5
196 handwritten not recorded N ikaura w om an and two grandchildren 32 3
197 handwritten not recorded Nikaura a feas t at N ikaura 540
198 handw ritten not recorded Moriu the m an and the copra bag 2 4 4
199 handwritten A ndrew  Avio Moriu hunting flying fox 7 1 0
200 handwritten Dolcy M aw a Nikaura w om en ’s m eeting 4 8 7
201 2 3 A 2 4 9 -3 4 5 Nawili M elio Nikaura w hen  I had my twins 4 7 2
202 1 7 A 0 0 0 -2 1 4 Philip Esau M apena serm on 1216
203 17B 000- E. Totou and S ae Moriu conversation at N ikaura 2 4 3 3
204 17B Philip Esau M apena children’s story 85 2
205 17B Philip Esau M apena dedication of gifts 87 8
206 17B Philip Esau M apena serm on 1489
207 17B Deni M aw a N ikaura village without rain 1031
208 17B Leisum are Ekar Nikaura elves at Lelayum a 189
209 17B E. W illie K ora Nikaura first rice to  Epi 100
210 17B P eter Robert Nivenue w hen I w as at school 173
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T e x t u a l  d a t a b a s e  d e t a i l s  ( c o n t . )
# T A P E O R A T O R V I L L A G E T I T L E / T O P I C W O R D S
2 1 1 18 A 0 0 0 -0 5 6 Philip Erew o Nikaura hunting wild pigs with dogs 56 0
2 1 2 1 8 A 0 5 6 -0 7 5 M orara Leta Nikaura the p u r p a r i o  tree 2 3 0
2 1 3 1 8 A 0 7 5 -1 0 5 Leisum are Koliliu Nikaura girls diving for shells 2 8 6
2 1 4 1 8 A 1 0 5 -1 3 5 E. M elio N ikaura m y fa th er killed a m an 20 2
2 1 5 1 8 A 1 3 5 -1 5 8 M atona Melio Nikaura w alk to Lopapa 241
2 1 6 18 A 16 0 -3 0 0 T . P eter Melio Nikaura trip to N om uka Is 1220
2 1 7 1 8 A 3 00 -B 16 Jenny W illie N ikaura elf steals child 55 0
2 1 8 1 8 B 0 1 7 -0 5 5 Sirai Topi Nuvi elf steals grandparent 40 2
2 1 9 18 B 0 5 5 -0 8 5 Lopoia Alik Nuvi flying fox and stingray 2 1 4
2 2 0 18 B 0 8 6 -2 2 6 Lopoia Harry Nuvi two brothers and one sister 1056
2 2 1 18B 22 8-en d Benjam in Kora Nikaura the m urder of Vano 44 8
2 2 2 19 A 0 0 0 -0 4 2 S h em  Tom Nuvi eating  wild yam  at m idnight 3 9 7
2 2 3 19B 044-061 Deni Alik Nikaura killing wild cat 152
2 2 4 1 9 B 0 6 2 -1 2 0 S hem  Tom Nuvi snake in garden 555
2 2 5 19B 12 5 -2 1 0 E. W illie  M aki N ikaura canoe in big sea
2 2 6 1 9 B 2 1 4-251 Deni Alik Nikaura presbytery kava garden 2 0 8
2 2 7 19B C . Are G eorge Nuvi m y w ork history 110
2 2 8 19B Philip Erew o Nikaura old m an from  Am brym 4 4 3
2 2 9 19A S hem  Tom Nuvi Jim m y C harlie  from Nuvi 49 5
2 3 0 1 9 A 0 5 8 -1 14 Benjam in Kora Nikaura shark 536
2 3 1 16 T . Deni N ikaura 19 5 4  in N ikaura 2 1 7
2 3 2 16 S h em  Tom Nuvi w hat happened to Mai-Torn 411
2 3 3 16 Philip Erew o N ikaura nearly drowned diving for fish 2 6 0
2 3 4 16 S hem  Erew o Nikaura 19 83  in V ila 4 1 5
2 3 5 16 Philip Erew o Nikaura I w as an unw anted child 150
2 3 6 16 Jim m y P eter N ivenue the road of life 144
2 3 7 16 T ap ita  R ota Nivenue being chased  hom e from school 88
2 3 8 16 E. S um arw o Paia going fishing 64
2 3 9 16 G eorge Supapo N ikaura hunting on Erom ango 31 7
2 4 0 16 John A nderea Nuvi pulling the canoe 36 7
2 4 1 16 W illie  Koliliu Nikaura eating poison fish 25 5
2 4 2 16 R uta John Nikaura shellfish gathering at night 2 3 0
2 4 3 16 Susan M aki N ikaura snake in laplap leaf 163
2 4 4 16 R uta John N ikaura a devil im personates the m other 2 6 7
2 4 5 16 Letata  Eloise N ikaura fowl and cat 77
2 4 6 16 L ean a  Jam es N ikaura two old w om en 134
2 4 7 16 E. T ag at Nuvi w hen  I w ent to school 85
2 4 8 16 not recorded Nuvi w hen  I w as a child 109
2 4 9 16 Netty Betty Nuvi a  fright 25 2
2 5 0 handw ritten various various various exam ple sentences 109
2 5 1 1 1 B 1 19 -19 0 Jam e s  Mariliu Lopalis green snail 641
2 5 2 11 B 1 9 2 -3 6 2 Jam e s  Mariliu Lopalis taking a  sick child to hospital 1108
2 5 3 1 1 B 0 0 0 -0 5 8 E. Yoan Moriu the two children and the w ater hole 5 0 7
2 5 4 9 A 0 0 0 -0 2 2 Penina Joe Nul visiting other places 2 4 9
2 5 5 9 A 0 2 3 -0 4 4 W in i Lepa an elf steals a baby 162
2 5 6 9 A 0 4 4 -0 5 8 A ndrew  Ansen Nul parrot and flying fox 148
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# TAPE ORATOR VILLAGE TITLE/TOPIC WORDS
2 5 7 9A059-157 James Mariliu Lopalis going from Lepa to South Epi 881
2 5 8 9B196-213 Esta Sakaia Paia digging kilkokou vine roots 172
2 5 9 12A000-092 Nemli Vakumali Nikaura elves at Paia 651
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APPENDIX 3 : NOTES ON OLD WORD LISTS
1. The word list in Codrington 1885
Some discussion on the nature of this wordlist, and how it came to be included by Codrington in 
his set of wordlists (even though he did not elicit it himself), was given in §2.3.2. It was noted 
there that speakers today recognise many items from the list as indicating that it was taken from a 
speaker of the Pulkalie dialect of Lewo, spoken in earlier times in the inland areas beyond 
Lokopui village. In the comment column of the list, a tick indicates that an item can still be 
identified as an unambiguously Pulkalie form, not otherwise known in Lewo. Where the 
comment is “Lewo”, the form given is recognised as being the same as that used in modem Lewo. 
For some others, the word as given is not known, but a similar Pulkalie equivalent (PUL) does 
occur, which is given. For some, a source1 from Bieria (BIE) or Nakamanga (NAK) is 
suggested. Suggested corrections for some other forms are also given (some suggested 
corrections had already been noted by Clark (1985:216)).
Codrington wordlist
G L O S S A P I
F O R M
C O M M E N T G L O S S A P I
F O R M
C O M M E N T
ashes - bow v iu Lewo
bad p o p a ru a PUL = p aru ata butterfly le p e p e Lewo
banana pirai,ad i ✓ , ad i < NAK n ad i? child s u s u a ?, if n s u s u a  = BIE
belly s in e Lewo cocoanut niu Lewo
bird m an u Lewo cold m an in i Lewo
black m o k o lik o / door -
blood - ear d a lin a = BIE ?
boat w a g a ,
rarua
if w a g a , then V ; 
rarua = NAK
egg k o k o lu Lewo
body - face m ara Lewo
bone puriu Lewo father ara S
1 The word “source” is used very generally, to mean possibly an historical or recent borrowing from 
another language into the Pulkalie dialect, or that possibly that the list was obtained from someone who 
was not a native speaker of the language, or that it was compiled from more than one speaker (each of a 
different language background), etc.
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Codrington wordlist (cont)
GLOSS API
FORM
COMMENT GLOSS API
FORM
COMMENT
finger sulima Lewo, lg. of elves nose nisu NAK
fire kapi Lewo Pig pui Lewo
fish ika Lewo rain ua /
flesh - rat kawe
fly - red iliili /
fowl to V road dapa /
fruit - root -
good po Lewo salt -
hair ilu S sea si Lewo
hand lima Lewo skin kulu Lewo
hard - smoke -
head ba should be par soft -
hot pisusunu Lewo spear pulamera V
house uma Lewo (uma) spittle -
large taura ~ 7~ star rue S
leaf - sun mat ni elo NAK namatinielo
little takisi S sweet -
louse - tongue pomeno
man aru, tamoli S, tamoli NAK tooth bati NAK
mat takue Lewo tree kau NAK?
moon variu,
kapariu
? ✓  • 9 water ui Lewo
mosquito - white U W O W O  1 S
mother awia s wing kupe Lewo
mouth - woman goroi NAK
night boni yellow -
2. The word list of Hagen and Pineau 1889
The following wordlist is that given by Hagen and Pineau for southeast Epi (“API S.-E.”) in 
1889. There are clearly some major problems with this list. In particular, out of the 215 items in 
the list, 27 of them (nearly all of which immediately strike one as unfamiliar in Lewo) are of 
exactly the same form as the adjacent word in the adjoining list for the Havannah Harbour 
language (a north Efate dialect) (asterisked in the list below) and another two are exactly the 
same except for the last vowel (occur with double asterisk in the list). We expect tagi ‘cry' and 
lima 'five' to be similar, but to have the same form togaleate ‘to celebrate' or pooki ‘Good­
night!' etc. in both languages is somewhat suspect. Out of the 29 similar items, only a few are 
incontrovertibly Lewo, while most could be north Efate words which have somehow (error of 
transcription, data management, typesetting etc.) appeared in the Epi list.
The first column in the table contains an English gloss, which is a translation of Hagen and 
Pineau’s original French gloss entry word in the second column. However, the order of entries 
remains the same, so that the flavour of the semantic domain organisation of the original list can
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still be sampled. Their original entry follows, and then I include an “adjusted entry” which 
converts their French-inspired renderings into a form that more closely resembles modem 
orthography. In particular, their ou is given as u; their e as e or i; their gn as g; and their b, d, 
and g, as p, t, k. Also, their mo or po is often m or p. For their d°. (=ditto), the previous word 
is written out in full again. Then I give a modem form for that word, where possible, to indicate 
more clearly what the actual word contained in the entry is. That is, the modem word is not the 
modem Lewo word for whatever the meaning of the original gloss might be, but it is intended to 
show what is the form of the actual item that was collected by Hagen and Pineau as an entry for 
that gloss. The last column gives a meaning or gloss for this word, or makes some other 
comment on it (where there is no gloss or translation given, it can be assumed that it is the same 
as that of the original word). Some interesting discrepancies between the meaning of the gloss 
and the meaning of the form collected can be noticed, and it is fascinating to envisage the kind of 
interaction (monolingual on each side?) that might have taken place in the elicitation of the forms 
listed.
Haaen and Pineau wordlist
ENGLISH FRENCH ORIGINAL ADJUSTED MODERN NOTE
GLOSS GLOSS ENTRY ENTRY WORD
tribe la tribu sakao sakau sakau place name2
chief chef souboue supue supe
man homme eririm eririn yeririna m mistake for n
woman femme sera sera sira
child enfant nogariki nokariki Lewo is sisi
boy garQon eromani eromani yerumene male
girl fille sera sera sira female
single celibataire moue mue/me me young unmarried person
widow veuve letano letano letano
widower veuf letano letano -
old person vieillard mariki* Lewo is yer marua
father pere ata ata ata address form
mother mere aoi'a aoia auia address form
doctor medecin mounoue* munue ne-m-ninue I don’t know / drink
/ mu-n wi water (medicine)
prisoner prisonnier tougousia tukusia te-kusi-a we(inc) catch or hold him
property propriete sao sau sa-u POSS-1sP mine
2 This is the proper name of the area and its people, not the common noun ‘tribe’, and an important clue 
for identifying the list as Tasiko.
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Hagen and Pineau wore [list (cont.)
ENGLISH
GLOSS
FRENCH
GLOSS
ORIGINAL
ENTRY
ADJUSTED
ENTRY
MODERN
WORD
NOTE
be long a p p a r te n ir sao sau sa-u POSS-1sP mine
men ’s 
house
case
d ’hom mes
ioumoa iumoa/iuma yuma house
wom en ’s 
house
case de  
femmes
sira sira sira woman, fem ale
young  
men ’s 
house
case de 
jeu ne s  gens
ioumoa iumoa/iuma yuma house
body le corps eririna eririna yeririna person, people
head tete biabaona piapaona pia-pari-na his head
fa c e f ig u re comarana komarana mara-na his face
fo rehead f r o n t tanana tanana pra-ne-na his forehead
noze nez kounouna kununa kunu-na his nose
eye yew t, ceil komorana komorana kla-mara-na his eye
m outh bouche coulonana kulonana go-na his mouth
ch in m enton miabena miapena miap-ne-na his chin
e a r o re il le tileana tileana kiliga-na his ear
cheek jo u e koulapepin
a
kulapepina kulu-pipi-na skin-cheek-3sP his cheek
h a ir cheveux uilouna uiluna vilu-na his h a ir
neck cou melkina melkina melki-na his neck
chest p o itr in e erena erena yere-na his chest
back dos massouna masuna masu-na his back
buttocks fesse borena porena pere-na his buttocks
pen is m em bre
v i r i l
keana keana ke-na his penis
vag ina o rgane  
g e n ita l de  
la  fem m e
biena piena pi-na her vagina
a rm bras limana limana lima-na his arm
fo re a rm a va n t-b ra s -
hand m ains limana limana lima-na his hand
f in g e r d o ig t soulimana sulimana mras-lima-
na
fruit-hand-3sP his f in g e r
th ig h cuisse lalaborona lalaporona lala-pere-na leg-buttock-3sP
leg ja m b e conbounlan
a
konpunlana kupu-na-la-
na
fo o t p ieds lolala lolala lo-la-la inside-leg-3pP the ir sole 
o f  fo o t
toe o rte ils soulala sulala mras-la-la fruit-leg-3pp th e ir fee t
heel ta lon s lolana lolana lo-la-na inside-leg-3sP his sole o f  
foo t
n a il ong les soulomana sulomana mras-lima-
na
fruit-hand-3sP his f in g e r
bone os pourio purio puriu
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Hagen and Pineau wordlist (cont)
ENG LISH
G LO SS
FRENCH
G LO SS
ORIGINAL
ENTRY
ADJUSTED
ENTRY
M ODERN
W ORD
NOTE
fle sh chair k o u m boue kum pue kum pui
skin peau k o u lo u ss ia kulusia kulu-sia
.fur poil b ilo u ss ia p ilusia vilu-sia
clothes les habits -
male girdle ceinture
d ’hommes
nav o n a n avona
fem ale
girdle
ceinture 
des fem m es
so u lo u su lu kusu lu grass skirt
arrow  
wrist-guard
bracelet
d ’arc
boyaia poyaia /peya
women ’s 
bracelet
bracelet de 
fem m es
b a lo u sira pa lu sira
bead
bracelet
bracelet de 
perles
p an e p an e
pig  ’s tooth 
bracelet
bracelet de 
dents de 
cochon
k o u d a leg u a kutalekua kotal necklace
comb peigne dagu i takui
plume plum et u lou ta u lu ta vilu-ta our hair
ear-rings boucle 
d  ’ore Hies
"
ring bagues -
necklace collier tali tali kotal
cloth wrap­
around
manou e lbo lo el polo/el pel 
o
dress s ’habiller n en o n e lb o l
o
nen o n e lp e l
o
weapons les armes -
axe hache to g n o ta to g o ta pla-kiavi
bow arc ayou ayu yu
arrow fleche dae tae m rae
spear sagaie m ara m ara m ara war, spear  is kalie
club casse-tete blak plak plaki
kill tuer teo u ey a teu ey a te-w e-a 1 piS-hit-3sO we hit him
beat se battre m ara m ara m ara war
battle bataille m arakeo m arakeo
war guerre so u i su i su punch, hit with f is t
peace paix n aa rab o u in
e
n a rap u in e
God Dieu
devil diable
sorcerer sorcier
idol idole
temple temple
priest pretre -
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Hagen and Pineau wordlist (cont.)
ENGLISH
GLOSS
FRENCH
GLOSS
ORIGINAL
ENTRY
ADJUSTED
ENTRY
MODERN
WORD
NOTE
b elieve c ro ire stom ia stom ia stom i-a
ea t m a n g e r tekenan a tekenan a te-kinana 1p iS -ea t w e ea t
f o o d n o u rr itu re unclear in list
m ea l rep a s itop in etek e
n ou a
itop inetek e
nua
...tek e na  
wa
th e re  is s ti ll  (s o m e th in g ) 
le ft
co c o n u t co co mu niu mra-niu g ree n  d r in k in g  n u t
p iß c o c h o n p o u e p ue pui
yam ig n a m e roue rue yuwi
b a n a n a b a n a n e brae prae mra-vi
ta ro ta ro cabi'a kapia kopia w a te r  ta ro
ca n n ib a lism a n th ro p o p
h a g ie
-
d r in k b o ire tim ounia tim unia te-m u-ni-a w e d r in k  it
w a te r ea u O U I ui wi
fe r m e n te d
d r in k
b o isso n
fe rm e n te e
m iaa mia miau ka va
k itch en la  c u is in e ioum a ium a yum a h o u se
co o k cu ire -
w o o d b o is rabe rape yato  f ir e w o o d ,  laki w o o d
s to n e p ie r re s clavaro klavaro kla-varu
f i r e f e u kale kale kapi
ho t c h a u d eb in o u ep inu p isu n u
ta b le ta b le -
p la te p la t pialo p ialo p ia lo
kn ife c o u te a u m eu s-
m eus*
m yu s-m yu s
g la ss  o r  
co c o n u t  
sh e ll h a l f
ve rre  ou  
m o itie  d e  
c o c o
la s sa lasa pia-la
w ater-
g o u rd
b o u te ille
(en
ca le b a sse )
b a sk e t p a n ie r karo karo karo
tra ve l v o y a g e r perina perina perina to  b e  f a r  aw a y, d is ta n t
ro a d ch e m in daaba tapa mrapa
r ive r r iv ie re laom ie laom ie (la-)w om ie f lo o d
sea m e r si si s i
s till  w a te r e a u x
s ta g n a n te s
o u ib o u lo n b
o u le
u ip u lon p u le wi p u le na  
p ule
th e  w a te r  is re a lly  f u l l  up
c o u n try p a y s e to b a n a eto p a n a puruvanua
la n d te r  re to n o to n o tan o
is la n d tie laVko laiko Laeka n a m e  o f  o ffsh o re  is la n d  
o f f  so u th  E p i
tree a rb re lake lake laki
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H a g en  a n d  P in eau  w ord list ( c o n t )
E N G L IS H
G L O S S
F R E N C H
G L O S S
O R IG IN A L
E N T R Y
A D J U S T E D
E N T R Y
M O D E R N
W O R D
N O T E
sn a ke se rp e n t lam ara lam ara lo m ara
see v o ir n e lo a le a n e lo a le a n e-lu a li-a I  see  it
ra in p lu ie in o n a in o n a y u w a
th u d e r to n n erre b o lo u lo u p o lu lu p u lu lu
l ig h tn in g e c la ir pila* pila ye-p ila
w in d ve n t langni* lagi lagi
ca n o e p iro g u e o u a u a w a
sa il vo ile m ale m ale m ale
p a d d le p a g a ie n a lo u a n a lu a p la -v a lu a
to  p a d d le p a g a y e r b a lo sse * p a lo s e v a lu a
w alk m a rch e r m iale m iale m -yali he w a lked
run c o u r ir tek eriri tek eriri te-k iriri w e run
w a lk in g -
s tic k
ba to n logu i lokui
b a th e se ba igner to u k o u lo u tu k u lu te -k u lu w e ba th e
fr e s h  w a te r eau  d o u ch e O U I ui wi
sa lt  w a te r eau  sa lee si si si
sw im n a g e r te le te ie te -y e w e sw im
to  f i s h pech er teaTka te a ik a te -y a  ika w e h o o k  f i s h
fish p o isso n ika ika ika
fish -h o o k hameQon tag n ao * ta g a o
n e t f i le t -
b a it a p p ä t k ario k ario
to  h u n t ch asser su isu i* s u is u i
b ird o isea u
(p ig eo n )
n an o u * n a n u m a n u
to c u ltiva te cultiver,
p lan ter
ta m a p ila ta m a p ila te -m a p ila w e p la n t
p la n ta tio n p la n ta tio n s la g o e lak o e lo -kove
h a rve s t reco ltes la g o m a ro a la k o m a ro a laki m a ru a tree  r ipe
co m m erce com m erce -
se ll vendre ta la a v e a ta la v e a te-la -v ia w e g ive /ta ke
buy acheter,
p a y e r
to u g o u lia tu k u lia te-w u li-a w e b u y  it
exchange e c h a n g e r -
give d o n n e r laia laia la-ia h e  g iv e s /ta k e s  it
m oney m o n n a ie -
co u n t co m p te r p epea* p e p e a
to carve scu lp ter , 
creuser
m idiria* m itiria
too l o u tils b ig u ia il pikw iail
w eave tisse r t a g n o u e ta g u e tak w e k in d  o f  m a t
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Hagen and Pineau wore list (cont)
ENGLISH
G LO SS
FRENCH
G LO SS
ORIGINAL
ENTRY
ADJUSTED
ENTRY
M ODERN
W ORD
NOTE
loom metier ä 
tisser
b e a o p e a o
bat battoir p o u lo u b o u
e**
p u lu p u e
mat natte ta g o u e ta k u e ta k w e kind o f  mat
to dye teindre to to
dye teinture to to
painting peinture nataia* n ata ia n e-te -a I made/cut it
white blanc m io u o u o o m iu u o o m -y u w o w o
black noir m o g a lo g o m o k a lo k o m aiik o
red rouge pilin ili p ilin ili
to paint peindre nataia* n ata ia n e -te -a /  made/cut it
to smoke fu m e r -
Pipe pipe -
tobacco tabac -
match allumettes soroe** s o r o e
celebrate f e te r to g a le a te * to k a le a te
festival fe te t ia o tia o te -y a u we sing
music musique su ia* s u ia su -ia he hits it (drum)
long flu te flu te
longue
lokore* lo k o r e
panpipes flu te  de 
pan
n ao* n a o
drum tambour b o u e p u e p e
danse danse 
( danser)
t o o u o lo u to u o lu te -w o lu we dance
sing chant/chan
ter
te a o te a o te -y a u we sing
to tattoo tatouer m idiri* m itiri
tattoo tatouage m idiri* m itiri
to prick p iquer la ou o ia* la u o ia la -w o -ia break through it
to b um brüler to g o u ia * to k u ia te -k u -ia roast in coals
to
circumcise
c irc o n c ire to fa e a to v a e a
to cut couper te te a te te a te -te -a we cut it
to get up s e  le v e r kakaP kakai
day jo u r a lea te* a le a te
good-
morning
bonjour m o m o m o exclamation, OK
sun soleil d a e ta e m rae
to sit down s 'asseoir to t o to n o to to to n o te -to -ta n o we sit down
to lie down se  c o u c h e r to m o n o to m o n o te -m o n o we lie down
good-night bonsoir p o o k i p ok i
evening soir e p e g a la e e p e k a la e ev e k la v i
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Hagen and Pineau wordlist (cont.)
ENGLISH
GLOSS
FRENCH
GLOSS
ORIGINAL
ENTRY
ADJUSTED
ENTRY
MODERN
WORD
NOTE
night nuit p o e n ie n a p o e n ie n a
stars etoiles n e o u n e n e u n e
moon lune k o u b a re o k u p a reo k u p ario
to sleep dorm ir to m o n o to m o n o te -m o n o we lie down
to dream rever m o n e o m o n e o m en i-a he dreamt it
dream reve -
bed lit to g u e to k u e ta k w e kind o f  mat
to speak parier t e n is s i te n is i te -v is i we talk
yes oui ko ko ko alright
no non b o le b o le p o li
I Je_________ n o u nu inu
you(s/p) tu, vous ko* ko ko you(s); plural is a m iu
he il n o u nu n a (g a )
to name, 
name
nommer,
nom
ki ki ki(a)
to call appeler o u e e ia u ie ia o -v io -a you call him
be silent se taire p o u is s i p u is i p is i it's  finished
to do fa ire ta b o a ta p o a /ta p a tap  a he does/makes it
/  do je fa is ta b o a ta p o a /ta p a tap a he does/makes it
I  will do je fe r a i ta b o a ta p o a /ta p a ta p a he does/makes it
I d id  do j  'ai fa it -
to be b om naitre p a o p a o
new-born nouveau-ne p a o p a o
to marry se m arier o u o u o o -u my spouse
married
man
marie k o o ro k oro koro
married
woman
marie e k o o ro k oro k oro
jealousy jalousie s im im i s im im i sim im i
copulate colter e s s i e s s i e s i e s i y e s i -y e s i
adultery adultere p a n a g o * p a n a k o
to die m ourir m are m are m are
dead
person
mort erm are erm are yer-m are
to bury enterrer t e s s ü n ia te s u n ia te -s in i-a we bury him
taboo tabou so u m a r e su m a r e su m a r e peace; church
grave fo sse b o u ili p u ili/p ili pili hole
cemetery cimetiere b ou ilierm ar
e
p ilierm are p ili-yer-
m are
hole of/for dead person
grotto grotte b o u ili p u ili/p ili pili hole
mourning deuil k o u la m e n a e k u la m e n a e
fea r peur m arao m arao m arau
awe crainte -
to inherit heriter s a o s a o sa -u P O S S -1 sP  mine
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Hagen and Pineau wordlist (cont.)
ENGLISH FRENCH O RIGINAL ADJUSTED M ODERN NOTE
G LO SS G LO SS ENTRY ENTRY W ORD
inheritance heritage pouini puini/pini
a fin e amende tougoulia tukulia te-wuli-a we pay it
prom ise promesse -
to weep pleurer tagni* tagi tagi
numeration numeratio
n
"
one un tae tae tai
two deux loua lua iua
three trois talou talu telu
fo u r quatre uari uari vari
fiv e cinq lima* lima lima
six six orae orae orai
seven sept oloua olua olua
eight huit oralou oralu orelu
nine n eu f ouari ouari ovari
ten dix loualima lualima lualima
hundred cent -
two
hundred
deux cents ■
3. Wordlist in Ray 1893
This wordlist contains forms from the Tasiko (or Lemaroro) dialect of Lewo for 122 items. The 
source of the list is noted as being a manuscript by Rev. R. M. Fraser, with a few extra words 
(those in italics in the list) from “a slip printed by Bishop Patteson” (Ray 1893:165). The list is 
arranged in semantic domains. From the start, there have not been any well-established 
orthographic conventions for representing the languages of the area, but in this list Ray did 
attempt to provide, and follow, a uniform system. The first column gives the forms as he has 
them, while the second adapts them to the orthography used here. Ray writes prenasalised stops 
specifically as nd, mb etc., so it is not immediately clear what his symbols b and p are intended 
to differentiate (Lewo does not contrast voiced and voiceless non-prenasalised stops). Where 
voiced sounds occur in the list (cbw, b, nd), I have rewritten them as voiceless forms from the 
modem Lewo phoneme inventory (p, p, t, respectively).
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Rav wordlist
O R IG IN A L M O D IF IE D G L O SS M O D E R N C O M M E N T
FO R M F O R M FO R M
n d a e tae sun mrae
- d a y lig h t ye-lag
kubario, also 
variu
kupario m o o n kupario variu not known
eru e s ta r verue
kilavaru s to n e klavaru
g b w o g p o g n ig h t y o -p o g
m aliko d a rk n e s s m alko
lagi w in d lag
p en i sk y peni
yu w a ra in yuw a
wi w a te r wi
s i se a si
buru-vanua puru-vanua la n d puruvanua
to n o e a r th , s o i l tano possibly an error (should be tan o)  
as the aberrant vowel is not 
commented on in Ray’s notes
kabi kapi f i r e kapi
y o p u a sm o k e -
m olu s h a d e yo-m alu
- p ig pui
lekoli d o g lokuli
- r a t kawe
m anu, m enu b ir d man
to f o w l tow a
le-m w ara, also 
m inya
le-m ara sn a k e lom ara m inya not known
ika f i s h ika
pia sh a rk papel pia is found in Lamen
la g o fly lago
nam u m o s q u ito nam
p e p ep e b u tte r f ly lep ep e
kuru lo u se kuru
laki, jeki tr e e puru-laki
lova-ri, gm a m a l e a f m a-sia lova-ri (in whole or in part) not 
known
pia r o o t pia-sia
raki, ndaki taki f r u i t m ra-sia raki or taki not known
m eru, niu c o c o n u t mar niu known today as mra-niu  
‘d r in k in g  n u t ’
paravi, also 
pirai
b a n a n a paravi
pirevi, also 
parai
b r e a d f r u it peravi
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R a y  w o r d lis t  (con t.)
O R IG IN A L
F O R M
M O D IF IE D
F O R M
G L O S S M O D E R N
F O R M
C O M M E N T
y u w i, ui y a m y u w i
p ia g a ta r o k o p ia
p o to v i s u g a r c a n e p u ru te v i
y u g m a y u m a h o u se y u m a
r a p a ,  also  
m i r a - v a n d a p a
v a ta p a r o a d m ra p a
v iy u ,v iu b o w v iu
n d a i ta i a r r o w m ra i
k w ila -m ira s p e a r k ia m a ra
p u la k i c lu b p lak i
w a , w a g e a b o a t w a ta w a g k a  also  know n, but not
w a g e a
v e lu a p a d d le v a lu a
- o u tr ig g e r y a m e
- b a s k e t k a ro
k in a n ie n a ,  
also v e v a n a
f o o d k in a n -e n a v e v a n a  not known
a r im a , a ta fa th e r a r im a -n a ,  a ta reference and address form s
a r ir in a ,  y e r u m an y e r ir in a ,  y a rn ‘p e o p le , p e r s o n  ’
e r u m ü n e m a le y e r m e n e
o a h u sb a n d o -n a ‘s p o u s e  ’
n u c a r ik i ,  also  
s i s iw a
n u k a r ik i c h ild s i s i n u k a r ik i  unknown, s i s i - w a  is
used for young babies
a n e ,  a w ia m o th e r a n e - n a ,  a w ia reference and address form s
s i r a fe m a le s i r a
o a w ife o -n a ‘s p o u s e  ’
s u p w e s u p e c h ie f s u p e
p w a , c b w a p a h e a d p a r i-n a
k o -m a ra , also  
m eri
e y e k la -m a ra -n a
k ilig a e a r k il ig a -n a
ju a to o th m ra - lu e -n a
k u n a ,  k o n u n o se k u n u - n a
p u - m e n e to n g u e p u r u - m e n e - n a
to g m o c b w o ,  
also s in e
to m o p o b e l ly m o p e - n a to -  is unknown, could  be lo - 
‘ in s id e  o f ,  s in e -  is ‘g u t ’
lim a , j im a h a n d l im a -n a
la f o o t , le g la -n a
ta b lo o d t a - n a
c b w u r i-y u p u r i-y u b o n e p u r iy u
io b o u io p o u sk in k u lu -s ia io b o u  w ould be y e p e - u  ‘m y
b o d y ’
- f le sh k la m iy u
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Ray wordlist (cont)
O R IG IN A L
FO RM
M O D IF IE D
FO RM
GLOSS M ODERN
FORM
C O M M E N T
ki, ci ki name kia
cbwo, wo, o, 
also sumara
30 good po, wo 30 realis, wo irrealis, sumara is 
sumare ‘peace'
pioroa, also 
pecbwerua
peperua bad piowa
taura, kevin, 
keu
great keviu taura unknown; kevin could be 
keviu-n big-TR or a misprint
otakisi small tekaki otakisi still known
bilili red piaga bilili unknown
miyuwowo white m-yuwowo
mekoliko black malolo
ki-e-ki-wa holy wa could be kie ki wa POSS name 
ioly ‘his name is ho ly ' (this is 
actually a line in an old hymn)
malia, luali see mali-a
logo, loge hear loge logo is ‘preach ’
pisa, visa, luc luk speak pisa, visa realis and irrealis forms; luk 
unknown
gkilia, cili gkilia, kili know g-kilia, kilia realis and irrealis forms
ligani barter ligani usual meaning of ligani is ‘put, 
send’
kani, kinana eat ka-ni, kinana transitive and intransitive forms
muni drink mu-ni
kili dig kili
sini bury sin
tagi weep tag
metaku,
marau
fe a r marau metaku not known
mali live mali
mare die mare
momalio sleep mo-malio
su, su-malu stand su-malu
to stay to
totono sit to-tano see tono above
peno RQ pano
pimi, viru-mi come pimi, imi realis and irrealis forms
tai, taga one tai, taaga article and numeral
lua two lua
tolu three telu
vaeri fou r vari
lima five lima
o-rai six o-rai
o-lua seven o-lua
o-rolu eight o-relu
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Ray w ordlist (cont.)
O R IG IN A L
FO R M
M O D IF IE D
FO R M
G L O SS M O D E R N
FO R M
C O M M E N T
o-vaeri nine o-vari
lua-lim a ten lua-lim a
n u , -u , n e I, m y inu , -u , n e- independent pronoun, possessive 
suffix, and subject agreem ent 
prefix; also in follow ing
ko, g m a , o ko , m a , o thou, thy ko, -m a, o -
n a g a , n a , 0 - he, h is n a g a , -n a , 0 -
ita, te thou a n d  / ita, -ta , te - dual form s not different from  
plural
m em i, - ,m e he a n d  I o m am i, -m am i, 
m e-
am iu , a you  tw o am iu , -m iu , a-
n a g a la , a th ey tw o lala , -la, a -
ita, -ta , te you  (p) & 1 ita, - ta , te -
m em i, -m em i, 
m e
they & I o m am i, -m am i, 
m e-
am iu , -m iu , a you  (p) am iu , -m iu , a-
n a g a la , -la, a they lala , -la, a-
lala p lu ra l lala
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